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With the rapid development of science and technology and economy, it has a great impact on people’s lifestyle and habits. Fewer
and fewer people will actually carry out offline sports activities, and some will choose gyms and other places for offline exercise,
but the high cost of gyms limits most people’s desire to exercise. Our country has been actively introducing policies or measures to
advocate physical exercise, but people’s enthusiasm is not high or improper training leads to frequent physical injury. In view of
the current situation and pain points of sports skill training, this paper first discusses the possibility of the overall application of
virtual reality technology based on artificial intelligence in sports skill training. Secondly, it explores the application of virtual
reality technology based on artificial intelligence in tennis, which is a highly skilled sports training. Finally, combined with the
practical application of virtual reality technology based on artificial intelligence in sports skills training, it proves the
advantages and influence of applying virtual reality technology based on artificial intelligence in sports skills training in the future.

1. Introduction

At present, the society is full of various Internet activities,
such as video games, short videos, and online social network-
ing, which constantly squeeze people’s less affluent leisure
time. People generally hope to release the pressure in video
games, experience all kinds of new things in short videos,
and use online social instead of offline meeting [1]. The cur-
rent situation of almost not taking part in any physical exer-
cise, coupled with unreasonable diet structure, hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, obesity, low vision, low cardiopulmonary
function, and other diseases, gradually appears to have youn-
ger status in some overnourished people [2]. China’s relevant
departments attach great importance to people’s health. The
CPC Central Committee and the State Council have succes-
sively issued and implemented “healthy China 2030” pro-
gram outline, national fitness implementation plan, and
other program outlines [3]. At the 19th National Congress
of the Communist Party of China and the 13th National
Games, General Secretary Xi also constantly emphasized
the important role and significance of developing mass sports

[4]. In this context, our citizens have a new understanding of
the importance of physical exercise to health. More and more
people begin to plan for sports training in their spare time
but encounter the problems of time, venue, and training skills
[5]. First of all, in the fast-paced life, people’s leisure time is
“fragmented,” few people can spend a large period of time
for sports training. At the same time, the improper under-
standing of training skills does not play the role of physical
training but causes irreversible damage to the body [6]. Based
on the above problems, it has greatly hit the enthusiasm of
the people for sports training. With the continuous develop-
ment of science and technology, virtual reality technology
based on artificial intelligence can well avoid these problems
in sports skills training. This paper introduces and demon-
strates this.

This paper first introduces the application of artificial
intelligence virtual reality in physical education and then,
combined with the case of the role of artificial intelligence
virtual reality technology in tennis training skills, specifically
discusses the promotion and grasp of artificial intelligence
virtual reality technology in sports training skills. Finally,
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according to the above analysis and discussion, we come to
the conclusion that the use of artificial intelligence virtual
reality technology can play a positive role in sports skills
training, and through the specific cases of artificial intelli-
gence virtual reality technology in table tennis and other
sports skills training, it shows the current application of arti-
ficial intelligence virtual reality technology in sports training
skills. This paper hopes that through the introduction and
discussion of virtual reality technology under artificial intel-
ligence in sports skill training, we can promote the applica-
tion of virtual reality technology in sports teaching and
have certain guiding significance for sports skill training.

2. Related Work

2.1. The Research Status of Artificial Intelligence Virtual
Reality Technology in China. The application of artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology in physical education
has only been applied in recent years. Almashat and others
believe that artificial intelligence virtual reality technology
with its virtuality can effectively prevent the inevitable colli-
sion and other injuries in physical education. At the same
time, the required teaching conditions can be presented
and realized visually through the writing of computer code,
which can make up for the lack of teaching conditions. A
computer and a pair of glasses can be used to start sports
training, which completely breaks the time and space restric-
tions on sports training. Using the 3D effect of artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology, we can watch sports
actions and skills in multiple directions without dead angle,
which is conducive to tap the potential of physical education
teaching [7]. Sadeghi et al. think that artificial intelligence
virtual reality technology in physical education teaching
can effectively avoid irreversible sports injury caused by
improper operation of difficult movements by making
viewers fully understand and put themselves in the training.
At the same time, the real field can be set in a relatively safe
field, so as to avoid accidents in sports training [8]. Pushpar-
ajah et al. also pointed out that the application of artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology can effectively avoid
sports accidents, reduce physical injury caused by improper
sports movements, and save and make up for the cost and
shortage of sports facilities [9].

Based on the research results of the above scholars, we
find that the academic circles generally believe that the role
of artificial intelligence virtual reality technology in sports
training has the following points, to avoid irreversible body
injury caused by improper or not in place actions in the
training process [10], break the limitation of time and space
in physical training [11], and Fully tap the teaching potential
in the process of training [12]. But at the same time, most of
the domestic research on virtual reality technology in sports
training mostly stays at the theoretical level and lacks the
analysis combined with specific cases [11]; At the same time,
for the application of artificial intelligence virtual reality
technology in sports training, it only expounds the advan-
tages and application role of relevant research [13]; rarely
analyzes the problems encountered in the practical applica-
tion process, such as the computer hardware settings, the

uneven products of artificial intelligence virtual technology,
and the public consumption concept, and puts forward the
countermeasures [14].

2.2. International Research Status of Artificial Intelligence
Technology. The United States first began to study artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology. As early as the 1940s,
the U.S. military began to simulate the training of astronauts
and pilots through artificial intelligence virtual reality tech-
nology. Later, it gradually extended to civilian, such as user
interface, perception, hardware, and background software.
So far, the United States has established artificial intelligence
virtual reality training system and virtual reality education
system for space station, aviation, and satellite maintenance.
In the field of simulation, George Mason University devel-
oped a simulation system in dynamic virtual environment.
In terms of game software and office, Boeing and Xerox of
the United States and NEC of Japan have designed a knowl-
edge base system based on artificial intelligence virtual reality
technology on the existing basis, which can effectively
improve the user’s sense of body and improve the application
efficiency. In Europe, the United Kingdom, Germany, Swe-
den, and other more developed countries also actively partic-
ipate in the research and application of artificial intelligence
virtual reality technology, but mainly in the field of hardware
and software.

To sum up, artificial intelligence virtual technology has
been widely studied by researchers all over the world. The
research and application of virtual reality technology focus
on different countries, mostly in industry, military, medi-
cine, entertainment, education, and so on. Among them,
there is less research on sports training, but it has a good
prospect.

3. Method

The basic operation scene of artificial intelligence virtual
reality technology (VRT) is to bring the subjects an elec-
tronic helmet with an eye screen. The electronic helmet is
equipped with an impression. The eye screen is made of liq-
uid crystal with two micro screens. The subjects can see the
virtual image on each eye screen. At the same time, the hand
is equipped with a data glove, which can be used to control
or issue commands to users or display graphics. According
to the positioning sensor which detects the position of
human body on the user’s clothing, the real-time position
of the subject or the position in the virtual space can be
transmitted in two directions. At the same time, the user’s
trajectory can be recorded, and the position in the model
can be modified according to the user’s motion trajectory.
In addition, if necessary, the subjects also need to wear foot
transmission equipment. Through the above equipment, the
subjects saw a computer-generated three-dimensional space,
with a full-color stereo image and stereo sound, and felt the
feedback force of the virtual environment, so they had a real
experience in the virtual environment. The artificial intelli-
gence virtual reality technology working scene is shown in
Figure 1.
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3.1. Sports Training of Virtual Reality Technology Based on
Artificial Intelligence. Sports skills require athletes to be pro-
ficient and standard when doing specific actions. Therefore,
in order to achieve proficiency and standard, on the one
hand, athletes must continue to train; on the other hand,
instructors’ demonstration and training methods should be
perfectly absorbed, so as to finally achieve the improvement
of training level. But taking the result level of professional
sports economic training as an example, most coaches
mainly rely on the naked eye and experience to judge the
athletes’ movements in the training process, which is more
dependent on the subjective consciousness of coaches,
affected by the angle, distance, and lighting. Therefore, ath-
letes need to go through repeated actions and correction or
in actual operation to realize the ignored problems in train-
ing, which leads to the poor quality of economic sports
training in China. The national team with the best training
resources is still like this, not to mention for the public, there
is no coach guidance, no professional action correction dem-
onstration, and no sufficient and appropriate training time
and training ground for athletes. We can imagine the pro-
cess and result of physical training.

We can combine the actual human movement with
sports biomechanics into the virtual coordinate system of
digital three position human movement, so as to record
the movement track in the space of combination of virtual
and reality, correct the movement track to achieve the pur-
pose of sports training, and avoid the injury caused by
improper operation in the whole process. The whole process
is divided into two parts. One part configures the motion
capture action database and stores the data records of action
modification and design. The other part generates the corre-
sponding parameters through the trajectory of the mover
and combines the two parts of data to test the action. In this
part, we define the trajectory of the mover and the corre-
sponding action by establishing a coordinate system and
Euler angles in the X and Y directions. And according to
the data in the database to correct and arrange the action,
the final output of correct data to the specific action of the
line of movement and the corresponding parameters are
stored in the three-dimensional standard simulation action
library for the next preparation.

Through the above system, first of all, the sports train-
ing of the volleyball team in a certain area is simulated,
and the application performance of the Chinese system is
tested through the training effect. Firstly, we input the data
of athletes’ standard service action effect through three-
dimensional modeling and set them as standard parame-
ters. Then, the space coordinate system is established for
the actual movements of the athletes, and the Euler angles
in the x-axis and y-axis directions are used as the refer-
ence to detect the trajectory differences between the ath-
letes and the standard movements and record them (see
Figure 2). Finally, through the system calculation results,
the standard action track and the correction action track
are sent back to the perspective of the athletes, and the spe-
cific correction of the athletes’ movement is carried out
through the control equipment such as data glove and pedal.
In order to achieve the practical application of artificial intel-
ligence virtual display technology in volleyball skill training.
According to this scheme, we conducted artificial intelligence
virtual reality simulation training for 10 athletes and com-
pared the results before and after training. The results are
shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the Euler angle of the
corrected trajectory is basically below 1 compared with the
standard trajectory, which indicates that the simulation
effect of the technology is better, and the simulation effect
can be used in actual training. It can be seen from Figure 3
that the average time used to reach the same training level
for 1-5 months after training is often lower than that before
using the simulation training technology system. For 6~8
levels, no one can reach the level before training, but after
training with the simulation system, the athletes can reach
6~8 levels, and the time is less than the time to reach 1~5
levels before training.

In the same way, the above scheme is different. For the
randomly selected 10 divers, the standard action parameters
are still collected first. Combined with the real diving trajec-
tory of the athletes, the difference between the two Euler
angles is calculated, and finally, the correction parameters
are generated to correct the movements of the athletes. Spe-
cific data are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

As can be seen from Figure 4, after using artificial intel-
ligence virtual technology to simulate training, the difference
between the actual action parameters and the standard
action parameters is about 2. Considering the complexity
of diving action, combined with the actual situation, we still
think that the simulation effect of artificial intelligence vir-
tual simulation system is better, and the simulation effect
can be used in practical application. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that all the time, when the system reaches the same
level after 1-4 is less than that before the system simulation,
and for 5-7 levels, the system can reach the same level after
the system simulation, and the average time is 1-4 before
the system simulation, and no one has reached the level
before the system simulation.

To sum up, it can be concluded that after using the
artificial intelligence virtual reality technology simulation
system, the effect of athletes in sports training is better; the
action standard is longer; the mastery degree is better; the

Figure 1: Artificial intelligence virtual reality technology working
scene demonstration.
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time to reach the same level is shorter, that is, the action effi-
ciency is higher; and the application of the system can effec-
tively improve the level of athletes’ sports training skills.

3.2. Virtual Reality Technology Based on Artificial
Intelligence in Tennis Skills Training. With the emergence
of Li Na, Deng Jie, and other world-class players of Chinese
women’s tennis team in the past two years, tennis is gradu-
ally known and sought after by the public. However, due
to the complexity and confrontational limitations of the
venue and teaching content, it is easy for the athletes to have
negative emotions and suppress their learning enthusiasm

and initiative. This situation is typical of the current situa-
tion of people’s exercise, so through the application of artifi-
cial intelligence virtual reality technology in tennis, we hope
to discuss the application of virtual reality technology in
sports skills training.

In order to avoid the influence of the existing Tennis
Foundation on the training effect, we randomly selected 40
subjects without tennis learning foundation as the research
object and divided them into the control group and the
experimental group, with the male to female ratio of 1 : 1
in each group. The control group was trained by traditional
training methods, and the experimental group was trained
by artificial intelligence virtual reality technology. Finally,
through the comparison of the results, we hope to see the
difference of the effect of virtual reality technology of artifi-
cial intelligence on tennis in interest training, sports skills
training, and psychological motivation, so as to demonstrate
the application of virtual reality technology of artificial intel-
ligence in sports skills training and the application in the
current situation of sports skills training in China.

After controlling the relevant irrelevant variables such as
the physical fitness of the subjects, the randomness of the
training and testing teachers, the teaching content, the test-
ing content, the progress time, and the homogeneity of the
place, we started the experiment according to the process.
The main process is as follows: firstly, the two groups of sub-
jects were tested in terms of body shape and physical fitness
to ensure that the subjects can carry out the experiment and
avoid accidents in the process of the experiment. Secondly,
the tennis learning interest test is carried out as a compari-
son with the tennis learning interest test after training.
Finally, we test the initial technique of tennis. On the one
hand, we can prevent the difference of initial level between
subjects from affecting the effect of different training
methods. On the other hand, we can make a comparison
between the initial reference data and the training effect after
the completion of subsequent training. After the above tests,
we officially entered the experiment. After the test, the above
experimental process was measured and the data were
recorded in order.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that everyone likes tennis
very much. Except for a few who like or dislike tennis very
much, most of them prefer tennis. We first record the distri-
bution of likes before the experiment and then compare the
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results after the follow-up and training. It can be seen from
Figure 7 that the main channel for people to understand ten-
nis is through television, followed by the Internet, which
benefits from the good results of China’s National Women’s
tennis team in the world in recent two years.

Finally, we will position the training score below 60 as
failing, 60 to 69 as passing, 70 to 79 as average, 80 to 89 as
good, and 90 to 100 as excellent. Through the statistics of
the results, we found that 35% of the experimental group
trained by artificial intelligence virtual reality technology
got excellent, while only 10% of the control group got the
evaluation. There was no significant difference between the
control group and the experimental group in the general
and good range, but 35% of the experimental group in the
excellent group got the evaluation, while only 10% of the
control group got the evaluation. For this result, we think
that the average score is also normal distribution. Affected
by the sample size, it is normal that there is no difference
between the two groups. But the difference between the
experimental group and the control group shows that the
virtual reality technology based on artificial intelligence has

higher efficiency and results in teaching and improving ten-
nis technology. In order to further verify this result, we will
further split the process and data of training skills. Due to
the influence of space, I will not repeat it here.

To sum up, under the two different training methods, it
is found that the effect of virtual reality technology based on
artificial intelligence is far more than that of traditional
training in the aspects of interest cultivation, enthusiasm
promotion, and sports skills training, and the difference is
significant. Therefore, in real sports training, we can try to
promote the use of artificial intelligence virtual reality
technology.

3.3. Application of Table Tennis Training Skills Based on
Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality Technology. Table
tennis, as one of the sports with the highest audience and
popularity in China, will also have new effects after the
application of virtual reality technology, such as allowing
the trainer to enter the role quickly, effectively improving
the boring learning process and frustration after failure.
Therefore, it is more persuasive to explore the practical
application of virtual reality technology based on artificial
intelligence in table tennis training.

Table tennis is one of the most advantageous sports in
China. A large number of excellent talents are added every
year. With the deepening of education reform, a lot of expe-
rience and methods that can be copied and popularized have
been created. But there are some problems in this system,
such as single teaching means and training methods always
copy the previous methods, regardless of the actual situation
and innovation of training. As a result, the trainers’ theoret-
ical knowledge is weak, their interest in learning gradually
declines with the training process, and their enthusiasm is
hit. After the introduction of artificial intelligence virtual
reality technology, it can effectively stimulate the interest
and enthusiasm of the trainers, as well as the theoretical
basis and practical practice of training. On the successful
case of the practical application of artificial intelligence vir-
tual technology in table tennis training, this paper intro-
duces and analyzes its reasons and characteristics, hoping
to use this as a template to promote the virtual reality tech-
nology of artificial intelligence to other sports skills training.

In table tennis training, the trainers are mainly equipped
with data gloves with sensors, which can accurately locate
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Figure 8: Virtual reality table tennis human-computer interaction
scene.
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the position and movement track of the trainer’s hand and
send it back to the computer host, so as to obtain the inter-
active scene and track between the ball and the trainer in the
simulation space. At the same time, the trainer’s head is
equipped with an electronic eye screen, which can visualize
the computer simulation scene, so that the trainer can carry
out table tennis training personally (schematic diagram), as
shown in Figure 8.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

To sum up, we explore the application of artificial intelli-
gence virtual reality technology in the process of sports skills
training. We found that after the application of artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology, the diving movement
of athletes changed from 4 before training to 7, and the aver-
age time changed from 38.4 to 21.7, nearly 70% higher. The
service action technology has changed from 5 to 8, and the
average time used has changed from 27.8 to 18.2, which is
nearly 80% higher than 40% and 50% before using the sys-
tem, indicating that the artificial intelligence virtual reality
technology has very high use value and obvious use effect
(see Table 1).

Similarly, in the application of artificial intelligence vir-
tual reality technology in tennis, through the comparison
and analysis of the experimental results, we found that after
learning artificial intelligence virtual reality technology and
traditional training technology for a period of time, it has a
great impact on the interest of the subjects. The control
group is from the original most like to general and not inter-
ested from 0% to 84%, while the experimental group data is
from interested to very interested; at the same time, the

number of interested is also on the rise. This shows that arti-
ficial intelligence virtual reality technology plays a great role
in fully mobilizing the enthusiasm of trainers and maintain-
ing their nature (as shown in Figure 9).

In addition to the problems discussed above, artificial
intelligence virtual technology in sports skills has a role that
has not been widely discussed, that is, to reduce injury. In
the traditional offline training, there are many reasons, such
as insufficient warm-up activities, lack of standardization of
technical actions, and lack of reserve of safety knowledge,
which often lead to accidental injury, even irreversible injury
to the body. This is also one of the current situations of
sports skill training, but through the artificial virtual reality
technology, we can import the standard action in advance,
and then through the positioning sensor, we can locate and
analyze the shortcomings of the trainer and refer to the stan-
dard action to correct the trainer. At the same time, artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology is more used for oper-
ation and training in virtual three-dimensional space, which
effectively avoids the injury caused by the site. There are few
people to explore this aspect. I hope that this paper can
attract attention after introducing and raising questions
and pay attention to this issue while promoting artificial
intelligence virtual reality technology.

5. Conclusion

Through the above discussion, we find that artificial intel-
ligence virtual reality technology has gradually been pro-
moted in the field of education and teaching, because of
its immersion, interaction, and conception. Facing the cur-
rent situation and problems of the training of the social
mass sports skills, this paper first expounds the role of
artificial intelligence virtual technology in the field of edu-
cation and teaching through the general application and
principle of artificial intelligence in the training of sports
skills. Secondly, through the application of artificial intelli-
gence virtual technology in tennis, it fully proves that the
use of artificial intelligence virtual reality technology to
solve the problems of students, athletes, people, and other
different groups in sports skills sports is facing the short-
comings of the decline of enthusiasm, accidental injury,
irregular movement skills, and low efficiency. Finally, the
successful case of artificial intelligence virtual technology
in table tennis training is given. The function and advan-
tages of artificial intelligence virtual technology in sports
skill training are illustrated by practical application. It is
hoped that the application of artificial intelligence virtual

Table 1: Analysis of application effect of the simulation system.

Action name Correlation data
After applying the
simulation system

Before applying the
simulation system

The diving movement Master the number of movements 7 4

The diving movement The average time to master the movements 21.7 38.4

Delivery of service Master the number of movements 8 5

Delivery of service The average time to master the movements 18.2 27.8

�e influence of training style (%)
0 50 100

Adore

Enjoy

General

Dislike

Hate

Control group
Experimental group

Figure 9: The influence of training style.
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reality technology in sports training can be accelerated and
played a guiding and reference role in it.
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In order to change the problem of data redundancy in a genetic algorithm, this paper proposes a computer mathematical model
based on the combination of an improved genetic algorithm and mobile computing. Combined with the least square method,
MATLAB software is used to solve the equations, determine the range of parameters, and solve the estimation parameter range
and identification problems. The improved genetic algorithm combined with mobile computing and least square method to
establish a mathematical model greatly increased the individual search space and increased the operation rate of 90%
compared to the basic genetic algorithm or mobile computing. The results show that the improved genetic algorithm and
mobile computing have a certain ability to identify the optimal solution and greatly improve the work efficiency.

1. Introduction

For big data, an efficient optimization calculation process is
very important. With the rapid update of computer science,
various mathematical methods have been widely used in
natural science and play a key role in social science. And
mathematics technology has also realized the transformation
from basic mathematics to an important component of high
technology. In mass mathematical analysis methods, mathe-
matical modeling can usually be closely combined with
practical problems [1]. Generally speaking, mathematical
modeling is not a direct reproduction of practical problems
but requires an in-depth study, detailed observation and
analysis, and rational use of various mathematical theories
and knowledge. In this process, a system model framework
should be established first. In most cases, experiments are
started through known models [2]. In fact, model solving
is to build functional relations based on the known system
model framework through mathematical theory and skills
and estimate model parameters with system input and out-
put data. The estimation of model parameters is closely
related to data, curve fitting, and experimental error analysis,
and the key lies in the application of the least square method
[3]. In data fitting, the least square method is the most com-

monly used method, which is the main method of observa-
tion data research. It can observe two variables repeatedly
and ensure the accuracy of data. A genetic algorithm does
not limit the scope of the problem, has strong robustness,
and has a variety of compatible general modes. It has been
widely used in many fields, such as function optimization,
automatic control, production scheduling, and image pro-
cessing, and the effect is remarkable. Therefore, this paper
studies the construction of a computer mathematical model
based on the improved genetic algorithm and least square
method [4].

2. Literature Review

A genetic algorithm (GA), based on genetic theory, simulates a
survival mechanism of the fittest and exchanges information
randomly, which is more suitable for optimization of complex
systems. It originated in the 1960s and is a very practical opti-
mization technology, which can be applied to multidisciplin-
ary research [5]. The genetic algorithm will not limit the
field of the problem and has strong robustness. There are
many compatible and universal modes. The genetic algorithm
has an obvious application effect in the fields of function
optimization, combination optimization, automatic control,
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production scheduling, image processing, artificial life, struc-
ture optimization, and so on. In data fitting, the least square
method is often used as an important method to study obser-
vation data [6]. The least square method can observe two
variables for many times, so as to obtain more accurate data.
The genetic algorithm simulates the reproduction and evolu-
tion of natural biological groups from generation to genera-
tion and generates a new generation of better individuals as
the solution to the problem through iteration, just as biological
groups multiply and evolve from generation to generation and
finally converge to a generation of biological individuals most
suitable for the living environment [7]. That is the optimal
solution of the problem. The genetic algorithm is widely used
in engineering optimization and industrial control. Wu et al.
used the genetic algorithm to optimize the cantilever structure
of a certain machine, which has fast convergence speed and
high calculation accuracy, and established a single-objective
nonlinear optimization design mathematical model. It pro-
vides a powerful method and tool for multiobjective nonlinear
structural optimization design. Gong et al. introduced an
immune algorithm to improve the genetic algorithm [8]. In
solving the complex problem of too many iterations of a
population in TSP application, the probability of algorithm
degradation was reduced by a vaccine test and annealing selec-
tion, and the phenomenon of population degradation was
avoided. The sowing quality, sowing efficiency, and energy
consumption of the seeder cannot be brought into full play
due to the influence of sowing terrain and region [9]. Hua
and others put forward a multiobjective speed control genetic
algorithm optimization model based on BTO mode, deter-
mined the initial parameters of the performance optimization
of the seeder under BTO mode, and obviously improved the
sowing quality, sowing efficiency, and sowing energy con-
sumption of the seeder [10]. And the operation performance
of the seeder is improved. In view of the shortcomings of the
basic genetic algorithm, such as slow convergence speed and
premature convergence, Lei proposed an improved adaptive
genetic algorithm, which automatically adjusted the crossover
probability and mutation probability according to the size of
the fitness value in the evolution process, so that the algorithm
could jump out of the local optimal solution [11]. The simula-
tion experiment of mobile robot path planning shows that.
The improved genetic algorithm is effective and feasible and
obviously improves the quality of robot path planning. The
genetic algorithm is also used to solve the optimization prob-
lem of mathematical modeling in the annual college students’
mathematical modeling competition [12]. Liu and others used
the genetic algorithm to establish a VRP model for efficient
dispatching of public bicycles in large- and medium-sized
cities and tested the algorithm with standard examples [13].
The results show that the genetic algorithm can effectively
solve the bicycle scheduling model. According to the principle
of “seeing the sun immediately” and making a shadow sun-
shine map, Fu and Li put forward a method of sun shadow
location [14]. They first combine the solar altitude angle and
the solar declination angle. A multiobjective optimization
model for sun shadow location is established with the maxi-
mum correlation coefficient between theoretical shadow
length and actual shadow length and the minimum sum of

error squares as objective functions. The genetic algorithm is
used to solve the problem, and the result is superior to the
traditional enumeration algorithm in both accuracy and con-
vergence speed [15]. In the annual teaching and guidance of
mathematical modeling for college students, how to make
college students’ master genetic algorithm quickly in a short
period of time is a thorny problem. The genetic algorithm
has its own advantages in solving problems. It has been widely
used in various researches by many scholars. Through contin-
uous improvement, more advantages of the genetic algorithm
have been gradually excavated, and some new theories and
research methods about the genetic algorithm have been
developed rapidly in constant practice [16]. And some new
application fields have emerged, such as the application in
machine learning. It has found a solution to the thorny prob-
lems left by scholars in artificial intelligence for many years.
The crosscombination with some intelligent algorithms such
as neural network points out the direction for solving the
difficulties in computational intelligence conveniently and
quickly. The characteristics of parallel processing carried by
the genetic algorithm itself have greatly promoted the research
of computer parallel architecture. However, the traditional
standard genetic algorithm adopts fixed control parameters,
which leads to poor global searching ability and immature
convergence [17]. The research results of many researchers
show that the traditional standard genetic algorithm cannot
guarantee convergence to the global optimal solution. In
recent years, the research on the improvement of the genetic
algorithm has not stopped, and the optimization ability of
the genetic algorithm has been greatly improved both in the
direction of improvement and in the content of improvement.

The genetic algorithm used in this paper is an advanced
modern optimization algorithm, which has strong parallel-
ism and global search ability. Its coding technology and
genetic operation are relatively simple, and it has low require-
ments on the restrictive conditions of optimization problems.
At present, various genetic algorithms have been well applied
in the fields of machine learning, image processing, pattern
recognition, optimization control, combination optimiza-
tion, management decision-making, etc. The research and
popularization of genetic algorithms are of great significance
to economic and social development.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Improved Genetic Algorithm

3.1.1. Operating Principle of the Basic Genetic Algorithm. The
genetic algorithm, as a new computing method, is based on
the basic principles of genetics, imitates the mutation and
crossover mechanism of biological genetic evolution, and
makes a global search for specific problems to obtain a basic
genetic algorithm (SGA), which is the basis of improving the
genetic algorithm.

Coding operation is adopted to express the solution space
as structural data in genetic information, thus completing
genetic operation. According to the precision requirement,
the binary symbol is used as the fixed coding string to repre-
sent the gene model between individuals. According to the
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structure of space, its value range is defined, and after coding,
it is necessary to generate a number of individuals as the
initial population [18]. By calculating the individual fitness
evaluation function value, the individual’s pros and cons
are calculated. The selection operator needs to judge the
fitness of the individual according to the fitness function of
the individual, so as to complete the whole operation process.
Matching each other according to a certain rule and generat-
ing new data individuals, the genetic algorithm is the most
important method for crossoperation. For each random
mutation point, the gene value is inversely calculated, thus
forming a new individual.

3.1.2. Mobile Computing Model. A mobile computing model
is the basic framework and principle that the computer sys-
tem must follow to complete calculation. The mobile com-
puting model is significantly different from the distributed
computing model due to special requirements such as device
disconnection, communication and computing imbalance,
and energy saving caused by mobility. Therefore, support
for mobility and weak connectivity should be added. The
core problem of the mobile computing model is to deter-
mine how the functions of the mobile terminal and server
are allocated and how to adjust dynamically according to
the needs.

The concepts of location and movement determine that
the architecture of the mobile computing system is loosely
coupled and strongly autonomous. Loose coupling means
that a group (application or device) continues to work when
it is disconnected or weakly connected to the server. And as
long as the connection is available, make the connection.
Strong autonomy in mobile computing is determined by
the characteristics of mobile computing environment. That
is, it must have very little self-tolerance and very strong ini-
tiative. Due to loose coupling, strong autonomy and mobility
of computing components, mobile computing systems need
dynamic configuration. Component movement and man-
agement regionalization require mobile computing to fully
consider resource access control policies and mechanisms.

π-calculus is a method of describing and analyzing
concurrent systems and is an extension of CCS. The base
entity is the channel name and the process made up of the
name. The syntactic definition of the monospora π-calcu-
lus process is as follows:

P ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ =〠

i∈I
αiPi P1 P2j jP1 + P2j jvxP P, α

⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ = x yð Þ

����
����xy,

ð1Þ

where x, y stands for name and has two forms: the input
prefix x ðyÞ means that the name y is received on channel
x and the output prefix xy means that the name y is sent
on channel x.

3.1.3. Convergence Verification. Function optimization is a
very important part of the genetic algorithm. Given an
objective function, it is necessary to find the best quality in
the solution space without any constraints. With the Rastri-

gin function as the test function, the convergence effects of
crossover probability and mutation probability are analyzed.

3.1.4. Analysis of the Improvement Scheme. In the process of
running the algorithm, crossover and mutation will increase
the search range. At the end of the running of the algorithm,
it is necessary to control the search within a certain range for
the protection of individual position. If the algorithm can
find a group point with high average fitness in the initial
running stage, the optimal solution can be obtained. In order
to keep the best individuals better, it is necessary to acceler-
ate the convergence speed in the iterative process and
ensures that the optimal value which is found before the
maximum value of average fitness is obtained.

3.2. Least Square Method. The least square method has a
good effect on the study of observation data. For known var-
iables, it is necessary to satisfy a specific linear relationship
and observe the variables for many times, so as to obtain
observation data. The basic idea of the least square method
is to find the straight line with the shortest distance between
multiple groups of observations. If an n contains m
unknowns, it is necessary to find the optimal value according
to the linear equations. In regression analysis and variance
analysis, the least square method is the best theoretical basis,
and many mathematical statistics theories are developed
on the basis of the least square method. In the least square
method, it is known that the observed data ðx1, y1Þ, ðx2,
y2Þ⋯ ðxn, ynÞ need to satisfy the condition y = gðxÞ + εðxÞ,
where y = gðxÞ is a function and εðxÞ = y − gðxÞ is an error
function. εiðxÞ = yi − gðxiÞ is an observation function. This
method is called the least square method. The fitting function
can be expressed as

y = a1φ1 xð Þ + a2φ2 xð Þ+⋯asφs xð Þ, ð2Þ

where φ1ðxÞ, φ2ðxÞ⋯ φsðxÞ is the basis function and the
undetermined function aiði = 1, 2,⋯, sÞ. In order to deter-
mine aiði = 1, 2,⋯, sÞ, it is necessary to minimize the sum
of squares of observed data distances between Y and N , so
that the formula can get the minimum value.

3.3. Construction of the Computer Mathematical Model

3.3.1. Ask Questions

(1) Question 1. There is a straight bar with a length of 3.5m
in the square. Based on the square position, the longitude
and latitude (θ) can be roughly determined to obtain the
sun altitude angle and azimuth angle. The shadow length
of the straight rod can be obtained according to the change
of parameters, and the correlation between the coordinates
of the shadow endpoint and the height of the straight rod
is not high. The curve fitting analysis can be carried out by
the least square method to solve the corresponding irradi-
ation time of the shadow minimum point and then calcu-
late the longitude. At the same time, solving latitude is
constructed based on a nonlinear equation. The longitude
and latitude are not unique, which directly increases the
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difficulty of solving, which can be solved by the improved
genetic algorithm to determine the measuring points.

(2) Question 2. Based on the improved genetic algorithm, the
optimal solution is found, and the relevant parameters are
obtained through its discrimination ability. Distinguish the
model specifically:

y tð Þ = −f 1y t − 1ð Þ−⋯−f my t − 1ð Þ
+ g1k t − 1ð Þ+⋯+gnk t − 1ð Þ + γ tð Þ: ð3Þ

The least square method is regarded as one of the
most commonly used methods to solve and distinguish
the parameters.

3.3.2. Building a Model

(1) Question 1. Set the height of the straight rod as u, project-
ing on the end point of the ground based on the highest
point of the straight rod, and the shadow length as OH,
and set the included angle between the sun ray and the
ground as β; then,

P
U

= cotβ: ð4Þ

Then, △klatitude = 12 × ð f − 120Þ/180. The specific rela-
tionship between the flat sun and the true sun is as follows:

ð5Þ

where m represents the date and n represents the minute.
Then,

ð6Þ

ω = 23:5 sin 2π 287 +mð Þ
365 ,

sinh = sin α sin ω cos α cos ω cos θ:
ð7Þ

Get azimuth, i.e.,

P = OH =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x0 − 0ð Þ2 + y0 − 0ð Þ2

q
,

P
S
= cot β,

S ⋅ cot β =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x20 + y20

q
:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

Fitting analysis is for the least square method, in which
the quadratic curve expression is

y = f x2 + gx + l: ð9Þ

Set the parameter as f ; when f is the minimum state,
take it as the basis of optimization evaluation, and define ω
based on the model to obtain the relationship between
dimension and height angle. Through the least square fitting
analysis, the least square model is constructed at the same
time. When f is the smallest, the obtained quadratic fitting
function is as follows:

min F f , g, lð Þ = 〠
m

w=1
xw − xw′

� �2
+ yw − yw′
� �2

: ð10Þ

Based on this research, the nonlinear equation can be
obtained, namely,

sin A = cos ω sin θ

cos arcsin sin α sin ω cos α cos ω cos θð Þð Þ : ð11Þ

The equation is solved by MATLAB software to obtain
the date serial number, i.e., 108, and ω is 10.6. Based on this
value, the measuring place can be determined.

(2) Question 2. Firstly, the rows and columns of matrix
strings are defined, and the number of parameters is defined.
Once the parameters exceed six, the matrix distribution
mode needs to be defined, and the corresponding parame-
ters should be defined through multiple elements. Secondly,
determine the specific search range, define the search range
based on the improved genetic algorithm, and determine
the use range for practical problems. According to the
specific situation, the estimation parameter range and dis-
crimination of measurement data are defined. Evaluate the
individual’s fitness again. Based on the least square method,
we know that

L =〠 y tð Þ − λK tð Þβ
h i2

, ð12Þ

where L represents the difference between the experimental
estimated value and the measured value, and the smallest
group is selected as the high-quality data to be output. The
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Figure 1: Curve of shadow length of pole changing with time.
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improved genetic algorithm combined with the least square
method can effectively solve the key problems. Based on
the genetic algorithm, the difference between the parameter
value and the measured value is searched, and the fitness
function of the genetic algorithm is obtained.

u xð Þ = 1
L
= 1

∑ y tð Þ − λK tð Þβ
h i2 : ð13Þ

Finally, to avoid the damage during mutation, in order to
avoid parent string mutation, it is necessary to find the
optimal solution without crossover and mutation and
directly input the offspring. In order to facilitate the
improved genetic algorithm to quickly and accurately obtain
the global optimal solution, it is also necessary to construct
crossover function and mutation probability to obtain

H < Q
2 , Pα hð Þ = Pα max −

2 Pα max − Pα minð Þ
Q

⋅H,

Q
2 ≤H ≤Q, Pα hð Þ = Pα min,

H ≤
Q
2 , Pn hð Þ = Pn max −

2 Pα max − Pα minð Þ
Q

⋅H,

Q
2 ≤H ≤Q, Pn hð Þ = Pn min:

ð14Þ

PaðhÞ and PnðhÞ represent crossover probability and
mutation probability, respectively. Q stands for algebra.
Pa max and Pa and Pn represent the upper limit and the lower
limit. During the simulation test, the range of Pa and Pn can
be set according to the actual needs. There are too many
parameters, so there will be long codes when identifying
problems, and single-point crossover will be adopted, but
it will hinder the expansion of the search space, which
can be calculated and analyzed through two-point cross-
over or multipoint crossover. The whole process needs to
be obtained based on the genetic algorithm. After cross-

over and mutation, the individual search space generated
is relatively large, which can maximize the optimization.

4. Research Results

For question 1, use MATLAB software to make the curve of
shadow length change with time as shown in Figure 1.

A total of 50 sampling parameters are counted by the
input and input data of the third-order linear discrete sys-
tem, and the parameters are estimated according to the com-
bination of the improved genetic algorithm and the least
square method. The initial conditions are given when calcu-
lating, and the N-link deviation before the experiment and
the calculation is as follows:

γ′ 0ð Þ = φ,

γe ′ 0ð Þ = 0,

en tð Þ = y′ tð Þ − y tð Þ
h i2

,

L tð Þ = 〠
n

w

e2 tð Þ:

ð15Þ

Therefore, yðtÞ represents the measured value, and y′ðtÞ
represents the optimal value sought by the improved genetic
algorithm, i.e., ½1:76, 0:95, 0:16, 1:00, 0:53, 0:07�. However,
before decoding, it is necessary to clarify the parameter var-
iation range and distinguish the results as ½1:70, 0:94, 0:15�.

In the comparative test, algorithm 1 adopts binary cod-
ing, single-point crossing, and roulette; algorithm 2 adopts
real coding, and a selection operator adopts an adaptive pro-
portional selection operator. Algorithm 3 is an improved
algorithm in this paper. The initial population size is set at
100, and the maximum evolutionary algebra is 500. Run
each algorithm for 100 times, and when the optimal solution
function is searched, it indicates that the algorithm is suc-
cessful in optimization and then stops operation, and record
the average error between the optimal solution function

Table 1: Experimental results of three algorithms on F1.

Average error Number of successes Average convergence iteration Optimal function value

Algorithm 1 5:9 ∗ 10−4 47 285 38.8

Algorithm 2 2:9 ∗ 10−4 84 147 38.8

Algorithm 3 1:9 ∗ 10−4 95 121 38.8

Table 2: Experimental results of three algorithms on F2.

Average error Number of successes Average convergence iteration Optimal function value

Algorithm 1 6:5 ∗ 10−4 34 387 -186.8

Algorithm 2 2:5 ∗ 10−4 78 246 -186.7

Algorithm 3 1:2 ∗ 10−4 90 189 -186.7
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the average convergence algebra of successful optimization,
the number of successful optimization times, and the opti-
mal function value obtained by 100 searches. If the algo-
rithm does not converge when it exceeds the maximum
evolutionary algebra T = 500, it is considered that this exper-
iment does not converge, as shown in Tables 1–3.

It can be seen from the above table that algorithm 1 is
inferior to other algorithms in all results, which shows that
the traditional genetic algorithm is difficult to adapt to this
computer mathematical model. Algorithms 2 and 3 have
more successful optimization times, avoiding premature
convergence, which proves the superiority of the improved
algorithm.

5. Conclusion

Mathematical modeling is to build a mathematical model
according to specific problems, solve the model by mathe-
matical methods and computer tools, and solve practical
problems according to the results. In this paper, the com-
puter mathematical model is constructed based on the
improved genetic algorithm and the least square method.
Through theoretical analysis, the two algorithms are verified
by specific problem analysis experiments. The results show
that, as a modern advanced algorithm, the improved genetic
algorithm has outstanding global search ability, concise
coding technology, and genetic operation method and less
limitation in the optimization problem. The improved
genetic algorithm has strong discrimination ability, can find
the optimal solution, and greatly improves the operation
efficiency and quality. The equations are solved by MATLAB
software. Clear the specific use area of parameters to solve
the related problems such as estimating parameter range
and distinguishing. The simulation results show that the
computer mathematical model based on the improved
genetic algorithm and least square method can significantly
expand the search space, and the operation efficiency is rel-
atively high. The continuous improvement and perfection of
the genetic algorithm are helpful to promote social progress.
It is of great practical significance to the development of
society.
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Study on designing reasonable travel routes with the least time cost and the highest experience index was conducted. An artificial
intelligence-based wireless sensor travel route planning study is proposed. First, the improved TSP route planning model is built at
the least time consumption and combines the normal distributed random number (ND) with the genetic algorithm (GA) and
proposes the ND-GA algorithm, analyzes the overall structure, node structure, communication mode, and network coverage of
the wireless sensor network, and gives a mathematical model of wireless transmission energy consumption. Using the proposed
algorithm to solve the travel route and detailed itinerary, with time, the 10-year travel route design model based on multitarget
dynamic optimization finally detailed analysis of the model results and sensitivity analysis results showing that the application
of AI wireless sensor technology can also make the scenic work more efficient; for example, a face recognition system can
improve the speed of ticket checking. Although the application of AI technology is widely used in tourism activities, there are
some problems, which require the continuous optimization and innovation of AI wireless sensor technology by relevant
practitioners, so that it can better serve tourists.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of social economy, people’s
living standard tourism has developed from a few luxury to
popular consumption becoming an important content of
people’s daily life with the deepening of the reform, and
opening up tourism has become one of the important indus-
tries in China; in the future, tourism will become an impor-
tant driving force to promote GDP growth, so scientifically
planning an optimal tourism route makes tourist cost and
tourism experience be of very important significance [1].
Sensing network, Internet, and other technologies can not
only provide tourists with accurate scenic spot information
and tourist routes but also enrich tourists’ travel experience,
improve tourists’ satisfaction, and improve the service qual-
ity and efficiency of tourism management, so as to improve
tourists’ sense of tourism experience. At the same time, tour-
ism enterprises can also analyze, calculate, and summarize
according to big data, constantly tap the market demand of
the tourism industry, and improve the satisfaction of tour-
ists. According to the analysis and positioning, so as to find

the law of the tourism market, such as different groups of
preferences for different tourism cities, tourism activities,
and preference for tourism transportation, these are prob-
lems to be considered and solved in the development of
the tourism industry [2]. In tourism activities, the calcula-
tion and summary of big data can accurately grasp the pref-
erences of tourists, so as to meet the various needs of
tourists, enhance the experience and satisfaction of tourists,
and thus promote the development of the tourism indus-
try [3].

A sensor network represents a new computer network
and integrates wireless communication technology, network
technology, sensor technology, computer technology, and
embedded system and can organically integrate logical infor-
mation world and objective physical world, inject new data
into the logical world, solve data source problem, and also
realize human-computer interaction and the “ubiquitous,
ubiquitous” computing concept. In a sense, the sensor net-
work organizes the information world, the physical world,
and the human society into a large three-dimensional sys-
tem. Artificial intelligence (AI) is an emerging scientific
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technology to study and develop theories, methods, tech-
niques, and application systems to simulate and extend
human intelligence. Since the birth of the artificial intelli-
gence concept, it has experienced several generations of
changes, and its own connotation is constantly rich. Nowa-
days, artificial intelligence has been integrated with the
Internet of things, big data, mobile terminals, Internet+,
and other concepts and constantly combined with the devel-
opment of the times and national policies, so that it has
entered a new stage of development and development field.
At present, the concept of “AI+” is gradually being accepted
by the public, and intelligent life has also ushered in a new
era of development with the help of artificial intelligence.
With the help of artificial intelligence, all fields of society
have shown a broad development space, which not only
changes the development mode of various fields but also
changes the overall framework, development concept, and
operation mode of various fields. Among them, artificial
intelligence is widely used in the field of education, which
has also attracted the attention of universities and many
researchers [4].

This paper mainly considers the following three prob-
lems. First, considering the condition constraints of tourism
enthusiasts and other practical factors for the different
requirements of minimum time consumption, for 2015A
scenic spots and several 4A scenic spots, an improved TSP
model based on the ND-GA algorithm is established for
the cost of aircraft, high-speed rail, and self-driving and
the overall structure of the wireless sensor network at the
least travel cost and gives a mathematical model of wireless
transmission energy consumption. At the same time, based
on the different stages of travel experience index influence
factors classification and constitute tourism experience
index, using particle group algorithm based projection trac-
ing method to index allocation weight, establishing the high-
est tourism experience index optimization model, based on
the above two optimization model introduced tourist atti-
tude parameter to establish 10 years travel route plan
multi-target planning model, and by solving the model to
get 10 years detailed travel plan. Finally, considering the
accommodation fee and catering fee in the next 10 years, a
combined prediction model is constructed to forecast the
above cost and improve the multitarget planning model built
above, finally obtaining a ten-year travel route design model
based on multitarget dynamic optimization and a detailed
travel plan by solving the model [5, 6].

2. Research Technique

2.1. Application of AI Wireless Sensors in Tourism Activities

(1) Grasp the tourism needs of tourists

The sensor network represents a new computer network
and integrates wireless communication technology, network
technology, sensor technology, computer technology, and
embedded system and can organically integrate logical infor-
mation world and objective physical world, inject new data
into the logical world, solve data source problem, and also

realize human-computer interaction and the “ubiquitous,
ubiquitous” computing concept. In a sense, the sensor net-
work organizes the information world, the physical world,
and the human society into a large three-dimensional sys-
tem. By taking big data as an example, a variety of data in
tourism, including tourists’ personal preferences and con-
sumption habits, not only do these data have distinct per-
sonal characteristics but also it has the characteristics of a
dynamic distribution [7]. As an activity that people partici-
pate in at their leisure time, tourism does not belong to peo-
ple’s daily activities, because there is a personalized need for
tourism; the time, place, way, and purpose where they travel
are different; and the data they form in tourism activities are
also diverse. Big data of tourism is often not restricted by
culture, region, country, language, and number of people,
which can bring economic benefits to the society. Many
businesses and individuals in the tourism industry want to
create benefits by tapping into tourists’ demand for tourism,
but the data that needs to be collected is very numerous and
complex, so it is more difficult to find a certain rule in it.
And the application of big data solves this problem very well;
businesses and individuals can tap on big data, analysis, and
positioning according to previous tourism data. So as to find
the law of the tourism market, such as the preferences of dif-
ferent groups for different tourism cities, tourism activities,
and preference for tourism transportation, these are all the
problems to be considered and solved in the development
process of the tourism industry [8, 9]. In tourism activities,
big data calculation and summary can accurately grasp the
preferences of tourists, to then meet the various needs of
tourists and enhance the experience and satisfaction of tour-
ists, thus promoting the development of the tourism
industry.

(2) Reduce operating costs and improve the tourist
experience

Today, more and more people choose to travel on their
breaks; thus, there is a growing demand for tourism infor-
mation, and the requirements for the service quality of tour-
ist attractions are also getting higher and higher. As the
number of visitors increases, the workload of the scenic area
staff is also getting bigger and bigger. In order to provide
tourists with a better experience environment and services,
the scene has to increase the scenic area staff. In the long
run, it will greatly increase the cost of operations, leading
to the increased difficulty of management. Thus, many sce-
nic spots use artificial intelligence tools to replace artificial
labor; not only will this reduce the cost of operations but also
it can reduce the work pressure of the staff. For example, a
face recognition system is set up at the entrance of the scenic
area, visitors can buy tickets online, and ticket inspection is
automated, so as to avoid the tedious manual ticket checking
and the waste of human resources [10–12].

(3) Self-service is available for visitors

Artificial intelligence technologies such as face recogni-
tion, voice recognition, language translation, image consolida-
tion, and tourist information sorting and transmission have
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been very widely used in the tourism industry, and the audi-
ence is growing wider and wider. Previously, it has mainly
provided services to companies or individuals engaged in the
tourism industry, and now, a lot of AI technologies can also
provide self-service to tourists, such as electronic tour guides.
Visitors can open the e-tour guide function free of charge or
paid through WeChat scanning code; no matter which scenic
spot the tourist goes, e-guides can all locate visitors through
satellite positioning, and according to the characteristics of
the scenic spots, historical stories are accurately introduced.
Artificial intelligence not only provides many convenience to
tourists. It can also greatly reduce the possible risks in the
travel process and can operate efficiently and continuously
[13, 14]. Another example is that if tourists accidentally get
lost after entering the scenic spot, they can find the correct
tour route through the navigation system, so as to avoid some
risks to a certain extent and ensure the safety of tourists in the
travel process.

2.2. The Application of AI Wireless Sensors in Tourism
Activities

(1) The demand for personnel in some positions is
reduced

Although the application of AI in tourism activities
brings many benefits, there are also various problems in its
practical application. Tourism is a pillar industry for some
countries; not only can it bring great economic benefits to
these countries but also it offers a lot of jobs. According to
statistics, the number in direct and indirect employment in
the tourism industry reached more than 76 million. Once
artificial intelligence is heavily applied in tourism activities,
some basic jobs, such as ticket sales, ticket checking, and
other positions, will gradually reduce the demand for per-
sonnel [15, 16].

(2) Destruction of the environment

The application of artificial intelligence technology in
tourism activities will also have a greater demand for natural
resources, because artificial intelligence technology is mainly
on the basis of information technology and the development
of information technology; then, artificial intelligence tech-
nology is widely used in tourism activities; more natural
resources need to be invested to guarantee the hardware
facilities in AI. It will cause some degree of damage to the
environment.

(3) There are safety risks

It is well known that AI applications require computer
systems, and too reliance on computer systems can cause
problems such as information security. If artificial intelli-
gence is hacked, it could paralyze the system, causing the
loss of tourist information and data or malicious use. At
the same time, some criminals will also use AI technology
to steal tourists’ personal information and property; this
brings spiritual and material losses to the tourists [17, 18].

2.3. Overall Design of the Wireless Sensor Networks

(1) Fault tolerance: the impact of the failure of partial
sensor nodes in the region is on the overall perfor-
mance of the network. The fault tolerance empha-
sizes that the network has the ability to keep the
network overall communication after some sensor
nodes. If used RkðtÞ represents a single node K ’s fault
tolerance or reliability, the mathematical model of
the indicator meets the Poisson distribution, and
the fault tolerance (1) of a single node K within the
time period ð0, tÞ is represented:

Rk tð Þ = e−λk
λk

k

k
, ð1Þ

where λk shows the failure rate of the node K in the time
period T .

(2) Scale-type (scalability) index: the number of nodes in
the sensor network varies depending on the actual
application requirements. If the number of nodes
reaches the maximum region tolerance, this not only
affects the normal communication between the
nodes in the region but also increases the operating
cost of the network. This indicator mainly calculates
the number of sensor nodes per unit area. The area
density knife is shown in

μ Rð Þ = N ⋅ πR2À Á

A
, ð2Þ

where N represents the number of nodes scattered
within the region A and R is the effective communication
radius of a single sensor node.

2.4. Study on the Optimal Tourist Route. The TSP question is
descriptive to finding a distance between all cities given a few
cities. In addition, the path that each city is only visited once
and the shortest total path distance is guaranteed to first
assume 2015A scenic spots as one trip, and then the optimi-
zation of the objective function is solved through the corre-
sponding constraints to obtain the optimal multiple travel
scheme [19].

2.4.1. Establishment of Excellent Tourist Route Model
Constraints

(1) Driving time

as one trip, and then the optimization of the objective func-
tion is solved through

For driving time, according to the question, it can be
divided into three situations: (a) an 8-hour tour all day with
no more than 3 hours of driving; (b) half-day (4 hours) tour
driving time of no more than 5 hours; and (c) no tour on the
day, no more than 8 hours. The TSP model is now improved
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according to the driving time; that is, the enhanced con-
straints are discussed in four situations:

Situation 1: the minimum tour time of the scenic spot skj
is half a day (4 hours)

Situation 2: the minimum tour time of scenic skj is one
day (8 hours)

Situation 3: the minimum tour time of scenic spot sjk is a
day and half (12 hours)

Situation 4: the minimum tour time for the scenic spot
skj is two days (16 hours)

(2) Location relationship of scenic spots and one city

The maximum distance between cities is the distance
between Kuggar Old Town scenic spot in Kashgar and Kash-
gar. It is 1,080 km, and the driving time is about 14 hours.

t1 Akj1, Skj
À Á

= t1 Skj, Akj2
À Á

≤ 14: ð3Þ

(3) City-city location relationship

By calculation, according to the driving time of the two
furthest transit cities which is 78 hours, there are

t1 Aki, Akj1
À Á

= t1 Akf 1, Aki

À Á
≤ 78: ð4Þ

(4) Visit time

For a specific scenic spot, the longest minimum stay time
is two days in half a day (in 4 hours).

t2 Skj
À Á

= 4nstandardn ≤ 4: ð5Þ

3. Interpretation of Result

3.1. ND-GA Algorithm. To solve the mathematical model of
energy consumption for wireless transmission, we introduce
a normal distribution random number, improve the tradi-
tional genetic algorithm, obtain the ND-GA algorithm, and
finally give the algorithm process; as shown in Figure 1,
the model is solved.

The improved TSP model was computed based on the
ND-GA algorithm to obtain 24 travel routes. Its satisfaction
time is the most, and you can visit all 2015A scenic spots.
Results are shown. It will take at least 12 years to visit all
5A attractions. We give a detailed analysis on one of these
trips, as shown in Table 1.

3.2. The Travel Experience Is the Highest

3.2.1. Determination of the Evaluation Indicators and Their
Weights. Assessing the travel experience index is both a
difficult and complex inter topic. Thus, in this paper, we
follow the feasibility principles and the family chooses sci-
entific and reasonable indicators on the basis of learning
and abandonment principle. At the same time, we deter-
mine the weights of each metric using the projection trac-
ing method of the particle group algorithm, as shown in
Table 2.

3.2.2. The Combination of WPGA Operators Predicts Chess
Patterns to Study Changes in Future Travel Costs. Forecast
the future transportation expenses, accommodation expenses,
tourism and catering expenses, and tourism shopping
expenses; first, we utilize three commonly used single items:
prediction method gray prediction model, BP neural network
prediction model, and support vector machine regression
prediction mode. It is then proposed based on the combinato-
rial predictive model of the weighted geometric power average
(WPGA) operator.

Data‑in

Generduce random
population paths

Generduce random 
population paths population 

paths

Evaluation of whether the route 
adaptation value is the minimum of 

the current generation

Whether the population 
number is reached

Output the optimal path

Keep this generation 

Figure 1: The flow chart of the ND-GA algorithm.
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Definition 1. If the WPGA is available,Rn ⟶ n. For the n
element function, satisfy the following form:

WPGA a1, a2,⋯, anð Þ =
Yn

i=1

w1 1 + T a1ð Þð Þ
a1w1 1 + T a1ð Þð Þ : ð6Þ

Among them, w = ðω1, ω2,⋯, ωnÞT is the weighted vec-
tor related to the WPGA satisfied:

wi = 1, i = 1, 2,⋯n, T a1ð Þ = 〠
n

j=1
ωj sup a1, aj

À Á
: ð7Þ

Then, the function WPGA dimension weighted power
geometric average operator, simply the WPGA operator.

The combined forecast model allows the transportation
fee, accommodation fee, travel catering fee, and the weight
forecast prediction results of the three square monomial
prediction methods [20]. The combination trend of

Table 1: Details of a single tour.

Feature spot Circuit
Driving time between

scenic spots
Visit
time

Ordos Igin Holo Banner Genghis Khan Mausoleum
tourist area

Xi’an-Ordos 10.07 One day

Ordos Dalat Banner Xiangshui Shawan scenic spot Dosdarat banner 9.77
A long
time

Shizuishan Pingluo County sand lake tourism
scenic spot

Maoshan City-Pingluo Coul 1.20
A long
time

Yinchuan town fort west film studios Town North Fort-Lingwu City 0.93
A long
time

Zhongwei Shapotou tourist scenic spot Lingwu City-Zhongwei City, Shapotou District 1.17
A long
time

Tower temple scenic spot in Huangzhong County,
Xining City

Xining City-Huangzhong County 2.68 One day

Qinghai Lake scenic area
Huangzhong County-Haibei Tibetan

Autonomous Prefecture
4.10

A long
time

Jiayuguan cultural relics scenic spot Gangcha County-Jiayuguan City 5.80 One day

Jiuquan City Dunhuang sand crescent spring scenic
area

Jiayuguan City-Dunhuang City 3.42
A long
time

Xi’an Dunhuang City-Xi’an 1.07

Table 2: Quality evaluation of tourism experience and weight allocation of index Hugh factors.

To evaluate the total target layer Evaluation of the project layer Weight Evaluation factor layer Weight
Total
ranking

Total ranking 0.23

Convenient degree (C11) 0.44 0.0217

Punctuality (C12) 0.36 0.0644

Punctuality (C12) 0.2 0.1399

Tourism experience quality evaluation Travel and catering (B2) 0.15

Feature (C21) 0.38 0.1210

Tariff (C22) 0.30 0.146

Handy (C23) 0.32 0.1002

Travel accommodation (B3) 0.14

Tariff (C31) 0.27 0.0055

Handy (C32) 0.32 0.1297

Comfort (C33) 0.45 0.1427

Tourist attraction (B4) 0.30
Image of the scenic spot (C41) 0.32 0.1037

Management and service (C42) 0.38 0.1158

Travel shopping (B5) 0.18

Local specialty characteristics (C51) 0.43 0.0599

Tariff (C52) 0.35 0.1001

Handy (C53) 0.22 0.026
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transportation, accommodation, tourism catering, and
travel shopping fees is shown in Figure 2.

4. Conclusions

With the rapid development of the tourism industry, more
and more tourists have higher requirements for the quality
and service of tourism activities, so the application of artifi-
cial intelligence technology provides a new development
opportunity for the tourism industry. The application of
AI wireless sensor technology can not only improve the
work efficiency of employees but also bring convenience to
tourists and enhance the experience and satisfaction of tour-
ists. For example, according to the tourists’ search records,
the relevant information can be pushed to the tourists to
help the tourists make better decisions. At the same time,
the application of AI wireless sensor technology can also
make the work of scenic spots more efficient; for example,
a face recognition system can improve the speed of ticket
checking. Although AI wireless sensor technology is widely
used in tourism activities, there are some problems, which
require the continuous optimization and innovation of AI
wireless sensor technology by relevant practitioners to better
serve tourists.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon request.
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Figure 2: Change trends of transportation expenses,
accommodation expenses, tourism catering expenses, and tourism
shopping expenses.
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To improve the wireless sensing image extraction technology of urban surface water environment, a regional FCM clustering
method combined with water index was proposed in this paper. The normalized water index (NDWI) was obtained by
calculating the fusion multispectral wireless sensing image. Through the combination with normalized water index, fuzzy
clustering results were obtained by RFCM algorithm proposed in this paper. The optimal threshold was selected to defuzzify
the fuzzy clustering results, and finally, the extraction results of urban surface water were obtained. The accuracy of the
proposed algorithm was compared with that of the traditional surface water extraction algorithm. The experimental results
showed that the size of different neighborhood regions affected the water extraction accuracy. In W city, the kappa coefficient
of MFCM16 was 0.41% higher than that of MFCM8, and the overall classification accuracy of MFCM16 was 1.33% higher
than that of MFCM. In G city area, the kappa coefficient of MFCM16 was 1.81% higher than that of MFCM8, and the overall
classification accuracy of MFCM16 was 1.7% higher than that of MFCM. Comparing the RFCM algorithm with other
algorithms, the RFCM algorithm obtained the best experimental results, to reduce the “salt-and-pepper phenomenon” effect.

1. Introduction

With the development of wireless sensing technology, espe-
cially the improvement of wireless sensing image processing
level, wireless sensing is increasingly widely used in various
social fields. In terms of urban planning, wireless sensing can
realize dynamic monitoring of land use, supervision and con-
trol of air quality, urban ecological environment planning and
construction, etc. [1]. Urban surface is a subsystem of urban
ecosystem. As an important part of urban ecosystem, it plays
an important role in improving urban ecological environment
quality and improving residents’ living standards [2]. In recent
years, many cities at home and abroad have applied wireless
sensing technology to surface information extraction to
dynamically master the coverage area, optimize the spatial
structure of green space, improve the potential of sustainable
development of the city, and realize the overall planning [3].

Compared with the traditional way, the extraction of green
space information by aerial wireless sensing image has the
advantages of wide field of view, strong macroscopic view,
clear and realistic image, large amount of information, short
repetition cycle, and convenient data collection. It is very
economical in terms of manpower, material resources, and
financial resources and has a short time and high efficiency.
Wireless sensing is a comprehensive earth detection technol-
ogy developed in the century [4]. That is, collect information
about an object without directly touching it. It usually refers
to the acquisition of various ground object information from
the air or space by some kind of sensor and the extraction
and analysis of this information, so as to measure and judge
the nature or characteristics of the ground object. With the
development of space technology, optical technology, sensor
technology, computer technology, and modern communica-
tion technology, wireless sensing technology has made great
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progress [5]. Since the rise of the century, the development of
wireless sensing technology is increasingly rapid, on the basis
of aerial photogrammetry, with the rapid development of
modern science and technology such as space technology
and electronic computer, as well as the needs of the develop-
ment of geoscience, biology, and other disciplines; as an
emerging technical discipline gradually developed, it has
formed a relatively complete basic theoretical system and a
series of technical support [6]. As a means of information
acquisition, wireless sensing technology has penetrated into
various fields of the national economy, such as agriculture,
forestry, geology, meteorology, oceanography, environment,
urban planning and land management, and other professional
fields and departments [7]. Zhao et al. proposed the main
methods of urban wireless sensing summarized as postclassifi-
cation comparison method, multitemporal complex method,
image difference ratio method, vegetation index method, prin-
cipal component analysis, and transformation vector analysis
[8]. Song et al. proposed a new urban land use classification
method, which determines urban building density based on
image texture to determine land use type. They used panchro-
matic spectral images to conduct experiments in Athens,
Greece, which is higher than the traditional maximum likeli-
hood method. This method can be used for urban wireless
sensing monitoring such as urban land use change, urban
expansion, and illegal building monitoring [9]. Awad et al.
adopted the difference method, used spatial texture informa-
tion and set certain constraints to eliminate the change
information of agricultural land, and accurately extracted the
annual urban expansion area [10]. Based on the current
research, MFCM algorithm only considers the fixed neighbor-
hood of each pixel to improve the robustness of the algorithm
[11]. Most of the mature monitoring system instruments are
imported. The imported instruments have high precision
and many measuring indexes, but they are expensive and
cumbersome to operate. The wireless frequency domain used
in China needs to be specially applied to the radio department.
There are also some independent research and development
monitoring systems, but compared with foreign countries,
there are still some problems, such as the number of monitor-
ing stations and limited scope. In particular, in the wireless
sensor network, the application of wireless sensor network
technology is less. Real-world objects, however, are irregular
neighborhood areas. On the basis of the current research, this
paper proposes a regional FCM clustering method combined
with water index, which calculates the normalized water index
(NDWI) through the fusion of multispectral wireless sensing
images. Combined with normalized water index, fuzzy cluster-
ing results were obtained by RFCM algorithm proposed in this
paper. The optimal threshold was selected to defuzzify the
fuzzy clustering results, and finally, the extraction results of
urban surface water were obtained. The accuracy of the pro-
posed algorithm was compared with that of the traditional
surface water extraction algorithm. The experimental results
showed that the size of different neighborhood regions
affected the water extraction accuracy. In W city, the kappa
coefficient of MFCM16 was 0.41% higher than that of
MFCM8, and the overall classification accuracy of MFCM16
was 1.33% higher than that of MFCM. In G city area, the

kappa coefficient of MFCM16 was 1.81% higher than that of
MFCM8, and the overall classification accuracy of MFCM16
was 1.7% higher than that of MFCM. Comparing the RFCM
algorithm with other algorithms, the RFCM algorithm
obtained the best experimental results, to reduce the “salt-
and-pepper phenomenon” effect [12]. The innovation of
sensor technology and communication technology makes
wireless sensor network technology more perfect, which is
often used in environmental monitoring. Using wireless sen-
sor network to monitor water quality and obtain water quality
data for storage and remote transmission can well solve the
shortcomings of traditional monitoring methods and achieve
real-time, low-cost, and long-term measurement of the
environment.

2. Methods

2.1. Wireless Sensing Data Preprocessing. Two-scene gF-2
domestic high-resolution wireless sensing images (Guangzhou
and Wuhan) were used to extract urban surface water. (1)
Firstly, radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction
are performed on the multispectral data and panchromatic
data, and then, a 1m resolution multispectral wireless sensing
image is obtained by using NND (Nearest Neighbor Diffu-
sion) image fusion algorithm. (2) Use morphological shadow
index to remove building shadow. (3) Normalized water index
(NDWI) was obtained by using fusion multispectral wireless
sensing images. (4) Combined with normalized water index,
fuzzy clustering results were obtained by using the RFCM
algorithm proposed in this paper. (5) Select the optimal
threshold to defuzzify the fuzzy clustering results, and finally,
obtain the extraction results of urban surface water. (6) Artifi-
cial vectorized real surface water data is used to verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm, and the accuracy of the algo-
rithm is compared with that of the traditional surface water
extraction algorithm [13].

2.2. Water Index. Water index method is a combination of
single-band threshold method and multiband spectral logic
operation, so as to improve the difference between water
body and other ground objects and effectively suppress the
influence of background noise (shadow, black impervious
surface, ice and snow, etc.). Water index method is to use
the water body in visible light reflectance which is generally
low, less than 10%, generally 4%-5%, and gradually
decreases with the increase of wavelength, but in the near-
infrared band, water body almost shows full absorption. In
order to enhance the difference between water body and
other ground objects, the ratio calculation of visible band
and near-infrared band is carried out or different weights
are given to the band based on the above principle. At
present, the mainstream water index includes normalized
water index (NDWI), improved normalized water index
(MNDWI), enhanced water index (EWI), and automated
water extraction index (AWEI). However, gF-2 domestic
high-resolution wireless sensing image has only one pan-
chromatic band, which consists of four multispectral bands,
namely, red, green, blue, and near middle red, without
middle infrared band and thermal infrared band. Therefore,
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normalized water index (NDWI) is adopted in this paper.
The specific calculation is shown in Formula (1). This
water index has a good suppression effect on background
noise [14].

NDWI = ρGreen − ρNIR
ρGreen + ρNIR , ð1Þ

where ρGreen is the surface reflectance of green band and
ρNIR is the surface reflectance of near-infrared band.

2.3. Regional FCM Clustering Algorithm

2.3.1. Principle of Regional FCM Clustering Algorithm.
RFCM (regional fuzzy C-means) clustering algorithm is
derived from traditional FCM algorithm and improved
FCM algorithm. The traditional FCM algorithm only con-
siders the information of the pixel itself, not the spatial
information of the pixel neighborhood. The improved
FCM algorithm MFCM (modified FCM) considers the
spatial information of the pixel neighborhood, but it only
considers the spatial information of the fixed window in
the pixel regular neighborhood. Real objects are irregular
neighborhood areas (image objects). The regional FCM
clustering algorithm will determine the size of the neighbor-
hood region according to the spatial heterogeneity of the
pixel and the neighborhood pixel. The principle of the
RFCM algorithm only adds spatial information of pixel
neighborhood region on the basis of the FCM algorithm
and considers the membership degree constraint of pixel
neighborhood region. Finally, the membership degree was
obtained by iterative optimization of RFCM objective func-
tion considering neighborhood region constraints, and the
category of pixels was determined according to the optimal
threshold of membership degree. The objective function
JRFCM of region FCM is shown in

JRFCM = 〠
C

i=1
〠
N

j=1
μmij xj − vi





2 + a〠

C

i−1
〠
N

j=1
�xj − region − vi
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ð2Þ
where uij represents the membership degree that pixel J
belongs to category I; m ∈ ½0, 1� represents a weighting coef-
ficient; kxj − vik2 represents the feature space distance
between pixel J and cluster center vi. A is the constraint
parameter of neighborhood area; k�xj − region − vik2 repre-
sents the feature space distance between the mean value of
the feature space of the pixel in the neighborhood of pixel
J and vi of the cluster center. By introducing Lagrange
theory to optimize the objective function of regional FCM,
a constraint function ORFCM is constructed, as shown in
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where λ stands for Lagrange multiplier; ∑C
i=1μij represents

the sum of the membership degree of each category for the
JTH pixel, where ∑C

i=1μij = 1.

2.3.2. Calculation of Neighborhood Area. The key of RFCM
algorithm is the calculation of neighborhood area. The size
of neighborhood area is determined by the spectral differ-
ence between center pixel and neighborhood pixel. PSI index
method is adopted in this paper to determine neighborhood
area, which is more reasonable than fixed window neighbor-
hood area [15]. The basic theory of the algorithm is a series
of direction lines diverging from the center of the pixel in
different directions as shown in Figure 1. The spectral het-
erogeneity of the pixel on each direction line and the central
pixel is calculated. If the spectral heterogeneity is less than
the threshold value and the length of the direction line is less
than the threshold value, the pixel is determined as the
neighborhood area of the central pixel. The calculation of
spectral heterogeneity measure is shown in

Pd i, kð Þ = 〠
n

s=1
ps ið Þ − ps kð Þj j, ð4Þ

where pdði, kÞ represents the heterogeneity measure value of
the current pixel I and the neighborhood pixel K on the
direction line D, psðiÞ and psðkÞ represent the spectral value
of the center pixel and the current neighborhood pixel on
band S, respectively, and N represents the number of bands.
Under the condition of two thresholds, each direction line
expands simultaneously from the center pixel. One thresh-
old condition is that when the current pixel heterogeneity
value is greater than the spectral constraint threshold T1,
diffusion stops on this direction line. Another threshold
condition is that the length of the direction line between
the current pixel and the center pixel is less than the thresh-
old T2, so the search in this direction is stopped to prevent
the neighborhood on the direction line from being too large.
Finally, the neighborhood region pixels that meet the con-
ditions in each direction of the central pixel are counted,
and the pixel set obtained is the neighborhood region of
the pixel.

2.3.3. The Specific Process of RFCM Algorithm. Set the num-
ber of clustering 2 ≤ C ≤ Cnum‐max − 1 and parameter M > 1,
and terminate the algorithm ε, the maximum number of
iterations nmax, spectral difference measure threshold, and
direction line length threshold. According to the neighbor-
hood region calculation method, the neighborhood region
of each pixel of the image is determined, and �xj−region of each

pixel is calculated. Initialize vð0Þi of each cluster center. The

membership function vð0Þi was calculated by using the
current clustering center μOPij , and then, μOPij of various clus-
tering centers was calculated according to the membership
function ε. According to the threshold vOPi and the maxi-
mum number of iterations nmax, if kvn+1 − vnk < ε or the
number of iterations n ≥ nmax, the iteration is terminated.
When the algorithm converges, the membership degree of
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each cluster center and each pixel to each cluster center is
obtained, and the fuzzy clustering result is completed.
Finally, the fuzzy clustering results are defuzzized according
to the optimal threshold value, and the fuzzy clustering
results are transformed into deterministic classification to
realize the final clustering of wireless sensing images.

Compared with the spectral features of wireless sensing
image, the water index improves the separability of water
body and other ground objects and has a good suppression
effect on background noise. Therefore, the normalized water
index and shadow index are stacked with spectral features as
the input features of RFCM clustering algorithm in the
experiment. At the same time, in RFCM clustering
algorithm, the spatial information of homogeneous neigh-
borhood region of pixels is considered. Based on the advan-
tages of the above two aspects, an urban surface water
extraction algorithm integrating water index and RFCM
was designed and applied to surface water extraction from
domestic gF-2 wireless sensing images in complex urban
environment.

2.4. Design Objectives of Water Environment Monitoring
System Based on Wireless Sensor Network

(1) The construction of intelligent system and the
application of wireless sensing technology to achieve
the measurement and monitoring of water quality

(2) To achieve reliable, high-speed, and low-power
wireless transmission of water monitoring data

(3) Collect data and monitor data: the host computer
and the web page display the location of specific
water areas and sensor nodes in water and display
the latest time recorded data of various water quality
parameters measured by sensor nodes

(4) Under low power consumption, it can work
normally for a long time

3. Results and Analysis

The RFCM algorithm proposed in this paper is compared
and analyzed with the improved MFCM algorithm (8 × 8
and 16 × 16 were considered as MFCM8 and MFCM16 in
the experiment), K-means clustering algorithm, NDWI
threshold algorithm (TH), and object-oriented method
(OBIA). In the experiment, OA and kappa coefficients of

overall classification accuracy were used for statistical and
quantitative evaluation of accuracy, and visual discrimina-
tion was used for qualitative evaluation [16].

The classified kappa coefficients and overall accuracy of
the two research areas in G city and W city are shown in
Figures 2 and 3.

The kappa coefficient in G city is 89.88%, the kappa coef-
ficient in W city is 92.49%, and the overall classification
accuracy in G city is 89.14%. The overall classification
accuracy of W city is 92.58%, and the classification accuracy
of the method considering regional spatial information
(MFCM and RFCM) and the object-oriented method
(OBIA) is higher than that of the pixel-based method
(K-means) and the water index threshold method (TH) and
has a lower misclassification error rate and missed classifica-
tion error rate [17]. Among them, in W city, the kappa
coefficient of RFCMwas 1%, 1.5%, and 1.3% higher than that
of OBIA, MFCM8, and MFCM16, respectively. The OA of
RFCM was 3.86%, 5.82%, and 4.48% higher than that of
OBIA, MFCM8, and MFCM16, respectively. In city G, the
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of neighborhood area calculation.
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Figure 3: The overall accuracy of the experimental results.
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than that of OBIA, MFCM8, and MFCM16, respectively, and
the overall classification accuracy (OA) of RFCM was 3.2%,
5.83%, and 4.12% higher than that of OBIA, MFCM8, and
MFCM16, respectively [18]. The OBIA method maintains
the integrity of ground object better than K-means and TH
method. RFCM and MFCM algorithms not only maintain
the integrity of ground object but also better retain local
details of ground object. Compared with other OBIA, K-
means, TH, MFCM8, and MFCM16 algorithms, the RFCM
algorithm can not only maintain the integrity of ground
object but also better retain local details of ground object.
The fine surface water bodies are effectively identified, the
boundary information of surface water bodies is maintained
well, and the influence of shadow of urban buildings is elim-
inated at the same time [19]. The improved FCM algorithm
also considered the neighborhood regions with different
window sizes of rules. Experimental results showed that the
size of different neighborhood regions affected the water
extraction accuracy. In W city, the kappa coefficient of
MFCM16 was 0.41% higher than that of MFCM8, and the
overall classification accuracy of MFCM16 was 1.33% higher
than that of MFCM. In G city area, the kappa coefficient of
MFCM16 was 1.81% higher than that of MFCM8, and the
overall classification accuracy of MFCM16 was 1.7% higher
than that of MFCM.

The “salt-and-pepper” phenomenon of the experimental
results was quantitatively counted, and the speckle noise was
defined as the water area less than the water area. Table 1
shows that compared with other algorithms, the RFCM algo-
rithm can obviously eliminate the “salt-and-pepper phe-
nomenon” of surface water extraction. In the comparison
experiment of the six algorithms, TH has the worst effect
and has a large number of noise spots. Due to the phenom-
enon of “same object, different spectrum, foreign object in
the same spectrum” of high-resolution data, a large number
of isolated noise points are caused. K-means algorithm is
better than TH algorithm and MFCM8 and MFCM16 algo-
rithms. Thirdly, MFCM algorithm significantly reduces the
“noise” spots of surface water, which proves that the spatial
information of pixel neighborhood has a certain inhibitory
effect on the “noise” spots of water. The OBIA algorithm is
better than MFCM8 and MFCM16. The RFCM algorithm
achieves the best experimental results and has a significant
effect on reducing “salt-and-pepper phenomenon” [20].

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a regional FCM clustering method combined
with water index is proposed, which calculates the normal-
ized water index (NDWI) from the fusion of multispectral
wireless sensing images. Through the design of wireless

sensor network water environment monitoring system,
combined with normalized water index, fuzzy clustering
results were obtained by the RFCM algorithm proposed in
this paper. The optimal threshold was selected to defuzzify
the fuzzy clustering results, and finally, the extraction results
of urban surface water were obtained. The accuracy of the
proposed algorithm was compared with that of the tradi-
tional surface water extraction algorithm. Comparing the
RFCM algorithm with other algorithms, the RFCM algo-
rithm obtained the best experimental results, to reduce the
“salt-and-pepper phenomenon” effect. The algorithm in
some details of surface water extraction was not taken into
account and will continue to be studied in the future.
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Table 1: Statistical table of “noise” of surface water extraction results.

Laboratory area TH K-means MFCM8 MFCM16 OBIA RFCM

W 5048 1466 1269 1140 750 469

G 8277 655 250 225 85 64
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In order to mine geological mineral energy and study on geological mineral energy classification, a method based on a wireless
sensor was proposed. Of logistic regression, artificial neural networks, random forests, and main wireless sensor algorithms of
support vector machine (SVM) with the model in the application of the energy mineral resource prediction practice effects are
reviewed and discuss the practical application in the process of sample selection, the wrong points existing in the cost, the
uncertainty evaluation, and performance evaluation of the model using wireless sensor algorithm, random forest of the
probability distribution of mineralization in the study area is calculated, and five prospecting potential areas are delineated.
The results show that the ratio of ore-bearing unit and non-ore-bearing unit is 1 : 1, and the best random forest training model
is obtained. 70% of the training sample set was randomly selected as the training set, and the remaining 30% was used as the
test set to construct the random forest model. The training accuracy of the model is 96.7%, and the testing accuracy is 96.5%.
Both model training accuracy and model testing accuracy are very high, which proves the accuracy of RF model construction
and achieves satisfactory results. In this study, a wireless sensor is successfully applied to 3D mineral energy prediction, which
makes a positive exploration for mineral resource prediction and evaluation in the future. Finally, the prediction of mineral
resource energy based on a wireless sensor is an important trend of future development.

1. Introduction

The reserves of mineral resources are a symbol of economic
development. With the increasing social demand for mineral
resources and the increasing difficulty of prospecting for
mineral resources, the research on new theories and
methods of prediction and evaluation of mineral resource
energy has been promoted. Mineral resource energy evalua-
tion has gone through three stages: the stage of mineral
deposit statistical prediction, marked by the application of
probability statistics and multivariate statistics [1]. The stage
of resource and energy prediction and evaluation based on
the theory of seeking difference is mainly marked by the the-
ory and method of “geological anomaly mineralization and
metallogenic prediction” initiated in 1990 and “comprehen-
sive information metallogenic prediction” [2]. In the stage of
“digital ore prospecting” and resource and energy prediction
and evaluation, the application of data science in mineral

exploration is emphasized, and the practical problems in
mineral exploration are solved by data analysis theory and
method, with “triple” metallogenic prediction and resource
evaluation theory and method as the main symbol [3]. The
introduction of nonlinear and complexity theory and model
into mineral resource evaluation is a rising research field in
the world, and the representative one is the prediction the-
ory and model of multiple formation proposed by Cheng
Qiuming. In recent years, with the advent of the age of geo-
logical information, all kinds of geological data show an
explosive growth trend, which brings challenges and oppor-
tunities to the development and innovation of mineral
resource prediction and evaluation theories and methods.
In order to solve the high dimension, high computational
complexity, and uncertainty and realize multisource hetero-
geneous prospecting space data intelligent mining and inte-
gration, wireless sensor methods to dig deeper into the
geological data, information fusion, and prediction
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evaluation provide a useful tool and have become the focus
in the current energy mineral resource prediction and fron-
tier [4].

The core of mineral prediction is feature extraction and
integration of geospatial data. The current research focus
and frontier focus on feature extraction and integration of
deep-level mineralized information. Deep mineralization
information refers to the mineralization information that is
difficult to be identified by traditional methods and technol-
ogies, including hidden mineralization information, deep
mineralization information, and specific information
extracted under complex geological background [5]. Mining
and integration of deep mineralization information are the
keys to successfully discover concealed ore and deep ore.
In the era of big data, how to carry out deep-level minerali-
zation information mining and integration based on a wire-
less sensor is the frontier field of mineral prediction [6].
Nurmaini et al. found in the study that when large sample
MNIST data set was used, SVM accuracy was 0.88 and
CNN accuracy was 0.98. When the small sample
COREL1000 data set was used, the accuracy of SVM was
0.86 and CNN was 0.83 [7]. Aravinda and Lin proposed
the 3D prediction process of deep mineral resources,
namely, “geological information integration - quantitative
extraction of metallogenic information - three-dimensional
quantitative prediction,” and studied the 3D quantitative
analysis of geological body shape, quantitative extraction of
ore-controlling geological factors, and three-dimensional
quantitative prediction of ore bodies [8]. Siomos et al., with
the application of three-dimensional comprehensive infor-
mation metallogenic prediction method, carried out a case
study on large-scale three-dimensional metallogenic predic-
tion [9].

Based on this, this paper proposes a method based on a
wireless sensor. Random forest has higher prediction accu-
racy and stability and can make energy evaluation on the
importance of ore control elements. This study has success-
fully applied a wireless sensor to 3D mineral energy predic-
tion, which makes a positive exploration for mineral
resource prediction and evaluation in the future.

2. Mineral Resource Prediction by a
Wireless Sensor

2.1. Random Forest Algorithm. Random forest is an impor-
tant ensemble algorithm in the wireless sensor model. It is
a combinatorial classifier composed of a decision tree classi-
fier set proposed by Breiman in 2001 on the basis of decision
tree and bagging method. The basic idea of random forest is
to merge multiple unrelated decision trees together, and
each tree has the same distribution [10, 11]. The classifica-
tion error of the model depends on the classification ability
of the decision tree and the correlation between the trees.
For the classification algorithm, the new input samples are
classified and predicted according to the decision tree in
the forest.

2.1.1. Decision Tree. Decision tree is also a prediction model
in a wireless sensor, which represents the mapping between

object attributes and object values. It uses the structure of
tree to divide data records into three types of nodes: root
node, middle node, and leaf node. A leaf node of tree repre-
sents the record set corresponding to the leaf node of deci-
sion tree under certain conditions. The decision tree is
generated by repeatedly establishing lower-level nodes in
branch subsets [12]. CART is a typical binary decision tree,
which can do both classification and regression. The CART
algorithm uses the Gini coefficient as impurity to measure
the impurity of a set sample. For a classification problem
with characteristic variable M, there are n samples in the
training sample set T ; then, the Gini coefficient of the train-
ing sample set is

G Tð Þ = 1 − 〠
n

i=1
Pi

2: ð1Þ

In the formula, Pi represents the conditional probability
of the occurrence of the ith category in the classification
results. According to a certain classification standard S (such
as j attribute values of attribute A), the sample is divided into
K subsets, which are, respectively, T1, T2,⋯, Tk; then, the
Gini coefficient of this classification is

G T , Sð Þ = 〠
k

i=1

ni
n

∗G Tið Þ: ð2Þ

The smaller the Gini coefficient is, the higher the purity
of the subsample after dichotomy is, and the branching of
the decision tree generated by this splitting method can rep-
resent the direct difference between different categories,
because the division standard S with the minimum Gini
coefficient is selected as the optimal splitting attribute and
the optimal splitting node [13].

2.1.2. Bagging Method. The bagging method, also known as
the self-help method, adopts equiprobabilistic random
repeated sampling technique with put back to select training
data to construct classifier and finally combine. In other
words, every time a fixed number of samples are randomly
collected from the original training set, the samples are put
back and the next round of random sampling is conducted
again. Since the data outside the bag does not participate
in the model fitting, it can be used to estimate the classifica-
tion accuracy without bias. The realization process is as fol-
lows: (1) T training samples are extracted from the original
sample set D with the method of random sampling with
replacement in each round, and n independent training sets
are obtained through n rounds of extraction. (2) The NTH
weak learner is obtained by using a training set Dn each
time. (3) For the classification problem, the final strong
learner can be obtained by adopting the majority voting
method for the N weak learners obtained in the previous
step; (4) for regression problems, the arithmetic mean of
regression results is used as the final strong learner. Random
forest is applied to mineral prediction, and its characteristic
variables are the ore-controlling elements in the energy
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prediction model, and its classification ability is used to
judge the characteristics of ore-bearing attributes [14–16].

2.2. Support Vector Machine Regression Model

2.2.1. Model Principle. Support vector machine (SVM) is
based on the statistical learning theory developed wireless
sensor method, it can be through the kernel function can
be used to convert the actual problem to high-dimensional
feature space and through the structure in the high-
dimensional space linear discriminant function to realize
nonlinear discriminant in the original space, usually can
get global optimal solution of support vector machine
(SVM). Moreover, it has good generalization ability for large
volume and high-dimensional data sets. In this chapter, the
principle of the SVM model is firstly described based on
the classification model, and then, it is extended to regres-
sion problems. The basic principles of the SVM model are
as follows:

Let me define my matrix m × n, X, and my column vec-
torW, Y , where X is the input variable; xi is the column vec-
tor: ½x1, x2, x3,⋯xn�T ; m is the sample number; n is the
number of attribute features;W is the corresponding weight;
and Y is the output variable.

X = x1, x2, x3,⋯xm½ �,
Y = y1, y2, y3,⋯ym½ �,

W = w1,w2,w3,⋯wn½ �:
ð3Þ

The partition hyperplane in the sample space is defined
by a linear equation:

WTX + b = 0: ð4Þ

In the formula, normal vector W determines the direc-
tion of the hyperplane. The displacement term b determines
the distance between the hyperplane and the origin. In this
definition, the distance between any point x in the sample
space and the hyperplane is

r = WTX + b
�� ��

Wk k : ð5Þ

Considering the dichotomous problem, in order to
obtain a good classification effect, if all samples are correctly
classified, the sample points should meet the following con-
straints:

yi =
+1, WTxi + b≥+1,
−1, WTxi + b≤−1:

(
ð6Þ

The training sample point closest to the hyperplane and
satisfying formula (5) is defined as the support vector; then,
the sum of the distance between the two dissimilar support

vectors and the hyperplane is defined as

γ = 2
Wk k : ð7Þ

In the formula, γ is called interval, and the support vec-
tor machine algorithm is to find the hyperplane with the
maximum interval γ, that is, to find the model parameter
W, b that satisfies the constraint of formula (5) and maxi-
mizes γ:

maxW,b
2
Wk k s:t:yi w

Txi + b
À Á

≥ 1, i = 1, 2,⋯,m: ð8Þ

Obviously, in order to maximize the interval, only max-
imizing kWk−1 is equivalent to minimizing kWk2, and the
relaxation factor ξ and regularization parameter C are added
on this basis:

minw,b
1
2 Wk k2 + C〠

m

i=1
ξis:t:yi wTxi + b

À Á
≥ 1 − ξi, i = 1, 2,⋯,m:

ð9Þ

The duality problem can be obtained through the
Lagrange bearing method used for (9):

L w, b, ξ, a, μð Þ = 1
2 wk k2 + C〠ξ−〠a y wTX + b

À Á
− 1 + ξ

È É
−〠μξ:

ð10Þ

The support vector machine model with maximum soft
interval can be obtained by solving the equation above,
where the relaxation factor ξ is the classification error term.
The degree of punishment for misclassification samples is
controlled by regularization parameter C.

The SVM classification model is extended to the regres-
sion problem, and the error function with regularization
term in the linear regression model is considered:

1
2〠

N

n=1
h xn,wð Þ − ynf g2 + λ

2 wk k2: ð11Þ

To ensure the sparsity of the model, the quadratic error
term is replaced, where hðxn,wÞ =WTX + b can obtain a
new error function:

1
2 wk k2 + C〠E h xn,wð Þ − ynð Þ: ð12Þ

Same as the classification model, relaxation factor ξ is
introduced, where

yn ≤ h xn,wð Þ + ε + ξ,
yn ≥ h xn,wð Þ − ε − ξ:

ð13Þ

After sorting out, the final error function of the SVM
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regression model is

1
2 Wk k2 + C〠 bξ + ξ

� �
: ð14Þ

The specific solving process of this model is the same as
that of the SVM classification model.

3. Three-Dimensional Geological Modeling

3D geological modeling is an important basis for 3D geolog-
ical mapping, deep geological survey, and large-scale 3D
metallogenic prediction of key metallogenic zones and also
an important way to solve some deep geological problems
and study geological laws. Surpac6.3, the 3D modeling soft-
ware of GEMCOM International Mining Software Co.,
LTD., was adopted for this 3D geological modeling based
on plane geological map, borehole data, exploration line pro-
file, and geophysical comprehensive interpretation map. The
modeling data are shown in Table 1. Section modeling
method was adopted to construct three-dimensional solid
models of stratum, rock mass, fault, low resistivity anomaly,
and ore body in the study area “vertical cube” [17]. The
coordinate range of modeling in this study is
2899615~2903025m from north to south,
792980~796250m from east to west, and 1000~2050m
above sea level. Considering the spacing of boreholes, the
spacing of geological section exploration lines, the amount
of data after subdividing 3D geological solid model blocks,
and the computer computing capacity, the running speed
of the computer can be improved as much as possible on
the premise that the size of block units can meet the calcula-
tion accuracy of 3D metallogenic prediction. Therefore, the
whole solid model area was divided into blocks according
to the block unit size of 25m × 25m × 25m, and the total
number of block units divided in the whole research area
was 3,099,906. There are a large number of vein ore bodies
in the study area. When dividing the whole study area with
the above-mentioned unit block size, as long as ore bodies
are included, they are assigned as vertical blocks of ore bod-
ies, and there are a total of 14064 known ore bodies. It
should be pointed out that it is extremely inaccurate to
divide ore bodies at this scale for reserve estimation, but
the block model constructed is intended to serve as positive
sample markers in a wireless sensor [18, 19].

4. Three-Dimensional Energy Prediction

4.1. Extraction of Favorable Metallogenic Information. In the
process of energy prediction, it is the prediction model that
finally decides which GIS layer participates in the model
operation. The prediction model is based on the prospecting
model, through the cube (or grid unit) to establish the char-
acteristic variables of different parts, and combined with the

Table 1: Data basis of 3D geological modeling.

Profile name Scale The number of Detection depth (m)

Topographic geological map 1 : 5000 1 The earth’s surface

Geological map of bedrock 1 : 5000 1 The earth’s surface

Pillar contrast map of ore bed 1 : 5000 2 1000

Borehole bar diagram 1 : 200 147 70~1030
Geological prospecting section 1 : 2000 21 1000~1200
CSAMT comprehensive interpretation profile 1 : 10000 12 2000

Middle section of CSAMT comprehensive interpretation 1 : 10000 3 500, 1000, 1500
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known ore body (or ore point) to analyze and extract the
favorable conditions for mineralization, and finally, the
ore-controlling elements and their favorable metallogenic
range are combined to form the prediction model. In this
study, favorable information of mineralization was extracted
from stratigraphy, structure, rock mass, and geophysics.

4.2. Formation Favorable Information. Five stratigraphic
units are mainly modeled in this study. The number of ore
bodies contained in different stratigraphic blocks is shown
in Figures 1–4. If we consider the difference of distribution
range of different strata, we can use the concept of ore-
bearing ratio for comparative analysis. The ore-bearing rate
can be obtained by the number of ore bearing in different
strata/the number of formation blocks (Figure 1). The ore-
bearing rate is the highest in the lower Tiantianba Forma-
tion, followed by the upper, Xinqiao, upper and lower Tian-
tianba Formation of Luodang Formation. Through the
statistical analysis of the above two aspects, it can be found
that the main ore-bearing strata in the Hongnipo mining
area are the lower member of Tiantianba Formation and
the upper member of Luodang Formation.

4.3. Construct Favorable Information. The formation of
Hongnipo copper deposit is closely related to regional base-
ment faults. From the perspective of extraction of favorable
metallogenic information energy, the number of fault blocks
in the study area is 41462, and the number of superposition
with ore bodies is 110, so the ore-bearing rate of the fault is
0.0025, reaching a certain level of ore-bearing rate. There-
fore, the fault is the ore controlling factor for energy predic-
tion. In addition, ore-forming migration channels are often
characterized by fault buffer zones. In this paper, the “expan-
sion buffer method” is used to quickly build the fault buffer
of different distances and then determine the best fault
buffer distance through the analysis of ore bearing. The
expansion buffering method adopts the expansion algorithm
in morphological analysis and applies it to the 3D block
model. The size of the cube model in this study is 25m,
and one square is buffered each time, 25m distance. The
buffer of 0 ~N ∗ 25m can be obtained by N times of buffer-
ing, and the model obtained by n − 1 times of buffering can
be removed to achieve different grades of fracture buffer
block model. Statistical results of fracture buffer in this study
are shown in Figure 2. When the fracture buffer is 100m, it
is the optimal fracture buffer distance. In addition to the
direct analysis of faults and their buffer zones, favorable
metallogenic information can often be mined by energy
analysis of the characteristic parts of faults in energy
prediction.

4.4. Favorable Information of Rock Mass. In this three-
dimensional geological modeling of rock mass, only gabbro
and gabbro intercalated breccia are constructed, which are
collectively referred to as “rock mass” in energy prediction.
In the block model, the total number of rock mass is
35812, among which the number of ore-bearing blocks is
584, and the ore-bearing rate is 0.016, reaching a certain
level of ore-bearing rate. Therefore, rock mass is the ore-
controlling factor for energy prediction. Similarly, through
statistical analysis of “expansion buffer method” in this
study, when the rock mass buffer range is 50m, the ratio
of actual and theoretical ore concentration in the buffer
reaches 28.993, so the rock mass buffer distance is deter-
mined to be 50M (Figure 3).

4.5. Geophysical Favorable Information. The CSAMT
method adopted in this study plays an important role in
stratigraphic division, fault location, and rock mass infer-
ence. In addition, through the superposition analysis of
apparent resistivity profile and known ore body, combined
with the ore-controlling environment of the study area and
the interpretation and inference results of each survey line,
12 middle-low resistivity abnormal areas are delineated on
12 comprehensive interpretation profiles, and then, three-
dimensional reconstruction is carried out to form mineral-
ized abnormal bodies. The total number of vertical blocks
of abnormal mineralized bodies is 32033, including 1407
ore blocks, and the ore-bearing rate is 0.044. Since the appar-
ent resistivity is continuous and the medium and low resis-
tivity are defined as relative regions, information leakage
can be reduced as much as possible by making buffers. The
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“expansion buffer method” was adopted to analyze the ore-
bearing rate under different buffer zones, and the optimal
buffer distance was determined to be 50m (Figure 4). Based
on the above extraction of metallogenic information and
combined with the regional mineral characteristics of the
study area, the three-dimensional energy prediction model
of copper mine is formed (Table 2), as shown in Table 2.

4.6. Classification of Ore-Forming Energy. The ore-forming
energy anomalies delineated in the study area are classified
according to the following principles:

(1) There should be 3 or more geochemical sampling
points within the anomaly

(2) For small anomalies with sampling points less than
3, if they belong to the same third-order catchment
basin, several small anomaly groups with the same
anomaly source can be divided into one anomaly
according to the drainage distribution and the rela-
tionship between sampling points

(3) The anomaly numbers are individually numbered
according to the four geochemical subzones, in the
form of “E3-2,” where E represents the comprehen-
sive anomaly of metallogenic energy, 3 represents
geochemical partition, and 2 is the sequence number
of the anomaly

5. Conclusions

In this study, a machine learn-based study on geological and
mineral energy and mineral energy classification was pro-
posed, and a three-dimensional geological entity model
was constructed. After the cube of the entity model, the

three-dimensional quantitative prediction model of the
study was determined through the extraction of metallo-
genic information. Under the guidance of the quantitative
prediction model, the wireless sensor algorithm was used
to carry out the 3D quantitative prediction based on the
wireless sensor algorithm. The training accuracy of the
model and the test accuracy of the model were over 96%,
which proved the accuracy of the RF model construction
and achieved satisfactory results. In this study, a wireless
sensor is successfully applied to 3D mineral energy predic-
tion, which makes a positive exploration for mineral
resource prediction and evaluation in the future. Finally,
the prediction of mineral resource energy based on a wireless
sensor is an important trend of future development.
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Table 2: Quantitative prediction model of copper mine.

Types of ore deposits
Ore-controlling

factors
Element type

Characteristics of the
variable

The eigenvalue

Volcanic sedimentary
metamorphism
Type E copper (iron) ore

Formation Ore formation

A natural dam group A natural dam group

The new bridge group The new bridge group

Fall dang group Fall dang group

Structure

Ore-controlling fracture Basement faults The fracture

Fracture zone Rupture zone The 100MB buffer

Tectonic site

Azimuth anomaly (0, 0.1)

Structural isodensity (1.045, 1.492)

Degree of central
symmetry

(0.001, 0.210)

Structural frequency (0, 1.375)

Rock mass

Favorable ore-forming
rock

Gabbro Gabbro

Rock contact zone Rock buffer zone Buffer 50m

Favorable rock
characteristics

Rock mass differentiation (0.07, 3.04)

Geophysical
Abnormal apparent

resistivity
CSAMT abnormal

Low resistivity abnormal
body

CSAMT exception buffer Buffer 50m
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Machine reading comprehension (MRC) is a challenging natural language processing (NLP) task. It has a wide application
potential in the fields of question answering robots, human-computer interactions in mobile virtual reality systems, etc.
Recently, the emergence of pretrained models (PTMs) has brought this research field into a new era, in which the training
objective plays a key role. The masked language model (MLM) is a self-supervised training objective widely used in various
PTMs. With the development of training objectives, many variants of MLM have been proposed, such as whole word masking,
entity masking, phrase masking, and span masking. In different MLMs, the length of the masked tokens is different. Similarly,
in different machine reading comprehension tasks, the length of the answer is also different, and the answer is often a word,
phrase, or sentence. Thus, in MRC tasks with different answer lengths, whether the length of MLM is related to performance is
a question worth studying. If this hypothesis is true, it can guide us on how to pretrain the MLM with a relatively suitable
mask length distribution for MRC tasks. In this paper, we try to uncover how much of MLM’s success in the machine reading
comprehension tasks comes from the correlation between masking length distribution and answer length in the MRC dataset.
In order to address this issue, herein, (1) we propose four MRC tasks with different answer length distributions, namely, the
short span extraction task, long span extraction task, short multiple-choice cloze task, and long multiple-choice cloze task; (2)
four Chinese MRC datasets are created for these tasks; (3) we also have pretrained four masked language models according to
the answer length distributions of these datasets; and (4) ablation experiments are conducted on the datasets to verify our
hypothesis. The experimental results demonstrate that our hypothesis is true. On four different machine reading
comprehension datasets, the performance of the model with correlation length distribution surpasses the model without
correlation.

1. Introduction

In the field of natural language processing (NLP), machine
reading comprehension (MRC) is a challenging task and
has received extensive attention. According to the definition
of Burges, machine reading comprehension refers to the fol-
lowing: “Amachine comprehends a passage of text if, for any
question regarding that text that can be answered correctly
by a majority of native speakers, that machine can provide

a string which those speakers would agree both answers that
question, and does not contain information irrelevant to that
question [1].”

Generally, MRC tasks can be roughly divided into four
categories based on the answer form: cloze test, multiple
choice, span extraction, and free answering [2, 3]. Most of
the early reading comprehension systems were based on
retrieval technology; that is, we search in the article accord-
ing to the questions and find the relevant sentences as the
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answers. However, information retrieval mainly depends on
keyword matching, and in many cases, the answers found by
relying solely on text matching are not related to the
questions.

With the development of machine learning (especially
deep learning) and the release of large-scale datasets, the effi-
ciency and quality of the MRC model have been greatly
improved. In some benchmark datasets, the accuracy of the
MRC model has exceeded the human performance [4]. In
recent years, pretrained language models (PTMs) have
brought revolutionary changes to the field of MRC. Among
them, the most representative pretrained model is the BERT
proposed by Google in 2018 [5]. BERT uses unsupervised
learning to pretrain on a large-scale corpus and creatively
uses MLM and NSP subtasks to enhance the language ability
of the model [5]. After the author released the code and pre-
trained models, BERT was immediately used by researchers
in various NLP tasks, and the previous SOTA results were
refreshed frequently and significantly.

Recently, many efforts have been devoted to improve
pretrained models, and various pretrained models have been
proposed, such as BERT-wwm [6], ERNIE 1.0 [7], ERNIE
2.0 [8], SpanBERT [9], and MacBERT [10]. We can see that
all of them have improved the masked language model
(MLM) of the BERT model in different ways. However, the
BERT model itself (the paradigm of the pretraining process,
transformer-based model, and fine-tuning process) has not
been significantly modified. This shows the importance of
MLM. MLM is a self-supervised training objective of pre-
dicting missing tokens in a sequence from placeholders,
which is widely used in various PTMs [11]. With the devel-
opment of training objectives, many variants of MLM have
been proposed, such as whole word masking [6], entity
masking [7, 8], phrase masking [7, 8], and span masking [9].

In different MRC tasks, the length of the answer text is
often different, and the answer is either a word, a phrase,
or a sentence. Similarly, in different variants of MLM, the
text length of the mask is also different. For example, the
whole word masking improves the MLM objective of BERT
by using the whole word instead of the word piece [6]; the
span masking performs the replacement at the span level
and not for each token individually [9]; the entity masking
masks entities that are usually composed of multiple words,
while the phrase masking masks an entire phrase composed
of multiple words as a conceptual unit [7, 8].

How to choose a masking scheme for MRC tasks with dif-
ferent answer lengths has become a question worth studying.
At the same time, it also makes us wonder whether the length
ofMLM is related to their performance inMRC tasks with dif-
ferent answer lengths. If this hypothesis is true, maybe it can
guide us on how to pretrain an MLM with a relatively suitable
mask length distribution for various MRC tasks.

However, for different variants of MLM, there are many
inconsistencies in their corpora, training methods, evalua-
tion tasks, and benchmark datasets. Therefore, it is difficult
to perform ablation experiments on the existing MRC data-
sets and these publicly released pretrained models to quanti-
tatively measure the performance improvements brought
about by different masking schemes.

To address the above issues, we design a set of controlled
experiments to verify our hypothesis. In summary, our main
contributions are as follows:

(1) Four MRC tasks with different answer length distri-
butions are proposed, including the short span
extraction task, long span extraction task, short cloze
task, and long cloze task

(2) We create MRC datasets for these four tasks and sta-
tistically analyze the answer word length distribution
on these four datasets

(3) Using uniform hyperparameters, we trained MLMs
with different masking length distributions

(4) We conducted ablation experiments on the above
dataset to verify our hypothesis. The experiment
result shows that the consistency of the masking
length distribution and the answer length distribu-
tion does affect the performance of the model. On
four different machine reading comprehension data-
sets, the performance of the model with correlation
length distribution surpasses the model without
correlation

2. Related Works

2.1. Existing Masked Language Models (MLMs). Recently,
many efforts have been devoted to improve masked language
models (MLMs). In this section, we briefly introduce several
existing MLMs, including word piece masking, whole word
masking, entity masking, phrase masking, span masking,
and N-gram masking.

2.1.1. Word Piece Masking.Word piece masking is the MLM
used in the original version of BERT [5], where the “Word-
Piece tokenizer” is used in the data preprocessing to split the
input sequence into subwords, which is very effective in
dealing with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. In Chinese
text tokenization, when a sentence is tokenized with a
“WordPiece tokenizer,” it will be split into Chinese charac-
ters. Then, tokens are selected randomly for masking, and
15% of the tokens will be randomly selected. Among the
selected tokens, for each word, it has an 80% probability of
being replaced with ½MASK�, 10% will be replaced with a
random token, and 10% will remain unchanged. It should
be noted that each token is masked independently according
to the above probability, rather than all selected tokens being
masked at the same time.

2.1.2. Whole Word Masking. Whole word masking (WWM)
is an upgraded version of BERT [5] released by Google,
which mitigates the drawbacks of masking partial Word-
Piece tokens in the original BERT [6]. In the whole word
masking, if a subword of a complete word is masked, the
other parts of the same word will also be masked; that is,
the whole word will be masked at the same time. In the Chi-
nese version of BERT released by Google, Chinese is seg-
mented at the granularity of characters, and the Chinese
word segmentation (CWS) [12] is not considered. Therefore,
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Cui et al. applied the whole word masking to Chinese [6]
and masked the whole word instead of masking Chinese
characters.

2.1.3. N-Gram Masking. N-gram In reference [10], Cui et al.
believed that the idea of N-gram masking was first proposed
by Devlin et al. [5]. Devlin et al.’s paper [5] did not include
the phrase “N-gram masking,” but according to their model
name on the SQuAD leaderboard, the academic community
usually admits that they were the first to propose this con-
cept [10]. In N-gram masking, a sequence of N words is
treated as a whole unity. During pretraining of MLM, all
words in the same unit are masked, instead of masking only
one word or character. N-gram masking is used in many
advanced pretraining models. For example, MacBERT [10]
uses an N-gram masking scheme for selecting candidate
tokens for masking, with a percentage of 40%, 30%, 20%,
and 10% for the word-level unigram to 4-gram. To a certain
extent, the span masking, entity-level masking, and phrase-
level masking can be regarded as special cases of the N
-gram masking scheme [5, 9].

2.1.4. Explicitly N-Gram Masking. Explicitly N-gram mask-
ing is an explicit N-gram masking scheme, in which the N
-gram is replaced by a single ½MASK� symbol [13]. When
predicting masked tokens, explicit N-gram identities are
directly used instead of token sequences. In addition, explic-
itly N-gram masking uses a generator model to sample rea-
sonable N-gram identities as an optional N-gram mask and
predicts it in both a coarse-grained manner and a fine-
grained manner to achieve comprehensive relation model-
ing. Explicitly N-gram masking is proposed by the Baidu
team in 2021 [13].

2.1.5. Entity-Level Masking. Entities usually contain impor-
tant information in the sentences, such as a person, location,
organization, and product. Unlike selecting random tokens
for masking, entity-level masking masks the whole named
entities, which are usually composed of multiple words [7,
8]. Before masking, the text needs to be segmented using
named entity recognition tools. In entity-level masking, the
MLM implicitly learned the information about longer
semantic dependency, such as the relationship between
entities.

2.1.6. Phrase-Level Masking. A phrase is a small group of
words or characters as a conceptual unit. Phrase-level mask-
ing masks the whole phrase which is composed of several
words [7, 8], and it is similar to the N-gram masking scheme
[5, 9, 10]. For English, vocabulary analysis and chunking
tools are used to get the boundaries of phrases in sentences,
and we use some language-related segmentation tools to get
word/phrase information in other languages (such as Chi-
nese) [7, 8]. In this way, the prior knowledge of phrases is
considered to be learned implicitly during the training pro-
cedure, such as syntactic and semantic information.

2.1.7. Span Masking. Span masking was proposed in the
SpanBERT [9], in which contiguous random spans are
masked, rather than individual tokens. The process of span

masking is, first, iteratively selecting contiguous random
spans until the 15% masking budget is spent. In each itera-
tion, the length of the span is selected according to the geo-
metric distribution. Then, randomly select the starting point
of the span. Third, replace all the tokens in the same selected
span with ½MASK�, random or original tags according to the
80%-10%-10% rule in BERT [5], where the span constitutes
the unit. Therefore, it forces the model to use only the con-
text in which the span occurs to predict the entire span.

2.1.8. Multilevel Masking. Multilevel masking uses multiple
schemes at the same time. For example, the knowledge
masking proposed in the ERNIE 1.0 [7] masking can be
regarded as a kind of multilevel masking scheme, which uses
both phrase-level masking and entity-level masking. The
knowledge masking treats a phrase or entity as a unit, which
is usually composed of several words. All words in the same
unit are masked, instead of masking only one word or char-
acter. The knowledge masking does not directly add knowl-
edge embedding but is considered to be learning
information about knowledge, such as entity attributes and
event types, to guide word embedding learning [7].

2.1.9. Dynamic Masking. Static masking is used in the MLM
of the original BERT, and the masking is performed only
once during the data preprocessing before MLM training,
which means that the same words are masked in the input
sequence provided to the model on each epoch. In order to
avoid masking the same words multiple times and make full
use of the input sequence, dynamic masking is proposed. In
the dynamic masking process, the “dupe_factor” is defined,
and the input sequence will be the duplicated “dupe_factor”;
then, the same sequence will have different masks [14].
Before providing the input sequence to the model each time,
the masking operation will be performed repeatedly. There-
fore, the model will see different masking versions of the
same sequence. Dynamic masking is adopted by many pre-
trained models, such as RoBERTa [14].

2.2. Interpretability of Masked Language Models. With vari-
ous advanced MLMs, many pretrained language models
have achieved state-of-the-art performance when adapted
to MRC tasks. The black box nature of MLM and related
pretrained models has inspired many works trying to under-
stand them.

Many efforts have been devoted to uncover whether the
MLM calculates various types of structured information by
probing analysis or evaluating the performance of simple
classifiers on representations [15–20]. Popular methods also
include analyzing self-attention weights and evaluating the
performance of classifiers with different representations as
inputs [19]. A possible explanation for the success of masked
language model (MLM) training is that these models have
learned to represent semantic information or syntactic infor-
mation [21].

2.2.1. Semantic Information. With the MLM probing study,
Ettinger applied a set of diagnostic methods derived from human
language experiments to the BERT model and found that BERT
has a certain understanding of semantic roles [19, 22].
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Tenney et al. used a set of detection tasks derived from
traditional NLP pipelines to quantify the encoding position
of specific types of semantic information, and the experi-
mental results show that BERT encodes information about
entity types, relationships, semantic roles, and prototype
roles [18, 19].

2.2.2. Syntactic Information. Through the probes of MLM,
Goldberg assessed the extent to which the BERT model cap-
tures English syntactic phenomena and found that the BERT
models perform remarkably well on the syntactic test cases.
The experimental results show that BERT considers
subject-predicate agreement when completing the cloze task,
even for meaningless sentences and sentences with participle
clauses between the subject and the verb [19, 23].

Wu et al. proposed a perturbation masking technique to
evaluate the impact of one word on the prediction of another
word in MLM. They concluded that BERT “naturally” learns
some syntactic information, although it is not very similar to
linguistically annotated resources [19, 24].

2.2.3. Distributional Information. Most recently, Sinha et al.
[21] surprisingly found that most of MLM’s high perfor-
mance can in fact be explained by the “distributional prior”
rather than its ability to replicate “the types of syntactic and
semantic abstractions traditionally believed necessary for
language processing [18].” In other words, they found that
the success of MLM in downstream tasks is almost entirely
because they can model high-order word co-occurrence sta-
tistics. To prove this, they pretrained MLMs on sentences
with a randomly shuffled word order and showed that after
fine-tuning many downstream tasks, these models can still
achieve high accuracy, including tasks designed specifically
to be challenging for models that ignore the word order.
According to some parametric syntactic probes, these
models perform surprisingly well, which indicates possible
deficiencies when testing the representation for syntactic
information [21].

3. Motivation and Approach

Firstly, as described in Section 2.1, most of the existing
MLMs adopt different mask rules to improve their perfor-
mance. Some take a word as a mask unit; some take phrases,
entities, or spans as mask units; and others adopt multilevel
masking schemes. As we can see, the length of the masked
text is one of the basic variables in the above masking
schemes. However, at present, there is a lack of quantitative
research and analysis on the performance of MLM with dif-
ferent masking lengths. The whole word masking [6] only
masks words, and entity and phrase masking schemes [7,
8] mask only entities or phrases. Span masking [9] simply
uses geometric distribution in the process of selecting spans.
N-gram masking in MacBERT [10] also just masks different
N-grams in a fixed probability. However, for MRC tasks
with different answer lengths, if different masking lengths
of MLM are used, will the performance achieved be differ-
ent? There is no relevant research yet. In addition, some
MLMs use a multilevel masking scheme, such as the knowl-

edge masking in ERNIE [7, 8]. However, what is the optimal
proportion of masking schemes of different levels? It is also a
question worth studying. If there is a correlation between
performances of MLM and masking lengths in MRC tasks
with different answer lengths, then we can choose an appro-
priate length for an MLM according to the length distribu-
tion in the MRC dataset.

Secondly, from the interpretability of MLM described in
Section 2.2, we can see that the theoretical analysis of the
MLM is very challenging. There are many empirical studies
trying to understand why MLMs are so effective, and one
possible explanation for the impressive performance of
MLMs is that these models have learned semantic informa-
tion and syntactic information. A lot of work has been
devoted to revealing whether MLM calculates various types
of structured information [15–20, 22–24].

However, the most recent studies have pointed out that
the success of MLMmay actually come from the word distri-
bution information it learns to a large extent, and they found
that the success of MLM in downstream tasks is almost
entirely because they can model high-order word co-
occurrence statistics [21].

Inspired by this research, we wonder whether the distri-
bution of masking length will also affect the performance of
MLM in MRC tasks with different answer lengths. In this
work, we try to uncover how much of MLM’s success comes
from the correlation between masking length distribution
and answer length in the MRC dataset. We treat the distri-
bution of answer lengths in the MRC dataset and the mask-
ing length of MLMs as latent variables and treat the
performance of different MLMs on downstream MRC tasks
with different answer distributions as functions of latent var-
iables. Assuming that the distribution of the answer length
in the MRC dataset is correlated with the masking length
of the MLM, then pretraining on a large corpus allows
MLM to learn the hidden information of different lengths.
Therefore, in the downstream MRC task, the MLM whose
masking length is closest to the answer length distribution
in the MRC dataset should achieve better performance.

The key starting point of our research work is to propose
an evaluation framework to quantitatively verify whether
masking schemes of different lengths will affect the results
of the MLM in MRC tasks with different answer lengths.
However, using the existing pretrained models and MRC
dataset to create a verification framework is challenging
because there are too many different factors affecting perfor-
mance. Since there are many inconsistencies in the pretrain-
ing corpus, pretraining methods, downstream tasks, and
evaluation datasets used by different pretrained models,
therefore, it is difficult to conduct ablation experiments on
different masking schemes.

To address the above issues, we first design four MRC
tasks and construct the related datasets with different answer
lengths. Next, using unified hyperparameters, we retrain sev-
eral MLMs with different masking lengths according to the
answer lengths of the above MRC datasets. Then, ablation
experiments are carried out, and we evaluate the perfor-
mance of different MLMs on the above MRC dataset. The
key points of our experiment are as follows.
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3.1. New MRC Tasks and Datasets. When designing the
MRC tasks and datasets, we integrate the mainstream
MRC tasks, namely, the cloze test, multiple choice, span
extraction, and free answering [2, 3], and we adopt two
kinds of MRC tasks, including the span extraction tasks
and two multiple-choice cloze tasks. The answer length of
these two tasks can also be divided into two categories: long
answer and short answer. Finally, we construct four MRC
datasets, namely, the short span dataset, long span dataset,
short cloze dataset, and long cloze dataset. In addition,
because the Chinese corpus is composed of Chinese charac-
ters, there is no well-marked word boundary, which is con-
ducive to eliminate the influence of word boundary
information in the pretrained model. Therefore, we chose
to create Chinese MRC datasets.

3.2. Training MLM from Scratch. Existing MLMs usually
integrate a variety of improvements, such as MLM in the
SpanBERT [9] which uses both span masking and SBO pre-
training tasks [9] at the same time. In order to eliminate the
influence of the prior knowledge embedded in the pretrained
model, in this experiment, we do not directly use the existing
MLMs, but we conducted MLM training from scratch by
ourselves, thereby eliminating the interference variables.

3.3. Unified Pretraining Corpora.When training MLMs with
different masking lengths, we use the same pretraining cor-
pora to eliminate the impact of word distribution in different
corpora.

3.4. Answer Length Distribution of Datasets. In this article, in
order to quantitatively verify whether masking schemes of
different lengths will affect the performance of the MLM,
we have counted the length distributions of different
datasets.

3.5. Masking Length Distribution of MLMs. In the process of
training different MLMs, we use the weighted average
answer length distribution in the dataset as the MLM mask
length to quantitatively verify whether masking schemes of
different lengths will affect the results of the MLM.

3.6. Unified Masking Ratios. During the experiment, we fixed
the masking ratio to be the same as the original version of
BERT. That is, select 15% of the text in the paragraph, and
80% of the selected text are replaced by½MASK�, 10% are
replaced by random tokens, 10% are replaced by original
tokens, and 10% remain unchanged. We perform this
replacement at the sequence level; that is, each time, all
tokens in a sequence are replaced with “mask” or random
tokens or remain unchanged.

3.7. Unified Pretraining Hyperparameters. In order to elimi-
nate the influencing factors, we use the same model hyper-
parameters in the pretraining of different MLMs.

4. Proposed MRC Tasks

According to the style of the answers and questions, MRC
tasks can be roughly divided into four categories: cloze test,
multiple choice, span extraction, and free answering [2, 3].

When designing MRC tasks and datasets required for abla-
tion experiments, we integrate the main characteristics of
these MRC tasks, and we adopt two kinds of MRC tasks,
including the span extraction tasks and two multiple-
choice cloze tasks. The answer length of these two tasks
can also be divided into two categories: long answer and
short answer. Finally, the four MRC tasks are as follows:

(1) Span extraction tasks with short answers

(2) Span extraction tasks with long answers

(3) Multiple-choice cloze tasks with short answers

(4) Multiple-choice cloze tasks with long answers

We believe these tasks are representative of most of the
current MRC tasks. Among them, the number of tokens in
the short answer of span extraction tasks is set to be greater
than 3 and less than 7, and the size of the long answer is
greater than 6 and less than 10; the number of tokens in
the short answer of multiple-choice cloze tasks is greater
than 6 and less than 15, and the size of the long answer is
greater than 16 and less than 30.

In the following subsections, we briefly introduce the
definitions of typical MRC tasks and the two types of MRC
tasks we used in the experiment.

4.1. Typical MRC Tasks. Generally, the definition of a typical
MRC task is given below.

Definition 1. A typical machine reading comprehension task
could be formulated as a supervised learning problem. Given
the training examples fp, q, ag, where p is a passage and q is
a question, the goal of a typical machine reading compre-
hension task is to learn a predictor f which takes the passage
p and a corresponding question q as inputs and gives the
answer a as output, which could be formulated as the follow-
ing formula [2–4]:

a = f p, qð Þ, ð1Þ

and it is necessary that a majority of native speakers would
agree what the question q does regarding that text p, and
the answer a is a correct one which does not contain infor-
mation irrelevant to that question.

4.2. Span Extraction Tasks with Different Answer Lengths. In
order to quantitatively verify whether masking schemes with
different lengths will affect the performance of MLM, we pro-
pose two span extraction tasks with different answer lengths
for Chinese machine reading comprehension. Table 1 shows
an example of the proposed span extraction task.

The definition of the span extraction task is as follows.

Definition 2. Given a serial of training samples, each sample
contains a passage about a public service event, a corre-
sponding question, and the answer to this question. The
answer should be a span which is directly extracted from
the passage. The goal of the span extraction machine reading
comprehension task is to train the machine so that it can
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find the correct answers in the given passage. The task can
be simplified by predicting the start and end pointers of
the right answer in the given passage.

4.3. Multiple-Choice Cloze Tasks with Different Answer
Lengths. We also proposed two multiple-choice cloze tasks
with different answer lengths for Chinese machine reading
comprehension. The form of our multiple-choice cloze tasks
is similar to the CMRC2019 task [25], but redundant fake
answers are removed. Table 2 shows an example of the pro-
posed multiple-choice cloze task.

The definition of the multiple-choice cloze task is as
follows.

Definition 3. Generally, the reading comprehension task can
be described as a triple hP,Q, Ai, where P represents Passage,
Q represents Question, and A represents Answer. Specifically,
for the multiple-choice cloze-style reading comprehension
task, we select several sentences in the passages and replace
them with special marks (for example, ½BLANK�), forming
an incomplete passage. The selected sentences form a candi-
date list, and the machine should fill in the blanks with these
candidate sentences to form a complete passage [2–4, 25].

5. Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we use F1 and EM to measure the performance
of the pretrained model in the span extraction tasks.

Table 1: An example of the proposed span extraction task.

Context:
传染病的医学治疗属于传染病医学领域，在某些情况下传播学
的研究属于流行病学领域。一般来说，感染最初由初级保健医

生或内科专家诊断。例如，“简单”肺炎通常由内科医师或肺

科医师(肺科医师)治疗。因此，传染病专家的工作需要与病人
和全科医生以及实验室科学家、免疫学家、细菌学家和其他专
家合作。

Context:
The medical treatment of infectious diseases belongs to the field of

infectious disease medicine. In some cases, the research of
communication belongs to the field of epidemiology. In general,
infection is initially diagnosed by a primary care physician or

medical expert. For example, “simple” pneumonia is usually treated
by a physician or pulmonary physician (pulmonary physician).

Therefore, the work of infectious disease experts requires
cooperation with patients and general practitioners, as well as
laboratory scientists, immunologists, bacteriologists, and other

experts.

Question:
疾病传播可以归入哪些研究领域的范畴?

Question:
What research areas can disease transmission fall into?

Answer:
流行病学

Answer:
The field of epidemiology

Table 2: An example of the proposed multiple-choice cloze task.

Passage:
2001年初，苹果开始销售带有CD-RW驱动器的电脑，并强调Mac电
脑的DVD播放能力，将DVD-ROM和DVD-RAM驱动器作为标准
配置。[BLANK1]，苹果在可写CD技术方面“迟到了”，但他认为，

Mac电脑可以成为一个“数字中心”，连接并促成一种“新兴的数字
生活方式”。苹果随后将对其iTunes音乐播放器软件进行更新，同

时推出一项颇具争议的“翻录、混合、刻录”广告活
动，[BLANK2]。[BLANK3]，iPod是苹果第一款成功的手持设

备。[BLANK4]，例如失败的Power Macg4cube、面向教育的
EMAC和面向专业人士的钛(后来的铝)PowerBook G4笔记本电
脑。直到1989年苹果公司发布了他们的第一台便携式电
脑，[BLANK5]。[BLANK6]，它很快在1991年被第一条PowerBook
线取代。

Passage:
In early 2001, Apple began selling computers with CD-RW drives,
emphasized the DVD playback capability of MAC computers, and
took DVD-ROM and DVD-RAM drives as standard configurations.
[BLANK1] Apple was “late” in the technology of writable CD, but he
believed that the MAC could become a “Digital Center” to connect
and promote an “emerging digital lifestyle.” Apple will then update
its iTunes music player software, and launch a controversial “rip,
mix, and burn” advertising campaign, [BLANK2], [BLANK3], iPod
is Apple’s first successful handheld device [BLANK4], such as the
failed Power Macg4cube, the EMAC for education, and the titanium
(later aluminum) PowerBook G4 laptop for professionals. Until
1989, Apple released their first portable computer, [BLANK5].

[BLANK6], which was soon replaced by the first PowerBook line in
1991.

Options:
A: “一些人认为这鼓励了媒体盗版”
B: “伴随着iPod的发布”
C: “一种小型便携式设备”
D: “史蒂夫•乔布斯承认”
E: “Macintosh便携式电脑”
F: “苹果继续推出产品”

Options:
A: “some people think this encourages media piracy”

B: “with the release of iPod”
C: “a small portable device”
D: “Steve Jobs admitted that”

E: “Macintosh laptop”
F: “Apple continues to launch products”

Answer:
D, F, E, C, A, B

Answer:
D, F, E, C, A, B
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5.1. F1 Score. F1 is a commonly used MRC task evaluation
metric. The equation of F1 for a single question is as follows:

F1 =
2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

, ð2Þ

where P denotes the token-level Precision for a single ques-
tion and R denotes the Recall for a single question [2–4].

5.2. Precision. Precision represents the percentage of the
maximum span overlap between the tokens in the correct
answer and the tokens in the predicted answer. In order to
calculate Precision, we first need to obtain the true positive
(TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false nega-
tive (FN), as shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, for a single question in the pro-
posed dataset, the true positive (TP) is equal to the maxi-
mum common span (MCS) between the predicted answer
and the correct answer. The false positive (FP) indicates
the span not in the correct answer but in the predicted
answer, while the false negative (FN) indicates the span
not in the predicted answer but in the correct answer
[2–4]. The Precision of a single question is calculated as fol-
lows:

Precision = TP
TP + FP

: ð3Þ

5.3. Recall. Recall represents the percentage of correct
answers that have been correctly predicted in the question
[2–4]. According to the above definitions of the true positive
(TP), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN), the Recall

of a single answer is calculated as follows:

Recall = TP
TP + FN

, ð4Þ

where Recall represents the recall rate of a single problem,
NumTP represents the number of true positive (TP) tokens,
and NumFN represents the number of false negative (FN)
tokens.

5.4. Exact Match. Exact Match represents the percentage of
questions where the answer generated by the system exactly
matches the correct answer, which means that every word is
the same. Exact Match is usually abbreviated as EM. In the
span extraction MRC task, the answer to the question is a
sentence, and some words in the predicted answer may be
included in the correct answer, while other words are not
included in the correct answer [2–4]. For example, if the
MRC task contains N questions, each question corresponds
to a correct answer. The answer can be a word, a phrase,
or a sentence, and the number of predicted answers exactly
the same as the correct answer isM. Exact Match can be cal-
culated as follows:

ExactMatch = M
N

: ð5Þ

5.5. Accuracy. In this paper, we use Accuracy to measure the
performance of the pretrained model in the multiple-choice
cloze tasks. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of
correctly predicted samples to the total number of samples
for a given test dataset.

For example, suppose that an MRC task contains N
questions; each question corresponds to one correct answer;

1 9 4 3 2 1

1 9 4 3 2 1

1 9 4 3 2 1

1 9 4 3 2 1

1 9 4 3 2 1

Correct answer

Predicted answer

True positive (TP)

False negative (FN)

1 9 4 3 2 1

False positive (FP) 

True negative (TN)

Figure 1: The true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN).
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the answers can be a word, a phrase, or a sentence; and the
number of questions that the system answers correctly is
M. The equation for the Accuracy is as follows:

Accuracy =
M
N

: ð6Þ

In addition, in order to make the assessment more reli-
able, following the evaluation method of CMRC2019 [25],
we adopt two metrics to evaluate the systems on our data-
sets, which are Question-level Accuracy (QAC) and
Passage-level Accuracy (PAC).

The Question-level Accuracy (QAC) is the ratio between
the correct prediction and the total blanks, which can be cal-
culated by the following formula [25]:

QAC =
#Correctly AnsweredQuestions

#Total Questions
: ð7Þ

Similar to the QAC, Passage-level Accuracy (PAC) mea-
sures how many passages have been correctly answered. We
only count the passages where all blanks have been correctly
predicted [25].

Passage-level Accuracy (PAC) is used to measure how
many passages are answered exactly correctly. Similar to
the Exact Match, only paragraphs where all blanks are cor-
rectly predicted are considered to be exactly correctly pre-
dicted samples. Passage-level Accuracy (PAC) can be
calculated by the following formula [25]:

PAC =
#Exactly Correct Paragraphs

#Total Paragraphs
: ð8Þ

6. Dataset Construction

As mentioned above, in order to eliminate the influence of
interference factors on the experiment as much as possible,
we designed four MRC tasks: short span extraction task,
long span extraction task, short multiple-choice cloze task,
and long multiple-choice cloze task. In this section, we fur-
ther construct four Chinese MRC datasets for these MRC
tasks. Unlike the English text, a feature of the Chinese text
is that there are no obvious spaces to mark word boundaries,
so the influence of word boundary information on the
results can be further eliminated. So in this article, we use
Chinese as the language of the dataset. Below, we will briefly
introduce the construction methods of these MRC datasets.

6.1. Span Extraction Dataset with Different Answer Lengths.
The corpus of our span extraction datasets comes from the
paragraphs in the Chinese SQuAD dataset [26]. The Stan-
ford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [27] is one of
the most popular machine reading comprehension datasets,
containing more than 100,000 questions generated by
humans, and the answer to each question is a span of text
in a related context [20]. Since its release in 2016, SQuAD1.1
has quickly become the most widely used MRC dataset.
Now, it has been updated to SQuAD2.0 [4, 28].

The Chinese SQuAD dataset [26] is translated from the
original SQuAD through machine translation and manual
correction, including SQuAD1.1 [27] and SQuAD2.0 [28].
Because some translations cannot find the answers in the
original text (the answer translation and document transla-
tion are different), the amount of data is reduced compared
to the original English version of SQuAD. After data clean-
ing, the Chinese SQuAD dataset contains 125,892 questions
and 36,100 paragraphs, and the number of unanswerable
questions is 49,443 [26]. Among them, each paragraph
includes a number of different contexts, and each context
includes multiple question-and-answer pairs. Then, we
divided the paragraphs in the Chinese SQuAD dataset
according to the length of the answer and obtained the long
span extraction dataset and the short span extraction data-
set, where the number of tokens in the short answer of span
extraction tasks is set to be greater than 3 and less than 7,
and the size of the long answer is greater than 6 and less than
10. The statistics of our span extraction datasets is shown in
the sections below.

6.2. Multiple-Choice Cloze Dataset with Different Answer
Lengths. The corpus source of our multiple-choice cloze
dataset is the NLPCC 2017 corpus [29]. The cleaned NLPCC
2017 corpus contains 50,000 news articles with summaries,
and the average number of tokens in an article is 1036 [29].

We first divide the above corpus into several paragraphs
and then divide each paragraph into sentences using
commas, periods, semicolons, exclamation marks, and ques-
tion marks as the dividing point. Then, when constructing
the multiple-choice cloze dataset with short answers, for
each paragraph, we randomly select 9 sentences as candidate
long answers, and the number of tokens in these sentences is
greater than 6 and less than 15. When constructing the
multiple-choice cloze dataset with long answers, for each
paragraph, we also randomly select 9 sentences as candidate
long answers, and the number of tokens in these sentences is
greater than 16 and less than 30. After selecting the candi-
date answers, we randomly shuffle the order of the answers
to obtain candidate options in the form of multiple choices.
The statistics of our multiple-choice cloze datasets is shown
in sections below.

6.3. Dataset Analysis. In this subsection, we analyze the par-
agraphs, questions, and answers in the proposed datasets.
Specifically, we explore (1) the statistics of the data size
and (2) the length distribution of the answer lengths in the
train set, development set, and test set of the proposed data-
sets. As we can see, the statistics of the proposed span extrac-
tion datasets are given in Table 3, and Table 4 shows the
statistics of the proposed multiple-choice cloze datasets.

6.4. Distribution of Answer Lengths. We have separately
counted the distribution of answer lengths in these four data-
sets. Tables 5 and 6 show the answer length distributions of the
train set, development set, and test set. For example, in the
short span extraction dataset, there are 16,171 answers that
have 4 tokens in the training set, and 3344 answers that have
4 tokens in the development set, while 4147 in the test set.
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Based on the data in the above table, we have also given
the illustration of answer length distribution ratios in differ-
ent MRC datasets. For example, it can be seen from
Figure 2(a). The blue squares represent the proportion of
answers with length 4, the red squares represent the propor-
tion of answers with length 5, and the green squares repre-
sent the proportion of answers with length 5.

6.5. Dataset Comparison. The statistics of the proposed data-
set have been given in the previous section. In this section,
we compare the proposed dataset with the other MRC data-
sets. The comparison of the number of questions is shown in

Table 7. In contrast to prior MRC datasets, the question size
of the proposed dataset is at a medium level.

Next, the statistics of the context size are given in Table 8.
As we can see, in contrast to prior MRC datasets, the context
size of the proposed dataset is also at a medium level.

We also compared the question style, answer style,
source of corpora, and generation method of each dataset,
as shown in Table 9.

7. MLMs with Different Masking Lengths

In order to quantitatively verify whether masking schemes of
different lengths will affect the performance of the MLM, in
the previous section, we have proposed MRC tasks and con-
structed MRC datasets with different answer lengths. In this
section, as shown in Figure 3, we use the above datasets and
tasks to propose an evaluation framework for masked lan-
guage models (MLMs) with different masking lengths. How-
ever, existing MLMs usually integrate various improvements.
To eliminate the influence of the prior knowledge embedded
in the existing MLMs, in this experiment, we do not directly
use the existing MLMs but conduct MLM training from
scratch by ourselves.We trained four differentMLMs, namely,
short spanMLM, long spanMLM, short cloze MLM, and long
cloze MLM. When training our MLMs, we used different
masking lengths according to the average distribution of
answer lengths in the proposed four MRC datasets.

7.1. Masking Schemes. The key point of our mask scheme
used in our experiment is that the probability distribution
of different masking lengths is equal to the proportional dis-
tribution of different answer lengths in the corresponding
dataset. For example, as shown in Figure 3, in the short
multiple-choice cloze dataset, the answer length distribution

Table 3: Statistics of the proposed span extraction datasets.

Short span extraction Long span extraction
Train set Dev set Test set Train set Dev set Test set

Paragraph # 600 150 200 600 150 200

Passage # 15,265 2770 2484 7756 1163 1565

Question # 31,390 6774 8309 12,053 2376 5812

Max tokens in a context # 512 512 512 512 512 512

Max answer tokens # 6 6 6 9 9 9

Min answer tokens # 4 4 4 7 7 7

Table 4: Statistics of the proposed multiple-choice cloze datasets.

Short multiple-choice cloze Long multiple-choice cloze
Train set Dev set Test set Train set Dev set Test set

Passages # 4500 1000 1000 4500 1000 1000

Blanks # 40,500 9000 9000 40,500 9000 9000

Max tokens in a passage # 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Max answer tokens # 14 14 14 29 29 29

Min answer tokens # 7 7 7 17 17 17

Options # 9 9 9 9 9 9

Table 5: The answer length distributions of the proposed span
extraction datasets.

(a)

Short span dataset
Tokens # Train # PP (%) Dev # PP (%) Test # PP (%)

4 16,171 51.52% 3344 49.37% 4147 49.91%

5 8566 27.29% 1828 26.99% 2230 26.84%

6 6653 21.19% 1602 23.65% 1932 23.25%

Total 31,390 100.00% 6774 100.00% 8309 100.00%

(b)

Long span dataset
Tokens # Train # PP (%) Dev # PP (%) Test # PP (%)

7 5040 41.82% 819 34.47% 2071 35.63%

8 4192 34.78% 980 41.25% 2390 41.12%

9 2821 23.40% 577 24.28% 1351 23.25%

Total 12,053 100.00% 2376 100.00% 5812 100.00%
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is shown in Figure 3(e). Suppose that the total number of
answers with length l in the dataset is Xl, and the length of
l ranges from min to max. Then, we can calculate the actual
distribution ratio of the length of each answer as shown in
the following formula:

Dl =
Xl

∑max
l=minXl

: ð9Þ

Among them, Dl is the distribution ratio of the number
of answers with length l to the total number of answers.

Then, we treat the distribution ratios as the probabilities
and use them as the probabilities of different lengths being
selected in the MLM. The pie chart of this probability distri-
bution is shown in Figure 3(a).

When training the MLM for the dataset, we take Dl as
the selected probability of different masking lengths; that
is, in the MLM, if the number of samples with masking

length of l is Ml and the value range of l is also set to min
to max, then the masked probability of each masking length
is Pl, which we set as follows:

Pl =Ml: ð10Þ

Then, we use Pl as the probability to randomly select
masked sequences with the length of l from the training cor-
pus as training samples and set the total number of selected
training samples to T. Then, the final number of masked
samples with length l is Nl:

Nl = Pl T: ð11Þ

Next, we get the probability distributions of the mask
lengths for four different datasets:

Pss
l =

Xss
l

∑max
l=minX

ss
l

,

Psc
l = Xsc

l

∑max
l=minX

sc
l

,

Pls
l =

Xls
l

∑max
l=minX

ls
l

,

Plc
l =

Xlc
l

∑max
l=minX

lc
l

,

ð12Þ

where the Pss
l is the selected probability of the masked

sequences with the length of l in the short span dataset,
and the Psc

l , P
ls
l , and Plc

l are the probabilities of the masked
sequences with the length of l in the short cloze dataset, long
span dataset, and long cloze dataset, respectively.

In the MLM training process, first, we duplicate the
input sequence 10 times and then choose different ways to
mask it. We use iterative sampling to mask the sequence.
In each iteration, we will randomly select the current mask
length according to the above probability distribution, such
as l. Then, we randomly select a sequence with l consecutive
tokens from the paragraphs. This process will be cycled until
the masking budget has been spent. Following BERT, the
masking budget is set to 15%, which means that 15% of
the text in the paragraph will be selected.

Then, for each selected sequence, we also replace it with a
proportion of 80%-10%-10%. As shown in Figure 3, in the fol-
lowing span masking scheme in SpanBERT [9], we perform
this replacement at the sequence level, rather than separately
for each token; i.e., each selected sequence has an 80% probabil-
ity of being replaced with “mask” and 10% probability of being
replaced with random tokens, and 10% remains the same.

Finally, the actual number of masked samples of the
masked sequence of length l is as follows:

Real Nl = 80% ×Nl: ð13Þ

The number of masked samples which are randomly

Table 6: The answer length distributions of the proposed multiple-
choice cloze datasets.

(a)

Short cloze dataset
Tokens # Train # PP (%) Dev # PP (%) Test # PP (%)

7 4428 10.93% 974 10.82% 1016 11.29%

8 4630 11.43% 1022 11.36% 1037 11.52%

9 5020 12.40% 1166 12.96% 1077 11.97%

10 5260 12.99% 1212 13.47% 1154 12.82%

11 5389 13.31% 1149 12.77% 1253 13.92%

12 5427 13.40% 1205 13.39% 1200 13.33%

13 5308 13.11% 1171 13.01% 1136 12.62%

14 5038 12.44% 1101 12.23% 1127 12.52%

Total 40,500 100.00% 9000 100.00% 9000 100.00%

(b)

Long cloze dataset
Tokens # Train # PP (%) Dev # PP (%) Test # PP (%)

17 5209 12.86% 1132 12.58% 1174 13.04%

18 4919 12.15% 1114 12.38% 1072 11.91%

19 4367 10.78% 999 11.10% 982 10.91%

20 3983 9.83% 891 9.90% 875 9.72%

21 3637 8.98% 762 8.47% 770 8.56%

22 3187 7.87% 714 7.93% 715 7.94%

23 2980 7.36% 655 7.28% 602 6.69%

24 2627 6.49% 576 6.40% 590 6.56%

25 2275 5.62% 546 6.07% 570 6.33%

26 2162 5.34% 467 5.19% 504 5.60%

27 1885 4.65% 408 4.53% 427 4.74%

28 1776 4.39% 385 4.28% 396 4.40%

29 1493 3.69% 351 3.90% 323 3.59%

Total 40,500 100.00% 9000 100.00% 9000 100.00%
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Figure 2: The illustration of answer length distribution ratios in different MRC datasets. (a) The short span dataset. (b) The long span
dataset. (c) The short cloze dataset. (d) The long cloze dataset.

Table 7: The number of questions of each MRC dataset.

Dataset Question # Train question # Dev question # Test question # Percentage of the train set

SQuAD2.0 151,054 130,319 11,873 8862 86.27%

SQuAD1.1 107,702 87,599 10,570 9533 81.33%

TQA 26,260 15,154 5309 5797 57.71%

MovieQA 21,406 14,166 2844 4396 66.18%

MCScript 13,939 9731 1411 2797 69.81%

DREAM 10,197 6116 2040 2041 59.98%

ARC-E 5197 2251 570 2376 43.31%

WikiQA 3047 2118 296 633 69.51%

ARC-C 2590 1119 299 1172 43.20%

ProPara 488 391 54 43 80.12%

Short span 46,473 31,390 6774 8309 67.54%

Long span 20,241 12,053 2376 5812 59.55%

Short cloze 58,500 40,500 9000 9000 69.23%

Long cloze 58,500 40,500 9000 9000 69.23%
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replaced with other texts is as follows:

Random Nl = 10% ×Nl: ð14Þ

The number of masked samples whose text in the
masked part remains unchanged is as follows:

Remain Nl = 10% ×Nl: ð15Þ

We use dynamic masking [14] to avoid masking the
same sequences for each paragraph in every epoch. Follow-
ing RoBERTa, we duplicate the input sequence 10 times so
that each sequence is masked in 10 different ways.

7.2. Input Sequences. Before feeding the training data into
the model, we need to preprocess the data. A preprocessed
input sample is a sequence composed of both the question
and the reference context. A separation token (denoted as ½
SEP�) is used to separate the question and context. It will
be added between the question and the context, as well as
the end of the context. In addition to ½SEP�, there are 4 spe-
cial tokens in the input sequence:

½CLS�. This is used to identify the beginning of the
sequence. In tasks such as classification, it is usually neces-
sary to use the output of the ½CLS� position in the last layer.

½UNK�. The out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words will be
replaced by this token.

½PAD�. In the zero-padding mask, for sentences shorter
than the maximum length, we will have to fill ½PAD� to make
up for the length.

½MASK�. In some training objectives, such as the masked
language model (MLM), some input tokens are randomly
replaced with the ½MASK� token (being masked), and the
model is required to predict the masked tokens.

After that, the question-and-context pair is tokenized. A
commonly used tokenization method is the BERT tokenizer.
In this baseline, we use “–vocab_path” to specify the Chinese

vocabulary path. Then, we use this vocabulary to tokenize
the question-and-context pair. Finally, each token is con-
verted into a unique index according to the index of the cor-
responding Chinese character in the vocabulary.

7.3. Tokenization. We use the WordPiece tokenizer. The
WordPiece tokenizer follows the subword tokenization
scheme. The tokenizer first checks whether the word is in
the vocabulary. If so, then it will be used as a token. If the
word is not in the vocabulary, then the word will be split into
subwords, and the tokenizer will constantly check that the
split subword appears in the vocabulary after each split.
Once a subword is found in the vocabulary, we use it as a
token. The WordPiece tokenizer is very effective when deal-
ing with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Because there is
no subword and no space between words in Chinese, we
cannot apply the WordPiece tokenizer to the Chinese text
directly. Thus, when tokenizing the Chinese text with the
WordPiece tokenization, following the Chinese BERT, we
add spaces around all Chinese characters, and the input Chi-
nese text will be split into Chinese characters, so all Chinese
tokens (subwords) in the vocabulary are single Chinese
characters.

7.4. Embeddings. In the embedding layer, the input indices
are transformed into corresponding vector representations,
which are usually obtained by adding three distinct repre-
sentations, namely, the following:

Token embeddings (usually with shape (1, max length,
hidden size)). Each input index is transformed into a multi-
dimensional word embedding, which is randomly initialized
from a standard normal distribution with 0 mean and unit
variance.

Position embeddings (usually with shape (1, max length,
hidden size)). It is used to indicate the position of the token,
which is a learned embedding vector. This is different from
the normal transformer in BERT, which has a preset value.

Finally, these embeddings are summed element-wise to
produce a single vector representation and fed into the
transformer encoders.

8. Experiments

8.1. Pretraining Setup. Using the open-source framework of
UER-py ½UER‐py�, we pretrain MLMs with different lengths
on the Chinese corpus. Compared with the original BERT
implementation, the main points in our implementation
include the following:

(a) The probability distribution of different masking
lengths is equal to the proportional distribution of
different answer lengths in the corresponding dataset

(b) We did not use the next sentence prediction (NSP)
training objective but only the masked language
model (MLM)

(c) We perform the mask replacement at the sequence
level instead of performing this replacement sepa-
rately for each token

Table 8: The number of contexts of each MRC dataset.

Dataset
Context

#
Train

context #

Dev
context

#

Test
context

#

Unit of the
context

CoQA 8399 7199 500 700 Passage

CLOTH 7131 5513 805 813 Passage

DREAM 6444 3869 1288 1287 Dialogue

Qangaroo-
M

2508 1620 342 546 Passage

TQA 1076 666 200 210 Lesson

MovieQA 548 362 77 109 Movie

SQuAD1.1 536 442 48 46 Article

SQuAD2.0 505 442 35 28 Article

Short span 20,519 15,265 2770 2484 Passage

Long span 10,484 7756 1163 1565 Passage

Short
cloze

58,500 40,500 9000 9000 Passage

Long cloze 58,500 40,500 9000 9000 Passage
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Table 9: Analysis of each MRC dataset.

Dataset Question style Answer style Corpus source Generation method

DREAM Natural Free-form Exam Crowdsourcing

MCScript Natural Free-form Narrative texts Crowdsourcing

MovieQA Natural Free-form Movie plot Crowdsourcing

OpenBookQA Natural Free-form Elementary-level science facts Crowdsourcing

Qangaroo-M Synthesis Spans Wikipedia articles Crowdsourcing

Qangaroo-W Synthesis Spans Paper abstracts Crowdsourcing

SQuAD1.1 Natural Spans Wikipedia Crowdsourcing

SQUAD2.0 Natural Spans Wikipedia Crowdsourcing
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Each masked sequence has an 80% probability of being replaced with [MASK], 10% with random tokens, and 10% remains the same. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of the masked language models (MLMs) with different masking lengths according to the average distribution of
answer lengths in the proposed four MRC datasets.
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(d) We use dynamic masking instead of static masking

Our implementation of MLM is trained on the cloud
with Nvidia V100 GPU. We use a sequence of up to 512
tokens for pretraining. The learning rate is set to 5e‐5, and
the batch size is 64. The parameters of the Adam optimizer
are fixed at β1 = 0:8 and β2 = 0:9. We use mixed precision
training to reduce memory usage and accelerate pretraining.

8.2. Training Corpus. The effective pretraining of the MLM
crucially relies on large-scale training data from various
domains. Improving the diversity of data domains and
increasing the amount of data can result in improved perfor-
mance in downstream tasks [9, 30].

In this work, we collect the Chinese training data from
the Internet and then cleaned the data. For example, we
clean the HTML mark, remove extra empty characters, and
remove the picture mark. Finally, we collect a Chinese cor-
pus for our MLM pretraining. The corpus contains Chinese
texts in the following domains:

(1) Wikipedia that contains various Chinese Wikipedia
documents

(2) Chinese academic papers on the WanFang database

(3) Chinese social text messages on Weibo

(4) Chinese articles on the WeChat official accounts

(5) Chinese news articles, including titles, keywords,
descriptions, and texts. Categories include finance,
real estate, stocks, home furnishing, education, tech-
nology, society, fashion, current affairs, sports, con-
stellations, games, and entertainment

8.3. Fine-Tune and Evaluation. We fine-tune and evaluate
our pretrained masked language models on four machine
reading comprehension datasets, namely, the short span
extraction dataset, long span extraction dataset, short
multiple-choice cloze dataset, and long multiple-choice cloze
dataset, and the details are given below.

8.3.1. Span Extraction. The span extraction reading compre-
hension task is composed of passages, questions, and
answers. This task requires the computers to answer relevant
questions according to the passages. The answer to the ques-
tion can be found in the passage; that is, the answer is a span
(fragment) in the passage.

This task can be simplified to predict a starting position
and an ending position in a passage, and the answer is a text
span between the start and the end.

The process of using MLM to deal with span extraction
reading comprehension tasks can be divided into three
layers: input layer, transformer-based encoder layer, and
output layer.

(1) Input Layer. In the input layer, we preprocess the input
passages and questions; first, we perform word piece tokeni-
zation, then splice the questions and passages; we insert ½
CLS� at the beginning of the input sequence and ½SEP� at

the end and at the dividing point between the question and
the passage so as to finally get the input sequence.

S = CLS½ �, q1,⋯, qm SEP½ �, p1,⋯, pn, SEP½ �: ð16Þ

It should be noted that if the length n of the input text is
less than the maximum sequence length N , the padding
token ½PAD� needs to be spliced after the input sequence
until it reaches the maximum sequence length n. In the fol-
lowing example, assume that the maximum sequence length
of our model is n = 10 and the current input sequence length
is 7. Then, three padding tokens ½PAD� are required after the
input sequence.

S = CLS½ �, q1,⋯, qm SEP½ �, p1,⋯, pn, SEP½ � PAD½ � PAD½ � PAD½ �:
ð17Þ

Conversely, if the length of the current input sequence is
longer than the maximum sequence length N , the sequence
needs to be sliced and divided into multiple subsequences.
For example, assume that the maximum sequence length
of our model is n = 10 and the current input sequence length
is 40. Then, the model can only process input sequences with
a length of 10 tokens at one time and the sequence needs to
be divided into 4 subsequences.

In addition, it should be noted that we have to put the
question at the beginning of the input sequence. Because if
the question is divided into multiple subsequences, the ques-
tion cannot be answered. If the passage is divided into mul-
tiple subsequences, the answers in the passage can be
obtained through other sequences.

(2) Encoder Layer Based on the Transformers. The input
sequence will be converted into token embeddings, position
embeddings, and segment embeddings. These three embed-
dings will be added to obtain the input vector. The input
vector will pass through 12 encoding layers. In these encod-
ing layers, with the help of a multihead self-attention mech-
anism, the model will fully learn the semantic association
between passages and questions.

(3) Output Layer. The output of the last layer of the trans-
former encoder passes through a full connection layer and
predicts the probability PS of each position as the answer
and the probability PE of the end position through Softmax.

Then, we input the prediction probabilities and the
ground truth positions into the cross-entropy loss function
at the same time to obtain the loss of the model. Finally,
the cross-entropy loss at the starting position and the loss
at the ending position are averaged to obtain the final total
cross-entropy loss of the model. The training objective is
to minimize the total cross-entropy loss between the predic-
tion probability and the ground truth position.

(4) Answer Prediction and Evaluation. In the output layer,
we select the starting position and ending position with the
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highest probability as the prediction answer. Finally, F1 and
EM of the predicted answer are calculated according to the
standard answer.

8.3.2. Multiple-Choice Cloze. Following the method in
CMRC [25], in the sentence cloze-style reading comprehen-
sion task, we select several sentences in the passages and
replace them with special marks (for example, ½BLANK�)
to form an incomplete passage. The selected sentences will
form the candidate list, and the computer is required to fill
in the blanks with the right candidate sentences.

(1) Input Sequence. The input sequence is composed of an
answer option and the passage (with blanks), and then the
semantic representation of the context is obtained through
transformer encoder layers. Finally, the probability of each
blank corresponding to an option is output. It should be
noted that the two components of the input sequence are
an answer option and an incomplete passage with multiple
blanks. Because there are 9 blanks (corresponding to 9 dif-
ferent options) in each passage in our dataset, therefore, we
need to enter 9 different sequences, and each sequence con-
tains an option.

For example, assume that the current answer options are
as follows: a1,⋯, ai,⋯, am, where ai represents the i-th
word in the answer option text. Let the input paragraph with
blanks be p1,⋯, blank1,⋯, blanki,⋯, pn, where pn repre-
sents the n-th word of the input passage and blanki repre-
sents the i-th masked answer. The input sequence S can be
expressed as follows:

S = CLS½ �, a1,⋯, am, SEP½ �, p1,⋯, blank1,⋯, blanki,⋯, pn, SEP½ �,
ð18Þ

where ½CLS� represents the special token at the beginning of
the input sequence and ½SEP� represents the segmentation
token and the end token of the input sequence (following
BERT).

It should be noted that if the length n of the input
sequence is less than the maximum sequence length N , the
padding token ½PAD� needs to be spliced after the input
sequence until it reaches the maximum sequence length N .
In the following example, assume that the maximum
sequence length is n = 10 and the input sequence length is
9. Then, one padding token ½PAD� is required after the input
sequence.

S = CLS½ �, a1,⋯, am, SEP½ �, p1,⋯, blank1,⋯, blanki,⋯, pn, SEP½ �, PAD½ �:
ð19Þ

Conversely, if the input sequence length n is longer than
the maximum length N , it needs to be truncated into multi-
ple input sequences. Here, we usually put the answer option
in the front so that the answer options will not be truncated.

(2) Embeddings. This section describes how to preprocess the
input sequence to get the corresponding input representa-

tion. The input representation is composed of the sum of
the token embedding, segment embedding, and position
embedding. For example, assume that these three embed-
dings are Etoken, Esegment, and Eposition, respectively, and the
input representation E corresponding to the input sequence
can be calculated by the following formula:

E = Etoken + Esegment + Eposition: ð20Þ

In the formula, Etoken represents the token embedding,
Esegment represents the segment embedding, and Eposition rep-
resents the position embedding; the size of the three embed-
dings isM ∗ d, whereMrepresents the maximum length of
the sequence, which is 512 in this paper, and d represents
the dimension of the word vector, which is 768 in this article.

(3) Transformer Encoders. In transformer encoders, the
input embeddings pass through 12 encoder layers and use
the self-attention mechanism to fully learn the semantic rep-
resentation between each word in the input sequence.

Ei = Encoder layer Ei−1ð Þ, ð21Þ

where Ei−1 indicates the output vector of the i-th encoder
layer, and E0 is specified to be equal to the input embedding.
Finally, after 12 encoder layers, the output vector of the
encoder is as follows:

Eo = Encoder layer E11ð Þ, ð22Þ

where Eo indicates the output vector of the last encoder
layer.

(4) The Pooled Layer. In this layer, the output of the encoder
layer is fed into a pooled layer to get pooled output.

Pooled output = Eo ∗W + b, ð23Þ

where W denotes the weight matrix of the pooled layer and
b represents the bias vector.

(5) The Output Layer. In the final output result, we do not
need the output of each token in the input sequence, but
we only need the output sequence where the current blank
is located. Therefore, for the pooled outputs of the other
positions except for blanks, we will remove them from the
total output and then splice the remaining pooled outputs
of these blank positions to obtain the output O. Among
them, for the output Oi denoting the i-th blank, we use the
Softmax function to calculate the confidence probability that
the current blank position matches the current option.

Pi = Softmax Oið Þ = eOi

∑je
Oj
: ð24Þ

Finally, after obtaining the prediction probability Pi cor-
responding to the class label of the current sequence, the
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cross-entropy loss between the correct answer Ti and the
prediction probability Pi is calculated.

Loss = CrossEntropyLoss Pi, Tið Þ: ð25Þ

The training objective is to minimize the total cross-
entropy loss between the prediction probability and the stan-
dard answer sequence.

(6) Answer Prediction and Evaluation. When predicting the
answer, we choose the blank with the highest probability as
the position where the answer option I should be filled.
Finally, according to the standard answer, the PAC and
QAC of the predicted answer are calculated.

9. Result Analysis

9.1. Human Performance. In order to evaluate the human
performance on our datasets, we invited 10 college students
to answer questions in the datasets manually. Finally, we got
the answers in the test sets of the four datasets, respectively.
Then, we calculated F1 and EM to roughly evaluate the
human performance on the proposed long span dataset
and short span dataset, and we also calculated PAC and
QAC on the proposed cloze datasets.

9.2. Model Performance. The evaluation results on the pre-
trained models on different MRC datasets are presented in
Table 10. For fair comparison, these models are all fine-
tuned with the same hyperparameters and without any data
augmentation. We fine-tuned three different runs and report
the mean results. The pretrained language models based on
the corresponding MLMs constantly outperform other pre-
trained language models on the corresponding datasets by
an obvious margin.

As shown in Table 10, the pretrained language model
based on the long span MLMs performs better on the long
span dataset compared to the other three pretrained lan-
guage models, though there still exists a large gap between
this model and human performance. At the same time, the
pretrained language model based on the short span MLMs
performs better on the short span dataset compared to the
other pretrained language models.

As shown in Table 11, pretrained with long cloze MLMs,
the long pretrained model outperforms other models on the
long cloze dataset. As for the short cloze dataset, the pre-
trained language model based on the short cloze MLMs
achieves a score increase over other models, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed MLMs.

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that
our hypothesis is true. The length of MLM is indeed related
to their performance in MRC tasks with different answer
lengths. It can guide us on how to pretrain an MLM with a
relatively suitable mask length distribution for various
MRC tasks.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an evaluation framework to quan-
titatively verify whether masking schemes of different
lengths will affect the results of the MLM in MRC tasks with
different answer lengths. In order to address this issue,
herein, (1) we propose four MRC tasks with different answer
length distributions, namely, the short span extraction task,
long span extraction task, short multiple-choice cloze task,
and long multiple-choice cloze task; (2) four Chinese MRC
datasets are created for these tasks; (3) we also have pre-
trained four masked language models according to the
answer length distributions of these datasets; and (4) abla-
tion experiments are conducted on the datasets to verify
our hypothesis. The experimental results demonstrate that
our hypothesis is true. On four different machine reading
comprehension datasets, the performance of the model with
correlation length distribution surpasses the model without
correlation. It can guide us on how to pretrain an MLM with
a relatively suitable mask length distribution for various
MRC tasks. However, as a case study, we must also be con-
servative in the strength of our conclusions since more com-
prehensive future research and experiments are needed.
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Table 10: The evaluation results of pretrained models and human
performance on span datasets.

Models
Short span
dataset

Long span
dataset

F1 EM F1 EM

Human performance 93.56 85.34 90.47 82.56

PLM with short span MLM 25.03 23.93 13.09 10.79

PLM with long span MLM 24.74 23.31 13.28 11.06

Table 11: The evaluation results of pretrained models and human
performance on cloze datasets.

Models
Short cloze
dataset

Long cloze
dataset

QAC PAC QAC PAC

Human performance 97.45 92.87 95.24 90.71

PLM with short cloze MLM 64.63 17.10 65.82 17.60

PLM with long cloze MLM 63.28 15.20 67.02 18.60
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For smart city wireless sensing network construction needs, a network positioning algorithm based on genetic algorithm is
proposed. The genetic algorithm uses a real number encoding, and the positioning model is constructed by analyzing the
communication constraint between unknown nodes and a small amount of anchor nodes and constructs the positioning
model, and the model is solved. The results show that when the ranging error is 50%, the positioning error is only increased
by approximately 15% compared to the nonranging error. In a more harsh environment, if the ranging error is equal to the
node wireless range, the ranging error is 100%, and the positioning error and the positioning ratio are not significantly
changed. The scheme obtained by this algorithm can be well approarded with an ideal limit. In the case where the sensor
node is given, the algorithm can obtain the maximum coverage.

1. Introduction

In the past 30 years since the reform and opening up, the
prototypes of rural development have basically formed,
and the urban basic construction has received more atten-
tion from the urban construction industry in my country.
With the vigorous development of my country’s infrastruc-
ture construction, the measurement of the quality of facili-
ties and technology has become higher and higher, and the
dynamic facility environment has also put forward higher
requirements for the real-time performance of the environ-
mental monitoring system. In urban infrastructure, tradi-
tional urban facilities have environmental factors such as
soil, pressure, explosions, fire, and earthquakes, which can
cause safety hazards, threatening the property and personal
safety of the people. For example, in September 2012, a large
area of roads in Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, collapsed causing
cement tank cars to fall into the large pit, resulting in a seri-
ous natural gas pipeline rupture accident. In July 2014, the
junction of Xinye Road and Fuchun Road, Hangzhou, due
to the nearby river, collapsed, and river water was inverted,
bringing great inconvenience to people’s travel. Globally,

almost every year, a large number of urban infrastructures
not only cause waste and environmental pollution but also
interfere with people’s normal life, but even threaten peo-
ple’s lives and property safety. On the other hand, traditional
urban infrastructure monitoring is mostly manually moni-
tored, and this means requires test personnel record, analysis
and classification measurements, and excessive time spent.
In addition, the monitoring method is often accompanied
by the loss and mistiness of measurement data, high moni-
toring costs, and lower transmission efficiency. This will
inevitably not meet real-time communication and feedback
requests in infrastructure environments.

Urban infrastructure construction has the characteristics
of complex structure, frequent disasters, risk aggregation,
and function, which have brought serious tests on urban
infrastructure monitoring. It can be seen that how to estab-
lish a real-time, effective urban infrastructure monitoring
system, timely and accurate prediction of the safety hazards
in the infrastructure, avoiding the occurrence of the above
accidents, is one of the major challenges of urban infrastruc-
ture construction. With the rapid development of intelligent
information technology, people get information in the way.
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As an important representative of the IoT, wireless sensor
network (WSN) is a wireless network configured by a node
group that is self-organized and multi-hop-transmitted,
which can process and transmit environmental information
in the monitoring area. At present, the wireless sensor net-
work has set off a new research boom in the world. Through
wireless sensor networks, people can make more conve-
nience of the perception and acquisition of objective world
information, further enhancing human exploration of the
world’s ability. At present, the wireless sensor network has
been widely used in military, environmental monitoring,
traffic management, intelligent home, and other fields [1].

2. Literature Review

Wireless sensor networks can collect valuable raw data in a
realistic environment, and many of the data information is
dependent on geographic location information. Therefore,
positioning is an important technique for wireless sensing
network and has obtained extensive attention and research
interest in the academic circles and research in the domestic
and foreign. Due to the advancement of information tech-
nology, researchers have continuously improved urban
infrastructure monitoring systems through various ways,
and the urban security levels have greatly improved.

In recent years, some common smart city infrastructure,
such as urban transportation monitoring system, urban
environmental monitoring system, and urban waste man-
agement system, gradually applied wireless sensor network
to the system’s construction, truly real-time accurate science
management. Rady et al. installed a large number of sensors
in the Fuhu Bridge on the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal,
which constitutes the largest wireless sensor network detec-
tion system in the world through the sensor node and
detects all kinds of information on the bridge and use wire-
less sensing network [2]. “Pulse” large bridge. Xiao et al.
have developed a set of smart city buildings [3]. The building
is an event-driven architecture that can be used to monitor
the management and collaboration of heterogeneous sensors
in public spaces. Experimenting on the test bench of the sub-
way scene, the results show that the proposed building can
enhance the detection of abnormal events, simplify the oper-
ator’s task, and ensure the communication between the pas-
sengers in an emergency. Bhola et al. proposed an innovative
mesh network architecture [4]. This structure allows WSN
to collect environmental information more efficiently. In
terms of future smart city concepts, it will have new technol-
ogies related to the Internet of Things to optimize environ-
mental monitoring methods under smart cities. According
to Keswani and Bhaskar for urban environmental pollution,
two integer linear planning formulas based on actual pollut-
ant proliferation models are proposed to handle minimal
costs for air pollution monitoring WSN deployment [5].
They analyzed the model to actual data (i.e., Nordoham City
Street Lights) and have got some effective WSN deployment
to conduct air pollution monitoring. Niknamian proposed
the urban waste management system based on the Internet
of Things [6]. The system can confirm the monitoring of
the garbage bin through the web page, and the level of gar-

bage available in the trash. This page displays the tag level
of the trash and displays the garbage level collected in the
trash to operate it. The system optimizes the garbage man-
agement mechanism of smart cities. Niknamian proposed a
novel intelligent visual sensor for simultaneous posture esti-
mation [6]. By enhancing tracking of vehicle attitude, it is
possible to better estimate the trajectory of the vehicle, which
is well solved multivehicle detection and tracking problems
in smart urban traffic monitoring applications. According
to Talib, deployment depends on the close resource moni-
toring through large-scale urban perception and designs
three different atomization architectures, which will be close
to sex and clouds in a valuable filtration standard. Commu-
nication is combined [7]. The results show that these three
architectures can correctly identify 73% to 100% false loca-
tion statement. The British Cambridge laboratory first
designed and developed an Active Badge indoor positioning
system. The basic principle was to communicate and posi-
tion between sensor nodes to communicate and position.
The American Institute of Technology (MIT) research
team, in the indoor positioning, combines fingerprint rec-
ognition and inertial sensors to achieve high precision posi-
tioning. Muruganantham and El-Ocla deploy sensor nodes
in the monitoring area and use radio imaging positioning
techniques to track targets. The location of the target is ren-
dered by the target motion and the received signal strength
fluctuation [8].

3. Wireless Sensor Network Node Positioning
Algorithm Based on Genetic Algorithm

The wireless sensor network positioning algorithm based on
genetic algorithm is to establish a positioning optimization
model of the unknown node position as the parameter by
analyzing the communication constraint between unknown
nodes and a small amount of anchor node. Estimation is
unknown for unknown nodes.

The wireless sensor network has a number of nodes,
wide distribution area, and more communication. The estab-
lishment of the positioning optimization model is a multiob-
jective multiconstraint nonlinear equation, and the genetic
algorithm is a more mature evolutionary algorithm. There
are simple application conditions and strong search capabil-
ity, especially suitable for multiobjective, multiconstraint
solution, so it is very suitable for the wireless sensor network
node positioning optimization model. The node positioning
problem description, node communication constraint, posi-
tioning optimization model, and genetic positioning algo-
rithm are described in the following.

3.1. Positioning Problem Description. This paper adopts the
vector X = ðx1, x2,⋯,xM , yM , xM+1, yM+1,⋯xN , yNÞðm ≥ 1, n
≥M + 1Þ to simulate the initial position of the sensor node
of the network topology area, where ðxi, yiÞði = 1, 2, nÞ is
the abscissa and ordinate of the ith node and i is a unique
identifier of the node in the network. Assuming that the first
m node X = ðx1, x2,⋯,xM , yMÞ is known, that is, the position
of the anchor node, the post-ðnmÞ node X = ðxM+1, yM+1,⋯
xN , yNÞ is the unknown node position of the pending node,
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and the positioning problem evolves into the coordinates
known to the M node, asking them the coordinates of ðN
−mÞ unknown points of communication constraints [9, 10].

3.2. Node Communication Constraint. Each sensor node
includes a radio frequency transmitter and receiver of a
radio wave. The effective radius of the wireless connection
is R (i.e., the node wireless range), the node wireless propa-
gation model is the amphotericity of the radius of radius R.
Circle model. If the distance between the two sensor network
nodes is less than or equal to its wireless range R, the two
nodes are regarded as communication. This article assumes
that anchor nodes and unknown nodes are exactly the same
on the hardware configuration. As shown in Figure 1(a), X1
and X2 are unknown nodes and Ai is an anchor node, and
when the nodes X and X2 are in this circle, it is considered
that the anchor node Ai and the unknown nodes X1 and
X2 can communicate with each other. Think

Ai − Xj





 ≤ R, j = 1, 2: ð1Þ

Figure 1(b) illustrates how to estimate the distance to an
unknown node through the node wireless propagation
model. The anchor node Ai sends radio frequency waves
around it, assuming that the unknown nodes X1 and X2
can communicate with it. The approximate distance D1
and D2, of the anchor node Ai to the unknown nodes X1
and X2, is estimated by calculating the power loss based on
the number of radio power received and the initial transmis-
sion power

Ai − Xj





 ≈ dj, j = 1, 2: ð2Þ

3.3. Positioning Optimization Model. There is an n node in
the WSN as shown in the WSN, where the first M is an
anchor node, and then, N −M is an unknown node; the
wireless sensor network node positioning problem can be
summarized as known anchor node Ai and anchor node
communication constraints with unknown nodes Xj and
both Dij, looking for suitable unknown node positions, so
that kAi − Xjk = dij. However, due to the existence of rang-
ing error, the problem is actually summarized to solve the

min〠 Ai − Xj





 − dij
�
�

�
�: ð3Þ

Among them, Ai is an anchor node with communication
constraints with Xj. This transforms the node positioning
problem into model optimization, that is, the optimal solution
of equation (3) is an estimate of unknown nodes [11, 12].

3.4. Genetic Location Algorithm. This paper increases the
convergence speed of the genetic algorithm by increasing
the positioning optimization model constraint conditions,
setting various parameters such as genetic algorithms to
accelerate the convergence speed of the genetic algorithm,
and improving the efficiency of an algorithm.

(1) Constraint conditions for positioning optimization
models

It is assumed that the unknown node Xj and 3 anchor
nodes can be communicated (with an anchor node which
is Ai (i = 1, 2, 3)), respectively, the communication radius is
R, and the unknown node must be in all Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) cen-
tral, a square of a square with a side length of 2R. The coor-
dinates of Ai are known. If 123 represents the coordinates of
the Ai, the coordinates of the three square intersecting public
rectangular regions can be described as

r1 = aið Þmin + R,
r2 = aið Þmax − R,
r3 = bið Þmin + R,
r4 = bið Þmax − R:

8

>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð4Þ

Among them, R1 is the rectangular right boundary, R2 is
the rectangular left boundary, and R3 and R4 are rectangular
on the boundary and the lower boundary. That is, for
unknown nodes Xjðxi, yiÞ,

r2 ≤ xj ≤ r1,
r4 ≤ yj ≤ r3:

(

ð5Þ

Based on the constraint of Xj in equation (5), the genetic
algorithm in this paper randomly generates pop positions
ðxi, yiÞ as the initial population, where ðj = 1, 2⋯ PopÞ
[13–15].

(2) Adaptive function settings for genetic positioning
algorithms

According to the value of the parameters in formula (3),
the adaptation function in the genetic algorithm is

f x, yð Þ = 〠
k

i=1
x − aið Þ2 + y − bið Þ2 − di

2�
�

�
�, ð6Þ

where ðx, yÞ is the coordinate of the node and ðai, biÞ and
Di are anchor node coordinates and distances that can com-
municate with them.

(3) Individual encoding of genetic positioning algorithm
is a large number of wireless sensor network nodes,
and the amount of calculation is large. Considering
that binary coding cannot directly reflect the individ-
ual structure, and the binary length is long, account-
ing for large memory, the positioning algorithm in
this article is code type genetic algorithm, because
of the real number encoding, easy operation, and
transformation

(4) Genetic positioning operator design genetic operator
mainly includes selection, crossing, and variation
operations. The selection operation adopts the
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adaptive gambling selection method; the cross-
adopted multipoint intersection, that is, the X-axis
parameters and the Y-axis parameters, corresponds
to cross; the variation operation selects the discrete
single-point variant mode

(5) Genetic positioning algorithm termination determi-
nation when the number of iterations reaches a
predetermined number, or when the maturity of
the group satisfies certain conditions, the iteration
is stopped [16–18]

4. System Parameters and Algorithm
Performance Parameters

This paper uses important system parameters in WSN and
selects the position error and the positioning ratio as the
algorithm performance index parameters. The performance
of the algorithm can be clearly expressed by analyzing the
effects of different system parameters on the performance
of an algorithm.

4.1. System Parameters

(1) Anchor node ratio λ. The number of anchors in the
entire network accounts for the ratio of the total
number of all nodes

(2) Anchor node density ρ. Represents an anchor node
number of anchor nodes within the wireless range
of each unknown node

(3) Network interconnection δ. The number of nodes in
each unknown node wireless range

(4) Ranging error ξ. Due to the influence of various
environmental factors and the inaccurate signal
propagation model, the error between the measured
value and the true value of the measured distance
of the node wireless communication module mea-
sures the distance. The ratio of the error value and
the node wireless range is used. For example, the

ranging error of 20% indicates 20% of the ranging
error equivalent to the node wireless range R [19, 20]

4.2. Performance Parameters

(1) Positioning error ε. The estimated actual position
from a size range with respect to the wireless node.
The formula is

ε =
∑N

j−M+1 pj − p̂j








n′R
, 0 ≤ n′ ≤N −M, ð7Þ

where j ∈Mn,Mn = fm + 1,⋯, n ∣ m ≥ 1, n ≥m + 1g, n′
represents the number of positionable nodes, pj indicates the
estimation position of the unknown node Xj, and p̂j denotes
an unknown node of the actual location of Xj

(2) Position ratio η. Indicates that the positionable node
accounts for the ratio of the number of unknown
nodes, i.e.,

η = n′
N −M

× 100% ð8Þ

5. Simulation

For the performance of the test algorithm, we conducted a
series of simulation experiments. The content of this chapter
mainly introduces the simulation environment and analyzes
the results.

5.1. Simulation Environment. The simulation environment
of the WSN in this article consists of 400 nodes, and the
node is randomly distributed in the range of 10R × 10RM2
and assumes that all nodes are located in the first quadrant,
where r is a node wireless range. To simplify the calculation,
the wireless range R is 10 meters in the experiment.

RX1

X2

(a)

x2

x1

Ai

d1

d2

(b)

Figure 1: Wireless propagation model of a sensor node.
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Due to the random distribution of the sensor node, the
estimation of the anchor distance has a certain random
error, and the positioning results derived by the experiment
have randomness that cannot be ignored. In order to obtain
an accurate experimental result, the statistical method is
used to simulate the algorithm. That is, 500 experiments
are repeated in the same network environment; each exper-
imentally unknown node will be renewed in the monitoring
area, and statistics of 500 positional experiments [21].

5.2. Analysis of Experiment Results

(1) Influence of anchor node density. Unlike an increase
in anchor nodes, this experiment increases the net-
work node density by increasing an anchor node
communication radius. Figure 2 analyzes the rela-
tionship between anchor node density and algorithm
performance. With the increase in the intercourse of
the anchor node in the network, the positioning
error is gradually decreased, and the positioning
ratio has gradually increased. As can be seen from
the figure, even if the anchor node density is only
2, the positioning error is less than 30%, and the
positioning ratio is approximately equal to 70%,

and the present algorithm is suitable for an anchor
node sparse

(2) Influence of network communication. From Figure 3,
increasing network connectivity can improve algo-
rithm performance. Since network communication
includes communication between anchor nodes and
unknown nodes, the anchor node is related to
unknown nodes. There is no effect, just communicat-
ing between unknown nodes and anchor nodes.
Therefore, when the simulation changes the network
communication change, the anchor node density will
increase, so the improvement in algorithm perfor-
mance in Figure 3 is caused by an increase in the den-
sity of the anchor node, not because of network
communication variety

(3) Effect of ranging error. For a positioning algorithm
that requires a rough estimate between unknown
nodes and anchor nodes, the sensitivity of the rang-
ing error is a major factor for the evaluation algo-
rithm. As can be seen from Figure 4, when the
ranging error is 50%, the positioning error is only
about 15% higher than when the ranging error is
not ranging. In a more harsh environment, if the
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Figure 3: ξ = 0:05 and λ = 0:15.
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Figure 2: ξ = 0:05 and λ = 0:15.
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ranging error is equal to the node wireless range,
the ranging error is 100%, and the positioning error
and the positioning ratio are not significantly chan-
ged. Therefore, the ranging error has little effect on
the performance of the algorithm, making the algo-
rithm have good anti-interference in a complex
environment [22]

6. Conclusion

This paper is based on the construction of smart urban wire-
less sensing network as a background and proposes a net-
work positioning algorithm based on genetic algorithm.
The network positioning model is established. It is used to
find the best solution through the genetic algorithm to
implement the two anchor nodes to calculate the position
of the unknown node. Simulation experiments show that
the algorithm significantly increases the positioning accu-
racy and positioning coverage ratio compared to the tradi-
tional positioning algorithm.

Wireless sensor networks are frontier research topics
belonging to multilearning cross-edge research. The prog-
ress of technology in the relevant field has promoted the
continuous development of wireless sensor network posi-
tioning techniques. After each emerging technology has its
shortcomings, only constantly improved, can we let technol-
ogy mature. Wireless sensor network target positioning
accuracy. The algorithm of this paper compares the accuracy
of the model, and the parameters of the ranging model may
be changed for different environments. In terms of wireless
sensor network target positioning coverage, the unknown
nodes of it will be upgraded into a virtual anchor node to
participate in the next round of positioning, further increas-
ing the positioning coverage.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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At this stage, the promotion of 5G network has a positive basic value for the development of Internet interactive video. With the
arrival of 5G era and the vigorous development of wireless communication technology, the trend of media convergence is more
and more intense. The innovation of emerging technology and communication mode provides a strong support for the
development of interactive video. With 5G technology as the background, Internet interactive video ushered in a blowout
period of development. In recent years, video websites at home and abroad have launched interactive videos with their own
characteristics. So, the imagination of integrated media evolved into the reality gradually. However, the excessively fast
development speed concealed many existing shortcomings. There are still many constraints and deficiencies in the deep
integration of each link of Internet interactive video. This paper discusses the development status of Internet interactive video
and deeply analyzes the development characteristics of interactive video. In view of the existing problems, this paper puts
forward development suggestions from the aspects of creating high-quality content and building “interactive video +” to help
the better development of Internet interactive video.

1. Introduction

Under the background of the rapid advancement of informa-
tion technology in recent years, the streaming media industry
has also undergone tremendous changes. Traditional video
gradually cannot meet the needs of the audience, and interac-
tive video gradually enters public’s field of vision. In order to
better strengthen management, SARFT will officially define
interactive video for the first time in 2020, emphasizing its
“multitype interaction,” “nonlinear process,” and other char-
acteristics [1]. At the same time, the development of 5G tech-
nology has provided a strong foundation for the development
of interactive video. Major video platforms have launched
representative interactive video products to compete for
audience resources. The theoretical research and practical
exploration of interactive video are also in full swing.

In terms of theoretical research, Li Siyao, from the per-
spective of media integration, conducts research on the inte-
gration of contemporary film and television dramas with
games, analyzes interactive video in terms of aesthetics, com-
munication methods, and audience psychology, and looks
forward to the future of this field direction of development
[2]. Starting with the communication characteristics of inter-
active video, Du Jixi sorted out and analyzed the problems
existing in the development of interactive video at this stage
and then gave suggestions for improvement in terms of tech-
nical production, story layout, and interactive design. Wang
Yan conducted empirical analysis on specific interactive film
and television dramas, selected the more influential “Love
Apartment 5” as the research object, analyzed the multiple
interactive nodes of the episode, especially the 13th episode,
and compared the role of these nodes in breaking the “fourth
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wall.” The play became an important reason for the popular
video at that time [3].

In terms of practical exploration, although China’s inter-
active video started late, it has also recently ushered in a
blowout trend. In July 2019, in order to cope with the prob-
lem of continuous loss of users, station B began to launch
interactive videos, which regained the attention of a large
number of users for itself. Since then, major domestic video
production websites have joined the ranks of interactive
video production, so 2019 can also be regarded as the “first
year” of China’s interactive video development. In this year,
the audience was exposed to domestic interactive film and
television dramas, interactive variety shows, and short
videos for the first time [4, 5]. This “novel” video method
has refreshed most domestic users, and major websites have
gained a high level of success, attention.

This research mainly explores the analysis of the main
characteristics of Internet interactive videos, especially rep-
resentative interactive video works in China, with the help
of typical works analysis in a point-to-surface manner under
the background of the increasingly deepening trend of 5G
media convergence [6]. The characteristics of the era of the
development of interactive video in our country are pre-
sented, and several suggestions for sustainable development
in this field are put forward.

2. The Characteristics of the Development of
Internet Interactive Video in the Context of
5G Converged Media

Although the interactive video format appeared as early as
the 1960s, due to technical limitations, this interactive movie
called “Kinoautomat: One Man and His House” did not
attract public attention. However, with the development of
information technology and the maturity of media integra-
tion, the industry development of interactive video and the
appreciation experience brought to the audience have devel-
oped by leaps and bounds. See Table 1 for representative
interactive video works launched by major domestic video
platforms.

2.1. Inject More Vitality into the Industry. At this stage, audi-
ences are generally tired of the linear structure of traditional
film and television dramas and hope to incorporate their
own wishes in the development of the plot. The popularity
of online games has increased in recent years for this reason.
The emergence of fusion media interactive video meets audi-
ence’s needs for psychological satisfaction of the subject
status and nonlinear open ending in the current context
[7]. The increase in audience’s right to speak in video works
has largely got rid of the passive position when viewing
traditional video programs, so that their own choices can
have an important impact on the advancement of the story-
line and the final outcome.

By transferring part of the initiative, the interactive video
adds a sense of participation to the work similar to that of
the game, and integrates the various feelings of video appre-
ciation, game participation, and plot determination into the
work, so that the relationship between the traditional work

and the user takes place. Change: such a change has injected
more vitality into the development of the video industry and
weakened or even reversed the unfavorable momentum of
declining active members. From the financial annual reports
of major video websites in recent years, it can be seen that
the participation of the interactive video market has brought
positive effects that cannot be ignored on company’s revenue
and the growth of the number of members. Therefore, all
major domestic video websites regard the production and
promotion of interactive videos as one of their key targets.

Regardless of the starting point of the video website’s
active involvement in interactive video, its objective effect is
indeed to promote the innovation and development of the
entire video industry, and at the same time, attract the atten-
tion of the audience again and further focus on user partici-
pation and other aspects as the video production [8]. One
of the standards: in the era of big data led by 5G technology,
the higher the user participation, the more data that can be
obtained in the background, and the clearer the “individual
sketch” of the user. So, the platform can more accurately
grasp the real needs of users. On this basis, the introduction
of interactive video has given the platformmore commercial-
ization and technical choices. In turn, let your own produc-
tion also provide better conditions for the retention of
users. Judging from the current situation, although various
platforms generally adopt interactive video into the charging
system, it has not affected the enthusiasm of users at all.

2.2. Bringing a Better Participation Experience for Users.
According to media situation theory, electronic media can
arrange and reorganize situations that originally belonged
to various types. Judging from the reality, interactive video
also conforms to this trend, fusing the two traditional sce-
narios of “interaction and video” together. This form brings
a better participation experience to users. First of all, interac-
tive videos help users realize the conversion of identities.
Users are no longer passive viewers of video works but are
able to integrate their own wishes into the work and evolve
from video spectators to video participants, resulting in
higher spiritual satisfaction. Although major video websites
have their own interactive video products at this stage, most
of the products are made by bloggers from the media groups.
This diverse source of authors makes almost every work
present its own unique characteristics, with both role substi-
tution and an omnipotent God’s perspective. Let users have
a variety of viewing experience.

Secondly, the current video production market is very
competitive. For video sites, relying solely on the production
of products such as interactive videos cannot ensure long-
term maintenance of user loyalty. Therefore, the website
must use high-quality products and designs to increase user
retention. If you want to win a place in the video market, you
must establish a sense of quality to ensure that you can
attract users for a long time. Most users participate in the
interaction out of a kind of curiosity, and it is an exploration
of the influence of self-participation on the plot. For exam-
ple, “Love Apartment 5”, which attracted the attention of
the public in 2019, catered to audience’s psychology to a
large extent and was a great success. Although iQiyi lags
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behind station B in the launch of interactive videos, with the
strong audience base of the “Love Apartment” series and
multiple interactive nodes, many episodes of the series have
firmly occupied the main domestic social network once they
are launched. Top of the platform rankings: with the help of
the show, the iQiyi platform’s revenue in 2019 was nearly 30
billion yuan, an increase of 16% over 2018; subscription
members exceeded 100 million, an increase of more than
one-fifth over 2018.

It can be seen from Table 2 that in 2020, China’s top
three video platforms have more than 100 million active
members, and their annual revenue has also achieved sub-
stantial growth. This kind of growth rate is extremely rare
in an environment where domestic video platform competi-
tion is extremely fierce.

3. Development Strategy of Internet Interactive
Video under the Background of 5G
Convergence Media

The reason why interactive video can quickly attract a large
number of audiences on major platforms is mainly because
it has interactive attributes, which have a wide range of
attractiveness to audiences. Nowadays, interactive video
has gradually become popular in variety shows, movies,
games, and other fields and brings huge economic value.
With the rapid development of 5G integrated media, inter-
active video will also have broad development prospects in
e-commerce, medical, advertising, and other fields. However,
many problems have been exposed during the development
of interactive video. For example, in terms of communication
channels, although there are a large number of communica-
tion channels, the communication form is relatively single,
the video content lacks novelty, and the interactive form
is not rich enough. If the above problems can be solved,
interactive video will usher in a broader development
prospect [8].

3.1. Break Platform Barriers, Win-Win Cooperation, and
Broaden Communication Channels. At present, competition
among major video platforms has intensified, building bar-
riers to each other, and lack of communication and cooper-
ation. Take IQiyi and Tencent video as examples. They each
produce interactive video content with incompatible formats
and cannot distribute it on the other party’s communication
channels, which makes it impossible for interactive videos to
establish a complete transmission chain. This situation is
also common among traditional social media platforms such
as WeChat, Weibo, and Toutiao. This way of doing things
independently and lacking cooperation has resulted in the
inability of interactive videos to reach a wider audience,
and the inability of barrier-free communication and
exchanges between audiences on various platforms, which
makes it difficult for interactive videos to become popular.

As shown in Figure 1, although the number of interac-
tive videos has increased on a large scale in recent years,
the proportion of official production on the platform has
gradually declined, which cannot effectively avoid the prob-
lems of inconsistent format and uneven content.

With the formal implementation of the “Internet Inter-
active Video Data Format Specification” issued by the State
Administration of Radio, Film and Television, this situation
has been improved, and the standard of interactive video has
been unified. It has broken the barriers between various plat-
forms and made communication channels more diversified.
It has also promoted the wider dissemination of interactive
videos among audiences. With the popularization of 5G
wireless communication technology, network bandwidth
and transmission efficiency will be further improved, which
will help the efficiency and development of interactive video
transmission [9].

3.2. Innovative Video Format Optimizes Video Content.
Interactive video requires high professionalism and pro-
duction costs from material collection and video editing
to postproduction. Although there are some novel and
popular interactive videos appearing on major platforms,
in general, interactive videos still show uneven quality levels,
lack of new ideas in content, and lack the characteristics of
high-quality video content, which greatly restricts the devel-
opment of interactive videos. The reason for the above-
mentioned problems is that the production of interactive
video requires professional technology, and the production
cycle is long, and the production cost is high.

Today’s interactive video market lacks innovative video
formats and high-quality video content, and a large number
of similar content appears, causing aesthetic fatigue to the

Table 1: Interaction mode of main interactive products of each platform.

Platform name Main interactive products Interactive mode

Tencent video Antique bureau The plot which can choose

IQiyi His smile The plot which can choose

Mango TV Star detective Audience participation

Netflix Black mirror: Pandas Nike The plot which can choose

Table 2: Number of subscription members and payment
proportion of domestic representative video platforms (as of the
third quarter of 2020).

Platform name Active member Payment proportion

Tencent video 120 million 23.33%

IQiyi 100 million 18.03%

Station B 12.8 million 7.61%

Mango TV 36 million 15%
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audience. In addition, in the process of creating interactive
videos, creators either pay too much attention to interaction
and lack in-depth analysis of the theme or pay too much
attention to the discussion of the theme, and the interaction
is insufficient to bring the audience an immersive experience
in time and space. Therefore, if interactive video wants to
develop rapidly, it must focus on innovative video formats
and optimize video content. With the advent of the 5G era,
intelligent video processing technology has brought great
convenience to creators, simplifies the creation process,
and saves creation costs, which can improve the production
efficiency of interactive videos, innovate video formats, and
optimize video content.

3.3. Build a New Business Model and Ecosystem. The main
interactive form of interactive video still stays in the text
interactive stage, and the interactive form is relatively single.
Audiences can only watch videos through terminal devices
such as computers and mobile phones, and the interactive
space is limited, which makes interactive technologies still
have huge development potential. The above-mentioned
problems are caused mainly because the network transmis-
sion rate is not high, and new technologies such as VR and
AR that rely on low latency and high transmission rate
cannot be popularized, thus failing to provide users with
an immersive interactive experience.

With the advent of the 5G era, the low latency and
high speed characteristics of 5G communication technol-
ogy will solve the above problems. The audience will also
turn from viewers into real participants, elevating the form
of interaction to a new level. 5G technology has promoted
the change of interactive forms and will also change the
traditional business form, especially in games, movies,
sports, and other programs with strong interactive attri-
butes, through the participation of audiences to achieve
good interaction.

As shown in Figure 2, in 2021, interactive video is
expected to focus on games, film and television integration,
live broadcast, and other fields. For example, “interactive
video + game” can enhance the gaming experience immer-

sively; “interactive video + film and television” can bring
more shocking visual and auditory perception to the audi-
ence [10].

At the same time, the social attribute of interactive
video also brings huge commercial value to online video
outlets. For example, iQiyi added interactive form to the
advertising content of the eighth issue of “China new rap”
broadcast in 2019, so that popular players can directly
become advertising spokesmen and help the brand realize
flow cash. It also shows us the new business form brought
by Internet interactive video [11]. This new business model
of “interactive video +” can tap the great potential of Internet
interactive video in the business field, not only in traditional
games, film, and television industries but also in tourism,
education, e-commerce, sports, and other fields with the
trend of media convergence [12, 13]. In short, in the 5G
era, more and more advanced intelligent technology will
bring users a smoother interactive experience, thereby build-
ing a new business format for Internet interactive video.

4. Conclusion

The wireless communication technology represented by
5G communication technology has improved the produc-
tion efficiency and spread of video content and promoted
the field of interactive video to a new level. Wireless com-
munication technology has played an important role in
promoting interactive video content reconstruction, user
stickiness, and marketing depth. China’s major interactive
video platforms have focused on the field of interactive video,
but they have not achieved the expected results in terms of
economic benefits. This shows that in the context of 5G tech-
nology, how to use wireless communication technology is to
promote the innovative development of interactive video to a
new level. The height is still worthy of our continuous explo-
ration. We have reason to believe that interactive video will
have a broader development prospect with its unique and
diverse interactive methods and high-quality video content.
We must seize the opportunity and use 5G and other techno-
logical advantages to promote the rapid development of
interactive video.

Data Availability

Data sharing is not applicable to this article as no datasets
were generated or analyzed during the current study.
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With the increasing number of intelligent connected vehicles, the problem of scarcity of communication resources has become
increasingly obvious. It is a practical issue with important significance to explore a real-time and reliable dynamic spectrum
allocation scheme for the vehicle users, while improving the utilization of the available spectrum. However, previous studies
have problems such as local optimum, complex parameter setting, learning speed, and poor convergence. Thus, in this paper,
we propose a cognitive spectrum allocation method based on traveling state priority and scenario simulation in IoV, named
Finder-MCTS. The proposed method integrates offline learning with online search. This method mainly consists of two stages.
Initially, Finder-MCTS gives the allocation priority of different vehicle users based on the vehicle’s local driving status and
global communication status. Furthermore, Finder-MCTS can search for the approximate optimal allocation solutions quickly
online according to the priority and the scenario simulation, while with the offline deep neural network-based environmental
state predictor. In the experiment, we use SUMO to simulate the real traffic flows. Numerical results show that our proposed
Finder-MCTS has 36.47%, 18.24%, and 9.00% improvement on average than other popular methods in convergence time, link
capacity, and channel utilization, respectively. In addition, we verified the effectiveness and advantages of Finder-MCTS
compared with two MCTS algorithms’ variations.

1. Introduction

Recently, as a promising technology to serve the smart city,
the internet of vehicle (IoV) has attracted the attention of
governments and enterprises around the world. The moving
vehicles can be regarded as mobile terminals equipped with
advanced network components, such as wireless network
interfaces and onboard sensors, which provide many per-
sonalized services by accessing the internet. These vehicle
services (e.g., road condition broadcasts and dangerous
event predictions) have high requirements for data transmis-
sion and communication quality. Although 5G technology is
becoming popular and growing rapidly, the available spec-
trum resources have not increased simultaneously. So
far, the spectrum resources of 6GHz and below 6GHz have
almost been exhausted [1]. Moreover, the spectrum resources
charged by the base stations are usually allocated to the calls
and traffic services of mobile users firstly. Some up-to-date

spectrum measurements [2] have demonstrated the reality
that the spectrum is vastly underutilized, while most licensed
spectra have been allocated. Thus, the scarcity of spectrum
resources and the low utilization of frequency bands are
critical issues hindering the development of IoV.

Currently, as an effective solution to the underutilized
problem of spectrum resources, cognitive radio (CR) can
reuse idle spectrum resources through dynamic spectrum
access technology. In CR networks, network users are
divided into two types: primary users (PUs) and secondary
users (SUs). PUs have a high priority to use the spectrum
in the authorized frequency bands. SUs can dynamically
access spectrum holes opportunistically and use available
spectrum resources, which can enhance spectrum utiliza-
tion. Therefore, in order to meet the spectrum demand of
vehicles, we present a system model of cognitive radio-
based internet of vehicle (CR-IoV) by introducing the cogni-
tive radio function into smart vehicles.
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In CR-IoV, the system includes PUs (composed of
mobile phone users) and SUs (composed of vehicles
equipped with CR functions). However, in reality, vehicle
users with high mobility will cause frequent changes in the
network topology. The availability of spectra will also change
with the activation time and channel occupancy of PUs.
Hence, how to meet the real-time and reliable requirements
when solving the dynamic spectrum allocation problem
under a time-varying environment is a significant challenge.

There are many previous studies about dynamic spec-
trum allocation in mobile wireless networks. The most
popular studies can be mainly classified into four categories:
(1) traditional optimization theory-based allocation methods
[3, 4], (2) game theory-based allocation methods [5–7],
(3) swarm intelligence optimization-based allocation
methods [8–12], and (4) machine learning-based allocation
methods [13–18]. Although the above methods can solve
the spectrum allocation problem, there exist many disadvan-
tages. First, when the constraints are complex, traditional
optimization theory and game theory are not suitable for
quickly solving large-scale dynamic planning problems. Sec-
ond, swarm intelligence optimization is easy to fall into the
local optimum [19]. Besides, the effective parameter settings
and selection in the swarm intelligence optimization are also
complex. Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algo-
rithms have been proved to solve complex dynamic decision-
making problems with high-dimensional state and action
space. It can learn the potential regularities in the environ-
ment with the help of the idea of trial and error, thereby
assisting intelligent decision-making. However, this type of
machine learning-based method also exists some limitations,
such as slow learning speed, poor convergence, and bad
self-adaption ability. Thus, in this paper, we propose a
new cognitive spectrum allocation method based on travel-
ing state priority and different scenarios specially for IoV
in this paper.

First, especially in IoV, we should consider the traveling/
moving state of a vehicle. A vehicle that is about to leave the
coverage area of a base station should have a relatively low
spectrum allocation priority. Vehicle users with different
traveling states, such as location, speed, acceleration, and com-
munication capabilities, should have different opportunities to
obtain spectrum resources. Thus, we consider the priority
assignment based on vehicle state in spectrum allocation.

In addition, in this proposed new method, we choose the
Monte-Carlo tree search algorithm (MCTS) to model our
problem. Traditional model-free-based deep reinforcement
learning algorithms (e.g., deep Q network and soft actor-
critic) often require a large number of samplings and learn
strategies from past experiences with the help of neural net-
works. However, model-based deep MCTS can not only use
deep neural networks to fit the environment model from
experience data but also simulate a variety of possible future
trajectories for evaluation through the expansion of the tree
structure, so as to choose more promising directions to
explore the best policy. In this paper, through designing
to simulate different scenarios, we improve the learning
efficiency and reduce the searching space compared with
traditional MCTS methods.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

(i) We design a priority assignment rule based on vehi-
cle traveling states for spectrum allocation. Through
defining a vehicle traveling evaluation score and a
network utility score, we obtain a comprehensive
priority evaluation score for each vehicle. According
to the priority score, we allocate available spectrum
resources from the highest priority to the lowest
vehicle user, which can improve the allocation per-
formance when doing dynamic spectrum allocation
in IoV

(ii) Combining with the above priority score, we pro-
pose a cognitive spectrum allocation method based
on traveling state priority and different scenarios
specially for IoV, named Finder-MCTS. We model
the problem of spectrum allocation as a binary
integer linear programming problem (BILP) with
constraints. Meanwhile, through designing a
constraint-oriented tree expansion and scenario
simulation mechanism, Finder-MCTS can give an
approximate optimal solution quickly and improve
the link capacity of V2I (vehicle to infrastructure)
communication in the network

(iii) We conduct experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of Finder-MCTS by using SUMO. Results
show that our proposed method has 36.47%,
18.24%, and 9.00% improvements on average than
other popular comparison methods in convergence
time, link capacity, and channel utilization, respec-
tively. In addition, Finder-MCTS also shows good
improvements with the aid of priority evaluation
and different scenarios’ simulation of PUs’ service
durations, compared with two variations of MCTS

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, a review of related work is provided. In Section
3, the system scenario and problem formalization are pre-
sented in detail. In Section 4, the priority assignment based
on vehicle traveling state is described. In Section 5, the
Finder-MCTS method for cognitive IoV spectrum allocation
is proposed. In Section 6, simulations are carried out to dem-
onstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Finder-MCTS
method. In Section 7, conclusion and future work are given.

2. Related Work

Nowadays, there are many excellent studies on dynamic
spectrum allocation in cognitive radio networks. In this sec-
tion, we classify and compare them from the perspective of
theoretical methods.

2.1. Spectrum Resource Allocation Based on Traditional
Optimization Theory and Game Theory. In order to solve
the problem of dynamic allocation of spectrum resources
in wireless communications, the traditional methods mainly
include the methods based on mathematical optimization
[3, 4] and the methods based on game theory [5–7]. For
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example, Martinovic et al. propose a cognitive radio spec-
trum allocation method based on integer linear program-
ming in the work of [4], which solves the spectrum
allocation problem with interference by using many complex
assumptions and constraints. It is difficult or even impossible
to find an optimal solution in the real cognitive radio net-
work with the complex environment and dynamic network
topology. Although the methods based on mathematical
optimization have high solution accuracy, the generalization
capability is insufficient.

Besides, with the goal of maximizing spectrum utiliza-
tion, Yi and Cai introduce a spectrum resource allocation
method based on auction in the work of [6]. Liu et al. design
a dynamic spectrum access method using game theory in the
work of [7]. However, these methods are not fit for IoV. The
high mobility of vehicles puts forward a strict requirement
for the convergence of Nash equilibrium in the game theory.
It is hard to reach this equilibrium point.

2.2. Spectrum Resource Allocation Based on Swarm Intelligence
Optimization. There are many related studies [8–12] based
on swarm intelligence optimization in the domain of spec-
trum allocation. For example, Liu et al. use PSO to solve
the allocation of spectrum resources in a centralized way
in the work of [12]. However, the iteration of swarm intelli-
gence optimization usually gets stuck in local optimal solu-
tions, which can be far from the global optimal solution
[19]. In addition, many swarm intelligence optimization
algorithms have a large number of calculations in debugging
due to complex parameters.

2.3. Spectrum Resource Allocation Based on Machine
Learning. In recent years, with the development of statistical
learning methods, many studies use machine learning to
realize the dynamic spectrum allocation [13]. Among them,
reinforcement learning can guide a system agent to learn the
unknown environment by trial and error [20]. It can be
applied to the spectrum allocation decision.

First, the multiarm gambling machine (MAB) not only is
an important random decision-making theory in the field of
operational research but also belongs to a type of online
learning algorithm in reinforcement learning. The task of
the agent is to select one arm to pull in each round based
on the historical rewards it collected, and the goal is to
collect cumulative rewards over multiple rounds as much
as possible. In essence, MAB is a way to optimize the reward
by balancing exploration and exploitation. Li et al. give a
survey of spectrum resource allocation by using MAB in
the cognitive radio network in the work of [14]. Zhang
et al. formulate and study a multiuser MAB problem that
exploits the idea of temporal-spatial spectrum reuse in the
cognitive radio network [15]. However, the MAB modeling
does not consider the cost of pulling arms in the existing
allocation schemes. When MAB is utilized to solve the
allocation problem in a centralized way, the scale of the
arm increases exponentially with the number of users to be
assigned. Therefore, the convergence of the spectrum
resource scheduling algorithm based on MAB cannot be
guaranteed.

In addition, model-free-based deep reinforcement learn-
ing is also applied to the research of spectrum allocation.
Naparstek and Cohen propose a spectrum allocation scheme
based on a deep learning framework under the wireless envi-
ronment in the work of [16]. However, model-free-based
deep reinforcement learning has problems of slow online
learning speed and bad self-adaption ability.

Recently, another kind of model-based reinforcement
learning, Monte-Carlo tree search algorithm (MCTS), is
applied in the field of resource allocation [17, 18]. The
MCTS-based allocation algorithm builds a decision tree to
explore the possible solutions by expanding and pruning.
Due to the expansion of the tree, the search space becomes
tremendous gradually and the calculation scale is unaccept-
able. If this type of method is applied in IoV directly, the
dynamic environment will further cause a large search tree.
In addition, due to the neglect of environmental uncer-
tainties, the random strategy adopted by Basic-MCTS in
the simulation stage will produce a high variance, which
reduces the search efficiency [21].

3. System Scenario and Problem Formalization

In this section, we introduce the system scenario of spec-
trum allocation in CR-IoV in Section 3.1 and give the
mathematical formalization of our optimization problem
in Section 3.2.

3.1. System Scenario. Figure 1 shows the system scenario of
spectrum allocation in CR-IoV. PUs are the authorized
mobile phone users in the current network, and SUs are
vehicles equipped with CR modules. When a PU occupies
a channel, there is a protection area around the PU (i.e.,
the red area in Figure 1). Similarly, an interference radius
is also generated when the SU occupies a channel (i.e., the
green area in Figure 1). Any radiation from SUs falling into
the protection area would interfere with the PU.

In this scenario, our designed allocation algorithm is
deployed on the base station. Vehicle nodes equipped with
CR modules can sense whether there exist available idle
spectrum resources. A vehicle can use the common control
channel (CCC) to send a request to the base station to access
the channel. The base station collects requests from vehicles
centrally and learns a near-optimal policy to allocate avail-
able channel resources to cognitive vehicles within the
coverage area (i.e., the black solid circle in Figure 1). Finally,
the base station broadcasts the access confirmation message
(i.e., the learned allocation policy) to the vehicles. The
vehicle that received the access confirmation message can
access the CR-IoV. Instead, the vehicle which has not
received the message can continue to propose a new request
to enter the next round of allocation.

Note that, because IoV is a dynamic network, our
designed spectrum resource allocation algorithm must be
executed within a defined allocation time window. We
assume that the allocation time window for channel alloca-
tion is T . After the time window slides, we will refresh and
observe the current vehicles which require to access the base
station. A large time window cannot meet the real-time
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requirement of IoV, but a time window that is too small
cannot support our algorithm for well operating. In the
experiment, we set the size of a time window T to 10 s to
handle the dynamic network.

3.2. Definitions and Problem Formalization

3.2.1. Definitions. In this paper, we consider spectrum
resource allocation in the underlay mode, i.e., each channel
can support the parallel transmissions of several access users.
Assume that within a base station’s communication cover-
age, there are N SUs competing for spectrum resources of
M channels at time t, and the channels are orthogonal and
nonoverlapping. Meanwhile, we assume that there are K
PUs as a prerequisite for spectrum allocation in the coverage
area, and each PU occupies only one channel for informa-
tion transmission in the current network. The spectrum
resource allocation model consists of a channel availability
matrix L, a SU-SU interference constraint matrix C, a chan-
nel reward matrix R, and a conflict-free channel assignment
matrix A.

We define that a PU kð1 ≤ k ≤ KÞ occupying a certain
authorized channel mð1 ≤m ≤MÞ in CR-IoV has a protec-
tion radius ~Rðk,mÞ. Meanwhile, each SU nð1 ≤ n ≤NÞ has
an interference radius �Rðn,mÞ on channel m due to its
transmit power. We obtain a Euclidean distance Dð~Rðk,mÞ,
�Rðn,mÞÞ between a PU k and a SU n. When the inequality
Dð~Rðk,mÞ, �Rðn,mÞÞ − ~Rðk,mÞ ≤ �Rðn,mÞ holds, it means that
there exists communication interference between the PU k
and SU n.

Similarly, we also can obtain a Euclidean distance
Dð�Rðn,mÞ, �Rðn′,mÞÞ between two different SUs n and
n′, where �Rðn,mÞ and �Rðn′,mÞ are the interference
radius values of the two SUs n and n′. When Dð�Rðn, mÞ,
�Rðn′,mÞÞ − �Rðn,mÞ ≤ �Rðn′,mÞ holds, it means that there
exists communication interference between the two
SUs n and n′. Note that, when there is no communi-
cation interference between two users, they can use
the same channel for transmissions at the same time;

otherwise, they cannot access the same channel at the
same time.

Next, according to the above descriptions of communi-
cation interference between different users, we give the fol-
lowing definitions about our problem.

(1) Channel Availability Matrix L. L = fln,m ∣ ln,m ∈ f0, 1ggN×M
is an N ×M-dimensional matrix used to describe the
channel availability. When ln,m = 1, it means channel m is
available for SU n, and vice versa. It needs to meet the
following two conditions to determine whether channel m
is available for SU n. First, SU n cannot use channel m
occupied by PU k under the condition Dð~Rðk,mÞ, �Rðn,mÞÞ
− ~Rðk,mÞ ≤ �Rðn,mÞ. Second, SUs need to compare the
interference power they received with the maximum
allowable interference level γm on channel m. Channel m
is considered to be available to SU n if the following inequal-
ity is satisfied:

〠
K

k=1
Pm,n,k +Nm ≤ γm, ð1Þ

where Pm,n,k denotes the received power at SU n of a signal
transmitted from PU k on channel m and Nm denotes the
level of background noise on channel m.

(2) SU-SU Interference Matrix C. C = fcn,n′,m ∣ cn,n′,m ∈
f0, 1ggN×N×M is an N ×N ×M-dimensional matrix used
to describe the interference constraint between two differ-
ent SUs n and n′ on channel m, where cn,n′,m = 1 indi-
cates that there exists interference when SUs n and n′
share the channel m for information transmission. Con-
versely, cn,n′,m = 0 indicates that SUs n and n′ can use
channel m simultaneously. When n = n′, cn,n′,m = 1 − ln,m.
Meanwhile, the matrix element needs to satisfy the condi-
tion cn,n′,m ≤ ln,m · ln′,m, i.e., the premise for the possibility
of interference is that channel m is available to both SUs
n and n′.

(3) Channel Allocation Matrix A. A = fan,mjan,m ∈
f0, 1ggN×M is an N ×M-dimensional matrix used to describe
the conflict-free channel allocation for SUs. When an,m = 1
holds, it means that channel m is allocated to the SU n, and
vice versa. Meanwhile, matrix Amust satisfy the interference
constraint given by matrix C. That is to say, for two different
SUs n and n′, when cn,n′,m = 1, the equation an,m · an′,m = 0
holds. In addition, we assume that each SU in the allocation
can only occupy one channel for information transmission.
Therefore, for any two different channels m and m′, the
inequality an,m + an,m′ ≤ 1 should be satisfied.

(4) Channel Reward Matrix R. R = frn,m ∣ rn,m ≥ 0gN×M is an
N ×M-dimensional matrix used to describe the link rewards
for different SUs. Notation rn,m denote the reward obtained
by SU n when it occupies channel m of a base station. rn,m

Base station

Primary user links
Secondary user links

Figure 1: System scenario of spectrum allocation in CR-IoV.
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is measured by the link capacity. Link capacity is defined as
follows:

rn,m =Wm · log2 1 + SINRn,mð Þ, ð2Þ

whereWm is the bandwidth of channelm and SINRn,m is the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio when SU n accesses
channel m. The calculation of SINRn,m is shown in

SINRn,m = Pm,n

Nm +∑Count Amð Þ
q=1,q≠n Pm,q

, ð3Þ

where we regard the SU and the base station as the
transmitting-end and the receiving-end, respectively. Here,
Am represents the mth column vectors of matrices A and
CountðAmÞ denotes the total number of allocated SUs on
channel m; Pm,n is the power received by the receiver (base
station) from the transmitter n on channel m.

3.2.2. Problem Formalization. From the above definitions, it
can be seen that there are more than one channel allocation
matrix satisfying the allocation constraints. Therefore, let
ΛL,C = fAggðg ∈ℕ+Þ denote the set of all conflict-free chan-
nel allocation schemes derived from the current network
conditions L and C. Because there are many possible spec-
trum allocation schemes, choosing different spectrum alloca-
tion schemes will generate different total system rewards.
The object of spectrum allocation in this paper is to maxi-
mize the total network capacity UðA, RÞ of the network
system. We give the definition of total network capacity
as follows:

U A, Rð Þ = SUM 〠
M

m=1
Am ∘ Rm

 !
, ð4Þ

where Rm represents the mth column vector of matrix R.
Notation ∘ represents the Hadamard product, i.e., multipli-
cation of the elements at the corresponding positions of
the two vectors. Am is a 0/1 decision vector of N × 1 size,
and Rm is an N × 1-dimensional reward vector with real
numbers. ∑M

m=1Am ∘ Rm is also an N × 1-dimensional vec-
tor. Notation SUM is the operator that returns the sum-
mation of all entries of a matrix.

In the IoV, our paper is aimed at obtaining an optimal
channel allocation matrix A∗ (i.e., with the equation A∗ =

argmax
A∈ΛL,C

UðA, RÞ), which satisfies the above noninterference

constraints and solves the problem of low utilization of spec-
trum resources at the base station side. The combinatorial
optimization problem can be formulated as a binary integer
linear programming problem (BILP) as follows:

∗maxA,RU A, Rð Þ = ∗maxA,RSUM 〠
M

m=1
Am ∘ Rm

 !
ð5Þ

s:t:

an,m ∈ 0, 1f g, rn,m ≥ 0, 1 ≤ n ≤N , 1 ≤m ≤M
ð5aÞ

an,m ≤ ln,m ð5bÞ

an,m · an′,m = 0 if cn,n′,m = 1 ð5cÞ

an,m + an,m′ ≤ 1 ð5dÞ

�Pmin
m,n ≤ �Pm,n ≤ �Pmax

m,n if �Pm,n ≠ 0 ð5eÞ

〠
n

i=1
Pm,k:n ≤ δm,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K ð5fÞ

Am × RT
m ≤ ϕm: ð5gÞ

Among these, constraint (5a) gives the value range of the
matrix vectors Am and Rm. Constraint (5b) ensures that an
allocated channel must be an available channel for SU n.
Besides, to protect the communication of each SU from
interference by other SUs on channel m, the conflict-free
channel allocation matrix should satisfy constraint (5c).
Constraint (5d) indicates that each SU can only occupy
one channel for information transmission. In constraint
(5e), �Pm,n represents the transmission power of SU n on

channel m; �Pmin
m,n and �Pmax

m,n represent the maximum and min-
imum allowable transmission power of SU n on channel m,
respectively. This constraint defines the upper and lower
bounds for the transmitted power of the SU. In other words,
the transmission power of the SU should meet two con-
straints: on the one hand, it should not interfere with the
normal use of the PU; on the other hand, it should meet
the minimum allowable SINR required for transmissions.
In the constraint (5f), Pm,k,n represents the interference
power of SU n received by PU k on channel m, and δm,k rep-
resents the maximum allowable interference power of PU k
on channel m. For any PU k, the total received interference
power on the channel m must be kept below the maximum
allowable interference threshold, i.e., the PU is not interfered
by SUs on the channel. In the constraint (5g), ϕm represents
the available bandwidth of channel m, and RT

m represents the
transposed vector of Rm. This constraint ensures that the
total network capacity of channel m should be less than or
equal to its available bandwidth.

4. Priority Assignment Based on Vehicle
Traveling State

In Section 4.1, we describe the problem of priority assign-
ment. In Section 4.2, we give detailed definition of priority.

4.1. Problem Description. In CR-IoV, when the system
carries out the spectrum allocation, the current state of vehi-
cle traveling should be considered. For example, if a vehicle
is about to leave the communication range of the current
base station, it should be assigned to a low priority for spec-
trum allocation.
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The traveling state of a vehicle at the current moment
mainly includes direction, speed, acceleration, and GPS
coordinates. Besides, the traveling state also should consider
the degree of geographical dispersion among vehicles and
the communication capability of a vehicle.

The current state information of each vehicle is col-
lected by the current communicating base station. Then,
we carry out priority evaluation for different cognitive
vehicle users to distinguish the priority weights for spec-
trum allocation.

For a SU n who initiates a service request, from the
perspectives of the global state and local state, a compre-
hensive priority evaluation score Priority scoren is con-
structed by defining a vehicle traveling evaluation score
Traveling scoren and a network utility score Utilityn for
the SU.

4.2. Priority Definition Based on Vehicle Traveling State

Definition 1 (vehicle traveling evaluation score). According
to the GPS coordinates, speed, and acceleration, we define
a vehicle traveling evaluation score Traveling scoren for a
cognitive vehicle n as

Traveling scoren =
1 + cos θnð Þ

4
·

vmax − vn
vmax − vmin

+
1

1 + ean

� �
,

ð6Þ

where θn denotes the angle between the current driving
direction and the link connecting the vehicle’s position
with the base station’s position. Notation an denotes the
acceleration of the vehicle n. Notation vn denotes the
speed of the vehicle n. Notations vmax and vmin represent
the maximum and minimum values of the driving speed.
We assume that the vehicle speed is within the value
interval ½vmin, vmax�.

Obviously, a relatively large angle θn indicates that vehicle n
will travel out of the coverage range of the base station in the
future. Therefore, vehicle n with large θn should be given a
relatively low spectrum allocation priority. We use formula
1 + cos ðθnÞ/2 to normalize the different weights of the angle
θn to the value interval ½0, 1�. In addition, a vehicle with high
driving speed will quickly travel out of the coverage range of
the base station in the future. Therefore, it should be given a
relatively low spectrum allocation priority. The normalized
formula ðvmax − vnÞ/ðvmax − vminÞ is used to describe the
influence of vehicle driving speed on the priority. Similarly,
a vehicle with high acceleration should be given a relatively
low spectrum allocation priority. To normalize the value
interval to ½0, 1�, formula 1/ð1 + eanÞ is used to describe the
influence of vehicle driving acceleration on the priority.
Finally, to constrain the value of Traveling scoren within
the value interval ½0, 1�, we use constant coefficient 1/2 to
obtain the right side of Equation (6).

Definition 2 (network utility score). We define a network
utility score to evaluate the communication capability of

cognitive vehicles. For cognitive vehicle n, its network utility
score is defined as follows:

Utilityn = log2 1 + SNRnð Þ · ∑1≤n,n′≤N ,n′≠nDispersionn,n′
N − 1

,

ð7Þ

where SNRn denotes the signal-to-noise ratio of the user n
to receive the signal from the base station. Formula
∑1≤n,n′≤N ,n′≠nDispersionn,n′ represents the global dispersion
of user n within the coverage area of the base station.

For the numerator of Equation (7), we give the following
detailed definition. Dispersionn,n′ between two SUs n and n′
is defined as follows:

Dispersionn,n′ =
1, Dn,n′ > εn,

0, others,

(
ð8Þ

where εn is a dispersion threshold and notation Dn,n′ repre-
sents the average dispersion time between two SUs n and n′.
First, the threshold εn is obtained by taking the median value
of fDn,n′ ∣ 1 ≤ n′ ≤N , n′ ≠ ng. Second, the average disper-
sion time Dn,n′ is defined as

Dn,n′ =
Ð T
0 βn,n′ tð Þdt

τn,n′
: ð9Þ

In Equation (9), the communication dispersion state
between two vehicles n and n′ is defined as βn,n′ðtÞ. When
there exists communication interference between vehicle n
and n′, we let βn,n′ðtÞ = 0. It means that the two are in an

“encounter” state. On the contrary, when βn,n′ðtÞ = 1, it
means that the two are in a “scattered” state. Thus, in a time
window T , the numerator of Equation (9) represents the
total dispersion time between user n and user n′. Besides,
τn,n′ in the denominator denotes the total number of times
that user n and user n′ are in the “scattered” state in time
window T . Obviously, the higher the value of Dn,n′, the lon-
ger the time that the two users n and n′ are in the “scattered”
state. Thus, we conclude that the higher the global disper-
sion ∑1≤n,n′≤N ,n′≠nDispersionn,n′, the greater the probability
that vehicle n has the chance to reuse the channel, which
further leads to a high network utility.

To sum up, a vehicle with a large network utility score in
Equation (7) means that its global communication capability
is strong, so the vehicle should be given a high spectrum
allocation priority.

Definition 3 (comprehensive priority evaluation score).
According to the vehicle traveling evaluation score
Traveling scoren and network utility score Utilityn, we
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construct a comprehensive priority evaluation score Priority
scoren for the cognitive vehicle n below:

Priority scoren = Traveling scoren · Utilityn: ð10Þ

For a cognitive vehicle who requests to access the base
station, the base station calculates the priority score by col-
lecting the vehicle’s information. We rank all the scores from
the largest to the smallest. Therefore, we can obtain a prior-
ity order list Priority score list for all the cognitive vehicles in
the current allocation task, which will be used in Section 5.

5. Finder-MCTS Algorithm for Cognitive IoV
Spectrum Allocation

In Introduction, we mentioned that our paper will use
MCTS to solve the problem of efficient spectrum allocation
for CR-IoV. MCTS is a classic reinforcement learning algo-
rithm based on tree search. To distinguish it from the
method proposed in our paper, we call the classic MCTS
as Basic-MCTS. The Basic-MCTS offers a concise computa-
tion framework by recursively using a tree policy to expand
the search tree towards high-reward nodes and a default pol-
icy to perform the simulations for updating the estimated
rewards and other statistics [22]. However, due to the con-
tinuous expansion of search actions, the search scale of
Basic-MCTS is often very large, which greatly affects its
search speed. In addition, due to the neglect of environmen-
tal uncertainties, the random strategy adopted by Basic-
MCTS in the simulation stage will produce a high variance,
which reduces the search effect of Basic-MCTS.

To improve the search speed and obtain a near-optimal
solution, we propose an algorithm named Finder-MCTS in
this section. First, we construct a search tree vertically
according to the comprehensive priority evaluation score
defined in Definition 3. Meanwhile, the constraints defined
in Section 3.2 are also considered to reduce the search scale
of the tree horizontally. Second, the uncertainty of the SUs’
spectrum occupation activities is included in the simulation
strategy. We give the bias estimation of reward in different
scenarios in the simulation stage so as to approximate the
real environment and accelerate the convergence of tree
search.

Thus, in Finder-MCTS, the first step is to use the
Markov decision process (MDP) to construct the Monte-
Carlo tree computation framework (Section 5.1). Then, with
respect to the state prediction, we give a DNN-based envi-
ronment state predictor (ESP) (Section 5.2). Finally, we
describe the detailed steps of the Finder-MCTS algorithm
(Section 5.3).

5.1. Finder-MCTS’ Computation Framework. The problems
solved by the MCTS are commonly formalized by the
Markov decision process (MDP), in which we take the base
station as the spectrum scheduling agent and use the link
capacity formulated in Equation (2) as the value of the
reward Q when a SU occupies a channel. Let S and A

denote the MDP state space and action space, respectively.
F : S ×A ⟶ S denotes the MDP transition function from

a state-action pair to the next state. The state transition func-
tion f ESP is given by a deep neural network (DNN) simulator
in Section 5.2. The definitions of the MDP state space and
action space are described as follows:

S = sv sv, φv, ξvj Þf g, ð11Þ

A = am ∣ 1 ≤m ≤Mf g: ð12Þ

In Equation (11), the MDP state is composed of two
parts: λv denotes a vector of remaining bandwidth of
M channels under the base station, with sv = ðλv =
ð�λ1,⋯, �λm,⋯, �λMÞv ; �λm denotes the remaining bandwidth
of mth channel. φv denotes the number of service requests
to be allocated. ξv describes the total bandwidth requests of
all φv cognitive vehicles. In addition, in Equation (12), the
action space is a set composed of whether the number of M
channels are allocated, in which the action am denotes that
the agent allocates the channel m to a vehicle that enters into
the priority-based allocation sequence and is ready to be
scheduled by the base station currently.

A Monte-Carlo search tree consists of nodes and edges.
A node v is a tree node that corresponds to the MDP state
sv , and the edge connecting a parent node and a child node
in the tree represents an action that causes the state transi-
tion. Each node v in the tree holds a node state, which
contains three types of statistics: visit count (�Nv), MDP state
ðsvÞ, and cumulative reward (Qv) received by node v.

The specific search steps are shown in Figure 2.

(1) Create a root node of the search tree and initialize
the node state. Assume that the root node is denoted
by v and the node state is f�Nv, sv,Qvg

(2) Allocate the spectrum resources for vehicles accord-
ing to the priority order list Priority score list
defined in Definition 3, and extend the child node
while updating the node state. Each layer’s tree
expansion represents the spectrum allocation for a
vehicle, and each allocation process involves many
iterations. Take the root node v in Figure 2 as an
example. When the channel assignment action of
vehicle ID3 is a1, the search tree extends down to
the child node v′ and update the node state through
iterative calculation (i.e., sv′ = f ESPðsv , a1Þ)

(3) When the tree expansion reaches the termination
condition of iteration (i.e., the second users or the
available spectrum resources are all allocated), an
optimal channel allocation matrix A∗ in the current
allocation period is returned. For example, assume
that when reaching the node v′′′ in Figure 2, the
iteration ends. The black arrow lines direct an alloca-
tion path v⟶ v′ ⟶ v′′⟶ v′′′. Then, the corre-
sponding actions constitute a feasible allocation
policy set fa1, a5, a1g, which can be converted to a
channel allocation matrix AN×M as an output
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5.2. DNN-Based Environmental State Predictor (ESP). Due to
the uncertainty of the PUs’ spectrum occupancy activities,
when the tree is expanded from one node to the next in
Section 5.1, the expansion will be not stable, i.e., given a state
and an action, the next state is uncertain. This uncertainty is
caused by the unknown environment of IoV. Therefore, to
limit the expansion scale of the MCTS tree horizontally
and speed up the search, it is necessary to gradually learn
to approach the real environment of IoV when doing spec-
trum allocation. This section presents an offline environ-
ment state predictor (named ESP) based on a deep neural
network (DNN).

Note that, to obtain the ESP, enough training data are
needed. Thus, first during the cold start phase of Finder-
MCTS (i.e., the algorithm just starts running), we do not rely
on ESP. This does not affect the channel allocation solution
of Finder-MCTS. After a period of time in the cold start
phase, our base station can obtain and cumulate large num-
bers of “state-action transition pairs.” Subsequently, we
input these “state-action transition pairs” into ESP continu-
ously as the training data to obtain a state transition function
f ESP, which is an offline training process. Once we have f ESP,
the Finder-MCTS could converge fast due to the reduction
in branching. The above training is done by DNN.

The network structure of DNN consists of one input
layer, three hidden layers, and one output layer. In this
paper, we set the learning rate of DNN to 0.05 and the acti-
vation function of DNN is the rectified linear unit function
(ReLU). To optimize the neural network parameters, we
use the minibatch gradient descent method [23]. In the
DNN, the training label is the state sv′, which is the state
of the corresponding expansion child node v′ of node v.
ESP is used to obtain the prediction state ŝv′. The loss func-
tion of ESP is

lossESP =
1
B
〠
B

∥sv ′ − ŝv ′∥2ð Þ, ð13Þ

where B represents the batch size of minibatch gradient
descent. In the experiment, we set B = 64, indicating that
64 samples are selected in each iteration. Notation k·k2
represents the L2 norm. When lossESP converges, we let the
DNN network parameter wESP update.

After we obtain the ESP function, based on the selected
action am and MDP state sv , ESP can give the MDP state
of its expanded node ŝv′,

ŝv′ = f ESP sv, am ∣wESPð Þ: ð14Þ

5.3. Finder-MCTS Algorithm Based on Action Space Pruning
and Scenario Simulation. Finder-MCTS requires to execute
the following four steps: selection, expansion, simulation,
and backpropagation iteratively to complete a computation
process, which is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the black
circles indicate the nodes involved in each step and the red
arrow lines indicate the actions corresponding to each step.
In subfigure (c), the policy usually refers to the random
selection action extended at each step of the simulation
process. We usually call step (a) selection and step (b)
expansion together as the tree policy. Specifically, the
detailed procedures and descriptions are given in the follow-
ing steps (a)–(d) and in Figure 4.

(a) Selection. Each iteration starts from the root node.
When the algorithm has to choose to which child
node it will descend, it tries to find a good balance
between exploitation and exploration. We use the
upper confidence bound for tree (UCT) [24] to
recursively select child nodes. The selection criterion
of the optimal child node is

argmax
v ′∈child vð Þ

Qv ′
�Nv ′

+ c ·

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln �Nv

À Á
�Nv ′

s !
, ð15Þ

where c ≥ 0 is a weight coefficient used to adjust the
exploitation and exploration. We set c = 0:8 in the
experiment through many tests. Notation childðvÞ
represents the set of child nodes with v as the parent
in the tree. �Nv′ and �Nv represent the total number of
times that the child node v′ and its parent node v
have been visited iteratively. Qv′ represents the
cumulative reward obtained by node v′. Note that
the selected child node should be expandable (i.e.,
have unvisited child node) and represent a nonter-
minal state. Next, the algorithm treats the child node
with the largest value of UCT as the current node for
the next expansion.

(b) Constraint-Oriented Expansion. Finder-MCTS
judges whether the number of visits of the current
node is 0. If visit count �N = 0, the algorithm goes
to step (c) directly. If the visit count �N ≠ 0, the algo-
rithm enumerates the available actions. However, if
it is just a simple enumeration, the number of avail-
able actions in the next layer is M. As the tree
expands, a huge search tree will be built. The compu-
tational complexity grows geometrically with the
number of SUs to be allocated. Thus, here, we give
the constraint-oriented expansion.

Priorityscore_list
v

v′

v′′

v′′′

a1

a5

a1

{Nv,Sv,Qv}

{Nv′,Sv′,Qv′}

Vehicle ID3

Vehicle ID1

Vehicle ID2

Figure 2: An example of search steps in Finder-MCTS.
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In the constraint-oriented expansion, we prune the
action space according to the constraint conditions defined
in Section 3.2 so as to obtain all available actions from the
current node. And then, add new nodes to expand the tree
and let the current node be a new child node which is ran-
domly selected after expansion.

Specifically, we use Aðn, vÞ to represent the set of avail-
able actions starting from the node v, which is used for the
next round of channel allocation for the nth SU. That is to
say, Aðn, vÞ is an interference-free action space of a SU.
The detailed implementation steps of the constraint-
oriented expansion are described in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, we use three main steps to perform
action pruning. First, considering the channel availability,
we introduce the channel availability matrix L to prune the
set of actions. We map the elements of ln,m = 1 in the chan-
nel availability matrix for vehicle n to the available action set
(Lines 2-6 in Algorithm 1). Second, considering that the
vehicle IDn currently to be allocated should not share the
same channel with a vehicle having communication interfer-
ence, we introduce the SU-SU interference matrix C for the
tree pruning. The algorithm traverses the elements in the
channel allocation matrix A and makes a judgement on
whether an′,m = 1 and cn,n′,m = 1 hold at the same time. If
they hold at the same time, am is removed from the action

set (Lines 7-15 in Algorithm 1). Next, in each iteration, the
algorithm needs to make a judgement on whether constraint
(1) and constraints (5a)–(5g) hold. If the available chan-
nel m for the vehicle currently to be allocated does not
satisfy these constraints, action am needs to be removed
from the set of actions (Lines 16-20 in Algorithm 1).
Finally, if Aðn, vÞ =∅, the algorithm will skip the current
allocation and wait for the next round of allocation
(Lines 21-23 in Algorithm 1).

(c) Simulation Based on Different Scenarios. From the
above step (b), we know that if the visit count of
the current node is zero, we will perform a simula-
tion from the current node (i.e., the newly expanded
node, denoted by ~v) to the terminal node (denoted
by ~vΔ). Here, the terminal node refers to the node
that the descending arrives at when the SUs or the
available channel resources have been all allocated.
Usually, the simulation uses a random search
strategy to generate a reward Q~vΔ

at the final leaf
node ~vΔ. However, the time-varying property of
PUs’ spectrum occupancy activities makes the actual
available spectrum resources uncertain. This uncer-
tainty will have potential impacts on the reward eval-
uation for the SU to be allocated in IoV.

Selection Expansion Simulation Backpropagation

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Policy

Repeat

Figure 3: An iterative computation process of Finder-MCTS.

Start

Is the current node
a leaf node ?

Enumerate the available
actions from the current node
and add them to the tree

Backpropagation

Simulation

Yes

No

Tree
Policy 

Is the N value of
 current node zero?

Figure 4: The flow chart of Finder-MCTS.
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Therefore, in this paper, the duration of network service
for a PU (denoted by τ) is included in the simulation when
doing reward evaluation. Reference [25] pointed out that
the duration of network service for PU in each channel
obeys a log-normal distribution. The probability density
function (PDF) is

f τ ; μ, σð Þ = 1
τσ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p e− ln τ−μð Þ2/2σ2 τ > 0ð Þ: ð16Þ

The parameters ðμ, σÞ are in milliseconds (ms), and the
values used in this paper are ð2:47,1:88Þ [25]. Note that the
PDF model of PUs does not differentiate the location distri-
bution of PUs (e.g., PUs on the vehicles or PUs on the
pedestrians).

Through random sampling from the above distribution,
we can obtain different scenarios of the service durations for
the PUs at each layer in the simulation stage. Each sampling
corresponds to a scenario. Since there are infinite scenarios
when sampling, here, we sample the number of χ times at
each layer of simulation to control the computation scale.

Thus, a scenario set is formed, denoted by bπ = π1, π2,⋯,
πi,⋯, πχ. In the experiment, we set χ = 9. Next, we define
a stochastic bonus to adjust the reward evaluation according
to different service durations, the resource supply and
demand situation, and the utilities of SUs.

Definition 5 (stochastic bonus).
Assume that the channel m matches the vehicle IDn and

the tree expands from node ~v to node ~v′ in the simulation
stage. Then, we define a stochastic bonus for node ~v as
E
i∈bπ ðH~v

n,mðiÞÞ, in which E represents the expectation of sto-

chastic bonus obtained by vehicle IDn in χ scenarios. We
have

H~v
n,m ið Þ

�
= tanh Utilitynð Þ · τ−1i ·

�λm
Count Lmð Þ − Count Amð Þ
� �

,

ð17Þ

where τið1 ≤ i ≤ χÞ denotes one of the samplings based on
distribution f ðτ ; μ, σÞ. The larger the value of τi, the longer

Input:
L - channel availability matrix
C - SU-SU interference constraint matrix
A - channel allocation matrix
γm - the maximum allowable interference level of channel m
ϕm - the available bandwidth of channel m
δm,k - the maximum allowable interference power of PU k on channel m

Output:
Aðn, vÞ - the action space/set of vehicle IDn under the current node v
Function Action ðn, vÞ

1: Aðn, vÞ⟵∅
2: for each ln,m in the n-th row of matrix L do
3: if ln,m = 1 then
4: Aðn, vÞ⟵ am
5: end if
6: end for
7: for each cn,n′,m in 1 ~ n columns of the n-th row of matrix C do

8: for each an′,m in A do
9: if cn,n′,m = 1 and an′,m = 1 then
10: if am ∈Aðn, vÞ then
11: remove am from Aðn, vÞ
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: for each am in Aðn, vÞ do
17: if the available channel m for the vehicle IDn does not satisfy the constraint (1) and constraints (5a)–(5g) then
18: remove am from Aðn, vÞ
19: end if
20: end for
21: if Aðn, vÞ =∅ then
22: the algorithm does not perform the allocation for vehicle IDn and waits for the allocation of the next user according to the

Priorityscore list
23: end if

Algorithm 1: Constraint-oriented expansion for vehicle IDn.
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the channel occupied by the PUs in this sampling. It indicates
that the bonus of vehicle IDn when doing allocation will be
low. NotationUtilityn > 0 represents the network utility score
of vehicle IDn (Definition 2), which reflects the communica-
tion capability of vehicle IDn and is used as a weight coeffi-
cient here. We utilize the hyperbolic tangent function
tanh ð·Þ to normalize the value of Utilityn to the interval
½0, 1�. When the Utilityn is large, the weight coefficient is
closer to 1, which indicates that the vehicle IDn with
strong communication ability tends to have a high bonus.
Besides, �λm/CountðLmÞ − CountðAmÞ measures the remain-
ing minimum average bandwidth available to vehicle IDn
currently. CountðLmÞ records the number of elements in
the mth column with value of 1 in matrix L. Thus,
CountðLmÞ − CountðAmÞ describes the maximum number
of allowable access vehicles on channel m without consid-
ering the interference matrix C and the available band-
width ϕm.

In summary, if a vehicle has strong communication
capability, the PUs have low service durations, and the
remaining resources are enough, the stochastic bonus will
be high.

Based on Equation (17), we have an adjusted reward Q~v
for node ~v in the simulation stage:

Q~v = r n,mð Þ + E
i∈bπ H~v

n,m ið Þ
� �

, ð18Þ

where rn,m refers to the immediate reward that channel m is
allocated to vehicle IDn (defined in Equation (2)). For sim-
plicity, we use notation Q~v omitting the label of n and m.

When the simulation reaches the terminal node ~vΔ, we
can get the simulation cumulative reward Q~vΔ

of all nodes
on the simulation path from ~v to ~vΔ. We have

Q~vΔ
= 〠

~vΔ

~v

rn,m + E
i∈bπ H~v

n,m ið Þ
� �� �

: ð19Þ

(d) Backpropagation. The aim of backpropagation is to
update the empirical information of the prior explo-
ration before the next iteration, which is shown in
Figure 5. When an iteration reaches the terminal
node ~vΔ, according to Equation (19), we get the sim-
ulation cumulative reward Q~vΔ

for backpropagation.

In this way, the reward of backpropagation can include
the reward evaluation of all expanded nodes on the simula-
tion path, reflecting the overall spectrum allocation perfor-
mance of simulation in the current iteration. Meanwhile,
the algorithm updates the node state on the path from the
root to the expanded node according to the following rules:

�Nv ⟵ �Nv + 1,

Qv ⟵Qv +Q~vΔ
:

ð20Þ

To sum up, we provide the pseudocode of Finder-MCTS
in Algorithm 2. The Finder-MCTS algorithm iteratively
executes functions such as Tree policy, Simulation, and
Backpropagation to explore different spectrum allocation
schemes (i.e., Am in ΛL,C). It finally finds the optimal spec-
trum allocation scheme A∗ in the current network.

6. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, first, we give the detailed simulation settings,
including the vehicular dataset generation and some param-
eters in our proposed method. Second, we compare Finder-
MCTS with other types of methods in terms of channel uti-
lization ratio (CUR), average link capacity (ALC), and con-
vergence time. Finally, we test the performance of Finder-
MCTS compared with other MCTS algorithms’ variations.

6.1. Simulation Settings. Our experiments are done by using
the simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) simulator. All the
simulations are conducted on a PC with Intel Core CPU i9-
9820X 3.50GHz processor, 64GB RAM. We export a map of
the area near Pudong Airport in Shanghai from OpenSteet-
Map, which is shown in Figure 6. The latitude of the exper-
imental area is between [31.19177, 31.19742]. The longitude
is between [121.31134, 121.31853]. In this area, we randomly
select four base stations (depicted by red star marks). The
locations of these base stations and different communication
radii are listed in Table 1. Each base station can observe the
traffic flows and obtain the passing vehicles’ information,
including the vehicle ID, location, speed, timestamp, and
acceleration.

Treepolicy
Simulation
Backpropagation

v′

v′′

ῦ

ῦΔ

QῦΔ

v

Figure 5: Backpropagation of Finder-MCTS.
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Input:
Priorityscore list

Output:
optimal channel allocation matrix A∗

Function Finder-MCTS ðv, Priorityscore listÞ
1: load network f ESP
2: create root node v with state sv
3: create channel allocation buffer ΛL,C
4: while node v is a terminal node do
5: initialize a matrix AN×M with all elements equaling to 0
6: ~v⟵ TreepolicyðvÞ
7: Q~vΔ

⟵ Simulationðs~v , ~vÞ
8: if am = 1 for vehicle IDn then
9: an,m=1
10: else
11: an,m=0
12: end if
13: update and put AN×M in ΛL,C
14: Backpropagationðv,Q~vΔ

Þ
15: end while
16: return A∗ = argmax

AN×M∈ΛL,C

fUðAN×M , RÞg
FunctionTreepolicyðvÞ

17: while v is nonterminal do
18: if v is not a leaf node then
19: v′ ⟵ BestchildðvÞ
20: Treepolicyðv′Þ
21: else
22: if �Nv = 0 then
23: ~v⟵ v
24: else
25: ExpandðvÞ
26: end if
27: end if
28: end while

FunctionBestchildðvÞ
29: return argmax

v′∈childðvÞ
ððQv′/�Nv′Þ + c ·

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln ð�NvÞ/�Nv′

q
Þ

FunctionExpandðvÞ
30: execute Actionðn, vÞ
31: choose am ∈Aðn, vÞ randomly
32: generate a new child v′ of node v
33: initialize Qv′ = 0
34: sv′ = f ESPðsv , amÞ
35: Treepolicyðv′Þ

FunctionSimulationð~vÞ
36: initialize i = 0,Q~v=0
37: while ~v is not a terminal node ~vΔ do
38: choose am ∈Aðn, ~vÞ randomly
39: s~v′⟵ f ðs~v , amÞ,~v′ ⟵ ~v
40: calculate rn,m according to Eq. (2)

41: Q~v′⟵Q~v + rn,m + Bonus (Bonus is calculated based on Eq. (17), (18), (19))
42: i⟵ i + 1
43: end while
44: return Q~vΔ

when node ~v reaching to the terminal node ~vΔ
FunctionBackpropagationðv,Q~vΔ

Þ
45: while node v is not null do

Algorithm 2: Continued.
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Assume that each base station hasM = 10 available spec-
trum channels. The bandwidth of each channel is set to
20MHz. We import 100 cognitive vehicles into the simula-
tion scene. Each vehicle randomly proposes a service request
to the base station with probability of 50% at each allocation
time window. Suppose that the duration of network service
for each vehicle is equal to the allocation time window. In
SUMO, we set the parameters for the different types of vehi-
cles in Table 2. Compared with the moving vehicle, a PU can
be regarded as a static point in the experiment. We set a total
of K = 30 fixed points as PUs under the four base stations.
Each PU randomly occupies a part of the communication
bandwidth (MHz), which is subject to U ½1, 10� uniform dis-
tribution. At each allocation time window, we randomly let
70% PUs occupy the nearest base station’s available chan-
nels. The duration of network service for a PU is chosen
according to Equation (16). The spectrum demand of each
SU n is randomly selected in [1, 3] MHz. The maximum
allowable interference level on channel mγm is −114 dBm.
The level of background noise on channel mNm is 1 dB.
The minimum transmission power and maximum transmis-
sion power are �Pmin

m,n = 20 dBm and �Pmax
m,n = 25 dBm, respec-

tively. The maximum allowable interference power of PU k
on channel mδm,k is 5 dB.

In the experiment, the protection radius of a PU (~Rk,m) is
set to 100m. We let the transmit power level of SUs be
generated from the set ½20 dBm, 21 dBm, 22 dBm, 23 dBm,
24 dBm, 25 dBm�. Thus, the interference radius of a SU
(�Rn,m) corresponding to the above power levels is 100m,
150m, 200m, 250m, 300m, and 350m. The transmit power
of a base station is set to 46 dBm. For simplicity, assume that
the transmit power is equal to the transmission power and

let the channel gain in the wireless space be constituted
by the path loss. We define the path loss between SU n
and base station j as PLðn, jÞ = 34 + 40 lg ðdnjÞ, where dnj
denotes the Euclidean distance between SU n and base sta-
tion j. Besides, we define the path loss between SU n and
PU k as PLðn, kÞ = 40 + 24:4 lg ðdnkÞ [26], where dnk
denotes the Euclidean distance between SU n and PU k.
The received signal power level is given by the product
of the transmit power and the channel gain. Thus, the
parameters Pm,n,k, Pm,k,n, and Pm,n can be obtained through
the above calculations.

6.2. Comparison with Other Types of Methods. Under the
same simulation settings, we compare our Finder-MCTS
with three other algorithms, i.e., the game theory-based
method [7], particle swarm optimization-based (PSO-based)
method [12], and DQN-based method [27], in terms of
channel utilization ratio, convergence time, and average link
capacity of SUs.

The channel utilization ratio (CUR) refers to the occu-
pancy ratio of the available spectrum resources in the cur-
rent base station. Besides, the average link capacity (ALC)
is defined as follows:

ALC =
1
N

· 〠
N

n=1
〠
M

m=1
an,m · rn,mð Þ: ð21Þ

If a method has high CUR, high ALC, and low conver-
gence time, it means that the method can not only make full
use of the spectrum resources but also enable SUs to obtain
better communication service quality quickly.

First, after the simulations are all done in the four base
stations, we compare the average CUR, ALC, and conver-
gence time of the proposed Finder-MCTS with three other
methods, shown in Figure 7. From the average CUR perfor-
mance in Figure 7(a), we can see that Finder-MCTS per-
forms the best, the second-best is the DQN-based method,
and the worst is the PSO-based method. From the average
ALC performance in Figure 7(b), we can see that Finder-
MCTS performs the best, the second-best is the DQN-

46: �Nv ⟵ �Nv + 1,Qv ⟵Qv +Q~vΔ
47: v⟵ parentof v
48:end while

Algorithm 2: Finder-MCTS.

Figure 6: The experimental area imported from OpenStreetMap.

Table 1: Information of the four base stations.

Name Latitude Longitude Communication radius

BS1 31.19554 121.31274 500m

BS2 31.19604 121.31619 500m

BS3 31.19327 121.31462 500m

BS4 31.19363 121.31713 500m
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based method, and the worst is the game theory-based
method. From the average convergence time performance
in Figure 7(c), we can see that Finder-MCTS performs the
best, the second-best is the DQN-based method, and the
worst is the game theory-based method.

Based on the above results, we give the following analy-
sis. Because the convergence of the Nash equilibrium solu-
tion is negatively related to the size of the problem, the
game theory-based method’s convergence performance is
poor. When the game theory-based method reaches conver-
gence, the CUR performance of the system can be approxi-
mately optimal; however, the equilibrium of the multiuser
game makes the ALC value relatively low. Besides, the
PSO-based method is easy to fall into the local optimal solu-
tion; its average CUR and average ALC perform relatively
poorly. Since the complicated parameters’ setting of PSO,
its average convergence time becomes longer as the scale of
the problem becomes larger. Moreover, after the exploration
of actions through reinforcement learning, the DQN-based
method can obtain a higher quality spectrum allocation

solution, and the performance of average CUR and ALC is
second only to Finder-MCTS. However, the convergence
time of the DQN-based method is higher than that of
Finder-MCTS due to the long-term exploration and value
updating, although enough experience information learned
through online learning can speed up the convergence time
of DQN to some extent. By contrast, Finder-MCTS based
on offline training and online learning has an average
36.47% improvement in convergence time than other
methods. In terms of ALC, Finder-MCTS has an average
advantage of 18.24% over other methods. At the same time,
the channel utilization of Finder-MCTS is 9.00% higher than
that of other methods on average.

Second, since the number of SUs in the coverage area
of each base station is time-varying, it is necessary to
observe the performance changes under different SUs’
scales. The results are shown in Figure 8. Here, notice that
in Figure 8, each depicted point in the curve is an aver-
aged value statistically. For example, as to the results that
distribute in the scale interval ðp1, p2� of the x-axis, we

Table 2: Parameters used in SUMO.

Parameters Car Bus Truck

The maximum speed 15 (m/s) 13 (m/s) 10 (m/s)

The minimum speed 1 (m/s) 1 (m/s) 1 (m/s)

The minimum gap between vehicles 2.5 (m) 2.5 (m) 2.5 (m)

The maximum acceleration 3 (m/s2) 1.5 (m/s2) 1.5 (m/s2)
The maximum deceleration 7.5 (m/s2) 4 (m/s2) 4 (m/s2)
The maximum deceleration for emergency breaking 9 (m/s) 7 (m/s) 7 (m/s)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Average CUR
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PSO

DQN
Finder-MCTS

(a) Performance of CUR

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Average ALC (Mbit/s)

Game
PSO

DQN
Finder-MCTS

(b) Performance of ALC

0 5000 10000 15000
Average convergence time (ms)

Game
PSO

DQN
Finder-MCTS

(c) Performance of convergence time

Figure 7: Comparison with three other methods in terms of average CUR, ALC, and convergence time.
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average these results and depict the averaged value corre-
sponding to point p2.

Figure 8(a) shows the relationship between the number
of SUs and CUR. In general, as the number of SUs increases,
the CUR curve increases until it gradually converges. In
addition, we find that when the number of SUs is small,
the game theory can give a solution with high CUR. How-
ever, with the increase of SUs, the Finder-MCTS and
DQN-based methods show obvious advantages in resource
utilization. The reason behind that is when the scale of SU
becomes large, the combination of historical experiences
and online exploration can greatly improve the quality of
the solution. In contrast, the game theory-based equilibrium
quality for large-scale SU problems has declined. Also, the
PSO-based method often converges to a local optimal solu-
tion and its CUR performance cannot be guaranteed.

Figure 8(b) depicts the relationship between the number
of SUs and ALC. It is obvious that as the number of SUs
increases, the ALC value decreases since the available spec-
trum resources of the base station side are limited. Besides,
we find that when the number of SUs is small, the game-
based method shows a good performance in ALC. However,
as the number of SUs increases, Finder-MCTS shows an
obvious advantage. This is because when the scale of SUs

becomes large, finding an optimal solution is hard for the
game-based method. Moreover, since the PSO-based method
is hard to reach the global convergence, the ALC perfor-
mance is relatively low with the number of SUs increasing.

Figure 8(c) shows the simulation results of the relation-
ship between the number of SUs and the convergence time.
First, we can see that the convergence time of game theory-
based and PSO-based methods shows an obvious growth
trend as the number of SUs increases, while the convergence
time based on DQN and Finder-MCTS rises moderately.
The main reason is that the Finder-MCTS and DQN-based
methods gradually fit the channel state model after continu-
ous learning, thereby greatly improving the search efficiency.
The convergence time of Finder-MCTS is reduced by
65.23% and 18.85% compared with the game theory-based
method and the PSO-based method. In the long run,
Finder-MCTS shows a short and gentle convergence time
performance in the dynamic environment.

All the above phenomena verify the advantage of Finder-
MCTS in solving spectrum allocation in IoV. Finder-MCTS
can effectively complete the rapid learning of the approxi-
mate optimal allocation solution in a time-varying envi-
ronment, which greatly improves the available spectrum
utilization ratio of the current base station system.
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Figure 8: Performance comparison with varying numbers of SUs.
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6.3. Comparison with Other MCTS Algorithms’ Variations.
In this part, we compare Finder-MCTS with other MCTS
algorithms’ variations. We show why we consider the prior-
ity mechanism and simulation under different scenarios.

We set two basic types of MCTS-based spectrum
allocation modes: random-order-based allocation mode
and priority-based allocation mode, which are called as R-
MCTS and P-MCTS, respectively. In R-MCTS, compared
with Finder-MCTS, both priority and the uncertainty of
PUs’ service durations are not taken into consideration. In
P-MCTS, compared with Finder-MCTS, only the uncer-
tainty of PUs’ service durations is not taken into consider-
ation. The simulation results are shown in Figure 9. We
can see that Finder-MCTS performs the best, the second-
best is P-MCTS, and the worst is R-MCTS. According to
the above results, we give the following analysis.

From Figure 9(a), we can see that the CUR performance
of P-MCTS is superior than R-MCTS. This gap illustrates
that the introduction of priority evaluation will improve
the ratio of the spectrum utilization (about 9.12% increase).
Meanwhile, Finder-MCTS has the best CUR performance.
In the long run, the service duration τ of PU on each chan-
nel will give each allocated SU differentiated stochastic
bonus. Hence, based on the uncertainty of the channel state
occupied by the PUs, we introduce the factor τ that affects
the supply-demand ratio of spectrum resources into the
reward evaluation during each expansion step of the simula-
tion process. We learn that Finder-MCTS is better (about
4.08% increase) than P-MCTS on ALC. Hence, we can con-
clude that the optimization of the stochastic simulation pro-
cess contributes to improved spectrum usage efficiency of
CR-IoV from a global perspective.

Figure 9(b) depicts the different performances of the
three methods in ALC performance. With the help of prior-
ity evaluation, P-MCTS has increased by 6.73% compared
with R-MCTS. The ALC performance of Finder-MCTS has
increased by 10.19% compared with P-MCTS by evaluating
the uncertainty of PUs’ service durations.

Figure 9(c) shows the average convergence time of the
three methods. Owing to the priority evaluation, P-MCTS
has a 22.89% advantage over R-MCTS. This characterizes
the positive impact of the differentiation priority evaluation
on the algorithm convergence time. Secondly, under the
same setting, with the help of reduction of action space in
each descending layer, Finder-MCTS achieves a faster con-
vergence speed (about 46.69% increase and 30.86% increase)
than R-MCTS and P-MCTS.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the spectrum allocation in CR-
IoV by modeling an optimization problem to maximize the
link capacity of vehicle users. What is more, we propose a
method named Finder-MCTS to solve the optimization
problem. We show that Finder-MCTS can learn to adapt
and update allocation strategy for transmission under a
dynamic network environment. The experimental results
show that Finder-MCTS is more efficient in convergence
speed, and it achieves good performance gain in spectrum
utilization and link capacity compared with other popular
strategies, especially when the number of vehicle users
becomes more. Besides, we have also confirmed the effec-
tiveness of priority evaluation and uncertainty evaluation
of the PUs’ service durations by comparing with two
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Figure 9: Comparison with two types of MCTS algorithms’ variations in terms of average CUR, ALC, and convergence time.
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variations of MCTS. In future work, how to achieve adaptive
equilibrium between the number of sampling scenarios
and the running time of uncertainty evaluation in simula-
tion is a worthy direction to improve the convergence
time of Finder-MCTS. Besides, we will further study the
cooperative spectrum allocation problem of IoV under a
complex scenario with space/air/ground communications
and networking.

Data Availability

The data generation method has been introduced in Section
6.1. The data can be obtained according to the configuration.
We also make data available on request through sending an
email to the authors.
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The information security threats faced by enterprises are increasing rapidly, and the technology of security attacks is also
diversified and developed at a high level. The application of big data technology and artificial intelligence technology in all
walks of life continues to deepen. While greatly improving social productivity, it also brings certain information security issues.
Security situation awareness technology has become a new research hotspot in the field of network security. Using big data-
related technologies to analyze, filter, merge, and identify known and unknown security threats is a new research discovery.
This research builds a new cascaded network security situational awareness model based on the traditional and fusion decision
tree algorithms. We use an induction algorithm to generate a decision tree on the preprocessed data to classify the data
according to the decision rules. Research shows that a new network security situation awareness model is constructed using
decision tree calculations. Compared with the traditional model, the classification effect of this model is better.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of cloud computing and the Internet
has caused an explosive growth of network data. While it
brings convenience to people’s work and life, the massive
amount of data also brings great security risks to the net-
work. Therefore, the security situation awareness technology
is designed, such as the network security situation awareness
model based on the Bayesian method and the multinode
network security situation prediction awareness model based
on the improved G-K algorithm. These two models detect
security events in the network by sensing network security
threat data, but the classification effect of the security situa-
tion awareness model is not good [1]. This has led to its
speedup and scale ratios being lower than expected.

For this reason, this research builds a new cascaded net-
work security situational awareness model based on the tra-
ditional model fusion decision tree algorithm. The decision
tree algorithm is a method of approximating the value of a
discrete function [2]. We use an induction algorithm to gen-
erate a decision tree on the preprocessed data to classify the
data according to the decision rules. The design process of
the cascaded network security situational awareness model

based on the decision tree algorithm is described in detail
below.

2. Design of Cascaded Cybersecurity Situational
Awareness Model

2.1. Set the Category Division Module of the Perception
Model. It is very important to accurately classify the types
of network security elements in complex networks. There-
fore, this research resets the category division module of
the perception model based on traditional design.

According to the existing network attack elements, it can
be seen that the current attack categories include denial of
service attacks, detection attacks, remote login attacks, and
access rights attacks. The abbreviations for the four types
of attacks are Dos, Probe, R2L and U2R, respectively.
Among them, Dos mainly paralyzes the attacked party’s
equipment by sending massive amounts of network data.
Probe uses scanning technology to steal the privacy of other
hosts. R2L then logs in to a remote computer to steal infor-
mation based on potential security vulnerabilities. U2R Per-
forms some illegal operations by obtaining the highest
authority of the server. Based on experience, it can be known
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that Dos attacks can pose a major threat to the security situ-
ation of cascaded networks, while Probe attacks have a ligh-
ter impact [3]. Therefore, the cascaded network elements are
divided into five categories: normal online network data and
four attack data. Set the identifiers of these categories to 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5. Then, we present the classification module of the
perception model to the following manifestation

Gk : if sm ∈ Ak
m,

Then, B1, θ1,kð Þ, B2, θ2,kð Þ,⋯, Bn, θn,kð ÞÈ É
:

(

ð1Þ

In formula (1) Gk represents the k rule of the security sit-
uation awareness classification module. s1, s2,⋯, sm repre-
sents m premise attributes. Ak

1, Ak
2,⋯, Ak

mrepresents the
reference value of m premise attributes in rule k. B1, B2,⋯
, Bn represents the n categories of the classification problem.
θ1,k, θ2,k,⋯, θn,k represents the confidence level of the n con-
clusion in Rule k.

We use the above formula to describe the composition
rules of the model classification module and the evidence
reasoning algorithm to achieve the training of the model
classification to obtain the category of the input data. There-
fore, a BRB classification process is established according to
the classification rules given above [4]. This process uses the
calculation method of the principal component analysis
algorithm to reduce the dimensionality in advance and then
divides the network data into two parts, the training data set
and the test data set. When the training data set enters the
classification module of the model, it is divided into several
subsets so that each subset contains only two types of data.
For example, a subset contains normal data and Dos attack
data. The other subset contains normal data and Probe
attack data. Therefore, the classification module of the
model is only responsible for the classification of two kinds
of data. According to formula (1), the calculation process
of the two data classifications is obtained

Gk : if sm ∈ Ak
m,

Then, B1, θ1,kð Þ, B2, θ2,kð ÞÈ É
:

(

ð2Þ

We combine several BRB classifiers with building a com-
plete network security situation classification module to
achieve different data classification.

2.2. The Security Event Detection Mode of the Design Model.
A security event detection model with a hierarchical struc-
ture is designed based on the set as mentioned above of cat-
egory division modules of the perception model. This mode
performs anomaly detection on different levels of network
data and then finds the situation elements from the detec-
tion results to assess the situation overall. At the same time,
the security event threat data accumulated by the model
when the perception model is used to perform the network
security situational awareness work provides the original
data for the model perception [5]. Therefore, knowledge is
formed from the detection and comparison, and then the
knowledge is used to adjust the evaluation and security strat-

egy. We use the subsequent time window to detect the
adjusted results to achieve a hierarchical cycle perception
of the entire process. The security event detection layer is
responsible for detecting abnormal behaviors of network-
oriented and host-oriented data. The network-oriented data
flow is the data flow that enters the cascaded network in
order with data packets as the unit. The host-oriented ser-
vice request flow is the data that enters the branch network
or a host in the branch network in flow units. The host-
oriented service response flow is the network flow data
related to a host’s service request and sent from the host to
the outside in the flow unit. Therefore, at the security event
detection level, the summary of network information is first
recorded when network data flows.

We set the length of the time window to D and then use
Di to segment i network information. Then, in the time win-
dow, extract the network stream data feature (TD) represen-
tation of the time window segmentation according to the
record content of the summary information. The classifica-
tion module based on the setting uses TD as the input to
detect the security status of the network traffic in the time
window. The formula is

resultN = normal, attackgN , abnormal
Â Ã

,

Detect TDð Þ = resultn:

(

ð3Þ

In formula (3) gN represents a common attack type.
Here, specifically refer toDos, Probe, R2L and U2R. The
above is the processing process facing the network data flow.
When the model faces the host data stream, it also integrates
the basic information of the data stream in advance. First, we
use the time window D to integrate the data packets of the
subnet and then organize the data records according to the
inspection objects. Integrate data with the same IP when
detecting service request data flow [6]. When detecting the
service response data flow, the data with the same source
port in the host outflow is organized together. Therefore,
the tissue records of the two detection objects are denoted
by flow1 and flow2, respectively. For service request flow
and service response flow, we use a time window D to extract
the behavior characteristics of the two, which are denoted as
F1 and F2, respectively. Finally, the classification module is
used to detect the abnormal behavior of the host-oriented
data stream. The formula is

result1 = normal, attackg1, abnormal
Â Ã

,

result2 = normal, abnormal½ �,
Detect F1ð Þ = result1,

Detect F2ð Þ = result2:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð4Þ

Through the above calculation process, the optimized
design of the model security event detection mode is
realized.

2.3. Establish a Perception Model Based on the Decision Tree
Algorithm. To achieve a refined distinction between different
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security events, it is necessary to rely on more advanced
algorithms to separate the normal data from the attack data
by dividing the subset of the classification module [7].
Therefore, a cascaded network security situation awareness
model based on a decision tree algorithm is constructed.
The basic structure of the model is shown in Figure 1.

According to the model structure shown in Figure 1, the
algorithm is a model that relies on the decision tree algorithm.
The model comprises multiple decision trees, and the output
result is determined by the mode of the output results of all
decision trees [8]. The designed perception model has three
layers, which perform security situation awareness on different
data streams in top-down order. The final perception result is
obtained through the posture projection of the leaf nodes. It is
known that themodel contains a large number of decision trees,
and the decision tree algorithm is a method of dividing the
space into hyperplanes. When the algorithm performs data seg-
mentation, the space where the data is located is divided into
two in advance so that each leaf node in the space is in a disjoint
area. When data is separated simultaneously, it gradually
decreases according to the dimensional characteristics of the
input sample and finally enters any one of theM regions. Each
area at this time represents a different data category. Under the
control of the decision tree algorithm, each decision tree has no
interrelated nature. Therefore, a large number of decision trees

form a forest. Discriminate the input new sample category
through each decision tree in the forest. According to each deci-
sion tree, select the most category to confirm the attack type of
the network data. The processing process of the decision tree
algorithm for network attack data is shown in Table 1 below.

We use the decision tree algorithm to separate the attack
data mixed with the normal data in the subset to establish a
cascaded network security situational awareness model.

3. Simulation and Result Analysis

To verify the actual application performance of the cascaded
network security situation awareness model based on the
decision tree algorithm designed above, we design the follow-
ing simulation. To avoid the singleness of the experimental
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mapping
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Figure 1: Cascade network security situation awareness model based on decision tree algorithm.

Table 1: Data processing process of decision tree algorithm.

Step Algorithm execution process

1
Enter N pieces of data, generate the number of decision trees based on the data attributes, and randomly select the number of data

features in the model training process

2 Process the attack data in a sampling manner to obtain the training data set

3 Select and classify the feature attributes of the training data set to generate a decision tree

4 Add decision trees to the forest

5 Judge whether all decision trees in the forest reach the initially set value

6
Traverse the decision tree in the forest, judge the records in the data set, and use the node with the most classification results as the

output result.

Table 2: Classification of the sample data of the experimental
group.

Training data set Test data set
Normal 1000 pcs Normal 200 pcs

Dos 1000 pcs Dos 200 pcs

Probe 310 Probe 60 pcs

R2L 120 pcs R2L 25

U2R 200 pcs U2R 40
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results, we use the model in this paper as the test object of the
experimental group [9]. We divided the subjects into control
group A and control group B according to the traditional
Bayes-based method and improved G-K algorithm. Compare
the performance of the three sets of perception models in the
process of detecting cascaded network security.

3.1. Security Situation Division. The experimental group
selected 3156 samples as the basic test conditions. The distri-
bution of the samples is shown in Table 2.

The model design method proposed this time uses the
decision tree algorithm to reduce the dimensionality and
then follows the classifier as shown in Figure 2. We
divide the training data in Table 2 into ten groups, and
each BRB classifier takes any of them as the source of
training data.

We set up all BRB modules in Figure 2 with the same ini-
tial parameters. The initial parameters of the module are
shown in Table 3.

Normal-U2R
BRB model

Dos-U2R
BRB model

Dos-R2L
BRB model 

Prode-U2R
BRB model

Dos-R2L
BRB model

Normal-prode
BRB model 

R2L-U2R
BRB model

Prode-R2L
BRB model

Dos-prode
BRB model

Normal-dos
BRB model

U2R R2L Prode Dos Normal

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the classification structure of the confidence rule library.

Table 3: The initial parameters of each BRB module in the
perception model.

Rule Weights Property reference value Conclusion confidence

1 1 0, 0 0.5, 0.5

2 1 0, 0.5 0.5, 0.5

3 1 0, 1 0.5, 0.5

4 1 0.5, 0 0.5, 0.5

5 1 0.5, 0.5 0.5, 0.5

6 1 0.5, 1 0.5, 0.5

7 1 1, 0 0.5, 0.5

8 1 1, 0.5 0.5, 0.5

9 1 1, 1 0.5, 0.5
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Figure 3: The model’s security posture classification results.
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Figure 4: Comparison of model classification effects of different
test groups.

Table 4: Differences in classification effects of different models.

Data set Test group Control group A Control group B

Normal 99.54% 96.5% 100.00%

Dos 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Probe 98.82% 95.36% 25.35%

R2L 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%

U2R 74.69% 61.50% 0.00%
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Then, we use the model in this paper to optimize the
parameters in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the classification
results of the optimized BRB classifier for the network secu-
rity situation [10]. The abscissa in Figure 3 represents the
type of cascaded network data, and the ordinate represents
the classification recognition rate of the model. According
to the data in Figure 3, it can be seen that for some data sets,
the classification detection output of the model in this paper
has reached 100%, and the classification effect of only a few
data sets is low.

3.2. Security Situation Awareness Model Classification Effect
Test. To make the experimental test results more intuitive,
we compare the classification effect of the model in this

paper with the classification effect of the two control
models from the perspective of network security situation
classification output. The result is shown in Figure 4.
According to the test results in Figure 4, it can be seen
that the model in this paper has a good classification effect
on five different network data sets with the assistance of
the decision tree algorithm [11]. The results of calculating
the classification difference of the three test groups are
shown in Table 4.

According to the data in Table 4, the three models’ aver-
age classification effects are calculated to be 94.61%, 90.67%,
and 45.07%, respectively. The classification and recognition
effects of the experimental group were 3.94% and 49.54%
higher than that of the two control groups, respectively. It
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Figure 5: Speedup ratio and scale ratio test results.
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The previous 3D image intelligent display system is large in size and poor in accuracy, and the display effect and synchronization
cannot meet the needs of users. Aiming at this phenomenon, a 3D image embedded intelligent display system based on virtual
reality technology is designed. In recent years, with the rapid development of computer technology, three-dimensional
measurement technology has become increasingly mature, and three-dimensional information technology has emerged in
different fields in real life. With the development of computer science and automatic control technology, more and more
intelligent robots appear in production and life. As an important subsystem of intelligent robot systems, the vision system is
also receiving more and more attention. The three-dimensional imaging system projects a structured grating on the surface of
the target object, uses a digital sensor to collect the deformed structured light image modulated by the surface of the object,
and comprehensively uses image processing technology and precision measurement technology to achieve noncontact three-
dimensional measurement of the object. This method of number of three-dimensional coordinates has the advantage of not
being damaged, high efficiency, high degree of automation, low cost, etc. It has very important significance and broad
application prospects for improving product quality and manufacturing efficiency and reducing production costs. Through the
investigation and analysis of the existing 3D image intelligent display system embedded, this paper designs and realizes the 3D
image intelligent display embedded system, which includes a high-speed structured light projection module, an embedded
image acquisition and processing module, and a 3D reconstruction module. Among them, the embedded 3D imaging image
acquisition and processing system is an important part of the embedded 3D measurement system, which provides a certain
theoretical and practical basis for future in-depth research. The experimental results in this article show that the acquisition
module takes 1.934 s to obtain the folded phase of the measured object through phase demodulation and the algorithm, while
the phase demodulation and unfolding takes 2.068 s. Therefore, the algorithm needs to be further optimized to speed up the
image processing speed and reflect the real-time effect of the system.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer software and
hardware technology, multimedia and network communi-
cation technology, and the concept of “digital earth,” more
and more geographic information systems are widely used
in embedded hardware platforms. Traditional imaging
technology can only measure object size information, but
not depth information. However, with the development
of the manufacturing industry, more and more industrial
measurement cases need to detect the 3D coordinate infor-
mation of the object. The emergence of 3D digital imaging

technology meets this demand. 3D not only breaks the
monotonous spatial information constraints on the 2D
level, but also interprets and analyzes the information.
This provides a better way to process size images. For
example, 2D images require the most basic spatial data
processing functions, such as data collection, data organi-
zation, data processing, and data analysis. Compared with
2D images, 3D images have the following advantages: (1)
The display of spatial information is more intuitive. The
use of 2D graphical interfaces in spatial display is very
abstract, while 3D graphs are more realistic spatial display
platforms and the visualization of abstract and difficult
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spatial information. (2) Multidimensional spatial analysis
functions are becoming more and more powerful. The
process of analyzing spatial information is usually com-
plex, dynamic, and abstract. High-tech topics with
advanced achievements in different fields such as artificial
intelligence and automatic control are one of the key tech-
nologies for the realization of intelligent robots and intel-
ligent weapons. They are widely used in various fields
such as military, aerospace, surveillance, biomedicine, and
robotics.

For example, in the field of industrial design, it can be
applied to the rapid design and testing of products and the
quality control of products; in the medical industry, it can
assist in the design of comfortable orthotics or prostheses
and trauma care, etc.; in the cultural relics protection indus-
try, antique restoration, and damage, the restoration and
preservation of cultural relics can use three-dimensional
measurement technology to quickly build models; in the
consumer industry, animation production, three-
dimensional advertising production, and now increasingly
popular 3D movies require three-dimensional data to build
animation models; in the aerospace field, three-
dimensional measurement technology is helpful to complete
the design and inspection of aircraft components, perfor-
mance evaluation, and auxiliary aerodynamic analysis. In
addition, three-dimensional measurement technology also
has huge application potential in the fields of reverse engi-
neering, biomedicine, industrial automation, and virtual
reality. At the same time, the continuous improvement of
personal and property safety requirements has promoted
people’s demand for video surveillance systems. From the
security monitoring of communities and important facilities
to the traffic monitoring of cities and highways, to the secu-
rity monitoring of important places such as security systems,
the application of video monitoring has penetrated into all
aspects of society.

The vision system is a very complex system. It not only
needs to collect images accurately, but also realize real-time
response to changes in the outside world. At the same time,
it also needs real-time tracking of external moving targets.
Therefore, the vision system puts forward higher require-
ments on both hardware and software systems. Ohno et al.
use mathematical modeling methods to reconstruct a 3D
structure from a single two-dimensional (2D) training image
(TI). Among many reconstruction algorithms, algorithms
based on the best have been developed and have strong sta-
bility. However, this algorithm usually uses an autocorrela-
tion function (which cannot accurately describe the
morphological characteristics of porous media) as the objec-
tive function. This has a negative impact on the further study
of porous media. In order to accurately reconstruct 3D
porous media, they proposed a pattern density function
based on random variables used to characterize image pat-
terns. In addition, they also proposed an optimal-based orig-
inal algorithm called pattern density function simulation [1].
But this algorithm still has certain flaws. Gao et al. formulate
recommendations for high-risk clinical target volume
(CTVHR) contours based on computed tomography (CT)
for 3D image-guided brachytherapy (3D-IGBT) of cervical

cancer. At the time of his diagnosis, the CT-based
CTVHRHR boundary was defined by each anatomical plane,
regardless of whether the tumor had progressed to the cer-
vix. Due to the current limited availability of magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) with an applicator in 3D planning, T2-
weighted MRI obtained at the time of diagnosis and before
brachytherapy without applicator is used for accurate assess-
ment tumor reference [2]. Because the experiment process is
not closed, there is an error in the experiment process. Fran-
çois et al. proposed a new design of embedded strain sensor.
Based on Eshelby’s inclusion model, it can be used to mea-
sure the complete 3D strain or stress tensor in any entity.
Currently, ordinary embedded strain sensors can only per-
form one-dimensional measurements. The spherical shape
of his sensor allows Eshelby’s theorem (in the case of elastic
behavior) to calculate the stress or strain that would exist in
the structure without the sensor. They used fiber Bragg grat-
ings to measure the deformation of the sphere, but other
techniques can also be used. Their experimental test was car-
ried out under two conditions. The first test measured the
performance of the polymethyl methacrylate prototype
under fluid pressure loading. In the second test, the steel
prototype sensor was embedded in a standard concrete sam-
ple under axial compression and successfully used for 3D
strain measurement under actual conditions [3]. After par-
ticipating in this activity, learners should be better able to
evaluate the literature on the effectiveness of incorporating
virtual reality (VR) in the treatment of mental disorders.
Maples-Keller et al. evaluate the use of exposure-based inter-
ventions for anxiety disorders. Virtual reality (VR) allows
users to generate in computer experience presence in a 3D
environment. This review focuses on the existing literature
on the effectiveness of including VR in the treatment of var-
ious mental illnesses, with particular attention to exposure-
based interventions for anxiety disorders [4]. In Jeon and
Jo’s research, a new noise evaluation method was proposed,
in which virtual reality (VR) technology in the form of head-
related transfer function (HRTF) and head-mounted display
(HMD) is used to evaluate the noise inside a house building.
First, before and after applying HRTF, the sound pressure
level and frequency characteristics of the road traffic noise
recorded in the living room were determined. Second, there
are four different test environments, namely, without HRTF
or HMD, with HRTF, with HMD, and with HRTF and
HMD [5]. Ruiz-Moya et al.’s report discusses the basic
knowledge, reconstruction techniques, practicality, and lim-
itations of three-dimensional (3D) fusion imaging methods.
The 3D fusion imaging method uses multiple modalities, but
due to the limitations of computer hardware, image process-
ing software and reconstruction methods, it is still in the
early stages of development. Reconstructing standard 3D
images by relatively simple processing of a kind of image
data is widely used and has excellent spatial information
and construction simplicity. However, due to the relatively
low resolution of anatomical information, this information
is not sufficient for preoperative simulation [6]. However,
his experimental process is flawed, leading to discrepancies
in experimental results. Computer vision has become one
of the most popular competitive topics in the field of
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artificial intelligence. Together with expert systems and nat-
ural language understanding, it has become the three most
active areas of artificial intelligence. It is the realization of
high automation of industrial production, intelligent robots,
autonomous car navigation, and goals. One of the core con-
tents of tracking and various other industrial testing, medical
and military application is also a key factor for realizing
machine intelligence. The purpose of computer vision is to
use computers instead of human eyes and brains to perceive,
interpret, and understand the environment.

The phase recovery algorithm is used to complete the
design of the image acquisition and processing system, and
the related circuit model is simulated according to the needs
of this research, and the system research of the embedded
processor of the virtual reality technology is fully utilized
to design the intelligent display system such as image acqui-
sition. The innovations of this article are (1) design and
implement a digital image acquisition and processing system
based on the embedded processor TMS320DM648, includ-
ing system power supply design, DDR2 high-speed storage
interface design, FLASH circuit design, and Gigabit Ethernet
circuit design, and complete the test of each function of the
hardware platform; the system has the characteristics of high
degree of automation, strong processing capacity, high reli-
ability, etc., suitable for industrial online inspection and
other occasions. In order to meet the high-speed image pro-
cessing system that requires high interface bandwidth and
large-capacity storage, the design method of FPGA external
DDR2-SDRAM is adopted, and a scheme of DDR2-
SDRAM controller based on VHDL language is proposed.
(2) Design and complete the CCD analog front-end circuit
design based on ICX618 chip, including circuit design,
FPGA programming, and imaging test. The results show
that the CCD analog front-end design is reasonable, and
the work is stable and reliable. (3) Based on the DSP/BIOS
operating system, complete the software design of the image
acquisition and processing system, including system initiali-
zation, image acquisition, phase calculation, and Gigabit
Ethernet data transmission. (4) Set up an image acquisition
and processing experimental system, complete the test of
all modules, and realize the three-dimensional measurement
of the object. After the device initialization is completed, the
video image can be collected. There are two methods: one is
read() to read directly; the other is mmap() memory map-
ping. read() reads data through the kernel buffer; mmap()
bypasses the kernel buffer by mapping the device file to the
memory.

This article is mainly divided into three parts. The first
part is the introduction of this article by referring to relevant
references, using data retrieval techniques and examples,
including the description of the research background and
significance of virtual reality technology and intelligent dis-
play systems. The second part is a combined analysis of
the algorithms used in this research institute and the
research objects of this research. These algorithms include
phase recovery algorithms and four-step phase shifting
methods; the third part is mainly about data acquisition
and experimentation. Analyze, design the data acquisition
and adjustment module, and use the image processing mod-

ule of virtual reality technology to conduct three-
dimensional imaging experiments. Finally, the last part is
the conclusion of this research.

2. Phase Recovery Algorithm Implementation

The phase recovery algorithm is mainly used to obtain the
unfolded phase image of the measured object. In this system,
the unfolded phase image is obtained by frequency conver-
sion and phase shift [7, 8]. When the M-step phase shift is
adopted, the phase shift change of each sinusoidal fringe
image is 2b/M, and the light intensity distribution received
by the camera can be expressed as follows:

Ib m, nð Þ = c m, nð Þ + g m, nð Þ cos 2πmχ0 + φ m, nð Þ + 2bπ
M

� �
,

ð1Þ

where b = 0,1,2⋯M − 1, Ibðm, nÞ is the light intensity
distribution of the target object collected by the camera, cð
m, nÞ is the background light intensity distribution, gðm, nÞ
is the local contrast of the fringe, χ0 is the carrier frequency,
and φðm, nÞ is the phase factor containing the depth infor-
mation of the object. The surface height information of the
measured object can be obtained by solving φðm, nÞ in the
phase function [9, 10]. From the above formula (1), the
phase distribution φðm, nÞ on the surface of the measured
object can be solved, namely,

φ m, nð Þ = arctan
∑M−1

b=0 Ib m, nð Þ sin 2πb/Mð Þ
∑M−1

b=0 Ib m, nð Þ cos 2πb/Mð Þ
: ð2Þ

The phase shift method is proposed to solve the problem
of measuring phase difference, so that the optical phenome-
non of interference fringes is truly used for precision mea-
surement in engineering. The idea of the interferometer is
to solve the phase difference by introducing the phase shift
amount and then obtain the surface shape. The design of this
system adopts a 4-step phase shift method; the phase shift
changes are 0, π/2, π, and 3π/2 in sequence, by formula (2).

Φðm, nÞ can be obtained as follows:

φ m, nð Þ = arctan
I4 m, nð Þ − I2 m, nð Þ
I1 m, nð Þ − I3 m, nð Þ : ð3Þ

The phase function obtained by formula (3) cannot be
distinguished in the fringe pattern of the same period, and
the calculated phase value is folded, which cannot guarantee
its monotonic increase. Therefore, it is necessary to unfold
and recover the folded phase to solve the continuously
changing phase. This process is called phase unfolding or
phase reconstruction [11, 12]. This system uses generalized
time phase unwrapping algorithm to solve the unwrapped
phase diagram of the measured object.

The augmented virtual reality system can not only allow
the user to see the real world, but also the virtual objects
superimposed on the real world. It is a system that combines
the real environment and the virtual environment, which
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can reduce the complexity of the composition. The calcula-
tion of the real environment can also operate on the actual
objects, which has truly reached the realm of reality and fan-
tasy. According to the relationship between the phase value
and the fringe frequency,

φt u1ð Þ
u1

=
φt u2ð Þ
u2

: ð4Þ

In the formula, u1 and u2, respectively, represent the two
fringe frequencies, and φðu1Þ and φðu2Þ, respectively, repre-
sent the unfolding phases of the two frequencies, and for-
mula (5) is

φt u2ð Þ = b ⋅ φt u1ð Þ: ð5Þ

In the formula, b = u2/u1, which is the ratio of the num-
ber of two stripes.

Therefore, using the unfolding phase φtðu1Þ with the
number of fringes u1, combining the above linear relation-
ship and the folding phase φwðu2Þ with the number of
fringes u2, and then unfolding,

φt u2ð Þ = φt u2ð Þ − 2π × NINT
φw u2ð Þ − φw u1ð Þ ⋅ b

2π

� �
: ð6Þ

In the formula, b = u2/u1, and the ratio of the number of
stripes in this experimental system is 4, that is, k = 4.

3. Embedded Design of 3D Image Intelligent
Display System

3.1. Data Acquisition and Debugging Module Design. For this
experiment, it is mainly divided into three parts: prepara-
tion, experiment, and discussion. In order to ensure the
accuracy and authenticity of the data, the analysis and com-
parison of the general three-dimensional measurement tech-
nology and the embedded processor consider multiple
factors in the selection of the core processor and the image
sensor. The design of the analog front end is to pave the
way for the image processing module and then build the sys-
tem of this research on this basis. This experiment is carried
out indoors and compares and selects through the collected
investigation and analysis data of core processors, front-end
interfaces, and other devices.

3.1.1. Selection of Core Processor. The inside of the DSP chip
adopts the Harvard structure with separate program and
data, has a special hardware multiplier, widely adopts
pipeline operation, and provides special DSP instructions,
which can be used to quickly realize various digital signal
processing algorithms. Comparing the analysis and com-
parison between general three-dimensional measurement
technology and embedded processor, this system uses
Texas Instruments (TI) Da Vinci processor series DSP
chip TMS320DM648 as the core processor to construct a
DSP-based image acquisition and processing system.
Through the algorithm, obtain the unfolded phase map
of the measured object to provide data for the next

three-dimensional reconstruction [13]. Its functional struc-
ture diagram is shown in Figure 1. Virtual reality technol-
ogy is the use of a computer to generate a simulation
environment; through the use of sensor equipment to
make the user into the environment, the user and the
environment directly interact with the technology.
DM648 adopts advanced C64x+ kernel, compared with
C64x kernel, the performance is increased by 20%, and
the code density is increased by about 25%. The enhanced
EDMA3 can realize the copy and transportation of three-
dimensional data, and C64x programs can be easily trans-
planted to C64x+, The reuse rate is 100% [14]. In addi-
tion, DM648 integrates some common peripherals, such
as I2C, PCI, and GPIO2, to help users reduce development
difficulties and system costs. Comprehensive consideration,
this system decided to use TMS320DM648 as the core
processor of the image acquisition and processing system.

It is constructed with DM648 chip as the core, includ-
ing power supply circuit, clock and reset circuit, memory
circuit, and emulator circuit. The on-chip level one pro-
gram cache size of DM648 is 32K bytes, the level one data
cache size is 32K bytes, and the second-level cache size is
512K bytes.

3.1.2. Image Sensor Selection. At present, the widely used
image sensors mainly include CIS, CMOS, and CCD
[15]. CIS is the contact image sensor [16]. Since this sen-
sor is used for contact scanning, it is not suitable for non-
contact measurement in this system. CMOS is the
complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensor
[17]. Utilizing the semiconductor substrate doped to form
negatively charged (N) and positively charged (P) semi-
conductors, the current generated by the photoelectric
effect can be recorded by the processing wafer and con-
verted into pictures. However, the traditional CMOS chip
has a low aperture ratio, and the sensitivity is lower than
that of a CCD under the same pixel size; CCD is the
charge coupled device image sensor [18]. CCD is a kind
of semiconductor device that uses the photoelectric effect
to convert photons into signal charges. The structure of
the CCD photosensitive unit is simpler than that of the
CMOS. With the same area, the CCD photosensitive unit
has a higher degree of integration and a higher resolution
than CMOS. At the same time, in the CCD photosensitive
unit, the photosensitive part occupies a larger area, and
the image obtained by the sensor is also brighter. In addi-
tion, because the CCD photosensitive unit performs signal
processing uniformly, the image noise is small and the
signal-to-noise ratio is high. From the above analysis, we
understand the advantages and disadvantages of different
types of sensors. Since the main object of this system is
the deformed sinusoidal fringe pattern projected on the
surface of the object, it has higher requirements on the
sensitivity, linearity, and signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor.
Therefore, the system finally decided to use CCD sen-
sor [19].

3.1.3. CCD Analog Front-End Design Based on ICX518. As
shown in Figure 2, the CCD analog front-end circuit is
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mainly composed of a driving power module, a CCD driving
peripheral module, and an AD conversion module. With the
rapid development of computer technology, there have been
many high-tech based on computer technology, and the
same is true for virtual reality technology (referred to as
VR). This is a high-tech that is widely used in all walks of
life. It is a high-end human-machine interface, including
through vision, hearing, touch, smell, and taste.

The schematic diagram of the CCD drive power supply
circuit designed with this chip has a built-in accurate feed-
back resistor, which is adjusted by modifying the resistor
value—a feedback current of 25μA. Finally, the feedback

current is used to adjust the positive and negative output
voltages. The specific formula is as follows:

Rpos =
Vpos − 1:23

25μA

� �
, ð7Þ

Rneg =
−Vneg

25μA
: ð8Þ

Among them, Vpos is +15V and Vneg is -5.5V. Accord-
ing to the above formula, the resistance value of R1 is
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549K, and the resistance value of R2 is 220K. The feedback
resistors are all 1% high-precision resistors to ensure the
accuracy of the output voltage [20].

3.2. Design of Image Processing Module Based on DSP. Vir-
tual reality technology embodies the adaptation of com-
puters to humans, and humans participate in the
environment of information processing through the most
ordinary means of communication to obtain an immersive
experience. Virtual reality technology has three characteris-
tics: immersion, interactivity, and conception. In order to
make the system take into account the flexibility and effi-
ciency and facilitate the upgrade of the algorithm, after
detailed investigation and program comparison, this article
decided to use the combination of FPGA and DSP to build
a hardware processing platform. The block diagram of the
system structure is shown in Figure 3.

Among them, the DM648 module is an important part
of the entire system, and the image processing module is
composed of the following important parts:

(1) FPGA Part. Mainly realize the interconnection of
various modules, which can collect the data of the
ICX618-based CCD analog front end introduced in
Chapter 2, and connect to the DSP through the
Video Port video interface, or it can be used as a
DSP coprocessor, responsible for completing the
algorithms with high real-time requirements.

(2) Central Processing Unit TMS320DM648. Through
the video interface to achieve seamless connection
with the CCD analog front end, adjust the embedded
3D imaging image acquisition and processing system
design core, the chip support library to achieve the
phase recovery of the measured object, and finally
through the gigabit Ethernet output results.

(3) Storage Device. DM648 has a dedicated DDR2 mem-
ory expansion interface, which can be connected to a
DDR2 storage device that meets the JESD79D-2A
standard. And in order to solidify user data and save
the output result conveniently, this system connects
a 512Mbit parallel FLASH chip through the EMIF
interface.

(4) High-Speed Data Transmission Interface. DM648 has
a three-port Gigabit Ethernet transmission module,
which can realize high-speed data transmission
between this system and other embedded devices or
computers. This system connects the SGMII inter-

face of DM648 through the PHY chip to realize dual
gigabit network port communication.

(5) Other Communication Interfaces. Communication
interfaces include SPI interface, I2C interface, and
GPIO interface. It is very convenient to use these
interfaces for data communication and interaction
with external devices.

The above five parts build an embedded image pro-
cessing platform with DSP as the processing core. The
interconnection of various modules is realized by FPGA,
which makes the hardware platform have great flexibility
and real-time [21]. From a functional point of view, the
hardware system consists of three parts: image acquisition
module, image processing module, and data transmission
module. The optical image is converted into a video data
stream by the image acquisition module. The FPGA
module collects and buffers the data and sends the data
to the DM648 through the Video Port interface. Then,
the DM648 calls the phase recovery algorithm to solve
the unfolded phase of the measured object and finally
passes the Gigabit Ethernet; the interface is sent to the
computer.

3.3. PCB Design. In high-speed PCB design, in order to
ensure the stable and reliable operation of the system, it
is not enough to only consider the electrical connection.
It is also necessary to consider signal integrity issues such
as impedance matching, board layer design, and electro-
magnetic compatibility. The layout of PCB components
is to place components on the PCB according to certain
principles. Good component layout can reduce the diffi-
culty of wiring during layout, which is conducive to short-
ening design time and reducing design costs. Therefore, it
is necessary to understand some methods and principles of
PCB layout [22]. First of all, the circuit board size should
be moderate. Too large size not only increases the cost,
but also causes the stability of the circuit board to
decrease. If the size is too small, it is easy to cause the
devices to be too concentrated, the signals between the
devices are easy to crosstalk each other, and the heat dis-
sipation effect is also worse [23].

The distributed virtual reality system is a product of the
development and combination of virtual reality technology
and network technology. It is a system in which multiple
users or multiple virtual worlds located in different physical
locations are connected to share information through the
network in the virtual world of the network. The final phys-
ical diagram of the PCB is shown in Figures 4 and 5

CCD Analog front
end FPGA Dm 648

@1.1 GHz

Figure 3: System structure block diagram.
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(referenced to the image acquisition and processing design
of embedded 3D imaging).

4. Experimental Analysis

This system adopts TMS320DM648 as the main control
platform. Figure 6 is the physical map of the system. The
first part is the image acquisition and processing system
designed in this paper, and the second part is the high-
speed structured light system environment designed by the
research team.

4.1. Circuit Test. It has only been more than ten years since
the concept of virtual reality was proposed, but the technol-
ogy has developed by leaps and bounds. It has opened up a
vast world for human-computer interaction and other
aspects but also brought huge social and economic benefits.

According to the system hardware design in Chapter 3,
the power consumption of this system is estimated to be
5w, so the experiment uses 5V, 2A power adapter as input,
and it is converted into +14V, +4.4V, and +3.2V which we
need through various buck and boost circuits, +2.3V and

-6.4V, and the actual voltage measured by the oscilloscope
after power-on test is shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from the above table that the voltage value
of the power supply part is accurate, the ripple is small, and
it meets the system requirements, and the stability of the
power supply is very high through long-term testing.

4.2. Three-Dimensional Imaging Test. Image tracking is an
emerging technical field. It organically combines image pro-
cessing, automatic control, and information science to form
a real-time automatic target recognition from image signals,
extract target location information, and automatically track
target movement technology. In chronological order, the
sinusoidal fringe pattern with 4 frequency conversion and
4-step phase shift is projected on the measured object
through the DMD projector to collect a total of 16 images,
the folded phase of the measured object is obtained through
phase demodulation, and the generalized time phase expan-
sion is used. The algorithm obtains the unfolded phase of the
object. The system time consumption is shown in Table 2.

After the development of the image tracker is completed,
the tracking performance needs to be evaluated. Through
the development of the image tracker test and evaluation
system, it can be evaluated in the laboratory by simulating
various actual scenes and tracking the target and the inter-
ference situation.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the time consumption
part of the algorithm processing and the acquisition part is
basically the same, and the system can continuously collect
and output and expand the phase diagram. Finally, the

Figure 4: DSP circuit physical diagram.

Figure 5: FPGA circuit physical diagram.

②
①

Figure 6: Physical map of the test system.

Table 1: Actual voltage test of power supply circuit.

Theoretical voltage (V) Test value(V) Ripple voltage(mV)

+14 +14.32 15~49
+4.4 +4.54 25~57
+3.2 +3.23 34~65
+2.3 +2.54 35~67
-6.4 -6.43 29~69

Table 2: Time consumption analysis of each module of the system.

Module Time consumption

Acquisition module 1.934

Phase demodulation and expansion 2.068
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existing three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm of the
research group is used to reconstruct the three-
dimensional topography of the measured object to verify
and expand the accuracy of the phase map. The reconstruc-
tion result of the plaster image is shown in Figure 7.

The above data strongly proves that the embedded sys-
tem constructed by this research institute has made great
progress and improvement in image processing and tracking
test evaluation, circuit correlation coefficient, data transmis-
sion, and real-time performance. By combining DSP,
DM648, and high-speed PCB, a highly advantageous image
intelligent display system is created.

5. Conclusions

This research is based on the analysis of the intelligent image
display embedded system based on virtual reality technol-
ogy. The main purpose is to design a system with high-
speed image processing and as little power consumption as
possible to optimize the process of 3D image imaging. With
the development of 3D measurement technology, the hard-
ware requirements of image acquisition and processing sys-
tems for 3D imaging will become higher and higher. In
consideration of image acquisition quality, processor
requirements, cost power consumption, and stability, the
existing processing system cannot meet the requirements
of portability, low power consumption, low cost, and stable
operation. Based on the shortcomings of the existing system,
this paper conducts research on the key technology research
requirements of high-precision and high-speed 3D digital
imaging and completes the construction and debugging of
the entire platform. Timely testing and evaluation of image
tracking on the one hand can verify the performance
requirements of the image tracker; on the other hand, it
can also facilitate the discovery of tracking effects and
improve the performance of the tracker during the develop-
ment of the image tracker. This experiment conducted strict
monitoring on data acquisition and used computer technol-
ogy to analyze the error of the data. In addition, the compo-
nents selected for the experimental purpose of this research
are all fully demonstrated feasibility components, and to
maintain the authenticity of the experiment, a correspond-

ing model was constructed. Although the analysis of the
details of image acquisition quality and the application of
high-speed 3D digital imaging technology is not so suffi-
cient, this research is at a complete level as a whole. In the
course of the 3D imaging experiment in this study, it is nec-
essary to rationalize the design of the parameters of the con-
trol power supply circuit, the heat dissipation effect between
the devices, and the central processing unit. In order to make
the error of the relevant data as small as possible, multiple
experiments are required. Because the number of tests in this
study is relatively small, and the parameters involved in the
test are relatively large, there are some shortcomings in the
research that are rough and not enough for in-depth
research. For the next research direction, more are based
on this research to analyze the application of the built
embedded system.
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Facial expression recognition computer technology can obtain the emotional information of the person through the expression of
the person to judge the state and intention of the person. The article proposes a hybrid model that combines a convolutional
neural network (CNN) and dense SIFT features. This model is used for facial expression recognition. First, the article builds a
CNN model and learns the local features of the eyes, eyebrows, and mouth. Then, the article features are sent to the support
vector machine (SVM) multiclassifier to obtain the posterior probabilities of various features. Finally, the output result of the
model is decided and fused to obtain the final recognition result. The experimental results show that the improved
convolutional neural network structure ER2013 and CK+ data sets’ facial expression recognition rate increases by 0.06% and
2.25%, respectively.

1. Introduction

Facial expression recognition computer technology can
obtain the emotional information of the person through the
expression of the person to judge the state and intention of
the person. It is of great significance in human-computer
interaction, safe driving, and intelligent advertising systems.
The CK+ data set is a classic facial expression library, which
contains expression images of anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, surprise, and contempt. The expressions are video
sequences [1]. It contains a series of images with the same
expression ranging from calm to violent. We can extract neu-
tral expression images from it.

Affected by factors such as distance, the image will have
the problem of blurred faces and fewer face pixels. The facial
expression recognition of low-pixel facial images is to recog-
nize facial images with low quality and inconspicuous facial
features [2]. The image size obtained by sampling is 32
pixel × 32 pixel, which is in line with the low-pixel character-
istics. The complexity of facial expression images is high.
When the facial features are not obvious, it is difficult for
us to identify by extracting specific feature information.

For facial expression images with a size of 32 pixel × 32
pixel, some scholars have proposed a facial expression recog-
nition method based on the improved LeNetG5 convolu-
tional neural network (CNN). Some scholars have
proposed a CNN facial expression recognition method based
on the local binary pattern (LBP). Research shows that CNN
has a better effect on facial expression recognition in low-
pixel facial images. This paper improves the CNN model
on this basis. We propose an expression recognition method
for low-pixel facial images and compare it with several other
methods. The results show that this method has a better rec-
ognition effect.

2. Expression Recognition Method for Low-
Pixel Facial Images

2.1. Facial Expression Image Reprocessing. General expres-
sion recognition methods include image reprocessing, facial
feature extraction, and expression recognition. The repro-
cessing stage of image expression recognition performs face
detection to obtain facial region images [3]. The recognition
of expressions in low-pixel facial images also requires image
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enhancement or image superresolution during reprocessing.
Image enhancement is to enhance the existing information
of the image by changing the distribution of pixels, and
image superresolution are to restore some missing pixel
information by adding pixels.

The image reprocessing of this method includes face
detection and cropping, gray processing, downsampling,
data enhancement, and image enhancement. The purpose
of face detection is to accurately calibrate the position and
size of the face in the image. We use the D-lib model for face
detection. The D-lib model can automatically estimate the
coordinates of the facial feature points in the image and pro-
cess the data in the OpenCV library. We use this to crop the
image so that the image features are concentrated on the
face. Grayscale processing is the process of converting a col-
our image into a gray image. Downsampling is to standard-
ize the image size in the input CNN model. We use bilinear
interpolation to ensure that the face position of the
resampled image is the same as the original image. We use
CNN for image recognition. The amount of training data
directly affects the final recognition effect. The larger the
amount of data, the better the effect [4]. Commonly used
data enhancement methods include mirroring, rotating,
and adding noise. These methods mirror the original data
and rotate it in different angles and directions, enhancing
the data to 13 times the original data. We then add different
noise coefficients (salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise,
Poisson noise, and speckle noise) to the existing data, and
the final data is enhanced to 130 times the original data.
We perform histogram equalization on the image and use
the local binary mode to obtain the enhanced image. Among
them, histogram equalization is also called histogram flat-
tening. The essence of this method is to stretch the image
nonlinearly and redistribute the image pixel values. In this
way, the number of pixel values in a certain grayscale
range is roughly equal. The local binary mode is an oper-
ator that describes the local texture characteristics of the
image. It has the advantages of rotation and gray invari-
ance. It can be used to extract local texture features of
the image. The specific reprocessing process is shown in
Figure 1.

2.2. Improved Convolutional Neural Network Model. With
the development of computer processing capabilities, CNN
has achieved amazing results in image recognition. The effi-
ciency of CNN-based image recognition methods has also
been continuously improved and has gradually replaced
the traditional facial expression image recognition methods.
In the 2012 ImageNet Object-Oriented Recognition Chal-
lenge (ILSVRC), some scholars used the CNN model Alex
Net to win the championship. In the 2014 ILSVRC competi-
tion, the CNNmodel Google Net architecture won first place
in the classification. Some scholars proposed CNN-VGG
Net. The second place in the classification group and the first
place in the positioning project group. VGG-Net deepens
the number of network layers while avoiding too many
parameters, all layers use a 3 × 3 small convolution kernel,
and the convolution layer step size is set to 1. The alternating
structure of multiple convolutional and nonlinear activation
layers makes extracting deeper and better features than a
single convolutional layer structure. In the ILSVRC2015
competition, ResNet, proposed by scholars, won the cham-
pionship [5]. A connection method called short cut connec-
tion in ResNet can theoretically keep the network in an
optimal state while the network layer is constantly deepen-
ing. There is enough feature information in facial expres-
sions to optimize model parameters to obtain a good
recognition effect. Low-pixel face images need to make full
use of inconspicuous feature information. On this basis,
the article proposes a CNN model for expression recognition
of low-pixel facial images to extract facial features better.

The image size of the input CNN model is 32 pixel × 32
pixel. We increase the number of CNN layers to increase
the nonlinearity of the network model. This makes the rec-
ognition ability of the decision function stronger. To avoid
gradient disappearance and gradient explosion caused by
deepening the number of network layers, the network needs
to have a more complex structure [6]. Some scholars have
proposed a network connection structure high way net-
works. Some of the features in this structure can pass
through certain network layers directly without processing,
which makes the structure easier to optimize. Combining
this structure and the short cut connection, a short method

Input image
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Histogram
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binary
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Data gain Data augmentation
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neutral

network input
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Figure 1: Facial expression reprocessing process.
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avoids the gradient disappearance and gradient explosion
problems when using deeper networks. The experiment the
CNN model used is shown in Figure 2. The number before
@ is the number of feature maps, and the number after @
is the size of the feature map (pixel × pixel).

We input the size of the feature map, the size of the ker-
nel of the convolution and pooling operation, the step size,
and the size of the output feature map in the convolution
operation and the pooling operation. Its mathematical rela-
tionship is

ω2 =
ω1 − f + 2p

s + 1 , ð1Þ

where ω2 is the feature map size after convolution or
pooling operation, ω1 is the size of the feature map before
convolution or pooling, f is the size of the kernel for convo-
lution and pooling operations, p is the number of pixels
filled with zero, and s is the step size. We added the output
tensor of the third layer of the model and the output tensor
of the fifth layer to obtain 128 feature maps with a size of
14 pixel × 14 pixel. Then, we pass the ReLU activation func-
tion as the input of the sixth layer. The article adds the out-
put tensors of the seventh and ninth layers of the model to
obtain 256 feature maps with a size of 6 pixel × 6 pixel. Then,
we pass the ReLU activation function as the input of the
tenth layer. The twelfth layer is fully connected. We take
the output of the tenth and eleventh layers through the
ReLU activation function and then concatenate the obtained
tensors as the input of the twelfth layer. The output is 160
neurons [7]. The last layer is the SoftMax classifier. The out-
put is eight network nodes, representing the probability that
the input image is indifferent expression states. Table 1 is the
specific description of the model. The content includes the
type of each layer of the model, the corresponding kernel

size and step size, and the size of the output feature map of
each layer. The CNN includes three basic operations: convo-
lution, pooling, and full connection. Among them, convolu-
tion is also divided into inner convolution and outer
convolution. In other words, it is the convolution without
0 paddings and the convolution with 0 paddings. The article
assumes that the input is the matrix A ofM ×N . The convo-
lution kernel is moment B, and M ≥m,N ≥ n of m × n; then,
the output of the inner convolution operation is C = A ∗ B.
The pixel cij at the corresponding position can be expressed
as

cij = 〠
m

s=1
〠
n

t=1
ai+m−s,j+n−t × bst : ð2Þ

1 ≤ i ≤M −m + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤N − n + 1 is the corresponding
multiplication with the rows and columns of matrix A. Sup-
pose the pixel at the corresponding position of matrix B is bst
, and the pixel at the corresponding position of matrix A is
ai+m−s,j+n−t . Outer convolution is defined as filling A with 0,
and the rows and columns of the filled matrix are related
to the number of rows and columns of the B matrix. The
article makes it an ðM + 2m − 2Þ × ðN + 2n − 2Þ matrix and
then performs inner convolution with B. The formula can
be expressed as

A∗
∩
B = A

∩
B ∗

∪
B: ð3Þ

We pool matrix A. Suppose it is divided into nonover-
lapping blocks, and the size of each block is λ × τ. The
matrix GA

λ,τij of block ij can be expressed as

GA
λ,τ i, jð Þ = astð Þλ×τ, ð4Þ
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Figure 2: CNN model.
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where ast is the element in row s and column t in matrix
A, ðastÞλ×τ is a matrix block composed of λ × τ elements in
matrix A, and ði − 1Þ × λ + 1 ≤ s ≤ i × λ, ðj − 1Þ × τ + 1 ≤ t ≤ j
× τ. Maximum pooling is defined as

d GA
λ,τ i, jð ÞÂ Ã

=max 〠
i×λ

s= i−1ð Þ×λ+1
〠
j×τ

t= j−1ð Þ×τ+1
ast

 !

: ð5Þ

Average pooling is defined as

a GA
λ,τ i, jð ÞÂ Ã

= 1
λ × τ

〠 〠
i×λ

s= i−1ð Þ×λ+1
〠
j×τ

t= j−1ð Þ×τ+1
ast

 !

: ð6Þ

We use overlapping blocks of size λ × τ to downsample
the maximum pooled Amax and the average pooled Amean,
respectively. The formula can be expressed as

Dλ,τ Amaxð Þ = d GA
λ,τ i, jð ÞÂ Ã

,

Dλ,τ Ameanð Þ = a GA
λ,τ i, jð ÞÂ Ã

:
ð7Þ

Each output A of the fully connected layer can be seen as
the r node ar in the previous layer multiplied by its weight
coefficient ωr , plus a bias value bh. For example, the input
of the fully connected layer is 256 × 2 × 2 nodes. That is,
the input feature map is 256@2 × 2, and the output has 80
nodes. A total of 256 × 2 × 2 × 80 = 81920 weight coefficients
and 80 offset parameters are required. Then, a single element
dh in its output vector D can be expressed as

dh = 〠
k

r=1
ωr × ar + bh: ð8Þ

In the formula, k is the number of input feature maps.

3. Expression Recognition Experiment of Low-
Pixel Facial Images

3.1. Data Set Preparation. The experiment uses the CK+ data
set. This data set is used to evaluate the facial expression rec-
ognition (FER) system, and it is also a relatively common
data set for facial expression recognition. The content con-
tains 593 video sequences from 123 subjects. The duration
ranges from 10 to 60 frames [8]. The data set shows a series
of images ranging from calm to violent. The number of orig-
inal images on different expressions is unevenly distributed.
The neutral expression image is the image at the beginning
or end of the expression. According to the original number
distribution, we select the last 1~ 3 expression images of
each expression sequence. A total of 686 images were used
for modeling. 80% is used as the training set, and 20% is
used as the test set. The peak images of the same person with
the same expression will not appear in the training set and
the test set simultaneously.

The article adds data to the training set. We will test the
data gained and ungained test sets in the same trained
model. Since the research found that the difference in recog-
nition accuracy is small, no data gain processing is done on
the test set. The final image size of the training set is 71370,
and the image size of the test set is 137. We perform histo-
gram equalization and local binary mode on all images to
obtain three data sets of the same size, including the original
image [9]. Table 2 shows the number of images of 8 expres-
sions in each test set and training set. The original image of
the eight expressions, the image after the histogram equali-
zation, and the image with the local binary mode are shown
in Figure 3.

3.2. Evaluation Criteria. The main evaluation criteria of
facial expression recognition methods are recognition accu-
racy and recognition speed. The recognition accuracy rate
is the ratio of correctly recognized expression samples in
the test set to the number of samples in all the test sets.

Table 1: Convolutional network parameters.

Layer Type Kernel size (pixel × pixel) Stride Output number Output size (pixel × pixel)
Layer1 Convolution 3 × 3 1 64 30 × 30
Layer2 Convolution 3 × 3 1 128 28 × 28
Layer3 Max pooling 2 × 2 2 128 14 × 14
Layer4 Convolution 3 × 3 1 128 14 × 14
Layer5 Convolution 3 × 3 1 128 14 × 14
Layer6 Convolution 3 × 3 1 256 12 × 12
Layer7 Max pooling 2 × 2 2 256 6 × 6
Layer8 Convolution 3 × 3 1 256 6 × 6
Layer9 Convolution 3 × 3 1 256 6 × 6
Layer10 Average pooling 3 × 3 3 256 2 × 2
Layer11 Convolution 2 × 2 1 512 1 × 1
Layer12 Fully connected — — — 160 × 1
Output SoftMax — — — 8 × 1
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Recognition speed is when it takes to recognize each test set
sample after the recognition model is established. The time it
takes is the ratio of the time it takes to identify the test set to
the number of samples in the test set.

A = 1
p
〠
p

1
g f xbð Þ = yb½ �,

td =
T
p
,

ð9Þ

where A is the recognition accuracy rate, p is the total
number of samples in the test set, g is the indicator function,
xb is the given sample, f ðxbÞ is the output after the sample
passes the model, yb is the label of a given sample, td is the
recognition speed [10], and T is the total time spent. We
can get it by subtracting the time before the first test sample
was recognized by the time after the last test sample was
recognized.

3.3. Experimental Process. Because the input CNN image
pixels are low, the output recognition effect will fluctuate
slightly, so we introduce the decision fusion and final image
recognition. In the testing phase, we use five trained network
models to judge the test set data, respectively. Then, we use
the SoftMax average voting (SAV) method to fuse the judg-
ment results of the five models. Finally, we get the final result
to improve the recognition effect. The test steps are shown in
Figure 4.

It can be seen from Section 2.2 that the output of CNN is
a 1-dimensional vector. The value of each element in the
vector is the probability that the image may be a certain cat-
egory. SoftMax average voting is to average the output
results of five trained CNNs. Take the average of three
experiments from the most likely result at the end of the arti-
cle. The graphics card is NVIDAGe Force 940MX. The main
frequency is 1122MHz, and the memory is 2.00GB. The
operating system is Linux Ubuntu 16.04. The software is
Python 3.6, NVIDIA CUDA, and cuDNN libraries. We
adopted the training strategy to improve the recognition
accuracy is to add batch normalization (BN) and ReLU acti-
vation functions after each convolutional and pooling layer.
This can overcome the disappearance of the gradient and
speed up the training speed.

We selectively add L2 regularization and dropout to alle-
viate overfitting. The learning rate decay strategy is adopted.
We choose a larger value at the beginning of the learning
rate. After N rounds of iteration, the attenuation is 1/10 of
the initial learning rate [11]. We use the Adam optimization
algorithm during optimization, which enables the network
to find the global best advantage faster. The data sets are
the original image, the image with the histogram enhance-
ment, and the local two. The CNN model is trained when
the value pattern feature map is used, and at the same time,
we adjust the parameters of the network.

According to the accuracy of the test, we first determine
whether we need to add the L2 regularization and dropout
layer and then determine which layer to place. We deter-
mine the approximate range of the learning rate according
to the loss during training, training loss, and test accuracy.
Two dichotomies obtain the learning rate.

3.4. Result Analysis. To find the optimal situation of the
facial expression recognition system, we input the original
image data set, the local binary pattern feature map data
set, and the histogram equalized data set in the CNN model.
The average recognition accuracy and speed obtained as a
result are shown in Table 3. The experiment is the average
of three experiments.

It can be found that the accuracy of the input data set
after histogram equalization is better than that of the origi-
nal image data set. The accuracy of the data set the input
as the local binary pattern feature map is the worst. There
is no obvious difference in speed between the three. The rec-
ognition speed of the data set the input as the local binary
pattern feature map is slightly faster, but the speed of 0.29 s
has a small advantage compared with the accuracy of 3.6%.
Analysing the different data sets in Figure 3, we believe that
certain data enhancements will strengthen the image infor-
mation and improve the recognition accuracy. Because the
original pixels of the data are too low, we directly extract
the feature map of its local binary mode, which will enhance
the texture information while losing more information [12].
Therefore, the speed is the fastest when the accuracy is the
lowest. The experiment finally selects the data set enhanced
by histogram equalization to input the CNN model. We
add L2 regularization and dropout after the twelfth layer.
The dropout parameter is 0.7, and the initial value of the
learning rate is 0.0001. After 1000 iterations, it decays to
1/10 of the initial learning rate. Table 4 shows the three
experimental results of the improved CNN model on the
CK+ data set for the eight-expression recognition.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the recognition rates of
happy and surprised expressions are higher. Fearful’s recog-
nition rate is low and fluctuates greatly. On the one hand, it
may be that the first two characteristics are more distinct,
while fearful and sad have similar characteristics to some
extent. On the other hand, in the CK+ data set, the amount
of raw data of the first two expressions is abundant, and the
amount of fearful data is small. A total of 15 images were in
the fearful test set. There are only five different expression
images in the original data. This leads to unequal training
times. To verify the effect of the established recognition

Table 2: Facial expression database.

Category Train database Test database

Angry 14040 27

Disgust 12220 24

Fearful 7800 15

Happy 14300 28

Sad 8970 15

Surprised 8580 16

Scorn 5460 12

Neutral 8970 15
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model, we input the JAFFE data set as the test set to identify
other expressions except for the contempt expression. The
average recognition accuracy of the three results is 82.4%.

To prove that the proposed method and decision fusion
method are pertinent to the expression recognition of low-
pixel facial images, we conduct experiments in two cases,
respectively [13]. One is to replace the improved CNN model
with the classic shallow convolutional neural network
LeNetG5. The second is to experiment without using decision
fusion. Table 5 shows the average recognition accuracy and
comparison of the three experiments in the two cases above.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the improved CNN
model has an increase of 15.9% in recognition accuracy
compared with the LeNetG5 network. This proves that this
method is more suitable for expression recognition of low-
pixel face images [14]. The recognition accuracy after deci-
sion fusion is 2.6 percentage points higher than that of the
network without decision fusion. The main reason is that
the experimental effects in the three experiments are unsta-
ble, and the recognition accuracy of the two experiments is
about 90.0%. The result of one experiment was 83.9%. How-
ever, each experiment result of this method is obtained by
averaging five trained network models, and its overall stabil-
ity is relatively high. This proves that this method is effective
and feasible in practice.

In recent years, facial expression recognition methods
for face images with a size of 32 pixel × 32 pixel have been pro-
posed one after another. On the CK+ data set, some scholars
have proposed a cross-connect LeNetG5 CNN. We perform
seven classifications of images that do not include neutral
expressions, and the recognition accuracy rate is 83.74%. Some
scholars have proposed a shallow CNN to achieve a seven-
class recognition accuracy of 97.38%. This is higher than the
recognition accuracy of this method.

4. Conclusion

Aiming at the expression recognition of low-pixel face
images, the paper proposes an improved CNN expression

Angry Disgust Fearful Happy Sad Surprised Scorn Neutral

Original image

Histogram
equalization image

Local binary
feature images 

Figure 3: Sample images of 8 emoticons.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of SoftMax average voting.

Table 3: Comparison of recognition accuracy and time.

Model
Original
database

Local binary
pattern database

Histogram
equalization
database

Accuracy
(%)

89.5 86.9 90.5

Time (s) 1.54 1.27 1.56

Table 4: The recognition accuracy of the improved CNN model.

Category
accuracy

First
experiment

Second
experiment

Third
experiment

Total

Angry 96.3 88.9 96.3 93.8

Disgust 91.7 91.7 95.8 93.1

Fearful 60 86.7 60 68.9

Happy 100 100 100 100

Sad 86.7 80 86.7 84.5

Surprised 100 100 93.8 97.9

Scorn 83.3 83.3 75 80.5

Neutral 93.3 93.3 93.3 93.3

Total 90.5 91.2 89.8 90.5

Table 5: Comparison of recognition accuracy and time between
the two models.

Model LeNet-5 Without decision level

Accuracy (%) 74.6 87.9

Time (s) 0.59 0.31
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The continuous development of information technology and various electronic devices has accelerated the process of
informatization and digitization, enabling the development and application of the emerging technology of wireless
communication and the Internet of Things. Since the continuous occurrence of vicious bridge collapse accidents in China in
recent years, the problem of bridge inspection has become a hot topic among the people. At the same time, how to apply
wireless communication and the Internet of Things technology to bridge inspection systems has also become a new research
topic. This article mainly studies the design and analysis of bridge detection systems based on wireless communication and
Internet of Things technology. In order to expand the field of bridge detection and standard management and improve the
credibility and reliability of safety problem prediction and evaluation, the bridge detection system will integrate IoT sensing,
internet, remote communication, digital signal analysis and processing, big data knowledge mining, big data prediction and
other technologies, design and analysis of the main structure of roads and bridges, and other multifaceted knowledge fields and
build a professional intelligent digital network based on bridge inspection data collection, monitoring, analysis, evaluation, and
early warning. From design to use and maintenance of the bridge, a digital neural network spanning time and space
throughout the life cycle is constructed to construct a digital brain with bridge sensing points as neurons. This paper uses
high-power infrared sensor equipment, satellite positioning systems, sensor equipment, and other technical equipment to
achieve the purpose of data communication and exchange and realize intelligent positioning, identification, supervision,
tracking, and other functions, making the wireless communication and Internet of Things reliable transmission, comprehensive
perception, intelligent processing, and other capabilities very effective in the field of bridge inspection. Through the research
and analysis of this article, there are more and more bridge inspection systems developed by the Internet of Things and
wireless communication technology in China, and the percentage of related equipment used can reach more than 90%. The
functions of the bridge inspection system are becoming more and more complete, and the results of the inspection data are
also increasing.

1. Introduction

As an important traffic artery, bridges are valued by all walks
of life due to their complex structure, large capital require-
ments, and long service life, and their safety is directly
related to the safety of pedestrians. The real inspection data
of bridges and their safety degree are more concerned by
people [1, 2]. The use of a manual mode to detect bridges
cannot be directly and effectively applied to the maintenance

and inspection of some large-scale bridge projects. There-
fore, it is necessary to establish an intelligent system for
real-time bridge inspection to detect and evaluate the nor-
mal operation of roads and bridges in real time. During
the operation period, the bearing capacity of the main struc-
ture of the bridge, the operational status, and the endurance
of the main structure can be monitored in real time [3, 4].
The widespread use of network communication technology
has caused great changes in the way people obtain data,
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especially for some units that have high requirements for
data mobility and timeliness. Bridge detection based on
wireless communication and Internet of Things technology
systems has also been widely used [5, 6].

To the research about the design and analysis of bridge
detection systems based on the Internet of Things and wire-
less communication technology, many scholars have dis-
cussed it. For example, Zhang and others have proposed
that the Internet of Things has strong penetration, large
amount of actions, and good overall benefits. It is used in
structural engineering inspection to promote the develop-
ment of wireless communication and Internet of Things
technology. It is conducive to the development of intelligent,
refined, and networked structures; digital intelligent bridge
crack detection methods can improve the efficiency of bridge
safety diagnosis and reduce risk factors [7]. Mueller et al.
said that bridges are fragile transport infrastructure elements
and suggested that special attention should be paid to evac-
uation plans in the event of flood disasters [8]. According to
a report issued by the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), Seo and others pointed out that due to the increas-
ing number of deteriorating bridges, a more efficient and
cost-effective bridge inspection alternative is needed [9]. It
plays a guiding role in the design and analysis of bridge
inspection systems based on wireless communication and
Internet of Things technology.

This article analyzes the reasons for the development of
the bridge inspection system and the status quo at home
and abroad and introduces the basic technology, functions,
and software and hardware requirements of its use. Based
on the analysis of the basic data requirements of the bridge,
this paper studies the types of detection-related data, data
collection methods, and coding methods used. At the same
time, through the standard requirements of bridge construc-
tion, this paper forms a geographic location-based monitor-
ing, tracking, assessment, and evaluation model; the unit of
authenticity verification of relevant data and the progress,
quality, and safety of the inspection data are in a controllable
state, providing data for the decision-making of bridge engi-
neering on the support.

2. Research on Design and Analysis of Bridge
Inspection System Based on Wireless
Communication and Internet of
Things Technology

2.1. Research Status

2.1.1. Current Status of Research in China. In the 1950s,
there were no technical conditions to support the evaluation
and study of the specific conditions of a bridge. At that time,
the basis of judgment was mainly based on personal experi-
ence, and the safety of the main bridge was not judged by
specific and accurate data [10]. After the national major
basic research project “Basic Research on the Safety and
Durability of Major Civil Engineering” was put forward, a
higher level of requirements was put forward in the moni-
toring and evaluation of structural installation. Since then,
many universities and research institutions have invested

manpower and material resources to study bridge structures
and other topics. They have achieved relatively satisfactory
results.

2.1.2. Status of Overseas Research. Before World War II,
experts had explored the health inspection of bridges, but
at that time, there were only limited tests and research; the
corresponding standard procedures and systems were not
produced. Since the 1950s, a large number of bridge collapse
accidents and global bridge structural failure accidents have
occurred, making experts aware of the importance of real-
time bridge inspections, and various types of bridge inspec-
tion systems have also appeared.

2.2. Module Function Design. The modules designed in this
system include the data collection management module,
data trend analysis module, state prediction management
module, state analysis evaluation module, project supervi-
sion management module, inspection information release
module, and maintenance decision management module.

The data trend analysis module will realize the five func-
tions of data source setting, mining model establishment and
training, data browsing, and result viewing. The setting of
the data source is a prerequisite for other functions. The
establishment of a mining model is the core function of
the entire module. The training of the model is an extension
of the core function and a prerequisite for viewing the
results. Viewing the results makes the effect of the module
displayed on the system operator. In front of it, the readabil-
ity of the module is improved, and it is also easy to
understand.

2.3. Module Structure Design. The bridge inspection system
uses a relatively more traditional C/S software model archi-
tecture, but some B/S models are also used in some daily
inspection service levels. Among them, the server side is
mainly used as a container for deploying databases or multi-
dimensional data sets and performing data analysis, while
the client side deploys an application program interface for
detecting data. The function of the application is to submit
and display data information. When the data is submitted
to the data access layer, the data access layer will perform a
series of checksum processing on the data. If you need to
explore the data in depth, it will first analyze the data, then
access the data source and get the corresponding data from
the data source, finally return to the application through
the data access layer, and present the results to the user. If
data mining is not required, but to interact with the source
data, the data access layer will directly access the data source
and return the obtained results to the application program
and display it in front of the user.

3. Research on Design and Analysis of Bridge
Inspection System Based on Wireless
Communication and Internet of
Things Technology

3.1. Collect User Needs. Due to the abnormality of the IoT
sensor or the damage in the transmission process, the data
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transmitted to the database may appear empty, zero, beyond
the normal range, or the value within a certain range is con-
stant. This paper takes the real-time monitoring data of a
certain bridge as an example to extract the three main struc-
tural state parameters of the bridge, namely, temperature,
vertical deflection, and suspender cable force.

3.2. Outline Design

3.2.1. Data Collection Layer. The data acquisition layer is
mainly the sensor system and the data acquisition and trans-
mission system. The purpose of the sensor system is to real-
ize the collection and conversion of various information and
data in the bridge detection process. In order to achieve this
purpose, the sensor system is equipped with special bridges
for environmental monitoring, geometric monitoring, load
monitoring, and dynamic and static effect monitoring. The
function of the data acquisition and transmission system is
to collect the signals output by the sensors, regulate the
working sequence and frequency of all sensors, and transmit
the collected data to the data processing and analysis system
through radio transmission. The sensor system uses wireless
communication technology to connect with the data acquisi-
tion and transmission system.

3.2.2. Business Logic Layer. The business logic layer is the
unit of responsibility for data sorting and analysis. Its main
job is to classify the original data so that they can better meet
the specific needs of users. With the support of sufficient
data, the stress conditions of the bridge under various condi-
tions are collected. The needs of users are different, and the
central task of the business logic layer will also change
accordingly. From this perspective, the business logic layer
can be regarded as a collection of multiple data processing
subsystems, and the logic followed by its work is the exter-
nalized expression of user demands.

4. Related Technology

4.1. Internet of Things Technology

4.1.1. RFID. RFID is composed of electronic tags, readers,
and antennas. It has the characteristics of noncontact opera-
tion, no manpower, but more remote identification, and
convenient application.

4.2. The Data Fusion Technology. In layman’s terms, data
fusion technology is like sorting equipment in a contempo-
rary industry, responsible for classifying, summarizing, and
collecting raw data. Although it originated in the military
field, it has already shined in commercial and civilian fields
at this stage. In the field of bridge safety monitoring, data
fusion technology is mainly applied to the screening and
classification of original data and intelligent assembly of
related data according to attributes. It allows the user to
see the desired result more intuitively.

4.3. Data Mining Technology

4.3.1. The Multidimensional Data Set. The concept of the
multidimensional data sets is developed based on tables

and views modeled in common data source views, which
are general measures (factual data) and dimensions (which
can cover many aspects that we are interested in measur-
ing, such as time, product, and customer) and pass its def-
inition. The data measures and dimensions in the
multidimensional data set are derived from the tables
and views in the real data source view on which the mul-
tidimensional data set is based.

4.3.2. Data Source View. The data source view refers to a
logical representation of the basic data source, which con-
tains the model of the logical architecture used by the
multidimensional data sets and dimensions as well as
the data mining structure. It can be generated from one
or more data sources and can also include relationships,
calculated columns, and queries that do not exist in the
basic data source and data independent of the basic data
source. The data source view is transparent to the general
client application.

4.4. Related Algorithms

4.4.1. Time Series Algorithm Based on Automatic Regression
Decision Tree. In this article, the time series algorithm stud-
ied is based on decision numbers, linear regression, and
Bayesian algorithm. The main functions implemented are
the following: it can effectively relearn from data, it supports
correct prediction, and it is easy to explain. The time series
data set is transformed into data suitable for regression anal-
ysis. The transformed data set is used to obtain the target
variable in the form of a decision tree. This decision tree
has linear regression on its leaves. Therefore, a segmented
linear model is constructed. In the automatic regression
model, the structure of the decision number is determined
by Bayesian technology. In the analysis process, the “predic-
tor variable” and the “target variable” correspond to the pre-
dicted value and current value in the time series,
respectively.

4.4.2. Deflection Correlation Graph (DCG). Deflection is the
linear displacement of the rod axis in the direction perpen-
dicular to the axis or the linear displacement of the plate
and shell midplane in the direction perpendicular to the
midplane when a force is applied or a nonuniform tempera-
ture changes.

Consider a healthy bridge system H. Making 0 ≤ e, f < 1.
For M,N ∈H,M ≠N , let ðθ∨M,N ,1−e, bθM,N ,1−eÞ denote the

Table 1: Comparison of some sensing instruments installed in
bridge detection systems at home and abroad.

Home Overseas

Anemometer 74.83% 71.37%

Thermometer 91.62% 42.86%

Displacement meter 74.91% 71.35%

Vibrating wire strain gauge 33.29% 28.52%

Fiber optic sensor 33.28% 28.57%
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confidence interval of 1 − e. The 1 − e correlation between
M and N is a random variable, which is defined as

cdeg1−e M,Nð Þ = 1 − 1
2 ∗ bθM,N ,1−e − θ∨M,N ,1−e

�
:

�
ð1Þ

The deflection correlation graph of the system is
expressed as ICG1−e,1−f ðHÞ, which is a random graph with

interval labels (H,G, label), as shown in

G = M,Nf g: cedg1−e M,Nð Þ ≥ 1 − ff g, ð2Þ

label M,Nf gð Þ = θ∨M,N ,1−e, bθM,N ,1−e

�
:

�
ð3Þ

Since then, the graph with edge labels obtained accord-
ing to this definition is called a DCG.
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Figure 1: Comparison of some sensing instruments installed in bridge detection systems at home and abroad.

Table 2: Summary of comparison of raw and recovered data.

Raw data Data after recovery

2021/1/11 82 82

2021/1/25 43 84

2021/2/09 83 83

2021/2/23 81 81

2021/3/09 21 82

2021/3/23 83 83
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Figure 2: Comparison of raw and restored data.
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The development of information technology has spawned a new type of demand and management analysis model of big data. The
value of data is vividly reflected in the contemporary era, and all walks of life have devoted great energy to the construction and
use of informatization. The object of college education and management is the group of college students who are most closely
connected with contemporary trends. Their thoughts are active, their state is changeable, and they are very sensitive to external
stimuli. Such an educational situation has greatly increased the difficulty of educational management in colleges and
universities. This article takes the big data research as the breakthrough point, focuses on the promotion and innovation of
contemporary college education management informatization, and strives to improve the college education management
informatization system by solving existing problems. The innovation of this research is to use big data technology as the
starting point for improving the current stage of the education informatization work of colleges and universities, through the
combination of data analysis and the latter, to realize the comprehensive informatization innovation of education management.
The study used questionnaire surveys to investigate and interview some students and related managers in 5 universities in the
province and conducted an objective assessment of the construction of educational management informatization in these
universities and found that these five universities have common problems in this field. Research experiments have found that
among the five representative universities in the province, the service awareness of education administrators is not above the
fifth level. This shows that in the big data environment, the quality of education administrators cannot be ignored.

1. Introduction

The advent of the era of big data has profoundly affected
everyone’s work and life. Almost all people’s behaviors can
be captured by information terminals and converted into
visual numbers, and then, these numbers can provide a ref-
erence for the personalized development of social services.
Although it is sometimes used by illegal businesses to cause
trouble to the public, its positive effect is undoubtedly
dominated by the mainstream, which has been universally
recognized by the public [1, 2]. It can be said that various
industries and fields are actively exploring the mode of com-
bining big data with their own work to meet the needs of the
development of the times. In the context of the era of big
data, how to use big data to explore objective laws to strictly

understand and master university education management
and university education management innovation is
undoubtedly a major topic of current and future research,
and scholars in the field of educationmanagementmustmake
theoretical and practical responses to big problems [3, 4].
This article takes the big data environment as the background
and takes the innovation and informatization development of
university education management as the main research goal.
It is a natural, contemporary, and creative effort to this.

The research on this major subject in the educational
management field includes the following: Zeng used empir-
ical research to track and analyze the teaching practice of
the space design subject in a higher vocational college in a
certain place, so as to find out how information technology
should be better integrated into methods in vocational
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education. It turns out that the reasonable application of
information technology has a very positive impact on the
teaching effect and management effect of the subject [5].
Popkova believes that the modern stage of the development
of the education field is characterized by the large-scale
implementation of information and telecommunications
technology into the activities of all members of the education
process. Informatization is one of themain factors to improve
the level of education, and the awareness and methods of
training have been improved. The role of the teacher has
changed—the teacher has changed from the translation of
knowledge to the organizer of student activities in order to
acquire new knowledge and skills [6]. These studies provide
theoretical guidance for the creation of this article.

This article combs the latest research trends in this field
domestically and internationally and finds that most
experts and scholars have affirmed the positive effects of
informatization construction on education management
and put forward constructive predictions on the develop-
ment direction of this field from many aspects [7]. At the
same time, many cases also show us the shortcomings in
the current stage of education management information
construction, such as poor software compatibility, incom-
plete functions, and inability to guarantee stability, which
have largely hindered the use of the advantages of the infor-
mation system. In response to this phenomenon, this article
puts forward targeted development ideas for the common
problems embodied in the five vocational colleges [8]. It
is hoped that it can effectively promote the development
of information construction and make it better meet the
requirements of scientific and technological progress for
educational modernization.

2. Research on the Innovation and
Development of University Education
Management Informationization in the Big
Data Environment

2.1. The Basic Connotation of Wireless Communication and
Big Data. Although the term big data has been repeatedly
mentioned in recent years, it has not actually been clearly
defined. Many scholars have defined it from various angles
according to their own research focus. In general, the more
widely used definition starts from the functionality of big
data. It is to classify and process the data information col-
lected through various means, so as to extract information
that is beneficial to itself. Big data is different from ordinary
data. The most obvious difference is its scale and high speed;
that is, it can be called big data if it meets certain require-
ments in terms of scale and collection time [9]. The focus
of big data is to use technology and scientific knowledge as
well as high-tech technology to find more valuable informa-
tion about data objects [10]. It can be said that information
collection is equivalent to the stage of primitive accumula-
tion, and data analysis and application are the efficient
value-added stage. In other words, collecting data is not
the focus, but the development and utilization of data is
the key. With the help of big data collection and analysis

to better promote the construction of the educational man-
agement information system of colleges and universities,
not only can it better utilize the advantages of information
equipment but also it can help to improve the overall level
of college education management [11, 12].

2.2. The Innovation and Development of the Education
Management Informationization of Universities in the Era of
Big Data

2.2.1. Innovation of Ideas and Thinking. The era of big data
is completely changing the status quo of the traditional
education model, which cannot completely and truly count
the effects of national education. Relying on powerful
analysis capabilities, terminal equipment can quickly and
accurately sort out the personalized needs of customers
and adjust their management strategies in time according
to this demand. What is more valuable is that the data
obtained through big data analysis greatly avoids the influ-
ence of the analyst’s subjective emotions on the results and
fundamentally changes all the views and thinking on
education management.

2.2.2. Innovation of the Education Model. In the past, college
education was promoted by teachers to students, and the
content and form of teaching were completely determined
by the Academic Affairs Office and teachers. But in the era
of big data, schools can formulate teaching priorities and
teaching methods based on data analysis. At the same time,
big data can also capture and analyze the content of online
classrooms watched by students and reversely affect
teachers’ thinking and improvement of teaching. Such a
more open and interactive teaching-learning cycle has been
used for dozens of times. It is undoubtedly a major innova-
tion for the university education model.

2.2.3. Innovation of the Evaluation Model.With the advent of
the era of big data, the evaluation of its education is limited not
only to subjective assumptions and personal experience but
also to objective evaluation supported by data. Through the
click statistics or activity survey of each tutor course, statistical
data are provided for students on each learning platform and
support is provided for all educational evaluations.

2.2.4. The Development of Informatization of College
Education Management in the Era of Big Data. In the era of
big data, people gradually realize that the world is composed
of information rather than a series of natural or social events.
In the process of digitizing the world, information has com-
pleted many very difficult tasks. Under such changes, the
informatization of educationmanagement in colleges and uni-
versities must inevitably conform to the requirements of the
times and establish a data-based thinking tradition and work
model as soon as possible. Every day, the university itself
and every teacher, student, and administrator in the university
are generating this large amount of new data. In the education
management work, these data are getting more and more
attention, and they are beginning to be mined and used.
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2.3. The Specific Situation of the Application of Big Data
Technology to the Education Management of Universities

2.3.1. Service Object. Establish an information platform that
connects students and teachers extensively, and interconnect
the collected information. The information is classified and
captured in a scientific manner to provide teachers and
students with all-round personalized services.

2.3.2. Campus Environment. Accelerate the construction of
school wireless networks and the Internet of Things, elimi-
nate information blind spots, and strive to be able to grasp
first-hand information changes inside and outside the
campus at any time.

2.3.3. Data Warehouse. Only when the data reaches a certain
volume can it be called big data. This requires a sufficient
space for data storage and classification, which requires a
data warehouse.

2.3.4. Cloud Computing. Cloud computing has greatly accel-
erated the speed of computing, enabling customers to meet
their computing needs as quickly as possible and ensuring
data security.

2.4. University Education Management Relies on the
Development of Big Data

2.4.1. Improve the Education Management System. In addi-
tion to integrating the three major functions in the field of
university student management, it can also effectively
upgrade the student management system. However, in order
to improve the quality of teaching and based on the reality of
each school, a new system should be established: first, to
make teaching institutionalized; second, to institutionalize
and standardize the guidance; third, to pay attention to the
management of examination procedures and to institution-
alize; fourth, to promote employment and to establish the
service system; fifth, to find specialized personnel to reason-
ably supervise; sixth, to innovate the teaching engineering
system; seven, to evaluate the standard vocational education;
and eight, the result transmission of the teaching results.

2.4.2. The Campus Network Must Play an Important Role in
Promoting Education Management. The environment is the
foundation, and the construction of the education manage-
ment environment is the construction of the campus
network platform. Today’s teaching is inseparable from this
information platform. Therefore, special attention should
be paid to the role of the campus network. The construc-
tion of the campus network is not a simple signal coverage,
but various information resources are interconnected under
the premise of ensuring safety. This means that the univer-
sity must not only increase investment in supporting
software and hardware but also pay enough attention to
talent training.

2.4.3. Sufficient Investment in Teaching. The performance of
the infrastructure has a direct impact on the construction of
the campus network. Without sufficient funds as a guaran-
tee, it is difficult for universities to establish an information

management system. Nowadays, there are some ways to
improve teaching: first, not only rely on government invest-
ment but also establish various investment systems, start
with different entities, and find different methods; second,
optimize the proportion of capital allocation, increase the
efficiency of capital use, and reduce necessary loss; third, first
aid relieves teachers’ anxiety, is committed to teaching, and
fills up the gap in the number of teachers engaged in the
frontline; fourth, strengthen the essence of education and
reduce the pursuit of utilitarianism.

2.4.4. Classification Management of “Interest Clusters.”
“Interest clusters” are used to manage users with different
main hobbies and habits. Although there are big differences
between customers, through the collection and analysis of
big data, we can find out when they are generally interested
in a certain topic or field, so that these customers can be
classified into specific groups. It is in a common interest
cluster, that is, “interest cluster.” Under the guidance of this
concept, the study conducted a modeling analysis on the
interests and hobbies of the student group, and the main
formula is

f ip1

� �
Uθρ1 =M × f ip1

� ����
���Uθρ1 + 1 −Mð Þ × f ip1

� �
Uθρ1

��� :

ð1Þ

2.5. Improvement of the Incentive Mechanism Based on a
Big Data Platform. Regardless of the economic system, the
scientific incentive mechanism plays an important role in
the work enthusiasm of the workers. Similarly, in the infor-
mation age, if universities want to make big data platforms
play their intended role, they must also pay attention to the
construction and improvement of incentive mechanisms.
Colleges and universities should adopt a combination of
material incentives and spiritual incentives based on their
actual abilities and the needs of their workers to lay the
foundation for the application of big data platforms.

Build a contribution value management system. The
aspects of student management are very complicated, and
this research regards these studies as nodes. Through analy-
sis, find out the ranking of the contribution value of each
node in the student management, and use it as one of the
main bases for the distribution of performance. Such a
distribution system can greatly stimulate the enthusiasm of
various nodes, that is, the management departments of uni-
versities. In the propagation node link graph, we set Pi as the
PageRank value of propagation node i, Li is the number of
propagation nodes pointed to by propagation node i, N is
the total number of nodes, and q is the constant damping
coefficient. The following calculation model is used as the
main basis for determining the contribution value, so as to
scientifically determine the precise value of each node.

(1) Initialize all propagation nodes

(2) For all propagation nodes, perform the calculation of
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1 + μ

N + μ
× 〠

n

j=1

Qj

Mj
,  i = 1, 2, 3⋯;j = 1, 2, 3⋯,n: ð2Þ

(3) Take the experience value in this experiment q =
0:837

(4) Take the threshold x and iterate the second step until
formula (3) holds for all nodes:

ΔQij j < θ: ð3Þ

Among them, ΔQi is the difference between the Qi value
of the i-node last iteration and this time. After the iteration
is completed, use the min-max normalization method to
normalize the PageRank value of the page to obtain the final
authority value.

3. Experimental Research on the Innovation
and Development of University Education
Management Information under the Big
Data Environment

3.1. Subjects. In order to have a more comprehensive grasp
of the current status of the information construction of edu-
cation management in colleges and universities, this study
selected 5 colleges and universities in the province to inves-
tigate and found out the common problems based on the big
data analysis model. At last, this study proposed suggestions
for improvement and innovation of management combined
with the actual situation of the colleges and universities.

3.2. Experimental Method

(1) Field visit

Five selected colleges and universities were visited, and
the teachers and students regarding the school’s views on
the informatization of education management in the school
were interviewed.

(2) Questionnaire survey

Questionnaires were sent through the official websites of
the 5 universities, and each school issued 341 questionnaires,
of which the valid questionnaires returned by each school
were 331, 340, 336, 337, and 330, respectively.

(3) Observation and comparison method

Observe and compare the survey results of these 5
schools, study the common problems of education manage-
ment informatization in the university in the current state,
and explore the informatization of education management
in the big data environment that adapts to the common
university.

4. Experimental Research and Analysis on the
Innovation and Development of University
Education Management
Informatization under the Big
Data Environment

4.1. Quality Analysis of Education Management Personnel.
Compared with junior and senior high schools, higher edu-
cation administrators have higher quality requirements, and
their mastery of high and new technology must also meet the
needs of the era of education informatization. This forces
them to maintain a state of learning improvement; other-
wise, it will be difficult to meet the ability level of matching
college students, and education management is naturally
quite inefficient. Table 1 is a survey and analysis table of
the literacy of education administrators in 5 representative
colleges and universities in the province. The level of
mastery is represented by 10 numbers from 1 to 10. The
higher the number, the higher the degree. The colleges are
numbered in Roman alphabets (serial number).

It can be seen from Figure 1 that among the five repre-
sentative colleges and universities in the province, education
administrators generally have the problem of low quality.
Among them, the management ability is relatively high,
and the degree level is basically above 5, but there is no prob-
lem in terms of service awareness. The situation above level
5 shows that in the big data environment, the quality train-
ing of education managers cannot be ignored.

4.2. Statistical Analysis of the Subject Keywords of College
Forums. At the level of interest cluster investigation and
induction, the focus of this research is mainly on the campus
forums of these five universities. First, collect all the data of
these five college campus forums in the past six months, and
comprehensively sort them according to the activity of stu-
dents in the forum and the popularity of forum topics. Use
this as a basis to make a portrait of each student group. It is
found that in the college student forums, users’ posts and
replies show a certain interest bias. In order to verify the exis-
tence of this phenomenon in the whole, this paper conducts
data mining on the topic keywords of forums of 5 colleges

Table 1: Investigation and analysis on the literacy of educational managers in 5 universities in this province.

I II III IV V

Service awareness 4.19 3.71 5.18 3.52 3.17

Professional knowledge 5.41 3.58 3.92 4.32 3.38

Information technology 3.46 4.99 2.61 2.83 4.49

Management ability 5.73 5.42 4.85 5.67 5.38
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Figure 1: Investigation and analysis on the literacy of educational managers in 5 universities in this province.

Table 2: Thematic keyword statistics.

I II III IV V

Work 1246973 452401 735925 796131 951296

Learning 1102906 590289 546127 1308503 1185598

Entertainment 441799 315653 1036002 845108 940221

Political 797891 1345623 793237 1247522 767028

Life 785725 1168416 1216118 658607 1094892
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Figure 2: Thematic keyword statistics.
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Testing and implementation of integrated and intelligent transport systems (IITS) of an electrical vehicle need many high-
performance and high-precision subsystems. The existing systems confine themselves with limited features and have driving
range anxiety, charging and discharging time issues, and inter- and intravehicle communication problems. The above issues are
the critical barriers to the penetration of EVs with a smart grid. This paper proposes the concepts which consist of connected
vehicles that exploit vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) communication, embedded system integrated with sensors which
acquire the static and dynamic parameter of the electrical vehicle, and cloud integration and dig data analytics tools. Vehicle
control information is generated based on machine learning-based control systems. This paper also focuses on improving the
overall performance (discharge time and cycle life) of a lithium ion battery, increasing the range of the electric vehicle,
enhancing the safety of the battery that acquires the static and dynamic parameter and driving pattern of the electrical vehicle,
establishing vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) communication, and handling and analyzing the acquired data with the help
of various artificial big data analytics techniques.

1. Introduction

Testing and implementation of integrated and intelligent
transport systems (IITS) of an electrical vehicle need many
high-performance and high-precision subsystems. The exist-
ing systems confine themselves with limited features and
have the following shortcomings.

(i) Driving range and associated driver range anxiety

(ii) Longer duration for charging

(iii) Presence or frequent availability of charging stations

(iv) Heterogeneous communication technologies between
vehicle to grid (V2G) and grid to vehicle (G2V)

(v) Data flow and cloud integration

(vi) Handling and analysis of big data

The above issues are the critical barriers to the penetra-
tion of EVs with a smart grid. This proposed concept con-
sists of an embedded system consisting of sensors which
acquire the static and dynamic parameter of the electrical
vehicle, cloud integration and big data analytics tools
depicted in Figure 1, and connected vehicles that exploit
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) communication which
is shown in Figure 2. Vehicle control information is gener-
ated based on machine learning-based control systems.

The capacity to organize, advance, and screen the posi-
tion, steering, and well-being of vehicles is the key when
looking to limit long-haul working expenses and increment
in range are the important factors to be considered in electri-
cal vehicle industries.
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All the electric vehicles consist of battery units, and every
unit has separate estimations of cell voltages and tempera-
tures and state of charge. Acquiring such estimations physi-
cally would require obtrusive, enormous, and complex
circuits.

In this paper, a machine learning-based embedded con-
troller is proposed. This controller screens distinctive driving
procedures, energy utilization versus load conditions, the
energy required for existing and important routes for future
use, and battery reenergized profiles. This paper also
describes the design and implementation of a data acquisi-
tion system for vehicles, with special emphasis on EVs.

2. Review of Status of Research and
Development in the Smart Electrical Vehicle

The paper by Hannan et al. explains a charge equalization
algorithmwhich gives an equal and balanced charge to all lith-
ium ion cells in a battery pack [1, 2]. Here, a voltage method is
used to find the state of the charge of a battery. Here, the volt-
age is compared at every instant and compared with the refer-
ence voltage so as to get voltage versus time curve which is a
reference point of the state of charge. The paper by Wang
et al. discusses an optimal charging method for improvement
of charging efficiency of a lithium ion battery [3, 4]. It is
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observed that there is no considerable improvement in the
charging efficiency of a lithium ion battery.

Lithium ion batteries are not fully safeguarded from the
operation problems due to several factors. So, different
methods are found out to improve the performance of lithium
ion batteries. These methods may be battery management sys-
tem methods or their chemical constitution and manufactur-
ing process. If we consider high-power rated battery packs,
cells must be connected in parallel to improve the current
and power rating. But, at that time, there are problems of loose
connection and sparking in between which reduce the output
and smooth operation. Also, the different cells may not behave
in a uniform manner. The paper by Satyavani et al. portrays
the displaying and test assessment of equal associated lithium
particle cells for an electric vehicle battery framework [5]. The
primary outcomes from this examination feature that huge
contrasts in the current stream can happen between cells
inside an equal stack that will influence how the cells age
and the temperature circulation inside the battery assembly
[6]. The paper by Zhang et al. clarifies an information-
driven-based condition of an energy assessor of lithium parti-
cle batteries used to supply electric vehicles [7]. This paper
clarifies another strategy utilizing the Kalman channel to
gauge the condition of energy of a lithium particle battery.
SoE or condition of energy of a lithium particle battery is the
limit of a battery as far as kilowatt-hour (kWh) is concerned.
The scope of an electric vehicle relies on the condition of
energy of a lithium particle battery [7].

The existing intelligent transport system testbed has its
own limitation in the area of wireless sensor network
(WSN) research [8, 9]. These systems usually give the
instructions about the design and implementation of a com-
plex system but failed to integrate the control techniques of
ITS. Already existing systems are not economically viable
to take up the research for further development [10]. Certain
testbeds are available for autonomous vehicles, but the
results and findings need more clarity and such test system
cannot be used for a wide range of systems [11]. Datta
et al. propose a cloud-based service provider for ITS test-
beds, but it is restricted with connected vehicles. None of
the literature considers the driving range and associated
driver range anxiety, longer duration for charging, presence
or frequent availability of charging stations, heterogeneous
communication technologies between vehicle to grid
(V2G) and grid to vehicle (G2V), data flow and cloud inte-
gration, and handling and analysis of big data.

In India, lithium ion battery-based electric cars are com-
ing into the scene. The government of India and various
state governments are promoting the use of electric vehicles
and provide subsidies and tax reductions on electric vehicles.
But most of the electric vehicles are using a lead acid battery
due to their availability and cheapness. Lithium particle bat-
teries are not being utilized generally because of their signif-
icant expense, and furthermore, there are not many lithium
particle battery makers in India which produce electric vehi-
cle lithium particle batteries. The paper [12] clarifies the
strategies and union of progress of high-rate lithium particle
batteries. In this methodology, the essential concern is to
improve and redesign the cathode materials. Various strate-

gies and amalgamation such as strong state techniques for
LiFePO4 powders, strong state combination, mechano-
synthetic initiation, and so forth and ways to deal with work
on the electrochemical execution of LiFePO4 are being used.

In developing nations like India, the maximum population
suffers from unemployment, poor education access, inferior
environmental conditions, and mass death following road
crashes. Hence, in this context, queries might increase about
the challenges entrenched in peoples’mind, their behaviorism
and skepticism regarding AVs’ safety issues, and finally
whether driverless vehicles would create or displace jobs
[13–15]. The novelty of this study lies in exploring people’s
attitude towards AV and their concerns regarding challenges
of AV technology in an Indian scenario with a special focus
on a forward section of the society. As per Roger Everett’s
exemplary model, the “dissemination of innovations,” among
the five classes of innovators, early adopters, early majority,
late majority, and laggards, the early adopters embrace the
innovation faster [16, 17]. Since the forward segment of the
general public with elevated places and administrative abilities
has the novel attribute of innovative familiarity or on the
grounds that they harbor positive perspectives towards state-
of-the-art AV innovation, we guess that the respondents con-
sidered in this review will be inside the early adopters [18].
This study through adoption of an online survey objectively
intends to analyze the people’s mindset, attitudes, and impres-
sions on smart car technologies and strategies. Owing to lack
of adequate literature regarding AV technology emergence in
India and its acknowledgement, this study would be of its ini-
tial kind to probe into the forward section user perception
towards AVs in an Indian scenario [19, 20].

3. Importance of the Proposed Method in the
Context of the Current Status

In the future, electric vehicles (EVs) are expected to be
widely used by all kinds of people and industries. A tradi-
tional vehicle like combustion engines produces pollution
into the atmosphere and causes toxic gases like SOX, NOX,
and COX. When we migrate from the usage of a traditional
vehicle to an electrical vehicle, the fuel consumption will be
reduced by 70% which will reduce the pollution. Moreover,
the operating cost, drivability, and maintenance cost will
be reduced further. The usage of an electrical vehicle with
IITS not only gives profit to the users but also gives more
comfortable and safer journey to the users with lot of infor-
mation like speed limit, nearest charging station location
and charging time details, and battery parameters.

3.1. Current Issues in Our Intelligent Transport System for the
Electric Vehicle. The existing electric vehicle system is facing
the following problems:

(i) Decision-making intelligence for the selection of
charging stations (CSs)

(ii) Reliable and efficient information exchanges
between EVs, meters, charging stations, and the
power grid
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(iii) Vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle
communication network design dynamic speed
and no standard network topology

(iv) Difficulty in collecting the vehicle parameters when
the number vehicles are more with reduced distance
band width limitation with a dense scenario

In order to overcome the above issues, the following sug-
gestion is proposed in this paper. The vehicle parameters can
be exchanged between nearby/peer EVs by establishing a
secure ad hoc communication between EVs for a necessary
action. Establishing an ad hoc communication between vehi-
cles follows the principle of VANETs, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication.
The location, speed, travelling distance and direction, stabil-
ity loss, braking, etc. are communicated in the V2V mode
with 5.9GHz frequency and a bandwidth of 75MHz. V2I
represents a one-way hop communication between the Road
Side Unit (RSU) and the vehicles. The RSU may proactively
suggest fuel consumption, acceleration, velocities, and the
intervehicle distance to be maintained based on the traffic
conditions [21, 22]. Information to drivers may be broad-
casted through the wireless connections directly. The maxi-
mum distance (limit/range) of the vehicles is set as 60 km.
Usually, it is 1000 meters in simulations.

4. Proposed Methodology

Execution variety, low cycle life, and temperature affectability
of a lithium particle battery stockpiling framework for electric
vehicles are subject to changing driving examples. The deter-
mination of an energy stockpiling framework is vital on
account of electric vehicles. It ought to have great energy
thickness and extensive force thickness, and furthermore, it
should be lightweight. The low-energy-thickness batteries will
expand the weight needed to give the necessary energy and
capacity to the vehicle. So, it will add to the complete load of
the framework. This will cause the depletion of the battery
without any problem. So, a lightweight battery or a battery
with impressively high energy thickness should be utilized in
electric vehicles. Lithium particle batteries are preferred a lot
as electric vehicle batteries. They have high energy thickness,
high life cycle, and smooth activity. However, there are issues
related to lithium batteries; for example, they have high-
temperature affectability, and their activity will be influenced
by overcurrent charging and overcurrent releasing past their
greatest evaluated values. It might detonate or consume on
the off chance that they are fumbled.

So, for the battery, the executives and control framework
are extremely fundamental in electric vehicle energy stock-
piling battery packs. In these batteries, the board and control
framework will control the charging current release and
voltage at charging and will remove the activity if boundaries
change from the permitted values. Additionally, the battery
boundaries including working temperatures should be
observed and controlled with the goal that the battery life
or cycle life will be improved. This paper is a survey about
the need of a plan of a novel battery and the board and con-

trol framework for lithium particle batteries for execution
improvement in electric vehicles.

The outline is explained in Figure 3. The lithium ion bat-
tery is charged by a plug-in source. The charging and dis-
charging according to load, driving patterns, operating
temperature, state of charge, state of health, state of safety,
current, etc. are monitored, and optimal operation is
ensured by the intelligent controller which is represented
in Figure 4. The intelligent controller consists of new algo-
rithms which control and optimize the energy storage sys-
tem for electric vehicles. The supercapacitor will support
the battery while starting from rest or after braking, and
the solar cell will ensure charging of the battery if the battery
state of charge is less than 30%. Thus, the overall perfor-
mance of the lithium ion battery and in effect the mileage
of the electric vehicle are improved. Usually, electric vehicles
are using a lead acid battery in India. But we are using a lith-
ium ion battery to ensure a lightweight battery and also
reduce the weight of the entire electric vehicle system.

The below objective is very useful in electric vehicles and
public transport such as bus, taxi, and auto rickshaw. Based
on the above objectives, an intelligent control system will be
developed. This intelligent control system will utilize solar
energy to charge the battery and the supercapacitor. The
supercapacitor will support the vehicle while starting and
climbing. The intelligent controller will take decision to
power the motor from the solar cell or supercapacitor or
from the battery. This decision is based on battery parame-
ters like state of charge (SoC), battery temperature, current,
and voltage stability.

The main necessity of this intelligent controller is that it
will improve the performance of the battery by reducing the
strain caused by different driving conditions, and so it will
improve the battery cycle life. So, the operation cost of the
electric vehicle will be reduced as the battery replacement
frequency will be less. Because of the optimal design of the
battery capacity for a particular power, the overall weight
of the system can also be reduced.

4.1. Uniqueness of the Embedded Controller. The controllers
available in the market are operated under an open loop. No
battery parameters are considered for controller design.
These kinds of controllers simply act as a switch between
on and off. Because of such kind of controllers, the battery
life and range of the battery vehicle are reduced. This intel-
ligent controller is overcoming these issues, resulting in
reduced processing time while taking decision. Real-time
data sampling, acquiring, filtering, and processing are a real
challenge. The running time and algorithm complexity are
given below which are mentioned in the main manuscript
as per the suggestions given by the reviewer.

(i) Decisions cannot be taken instantaneously

(ii) Less stable

(iii) Frequency of changeover in switching is more

(iv) Need a very detailed program to set the control
parameters
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(v) Predicted results may not be available always

(vi) Error in any part affects the whole functioning of
the system

(vii) Misfiring of the system may occur due to any error
in its interfacing program

(viii) Switching between the sources causes a time lag

The above complexity has been addressed in the pro-
posed methods. Due to the addition of all these constraints,
the run time of the algorithm is increased.

The proposed embedded controller will enhance the
following:

(i) It will improve the overall performance of the lith-
ium ion battery

(ii) It will increase the discharge time and cycle life of
the lithium ion battery

(iii) It optimizes the battery current according to battery
parameters and driving patterns

(iv) It increases the range of the electric vehicle
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Table 1: Specifications of the sensors used in the proposed method.

S.
no.

Sensor Features/specifications

1 MSC360 rotary position sensor

Simple & robust magnetic compact design, endless rotation, up to 360° of
electrical angle, magnetic shielding, programmable linear transfer

characteristics, self-diagnostic features, overvoltage protection, and reverse
voltage protection

Analog and PWM output

2 Steering sensors Cast iron material, 20-22mm diameter, hydraulic type

3 GPS-MEMS Gyroscope—GYPRO3300

(i) Digital angular rate sensor with the SPI interface
(ii) Angular rate measurement around the z-axis (yaw)

(iii) ±300°/sec input range
(iv) Ultralow noise

(v) Excellent bias instability
(vi) 24-bit angular rate output

(vii) Embedded temperature sensor for on-chip or external temperature
compensation

(viii) Built-in self-test
(ix) 5 V single supply voltage

(x) Low operating current consumption: 25mA
(xi) CLCC 30 package: 19:6mm× 11:5mm× 2:9mm

(xii) Weight: 2 grams

4 Low-g accelerometer LIS2DW12TR
3-axis MEMS accelerometer, ultralow power, configurable single/double-tap

recognition, free fall, wakeup, portrait/landscape, 6D/4D orientation
detections

5
Personal cloud-WD My Cloud Home

WDBVXC0040HWT-BESN 4TB network attached
storage

14 × 5:3 × 17:55 cm; 1.05 kilograms, 17:6 ∗ 5:3 centimeters, model
WDBVXC0040HWT-BESN, components-personal cloud storage, Ethernet

cable, AC adapter and quick install guide

6
Synology DiskStation DS1621+ network attached

storage drive

174% performance boost with over 110,000 4K random read IOPS2, built-in
M.2 2280 NVMe SSD slots permit cache acceleration without occupying

storage drive bays, flexibly scale up to 16 drives to increase storage capacity as
demand grows, back up critical data and reduce your recovery time objective

(RTO) with snapshot replication, build an on premises multiuser
collaboration environment with fine-grained control, 28:2 × 24:3 × 16:6 cm,

4.29 kg

7
MAX17843

Data acquisition interface
12-channel, high-voltage smart sensor data acquisition interface

8 IoT gateway

UTX-3117N4200 series fanless IoT gateway, supports 2 × COMport, 1 ×
HDMI, 1 × display port, 2 × USB3:0, TPM, and DCIN 12~24V

Built-in 1 ×M:2 expansion slot (i.e., Wi-Fi module), 1 x half sizemini‐PCIe
expansion slot (i.e., Zigbee, module, or mSATA), and 1 × full − sizemini −

PCI expansion slot (i.e., 3G/LTE module) with 5 antennas
Supports 1 × 2:5” HDD or SSD storage

Wide operating temperature -20~60°C support (with E3900 series SoC)
IoT SW integration: WISE-PaaS IoT software platform, AWS Greengrass,

Microsoft IoT edge

9 Battery monitoring sensors

The lithium ion battery banks of an EV are monitored using a MAX17843
programmable smart data acquisition interface. Cell diagnosis, balancing, and
voltage level measurements along with safe levels are addressed using this

interface

10 Vehicle navigation

GPS is primarily used for tracking. To combat with the existing drawbacks of
GPS such as lack of local knowledge and driving path distractions, GPS-

MEMS-based gyroscopes and low-g accelerometers are used for tracking the
position/path

11 Power steering sensors
The directing point sensor (SAS) figures out where the driver needs to

control, coordinating with the controlling wheel with the vehicle’s wheels. It is
customized to decide the guiding point speed
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(v) It enhances the safety of the battery

(vi) It acquires the static and dynamic parameter of the
electrical vehicle

4.2. Steps Involved in Implementing the Concept

(1) The static and dynamic parameters are sensed and
processed. Specifications of the sensors used in the
proposed method are shown in Table 1

(2) The data can be exchanged between nearby/peer EVs
by establishing a secure ad hoc communication
between EVs for a necessary action. Establishing an
ad hoc communication between vehicles follows the
principle of VANETs, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication.
The location, speed, travelling distance and direc-
tion, stability loss, braking, etc. are communicated
in the V2V mode with 5.9GHz frequency and a
bandwidth of 75MHz. V2I represents a one-way
hop communication between the Road Side Unit
(RSU) and the vehicles. The RSU may proactively
suggest fuel consumption, acceleration, velocities,
and the intervehicle distance to be maintained based
on the traffic conditions. Information to drivers may
be broadcasted through the wireless connections
directly

(3) The heterogenous data can be moved to the cloud for
central processing/storage exploiting the IoT
gateway

5. Conclusion

A new concept of monitoring and control of the intelligent
transport system has been proposed with the help of the
wireless sensor network and artificial intelligence in this
paper. Various modules and hardware requirement with
technical specifications have also been mentioned. Guide-
lines to analyze the static and dynamic parameters of the
electric vehicle using big data analytics are briefed in this
paper. Based on the power and energy density of the battery
of the electric vehicle, current and voltage stability, and state
of health of the battery, a decision-making algorithm is
developed and then it is integrated with AI techniques, and
finally, it is implemented using an embedded controller to
take intelligent decision to control and monitor the electric
vehicle. Based on the proposed method, the discharge time
is improved by 20 minutes and the cycle life of the lithium
ion battery is increased by 200 cycles. Also, the range of
the electric vehicle is increased to 2.3 km, and battery
replacement cost is only 4/5 of the total cost.

Data Availability

Two sets of data will be considered to train the mode with
the help of an advanced algorithm. These data have been
generated during the study: (1) the discharge time extension
in percentage for different conditions of driving patterns and
(2) the discharge time extension in percentage for different

states of charge of the battery. The data sheet is attached in
the portal as a supplementary file (available here).
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In recent years, the pose estimation of objects has become a research hotspot. This technique can effectively estimate the pose
changes of objects in space and is widely used in many mobile devices, such as AR/VR. At present, mainstream technologies
can achieve high-precision pose estimation, but the problem of that of multiple irregular objects in mobile and embedded
devices under limited resource conditions is still challenging. In this paper, we propose a FastQR algorithm that can estimate
the pose of multiple irregular objects on Renesas by utilizing homography method to solve the transformation matrix of a
single QR code and then establish the spatial constraint relationship between multiple QR codes to estimate the posture of
irregular objects. Our algorithm obtained a competitive result in simulation and verification on the RZ/A2M development
board of Renesas. Moreover, the verification results show that our method can estimate the spatial pose of the multiobject
accurately and robustly in distributed embedded devices. The average frame rate calculated on the RZ/A2M can reach 28 fps,
which is at least 37 times faster than that of other pose estimation methods.

1. Introduction

With the development of AR/VR and control technology,
object pose estimation is needed in manifold scenes. A large
number of low-cost small embedded platforms also need to
carry out object spatial pose estimation, such as in the exhi-
bition, education, and other fields [1, 2]. At present, most of
the estimation of object pose depends on the binocular cam-
era [3] or RGB-D camera [4]. This type of camera is large
and requires a computing platform with a certain amount
of computing power, which is not conducive to the installa-
tion on small devices. There are also inertial sensors on
objects to complete pose detection [5] or the comprehensive
use of IMU, binocular camera, and RGB-D camera [6], but
this method has certain difficulties in data fusion and filter-
ing. Moreover, using convolution neural network to estimate
the position and pose of objects [7] has also become a
research focus, which brings accuracy, but requires high
computational power of the platform, and even needs to be
accelerated by GPU.

In many scenarios, like AR, it is necessary to realize the
fast pose estimation of objects on small portable devices, so
the pose estimation of objects needs a convenient, fast, and
low-cost solution. With the development and popularization
of QR code technology [8] in recent years, QR code has been
widely used in various aspects, such as QR code payment
and QR code business cards. Most of these applications use
the function of QR codes carrying text information, but at
the same time, QR codes can also provide accurate pose
information. At present, in the existing research, it has been
possible to use QR codes as visual markers, utilizing the
position, number, and other information stored in the QR
code to complete the navigation [9, 10] or using the calcu-
lated position and attitude information to estimate the
position and pose of the camera [11].

This paper proposes a FastQR algorithm that can
estimate the pose of multiple irregular objects on Renesas
by utilizing QR codes and a monocular camera and then
estimate the posture of irregular objects. This method only
requires low resolution camera, which reduces the amount
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of computation with the characteristics of low cost, high
accuracy, good robustness, low computing power require-
ments, fast speed, and so on, and making the multiobject
pose estimation has a wider range of application scenarios.
The results also verify the reliability of our method. At the
same time, the highest frame rate calculated on the Renesas
RZ/A2M development board can reach 45 fps, and the aver-
age frame rate can reach 28 fps.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) It is proposed to use QR codes to realize a high frame
rate and high accuracy pose estimation on equip-
ment with limited resources

(2) It is possible to estimate the pose of multiple objects
simultaneously under the premise of ensuring the
frame rate and accuracy

(3) Theproposed algorithm is tested on the simulationplat-
form and the real object, and the result is competitive

2. The Principle of Position and Pose
Estimation of Objects

2.1. Identification of QR Codes. The recognition and decod-
ing algorithm of the QR code used in our system is AprilTag
[12]. To further improve the recognition speed, the Dynam-
ically Reconfigurable Processor (DRP) [13] on RZ/A2M is
used to further accelerate the image processing steps, includ-
ing adaptive binarization, Gaussian blur, and edge detection
in the process of QR code recognition.

2.2. Solution of Position and Pose of QR Codes. Using the
AprilTag recognition algorithm, the coordinates of the QR
code in the image coordinate system can be found out.

Meanwhile, the transformation matrix H =
h00 h01 h02

h10 h11 h12

h20 h21 h22

2
664

3
775

[14] from space coordinates of theQRcode to plane coordinates
can be obtained.

The projection matrix of the camera can be expressed as
P = K½R ∣ T�, which means point X in the space can be trans-
formed into a pixel on the image through the matrix. The

rotation matrix is R =
r00 r01 r02

r10 r11 r12

r20 r21 r22

2
664

3
775. The translational

vector is T =
tx

ty

tz

2
664

3
775. The camera internal parameter matrix

is K =
f x 0 cx

0 f y cy

0 0 1

2
664

3
775.

P is the projection matrix. In camera internal parameter
matrix K , f x and f y represent the focal length of the camera
in the x and y directions. cx and cy represent the position of

the intersection of the camera’s principal axis on the image
plane. At the same time, it is set that the plane where
the QR code is located is on plane X − Y ðZ = 0Þ, of which
the center is the origin of the coordinate. Hence, the
following is concluded as:

x = K R ∣ T½ �

X

Y

0
1

2
666664

3
777775
: ð1Þ

To simplify the calculation, removing the third column
of R in formula (1) can have

x = K r0 r1 T½ �
X

Y

1

2
664

3
775: ð2Þ

r0 and r1 in formula (2) is thefirst and second columns ofR.
The homography matrix H from the point on the space

plane to the point on the image is constructed.
Suppose

X

Y

1

2
664

3
775 =

λ 0 0
0 λ 0
0 0 λ

2
664

3
775

X ′

Y ′

1

2
664

3
775, ð3Þ

where λ represents the scaling ratio, of which ½X ′ Y ′ 1�T
is the corner of the zoom unit QR code; the following can be
concluded:

x = K r0 r1 T½ �
λ 0 0
0 λ 0
0 0 1

2
664

3
775

X

Y

1

2
664

3
775: ð4Þ

It is known that the internal parameter matrix of the cam-
era is K and the single transformation matrix is H. Let K½λr0
 λr1 T� = K½r0 ′ r1 ′ T�, the equation can be concluded
as the following:

f xr00 ′ + cxr20 ′ = h00,
f xr01 ′ + cxr21 ′ = h01,

f xtx + cxtz = h02,
f yr10 ′ + cyr20 ′ = h10,
f yr11 ′ + cyr21 ′ = h11,

f yty + cytz = h12,
r20 ′ = h20,
r21 ′ = h21,
tz = h22: ð5Þ

2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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½r0′ r1′ T� can be got, and then, the unit is dealt with the
following steps:

r0 ′′ =
r0′ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r0 ′
  r1 ′

 
q , r1 ′′ =

r1 ′ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r0 ′

  r1 ′
 

q , T ′′ = Tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r0 ′

  r1 ′
 

q :

ð6Þ

It is shown that r0″ and r1″ after the dealt are the same as r0
and r1, while T and T ′ are different from each other. For the
same QR code on the camera image, T represents the transla-
tional vector of the actual size of the QR code in the direction
of R, and T represents the translational vector of the QR code
whose actual size is a square in the same direction. Because of
the proportional scaling of the same QR code square in the
direction, the translational vector from the camera to the
actual QR code can be calculated by the size of the actual
one. If the width of the QR code is ω, the translational vector
from the camera to the actual QR code is T = ωT ′. The trans-
lational vector T is also the coordinator of the QR code center
in the camera coordinate system.

2.3. Position and Pose Transformation from Multiple QR
Codes Coordinate System to Object Coordinate System. By
pasting multiple QR codes on an object, the omnidirectional
pose estimation of the object can be realized, and the QR
code can be avoided being blocked from vision. Meanwhile,
according to the position relation of multiple QR codes on
the same object, the overall pose information of a single
QR code can be obtained from one of a single QR code.
The rotation matrix R and translational vector T mentioned
in Section 2.2 are the rotation and shift transformation of the
QR code coordinate system. In order to map the pose of the
QR code to the pose of the object, it is necessary to convert
the QR code into the object coordinate base vector group.

As for the pose of the object, it is assumed that the six
faces of a hexahedral are affixed with QR codes, respectively,
and the center of the QR code coincides with the center of
each surface, as shown in Figure 1 below. Suppose the basis
vectors of the object coordinate system X, Y , and Z are ex

*,
ey
*, ez

*
and only consider the change of the direction of the

base vector of the coordinate system.
When the coordinate system of the QR code is consistent

with the direction of axis X, Y , and Z of the object coordi-
nate system, as shown in the front of the stereo in
Figure 1, suppose the base vectors of the three axes under
the object coordinate system are ex0

* , ey0
* , ez0

*
, the rotation

matrix can directly represent the pose of the object, that is

ex0
*

ex0
*

ex0
*

2
664

3
775 =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

2
664

3
775

ex
*

ex
*

ex
*

2
664

3
775: ð7Þ

When the coordinate system of QR code is inconsistent
with the direction of axis X, Y , and Z of the object coordi-

nate system, as shown on the right of the stereo in
Figure 1, suppose the base vectors of the three axes under
the object coordinate system are the direction of the Y-axis
of the QR code coordinate system is consistent with the
direction of the Y-axis of the object coordinate system; the
direction of the X-axis of the QR code coordinate system is
opposite to the one of the Z-axis of the object coordinate
system, and the direction of the Z-axis of the QR code coor-
dinate system is consistent with the direction of the X-axis of
the object coordinate system, that is

ex1
*

ex1
*

ex1
*

2
664

3
775 =

0 0 1
0 1 0
−1 0 0

2
664

3
775

ex
*

ey
*

ez
*

2
6664

3
7775: ð8Þ

Similarly, when the other surfaces of the QR code are
recognized, the pose of the object can be obtained from
any angle according to the relationship between the
known QR code coordinate system and the object coordi-
nate system.

As for the position of the object, suppose the coordi-
nate of a vector in the QR code coordinate system is
ðx0, y0, z0ÞT , and the coordinate in the camera coordinate

system is ðx0′ , y0′ , z0′Þ
T
, the convert relationship can be

obtained as follows:

x0′

y0′

z0′

2
664

3
775 = R

x0

y0

z0

2
664

3
775 + T: ð9Þ

The convert relationship can be obtained as follows if

ðx0′ , y0′ , z0′Þ
T
is transformed into ðx0, y0, z0ÞT :

x0

y0

z0

2
664

3
775 = R−1

x0′

y0′

z0′

2
664

3
775 − T

0
BB@

1
CCA: ð10Þ

The coordinate of the object center in the camera
coordinate system can be obtained by formula (9). For
example, in Figure 1, the coordinate of the object center
in the QR code coordinate system can be regarded as
ð0, 0,−ω/2ÞT , of which ω stands for the edge length of
the pasted QR code. The coordinate of the object center
in the camera coordinate system can be acquired by the
transformation of formula (11). The transformation from
any point in the QR code coordinate system to the camera
coordinate system can also be obtained by the transforma-
tion of formula (9), so the transformation from the base

3Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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vector set of the QR code coordinate system to the camera
coordinate system can be obtained.

x0′

y0′

z0′

2
664

3
775 = R

0
0

−ω/2

2
664

3
775 + T: ð11Þ

From the analysis above, what is known is that the
spatial pose of a three-dimensional object can be estimated
through the relative position of the position and pose
information of the identified QR code and multiple QR
codes on the known object.

2.4. Multiple QR Code Pose Estimation of Irregular Rigid
Bodies. Considering that it is difficult to get the transforma-
tion relationship from QR code coordinate system to object
coordinate system on an irregular rigid body, the system can
calculate the transformation relationship among QR codes
according to the QR code pasted on the object, and the con-
crete principle is as follows.

By pasting multiple QR codes on an object, it is neces-
sary to ensure that each QR code can be recognized along
with another QR code at a certain angle of view, which is
called “connection,” and that a QR code can be “con-
nected” to all QR codes according to the above conditions,
and the coordinate system of one QR code is used as the
object coordinate system. The transformation relationship
between the coordinate system base vector group of the
QR code connected to the QR code and the base vector
group of the QR code coordinate system is calculated by
taking one of the QR codes in a coordinate system as
the object coordinate system.

Again, taking the cube in Figure 1 as an example,
remember that the QR code on the front is A and the QR
code on the right, back, left, top, and bottom are B, C, D, E
, and F, respectively. Firstly, the camera faces the QR code
A on the front of the cube, where the coordinate system is
regarded as the object coordinate system to rotate the cube
to the left. When the camera rotates to about 45 degrees,
the QR codes marked A, and B can be both recognized,
and the transformation relationship from QR code A coordi-
nate system to QR code A coordinate system can be got. To
simplify the calculation, the pose and position transforma-
tions are considered separately, which means only the
change of the base vector direction of the coordinate system
is considered when the position transformation is carried

out, and only the change of the origin of the coordinate
system is considered when the position transformation is
carried out.

As for the origin of the coordinate system, the coordi-
nate of the origin of QR code A coordinate system under
the coordinate system of QR code B is T0 − T1. For the
coordinate system, the following transformation formula
can be obtained:

ex0
* = R0R1

−1ex1
* ,

ey0
* = R0R1

−1ey1
* ,

ey0
* = R0R1

−1ez1
*
:

ð12Þ

R0 and T0 represent the rotation matrix and shift
vector of QR code A, and ex0

* , ey0
* , ez0

*
is the representa-

tion of the base vector group of QR code A coordinate
system in the camera coordinate system; R1 and T1
represent the rotation matrix and shift vector of QR
code B, and ex1

* , ey1
* , ez1

*
is the representation of the base

vector group of QR code B coordinate system in the
camera coordinate system.

Keeping rotating the cube until QR code C and QR
code B can be both recognized. For the origin of the coor-
dinate system, the coordinate of the origin of the coordinate
system of the QR code B under the coordinate system of
the QR code C is T1′ − T2. Combined with T0 − T1, the
coordinate of the origin of the coordinate system of QR
code 0 under the coordinate system of the QR code B
and the coordinate of the origin of the coordinate system
of QR code A under the coordinate system of the QR code
C can be obtained: ðT1′ − T2Þ + ðT0 − T1Þ. According to for-
mula (9), the coordinate of the QR code A coordinate sys-
tem in the camera coordinate system can be acquired.
Similarly, the transformation relationship from QR code C
coordinate system to the QR code B coordinate system
can be obtained from formula (13).

ex1
* ′ = R1 ′R2

−1ex2
* ,

ey1
* ′ = R1 ′R2

−1ey2
* ,

ez1
* ′ = R1 ′R2

−1ez2
*
:

ð13Þ

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The model of tag cube. (a) Schematic diagram of the QR code and object coordinate system. (b) The model used for testing the
pose measurement.
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R1′ and T1′ are the rotation matrix and shift vector of
QR code B, and ex1

* ′, ey1
* ′, ez1

* ′ is the representation of the
base vector group of QR code B coordinate system in the
camera coordinate system. Combined with formula (12),
the transformation relationship from QR code C coordinate
system to QR code B coordinate system can be obtained,
and the rotation matrix is R0R1

−1R1 ′R2
−1. Continue to

rotate the cube, the transformation relationship from all
the QR code coordinate systems on the object to QR code
A coordinate system can be obtained.

The specific initialization process goes as follows: firstly,
enter the number of QR codes posted on the object and the
number of objects, then initialize each object one by one.
Align any QR code on the first object with the camera, and
the system will record the QR code coordinate system as
the object coordinate system; rotate the object slowly so that
the system can recognize all the QR codes posted on the
object, and each new QR code needs to be recognized at
the same time as an existed QR code. According to the coor-
dinate system transformation relationship between each new
QR code and the existed QR code that has been identified
with it as well as the transformation relationship between
the coordinate system of the existed QR code and the object
coordinate system, the transformation relationship between
the new QR code and the object coordinate system is
obtained and recorded in the system through the principle
of the above transformation relationship, and the initializa-
tion of an object is completed.

3. Verification Method and Environment

3.1. Verification Preparation. The system platform adopts
Renesas RZ/A2M development board, uses rza_linux-4.19
provided by Renesas with C programming language, which
connects to the RGB display through the HDM interface
on the board, and sends the pose data to another PC
through the network interface on the board to display
the pose model. The camera has a Raspberry pi cameraV2
with a resolution of 640 ∗ 480. The QR code adopts
Tag36H11 code in AprilTag. Camera calibration and post-
data processing use Matlab2019, and the pose system

model display uses Processing3. The system structure
diagram is shown in Figure 2.

The validation environment is built, as shown in
Figure 3 below. The validation environment includes a Rasp-
berry pi camera V2, Renesas RZ/A2M development board,
an LCD display, Processing3 display, and the objects pasted
with QR codes.

The software flow chart of the system platform is shown
in Figure 4. The software mainly includes camera calibra-
tion, QR code detection, transformation matrix calculation,
and object pose estimation.

3.2. Means of Verification.When checking the position mea-
surement, the QR code is 4 cm ∗ 4 cm, and it is pasted on a
regular hexahedral surface of 6 cm∗6 cm. The measurement
accuracy is obtained by measuring the position coordinates
of the object in the camera coordinate system and compar-
ing it with the position coordinates obtained by the system.
It is also necessary to calibrate the position of the camera
before testing the attitude measurement, display a QR code
in the center of the display, and place the camera in the posi-
tion of 1.2m in front of the display. Adjust the angle of the
camera until the angle of the measured shaft angle is 0.

In the process of checking the pose measurement, in
light of the spatial pose of the object is difficult to measure
accurately, Processing3 is used to display a regular hexahe-
dral model with 6 cm the edge length of the model. Differ-
ent QR codes are displayed on the six faces of the regular
hexahedral, and the axial angle of the model pose is
brought out while adjusting the model. The accuracy of
the measurement is obtained by comparing the pose of
both the model and the measurement. The model is shown
on Processing3, rotating the model around the arrow direc-
tion shown in Figure 1.

4. Results

4.1. Results and Errors of Object Pose Estimation. Consider-
ing that the edge length of QR code is 4 cm, the change range
of z-axis direction is between 0.1m and 3.0m when x = y
= 0:0m, and the step size is 0.1m with 30 groups of data.
In light of the angle and view of the camera, when z = 1:2

External

SDRAM

64MB

Internal

RAM

4MB

MIPI
camera

Host
display

On-chip

FLASH

Ethernet
controller

Processing
display

Linux kernal

FasrQR algorithm

DRP
coprocessor

Figure 2: Systematic structure diagram.
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Center detection
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estimation and
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constraints

Object pose
estimation

Figure 4: Software flow chart.

Figure 3: Verification environment.
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Figure 5: Pose estimation error. (a) The error of position estimation. (b) The error of attitude.
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m, the error of the x-axis and y-axis is measured, and the
range of variation is between -0.50m and 0.50m with 21
groups of data. The error of the angle is calculated by,

respectively, calculating the angle between the axis of the real
value and the axis of the measured value and by making the
difference. The results are shown in Figure 5.

Table 1: The average time spent on object estimation.

Number of QR codes QR code recognition time (ms) Pose solution time (ms) Total calculation time (ms) Average frame rate (fps)

1 12 10 22

2 21 15 36 28.57

3 26 21 47

Table 2: Velocity comparison with other object pose estimation methods.

Number Pose estimation method Calculating platform
Average frame

rate (fps)

1 FastQR (ours) Renesas RZ/A2M (with the DRP) 28

2
Estimation of the 3D pose of the object by 3D model

of an object [16]
A 2.83GHz CPU (Q9550) and an NVIDIA GTX 280

GPU
4

3
Estimation of position and pose of the camera by

AprilTag [17]
PC 8

4
Pose estimation of objects using fusion visual and

inertial data [18]
A 3.60GHz CPU and NVIDIA Cmadro 4000 GPU 10

5
6DoF pose estimation of objects by geometric

information [19]
16-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2637 CPU and GeForce

GTX 1080 GPU
30

6 Seamless single shot 6D object pose prediction [20] Desktop with a Titan X GPU 50

Figure 6: Effect diagram of the pose estimation of single and multiple irregular objects.
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From the results, it can be seen that the error between
the real value and the measured one is so small that the
error in the z-direction is not more than 9 cm, and the error
in the x and y directions is not more than 5 cm. The angle
error between the true value of the axis angle and the mea-
sured one is not more than 7°, and the angle error is not
more than 5°. Due to the limitation of QR code size, camera
resolution, and illumination, the accuracy of pose estima-
tion is only more accurate, and the error will increase to a
certain extent with the increase of the distance from the
object to the camera.

4.2. The Estimated Velocity of Object Position. The system
performance is average in terms of accuracy [15], but it
can already meet the needs of 6DoF pose estimation for
objects in most cases. In terms of the calculation speed, the
system has very excellent performance, and its highest main
frequency of the Renesas RZ/A2M development board used
in this system is 528MHz, and its captured image resolution
is 640 ∗ 480. The average time of object estimation is shown
in Table 1 below. When using DRP on RZ/A2M to accelerate
some image processing steps, the fastest time for pose
estimation is about 22ms.

Compared with most of the methods that do not use
visual markers to estimate the pose of objects, this method
requires less calculation power and does not need to be
accelerated by GPU. By using the QR code as the visual
marker, the difficulty of finding feature points is avoided,
and the resolution of the input image is less required. It
can be implemented on MPU or CPU with low main fre-
quency and can still maintain a smooth and available frame
rate of about 28Hz. The velocity comparison with other
object pose estimation methods is shown in Table 2 below.

4.3. Position and Pose Estimation of Irregular Objects. Here,
taking the XBOX handle as an example, seven QR codes
are pasted on the handle to meet the requirements of Section
2.4. Note that the QR code should be pasted smoothly to
avoid affecting the recognition effect, and no duplicate QR
code should be pasted. The pose estimation effect for single
and multiple targets is shown in Figure 6 below.

5. Conclusion

The system uses a monocular camera and multi-QR code to
estimate the spatial pose of the object, which has extremely
low cost, small volume, low computing power, fast speed,
good robustness, and so on. This can meet the basic require-
ments for pose estimation. Also, at the expense of a certain
precision, the calculation power requirement of object
spatial pose estimation is lowered, and the calculation speed
is greatly improved. It can be realized on many mobile
embedded devices’ cores, such as MPU or CPU with low
main frequency and small memory. Compared with the
one using GPU to accelerate pose estimation, the method
has a higher energy efficiency ratio and greatly expands the
application scene of object pose estimation. This scheme
can also be further extended to complex multijoint objects
in distributed embedded computing regions.

As future work, we plan to extend this method to achieve
fast pose estimation on multijoint targets. By posting QR
codes to each joint and connecting rod of multijoint objects,
the spatial pose estimation of complex multijoint objects can
be realized. We will further study to improve the accuracy of
pose estimation without reducing the computing speed.
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With the construction and development of industrial informatization, industrial big data has become a trend within the smart
industry. To obtain valuable information on massive data, achieving the acquisition, storage, analysis, and mining is becoming
an important area of research. Focusing on the application requirements for industrial fields, we propose a data acquisition
and analysis system based on the NB-IoT for industrial applications. The system is an integrated system that includes sensor
data acquisition, data transmission, data storage, and analysis mining. In this study, we mainly focused on the use of the NB-
IoT network to collect and transmit real-time data for sensors. First, for the long time series (e.g., if we collect the data streams
for one year for the sensor with a frequency of 1Hz, the length of the series will reach 107). Then, we propose DSCS-LTS, a
distributed storage and calculation model, and CCCA-LTS, an algorithm for the correlation coefficient of long time series in a
distributed environment. Third, we propose a granularity selection algorithm and query process logic for visualization. We
tested the platform in our laboratory and an automated production line for one year, and the experimental results using real
data sets show that our approach is effective and scalable, can achieve efficient data management, and provide the basis for
intelligent enterprise decision-making.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of “interconnected” and “intel-
ligent” industries, industrial big data has become the focus of
current research. For all types of real-time monitoring of
data in the industrial field, the technology of collection, stor-
age, and analysis, to enable deep mining, is facing great chal-
lenges. The construction and development of the
“interconnected” industry and “intelligent” industry require
a large amount of basic data. These data are not only to stay
in the collection stage but also to carry out deep storage,
analysis, and mining, for example, real-time analysis of
industrial field data, alarm of abnormal data, supervision of
every process in the production process, and intelligent
decision-making. This series of problems is becoming an
important topic in industrial informatization research.

With the development of the Internet of Things technol-
ogy, the traditional big data acquisition platforms have been

unable to adapt to the growing mass of data. However, the
scheme of “centralized collection and centralized manage-
ment” provides an effective solution for massive data man-
agement in the industrial field. In this paper, this specific
project is an example: a large tomato sauce factory produc-
tion line, collecting all kinds of monitoring data (such as
sterilization temperature, tank pressure, pipeline flow rate,
and motor power), real-time data through the network
transmission to the data management platform, for massive
data design distributed storage and analysis methods, realize
data depth mining and visualization, and provide the basis
for decision-making.

Based on the current situation of large tomato sauce pro-
duction lines, this project designs an integrated platform for
data collection, analysis, mining, and visualization. We pro-
pose a distributed storage, calculation model DSCS-LTS,
correlation coefficient estimation method CCCA-LTS for
massive, long time series data, and propose a data
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visualization method that addresses the key problems related
to the management of massive monitoring data.

2. Related Research

2.1. Related Research Work

2.1.1. Research on Time Series Data Management Platform.
In recent years, as the time series data management system
(TSDB) has been developing rapidly, many time series man-
agement systems have emerged. Popular open-source time
series data management systems include InfluxDB [1] and
OpentsDB [2]. InfluxDB defines the field types and statistical
queries for time series. However, it does not support complex
queries, such as a similarity search. OpentsDB is based on the
HBase-distributed time series management system, which
supports simple statistical queries on time series. Recently,
Tsinghua University in China developed IoTDB [3], which
has become the Apache incubation project. The time series
storage structure is similar to that of Parquet [4] and supports
distributed computing frameworks such as MapReduce and
Spark. There are also many commercial time series databases,
such as the domestic T-engine. However, these systems only
support basic aggregation queries but do not support associa-
tion analysis, similarity queries, and other functions.

2.1.2. Similarity Query Technology for Time Series. Time
series similarity query technology has been studied for
approximately 20 years. In 1993, Lomet first proposed the
research problem of similarity queries for time series data-
bases [5] and discrete Fourier transforms to reduce the
dimension of time series. Second, the R-tree was used to
build the index processing method. Third, the main research
uses other dimension reduction technologies, which follow
the routine of dimensionality reduction before index build-
ing, including discrete wavelet transform [6], APCA [7],
and SAX [8]. In 2013, with respect to the complete sequence
similarity query, VLDB [9] proposed a mechanism combin-
ing dimensionality reduction and index construction. In
2014, Zoumpatianos et al. proposed refining the index
mechanism in the query stage, which shortened the waiting
time for index construction [10]. In 2012, Rakthanmanon
et al. proposed a UCR suite algorithm for subsequence sim-
ilarity query [11]. Their approach supports standardized
subsequence similarity queries. However, this approach can-
not build an index and scan the entire sequence. In 2019, the
VLDB paper proposed a variable-length standardized subse-
quence similarity query algorithm [12]. In 2016, the Harbin
Institute Technology team proposed a set-based approxi-
mate query algorithm for time series at the SIGMOD confer-
ence [13]. The team from the University of Chinese
Academy of Sciences and the State Grid Electric Power
Research Institute proposed a multidimensional query sys-
tem DGFIndex for smart grid data [14], and the Beihang
team proposed an approximate representation and query
algorithm for trajectory time series [15]. Their approach
supports one-dimensional, few-dimensional time series or
specific aggregate functions and cannot achieve aggregate
query processing on a large-scale time series. In summary,

current scientific computing, the Internet of Things, and
intelligent manufacturing have become research hotspots
globally. The MengXiaofeng team of Renmin University of
China proposed a scientific big data management frame-
work, suitable for the entire life cycle of scientific data man-
agement and analyzed the key technologies in the scientific
big data management system [16].

2.1.3. Correlation Coefficient Calculation of Time Series. In
the past 20 years, there have been many mining algorithms
and query algorithms for time series data. Time series min-
ing algorithms include classification, clustering, outlier
detection, and motif mining [17]. Time series query algo-
rithms include approximate queries [18], aggregate queries
[19], and range queries [20, 21]. The above algorithm can
only be used in a single machine environment and is not
suitable for processing massive, long time series data (for
example, a sensor with a frequency of 1Hz can continuously
generate 107 data for one year).

Computing correlation coefficients for long time series
in a distributed environment has the following problems:
(1) distributed calculations cannot be performed. Although
the Euclidean distance can be computed in a distributed
fashion, it requires the mean and standard deviation of the
entire sequence to compute the correlation coefficient, so it
cannot be computed in a distributed fashion; (2) when a
query sequence is long, it requires extensive I/O and network
costs, thus causing delays, and cannot be used in interactive
query applications. To solve these problems, we propose a
method to estimate the correlation coefficients of two
sequences on HBase and design a fast estimation method,
CCCA-LTS, for the upper and lower bounds of the correla-
tion coefficients. The HBase algorithm iteratively estimates
the correlation coefficients.

2.2. Research Contents. This study conducts research, based
on a mass monitoring data management platform, to pro-
vide an intelligent decision-making and control basis for
enterprise production. The specific work is as follows: first,
we designed a collection of various monitoring data collec-
tion terminals and used the NB-IoT network to transmit
the data to the management platform. Second, according to
the characteristics of the data, we designed the distributed
storage and calculation model DSCS-LTS, which realizes
the efficient storage of long-term sequences. Third, in order
to calculate the correlation between the series, we designed
the correlation coefficient estimation method CCCA-LTS
for long-term series data; and fourth, we designed the gran-
ular selection algorithm and query process, which logically
realizes the visualization of the data. The overall system
architecture and data acquisition terminal design are shown
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The overall framework of the system is mainly composed
of a collection equipment layer, a communication channel
layer, and a master station layer. The acquisition device layer
realizes the acquisition, processing, and real-time monitor-
ing of monitoring data; the communication channel layer
transmits the massive real-time data stream to the master
station layer; the master station layer completes the data
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stream processing, storage, data analysis, mining, and
visualization.

According to the data characteristics of sensors and
instruments in the industrial field, we designed the data
acquisition and data transmission terminal (including the
latest NB-IoT module), as shown in Figure 2. The terminal
uses an STM32 single-chip microcomputer as a processor,
connects field sensors, meters, etc., through the acquisition
module, and then transmits the collected data to the data
management platform through the NB-IoT network.

The master station layer regards the construction of the
sensor data management system as the overall goal and con-
ducts research on actual business needs and data character-
istics, as well as from platform construction, data
collection, data analysis, data mining, and other levels.

2.3. Key Technology of the System

2.3.1. Prerequisite Knowledge

Definition 1 (time series). The time series can be expressed as
S = ððt1, s1Þ, ðt2, s2Þ,⋯, ðtn, snÞÞ. n is the total length of S, ti is
the timestamp, and si is the value of ti and ð1 ≤ i ≤ nÞ.

Definition 2 (equally interval time series). The equal interval
time series refers to the set S that arranges the indicators of a
certain phenomenon in time sequences and equal time inter-
vals, denoted as S = ðs1, s2,⋯, snÞ.

For ease of description, the time series presented in this arti-
cle are all equally spaced time series, and this algorithm is
also suitable for nonequally spaced time series.

Definition 3 (subsequence). Si,l = ðsi, si+1,⋯, si+l−1Þ is a subse-
quence of S. The relationship between i and l is 1 ≤ i ≤ n − l.

Definition 4 (Pearson correlation coefficient). The lengths of
the time series X = ðx1, x2,⋯, xnÞ and Y = ðy1, y2,⋯, ynÞ are
both n. The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated as
follows:

ρ X, Yð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1

xi − μx
σx

� � yi − μy
σy

 !
: ð1Þ

μx and μy are the mean values of X and Y , respectively,
μx = ð1/nÞ∑n

i=1xi. σx and σy are the standard deviations of

X and Y , respectively, σx =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

i=1ðxiÞ2/n − ðμxÞ2
q

.

Problem definition: the time series database SS is stored
in a distributed architecture HDFS or HBase. Two subse-
quences X and Y in database SS calculate whether the Pear-
son coefficient ρðXi,l, Yi,lÞ ≥ ε is valid, where i is any integer, l
is the subsequence length, and ε is the correlation coefficient
threshold. In this study, the query window is set to ði, i + 1
, i + 2,⋯, i + l − 1Þ.
2.4. Distributed Storage Scheme and Computing Model

2.4.1. Distributed Storage Solution Based on HBase. At pres-
ent, many applications use the distributed storage architec-
ture HDFS and HBase to store massive amounts of time
series data. Representative platforms include OpenTSDB
[1] and TempoIQ [17]. There are two schemes based on
the HBase time series storage method.

Scheme 1: Figure 3 shows the first storage solution of
HBase. Based on storage method 1, we can access the value
of any sequence at any timestamp.

Scheme 2: Figure 4 shows the second storage solution of
HBase. The scheme is based on Scheme 1, storing a subse-
quence consisting of a continuous period value.

This paper proposed an algorithm that satisfies the above
two schemes.

2.4.2. Distributed Storage and Computing Model DSCS-LTS.
To improve the generalization, we use a distributed storage
model and computing model DSCS-LTS (distributed storage
and calculation scheme for long time series) for the above
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storage scheme, which is a long time series for massive mon-
itoring distributed storage and calculation model of
sequence data.

Distributed storage: L storage nodes fN1,N2,⋯,NLg in
a distributed environment. Time series data in the database
SS are divided into several disjoint subsequences and store
them into L sequence nodes. The subsequence is Si = ð
sði−1Þ⋅w+1, sði−1Þ⋅w+2,⋯, si⋅wÞ, 1 ≤ i ≤ dn/we where w represents
the time dimension.

The subsequence database stored by node Nj is repre-
sented as SSj, and the sequence Si subsequence S is repre-
sented as Si ∈ SSj if it is stored within a node Nj. When the
length of a subsequence equals 1 (w = 1), only one value of
a time series exists in each row, so Scheme 1 is meaningless.

Distributed computing: as shown in Figure 5, it is a dis-
tributed computing process. There are L several computing
nodes fN1,N2,⋯,NLg. All L nodes have storage and com-
puting capabilities. N0 is the query driving node, which
comprehensively handles all oi results.

2.5. CCCA-LTS Calculation Method of the Long Time Series
Correlation Coefficient in a Distributed Environment

2.5.1. CCCA-LTS Algorithm. CCCA-LTS (correlation coeffi-
cient calculation algorithm for long time series) is a Pearson
correlation coefficient estimation method in a distributed
environment. In the correlation coefficient estimation algo-
rithm, we assume that X = ðx1, x2,⋯, xnÞ and Y = ðy1, y2,
⋯, ynÞ are complete subsequences, and the query window
is ð1, 2,⋯, nÞ. The CCCA-LTS algorithm can be directly
extended to any query window.

As shown in Figure 6 (step 1 and step 2), the sequences
X and Y are divided into six subsequences (step 1). Then,
six subsequences are distributed to the data nodes (step 2).
A simple way is to transmit all subsequences to N0 for calcu-
lation, which will increase network transmission. To effec-
tively reduce the cost of network transmission, this study
proposes the CCCA-LTS algorithm.

The core of the CCCA-LTS algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 6 (step 3). All L nodes need to calculate the mean
and standard deviation of the subsequence stored in the
node (step 3). For example, in Figure 6, the subsequence
X1 is stored at node N1, and node N1 calculates μ

X
1 and σX

1

, μX1 = ð1/wÞ∑w
i=1xi, and σX1 =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð∑w

i=1ðxiÞ2/wÞ − ðμX1 Þ2
q

. Then,
the values of the calculated results are transmitted to the
node N0. N0 estimated the correlation coefficient according
to these values. Next, the CCCA-LTS algorithm was intro-
duced in detail.

2.5.2. Relationship between Correlation Coefficient and
Euclidean Distance. We first provide the estimation formu-
las, based on the upper and lower bounds in Figure 6 (step
3). The normalized sequences of X and Y are x̂i = ðxi − μXÞ
/σX and Ŷ = fŷig1≤i≤n. The relationship between the correla-
tion coefficient of X and Y and the Euclidean distance:

ρ X, Yð Þ = 1 − 1
2n d

2 X̂, Ŷ
� �

: ð2Þ

According to Equation (2), the formula d2ðX̂, ŶÞ ≤ 2nð1
− εÞ can be used to estimate the upper and lower bounds.

2.5.3. Correlation Coefficient Estimation Method. X̂ and Ŷ
are standardized time series. We first introduce the
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approximate representation method EAPCA of the time
series, proposed in Reference [9]. Then, we represent RðX̂Þ
and RðŶÞ according to the EAPCA of X̂ and Ŷ . Finally, we
give estimates of dðX̂, ŶÞ.

EAPCA first divides the series S into S = ðS1, S2,⋯, SmÞ;
the arbitrary segment is Sj = ðsr j−1+1, sr j−1+2,⋯, sr jÞ,
(1 ≤ j ≤m, 1 ≤ r1 < r2 <⋯<rm ≤ n). The EAPCA of S is
denoted as RðSÞ = ððμS1, σS

1, r1Þ, ðμS2, σS2, r2Þ,⋯, ðμSm, σS
m, rmÞÞ

, where X and Y are the mean and standard deviation of Sj
, respectively. We denote X̂ and Ŷ as RðX̂Þ and RðŶÞ, as fol-
lows:

R X̂
� �

= μX̂1 , σX̂1 , r1
� �

, μX̂2 , σX̂2 , r2
� �

,⋯, μX̂m, σX̂m, rm
� �� �

,

R Ŷ
� �

= μŶ1 , σŶ
1 , r1

� �
, μŶ2 , σŶ

2 , r2
� �

,⋯, μŶm, σŶm, rm
� �� �

:

ð3Þ

According to [9], we obtain the boundary of the Euclid-
ean distance of X̂ and Ŷ as follows:

d x̂, ŷð Þ ≥
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
m

i=1
ri − ri−1ð Þ μX∧i − μY∧i

� �2 + σX∧
i − σY∧i

� �2h is
,

ð4Þ

d x̂, ŷð Þ ≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
m

i=1
ri − ri−1ð Þ μX∧i − μY∧i

� �2 + σX∧
i + σY∧i

� �2h is
:

ð5Þ
Through the above analysis, we summarize as follows:

(i) If
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nð1 − εÞp

is more than dðX̂, ŶÞ (upper bond),
then there must be ρðX, YÞ > ε

(ii) If
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nð1 − εÞp

is less than dðX̂, ŶÞ (lower bound),
then ρðX, YÞ < ε must exist

(iii) If neither of the above two situations is true, it is
impossible to judge whether ρðX, YÞ > ε is true

2.5.4. Distributed Estimation Methods. In a distributed envi-
ronment, as shown in Figure 6 (step 2), we cannot calculate
the mean and standard deviation of the standardized subse-
quence X̂. The calculation was the same for the standardized
subsequence Ŷ .

This paper proposes a new method for estimating the
standardized mean and standard deviation in a distributed
environment. As shown in Figure 6 (step 3), each node first
calculates the μi

X , δi
X , μi

Y , and δi
Y and then enters the result

into N0. These mean and standard deviation values were
used to estimate the upper and lower bounds, respectively.
We provide estimation methods for μX̂i and σX̂i , 1 ≤ i ≤m.
We can estimate the complete series by Equations (5)–(8),
where μi

X and σXi are the mean and standard deviation of
the known subsequence; μX and δX are the overall mean

and standard deviation, respectively. The proofs of Equa-
tions (6)–(9) are given in Reference [2] and will not be
repeated here.

μX = ∑i ri − ri−1ð ÞμXi
n

, ð6Þ

σX =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑m

i=1 ri − ri−1ð Þ μXi
� �2 + σX

i

� �2� �
n

− μX
� �2

vuut
, ð7Þ

μX̂i = μXi
σX

−
μX

σX
, ð8Þ

σX̂i = σXi
σX

: ð9Þ

Using Equations (2), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9), we can
calculate the correlation coefficient.

2.5.5. CCCA-LTS Algorithm. This section discusses two
problems with the CCCA-LTS algorithm. The first problem
is that in the previous description, we assume that the query
window is the entire window, expressed as ð1, 2,⋯, nÞ. The
actual query window boundary does not necessarily fall on
the boundary of the subsequence and may fall within the
subsequence. When the query window is within the internal
sequence, the query sequence is necessary to read out the
window border, and there is a need to calculate the mean
and standard query portion difference within the window.

The second question is whether there are three possible
outcomes. When the third result appears, that is, when it is
impossible to judge, we need to estimate based on the more
fine-grained mean and standard deviation. At this point, we
need a second or even third round of calculation. In the first
round, the subsequence length is w, the mean and standard
deviation are calculated, and N0 is returned for comprehen-
sive calculation and judgment. When the judgment result is
the third type, we need to the second round of calculation;
that is, we calculate the subsequence with length w/2 and
then return N0 for comprehensive calculation and judgment.
If the judgment result is of the first or second type, it stops.
Otherwise, the third round is performed, that is, e the mean
and standard deviation of the subsequence with length w/4
are calculated. Thus, the judgment accuracy meets the needs.

CCCA-LTS algorithm analysis: the CCCA-LTS algo-
rithm is a multiround algorithm. If only one round of calcu-
lation is required, the CCCA-LTS algorithm has the same
I/O overhead as the direct calculation method. As only the
mean value and standard deviation of the subsequence are
transmitted, the network has a significantly reduced trans-
mission cost. If multiple rounds of calculation are required,
the query window sequence requires multiple reads, thus
causing more I/O overhead.

2.6. Visualization Technology. This section focuses on two
issues: granularity data visualization algorithms and query
process technology. The selected size has a significant influ-
ence on the response time of the query. When the particle
size is too small, a larger network transmission is required,
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and the resulting query response time is too high; therefore,
a large amount of data is not stored in the client memory.
When the granularity is large, the amount of data transmit-
ted to the user is small, which cannot accurately represent
the trend of the original time series.

In the query process, the user sets a good time interval and
a data channel. In general, a user should choose an appropriate
statistic. If the user is not explicitly given, the default is the
appropriate statistical median. The statistics currently sup-
ported include mean and median. When a user requests a
query data for a certain period of time, he/she can select a
period of interest in the front end of the data to view more
detailed data trends and other information during this period.

2.6.1. Granularity Algorithm. Select the required particle size
to be determined, according to the size of the data. If the
granularity is too large, the user query response time will
be smaller, but the amount of data returned to the client will
be smaller, thereby increasing the error. If the granularity is
too small, the amount of data returned to the client will be
too large. Although the error is small, the user’s query
response time is long.

To improve the response time of the query, we design a
historical data statistics table. The historical data statistics table
contains statistical data of different granularities, such as the
maximum and minimum values of a certain time series within
one hour. The existing granularities are day, hour, minute, and
second. It is a challenge not only to find a good representation
of the original time series trends in large amounts of historical
data in tables but also to avoid the transmission of data to the
client that is too large. The idea to solve this problem is to cal-
culate the amount of data of different granularities according
to the frequency of the time series and then sort the amount
of data of different granularities from large to small. According
to this order, we find the first corresponding granularity that is
smaller than the maximum amount of data that can be dis-
played on the client. The granularity at this time can not only
better represent the original time series trend but also avoid
the situation in which the client data volume is too large.
The granularity is jointly determined by the maximum
amount of data that can be displayed by the client, the amount
of data that the user queries, and the granularity in the histor-
ical data statistical table. The algorithm is illustrated in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Granularity selection algorithm.Algorithm
1: Select granularity (X, start time, end time, M)

Input: X time series ID, start and end time, client can
display the maximum amount of data

Output: < size of granularity >
(1) Calculate the size of different granularity data of

X Time Series in the historical statistics table
from start time to end time;

(2) Sort the amount of data in step 1 in descending
order;

(3) Select the first granularity that is smaller than
the maximum amount of data that can be dis-
played on the client.

2.6.2. Inquiry Process.When the user provides a channel and
time interval and then selects a statistic, if the user is not
given, the median is the default statistic. The statistics cur-
rently supported are mean, median, maximum, minimum,
and variance. The query process is illustrated in Figure 7.
DisplayHistoryAction is the front-end Servlet, which accepts
user requests and passes the request parameters to the back-
ground. HistoryQuery is the core processing class in the
background and is responsible for interacting with the His-
toryDataHandler class in the data layer. HistoryDataHand-
ler encapsulates HBase’s API for reading and writing data
and is mainly responsible for interacting with HBase.

When the user is more interested in the data in a certain
period of time, the user can select a period of interest in the front
end to view more detailed trend information during this period.

2.7. Experimental Data.We use experimental results to illus-
trate the effectiveness of the distributed storage and calcula-
tion model DSCS-LTS designed in this study and the long-
term series correlation coefficient calculation method

Algorithm 1: Select granularity (X, start time, end time, M)
Input: X time series ID, start and end time, client can display the maximum amount of data
Output: < size of granularity >Calculate the size of different granularity data of X Time Series in the historical statistics table from
start time to end time;
Sort the amount of data in step 1 in descending order;
Select the first granularity that is smaller than the maximum amount of data that can be displayed on the client.

Algorithm 1: Granularity selection algorithm.

HistoryDataHandler

HistoryQuery

DisplayHistoryAction

Client

Return
appropriate data

Select appropriate
statistics and granularity

End of call

Return the data to
the front end and
show it to the user

Pass query parameters

Request data

Figure 7: Flow chart of trend query.
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CCCA-LTS in a distributed environment. The specific test is
based on the massive monitoring big data management plat-
form, designed in this study. The main test indicators are
divided into two parts: the influence of the sequence length
change and the correlation coefficient threshold change of
the monitoring time series on the query efficiency, and the
experimental results are analyzed.

2.8. Data Sets. The experimental dataset comprises a large
variety of sensor information collected from an industrial
ketchup production line. The production line includes 100
sensors, such as thermometers, two-way/three-way acceler-
ometers, and strain gauges. Each sensor corresponded to a
time series. The sensor acquisition frequency was 1Hz, that
is, one acquisition value per second. We collected 5 years of
data, which is about 250GB.

2.9. Experimental Environment. The experimental cluster
included five servers, and the operating system was Cen-

tOS8. Machine configuration memory to 64GB, 8-core
CPU, and 12TB hard drive. The cluster includes 1 master
node and 4 slave nodes. The Hadoop version was 2.6., and
the HBase configuration was 1.0.

2.10. Experimental Result Analysis

2.10.1. The Query Efficiency Changes with the Query Length.
The first experiments mainly tested the running time of
CCCA-LTS and Bruteforce on the dataset and the number
of algorithm iterations. The threshold was set to 0.7, and
the specific test results are shown in Figure 8. Although the
CCCA-LTS algorithm has more iterations, it is more effi-
cient than the Bruteforce algorithm.

2.10.2. The Change of Query Efficiency with Correlation
Coefficient Threshold. The second experiment mainly tests
the efficiency of CCCA-LTS and Bruteforce when the
threshold changes. The query length was 108, and the
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experimental results are shown in Figure 9. Because the Bru-
teforce algorithm needs to take out all the data for calcula-
tion, the change in the threshold does not affect its
operating efficiency, although the CCCA-LTS algorithm
has many iterations, it does not need to read the entire
sequence. It uses a segmented sequence to estimate the cor-
relation coefficient of the entire sequence in an iterative
manner, which is more efficient than the Bruteforce
algorithm.

3. Conclusion

Aiming at a massive monitoring data management platform,
this study investigates the acquisition, storage, and analysis
of big data monitoring. We designed a data collection termi-
nal, collected sensor data to a distributed storage platform,
through the NB-IoT network, and proposed a storage and cal-
culation method called DSCS-LTS. According to the calcula-
tion of Pearson’s correlation coefficient of a long time series,
the algorithm CCCA-LTS is designed, which effectively
improves the efficiency of the similarity query, by designing
algorithms for particle size and query processes to solve the
problem of visualization systems. In the development of the
core platform to test the performance of the algorithm, the
results show that the efficiency is better than that of the tradi-
tional method. Mass monitoring is an intelligent management
reference for efficient time series data types.
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Wireless personal communication network is easily affected by intrusion data in the communication process, resulting in the
inability to ensure the security of personal information in wireless communication. Therefore, this paper proposes a malicious
intrusion data mining algorithm based on legitimate big data in wireless personal communication networks. The clustering
algorithm is used to iteratively obtain the central point of malicious intrusion data and determine its expected membership.
The noise in malicious intrusion data is denoised by objective function, and the membership degree of communication data is
calculated. The change factor of the neighborhood center of gravity of malicious intrusion data in wireless personal
communication network is determined, the similarity between the characteristics of malicious intrusion data by using the
Markov distance was determined, and the malicious intrusion data mining of wireless personal communication network
supported by legal big data was completed. The experimental results show that the accuracy of mining malicious data is high
and the mining time is short.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of electronic information tech-
nology, wireless communication technology has become the
most critical technology in current communication. As the
rapid development of wireless communication network, per-
sonal rapid communication has become a more pillar indus-
try [1]. Personal and external real-time communication and
understanding of information need to be through wireless
communication network. At present, with the explosive
growth of many kinds of big data in the society, the pressure
of wireless communication network is increasing. At the
same time, a large number of uncertain data in the personal
communication network have a certain virus, which has a
great impact on personal wireless communication security
[2]. Wireless communication network ensures the normal
transmission and exchange of a large amount of data but
also ensures the security of data. At this time, the deep mining
of large quantities of data in wireless communication becomes
an indispensable link. Among them, in personal communica-
tion, the interference of some unknown information leads to
the intrusion of personal privacy communication data, result-

ing in the security of personal communication information
cannot be guaranteed [3]. At present, China’s network security
legal system is still in the process of step-by-step construction,
but now, the network security has laws to follow [4]. There-
fore, with the support of legal big data, researchers in this field
have done a lot of mining for malicious intrusion data in wire-
less personal communication network to ensure the security of
personal communication information.

In reference [5], a new malicious intrusion detection
data method is proposed. This method can effectively filter
the malicious intrusion data according to the set communi-
cation data white list, and the operation process is relatively
simple. However, the type of communication data in the
white list set by this method is less, and the accuracy of mali-
cious intrusion data mining is low. In reference [6], a distrib-
uted intrusion data detection model based on deep forest
algorithm is proposed. This method has high detection accu-
racy for intrusion data, but it is easy to be interfered by high
noise data in the process of classification, resulting in poor
detection results. In reference [7], a data mining-based
abnormal data detection method for optical fiber communi-
cation network is proposed. The operation process of this
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method is relatively simple, and the clustering accuracy of
feature attributes in classification is high, but the amount
of data after attribute fusion is less, so it cannot be widely
used.

In order to solve the shortcomings of the above methods,
this paper proposes a malicious intrusion data mining algo-
rithm for wireless personal communication networks sup-
ported by legal big data. With the help of clustering
algorithm, the central point of malicious intrusion data is
obtained iteratively, and the expected membership degree
is determined to complete the malicious data acquisition in
wireless personal communication. The noise in the mali-
cious intrusion data is reduced by the objective function,
and the membership degree of the communication data is
calculated to complete the preprocessing of the intrusion
data of the wireless personal communication network. The
neighborhood center of gravity change factor of malicious
intrusion data in wireless personal communication network
is determined, the similarity degree between the features of
malicious intrusion data is determined by the Markov dis-
tance, and the data features are normalized in the form of
covariance matrix. The interference between malicious
intrusion data was eliminated. With the help of sliding win-
dow calculation, the correlation between the features of
malicious intrusion data is determined, and the nonlinear
features of malicious data in different dimensions are calcu-
lated. The malicious intrusion data mining model of wireless
personal communication network is constructed. The mali-
cious intrusion data mining of wireless personal communi-
cation network supported by legal big data is completed.

2. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing of
Malicious Intrusion in Wireless Personal
Communication Network

2.1. Malicious Intrusion Data Collection in Wireless Personal
Communication Network. China’s network industry con-
tinues to develop, and there are many types of data in the
network, easy to affect the values of the masses. Accordingly,
our country has carried on the legislation management to
some behavior in the network, manages the network envi-
ronment unceasingly, and strives to provide the more com-
fortable and secure network communication space for the

people [8]. Therefore, before the advanced processing of
malicious intrusion data in wireless personal communica-
tion network, it is necessary to collect malicious intrusion
data in wireless personal communication network. In the
process of personal wireless communication, the content
data and virus data including communication are generated,
which is malicious intrusion data. Therefore, this paper first
designs a malicious intrusion data collection process, as
shown in Figure 1.

In the malicious intrusion data acquisition of the wire-
less personal communication network, all the personal com-
munication data is first collected and extracted from the
wireless personal communication network environment to
provide the basis for the subsequent data intrusion process-
ing. The reasonable communication data in communication
data acquisition and the different data are detected accord-
ingly, and the data determined as malicious invasion will
be processed, so as to reduce the insecurity of personal com-
munication. In order to process the malicious data, this
paper first gathers the wireless personal communication net-
work data with the help of the clustering algorithm. Mali-
cious data acquisition was completed in wireless personal
communication by continuously iterating acquiring the cen-
tral point of malicious intrusion data and determining the
expected relevant membership of the [9].

Suppose the data set of wireless personal communication
is

Q = q1, q2,⋯, qnf g: ð1Þ

All the data in formula (1) are divided into clusters, and
the central data of wireless personal communication data are
set as follows:

P = p1, p2,⋯, pnf g: ð2Þ

The data point center in formula (2) is randomly gener-
ated in the wireless personal communication data, and
because it cannot be strictly restricted, its membership
should be calculated, namely

W = P 〠Ui

� �
: ð3Þ

Normal communication data Malicious data

Malicious data extraction

Personal communication data

Personal communication
data acquisition

Communication data
acquisition process

Figure 1: Acquisition process of malicious intrusion data.
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In the formula,W represents the degree of affiliation of
data point center data, and Ui represents a cluster of wireless
personal communication data.

All communication data are classified according to the
membership degree between the above wireless personal
communication data. Because wireless personal communi-
cation data mainly includes two kinds of data, one is normal
data and the other is malicious intrusion data [10], it is nec-
essary to separate malicious intrusion data from all data.
That is to become the focus of this study data. Through for-
mula (4), the analysis is as follows:

E Xð Þ =〠
n

i = 1
UiWV j: ð4Þ

In the formula, V j represents fuzzy weights, and it is a
constant greater than 0.

According to the above analysis, the acquisition of mali-
cious intrusion data in the wireless personal communication
network is realized. Basic data support for subsequent min-
ing is provided.

2.2. Preprocessing of Malicious Intrusion Data in Wireless
Personal Communication Network. Because there is some
noise and indistinguishable normal communication data in
the malicious intrusion data of wireless personal communi-
cation network obtained above, it is necessary to preprocess
the malicious intrusion data of wireless personal communi-
cation network. First, the noise in the malicious intrusion
data is reduced by the objective function, that is

G =〠
n

i = 1
〠

m

j = 1
dijhijUi + β 1−〠

n

i = 1
dij

 !
: ð5Þ

In the formula, G represents the target function, dij rep-
resents the Gaussian noise data of the malicious intrusion
data, hij represents the white noise data of the malicious
intrusion data, and β represents the noise reduction factor.

In the process of noise reduction of malicious intrusion
data in wireless personal communication network, second-
ary noise reduction is needed to ensure the accurate extrac-
tion of malicious intrusion data, that is

U tð Þ = μ
1

∑
n

i = 1
hij/dij
À Á : ð6Þ

In the formula, μ describes the central point of malicious
intrusion data.

After noise reduction of the above wireless personal
communication data, we should further distinguish the non-
malicious intrusion data doped in the malicious intrusion
data and delete it effectively [11]. First, this type of data is
set to

Y = y1, y2,⋯, ynf g: ð7Þ

If the membership degree is 0 or less than 0, this part of
the data is deleted. If the communication data is greater than
0, the communication data is considered malicious intrusion
data [12], that is

R =
〠

n

i = 1
dij > 0

〠
n

i = 1
dij < 0:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð8Þ

By judging the membership degree of nonmalicious data
in malicious data, the set of malicious intrusion data is deter-
mined, and the preprocessing of wireless personal commu-
nication intrusion data is completed.

3. Construction of Malicious Intrusion Data
Mining Model for Wireless Personal
Communication Network

According to the above obtained malicious intrusion data of
wireless personal communication network, in order to
ensure the security of wireless personal communication,
the influence of malicious intrusion data is deeply processed,
through the construction of wireless personal communica-
tion network.

First, the neighborhood center of gravity change factor of
the malicious intrusion data of the wireless personal com-
munication network is determined to obtain the main fea-
ture of the malicious intrusion data [13].

Suppose ρi describes the length between the center of
gravity aðρÞ and a + 1ðρÞ of malicious intrusion data in a
wireless personal communication network; then, there is

ρi =D a ρð Þ + a − 1 ρð Þ½ �: ð9Þ

At this time, the malicious data center of gravity in wire-
less personal communication is the largest, but because of
the fluctuation of its peripheral data, the data center of grav-
ity cannot always be kept as the maximum value [14], and
the absolute difference between aðρÞ and a + 1ðρÞ therefore
needs to be calculated to obtain

Δρi =D a ρð Þ − a + 1 ρð Þ½ �: ð10Þ

At this time, it can guarantee the maximum value of
malicious data center of gravity in wireless personal commu-
nication. The maximum value is quantized, and the change
factor of its neighborhood center of gravity is as follows:

IN ρð Þ =〠
m

i = 1
Δρi: ð11Þ

The larger the value of formula (11), the more obvious
the abnormal characteristics of malicious data in wireless
personal communication.
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After determining the abnormal characteristics of mali-
cious data in wireless personal communication, the Mahala-
nobis distance is used to determine the similarity between
the features of malicious intrusion data, which provides
more powerful evidence for its mining [15]. The Markov
distance is normalized to the data features in the form of
covariance matrix to eliminate the interference between
malicious intrusion data [16].

The time period of wireless personal communication
was set as t. At this time, the feature vector of malicious
intrusion data is h, its dimension is set to b, and the feature
vector matrix of malicious intrusion data is determined in
t − 1 period as follows:

H t−1ð Þ = ht−1, ht−2,⋯ht−n½ �T : ð12Þ

By calculating the covariance matrix, the following
results are obtained:

K Pð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ht−1 − hð ÞT−1

q
: ð13Þ

According to formula (13), the minimum value of the
eigenvector is determined [17], namely

min K Pð Þ = dis
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ht−1 − hð ÞT−1

q
: ð14Þ

Based on the above calculation of abnormal malicious
intrusion data characteristic vector of personal wireless com-
munication, we analyze the characteristics of malicious
intrusion data feature vector distribution and set the amount
of malicious intrusion data in a certain communication as
follows:

Str = z1, z2,⋯, zi,⋯, zi+1½ �: ð15Þ

According to the amount of data, the sliding window is
calculated to determine the correlation between the charac-
teristics of malicious intrusion data [18], that is

Z tð Þ =
∑

m

a = 1
z − zið Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
m

a = 1
z − zið Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑

m

a = 1
zi − zi+1ð Þ

svuut
: ð16Þ

According to the characteristic correlation between the
above malicious intrusion data, the malicious data is regarded
as different characteristics in each dimension, and the final
amount of each malicious data is determined according to
the calculation of its high and low dimensions [19, 20].

Based on the above analysis, the nonlinearity of mali-
cious intrusion data is determined, and the nonlinear char-
acteristics of malicious intrusion data are constructed by

the kernel function, that is

s = 1
m
〠σ xð Þθ xxt

À Á
: ð17Þ

In the formula, σ and θ represent the nonlinear feature of
malicious data in different dimensions, respectively.

On this basis, the construction of malicious intrusion
data mining model of wireless personal communication net-
work is completed, that is

ℵ = Ki 〠
m

i = 1
Ki + s〠

m

j = 1
z tð Þ + 1

N
Ki

 !
: ð18Þ

In the formula, Ki represents the K primary component
of malicious intrusion data for wireless personal communi-
cations networks.

The malicious intrusion data mining of the wireless per-
sonal communication network was completed by formula
(18), and the implementation process is as shown in
Figure 2.

Communication data acquisition

Communication data aggregation

Malicious intrusion data output

Malicious data feature extraction

Is the construction of malicious intrusion
data mining model completed

Start

N

Y

End

Figure 2: Flow chart of malicious intrusion data mining of wireless
personal communication network.
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4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Experimental Environment. To verify the effectiveness of
the mining algorithm, the experiment is realized by the sim-
ulation software, the Apple system, and the memory of
16GB; experimental data are processed through the SPSS
13.0 software. The specific experimental environment is
shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Design of Experimental Parameters. In order to ensure
the effectiveness of the experiment, the relevant parameters
used in the experiment are set up, as shown in Table 1.

4.3. Experimental Index Design. On the basis of the above
experimental environment and parameter design, the exper-
iment is carried out by comparing the methods of this paper,
reference [5], reference [6], and reference [7]. The experi-
mental indexes are the precision of malicious intrusion data
mining in wireless personal communication network, the
time consumption of mining, and the error of malicious
intrusion data extraction. In order to ensure the credibility
of the experimental data, the experimental results are itera-
tive 100 times, and the results are verified many times.

4.4. Result

4.4.1. Accuracy Analysis of Different Methods of Malicious
Intrusion Data Mining. The accuracy of malicious intrusion
data mining in wireless personal communication network is
the key index to measure the mining algorithm. The higher
the value, the better the effect of mining. Therefore, results
of the experimental comparison of this method and the

methods from references [5], [6], and [7], to sample wireless
personal communication network malicious intrusion data
mining accuracy, are shown in Figure 4.

The analysis of the experimental results in Figure 4
shows that as the sample intrusion data increases, four
methods have changed the accuracy of malicious intrusion
data mining. When the malicious data is 800, the accuracy
of this method is about 98%, about 79% of the accuracy of
the method in reference [5], about 82% of the accuracy of
the method in reference [6], and about 75% of the accuracy
of the method in reference [7]. When the malicious data is
1600, the accuracy of this method is about 99%, about 71%
of the accuracy of the method in reference [5], about 80%
of the accuracy of the method in reference [6], and about
65% of the accuracy of the method in reference [7]. By com-
paring these four methods, we can see that the accuracy of
this method is the highest. The practical effectiveness of this
method is verified.

4.4.2. Time-Consuming Analysis of Malicious Intrusion Data
Mining by Different Methods. Based on the basis of the min-
ing accuracy, the time consumption of malicious intrusion
data mining of this method and the methods in references
[5], [6], and [7] is analyzed. The results are shown in
Table 2.

As can be seen from the data in Table 2, with the
increase of sample data, the four methods have changed
the mining time of malicious intrusion data. When the sam-
ple data is 600, about 2.3 s is consumed by the mining time
in this method. The mining time of the method in reference
[5] is about 3.2 s. The mining time of the method in refer-
ence [6] is about 3.3 s. The mining time of the method in ref-
erence [7] is about 3.1 s. When the sample data is 1200,
about 2.4 s of the mining time is taken. The mining time of
the method in reference [5] is about 4.0 s. The mining time
of the method in reference [6] is about 4.2 s. The mining
time of the method in reference [7] method is 3.9 s. When
the sample data is 2000, about 2.3 s of mining time is con-
sumed in this method. The mining time of the method in
reference [5] is about 6.1 s. The mining time of the method
in reference [6] is 5.6 s. The mining time of the method in
reference [7] is about 5.2 s. The analysis of the data shows
that in the four methods of sample data mining, the time-
use change of this method is stable, and the other three
methods of mining time are on the rise. The effectiveness
of this method is verified.

4.4.3. Error Analysis of Malicious Intrusion Data Extraction
by Different Methods. In order to further reflect the reliabil-
ity of the proposed method, the error analysis of the present
method and the methods in references [5] and [6] and sam-
ple malicious intrusion data extraction in the method in ref-
erence [7] are analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 5.

According to the experimental results in Figure 5, there
are some differences in the error of extracting malicious
intrusion data by four methods. With the increase of sample
data, the extraction errors of the four methods show a down-
ward trend. And convergence is also increasing. Among
them, the minimum error of this method is about 0.2%

Figure 3: Experimental environment.

Table 1: Experimental parameters.

Parameter Data

Sample communication data (GB) 2

Normal communication data (bar) 1000

Malicious communication data (bar) 1000

Data mining interval (s) 2

Data interference noise (dB) 0-2

Number of iterations (times) 100
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[5], the minimum error in extracting malicious intrusion
data is about 1.6% [6], the minimum error in extracting
malicious intrusion data is about 0.8% [7], and the mini-
mum error in extracting malicious intrusion data is about
0.6%. Compared with the other four methods, this method
has increased by about 1.4%, 0.6%, and 0.4%, respectively,
The proposed method is more effective. It is verified that
the effectiveness of this method is better in these four
methods. The control of malicious intrusion data in personal
communication will be better and more advantageous.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a malicious intrusion data mining algo-
rithm for wireless personal communication network sup-
ported by legal big data. With the help of the calculation of
the sliding window to determine the correlation between
the characteristics of malicious intrusion data and to calcu-
late the nonlinear characteristics of malicious data in differ-
ent dimensions, the malicious intrusion data mining model
of wireless personal communication network was built, and
the malicious intrusion data mining of wireless personal
communication network supported by legal big data was
competed. This method has the following advantages:

(1) The highest accuracy of mining malicious data using
the proposed method is about 98%, with a certain
reliability

(2) The proposed method is the shortest time-
consuming to mining malicious data and improves
the efficiency of the algorithm

(3) The proposed method shows the low extraction
error of malicious data.

Data Availability

Data sharing is not applicable to this article as no datasets
were generated or analyzed during the current study.
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Table 2: Time-consuming comparison of malicious intrusion data
mining (s).

Sample
data/bar

Methods of
this paper

Method in
reference [5]

Method in
reference [6]

Method in
reference [7]

200 2.3 2.8 2.5 2.3

400 2.2 3.1 2.8 2.8

600 2.3 3.2 3.3 3.1

800 2.4 3.5 3.5 3.5

1000 2.5 3.7 3.8 3.7

1200 2.4 4.0 4.2 3.9

1400 2.2 5.1 4.5 4.2

1600 2.3 5.6 4.7 4.5

1800 2.4 5.7 5.1 4.8

2000 2.3 6.1 5.6 5.2
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Figure 5: Error analysis of malicious intrusion data extraction by
different methods.
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Cross-border e-commerce and the logistics industry are interrelated in specific economic and circulation fields. Based on the
development of cross-border e-commerce in China and Europe, this paper analyzes the economic development of China’s
cross-border e-business logistics providers in the context of Internet plus and analyzes the development trend of cross-border
e-commerce in China and gives suggestions for optimization, with a view to providing cross-border e-commerce for the future.
In-depth cooperation provides reference.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of transnational E-commerce needs
not only the innovation of the e-commerce mode but also
the perfection of the logistics mode and logistics system. At
the same time, the development speed of cross-border logistics
is closely related to the openness of policies. Cross-border e-
commerce is an advanced application of e-commerce [1].
Different countries and regions can realize the digitization of
traditional trade display, negotiation, and transaction through
the Internet and realize the new mode of product import and
export trade through network mail and express declaration
[2]. In the modern society, e-commerce is one of the indis-
pensable means of computer processing information and is a
new way of information processing; it and logistics promote
each other, for common development. It will greatly improve
the efficiency of logistics services, meet the needs of the market
at a higher level, and meet the needs of consumers. European
cross-border e-commerce logistics management is a new trend
of economic and social development since the 21st century,

which is highly recognized and supported by domestic and
foreign counterparts.

At present, China has basically realized cross-border trade
e-commerce. The traditional foreign trade “container” type of
large transactions gradually reduced, and most of the small-
batch, multibatch, and fast delivery foreign trade orders
appeared. In people’s daily life, more and more consumers
choose to collect foreign high-quality products and services
through the Internet. The new mode of overseas direct shop-
ping without foreign trade agents is gradually accepted by more
and more people [3]. The change of consumers’ concept pro-
motes the development of cross-border e-commerce. Whether
the goods can arrive on time, whether the safety is achieved,
andwhether the quality is guaranteed are very important factors
that consumers need to consider when shopping, which also
involves the e-commerce logistics. Logistics plays a key role in
cross-border e-commerce [4]. First of all, any transaction of
cross-border e-commerce involves information flow, capital
flow, business flow, and logistics flow. As the last part of the
transaction, logistics is related to the success or failure of
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cross-border e-commerce transactions. Secondly, because
cross-border e-commerce transactions involve many countries
and the distance is long, the logistics cost is high. Therefore, this
paper studies the logistics mode selection under the back-
ground of cross-border e-commerce.

2. Research on the Development Path of the
Cross-Border e-Commerce Logistics Mode

2.1. Survey on the Development of the Cross-Border e-Commerce
Logistics Mode between China and Europe. Europe is China’s
third largest trading partner. With the continuous expansion
of bilateral investment between China and the EU, the sales vol-
ume of the bilateral trade has increased by more than 15%.
Since the cooperation of China EU free trade area, bilateral
cooperation has been deepened [5]. The growth of China’s
domestic demand has driven the development of European
countries. It has also strengthened the industrial chain cooper-
ation with European countries, improving the economic and
technological levels of both sides and increasing the demand
for mutual cooperation. In recent years, with the advancement
of the “Belt and Road” Initiative, economic cooperation
between China and Europe has become more extensive and
China’s investment in Europe has increased. By the end of
2018, China’s total investment in Europe was 318.0 billion US
dollars [6]. Due to the different degree of e-commerce develop-
ment in European countries, the development of the logistics
distribution system is also different. Generally speaking, the
cross-border e-commerce logistics distribution system of China
and Europe is relatively weak, because the cross-border logistics
system is controlled by transnational e-commerce companies,
so it is difficult to use it to distribute third-party goods [7].
Generally speaking, compared with some European and Amer-
ican countries that develop e-commerce, the construction of e-
commerce laws and regulations in European countries needs to
be strengthened. At the same time, the rapid development of e-
commerce and expanding the scale of European countries have
also formulated corresponding e-commerce policies and
regulations.

According to the survey, from 2008 to 2012, the volume of
export and cross-border e-commerce transactions exceeded
90%. In recent years, with the advancement of the “Belt and
Road” Initiative and the development of the digital economy,
the proportion of cross-border e-commerce import transac-
tions has continued to increase. In 2013, the scale of cross-
border e-commerce import transactions accounted for
14.3%, and by 2018, it exceeded 20%. From the perspective
of the distribution of import and export structures, China’s
import and export proportion is relatively low but it shows
an upward trend year by year. With the gradual opening of
the cross-border e-commerce market, the proportion of
import and export will gradually increase [8]. With the imple-
mentation of the “14th Five-Year Plan”, the high-quality con-
struction of the “Belt and Road” will be promoted. At present,
China has carried out extensive cooperation with European
countries in the fields of open trade, service, and investment.
China’s cross-border e-commerce market is still in the early
stage of development, mainly to provide information services.
However, with the development of the industry, cross-border

e-commerce effectively reduces the intermediate links and
promotes the development of import trade. In the multilevel
and multilink supply chain cooperation, cross-border small
e-commerce transactions will also get rapid development [9].
In the early years, http://JD.com regarded cross-border e-
commerce as a vital strategic development goal. In these years,
it has indeed done so. At present, JD Global Shopping has
successfully entered the international stage and occupies an
extremely important position. In order to better promote the
healthy development of accounting e-commerce logistics
mode, the integration mode of cross-border e-commerce
logistics supply chain service platform is optimized and the
specific structure is shown in Figure 1.

The figure includes warehousing, logistics, and other links.
Through integration, the global resource allocation is opti-
mized, the enterprise cost is reduced, and the import and
export trade is promoted, to provide better service for con-
sumers [10]. For cross-border e-commerce transactions,
cross-border logistics is the key factor restricting the develop-
ment of the entire cross-border e-commerce industry and the
delivery speed directly affects the shopping experience of con-
sumers. The rapid rise of international e-commerce provides
opportunities for cross-border logistics [11]. The cross-border
logistics transportation has developed from single package
transportation to the coexistence of multiple transportation
modes, mainly package transportation. It is found that reduc-
ing transportation costs, ensuring the safety of goods, and
realizing the traceability of logistics information are the future
development direction [12]. The distribution mode needs
innovation. Therefore, exploring and innovating the third-
party logistics mode to adapt to the development needs of
cross-border e-commerce in China have become the key to
the development of cross-border e-commerce in China.

2.2. Comparative Analysis of Existing Cross-Border e-
Commerce Logistics Modes. International packets mainly
refer to China Post, Hongkong Post, and Singapore Post.
International express usually refers to the four giants, such
as FedEx, DHL, TNT, and UPS. These two ways are the most
traditional and the simplest way of logistics [13]. For most
small- and medium-sized enterprises, they are the only alter-
native way of logistics. Postal has almost global coverage of
the network, it can be said that the degree of network cover-
age is wider than any other logistics channels. Of course, this
is due to two organizations: the Universal Postal Union and
the Kahala postal Organization (KPG). International parcel
and international express are relatively simple and direct
logistics modes [14]. There are two characteristics of inter-
national small bags: first, the price is cheap, and second,
the delivery time is long. The time limit for transportation
is about 5–10 days for Asian neighbors, 7–15 days for major
European and American countries, and 7–30 days for other
regions and countries [15]. Compared with the international
package, the international express delivery time is shorter
but its cost is higher. Although the way of international
small package is convenient and flexible, it is risky. There
are still some problems in postal packets, such as high-
packet loss rate and no way to track if the items are not reg-
istered. But even so, for small-scale foreign trade enterprises,
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international small bags and express delivery are still the
most common choice of logistics. Postal service has almost
a global network, and postal packets can reach any place
with a post office, which can also greatly expand the trade
market of the cross-border e-commerce platform. Moreover,
the application scope of postal packets is wide and platforms
such as eBay and Dunhuang can be used without special
mailing restrictions.

Here, Table 1 is a set of statistical data from Sifang
Express Company on the service level of postal parcels. In
Table 1, we can see that the logistics in Singapore and
Malaysia has the highest success rate to arrive in 15 days.
And Brazil has the lowest; it is almost impossible to com-
plete within 15 days; even for 20 days, it is almost impossi-
ble. Singapore has the highest logistics efficiency, while at
the same time, Brazil has the lowest logistics efficiency.

About international express, as shown in Table 1, its big-
gest advantage is stable and fast and the information is very
transparent. Consumers can obtain the transportation route
and transportation time of goods by querying the logistics
information and the phenomenon of packet loss is rare,
which is relatively stable [16]. The time limit is basically
maintained at about 3–5 days, and there is no great restric-
tion on the weight of goods, so it is also a logistics mode that
many cross-border e-commerce enterprises are willing to
choose. Express giants also have their own unique character-
istics; especially when different weights of express are sent to
different continents, there are obvious differences. For exam-
ple, when it is sent to Western European countries, TNT’s

customs clearance speed is the fastest, while UPS’s speed is
extremely fast when it is sent to the United States.

But it also has its own disadvantages, mainly in the
following two aspects. First, the price is more expensive.
Under the same weight, the charge standard of international
express is almost twice that of the international small pack-
age. Therefore, if you are not so eager for the goods you are
shopping for, you will not be willing to choose the interna-
tional express mode. Second, there are surcharges in remote
areas. International express has not covered its distribution
network all over the world. Therefore, compared with the
small package, there are many places that cannot be covered.
There will be such a situation when the customer has paid
the express fee, but when the goods are transported to your
hands, the relevant express company will charge a surcharge
of 100–300 yuan in remote areas.

3. China EU Cross-Border e-Commerce
Logistics Path Selection

There are two logistics modes available for cross-border
enterprises in the past, one is mail express and the other is
to deposit goods in overseas warehouses. On this basis, the
logistics model is divided into parcel express and overseas
warehouse, among which overseas warehouse can be divided
into the self-supporting mode and outsourcing mode [17].
The effective cross-border e-commerce logistics mode is
selected reasonably for comparative analysis, as shown in
Table 2.

Port

Road

Logistics demand link enterprises

Aircra�

Freight yard

Bonded area

Logistics park

Cargo owner,
consignor and

consignee

Manufacturing
enterprise

Logistics enterprises Storage enterprises at
home and abroad Circulation enterprises Business enterprises

Cross border e-commerce full supply chain integrated service
platform

Foreign trade and
economic

cooperation
commission

Industry and
commerce, customs

Inspection and
quarantine Tax revenue Others

Banking, insurance

Mobile
communication

Consulting service

Information
technology

Law
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consignee

Railway

Government functional departments

Figure 1: Cross border e-commerce logistics supply chain service platform.
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From the analysis of Table 2, it can be seen that the
external factors have the greatest influence and the internal
factors have the least influence. Its function mode is certain
economic, and the institutional environment is the basis of
restricting the formation of a cross-border e-commerce
logistics mode [18]. Technological progress improves man-
agement efficiency and reduces transaction cost, which is
the economic portrayal of logistics mode transformation.
Under the joint action of the economic system environment,
consumer behavior preference, and technological progress,
transaction cost has a direct impact on the choice of the
enterprise logistics mode, so as to obtain the maximum ben-
efits. Based on this, the selection conditions of the logistics
mode are standardized, as shown in Figure 2.

Among them, logistics cost is the first link of enterprise
logistics decision. When multinational e-commerce enter-
prises choose the logistics mode, they must consider the total
cost of the logistics system. According to the different links
of logistics, the total logistics cost can be divided into inven-
tory maintenance costs, transportation costs, customer main-
tenance costs, etc [19]. If Tc represents the total logistics
cost, the total logistics cost is shown as formula (1) as follows:

Tc = S + T + L + C + P + F: ð1Þ

In formula (1), S represents the cost of inventory mainte-
nance, which includes the cost of inventory management,
packaging, and rework. T is all expenses incurred in transpor-
tation; L is the batch cost, i.e., material processing and pur-
chasing cost; C is customer cost, i.e., shortage and customer
loss cost; P is order processing and information cost; F is fixed
and warehouse variable cost. There are contradictions and
conflicts in the composition of logistics cost. For the choice
of the logistics mode, we should first consider the logistics cost
and then make a reasonable choice.

4. Constraint Algorithm for Logistics Mode
Selection of Cross-Border e-Commerce

When cross-border e-commerce logistics services are pro-
vided, the demand function is set as f ðtÞ = kt and the seller
chooses to deliver the goods at T1 time and store the goods
to the overseas warehouse. The change rate of the demand is

Q1ðtÞ, in which f1ðtÞ = K1t, K1 > k; if the initial investment
profit of logistics express is p, the transportation cost allo-
cated to each cargo is CF, the monetary unit of the discount
rate. Based on the general dynamic equilibrium model, the
discount value of the long-term profit maximization func-
tion is given.

max E0 = TC
ðT
0
e−n Q1z tð Þ × f tð Þ½ �dt − cje

−γT

+
ð+∞
T

e−n p − cf
À Á

× f1 tð ÞÂ Ã
dt:

ð2Þ

Firstly, the weight of each index is determined and each
index is analyzed and decomposed. The highest level is the
target level, the middle level is the index level, and the lowest
level is the scheme level. The priority judgment matrix is
established. According to the relative importance of the
elements of this layer to the elements of the upper layer,
the fuzzy consistent judgment matrix is established. In the
process of actual decision-making analysis, due to the com-
plexity of the problem and the one sidedness of people’s cog-
nition of the problem, the constructed judgment matrix is
often lacking of consistency, which needs to be transformed
into the fuzzy consistent judgment matrix by using the
transformation formula. The transformation formula is
shown in formula (3).

rij = 0:5 +
ri − rj
2n

: ð3Þ

In formula (3), ri∑
n
j=1 f ij and the priority judgment

matrix F = ð f ijÞnxn is transformed into a fuzzy consistent

judgment matrix.

R = rij
À Á

nxn
=

r11 r12 ⋯ r1n

r21 r22 ⋯ r2n

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

rn1 rn2 ⋯ rnn

2
666664

3
777775
: ð4Þ

In terms of logistics mode, there are three main logistics
strategies of enterprises: always choose the parcel express
mode and directly the choose overseas warehousing and dis-
tribution mode and the overseas distribution mode within a
certain period of time from parcel express to the destination.
According to the fuzzy consistent judgment matrix, formula
(2) is differentiated and simplified and the basic conditions
are obtained, as shown in formula (3).

rcF max E0 + pk − k1 p − cf
À ÁÂ Ã

T = 1: ð5Þ

In formula (5), according to the above formula, when p
k − k1ðp − cf Þ ≥ 0, the value range of E is T = +∞; if pk − k1
ðp − cf Þ is less than 0, then,

Table 1: Performance of postal parcel service level.

Main
destinations

Arrived within
15 days

Arrived in 20
days

Main
prescription

Brazil 0.1% 7.0% 19~28 days

Germany 32.3% 54.8% 12~15 days

The United
Kingdom

51.8% 53.7% 5~17 days

Malaysia 82.2% 87.4% 10~15 days

Russia 12.1% 19.8% 15~23 days

Singapore 96% 98.9% 5~9 days

Thailand 41.3% 44.8% 5~16 days

U.S.A 48.8% 67.3% 14~22 days
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T +
rcF

k1 p − cf
À Á − pk: ð6Þ

Through formula (6), it can be seen that in the calcula-
tion process, the higher the value of p, the higher the profit
margin of using high-value products, the easier it is to max-
imize the profit of overseas warehouses by using overseas
warehouses, the more sensitive transaction costs are, and
the easier it is for k1 to maximize the operation of overseas
warehouses in this region; the more the capital investment
of enterprises, the later the use of overseas warehouses will
be. It can be seen that the higher the commodity price, the
stronger the logistics cost bearing capacity and the stronger
the market sales ability [20]. The use of overseas warehouses
can increase profits. On this basis, from the current opening
strategy of cross-border e-commerce, developed countries
have basically formed the export of warehousing goods to
Europe and the United States. The main reasons for this
phenomenon are that the relevant legal system is not sound,
the policy is not transparent, and enterprises are more suspi-
cious of investing in overseas warehouses, because these

countries have too much foreign exchange reserves, which
makes it difficult to recover the investment. Put forward
the important role of policy threshold in the choice of the
logistics mode. Labor costs are also an important part of
the cost. There is a huge gap between China and European
countries. European countries have higher social security
costs, minimum wage levels, working hours, and rest and
vacation standards than China, so labor costs are also higher.
In addition, the General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR) issued by the European Union may be a challenge
for China-EU cross-border e-commerce logistics. As China’s
awareness of personal information data protection increases,
China-EU cross-border e-commerce logistics will become
more standardized.

5. Suggestions on the Development of Cross-
Border e-Commerce Logistics between China
and Europe

With the development of the economy, consumers’ shop-
ping demand is also growing. When the domestic market

Table 2: Selection of cross border e-commerce logistics mode.

International bag International express service Overseas warehouse

Delivery time Slow Fast Fast

Delivery efficiency Low High High

Logistics cost Low High According to the turnover rate of goods

Initial investment risk Nothing Nothing Certain investment

Cargo restrictions Weight, volume Weight, volume Nothing

Customer
value

Economic and institutional
environment

Restrict

Cause
Changes in transaction costs Change of logistics mode

Change of logistics mode
Self-

support

Rent
Change of logistics mode

Brace

Customer behavior
preference

Total customer
value

Total customer
cost

Stock
trun

Institutional environment
improvement

Increased
consumer
demand

Technical progress

Large cross border B2C

Medium sized cross border B2C

Small cross border B2C

Figure 2: Logistics mode selection conditions.
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cannot meet the demand, consumers will turn their atten-
tion to foreign countries. From China’s per capita consump-
tion data, cross-border e-commerce provides a huge growth
opportunity for per capita consumption [21]. At the same
time, with the development of economy, the logistics mode
of cross-border e-commerce has changed from the tradi-
tional “container-type” transportation to the current multi-
ple transportation modes, enabling enterprises to set up
warehouses overseas and choose the third-party logistics,
so as to better provide logistics services for customers. With
the rapid development of China’s economy, consumers’
demand for purchased goods and logistics is growing and
the cross-border e-commerce logistics mode is constantly
emerging. Themain reason for overseas shopping is the uneven
distribution of resources, which can bring about user experi-
ence. It should be the focus of cross-border e-commerce
enterprises, and economic development will inevitably affect
the scale of cross-border e-commerce and the choice of the
logistics mode.

The freight industry is a very complex industry. The
global development of network makes freight transportation
an indispensable part of people’s life, helping customers
understand the international logistics system and promoting
cross-border trade [22]. When choosing logistics for differ-
ent goods purchased by foreign consumers, we should pay
attention to the return information of customers at any time
and update the logistics information of commodity distribu-
tion in time, so as to promote the coordinated development
of online and offline and better carry out cross-border logis-
tics. In the network era, the cross-border logistics testing
industry has developed rapidly. In the face of global cus-
tomers, the logistics workload is increasing and the pressure
of supervision is increasing [23–25]. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to strengthen logistics supervision to ensure the normal
operation of cross-border logistics in a certain period of time
and it cannot be stagnated due to regulatory problems in a
certain link. It is the ultimate goal of logistics enterprises to
deliver goods to consumers within the specified time. In
order to carry out international e-commerce logistics, we
should not only pay attention to the cooperation between
logistics but also attach importance to the integration of
enterprise advantages, so as to shorten the transaction time
and reduce the logistics cost.

The outbreak of the new crown epidemic has had a serious
impact on the global economy. As an export-oriented country,
China is an importer of basic daily necessities in most coun-
tries. The epidemic may promote the development of e-
commerce and at the same time have a certain reform and
promotion effect on the logistics model. The integration of
digitization and intelligence may become an important direc-
tion of the cross-border e-commerce logistics reform model,
and it is also an opportunity for Chinese-funded enterprises.
The current cross-border logistics cannot meet the needs of
the rapid development of cross-border e-commerce. The
development direction of cross-border logistics is to shorten
the logistics cycle, reduce transportation costs, ensure the
safety of goods, and realize the traceability of logistics informa-
tion. Modern logistics mode needs innovation. On this basis,
we will explore and innovate the third-party logistics mode

to better meet the needs of cross-border e-commerce develop-
ment in China. Cross-border e-commerce logistics will con-
tinuously improve the efficiency of warehousing, inventory,
ordering, distribution, and other links and provide more
convenient services for cross-border e-commerce.

6. Conclusion

Under the environment of e-commerce, whether the digital
management of logistics transportation can be realized is
an important symbol to measure the development level of
a country. In today’s world, the development of the economy
and market is increasingly integrated. With the advance-
ment of the “Belt and Road” Initiative and the rise of the dig-
ital economy, China-Europe cross-border e-commerce will
move to a new level and the logistics industry will also
develop rapidly. How to effectively apply e-commerce to
data processing, so as to realize the transformation from
logistics reexport to transportation management, is also a
powerful means to further improve the efficiency of logistics
services. Through the analysis of the current situation of
logistics and transportation management in China, the
development and development path of the logistics mode
of cross-border e-commerce in China and Europe under
the background of “Internet plus” are studied. The optimiza-
tion suggestions are put forward accordingly to maximize
the economic benefits. The international community should
pay attention to the development of logistics transportation,
face up to, and solve the existing problems from the reality,
so as to provide more innovative models for the develop-
ment of cross-border logistics transportation in China.
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The objective of this paper is to study the key technology of the mobile communication network optimization system based on
artificial intelligence technology. Specific Content. This paper designs the artificial intelligence agent- (IA-) type mobile
communication network optimization tool iOS2CMCN, analyzes the relevant intelligent technology introduced into the
system, and analyzes the feasibility and practicability of iOS2CMCN through application examples. The results show that the
optimization of mobile communication networks is one of the important links in the construction of communication networks
and ensuring the quality of network service. In the form of an artificial intelligence agent, iOS2CMCN absorbs the experience
and knowledge of a large number of network optimization engineers and experts and realizes the intelligence and automation
of mobile communication network optimization. It is proven that the fuzzy technology is introduced in theory, the practical
problem is reasonably modeled, and the rule and case reasoning are used to simulate the thinking mode of a human being
when solving the problem. It reduces the dependence of network optimization on humans, improves the efficiency of network
optimization, and provides a new idea for practical mobile communication network optimization.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) was first proposed at the Dartmouth
Society in 1956. At this conference, McCarthy, Minsky, Roch-
ester, and Shannon created the discipline of artificial intelli-
gence by using machines to simulate human intelligence.
Since then, artificial intelligence technology has had a spiraling
development, has become a hot field of computer science
many times, and has produced many schools, such as reason-
ing and knowledge-centered symbolism, bionics-based con-
nectionism, and data-centered machine learning science. At
the beginning of the 21st century, with the emergence of big
data technology, the existing data analysis ability has been
greatly improved. The rich data resources accumulated in
social production and life have further promoted the break-
through of artificial intelligence technology. The AI craze is
here again. To date, artificial intelligence has achieved great
success in many fields.

The optimization of the mobile communication network
requires “intelligence” of the optimization tools of the

mobile communication network, and expert system theory
makes the domain tools that allow them to have the ability
of domain experts—“intelligence.” Guo summarized the
Internet technology under 5G mobile communication, ana-
lyzed the connotation of the Internet of Things, studied the
integration of 5G mobile communication and the Internet
of Things technology, and analyzed and discussed the new
possibilities of the Internet of Things era under 5G mobile
communication technology [1]. Chu et al. gave a general
overview of AI algorithms based on artificial intelligence
technology, mainly focusing on their use in network intru-
sion detection [2]. Das et al. help information and commu-
nication technology (ICT) practitioners use AI tools and
methods to effectively manage their platforms and provide
them with sufficient AI background to deal with real-life
problems [3]. The combination of the two, that is, applying
the expert system theory to the optimization of the mobile
communication network, is an effective way to realize the
“intellectualization” of the optimization of the mobile com-
munication network. There are many existing network
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optimization tools, but they have a common feature of
strong pertinence. These types of software all focus on com-
pleting certain functions, but lack the thinking mode of
“why do you do this?” Due to the “mobile” characteristics
of the mobile communication network, the structure and
operation process of the whole network are very complex,
and problems arising in the maintenance process also
involve many aspects, requiring a large number of personnel
with specialized knowledge to carry out maintenance and
optimization [4, 5].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. BP Neural Network. Assume that the input data of BP
neural network is X = ðX1, X2,⋯, XnÞT , n represents the
number of nodes of neurons in the input layer, the corre-
sponding output data is O = ðO1,O2,⋯,OmÞT , m represents
the number of nodes of neurons in the output layer, andWij

and Wik are the connection weights of the hidden layer and
the output layer, respectively, for input component Xi in
layer i; the corresponding output of the hidden layer and
the output layer can be expressed as shown in formula (1).

The training steps of BP neural network are as follows:
Randomly initialize weights Wij and Wik, their values

must not be the same, the usual range is (-1.0, 1.0), and for
the sample ðXp, YpÞ, its output value is Op.

Calculate the error between Op and Yp and adjust the
weight matrix according to the error; for the p sample, we
can get as shown in formula (2).

The neural network error calculation formula of all
samples is as shown in formula (3), where s is the number
of samples.

The process of minimizing E can be regarded as an opti-
mization problem. The steepest descent method is adopted
to adjust the weight matrix, namely, as shown in formulas
(4) and (5).

In the formula, α represents the learning rate.
The initial values ofWij andWik of a traditional BP neu-

ral network are determined by the random method, which
makes the performance of the BP neural network unstable;
the solution of the problem cannot get the optimal result,
so the particle swarm optimization algorithm of artificial
intelligence algorithm is introduced to optimize the initial
values of Wij and Wik.

2.2. Artificial Intelligence Algorithm. The position vector of
theiparticle isxi = ðxi1, xi2,⋯xiDÞ; it represents a set of initial
values ofWijandWik, and we also have a velocity
vectorvi = ðvi1, vi2,⋯viDÞ. Particles adjust their flight direc-
tion by tracking the optimal positions of individuals and
groups, as shown in formulas (6) and (7), wheretis the num-
ber of iterations andωis the inertia weight.

2.3. Intelligent Optimization Agent. Mobile communication
network optimization has a high level of maintenance work,
is involved in the process of optimization of network soft-
ware and hardware components, and is applied to various
knowledge and skills, such as the redistribution of the net-

work resources and network parameters for readjustment,
including antenna position, antenna pitching angle, fre-
quency, handoff parameters, and base stations receiving the
threshold adjustment. Since the equipment parameters pro-
vided by different manufacturers and the network element
performance data collected are different, the characteristics
of equipment and system of different manufacturers should
be taken into account in network optimization work [6].
The complexity of the mobile communication network
determines the specific network optimization work with no
fixed rules to follow, in order to improve network perfor-
mance in time, improve the quality of network services,
and avoid a lot of unnecessary repetitive work; making full
use of network optimization engineers’ and experts’ experi-
ence knowledge is an effective method to realize network
optimization. Using IA technology which takes knowledge
utilization as the core and combining with actual network
optimization work, an intelligent optimization system of
mobile communication network is designed. iOS2CMCN is
a self-learning closed-loop intelligent system. The system is
driven by network performance monitoring and user report-
ing information data, using four kinds of intelligent technol-
ogies: data analysis tools, fuzzy quantification rules, model
analysis, and information reasoning. Using the optimized
log base and the comprehensive knowledge base of historical
events and experience knowledge, supplemented by man-
machine information interaction, the optimization agent
provides the corresponding optimization scheme and sug-
gestion for the network optimizer. The network operation
proves that the reasonable optimization scheme is kept as
the optimization log. If the scheme cannot effectively
improve the network performance, after the network model
is modified, the intelligent optimization will be carried out
again in the form of self-learning until an effective optimiza-
tion scheme or suggestion is found. For some recurring
problems in the network, the system can directly extract
the optimization scheme from the optimization log database
memory to improve the network optimization efficiency of
the system [7, 8].

2.4. Artificial Intelligence Technology. The intelligence of
iOS2CMCN runs through the whole process of network
optimization, which is mainly embodied in three aspects:
the establishment of the network model, the analysis of the
network model, and the information reasoning of obtaining
the network optimization scheme. Combined with fuzzy
quantization, fuzzy evaluation matrix, and fuzzy reasoning
in artificial intelligence technology, the intelligent optimiza-
tion of the mobile communication network is realized by
using the knowledge base including wireless network theory
[9, 10] and the experience of network optimization experts,
as well as the optimization log database containing a large
number of network events and optimization schemes.

2.4.1. Intelligent Modeling. The characteristics of the mobile
communication network are characterized by a large num-
ber of data collected from the manufacturer OMC. In order
to realize network optimization based on network perfor-
mance evaluation, it is necessary to analyze these data and
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judge network operation conditions (such as congestion of
SDCCH and high drop rate of TCH). iOS2CMCN, quoting
the fuzzy membership degree method, the fuzzy network
performance data, including SDCCH congestion rate, each
channel traffic and dropped, described it as like “village high
traffic,” “residential dropped the high,” and “village TCH
congestion” natural language, establish reasonable quantita-
tive network model for describing the network operation
status [11]. Based on the communication with network opti-
mization experts and the fuzzy function theory, the network
performance parameters can be described by the adaptive
Gaussian function network, in which each fuzzy subset has
adaptive factors.

2.4.2. Fuzzy Knowledge Base. Mobile communication net-
work integrates complex systems by collecting various com-
munication technologies and multivendor equipment. The
key to network optimization is the factors affecting network
performance, diversity, uncertain knowledge, technology,
and application experience. Knowledge is an important part
of developing an intelligent network optimization system. In
iOS2CMCN, fuzzy knowledge expression based on rules and
cases is adopted. The rule expression is to summarize the
experience of network excellence into the form of “premise
and conclusion” and introduce fuzzy factors to reflect the
fuzzy uncertainty of knowledge. This expression is suitable
for the knowledge used in human brain logical thinking.
Rule expression is a “case attribute” event, which uses a
fuzzy quantity to describe the network optimization case in
the form of synthesis. This fuzzification quantity includes,
for example, the description of each state attribute in the lan-
guage set after entering the numerical set and the weight of
the given factor of each attribute. From the practical applica-
tion point of view, the fuzzy knowledge representation in
iOS2CMCN can effectively describe the network optimiza-
tion knowledge used by network optimization engineers in
specific network optimization work.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Information Reasoning. Information reasoning is the
process of using real-time information and empirical knowl-
edge to solve problems. In the optimization of mobile
communication network, network optimization experts use
real-time network performance statistics data, the operation
status of hardware equipment, and rich experience and

knowledge of network optimization to come up with reason-
able and effective optimization schemes. After automatically
identifying the network optimization event model, the infer-
ence machine enters rule or case reasoning. When rule rea-
soning is adopted to solve problems, the information
inference machine is driven by current network operation
events and uses fuzzy rules in fuzzy knowledge base to sim-
ulate and realize the logical thinking process of network
optimization experts [12]. The characteristics of network
events are analyzed by case-based reasoning. According to
the typical examples of fuzzy knowledge base, the network
optimization is carried out on the basis of correlation and
analogy event processing. At the same time, new events are
saved and modified in case to simulate the analogy learning
ideas of network optimization experts in the form of real-
time analysis and memory.

3.2. Simulation Test. The author studies and analyzes the
practicability of iOS2CMCN based on the work and experi-
ence of mobile communication network optimization in a
city. Table 1 shows the fuzzy quantization model of the per-
formance statistics of the two cells collected by OMC and the
corresponding network optimization events. Under the func-
tion of the above information on the inference machine, the

Table 1: Network performance statistics.

Parameter Plot no.
Number of carrier

frequency
Traffic SD congestion

TCH congestion
rate

TCH
dropped

Handover
success rate

The RF
dropped

RF switch
drop rate

The original data
86 4 20.67 0.07 11.88 10.78 80 8.23 2.1

87 4 3.97 70.25 0 87.88 53 1.5 85.22

Quantitative model

86
Quantitative values 0.8 0 0.75 0.72 0.7 0.72 0.17

The fuzzy degree Normal No High High High High High

87
Quantitative values 0.9 0.85 0 0.87 0.7 0.1 0.8

The fuzzy degree Low High No
Very
high

Low High Very high
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Figure 1: Optimized risk value of wireless mobile communication
system. In this figure, the original value of the wireless mobile
communication system optimization analysis can clearly show
that the uncertainty of the wireless mobile communication system
has strong randomness but also has certain regularity change
characteristics; choosing a village as the validation sample, the
optimized plan for the 86 other districts as a wireless mobile
communication system optimizes the training sample.
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fuzzy knowledge is used to optimize the two plots. Using the
fuzzy rule reasoning method, according to rules A2, A4, B3,
and B4, the optimization scheme of cell 87 is obtained. Using
the fuzzy case reasoning method, the events of plot 86 are
compared with the related cases in the fuzzy case database.
According to the calculation method of similarity between
the related cases, plot 86 is similar to the fuzzy case D015.

In order to test the design of wireless mobile communi-
cation system optimization based on artificial intelligence
algorithm, the risk historical data of wireless mobile commu-
nication system in a period of time is selected as the research
object. Firstly, the data of wireless mobile communication
system optimization is collected, and some preprocessing is
carried out. Then, the corresponding optimization level
value of wireless mobile communication system is obtained.
Due to the limited space, only the optimization value of
wireless mobile communication is displayed, as shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, the original value of the wireless mobile
communication system optimization analysis can clearly
show that the uncertainty of the wireless mobile communi-
cation system has strong randomness but also has certain
regularity change characteristics; choosing a village as the
validation sample, the optimized plan for the 86 other dis-
tricts as a wireless mobile communication system optimizes
the training sample.

3.3. Analysis of Optimization Results of Wireless Mobile
Communication System Based on the Model in This Paper.
The optimization results of the wireless mobile communica-
tion system of the model are divided into a particle swarm
optimization algorithm to determine the initial connection
weight of the BP neural network, and then, the optimization
results of the wireless mobile communication system of the
model in this paper are obtained as shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen from the analysis of the optimization results of
the wireless mobile communication system in Figure 2 that
the optimization deviation of the wireless mobile communi-
cation system in this model is quite small and can be
ignored. The optimization accuracy of the wireless mobile
communication system is high, and the reliability of the
evaluation results is high. It is a feasible wireless mobile
communication system optimization model.

In order to test the superiority of the optimization model
of wireless mobile communication system based on artificial
intelligence algorithm, gray model, cluster analysis, and
standard BP neural network were used to carry out compar-
ative experiments on the same data set in the same simula-
tion environment, and the optimization accuracy and
training time of wireless mobile communication system were
calculated, as shown in Table 2. It can be found from
Table 2, in this paper, that the wireless mobile communica-
tion system based on artificial intelligence algorithm optimi-
zation model of efficiency is more than 95%, the classic
efficiency of the wireless mobile communication system
optimization model is less than 95%, and the model of short
training time in classical optimization model for wireless
mobile communication system, to speed up the wireless
mobile communication system optimization, is presented.
Therefore, the optimization result of the wireless mobile

communication system based on the model in this paper is
more ideal.
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4. Conclusions

The key technology research and implementation of a
mobile communication network optimization system based
on artificial intelligence technology are presented. The
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Figure 2: The optimization results of the wireless mobile
communication system of this model. It can be seen from the
analysis of the optimization results of the wireless mobile
communication system in this figure that the optimization
deviation of the wireless mobile communication system in this
model is quite small and can be ignored.

Table 2: Comparison of the optimization results of wireless mobile
communication system with the classical model.

Optimization model of wireless
mobile communication system

Optimize
the efficiency

Optimization
of time

Grey model 89.95 11.61

Clustering analysis 87.73 12.38

Standard BP neural network 93.26 7.83

Model 96.78 4.49
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The development of wireless communication technology and the widespread application of big data has accelerated the degree of
globalization. Both English and Chinese are widely used languages internationally, and the cultural exchanges between the two
occupy a very important proportion in the world. The society’s demand for English-Chinese translation talents has increased,
and colleges and universities have also taken measures to improve students’ English-Chinese translation ability. This article
analyzes the English-Chinese translation course under the environment of wireless communication and big data, discusses the
influence of the development of wireless communication and big data on the teaching of English-Chinese translation, the
problems existing in the teaching of English-Chinese translation in colleges and universities, and gives solutions to the existing
problems. Finally, using the method of online survey to investigate the current situation of English-Chinese translation
teaching in colleges and universities in the province, 245 valid questionnaires were recovered, only 87 of which indicated that
their majors offered separate English translation courses, accounting for 35.51% of the total; 158 indicated their majors. There
are no English translation courses, accounting for 64.49% of the total. Such a ratio does not match the overall demand for
cultural exchanges in the context of the rapid development of wireless technology and big data. Therefore, the convenience
brought by new technologies should be actively used to promote the development of the English-Chinese translation teaching
system in colleges and universities.

1. Introduction

Traditional English teaching has been unable to meet the
current situation. It is inevitable to introduce new teaching
models into English teaching. English-Chinese translation
teaching has always been the shortcoming of many universi-
ties. English-Chinese translation ability is a major indicator
to measure English proficiency, and it occupies an important
position in many English exams. The network learning plat-
form, smart campus, and flipped classroom have pointed out
new directions for education reform. Rethinking positioning
of translation education in a wireless communication and
big data environment, finding out the shortcomings, break-
ing the convention, and using wireless communication and
big data technology to reform English-Chinese teaching is

an effective strategy to improve students’ English-Chinese
translation level and overall English level.

Soang found that many students are accustomed to using
spoken language to write text when translating but ignore
the importance of mother tongue knowledge and cultural fac-
tors, resulting in improper translation. Therefore, he designed
a new teaching model that can practice translation in class.
After evaluating the translation process through multidisci-
plinary evaluation methods, it can help students understand
the working principles of translation and use reasonable
methods to solve translation problems [1]. Qiao and Wang
analyzed the characteristics of mobile teaching from the per-
spective of constructivism and constructed a new mobile
interactive translation teaching model. Then, they verified
the model with WeChat, QQ, and Weibo as examples and
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pointed out that the Internet translation teaching is about to
become the norm [2]. Lin and Yip found corpus-assisted
translation education can accomplish teaching goals. They
proposed an application improvement plan for the corpus in
view of its goals, data alignment methods, data annotation sys-
tems, and function keys [3].

English-Chinese translation is a way to promote cultural
exchange. As the main force of country’s modernization,
young college students should have the ability to read for-
eign language documents without barriers and fluent
English communication. Today, English-Chinese translation
teaching is only the reading comprehension and English
level test. This article mainly analyzes the points of
English-Chinese translation education and puts forward cor-
responding suggestions.

2. Demand Analysis of English-Chinese
Translation Courses and Research on
Teaching Countermeasures

2.1. English-Chinese Translation Teaching in a Wireless
Communication and Big Data Environment. Under Internet
technology constantly developing, my country’s education
has undergone tremendous changes due to its influence.
Wireless communication and big data can provide personal-
ized, collection, mining, management, analysis, and other
services, and it has achieved the ultimate in information
integration and resource sharing. It can not only provide a
comfortable and convenient teaching environment but also
collect online teaching resources for use in English-Chinese
translation teaching and cultivate students’ good learning.
Get used to a comprehensive level of students’ English abil-
ity. The smart learning platform can provide a wealth of
teaching services, including teacher preparation and teach-
ing and tutoring, as well as students’ preclass preparation
and after-class review.

2.2. The Necessity of English-Chinese Translation Teaching.
Translation of English-Chinese is an important part of Col-
lege English Test Four and Six, and research is an important
part of the entrance examination, and it is a prerequisite for
cultivating students’ listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills. English-Chinese translation mainly tests the students’
English reading comprehension ability and Chinese language
expression ability [4]. The basic premise of expressing one’s
thoughts in written language is reading comprehension ability,
that is, obtaining information through reading the original text
and understanding it. Translation is a common means to
check whether the obtained information is correct. If the
knowledge level of the foreign language is poor, the correct
information to be expressed in the original text cannot be
obtained, and the translation will inevitably be wrong. In addi-
tion. If the meaning of the original text is understood, but the
language expression ability of Chinese is not good or the trans-
lation skill is lacking, such translations are often prone to
ambiguity or language expression does not conform to the
Chinese standard [5]. Therefore, it is particularly important
to improve students’ English-Chinese translation ability. This
will not only help improve students’ translation level andmas-

ter the basic knowledge of Chinese but also promote students’
open thinking and correct language learning from different
language perspectives.

2.3. Problems in College English-Chinese
Translation Teaching

2.3.1. The School Does Not Pay Enough Attention to College
English Translation Teaching. In undergraduate English
teaching, most of the guidance focus is still oriented to pass-
ing the course test and English level. In addition, traditional
English teaching mainly focuses on vocabulary, grammar,
and listening teaching. It usually leads to that the students
are good at answering the test papers correctly but are not
fluent. Translation teaching in university classrooms is rela-
tively small, and teachers seldom use translation as a main
content for teaching. Even if it involves translation, it
requires the general meaning of the original text to be sum-
marized completely, and students are allowed to practice
translation sentence by sentence and paragraph by para-
graph. In the selected English textbooks, the theories and
space involved in translation are also relatively small [6, 7].
Therefore, many students can understand the general idea
of the article when doing reading comprehension but will
get entangled when doing the question. This is because there
is no systematic translation training that leads to students’
incomplete grasp of the original content.

2.3.2. Pay Attention to Knowledge Mastering and Neglect the
Cultivation of Language Communication Ability. Language is
an important tool for humans to express their thoughts and
emotions. If language learning is only included in textbooks
and exams, it will have no practical meaning. The most
important thing in learning English is to be able to under-
stand what is meant to be expressed in English and to be able
to relay it in English or mother tongue in your own words.
English teaching in many domestic universities only requires
students to master the textbooks and test content, and
English translation only needs to look at the general idea
and sentence structure. The English test scores are used to
measure students’ English level, which makes students fall
into a misunderstanding in English learning-rote memoriza-
tion, but they are confused when they speak [8].

2.3.3. Lack of Cultural Theory Teaching. Translation is not a
simple paraphrase, but a linguistic creative activity of cross-
cultural awareness. English represents Western culture, and
Chinese represents Chinese national culture. They are two
different social ideologies. Specifically, culture includes con-
tent such as religious beliefs, geographic customs, and aca-
demic thoughts. It is often just a direct translation, and no
time is spent comparing and exploring the Eastern and
Western cultures involved. Such translation is also relatively
rigid and lacks charm [9, 10].

2.4. Teaching Strategies of College English-
Chinese Translation

2.4.1. Optimize the Teaching System of College English
Courses. It is very important to cultivate high-quality
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comprehensive talents. Globalization has long been a reality,
and mastering an international common language is one of
the talent standards in the new era. Today, society has more
diverse requirements for language talents, and college
English teaching concepts and teaching methods should also
be changed as soon as possible. Establish a complete
English teaching system and carry out teaching from all
aspects of language learning. We should ensure that stu-
dents can improve their translation ability after acquiring
English knowledge. Organize English translation competi-
tions and offer English translation elective courses to
increase students’ interest. Improve proportion of English
translation, including sentence translation and paragraph
translation [11].

2.4.2. Strengthen the Cultivation of Cultural Awareness.
Translation is an effective way to promote the exchange
and integration of different cultures, and the conversion
between languages needs to include the change of different
cultural consciousness. Therefore, in college English transla-
tion teaching, teachers should popularize language and cul-
ture involved in English and Chinese, analyze differences
in language expression and cultural differences between
them, then use translation skills to minimize the differences,
and improve the quality of translation [12].

2.4.3. Cultivate Students’ Self-Learning Ability. Students need
to have a proactive thirst for knowledge and the ability to
learn independently. English teaching resources available to
students are at your fingertips, including not only literature
but also explanation videos by teachers and experts. Students
can learn English knowledge in advance in many ways with
better classroom learning results. Therefore, guiding stu-
dents to develop study habits after class on English-
Chinese translation is important.

2.4.4. Fully Explore Wireless Communication and Big Data
Teaching Technology and Resources. College English transla-
tion teaching ushered in a key opportunity for transforma-
tion. However, there are large amount of fragmentation of
information in wireless communication and big data, there
are many problems in building a teaching environment
and grasping teaching content. Therefore, when construct-
ing an English translation teaching model, we should focus
on teaching situation, role transformation and communica-
tion. Use modern information technology to fully integrate
teaching resources, innovate English-Chinese teaching
methods, change traditional English-Chinese teaching con-
cepts, and use intelligent teaching equipment to create effi-
cient and vivid English-Chinese translation classrooms.

3. Explore the Teaching Experiment of English-
Chinese Translation Course under the
Background of Wireless Communication and
Big Data

3.1. Experimental Content. In order to understand the teach-
ing status of English-Chinese translation courses in English
classrooms in the province, this paper designs a question-

naire about English-Chinese translation classrooms based
on the background of wireless communication and big data.
The main content of the questionnaire includes the teaching
methods and teaching effects of the English-Chinese transla-
tion classroom in the school, and the students’ needs for the
English-Chinese translation classroom.

3.2. Experimental Process. According to the experimental
content and referring to the questionnaire design specifica-
tions, the specific content of the questionnaire was designed.
Distributed in the form of an online questionnaire. A total of
245 questionnaires were collected, and the collected ques-
tionnaires were collected for data statistics and then ana-
lyzed. Finally, summarize the results of the questionnaire
survey and give corresponding suggestions based on the
results. In the process of data collection and processing,
the experiment used the following Formula (1) and (2):

Sample variance formula:

k2 = ∑m
i=1 ri − rð Þ
m − 1 : ð1Þ

Sample standard deviation formula:

k =
ffiffiffiffiffi

k2
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑m
i=1 ri − rð Þ
m − 1

r

: ð2Þ

4. Analysis of English-Chinese Translation
Course Teaching

4.1. Analysis of Teaching Methods of English-Chinese
Translation Course. The questionnaire designed “Does your
major offer a separate English translation course?” and
“How does the teacher teach English-Chinese translation
knowledge in class?” Some relevant data and statistical
results are as follows.

From Figure 1, we can see that 87 of the surveyed per-
sons indicated that their majors have opened an English
translation course alone, accounting for 35.51% of the total;
158 of them said that their majors did not provide additional
English translation courses, accounting for the total 64.49%.

Yes, 87,
35.51%

No, 158,
64.49%

Yes
No

Figure 1: Whether to offer a separate English translation course.
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According to the conclusions drawn in Figure 1, it can be
seen from Table 1 and Figure 2 that the majors that have
opened English translation courses are still based on practi-
cal teaching and theory teaching, and the interpretation
teaching is relatively small. For the majors that do not have
English translation courses, practical teaching is the main
English translation teaching method, and the other three
teaching methods are rarely used. Regardless of whether
English translation courses are offered, English-Chinese
translation teaching is lacking in cultural background com-
parison and interpretation teaching. Both English and Chi-
nese have a particularly important position in the world,
and both represent excellent national culture. If there is a
lack of theoretical teaching, the English-Chinese translation
teaching will also lose its soul. It will not expand the stu-
dents’ cognition but also make the English-Chinese transla-
tion only stay in surface.

4.2. Analysis of the Teaching Effect of English-Chinese
Translation. In order to improve the level of English-
Chinese translation teaching, an English-Chinese translation
question was designed in the questionnaire. The content of
the question is an English paragraph. The results are scored
from the main idea of the paragraph, sentence structure,
detail processing, word and sentence application, and con-
notation. The statistical score is calculated as an average.

In Figure 3, we can see that the average score of English-
Chinese translation is 87.82 for majors that have opened an
English-Chinese translation course. In the statistical process,
it is found that there is basically no problem in their transla-
tion, but the translated sentences need emotional expression.
The average score of majors that did not offer an English
translation course was 63.54 points. They only managed to
express the paragraphs in a clear way without paying atten-
tion to details and emotional connotations.

The development of technologies such as wireless commu-
nication and big data analysis has provided strong support for
us to better promote the progress of English-Chinese transla-
tion courses. First of all, we can actively develop various learn-
ing apps, so that students can make full use of the fragmented
time for learning. Secondly, the school has made it into an
auxiliary resource in line with its own teaching characteristics
through the collection and editing of network resources. The
third is to provide students with a more open space for com-
munication, so that they can improve their English-Chinese
translation skills by listening and using more.

5. Conclusions

In the background of wireless communication and big data,
society has more stringent requirements for language talents.
College English teaching must keep up with the trend of the
times, change teaching methods. English-Chinese translation
teaching should be treated as the focus of College English teach-
ing, establish a systematic English-Chinese translation teaching
system, and use English-Chinese translation materials and
advanced experience on the Internet to improve students’ trans-
lation level. Traditional English-Chinese translation teaching
modes need reform and innovation, formulate personalized
teaching plans based on students’ actual English-Chinese trans-
lation level, and provide qualified translators to the society.

84%

87%

32%

59%

45%

47%

83%

50%

Offering English-
chinese translation

course

No English-Chinese
translation courses

are offered

Number

Ca
te

go
ry

Translation detection
Interpretation teaching
Theory teaching
Practical teaching

Figure 2: English classroom teaching methods.

87.82
63.54

0
20
40
60
80

100
120

Offering English-Chinese
translation course

No English-Chinese translation
courses are offered

Figure 3: English-Chinese translation results.

Table 1: How does the teacher teach English-Chinese translation knowledge in class.

Practical teaching Theory teaching Interpretation teaching Translation detection

Offering English-Chinese translation course 84% 32% 45% 83%

No English-Chinese translation courses are offered 87% 59% 47% 50%
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In the context of the rapid development of wireless communication and information technology, the network has greatly
shortened the actual spatial distances around the world. Multimedia technology and wireless communication, as an important
branch of information technology, can better connect people and the network, exploding very powerful energy in the field of
education. This research analyzes the cultural communication function of wireless communication and multimedia network
technology in university teaching, especially English teaching. At this stage, almost all universities in our country are using
multimedia technology to assist teaching, and even many teachers believe that multimedia has become a necessary foundation
for the in-depth development of the “teaching-learning” interaction in colleges and universities in the information age. The
demand for English talents in the Chinese labor market is dominated by application-oriented talents, but the purpose of
English teaching in many schools is still in the reality of traditional research-based teaching. It is concluded that the root of
this contradiction lies in the disconnection between the cultivation of talents in universities and the needs of society. The
experimental results show that if the advantages of wireless communication and multimedia network technology can be fully
utilized, the teaching efficiency of cultural communication in college English teaching can be increased by 22%. This article
also analyzes, discusses, and summarizes the methods and approaches of cultural dissemination to enrich academic research
results.

1. Introduction

The most remarkable is the highlight of the cross-cultural
attribute of English teaching [1, 2]. In the course of teaching,
the differences between English culture and local culture and
the improvement of this kind of teaching are increasingly
emphasized. Meanwhile, the teaching mode of English is
becoming more and more diversified. This requires that we
choose and develop English teaching types and gradually
take cultural differences as one of the core elements [3, 4].
Because of the many research results on English teaching,
most of them come from overseas. In other words, most of
the mainstream linguistics theory, psychology theory, and
pedagogy theory in the world are based on English teaching.
Therefore, we must combine the cultural background and
relevant linguistic context of literary works when we teach

English in colleges and universities [5–7]. The tradition of
isolating literary works has lagged behind the times.

As one of the most widely used languages in the world,
English teaching has become a common concern in the
world. Bhattacharyya and Raj believe that English teaching
is closely related to cultural communication. In recent years,
English has been trained since primary school [8, 9]. Liu et al.
propose that the influence of intercultural communication
on human society is becoming more and more profound,
and the significance of intercultural communication in
English teaching is becoming more and more important. As
an important part of English culture teaching, the cultivation
of language view has been put in the first place [10, 11]. But
the results of the two studies are not accurate because of the
error in their experimental process. By combining many
monographs of linguistics, we find that at present, it is mainly
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from the perspective of system, tool, and national culture.
The different angle of development also causes the changes
of English teaching in the content and purpose. In particular,
the importance of the establishment of language learning
concept is undoubted. Similar to the development of linguis-
tics, different learning paradigms should be adopted, and the
matching of learning methods should be emphasized. Only
in this way can students’ investment be strengthened, and
passive learning can be changed into active learning.

Combined with the new characteristics of the times
reflected in English cross-cultural communication, this study
adopts to a new perspective. Students can build their own
knowledge system, culture system, and value system by
absorbing different languages and cultures and master the
ability of correct application of English through simulation
teaching of different real situations. In order to enhance
students’ comprehensive quality in foreign language learning
and achieve the purpose of foreign language learning, it is
necessary to carry out the teaching of cultural communication.

2. English Teaching on Wireless
Communication and Multimedia Network

2.1. English Teaching Background. In the new era, the culti-
vation of students’ communicative competence has become
one of the most important goals of English teaching. Teach-
ing is no longer concerned with the mastery of knowledge,
but with the improvement of practical ability. English is more
of a communicative tool but also serves as a bridge between
English culture and non-English culture. As we all know,
intercultural communication must be based on mutual
respect for each other’s cultural traditions. In other words,
in order to achieve effective communication, people in two
cultural contexts should not only have equal cultural literacy,
but also have a certain understanding of each other’s cultural
system. In this context, intercultural communication ability
has become an indispensable part of foreign language teach-
ing system all over the world. This puts forward higher
requirements for foreign language teachers. Among them,
whether teachers have cultural consciousness and can scien-
tifically convey it to students in teaching, respect students’
personality development in the dynamic teaching environ-
ment and actively choose appropriate teaching methods
according to the changes of external factors have become
the important yardsticks to measure excellent teachers. Sup-
ported by information technology, contemporary college
English classrooms generally introduce multimedia devices,
and through MOOCs and rain classrooms, the way for
students to acquire English knowledge is expanded, and
students can choose a learning method that is more suitable
for them.

Although the cross-cultural conscious English paradigm
has been paid more and more attention, its practice is not
close. Its success and popularization cannot be separated
from the corresponding theoretical guidance and practice
path exploration. For English teachers, the following points
must be done to clear the way for the development of
cross-cultural conscious English teaching paradigm. First,
we must insist on the attitude of cultural consciousness to

English teaching; secondly, realize the unified development
of knowledge teaching and ability improvement in English
teaching; thirdly, practice English teaching with scientific
values; fourthly, adhere to the cultural and ability objectives
of English teaching; fifth, we should adhere to the integra-
tion of knowledge and culture of English teaching content;
sixth, adhere to the diversity of forms and methods in the
process of English teaching; seventh, ensure the diversity
and three-dimensional evaluation of English teaching. This
function can be used to design an effective algorithm in the
cultural communication of English teaching, as shown in
the following Formulas (1)–(3).

P = U , A, K ,Qð Þ: ð1Þ

The calculated value of the cultural transmission effi-
ciency of English teaching is as follows:

3H01 =HA1 +HB1 +HC1 = 3U0 jϖC01: ð2Þ

The test shall use the following formula:

C M,Nð Þ = 1 − M ⊕Nj j/ Mj j: ð3Þ

2.2. College English Application. This is the dilemma of our
English teaching, but this situation also provides us with
an opportunity to carry out bold reform. Teaching mode is
approaching the front of the times. More and more teachers
and scholars are also involved in the theoretical research and
practical exploration of teaching reform.

Generally speaking, the attempt to reform the new teach-
ing mode has some characteristics and trends. The most
striking of them is the constructivism teaching concept as
the leading. It emphasizes the instrumental nature of English
and advocates that the meaning of language is more than the
form of language. Instead of taking English as a narrow
perspective of subject, in fact, it is regarded as a powerful
communication tool, which can cultivate students’ ability to
use language appropriately and restore the essence of English
communication tools. To achieve this goal, English teaching
should take “use” as one of the core, from sentence teaching
to the transmission of cultural beauty, and we should strive to
achieve the unity of teaching content and teaching objectives
in the context. Since English is a tool language, students
should have the ability to communicate and communicate
with them and even work after learning.

3. Teaching Paradigm of Wireless
Communication and Multimedia Network

3.1. English Teaching Paradigm. Since the research of
English teaching paradigm has been approved by the indus-
try, it has been playing an important guiding role in specific
English teaching. It not only provides the development goal
for English teaching, but also brings the methods and
models of English education into its own orbit. Because of
this, the change of English teaching method as the guiding
ideology will inevitably lead to the corresponding deviation
of teaching objectives and teaching methods. This shows
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that English teaching cannot be conducive to social develop-
ment stage. From the perspective of China’s English educa-
tion function, it is carried out with new ways for teenagers’
English application ability and lays the foundation for their
future social work. As the basic way of school education,
school teaching naturally comes into being for the purpose
of education.

3.2. Teaching Paradigm under Wireless Communication and
Multimedia Technology. From the spontaneity of cultural
communication to the awakening of cultural communica-
tion: the rise of online social communication has caused
great changes in traditional social communication. A person
who is silent in reality may talk aloud and endlessly on the
Internet. Because in the network communication, there is
no traditional social must abide by the concerns and rigor-
ous, and optional space is also very broad. On this ground,
more and more students join the ranks of online communi-
cation. However, the biggest drawback of this “double-edged
sword” is that it may weaken students’ oral ability and cause
students’ confusion in English grammar. This is contrary to
the strict grammar teaching that we have always emphasized
in the past. At present, some English paragraphs appearing
on the Internet often use English which is similar to Chinese
expression habit in order to express clearly and easily. This
situation will cause great trouble to students’ English learn-
ing. If we want to guide students to understand these prob-
lems correctly, we cannot solve them by simple preaching.

Interview method. Through structural interviews with
teachers and students of English teaching and education
major, this paper is aimed at understanding the relevant
information such as the ability training program of English
teaching and education major, as well as their opinions and
suggestions. With the emergence of daily learning, the
research on teaching ability emerges as the times require. It
is considered to be the product of the mutual penetration of
humanistic quality and English. English learning is not
limited to a certain subject or field, but open. The specific
results are shown in Table 1.

Through the application of multimedia in college English
classrooms, teachers have constructed a more open and inter-
active teaching system, using multimedia technology to create
teaching situations and achieve immersive teaching. At the
same time, the application of multimedia has also enhanced
the appeal of teaching materials, breaking through the rigidi-
ties and limitations of traditional paper teaching materials,
giving students more choices.

4. Cultural Communication on Wireless
Communication and Multimedia Network

4.1. Cultural Communication Background. The background
of cultural communication research in today’s increasingly
developed science and technology, the development of “sci-
ence and technology development, economic globalization,
the development of the border culture of immigrants
worldwide, and the end of supranational and affiliated
national identity” has brought us into the era of cultural
communication and communication. The development of
science, technology, and information technology has pro-
moted the progress of transportation and information.
People can learn about the conditions and changes in all
parts of the world without leaving their homes, and they
can also travel across the east and west of the earth or the
northern and southern hemispheres in one day; thoughts
and information of the spread has also crossed national bor-
ders. The cultural communication exchange itself requires
two-way cultural communication, and language itself is pro-
duced and developed in the exchange. Therefore, the process
of cultural communication foreign language teaching should
be an interactive process, and students’ enthusiasm for learn-
ing and participation must be fully brought into play. The
specific results are shown in Figure 1. English-teaching
schools generally have a higher level of education than ordi-
nary colleges and universities and can reasonably arrange the
progress of foreign language teaching.

4.2. Cultural Communication under Wireless Communication
and Multimedia. Multimedia network technology enables
more and more face-to-face communication between people
from different cultures. The development of science and
technology has connected businesses and markets around
the world and has become increasingly international; the
economic development of a region requires economic coop-
eration in other regions of the world. The interdependence
of world economic development reflects the importance of
cultural communication. Learning to understand mutual
understanding between cultures is becoming an essential
factor in global business. Communication in cultural commu-
nication requires knowledge and ability in both language and
cultural communication. The development of cultural com-
munication ability needs to be investigated from both aspects
of language and cultural communication, but without excep-
tion, and cultural communicationists usually neglect to
develop language skills, while language teachers often ignore
the task of developing cultural communication capabilities.
The specific results are shown in Table 2.

Computer multimedia teaching has its unique advan-
tages: optimizing the structure of English classroom teaching:
it is beneficial to mobilize students’ diverse senses, emotional
participation in the teaching process, and improve students’
attention. The Internet can connect the world together,
shorten the distance between people and culture, allow
English learners to roam the online English world, and even
participate in activities in English-speaking countries
through the Internet, so as to feel the real language environ-
ment and get the real cultural materials and practice the

Table 1: Byram’s category of cultural themes.

No. Category Range

1
Social identity and

social group
Social class, regional identity

2 Social interaction Differing levels of formality

3 Belief and behavior
As outsider and moral,

religious beliefs

4
Social and political

institutions
Daily routines state

institutions
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ability to apply language in a real language environment. This
is an advantage that any other classroom can match. The spe-
cific results are shown in Figure 2. Most of the students in
both schools A and B chose to focus on English, accounting
for 78.49% and 54.98%, respectively. In addition, 17.16% of
the students in school B chose the whole English language.

4.3. Analysis of Communication Strategy under Wireless
Communication and Multimedia. As an important symbol
of culture, language is an integral part of it. From the use
of language, we can observe the characteristics and many
attributes of this culture. On the contrary, language cannot
survive independently without its culture; otherwise, it will
become rootless duckweed. Multimedia technology provides
a strong support for our traditional cultural behavior in
English teaching. But it does not mean that everything is
going well. We must follow the law of education and teach-
ing step by step.

The first is to use multimedia technology to retrieve
information and make courseware to help students establish
intuitive feelings, that is, to “reproduce” the relevant cultural
scenes in front of students’ eyes. This model greatly expands
the students’ horizons and makes the boring English teach-
ing become a vivid cultural appreciation. It contains the
characteristics of inclusiveness. With the blessing of multi-
media technology, every student has become a connoisseur
and disseminator of culture. This change of identity makes
the whole classroom a real English cultural scene, and the
cultural stimulation students receive is particularly strong.
It will make students have a deep memory of this part of

the relevant content, so as to help us better complete the
teaching objectives.

The second is teachers’ rational use of multimedia
technology in classroom teaching, which is one of the big-
gest challenges for teachers. In the process of cultural
communication, the bridge role of college English teachers
is particularly obvious, how to combine the mission of
cultural communication in classroom teaching with the
knowledge teaching required by the syllabus, so that the
two can complement each other, how to strive to upgrade
their knowledge system, so that classroom teaching can keep
pace with the development of the times, and so on.

The third is to ingeniously combine the knowledge
learned with the cultural background and use multimedia
to form a novel and effective review system to help students
better master the knowledge they have learned. One of the
biggest difficulties faced by Chinese students in learning
English is the differences between cultures. Facing some
knowledge points, they can only adopt hard memory
methods. This method consolidates the knowledge level of
students and has very limited help in improving their
English proficiency. With the help of multimedia, students
can compare the cultural differences between the two sides
more intuitively, thus forming an image memory.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this study is how to adjust the inter-
cultural communication of college English in the context of
multimedia development. Firstly, it systematically analyzes
the evolution of cultural communication teaching in college
English teaching from two aspects of English education and
cultural communication. Second, the demand for English
talents in China’s labor market focuses on application-
oriented talents, but the purpose of English teaching in
many schools remains in the reality of traditional research-
oriented teaching. The experimental results show that the
teaching efficiency of cultural communication in college
English teaching can be greatly improved. But there are also
some shortcomings. For example, the updating of college
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Table 2: Statistical table of sample library.

Major-grade Distribution Collection Validity
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Action recognition is the technology of understanding people’s behavior and classification from video or image sequences. This
thesis uses the deep learning approach for action recognition to realize webcast supervision. This paper uses the convolutional
neural network (CNN) and the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to establish the webcast supervision system. At the same
time, streaming-based wireless communication network technology is adopted to ensure video transmission speed and quality.
Results show that the average detection speed of the system can reach 11.86 frame/s, and the average recognition accuracy is
92.16%, and the missed detection rate is lower than 5%. The design of this system can fully meet the requirements of webcast
supervision.

1. Introduction

As a new internet entertainment business model, the web-
cast is the product of the rapid development of the informa-
tion age. The spread and rapid growth of this are mainly
based on the progress of Internet technology and the rise
of various live broadcast platforms. As a new product of
the Internet age, there is nothing wrong with bringing social
entertainment. However, if it challenges social value and
standard social order, it must be effectively regulated. For
example, in the current major live broadcast platforms on
the market, there are often problems in the operation of
the broadcast, like being vulgar and low threshold access of
the host broadcast. These problems affect the development
of the live broadcast platform and affect the environment
of the Internet. However, current live broadcast supervision
is mostly manual, which is far from efficient and also vulner-
able to loopholes by illegal personnel. Therefore, it is urgent
to establish an automatic live broadcast supervision system.

At present, there is relatively little research on the super-
vision of webcast, but there are more researches on video
monitoring system [1, 2], which two share the same charac-

teristics in some way. The so-called video monitoring system
is the product of the comprehensive application of multime-
dia technology, computer network, industrial control, and
artificial intelligence. It is developing towards the direction
of video digitization, system network, and intelligent man-
agement. In the simulation era, video monitoring is mainly
represented by an analog tape recorder. The system com-
prises an analog camera, special cable, video switching
matrix, analog monitor, analog video equipment, and video-
cassette. In the digital era, digital video recorder has begun to
appear due to the development of digital video compression
and coding technology. DVR enables users to digitize analog
video signals and store them on a computer hard disk
instead of a videocassette. Digital storage greatly improves
the user’s ability to process video information. In the net-
work era, with the further development of the whole digital
and networked video monitoring system, the role of video
monitoring is becoming more and more important. How-
ever, it is weighty work for the staff who continuously mon-
itor activities in the monitoring scene, day and night.
Therefore, video monitoring needs to be more intelligent,
active, and effective, so computer vision and application
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researchers timely put forward the concept of a video mon-
itoring of new generation.

Intelligent video monitoring is a new subject direction
and application field by combining computer vision technol-
ogy with multimedia communication technology, which is
also a new challenging research content in the field of com-
puter vision. By applying the method of computer vision and
video analysis, it realizes the positioning, identification, and
tracking of the target in the monitored scene by automatic
analysis of the image sequence recorded by the camera with-
out human intervention. On this basis, it will analyze and
judge the related targets’ behavior to realize 24-hour all-
weather monitoring, accurate alarm, and high response
speed. The introduction of intelligent video monitoring
technology into the supervision of live broadcast networks
can monitor the environment of live broadcasts and alarm
the bad behavior of the host in time, which significantly
improves the working efficiency of the staff.

In recent years, CNN has been widely used in human
behavior recognition. As a representative deep learning net-
work, CNN has a great improvement over the traditional
neural network recognition effect [3–9]. Moreover, this
method is an end-to-end recognition method, which does
not need to be designed manually, and is of translation
invariance and scale invariance. Its calculation way is very
similar with the mammal visual system.

In this paper, the supervision of network live broadcast is
a security supervision system which is established based on
CNN. It can monitor the behavior of anchors in real time
so as to guarantee the safety and health of network live
broadcast.

2. Methods

2.1. Neural Network. A neural network is a kind of machine
learning model employed for data classification or data pre-
diction. The model structure is constructed based on data
and learning rules. A neural network regression model is
trained with data based on a training algorithm to predict
a subsequent set of data.

As shown in Figure 1, a neural network model consists of
some nodes/neurons, set at multiple layers: the input layer,
one or more hidden layers, and the output layer. Each
node/neuron has an activation function, which calculates
how much neuron is “stimulated.” At each layer, the collec-
tions of nodes/neurons transform the input parameters;
these parameters are distributed to the next layer, which is
described as

znj =〠 w 1ð Þ
ji x

n−1i +w 1ð Þ
j0

� �
, ð1Þ

an1 =〠 w 2ð Þ
ij z

n−1i +w 2ð Þ
10

� �
, ð2Þ

yn1 = F an1ð Þ, ð3Þ
where x represents the input to the first layer; z repre-

sents the first layer’s output; i, j represents the neural net-
work node index; wji

ð1Þ represents the weight between the j

th node in the ith layer and the ith node in the ði + 1Þth
layer; FðainÞ represents the output value of the ith node in
the ðn + 1Þth layer after being activated by the activation
function; w and w0 represent the weight and bias between
the neurons, which measures the significance of the data
passed along the link (synapse). FðaÞ employs the activation
function, which employes the hidden layer’s aggregated out-
put to calculate output y.

The initial weights and biases are randomly assigned,
and the training process continues until the desired output
is obtained, which is evaluated by the cost function

E wð Þ = 1
2〠

K

k=1
y xk,wkð Þ − t2k, ð4Þ

where y represents the output; t represents the desired
output. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is uti-
lized in the neural network training process, which is a var-
iation of gradient descent. The weight and bias of the neural
network model are changed during the training process to
minimize the error, which is described as

wn =wn−1 − JT J + μI
À Á−1

Jen−1, ð5Þ

where J = ∂E/∂w represents the full-scale Jacobian
matrix related to w; I represents the identity matrix; m
represents a combination coefficient; e represents the pre-
diction error.

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm starts with a for-
ward computation by (1), (2), and (3). The prediction errors
of the output layer and the hidden layer are calculated by

e 3ð Þ = y1 − t,

δ
3ð Þ
1 = e 3ð Þ

1 ,

δ
2ð Þ
j =w1jδ

3ð Þ
1 :

ð6Þ

As shown in Equations (7) and (8), the Jacobian is calcu-
lated by a back-propagation process:

z1

z2

zjwji

w11

y

OutputHidden layerInput

x1

xi

•••

•••

•••

•••

Figure 1: Scheme of neural network.
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∂E
∂wji

= δ
2ð Þ
j xi, ð7Þ

∂E
∂w1j

= δ
3ð Þ
1 zj: ð8Þ

In the training process of the sample, the learning sam-
ple should be processed to make it fluctuate in a certain
range. The normalization method is adopted in this paper
to process the data to ensure that the data is between 0
and 1, which is written as

xi =
xi − xmin

xmax − xmin
, ð9Þ

where xi represents the average value, xmax represents the
maximum value, and xmin represents the minimum value.

2.2. Convolutional Neural Network. Figure 2 is the structure
of a typical CNN, which consists of an input layer, a convo-
lution layer, a downsampling layer (pooling layer), a fully
connected layer, and an output layer.

The input of a CNN is usually the raw image X. If Hi is
the characteristic graph of the convolutional neural network
layer iðH0 = XÞ, the production process of Hi is as follows:

Hi = f Hi−1 ⊗Wi + bið Þ, ð10Þ

whereWi is the weight vector of the convolution kernel at
the first level i. The sign ⊗ represents the convolution kernel
to convolve with the image of layer i − 1 or feature graph, and
the output of the convolution is added to the offset vector bi at
level i. Finally, the characteristic graph Hi of the layer i is
obtained through the nonlinear excitation function f ðxÞ.

The subsampling layer is usually behind the convolution
layer, and the subsampling rule is as follows:

Li = subsampling Hi−1ð Þ: ð11Þ

The CNN classifies the extracted features through the
alternating transfer of multiple convolutional layers and
lower sampling layer, and then, the probability distribution
Y based on the input is got.

Y ið Þ = P L = li H0 ; W, bð Þjð Þ: ð12Þ

The training objective of CNN is to minimize the loss
function LðW, bÞ of the network. The difference of the input
H0 and the value of expectation (residual error) is calculated
by the loss function after the forward conduction. In this
paper, the Levenberg-Marquardt is used. The Levenberg-
Marquardt back propagation is employed to enhance the
model training rate related to pure error back propagation
or steepest descent, and this algorithm maintains the accu-
racy of the trained model. The neural network regression
model is trained with the designed model structure, input
parameters, and the number of nodes. The accuracy of both
the training and the prediction/estimation is evaluated by
mean absolute error (MSE), which is written as

eavg =
1
n
〠
n

k=1
Outputk −Outputr,k
�� ��, ð13Þ

where eavg represents the average absolute error; n repre-
sents the number of data points, Outputk represents the kth
estimated output parameter, and Outputr,k represents the k
th reference output parameter.

In the training process, the CNN is a commonly used
gradient descent method. The residual error is propagated
back through gradient descent, and the trainable parameters
of each layer of CNN are updated layer by layer (W and b).
The learning rate parameter η is used to control the intensity
of the normal propagation of residuals:

Wi =Wi − η
∂E W, bð Þ
∂Wi

,

bi = bi − η
∂E W, bð Þ

∂bi
:

ð14Þ

2.3. Extracting the Foreground of the Person Video. The com-
mon character behavior video foreground extraction tools
are mixed Gaussian background modeling (GMM) [10],
codebook algorithm [11], self-organizing background checks
[12], vibe algorithm [13], and so on. In this paper, the GMM
method is used to extract anchors’ behaviors. The GMM is
used to conduct statistics on pixel sample information, and
statistical information such as probability density of a large
number of sample values of pixel points over a long period
of time is used to represent the background. Generally, this
statistical information includes the number of patterns, the
mean of each pattern, and standard deviations. Then, the
method of statistical difference (such as 3σ principle) is used
to distinguish the target pixel, which also has a good model-
ing effect on the more complex dynamic background. In the
GMM, 3 to 5 Gaussian models are generally used to repre-
sent each pixel’s features in the image. Moreover, each pixel
in the current image is matched with the mixed Gaussian
model so as to update the model after a new frame is
obtained. In addition, if the match is successful, it is the
background point; otherwise, it is the foreground point.

In this model, it is general that the color information
between pixels is not related. Therefore, the pixels are han-
dled independently of each other. For each pixel on the
video frame image, the change of the pixel value on the
sequence image is treated as a random process that con-
tinuously generates the pixel value. It means that the
Gaussian distribution is used to describe the color rules
of each pixel.

For the multimodal (multimodal Gaussian distribution)
models, each pixel on an image frame is viewed as a superpo-
sition of multiple Gaussian distributions with different
weights. The weights and distribution parameters of each
Gaussian distribution are updated over time, and each Gauss-
ian distribution corresponds to a state that may produce the
color of the pixel. In the process of color image processing, it
is assumed that the three color channels of pixel point are
independent of each other and have the same variance. For
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the observation dataset fx1, x2,⋯, xNg of the random variable
X, xt = ðrt , gt , btÞ is the sample of the pixel in the tmoment, so
the single sampling point xt obeys the probability density
function of the mixed Gaussian distribution:

p xtð Þ = 〠
k

i=1
wi,t × η xt , μi,t , τi,t

À Á
, η xt , μi,t , τi,t
À Á

= 1
τi,t
�� ��1/2 e− 1/2ð Þ xt−μi,tð ÞTτi,t−1 xt−μi,tð Þ, τi,t = δ2i,tI,

ð15Þ

where k is the total number of distribution patterns, ηðxt
, μi,t , τi,tÞ is the i Gaussian distribution at t moment, μi,t is
the average of the Gaussian distribution, τi,t is the covariance
matrix for it, δi,t is the variance, I is the three-digit identity
matrix, and wi,t is the weight of the i Gaussian distribution
at the t moment.

2.4. Extraction of Character Features. Feature extraction is
an important part of character behavior detection. For net-
work broadcast, sample selection plays an important role
in the detection of character behavior. Currently, there are
many methods of character feature extraction, such as SIFT
[14], Hear [15], HOG [16], and LBP [17]. HOG feature
extraction method is used in this paper. The specific steps
of HOG are as follows.

2.4.1. Graying. In view of the fact that the color information
of the image does not play a significant role in the live broad-
cast monitoring, it is necessary to convert the image to gray-
scale first in order to facilitate the later operation.

2.4.2. Standardize the Gamma Space and Color Space. This
step mainly reduces the impact of illumination on the recog-

nition effect and normalizes the image before the subsequent
steps. The gamma compression formula is shown in

I x, yð Þ = I x, yð Þgamma gamma = 1
2

� �
: ð16Þ

2.4.3. Calculating Image Gradient. In this step, it needs to
calculate the horizontal gradient and vertical gradient of
the image and calculate the gradient direction value of each
pixel. The main effect of this step is to further reduce the
effect of illumination (light). The computing method of the
gradient is shown in

Gx x, yð Þ =H x + 1, yð Þ −H x − 1, yð Þ,Gy x, yð Þ
=H x, y + 1ð Þ −H x, y − 1ð Þ,

ð17Þ

where Gxðx, yÞ,Gyðx, yÞ,Hðx, yÞ is the horizontal and
vertical gradients and pixel values at pixel points, respec-
tively; furthermore, the gradient value and the gradient
direction of the pixel ðx, yÞ can be written by

G x, yð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gx x, yð Þ2 +Gy x, yð Þ2

q
, α x, yð Þ = tan−1

Gy x, yð Þ
Gx x, yð Þ
� �

:

ð18Þ

2.4.4. Component Gradient Histogram. In this step, the
image is divided into a number of cell units (a ∗ a). The his-
togram of n bins is used to calculate the gradient informa-
tion of the a ∗ a pixels. As is shown in Figure 3, if the
gradient of a pixel is within a2 degrees, the i + 1 bin count
in the histogram is incremented by 1. In this way, the histo-
gram of the cell’s gradient direction can be obtained.
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INPUT
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n1 channels
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n1 channels
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Figure 2: Fundamentals of CNN.
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2.4.5. Combination of Block. Variations in the foreground-
background contrast and local illumination greatly increase
the range of gradient intensity. In order to avoid this effect,
it is usually necessary to do a local normalization of the gradi-
ent intensity. Normalization can compress the shadows, light-
ing, and edges. A common approach is to combine individual
cell units into a block to get the HOG feature of this block by
connecting the eigenvectors for all cell units in a partnership.
Consequently, the overlap between the different blocks can
effectively improve the problems such as local lighting.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Design of Webcast Supervision System. As is shown in
Figure 4, the framework of the webcast supervision system
is based on the GMM and the CNN; the specific process is
as follows:

Firstly, a dataset is established to collect a large number of
anchors’ behavior samples and the size unified to the height is
100 and the width is 50. Then, the training set and the test set
are found, respectively. Before the neural network model
training, a large-scale training set should be established first.
In order to detect the effect of the network, a test set should
be built to consider the effect of the neural network model.
1241 images of anchors’ behavior are collected in this paper,
of which the training set and the test set were 80% and 20%,
respectively. In terms of data sources, live-broadcast shots of
anchors on various live broadcast platforms were selected,
including waving, clapping, walking, and running. In order
to monitor anchors’ behaviors, this paper selected bad behav-
iors (smoking) as cases of violations.

Secondly, the classifier was trained and the CNN structure
was built, and the dataset was trained to obtain the model.

In this paper, the structure of the CNN network includes
5 layers.

(1) Convolutional layer C1: the input is the 3-channel
RGB image with a size of 100 ∗ 5, which is convolved

with a 5 ∗ 5 convolution check to get 16 feature
maps of 96 ∗ 46

(2) Sampling layer S2: S2 is a lower sampling layer,
which uses the principle of local correlation of
images to sample images. This method can reduce
the amount of data processing when retaining effec-
tive information. The subsampling is carried out for
the data of the C1 layer. For the 3 ∗ 3 region of each
C1 feature map, we sum and add bias to the 9 pixels
and then store the results calculated by using the Sig-
moid activation function in the new feature map.
Finally, we get a feature diagram of 16 ∗ 32 ∗ 16 in
S2 layer S2

(3) Convolutional layer C3: after step 2, the S2 layer is
convoluted by the 16 3 ∗ 3 convolution checks and
a 30 ∗ 14 feature map is got

(4) Sampling layer S4: the function of S4 is the same as
the S2; it has 16 15 ∗ 7 feature maps, which are con-
nected with the feature maps of the C3 layer

(5) F5: the connection between the F5 layer and the S4
layer is the standard full connection, which is a stan-
dard MLP neural network transfer mode. Finally, F5
is connected to the classifier to complete the last part
of the training

Thirdly, enter the video stream. In the paper, we used the
HikVision webcam and input the video stream in the RTSP
format.

Fourthly, Gaussian background was mixed for modeling,
and foreground pixels were extracted after modeling. The
process of the Gaussian background modeling algorithm is
as follows:

(1) Each new image’s prime value xt is kept comparing
(15) until a distribution model matches the new pixel
values. In other words, the mean deviation of the
same model is below 2.5σ:

Xt − ui,t−1
�� �� ≤ 2:5σi,t−1 ð19Þ

(2) The weight of each pattern is updated according to
Equation (20), where α is the learning rate. For the
matched pattern, Mk,t = 1; otherwise, however, Mk
= 0. Then, the weight of each pattern is normalized:

ωk,t = 1 − αð Þ × ωk,t−1 + α ×Mk,t ð20Þ

(3) The mean value and variance of the unmatched pat-
tern remain unchanged, and the parameters of the
matched pattern are updated according to

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5b6

b7

b8

b9

Figure 3: Graph of gradient direction projection.
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σ2t = 1 − ρð Þ × σ2t−1 + ρ × Xt − μtð ÞT+1, ρ = α × η × Xt μk, σkjð Þ, μt
= 1 − ρð Þ × μt−1 + ρ × Xt

ð21Þ

(4) If no relevant patterns are matched in step 1, the pat-
tern with the least weight will be replaced. The mean
value of this pattern is the current pixel value, the
standard deviation is the initial larger value, and
the weight is the smaller value

(5) Each pattern is arranged in descending order accord-
ing to the value of ω/α2

(6) The B module is the back view according to (22),
where T representation of the proportion:

B = arg min 〠
b

k=1
wk > T

 ! !
ð22Þ

Fifthly, the extracted foreground point is binarized, and
the image morphology is processed, including filtering,
expansion, and etching, and the edge contour is extracted
to get the processed image.

Finally, the processed graphics and the model trained by
CNN were compared and analyzed to judge the anchor’s
behavior.

3.2. The Accuracy of Identification. Each test sample will be
tested in the testing stage for each kind of behavior, and
then, the classification result will be obtained. The classifica-
tion result will be compared with the label of the test sample.
In Table 1, the accuracy rate of each class is, respectively,
counted. Finally, the average accuracy rate is obtained by
using the accuracy rate of each class. In addition, the detec-
tion speed and missed detection rate are also given in
Table 1. Furthermore, comparing with the recognition accu-
racy of different methods, it is seen that the recognition
method of GMM+CNN is higher than the other algorithms,
reflecting its accuracy in live broadcast behavior detection.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, an anchor behavior monitoring system based
on a CNN+GMM is designed. The deep neural network
can autonomously and fully learn behavior features, which
avoids explicit feature extraction and makes the algorithm
more robust, by effectively eliminating the influence of illu-
mination, angle, form, and other factors on the final detec-
tion results.

The system canmeet the requirements of real-time perfor-
mance. There is no lag phenomenon in visual measurement in

Input video 
stream GMM

Image
morphological

processing 

DataSet

INPUT

Convolutions Subsampling Convolutions Subsampling
Gaussian

connectionsFull connection

OUTPUTC1: feature
maps

S2: feature
maps

C3: feature
maps

S3: feature
maps

Behavior
identification

Figure 4: Webcast supervision system.

Table 1: The accuracy of identification.

Category Accuracy (%) Detection speed (frame/s) Missed detection rate (%)

Waving 91.7 12.2 4.3

Clapping 92.6 11.7 5.4

Walking 97.2 10.9 3.8

Running 85.9 13.4 3.7

Smoking 93.4 11.1 4.7

Average

GMM+CNN 92.16 11.86 4.38

Faster+R-CNN 88.71 0.87 41.56

HOG+SVM 90.70 4.72 24.51
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Stereoscopic display is the means of showing scenes in Virtual Reality (VR). As a type of stereo images, anaglyphs can be displayed
not only on the screen, but are currently the only solution of stereo images that can be displayed on paper. However, its
deficiencies, like retinal rivalry and color distortion, could cause visual fatigue. To address this issue, an algorithm is proposed
for anaglyph generation. Unlike previous studies only considering one aspect, it considers both retinal rivalry and color
distortion at the same time. The algorithm works in the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space and focuses on matching the perceptual color
attributes especially the hue, rather than directly minimizes the sum of the distances between the perceived anaglyph color and
the stereo image pair. In addition, the paper builds a relatively complete framework to generate anaglyphs so that it is more
controllable to adjust the parameters and choose the appropriate process. The subjective tests are conducted to compare the
results with several techniques which generate anaglyphs including empirical methods and computing methods. Results show
that the proposed algorithm has a good performance.

1. Introduction

Through the stereoscopic display technology, VR can show
various scenes by vivid realistic visual effects and provide
more information. The technology can be used in education,
training, and many different application fields. The mecha-
nism of stereo imaging is so-called the binocular vision.
The image received by the left eye is slightly different from
that received by the right eye of the same scene. Based on
these two images, the human brain calculates the depth
information of the scene [1]. A binocular vision system
includes two cameras placed in parallel using different views
to capture two images in order to obtain the depth informa-
tion [2, 3]. There are three kinds of stereoscopic display

technology based on the principle of binocular parallax.
They are autostereoscopic display, helmet-mounted display
(HMD), and stereo glass display. Autostereoscopic display
can realize the stereoscopic effect viewed by naked eyes. It
is currently very limited and needs much further researches.
HMD has developed rapidly in recent years, and the device
becomes much lighter than before. It completely blocks peo-
ple’s vision from the outside world, so that people are
immersed in the stereoscopic virtual world. HMD uses two
channel videos of stereo image pairs as input signals of each
small screen which is close in front of each eye. Stereo glasses
are the most used stereo display devices in public where the
stereo image pairs or two channel videos are projected onto
a large curtain, displayed on computer screens or prints.
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Colored-filter glasses are a type of stereo glasses with ana-
glyphs as input stereo image pairs, by which the stereoscopic
visual effect can be perceived.

Anaglyphs have some unique advantages which are not
available from other stereoscopic display technology:

(1) Compared with full-color stereo image pairs, the
image compression ratio of anaglyphs reaches more
than 79% for the same scene. This is an outstanding
advantage for data transmission

(2) Users can perceive the stereo effect not only on
screen, but also even on prints [4, 5]. Anaglyphs
are the only way that can display stereo objects on
prints. It just needs ordinary paper without using
any special ink or special printer. This obviously pro-
vides an attractive way of conveying stereo informa-
tion to users, because the stereo objects in papers can
be taken anywhere to provide a vivid visual experi-
ence when people communicate

(3) Compared with the polarized glasses which need to
use expensive displaying devices and compared with
the shutter glasses which need to strictly control the
high refresh rate, anaglyphs just need an inexpensive
colored-filter glasses instead to form an specific ste-
reoscopic display system. The stereo effect is
achieved by allowing different light waves of ana-
glyph images to reach each eye using different
colored-filter glasses. The colored-filter glasses are
the most inexpensive hardware among the stereo-
scopic display devices. This characteristic removes
an economic obstacle, especially for underdeveloped
areas

(4) Only anaglyphs can be used as the input signals for
all the other display devices. That means anaglyphs
have the strongest commonality

However, anaglyphs are also riddled with problems. A
problem needs to be considered for generating anaglyphs is
retinal or binocular rivalry. If the difference of color or lumi-
nance between the perceived left and right images exceeds a
certain level, it will cause one of the two images to dominate
to be seen at some point in turn [6, 7]. Thus, the eyes will
perceive two slightly different images alternatively, instead
of fusing them into a single and stable stereoscopic percep-
tion. Retinal rivalry is of great concern in anaglyphs because
it often leads to visual fatigue and other side effects. Fortu-
nately, the adverse consequences of retinal rivalry can be
effectively reduced by manipulating the luminance.

When generating anaglyphs, color distortion is also an
intractable problem which will cause degradation in the
stereoscopic effect. Color distortion can also be understood
as a limited color reproduction. It may lead to the perceived
color through the colored-filter glasses to be very different
from the original view and directly determines the color
fidelity of the perceived stereo scene.

In this paper, a novel method is proposed for anaglyph
generation, which considering the retinal rivalry and color

distortion together instead of some studies which only con-
sider one aspect in a one-sided way. We choose LCD as the
displaying device and colored-filter glasses as viewing device.
For colored-filter glasses, red-cyan glasses are most common
nowadays. It can be bought for just a few cents, and most
books with anaglyphs are also sold with red-cyan glasses
together. So we choose red-cyan glasses to do this study. The
principle may also be applied to the other colored-filter glasses
but some parameters may need to be manipulated renewedly,
which are beyond the scope of this paper.

Then, we will introduce the outline of this paper. Section
2 gives the brief review of existing studies on anaglyph gen-
eration. Section 3 gives the mathematical framework of the
proposed algorithm and its motivation and novelty. Section
4 introduces a detailed implementation of the proposed
method. Section 5 compares the results of our method with
other methods and gives the research results of the experi-
ment. At last, conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The anaglyph method was patented in 1891 by Louis Ducos
du Hauron, but similar methods had been demonstrated
previously by W. Rollmann in 1853 and J.C.D’Almeida in
1858. Since the conception of anaglyphs in the 1850s, not
many anaglyph generation techniques have been developed
and most of them are empirically designed until a mathe-
matical analysis by Dubois [8] in 2001. The remarkable
advantages of anaglyphs are low-budget viewing devices,
efficiency transmission, and being the only solution that
can be printed on paper and perceived stereoscopic effects
for arbitrary angles without reducing brightness of images.
The improved algorithms based on Eric Dubois’ method
are constantly emerging, which make anaglyphs viewed
more comfortable to some extent. They can be summarized
as computed method.

Computed method takes into account the spectral
parameters of the display device and the absorption curve
function of colored-filter glasses for different bands. Dubois’
method of generating anaglyphs begins with an understand-
ing of the visual pathway from the digital image values until
it is perceived by the viewer. The core idea of McAllister’s
method [9] is transforming the calculation of the color dis-
tance between the perceived anaglyph and the stereo image
pairs into CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space which is a uniform color
space. The whole processing is similar to the procedures of
Dubois’s method. Midpoint algorithm [10] is also worked
in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. It directly use the midpoint of
the perceived left image and perceived right image in CIE
L∗a∗b∗ color space as the information of the anaglyph. In
contrast to the above methods, Songnan Li’s method [11]
is trying to match the perceptual color appearance attributes
instead of minimizing the error matrix of color distance in
CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. It presents a new train of thought.
The method is aimed at minimizing the perceptual differ-
ences between the original and perceived colors based on
matching the meaningful color appearance attributes instead
of different color spaces, which is also the inspiration of our
proposed algorithm.
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From Figure 1 of gate, stereo image pairs were taken by the
stereoscopic camera, and the anaglyphs of four computed
methods are shown in Figure 2. The anaglyphs in upper line
are generated, respectively, by Dubois’ method and McAllis-
ter’s method, and the anaglyphs in lower line are generated,
respectively, byMidpoint algorithm and Songnan Li’s method.

3. Framework of Anaglyph Designing

3.1. Systematic Framework. For the convenience of presenta-
tion, we denote the left image of the stereo pairs as IL,RGB, the
right image as IR,RGB, and the final anaglyph as IA,RGB in RGB
color space. The systematic framework of our method for
generating anaglyphs is shown in Figure 3.

As the frame figure shows, we need to convert the stereo
pairs into CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space firstly and then take differ-
ent operations for the left and right images. Our objective is to
obtain the G and B channels from the processed right image
and the R channel from the processed left image. Instead of
using the R channel of left image to be the R channel of the
final anaglyph and the G and B channels of right image to be
the final anaglyph’s G and B channels directly, our algorithm
will do a series of operations for the stereo pairs in CIE L∗a∗
b∗ color space before this procedure. CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space
is based on the physiological characteristics of human beings.
It is a digital way of describing persons’ visual perception. In
the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, the change value of the color is
consistent with the change amount of the eye perception of
the color. So in the second step, a matching process based on
the color attributes for the right image is implemented in
CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. In addition to thematching principles
in Songnan Li’s method, our method is more focused on the
matching of hue as well so that we can get a better color repro-
duction. Next, we will give a delightness operation for the left
and right images simultaneously to reduce the effect of retinal
rivalry caused by the nonuniform brightness between them,
which is also conducted in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. At last,
we need to calculate the L∗, a∗, and b∗ component values of
the processed right image and processed left image and then
convert them into RGB color space. Combining R channel
derived from the processed left image and G and B channels
derived from the processed right image, the anaglyph is com-
pleted by this time.

This systematic framework just shows the simple process
of generating anaglyphs which is used to help the readers to
form a preliminary understanding. The specific implementa-
tions will be shown in Section 4.

3.2. Inspiration and Advantages. This method is inspired by
Professor McAllister’s method and Songnan Li’s method.
The anaglyph generated by McAllister’s method has a great
improvement in color reproduction but with a heavy retinal
rivalry especially in the red-like region, and the anaglyph
generated by Songnan Li’s method does have a better visual
comfort but it has a heavy color distortion. Through the
analysis of this phenomenon, we make an improvement on
Songnan Li’s method to gain a better color reproduction
by adding another matching principle which is the matching
process of hue in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space as well. In order to
ensure the hue of matched image as close to the hue of orig-
inal image as possible during the matching processing, we
can get a more accurate color reproduction.

In terms of computation complexity and time complex-
ity, our algorithm has obvious advantages compared to
McAllister’s method which needs iterative optimization. At
the same time, because the matching processing based on
color attributes need to be conducted in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color
space, we can adjust the saturation and lightness more flex-
ible according to different stereo pairs.

In summary, our method can dynamically adjust the
balance between the retinal rivalry and color reproduction.

4. Detailed Information of
Generating Anaglyphs

As the systematic framework in Section 3 described above,
we need to do different treatments for the left and right
images. Detailed information on each processing step of
the systematic framework will be given below.

4.1. Converting the Stereo Pairs to CIE L∗a∗b∗ Color Space.
For the convenience of description, we denote the left image
in CIE XYZ color space as IL,XYZ and the right image in CIE
XYZ color space as IR,XYZ . Accordingly, IL,Lab can represent
the left image, and IR,Lab can represent the right image in
CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. In the first step, we need to chip
the elements of the stereo pairs in the range 0-1 and then

(a) �e le� image of stereo pairs (b) �e right image of stereo pairs

Figure 1: Stereo pairs named gate.

Figure 2: The anaglyphs of four computed methods.
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convert the stereo pairs to CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, which
requires the CIE XYZ color space as the intermedium. So
we can separate this conversion into two steps, and the first
step is to map the stereo pairs from RGB color space to CIE
XYZ color space:

IL,XYZ X

IL,XYZ Y

IL,XYZ Z

2
664

3
775 = Cs ×

IL,RGB R

IL,RGB G

IL,RGB B

2
664

3
775

IR,XYZ X

IR,XYZ Y

IR,XYZ Z

2
664

3
775 = Cs ×

IR,RGB R

IR,RGB G

IR,RGB B

2
664

3
775,

ð1Þ

where IL,XYZ X , IL,XYZ Y , and IL,XYZ Z represent, respec-
tively, the X, Y , and Z component values of left image in
CIE XYZ color space, and IR,XYZ X , IR,XYZ Y , and IR,XYZ Z
represent, respectively, the X, Y , and Z component values
of right image in CIE XYZ color space. The values of conver-
sion matrix Cs are given in formula (2) which refers to [9].
At the same time, we give the values of AL and AR by for-
mula (3). These values were calculated by Professor McAllis-
ter, who made an improvement based on Dubois’ computing
method so that these values are also used for LCD displaying
which is exactly what we need.

Cs =
0:4243 0:3105 0:1657
0:2492 0:6419 0:1089
0:0265 0:1225 0:8614

2
664

3
775, ð2Þ

AL =
0:1840 0:0179 0:0048
0:0876 0:0118 0:0018
0:0005 0:0012 0:0159

2
664

3
775AR =

0:0153 0:1092 0:1171
0:0176 0:3088 0:0777
0:0201 0:1016 0:6546

2
664

3
775:

ð3Þ
In the second step, we need convert the left image IL,XYZ

and right image IR,XYZ to CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, respectively,
by the formulas below:

IL,Lab L = 116 ⋅ f IL,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �
− 16

IL,Lab a = 500 ⋅ f
IL,XYZ X

Xwhite

� �
− f

IL,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �� �

IL,Lab b = 200 ⋅ f
IL,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �
− f

IL,XYZ Z

Zwhite

� �� �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

, ð4Þ

IR,Lab L = 116 ⋅ f IR,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �
− 16

IR,Lab a = 500 ⋅ f
IR,XYZ X

Xwhite

� �
− f

IR,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �� �

IR,Lab b = 200 ⋅ f
IR,XYZ Y

Ywhite

� �
− f

IR,XYZ Z

Zwhite

� �� �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

, ð5Þ

where IL,Lab L, IL,Lab a, and IL,Lab b represent, respectively,
the L∗, a∗, and b∗ component values of left image in CIE L∗
a∗b∗ color space, and IR,Lab L, IR,Lab a, and IR,Lab b represent,
respectively, the L∗, a∗, and b∗ component values of right
image in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. ½Xwhite Ywhite Zwhite� is X, Y
, and Z values of white point, and we can get its values by

XwhiteYwhiteZwhite½ �T = Cs × 111½ �T : ð6Þ

The specific expression of function f ð∙Þ is

f sð Þ =
s1/3 if s > 6

29

� �3
,

1
3

29
6

� �2
s + 4

29 otherwise:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð7Þ
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to RGB 
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Processing of right image
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Figure 3: Systematic framework of generating anaglyphs.
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4.2. Matching Color Attributes in CIE L∗a∗b∗ Color Space.
According to [11], color attributes are deemed to be the color
representation in the late stage of HVS. Therefore, similar to
Songnan Li’s method, our designing method is also matching
themeaningful color attributes. But in addition to its matching
principles which require the matched right image can generate
lightness, hue, and saturation values as close to its original per-
ceived right image and require the matched image can be rep-
resented by fR,G, Bg with R = 0, our method is more focused
on the matching of hue as well. Thus, we can get a better color
reproduction. For the stereo pairs which have been converted
to CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, we need to deal with them, respec-
tively, as follows.

4.2.1. Preprocessing for the Right Image. In CIE L∗a∗b∗ color
space, the meaning of saturation is the same as the chroma
under the condition of describing the psychological attri-
butes of one color. So, in terms of right image, we can get
its corresponding saturation HR and SR hue by

HR = arctan IR,Lab b

IR,Lab a

� �
, ð8Þ

SR =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IR,Lab að Þ2 + IR,Lab bð Þ2

q
: ð9Þ

4.2.2. Matching the Right Image. For the matching principles
we have mentioned above, two of the most important are as
follows:

(1) In CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, IRM,Lab L, IRM,Lab a, and
IRM,Lab b are corresponding to L

∗, a∗, and b∗ compo-
nent values of the matched right image which should
be close to the perceived right image filtered by the
colored glasses as possible. We can regard this prin-
ciple as a projection, i.e., we need to ensure that the
distribution of the matched image in CIE L∗a∗b∗
color space is in the scope of the distribution of the
perceived right image in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space

(2) Utilize the immutability of hue to assure the hue of
the matched right image is equal to the hue of the
original right image. We can regard this principle
as the rule of projection, i.e., we must ensure the
hue of matched right image as close to the hue of
original right image as possible during the projection

Therefore, according to the first principle, we can use
a matrix C = ½R = 0, 1,⋯, 255, G = 0, 1,⋯, 255, B = 0, 1,⋯,
255� which could represent every color in RGB color
space as the right image to calculate its corresponding
perceived L∗, a∗, and b∗ component values which can
be denoted by IRP,Lab L, IRP,Lab a, and IRP,Lab b in CIE L∗
a∗b∗ color space and draw the L∗a∗b∗ 3D figure. Thus,
the distribution range in the 3D figure is the range of
any perceived color filtered by the colored glasses in
CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, which is called the perceived
field. However, the computational complexity and time
complexity of drawing the target 3D figure are consider-
able, which is a big burden for the computer’s memory.

Instead of drawing the perceived filed directly using the
above means, we choose to utilize the relationship
between RGB color space and HSV color space to convert
the matrix C which has 256 × 256 × 256 elements that can
represent every color in RGB color space into 100 HS fig-
ures whose V is an integral ranges from 1 to 100. Here,
V is the brightness of HSV color space, HS figure is a
2D plane whose horizontal axis is the hue, and vertical
axis is the saturation. Figure 4 shows a HS figure with
V = 100.

Based on the above analysis, we can get down to the 100
HS figures in turn. If R, G, and B channels of HS figure in
RGB color space can be denoted by IHS R, IHS G, and IHS B,
and IRP,XYZ X , IRP,XYZ Y , and IRP,XYZ Z can represent its cor-
responding X, Y , and Z values, thus they can be calculated
by

IRP,XYZ X

IRP,XYZ Y

IRP,XYZ Z

2
664

3
775 = AR ×

IHS R

IHS G

IHS B

2
664

3
775: ð10Þ

Then the perceived L∗, a∗, and b∗ can be calculated by

IRP,Lab L = 116 ⋅ f IRP,XYZ Y

YR white

� �
− 16,

IRP,Lab a = 500 ⋅ f
IRP,XYZ X

XR white

� �
− f

IRP,XYZ Y

YR white

� �� �
,

IRP,Lab b = 200 ⋅ f
IRP,XYZ Y

YR white

� �
− f

IRP,XYZ Z

ZR white

� �� �
,

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

where the values of conversion matrix AR have been
given above, which is calculated by taking the spectral
absorption curve of cyan glass and the primaries of the dis-
play devices together into consideration. ½XR white YR white
ZR white� is the reference white point in CIE XYZ color space,
which can be computed by

XR whiteYR whiteZR white½ �T = AR × 111½ �T : ð12Þ

After calculating IRP,Lab L, IRP,Lab a, and IRP,Lab b of these
100 HS figures in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, we can draw the
L∗a∗b∗ 3D figure. The distribution range of this figure is a
series of point cluster, which means the range of most per-
ceived colors filtered by cyan glass and can be regarded

0 359

99

0

H

S

Figure 4: HS figure with V = 100.
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equivalent to the perceived field. In fact, the purpose of the
matching processing is aimed at mapping the distribution
range of the original right image into this perceived filed,
so it is necessary to solve the function of the surface of the
point cluster. Fortunately, we have conducted a number of
experiments based on the relationship between HSV color
space and RGB color space to find that there is a lot of over-
lap in the distribution range of the 100 HS figures converted
into the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space. In order to further reduce
the calculation amount, we decide to choose convert 10 HS
figures with V = 10, 20… 100 to CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space to
draw the L∗a∗b∗ 3D figure. As for the other HS figures, they
must also be mapped into this distribution range based on
the transformational rules. Figure 5 shows the L∗a∗b∗ 3D
figure drawn by the 10 HS figures, which is proved to be
approximate to the perceived field as well.

From Figure 5, we can see that the original surface is
nearly perpendicular to a∗ − b∗ 2D plane. Therefore, accord-
ing to the first principle of matching, we can set the compo-
nent of L ∗ aside temporarily and do the matching

procedure based on the color attributes in a∗ − b∗ 2D plane.
Figure 6 shows the projection of the 3D point cluster in a∗

− b∗ 2D plane, and 10 different colors represent, respec-
tively, the different distribution range of 10 different HS fig-
ures when they converted into CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space.

To satisfy the first matching rule, we need to make a nice
curve fitting for the boundary of the distribution range in 2D
plane. Defined the fitting curve composed by the boundary
points in the top-right corner as the curve ① and the fitting
curve composed by the boundary points in the below-left
corner as the curve ②, which have signed in Figure 6. Con-
sidering the distribution of point cluster and the efficiency of
curve fitting, we adopt the quadratic polynomial curve fitting
to calculate the curves ① and ②, and their functions of the
fitting curve are as follows:

b1 = −5:1146 × 10−4 ⋅ a1ð Þ2 − 0:8724 ⋅ a1ð Þ + 22:5848,
ð13Þ

100

80

20

40

60

0

0
0

−100

−100
−50

50
100

50
100

150

L⁎

a⁎ b⁎

Figure 5: Distribution ranges of the 10 HS figures in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space.

a⁎
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2

Figure 6: Projection of the 3D point cluster in a∗ − b∗ 2D plane.
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b⁎
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Figure 7: The fitting curves of the projected point cluster boundary
in a∗ − b∗ 2D plane.
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b2 = 0:0029 ⋅ a2ð Þ2 − 0:89 ⋅ a2ð Þ − 5:5028, ð14Þ
where b1 and a1 are the b and a components of curve ①

and b2 and a2 are the b and a components of curve②. After
the fitting processing, we can get the perceived filed shown
in Figure 7 which is composed by the curves ① and ② and
their internal zone. For the right image of any stereo pairs,
the distribution range of the perceived right image filtered
by the cyan glass in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space will be on the
inside of the perceived filed.

According to the second principle of matching, we need
to assure the hue of the matched right image is equal to the
hue of the original right image, which can be described by
the following formula:

180
π

⋅ arctan IRM,Lab b

IRM,Lab a

� �
=HRM =HR =

180
π

⋅ arctan IR,Lab b

IR,Lab a

� �
:

ð15Þ

Thus, what we need to do next is map the points outside
the perceived filed into the boundary of perceived filed with
minimum distortion and the points inside the perceived filed
remain the same in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space to make the
IRM,Lab L, IRM,Lab a, and IRM,Lab b of matched right image as
close to IRP,Lab L, IRP,Lab a, and IRP,Lab b of the perceived right
image as possible which also is the first principle of matching
rules. At the same time, keeping the hue of the right image
unchanged after the matching processing, i.e., for the points
located outside the top-right of the perceived filed, we need
to use formula (16) to project them into the curve ①.

180
π

⋅ arctan IRM,Lab b

IRM,Lab a

� �
= 180

π
⋅ arctan IR,Lab b

IR,Lab a

� �
,

IRM,Lab b = −5:1146 × 10−4 ⋅ IRM,Lab að Þ2 − 0:8724 ⋅ IRM,Lab að Þ + 22:5848:

8><
>:

ð16Þ

Simplifying this equation set, we can get the following:

IRM,Lab b

IRM,Lab a
= IR,Lab b

IR,Lab a
,

IRM,Lab b = −5:1146 × 10−4 ⋅ IRM,Lab að Þ2 − 0:8724 ⋅ IRM,Lab a + 22:5848:

8><
>:

ð17Þ

Similarly, for the points located outside the below-left of
the perceived filed, we need to use formula (18) which has
been simplified to project them into the curve ②.

IRM,Lab b

IRM,Lab a
= IR,Lab b

IR,Lab a
,

IRM,Lab b = 0:0029 ⋅ IRM,Lab að Þ2 − 0:89 ⋅ IRM,Lab a − 5:50288:

8><
>:

ð18Þ

With this, the matching processing based on the color
attributes for the right image has been completed, and we
can get the components of IRM,Lab a and IRM,Lab b in CIE
L∗a∗b∗ color space by above calculations.

4.3. Lightness Adjustment for the Stereo Pairs. During the
processes of generating anaglyphs, the phenomenon of reti-

nal rivalry will be quite obvious if saturation and lightness of
the red-like color are very bright simultaneously, which will
lead to visual fatigue easily. Therefore, it is necessary to
adjust the lightness properly to reduce the effect of the reti-
nal rivalry.

In RGB color space, the R,G, and B values of red point can
be denoted as Red = ð1, 0, 0Þ. We can utilize the conversion
procedure to convert this point into CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space
to calculate its corresponding hue, i.e., HRed = 41:7515 and
then adjust the hue which is in this range (HRed − T and
HRed + T). According to a number of experiments (refer to
Songnan Li’s method), we determine the threshold T = 14.
So that the processed lightness of the right image is

IRM,Lab L =
IR,Lab L ⋅ 1 −Wr ⋅

T − HR −HRedj j
T

� �
HR ∈ HRed − T ,HRed + Tð Þ,

IR,Lab L otherwise,

8><
>:

ð19Þ

whereWr is a weight parameter; its values can be changed
by its corresponding saturation, and its specific expression is

Wr =

Wmax if Sr > Smax,

Wmax ⋅
Sr − Smin
Smax − Smin

if Smin < Sr < Smax,

0 otherwise,

8>>><
>>>:

ð20Þ

whereWmax = 0:4, Smax = 50, and Smin = 40, which refer to
the Songnan Li’ s method. It means thatWr will be increased
if the saturation is higher, which will lead to the values of
IRM,Lab L which has to be reduced to avoid the effect of retinal
rivalry. On the contrary, if the IRM,Lab L only changes a little,
which means that the effect of retinal rivalry cause by its
own lightness is not too much, so the matched lightness has
not a big change.

Similarly, the lightness adjustment of the left image will
be implemented by

ILM,Lab L =
IL,Lab L ⋅ 1 −Wl ⋅

T − HL −HRedj j
T

� �
HL ∈ HRed − T ,HRed + Tð Þ,

IL,Lab L otherwise,

8><
>:

ð21Þ

where ILM,Lab L is the processed lightness of left image.
Wl also is a weight coefficient, which plays a role similar to
the Wr. Its specific expression is

Wl =

Wmax if Sl > Smax,

Wmax ⋅
Sl − Smin
Smax − Smin

if Smin < Sl < Smax,

0 otherwise:

8>>><
>>>:

ð22Þ

HL and Sl are the hue and saturation of the left image,
which can be calculated by
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HL = arctan IL,Lab b

IL,Lab a

� �
, ð23Þ

SL =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IL,Lab að Þ2 + IL,Lab bð Þ2

q
: ð24Þ

With this, we have completed the lightness adjustment for
the stereo pairs. On one hand, this empirical operation is help-
ful to improve the chrominance accuracy of red-like colors to
avoid the heavy color distortion. On the other hand, this oper-
ation can keep the balance of the lightness between the proc-
essed left image and processed right image to reduce the
retinal rivalry caused by the different perceived lightness.

4.4. Converting the Processed Stereo Pairs into RGB Color
Space. Through the above processes, we can calculate the
IRM,Lab L, IRM,Lab a, and IRM,Lab b of the processed right
image and ILM,Lab L of the processed left image. Firstly, for
the processed right image, we need to convert it into the R
GB color space. Undoubtedly, this conversion needs the
CIE XYZ color space as the intermedium. We denote the
IRM,XYZ X , IRM,XYZ Y , and IRM,XYZ Z as the X, Y , and Z com-
ponents of the processed right image in CIE XYZ color
space, which can be calculated by

IRM,XYZ X = XR white ⋅ f
−1 IRM,Lab L + 16

116 + IRM,Lab a

500

� �
,

IRM,XYZ Y = YR white ⋅ f
−1 IRM,Lab L + 16

116

� �
,

IRM,XYZ Z = ZR white ⋅ f
−1 IRM,Lab L + 16

116 −
IRM,Lab b

200

� �
,

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð25Þ

where f −1ð∙Þ is the inverse function of the function f ð∙Þ,
and its specific expression is

f sð Þ−1 =
s3 if s > 6

29 ,

6
29

� �2
⋅ 3t − 12

29

� �
otherwise:

8>>><
>>>:

ð26Þ

Then, utilize the matrix AR
−1 which is the inverse matrix

of AR to convert the IRM,XYZ X , IRM,XYZ Y , and IRM,XYZ Z to
RGB color space by the following formula:

IRM,RGB R

IRM,RGB G

IRM,RGB B

2
664

3
775 = AR

−1 ×
IRM,XYZ X

IRM,XYZ Y

IRM,XYZ Z

2
664

3
775: ð27Þ

For the processed left image, we have already known the
lightness component ILM,Lab L. Here, we keep its a and b com-
ponents unchanged, i.e., ILM,Lab a = IL,Lab a and ILM,Lab b =
IL,Lab b. Similarly to the inverse conversion of the processed
right image, we denote the ILM,XYZ X , ILM,XYZ Y , and
ILM,XYZ Z as the X, Y , and Z components of the processed
right image in CIE XYZ color space, which can be calculated
by

ILM,XYZ X = XL white ⋅ f
−1 ILM,Lab L + 16

116 + ILM,Lab a

500

� �
,

ILM,XYZ Y = YL white ⋅ f
−1 ILM,Lab L + 16

116

� �
,

ILM,XYZ Z = ZL white ⋅ f
−1 ILM,Lab L + 16

116 −
ILM,Lab b

200

� �
,

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð28Þ

where ½XL white YL white ZL white� is the reference white
point relative to AL in CIE XYZ color space, which can be
computed by

XL whiteYL whiteZL white½ �T = AL × 111½ �T : ð29Þ

Then, utilize thematrixAL
−1 which is the inverse matrix of

AL to convert the ILM,XYZ X , ILM,XYZ Y , and ILM,XYZ Z to RGB
color space by the following formula:

(a) Processed le� image (b) Processed right image (c) Generated anaglyphs

Figure 8: Processed stereo pairs for generating anaglyphs.

Le� image

Anaglyph

Anaglyph

Anaglyph

Anaglyph

Right image

1 2

3 4

Figure 9: The layout of four anaglyphs on the screen for subjective
tests.
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ILM,RGB R

ILM,RGB G

ILM,RGB B

2
664

3
775 = AL

−1 ×
ILM,XYZ X

ILM,XYZ Y

ILM,XYZ Z

2
664

3
775: ð30Þ

At last, we need combine the processed left and right RGB
values together, using the values of IRM,RGB G and IRM,RGB B as
theG and B channels of the final anaglyph and the ILM,RGB R as
the R channel. Denote the IA,RGB R, IA,RGB G, and IA,RGB B as
the R, G, and B values of the final anaglyph; then, this proce-
dure can be represented by

IA,RGB RIA,RGB GIA,RGB B½ � = ILM,RGB RIRM,RGB GIRM,RGB B½ �:
ð31Þ

Then, an anaglyph IA,RGB is performed when they scaled
by multiplying 255. The above operations are performed on
each pixel of the anaglyph, and finally, the anaglyphs are
obtained which is shown in Figure 8.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we conduct subjective tests to evaluate the
performance of our algorithm by comparing it to the other
computed methods mentioned in Section 2, i.e., Dubois’
method, McAllister’s method, and Songnan Li’s method.
We do not put the Midpoint method into the comparison
because it destroys the 3D perception heavily and makes
no sense to compare.

5.1. The Scheme of Subjective Test. We use 15 stereo pairs
with diversified colors as the input and then downscale them
to a proper size while keeping their aspect ratios unchanged.
For every stereo pair, we need to generate 4 anaglyphs by 4
different methods and their relative positions on the screen
are shown in Figure 9. We put the input stereo pairs on
the left of the screen is to make convenience for comparing
the color reproduction of 4 anaglyphs simultaneously while
the color of the stereo pairs is the reference standard. On
the right of the screen, we set anaglyphs side-by-side to
speed up the comparison processing to alleviate the visual
fatigue of subjects instead of presenting each anaglyph
sequentially, and this layout can achieve more intuitive com-
parison about the retinal rivalry of 4 anaglyphs at the same
time. In addition, both the positions of the anaglyphs which

are denoted as ①-④ and the orders of the 15 experimental
images are set casually to avoid the subjects’ inertial choice
and evaluation.

This experiment is conducted in a room with fluorescent
lights. We choose the 20″1600 × 900 HP LCD display as the
displaying devices and Bertha red-cyan glass as the colored-
filter glasses in the subjective test. Viewing distance is about
3 times the screen height, and the time of the subjective tests
with 15 stereo pairs is controlled in 10 minutes to avoid
fatigue test. For the 10 subjects who have normal vision
and have passed the color blindness test, a training process
can be implemented to familiarize the subjects with the ana-
glyph 3D viewing. Then, they need to complete two tasks
when the 15 experimental images displayed in sequence on
the screen. One task is to give the assessment of color fidelity
which is divided into three grades, i.e., 3: no distortion, 2: a
little distortion, and 1: severe distortion. Another task is to
give the visual quality which can assess the anaglyph fully,
and it also can be divided into 4 grades, i.e., 4: comfortable
(with no visual fatigue), 3: fair, 2: a little uncomfortable,
and 1: uncomfortable (with heavy visual fatigue). Of course,
in order to get a better feedback from subjects, we can
encourage these subjects to express their feelings about the
anaglyphs and point out the reasons of their assessment,
and another person will record the corresponding grades
and evaluations meanwhile.

5.2. Evaluating Result. Through the subjective tests described
above, we can get the evaluating result which is shown in
Table 1. The data in this table represents how many subjects
choose the corresponding grade by conducting the subjec-
tive test. The data indicates that our method does have a bet-
ter color reproduction compared to Dubois’ method and
Songnan Li’s method. And in terms of the visual quality,
our method is no less than the other three methods. Of
course, the result may be a little different by different sub-
jects, but it also is able to explain that our method is effective
especially in the excellent balance between the color distor-
tion and retinal rivalry to some extent.

6. Conclusion

With the development of stereoscopic display technology,
VR is becoming more and more mature. Anaglyphs have
some irreplaceable values including high data compressibil-
ity, low cost of use, and input sources for all display devices.

Table 1: Subjective test results for different computed methods for generating anaglyphs.

Methods Color fidelity Visual quality

Grades
3: no

distortion
2: a little
distortion

1: severe
distortion

4:
comfortable

3:
fair

2: a little
uncomfortable

1:
uncomfortable

Dubois’ method 2 3 10 3 7 2 3

McAllister’s
method

9 4 2 4 5 3 3

Songnan Li’s
method

2 3 10 5 7 1 2

Our method 10 3 2 4 7 2 2
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In this paper, we have concluded the predecessors’ methods
for generating anaglyphs at first. Then, we proposed a new
algorithm for generating anaglyphs based on matching color
attributes especially the hue in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space,
which can achieve a better color reproduction and can
dynamically adjust the balance between retinal rivalry and
color distortion. In order to compare the results of different
methods, we built a scheme for subjective test, which turns
out that our method does demonstrate a good performance
to some extent. It is also worth mentioning that the process
of matching color attributes is not the only solution to
improve the stereoscopic visual effect of anaglyphs. Some lit-
eratures have been pointed out that gamma correction and
ghosting phenomenon elimination also can be used to
improve the stereoscopic effect [12, 13], but the specific rea-
sons and parameters need to be researched further.
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With the rapid development of information technology, a scientific theory is brought by the rapid progress of science and
technology. The advancement of science and technology of the impact on every field, changing the mode of transmission of
information, the advent of big data for promotion and dissemination of resources played their part, let more and more people
benefit. In the context of cloud computing, big data ushered in another upsurge of development and growth. Given this, the
live broadcast training platform, which focuses on enterprise staff training and network education, arises at the right moment.
People favor its convenience, real-time performance, and high efficiency. However, the low-value density of big data and cloud
computing’s security problem has difficulties constructing a live broadcast training platform. In this paper, the live broadcast
training platform’s structure is improved by constructing three modules: the live training module based on cloud computing,
the user recommendation module based on big data, and the security policy guarantee module. In addition, to ensure that the
trainees can receive training anytime and anywhere, this paper uses wireless communication technology to ensure the quality
and speed of all users’ live video sources.

1. Introduction

In 2020, affected by the COVID-19, people have to shift their
working mode from the company to their home. Powerful
live broadcast training platforms will take this opportunity
to stand out. The live broadcast training platforms repre-
sented by education and staff training will develop particu-
larly rapidly. At present, although the COVID-19 situation
has been stabilized, the way of webcast training makes peo-
ple see its convenience. The webcast training will become
the future development trend of education departments
and significant enterprises.

The recent development in information technology, such
as big data, cloud computing, and communication technolo-
gies, plays a vital role in making the world brighter [1–3].
With these intelligent technologies’ immense power, we
can connect, generate, retrieve, and process data anytime
and anywhere. Meanwhile, we can also share data in real-
time through the network broadcast.

The cloud computing paradigm has been designed for
solving storage capacity and related computational issues.
It enables high-performance computation with secure and
robust storage capability [4, 5]. In modern computing para-
digms, a massive amount of data is stored and processed at
various clouds rather than the centralized cloud. Thus, all
data requests coming from multiple sources have been
directly transmitted to the centralized cloud. Therefore, large
increments have been seen in the processing speed as com-
pared to network bandwidth. Consequently, this provides a
strong guarantee for the stability and fluency of network
broadcast.

In Figure 1, network big data refers to the massive data
generated by interaction and fusion of the ternary human-
machine-thing universe in Cyberspace and available on the
Internet. As a data technology developed under the Internet
environment, big data has many prominent characteristics
such as large data volume, multiple data types, low-value
density, and fast processing speed. The online training
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platform can realize a reasonable allocation of resources and
more targeted training content based on big data.

At present, there are much researches on cloud comput-
ing and big data. Cloud computing is widely used in e-com-
merce, enterprise management, and information security.
Explicitly speaking, cloud computing can provide informa-
tion sharing and business collaboration for e-commerce
[6], reduce the operating costs for enterprises [7], and ensure
the security of data transmission and data storage [8]. More-
over, big data is mainly used in business, finance, healthcare,
and manufacturing. Business is the most extensive applica-
tion field for big data. Merchants can understand customers’
shopping habits and create value by analyzing the unstruc-
tured data of consumers’ shopping behavior [9]. In the
financial field, consumers’ credit scores can be obtained to
infer customers’ payment intentions and ability and to dis-
cover potential frauds through big data [10]. In the
manufacturing industry, enterprises need to dig out the
required information from the stored mass of information
to promote decision-making and avoid risks [11]. However,
at present, there are relatively few applications of big data
and cloud computing on live broadcast platforms.

To sum up, it can be seen that the use of big data tech-
nology can systematically establish a live broadcast training
platform and make full use of big Internet data to train
trainees. However, big data’s low-value density disadvantage
requires cloud computing to make up through deep data
mining. Besides, cloud computing’s security problem will
also make big data face the risk of leakage in the cloud
environment. In this paper, cloud computing is used to deep
excavate big data. The extensive data recommendation sys-
tem is used to improve the precise positioning of live train-
ing. A security assurance strategy is used to enhance big
data of the activity in the cloud environment. Consequently,
the impeccable live broadcast training platform is founded.

2. Overall Framework Design of the Live
Broadcast Training Platform

As is shown in Figure 2, the live broadcast training platform
comprises three modules: the live training module based on

cloud computing, the user recommendation module based
on big data, and the security policy guarantee module.

The functions such as authority authentication, platform
data management, live broadcast content management, and
user management need to be realized in the live training
module.

The user recommendation module mainly includes the
user characteristic data generation module, information
matching module, and recommendation module.

In the security policy guarantee module, data storage
security, user identity authentication, authentication of
access, protection of data privacy, and construction of virtual
security need to be realized.

3. Design of the Live Training Module

3.1. Authority Authentication. This section realizes the
authority authentication for users of the background man-
agement system of the live broadcast training platform and
prevent illegal user to call the system interface behavior. It
is mainly composed of three functions: system administrator
authentication, institution administrator authentication, and
anchor authentication are shown in Figure 3.

3.1.1. System Administrator Authentication. The key to this
step is the identity token recognition and the timing of
authority authentication. The token has six categories:

(1) AuthController is the control class for permission
authentication. When a system user logs in, the
AuthController will invoke concrete methods to ver-
ify the user’s identity. Then, the role encapsulates the
user’s identity information as an identity plate and
returns it to the user. The identifying label is used
as the user’s passport to the system

(2) SysUserService is the service class that the system
user operates. It can interact with the database
through different requests sent by the front end
and includes query system user, update system user
information, login verification, and other methods

(3) CusPdncipalService is the service class that the sys-
tem consumer operates on. After the management
end of the system login user, the vital information
such as username and password will be separately
encapsulated as CusPrincipalEntity entity

(4) CusHostService is the service class of anchor infor-
mation operation. After receiving the front-end
request, the permission authentication control class
can complete the anchor’s process through this
interface. It includes adding anchor, inquiring
anchor information, updating anchor information,
and other methods

(5) AuthenticationManager is the interface provided to
validate user information in Spring Security. In this
system, judging the user’s identity and matching
the user’s password are mainly accomplished
through the instance of this interface

Big Data

Volume

Variety

Veracity

Velocity

Infrastructure

Data
management

Data
mining

Decision
support

Figure 1: Big data features.
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(6) JwtTokenUtil is mainly used to generate identity for
the system users through the user’s information.
This identity plate is included in every request after
the administrator or anchor successfully logs into
the live training platform’s background management
system

The timing diagram of system administrator authority
authentication is shown in Figure 4.

3.1.2. Institution Administrator Authentication. When the
system administrator logs into the background management
system of the live training platform, it can call the login
method of or user service and reach the authenticate method
of AuthenticationManager to validate the user’s input infor-
mation. After verification, the security context is established,
and the user role is obtained to encapsulate its permission
information. Consequently, the generated token method of

the jwtTokenUtils will generate the token and return it to
the user.

3.1.3. Anchor Authentication. When the anchor logs into the
live training platform’s background management system, it
can call the login method of HostService. Then, it calls the
authenticate method of AuthenticationManager to validate
the input information of the user. After verification, the
security context is established, and the user role is obtained
to encapsulate its permission information. Consequently,
the generated token method of thejwtTokenUtils will gener-
ate the token and return it to the user.

3.2. Platform Data Management. The main data manage-
ment module of the live training platform is mainly for the
system administrators to manage all the administrators of
the live broadcast platform and the anchors of the

Live broadcast training
platform

Security policy guarantee
module

Live training module

User recommendation
module

Portal management

Platform management

Data management

Authority certification

Information matching

Data management

Recommend the module

Virtual security

Authentication of user
identity

Security of data storage

Protection of data privacy

Authentication of access

Figure 2: Overall framework design of the live broadcast training platform.
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organization. The class diagram of broadcast room manage-
ment is shown in Figure 5.

LiveRoomController is the control class of broadcast room
management. It is mainly used to create a broadcast room and
accept front-end requests and data. The creatLiveRoom
method is primarily used to create a broadcast room through
the broadcast room information’s front-end submission.

LiveRoomService is the service class of broadcast room
management. CreateLiveRoom, update, delete, and delete
batch are used to create, update, delete, and batch remove
the broadcast room.

LiveAdPageService is a service class that sets the guide
page of the live room. The queryObject method is used to
query the guide page information; the queryByLiveRoomld
method is used to find the guide page by the ID of the live
room, the queryList method is used to obtain the list of guide
pages, save is used to add the guide page, update is used to
modify the attributes of the guide page, and delete is used
to delete the guide page.

LiveTypeService is a service class that sets the type of live
broadcast room. The queryObject method is used to query
the live category entity, the queryByOrgld method is used
to query the live category set by an institution through the
institution ID, the queryList method is used to obtain the
live category list, the queryTotal method is used to query
the total number of live categories, save is used to add live
classes, the update is used to modify live types, delete is used
to delete live categories, and delete batch is used to delete live
categories in batches.

LiveRoomTabService is a service class that sets the menu
of the live room and is mainly used to view, add, and delete
the menu bar of the live room.

LiveRoomViewCodeService is a service class for setting
the viewing code in the live room, which is mainly used to
view, modify, and delete the viewing code in the live room.

3.3. Live Broadcast Content Management. The live content
management module is mainly for system administrators
and institutional administrators to manage sensitive content,
live video, message, live data, and other content. Administra-

tors can view sensitive content screenshots, delete sensitive
content, view recording, delete a recording, and view,
retrieve, and reset messages in the live room. Here, we focus
on sensitive content. When the Tencent cloud server iden-
tifies that the live video screenshot is suspected of violation,
it will send a message notification in JSON format to the live
platform’s management end. When the type value is 200, it
means that a sharp picture is detected. The notification mes-
sage will continue to read the link address, picture size,
screenshot time, and other information. Then, it encapsu-
lates them into the LiveShotEntity, calls the save method in
the LiveShotService, passes in the LiveShotEntity, and then
continues to call the save method in the LiveShotDao to save
the attribute information in the LiveShotEntity to the data
and returns the message of successful saving.

3.4. User Management

3.4.1. Third-Party Login. Users can chat or comment only
after they log in with a third-party account. When users
choose third-party login of QQ, they will generate URL
through appID, callback address, and random code. When
users log in successfully, they will return the code through a
callback address. They can get the user’s accessToken by call-
ing the qqoauth method in OauthController by code. Use an
access token to call the third-party interface to obtain the
user’s head image, gender, and other identifying information
encapsulates it in the map, and return it to the front end.

3.4.2. Watching Live and Recorded Broadcasting. When the
anchor creates a live room in the background, the streaming
software can push the live stream to the cloud server through
the streaming address. When the cloud server detects the
change of a particular streaming stream’s status, it will send
the new event to our server in JSON format through a call-
back address. When the event type in the notification mes-
sage is 1, a particular multicast stream begins to push the
stream to the server. At this time, users can start to watch
the live broadcast when they click to enter the live room.

3.4.3. Online Chatting. When the user successfully logs in
with a third-party account, the browser will call the getRon-
gYunToken method in RongCloudController and pass in
the user ID. This method will generate a digital signature
through the key and timestamp t assigned by the developer
platform and then send a request to the RongCloud server
to obtain the token. When the user obtains the token, it will
call connect in the class library provided by RongCloud at
the front end. When the user enters the chat message and
clicks send, the TextMessage method will push the chat con-
tent to the server.

4. Design of the User Recommendation Module

The recommender system consists of three parts. The first
part generates user characteristic data, the second part is to
match data information, and the third part gives recommen-
dation results. Among them, generating user data is the
premise, matching is the foundation, and giving recommenda-
tion results is the focus. All three are indispensable.

Begin

Login

Confirm the
information

Operation

End

Return user
ID

User action

Access
permissions

CertificationYesNo

Yes

No

Figure 3: Flowchart of authority certification.
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It is necessary to collect many user needs and interests,
filter and calculate according to relevant algorithms, extract
scores, and make statistics to extract user characteristic data.
The general architecture of the recommendation engine
system is shown in Figure 6.

Recommendation engine consists of three essential
elements:

(1) User Eigenvector. The feature vector here refers to
the user data. The computer analyzes and extracts
the user’s behavior (interests, needs) and then con-
verts this behavior into data to generate the user
feature vector

(2) Initial Recommendation Results. According to the
data classification, the data that accord with the user
feature vector is preliminarily screened, and the data
table is generated

(3) The Final Recommendation Results. According to the
initial recommendation data table, the final recom-
mendation results are formed after statistical sorting

Here, in particular, the feature extraction of users is
based on personal preferences. The data value of personal

preferences can be extracted from the primary operation
behavior of users, for example, the length of time users
browse a web page, evaluate and collect the item, and the
number and frequency of browsing an item. The system’s
design is mainly based on Hadoop, which is a very reliable,
scalable, low-cost distributed computing platform.

This paper uses the Hadoop distributed computing plat-
form to realize the design of the user recommendation
engine. The system design is shown in Figure 7.

Additionally, system security is an essential guarantee
for the successful operation of the system, so the design
and management of system security are crucial in system
development. This paper adopts security management, fire-
wall, agent strategy, and secure transmission strategy to
secure the system.

(1) Security management strategy

The system will generally have security management
settings. For example, during the live broadcast, users can
set a multilevel password and access rights to the users
participating in the live broadcast. Access is linked to the
database and cannot be accessed without the appropriate
privileges.

User Login Auth
controller

sysUser
Service Authentication userDetails

Service JwtTokenUtil

Enter login
information login () Login ()

Authenticate ()

Generate token()

Return token
Return token

Return token
Return token

verification

loadUserBy
Usernname ()
Return user
information

Figure 4: Sequence diagram of authentication.
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(2) Firewall and proxy policies

A firewall is the most basic system security; it can have a
hardware firewall and software firewall. All the data streams
that can access the system are filtered by the firewall first,
and only secure data streams can pass so that users can oper-
ate the system at ease. Adding a proxy policy can also work
as a firewall.

(3) Safe transmission policy

When the system transmits the data, it can be dynami-
cally encrypted in the client. When the server receives a
dynamic password request from the client, the server will

be verified and returns the generated password to the cli-
ent—this way, the data is transmitted in absolute security.

5. Design of the Security Policy
Guarantee Module

When users operate on cloud training big data, security
measures including data storage security, identity authenti-
cation security, trusted access control security, and virtual
security begins to work. A complete set of solutions ensure
that legitimate users operate on cloud training big data.
The security of training big data has also been improved,
and the security strategy is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 5: Class diagram of live room management.
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Users log in with personal login information at the single
sign-on entrance and can access the big training data after
the application system confirms the identity. The trusted

access control based on cryptography effectively restricts
the user’s behavior to only operate on the data conforming
to their permissions.

User behavior
analysis

Behavior extract

Behavior feature 
conversion

User data

Feature vectors

Related
recommend

Related tables1

Related tables3

Related tables2

Initial
recommendation

results

Filter

Final
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Ranking
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Figure 6: Recommended engine.
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Figure 7: System design based on Hadoop.
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The extensive training data stored in the cloud environ-
ment is backed up at different levels according to different
security levels, and a targeted disaster recovery strategy is
established. The file management log will record the opera-
tion for each data.

According to the cloud platform’s security performance
indicators, the third-party evaluation organization evaluates
the services provided by cloud service providers and submits
the evaluation results to users. The regulatory system super-
vises cloud service providers’ behavior to ensure the security
of cloud data and the legitimate rights and interests of users.

The security policy guarantee module protects the big
data in the following three ways:

(1) Data backup

Network training big data uploaded to the cloud plat-
form needs to be backed up and a more targeted lattice for

data at different levels of confidentiality. Depending on the
density level of big data, different backup strategies can be
used for public, general, necessary, essential, and core data.

(2) Disaster recovery

Cloud platform service providers for the specific services
rented by training institutions formulate specific data disas-
ter recovery strategies. When the cloud environment is
attacked or due to power failure, fire, other accidents, and
other natural disasters, it can maximize the recovery system,
ensure the continuous availability of the cloud platform, and
ensure the ample data security of the organization.

(3) Document management log

The establishment of a file management log system for
the training data of the institution is another important

Third-party evaluation
agency The regulatory system

Big data Big dataCloud platform

Disaster recovery strategy

Identity authentication system

Trusted access control

User

Backup Storage

Single sign-on

Figure 8: Security policy.
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The interconnection of all things and industrial integration is the current trend of the times. Among them, the interconnection of
all things is the demand of informationization of the times, and the industrial integration is the demand of industrial development.
The interconnection of all things is realized based on wireless communication technology. It is necessary to combine the
development of the tourist area and the surrounding culture. The relationship between tourist attractions and culture needs to
be fully and effectively developed. In order to fully explore the advantages of the cooperation between the two, it is necessary
to combine modern technology to package the tour process of each characteristic culture of the scenic spot. Virtual reality is a
modern technology that can combine culture and tourism. Wireless communication and VR technology are applied to the
development of integration of culture and tourism. The process of tourism will promote profound changes in the tourism
model. Under the demand for informatization in various industries, the tourism industry is gradually developing in this
direction. The integration of culture and tourism will also be driven by informatization and technology. This paper analyzes
the current situation of culture and tourism, summarizes the problems existing in the current process of integration of culture
and tourism, and finally puts forward targeted solutions. Mainly in the process of the integration and development of tourism
and cultural industries, the traditional culture and scenic spots are the basic factors, combined with wireless communication
and virtual reality technology, to develop a tourism industry with technological characteristics of the new era.

1. Introduction

1.1. The Integration of Culture and Tourism.Mainly refers to
the characteristic tourism that tourists feel the combination
of culture and tourism during the process of visiting the sce-
nic spot. In the mutual penetration of the two, a tourism style
is formed, which allows tourists to have a better tour experi-
ence when entering the scenic spot. It can also be understood
as the sum of various materials and services. The combined
development of culture and the characteristics of the scenic
spot can effectively promote the increase in the number of
tourists in the scenic spot, and it can also promote the
employment and economic development of various local
industries [1]. The combination of culture and scenic spots
can also enhance the local attractiveness. Tourism manage-
ment departments can also more accurately divide and man-

age special scenic spots. The various cultural characteristics
of scenic spots can also drive local resource utilization, such
as for scenic areas that need to climb mountains, it is neces-
sary to wear corresponding mountain climbing equipment
in combination with cultural characteristics, thereby promot-
ing the exchange and use of local resources. It can be seen
that the integration of culture and tourism has occurred in
a subtle way. [2].

1.2. Wireless Communication Technology. It is a technology
for wireless information transmission in accordance with
the standards set by the International Communication
Organization. It can realize signal transmission without
cables and other conduction. The current mainstream wire-
less communication technologies include Bluetooth, RFID,
WIFI, and ZigBee [3].
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Apply wireless communication technology to the tradi-
tional tourism industry, use the strategy of combining
communication and cloud computing platform to collect
a large amount of tourism data [4], and fully efficient
use Internet information technology to transform the
low-efficiency links of the traditional tourism industry
and improve the efficiency of tourism marketing [5]. The
use of wireless communication technology can also better
protect the personal safety of tourists. At present, there
are still many scenic spots that will cause tourists to get
lost due to overly complex terrain and bad weather [6].
Using wireless communication technology, not only tour-
ists can report their own address information. Scenic staff
can also directly find tourists through drones and other
measures [7].

1.3. Virtual Reality Technology. This technology refers to the
projection of virtual objects into the vision of the user of the
virtual reality device through visual simulation and other
technologies [8]. Its main technical points are eye movement
tracking and user motion capture, which can realize the pro-
cessing of user perception, through the built-in processor
and corresponding algorithm to complete the simulation
processing of the user’s actual experience data. Using virtual
reality technology to optimize the integration and develop-
ment of culture and tourism will have many advantages
[9]. For example, many historically beautiful scenic spots
no longer exist, and VR technology can restore the destroyed
scenic spots based on animation, such as the Old Summer
Palace. As an example, if the programmer configures in
advance the corresponding scenes of the historical prosper-
ity of the Old Summer Palace and the scenes of destruction
and plundering during the invasion of the Eight-Power
Allied Forces, visitors will be able to relive the beauty of
the scenery of the Old Summer Palace through VR and
understand the source of the current state of tourist attrac-
tions [10]. At present, a method called virtual tourism is
gradually appearing in the public’s field of vision through
VR technology, which represents that real people can travel
without going to the scene and get the same travel experi-
ence. Technically, it is mainly realized by external hardware
devices [11].

From the perspective of the development of the integra-
tion of culture and tourism, scenic spots need to properly
arrange the corresponding hardware facilities required for
the integration of culture and tourism. These hardware facil-
ities include wireless communication base stations and vir-
tual reality wearable devices, as well as transportation and
sanitation. Ensure that wireless communication services
and entertainment services can make tourists feel the cul-
tural characteristics of the scenic area, so that tourists can
rely on the scenic area and pave the way for the development
of the scenic spot [12].

2. The Current Status of the Integration of
Culture and Tourism

The integrated development of culture and tourism is a new
product of this era. Before the 21st century, people paid less

attention to the quality of tourism. However, in recent years,
the combination of tourism and local culture has gradually
been accepted by the public. Culture and tourism fusion
are currently in the experimental stage in each scenic area,
there is no unified reference standard, and the degree of
integration and development of each scenic area is also
different [13].

Through the questionnaire star, the author issued a
questionnaire survey to 500 people who are responsible for
long-term tourism in various industries and the manage-
ment of surrounding affairs in the tourist area. The statistical
results found that factors affecting the integrated develop-
ment of culture and tourism around the scenic spot are
shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the main factors
affecting the culture and tourism of scenic spots include
income and the number of people in the industry. Among
them, the entertainment and tourism incomes of scenic
spots have the greatest influence on the integrated devel-
opment of culture and tourism, with the highest degree
of influence. At present, all scenic spots have similar oper-
ations. Mode, but there are also scenic spots that have
arranged special product trails, snack areas, wine towns,
and handicraft workshops to integrate culture and tour-
ism. However, the scenic spots are not empowered by
smart technology. Most scenic spots are operated accord-
ing to the traditional mode of tourists paying to enter
the venue on their own. A few scenic spots are equipped
with advanced temperature monitoring, intelligent robot
security inspection, and other equipment at the entrance.
However, the technologies that have been maturely used
in other industries have not been applied to tourism
scenes. From a creative point of view, the current feature
technology of tourist attractions always takes a long time
to replace and will not be used as soon as the technology
appears. The degree of innovation is not high, but it can
basically express the cultural characteristics of the scenic
spot. The integration of culture and tourism requires the
use of more new technologies to keep up with technolog-
ical leapfrogging in order to attract more tourists. Integrat-
ing various historical data of culture and tourism, the
analysis of the surrounding culture and tourism of the sce-
nic spot is shown in Figure 1.

It can be found from Figure 1 that the culture of scenic
spots and tourism is highly related, but in reality, there are
basically no large-scale cultural industry enterprises involved
in the operation of the current tourist areas. Only the gov-
ernment and individual merchants are more concerned
about the integration of culture and tourism in each scenic
spot, and there is no large-scale culture industry enterprises.
The main reason is that the scenic spots did not arrange pro-
fessional technology and resource research and development
institutions to participate. For example, most of the
merchants in the hotel did not understand other network
technologies other than mobile payment, did not realize
the importance of wireless communication and virtual real-
ity technology to their development, and cannot effectively
use this resource to promote local culture and tourism. This
is a waste of resources [14].
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3. The Main Problems That Still Exist in the
Integrated Development of Culture
and Tourism

3.1. Lack of Platform. The integrated development of culture
and tourism lacks a unified tourism management platform
for information release and update management. Moreover,
the travel patterns of various places are similar, there is no
personalized travel characteristics, and many scenic spots
do not even give a detailed introduction to their cultural
background. Tourists use the intelligent network to search
and understand the situation.

3.2. Incomplete Service. Most of the current tourist attrac-
tions do not arrange the itinerary of tourists according to
the chronological order of the cultural and historical event
background of the attraction. After visiting the attractions,
tourists may only watch the corresponding scenic spots
without clarifying the cultural connotation behind them.
Most tourists go to various attractions and want to leave
some memorable memories. Some tourists will buy figures
related to the cultural background of the attraction, and
some tourists will take photos with exaggerated actions,
but in fact, many tourists will forget to take pictures during
the tour, or the mobile device does not have a power reserve
and miss the opportunity to take pictures, leaving regrets.

3.3. Not Smart. With the overall trend of tourism developing
towards intelligence, most of the domestic tourism process is
still not smart enough, tourists cannot experience the feeling
described by smart tourism, and most tourist attractions fail
to explain clearly the cultural connotation of the attractions,
only allowing tourists explore and understand while playing.
Moreover, the experience of the play process is not smooth,
such as May Day and National Day. There are many tourists
in some famous scenic spots in China, and there are other
tourists every few meters. Even the tourism experience
under the integration of culture and tourism is relatively
poor. In addition, there are also problems that most tourists
do not have navigation work after entering the scenic area.

4. Cultural and Tourism Integrated
Development Solutions Based on Wireless
Communication and Virtual
Reality Technology

4.1. Measures to Solve the Lack of Platform Problem. In
response to the lack of a unified tourism management plat-
form, personalized custom development of the correspond-
ing cultural, and tourism integration development APP,
the rapid development of new technologies such as wireless
communication technology and virtual reality terminal
equipment has promoted the deep development of smart

Table 1: Factors affecting the integrated development of culture and tourism around the scenic spot.

Judge
Culture Tourism Impact factor

Factor

Income Culture income Tourism income 0.318

Scale Art show Passenger volume 0.239

Number of industry Number of art Number of people served 0.287

Acceptance Number of libraries Number of scenic spots 0.106
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Figure 1: The relevance of culture and tourism around the scenic spot.
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development and all-round network marketing have made
more and more tourists get used to obtaining necessary
travel information from the Internet, travel apps, and official
accounts. Although tourists can obtain the multidirectional
and multilevel travel information they need from the official
account and travel APP; but the truth of this information is
mixed, the data is complicated, and the timeliness and effec-
tiveness cannot be guaranteed, so tourists cannot be fully
and make effective use of the above tourism information to
make scientific and intelligent tourism decisions. Therefore,
the relevant tourism administrative department (govern-
ment) should actively build and improve the smart tourism
platform; release the latest tourism news through the audit
system; conduct an orderly processing of the tourism infor-
mation; and modular presentation of tourism information
such as food, housing, transportation, travel, shopping, and
entertainment that tourists care about. The most important
thing is to ensure that the information is true, timely, and
effective. At the same time, it pays attention to multichannel
online marketing, with the help of the combination of APP
and website, to truly promote the smart travel platform to
the hands of tourists, and tourists can truly rely on the plat-
form to make all-round smart decisions. In this paper, the
relationship between the changes in technology input and
the changes in tourists’ expectations of culture and tourism
through visits and surveys is as shown in Table 2.

In view of the unexplained connotation of tourist attrac-
tions, wireless communication technology can be considered
to optimize various communication facilities and equipment
in the scenic area. For example, driven by the high speed of
5G, there will be no network delay problems when tourists
search and understand the cultural background of the scenic
area. Wireless communication technology can also be used
in unmanned vehicles for sightseeing in scenic spots. Only
the high-speed network transmission load drives the unmann-
edness of unmanned vehicles. When the unmanned vehicles
experience abnormalities on the way, wireless communication
can also be used. Even if the information is sent back to the
monitoring station of the tourism management department
immediately, the safety of tourists is guaranteed. Figure 2
shows the changes of tourists’ expectations of scenic area cul-
ture and scenic tourism under the condition that the input vol-
ume of VR and wireless communication technology increases.

4.2. Measures to Solve the Problem of Incomplete Service. In
view of the order of the tour and the photo commemoration
of tourists, a small travel smart eye should be developed that

tourists carry when they enter the scenic spot. It is similar to
the VR eye that needs to be equipped to watch a 3D movie.
The tour process that combines culture and tourism must be
equipped with this eyes, which are worn when entering the
attraction site. The eyes can be set to remind visitors to fol-
low the time sequence of cultural and historical events and
take into account the characteristics that most tourists are
not familiar with the cultural connotation behind the attrac-
tion. The special address in the scenic spot directly broad-
casts its historical retrospective scene through the travel
smart eyes, allowing visitors to experience the culture at
the scene of historical event restoration through virtual real-
ity technology. After returning to reality, visitors will have a
better understanding of the culture of the scenic spot. Smart
eyes can be equipped with a camera function. If tourists keep
their eyes closed for more than 5 seconds, it means that they
confirm the photo. Using wireless communication technol-
ogy can realize the travel smart eyes directly take photos
and send them to other platform accounts that are logged
in or bound, or they can be sent to the cloud and wait.
Download the corresponding photos the next time you log
in to the cloud. This method can effectively avoid problems
caused by tourists forgetting to take pictures and insufficient
mobile phone battery power during travel. If tourists do not
need photos in the short term, they can also download them
from the cloud when they are needed later; this method
greatly facilitates the travel of tourists [15].

4.3. Measures to Solve the Problem of Unintelligence. Aiming
at the problem that the travel process is not smart enough, a
smart travel system can be established, and the system func-
tion interface can be opened before tourists visit the scenic
spot. The functional interface includes one-click VR to
understand the cultural history of the scenic spot and the
different cultural representatives in the scenic spot. Explain
the prompt sound and cloud map-style online cultural tour-
ism coordinate point explanation, in which tourists use VR
eyes to directly restore the historical scene and truly experi-
ence the real cultural and historical events behind the tourist
attraction. For example, the tour of Baidi City can be com-
bined with Liu Bei. The historical scene of Baidi Tuogu is
restored in VR. In view of the fact that there are many tour-
ists in the scenic spot at a specific time, wireless communica-
tion technology can be used to optimize the network in the
key areas of the cultural connotation of the scenic spot and
the most frequently parked area of tourists to enhance the
tourists’ mobile phone signal transmission experience, and
the scenic spot itself can also be based on wireless communi-
cation. According to technical statistics, the number and
density of tourists entering the scenic spot intelligently push
information to the intentional tourists who have not entered
the scenic spot that day, directly avoiding the occurrence of
congestion. The latest wireless communication technology
can also respond in real time, quickly, efficiently, and accu-
rately according to the various weather, traffic, hotel, and
scenic information required by tourists. The gradual devel-
opment and maturity of the combination of culture and
tourism have made tourists put forward higher requirements
for the authenticity of the information on the virtual

Table 2: Statistics on changes in technology input and tourists’
expectations for culture and tourism.

Expectations
Culture Tourism

Tech input

0.2 0.42 0.58

0.3 0.35 0.43

0.9 0.38 0.65

1.0 0.91 0.85
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platform and the security of the network. It is necessary for
the tourism administration department to establish a regula-
tory feedback mechanism platform to incorporate all aspects
involved into the regulatory system. Only when the supervi-
sion and management are done can the integration of cul-
ture and tourism be truly sustainable. Aiming at the
problem of navigation and cultural attraction, this, first of
all, we must do a good job in road guidance, using wireless
communication technology, when tourists enter the cover-
age area of the scenic area, automatically send text messages
or APP ringing reminders to carry out road guidance work.
After that, the culture of the scenic spot is spread through
wireless communication technology, such as setting the free
WIFI name of the scenic spot as a cultural background-
related name, and the WIFI password can also be a content
point for cultural promotion, so that tourists can already
experience the scenic spot before they start visiting. Culture,
this method can introduce and improve the attraction of cul-
ture to tourists. In addition, tourists like to stay in a home-
stay at a scenic spot, because the homestay is closer to the
cultural characteristics of this scenic spot. The administrator
of the scenic spot can arrange more cultural elements in the
homestay to enhance tourists’ interest in visiting, such as
arranging VR preemptive travel experience directly in the
homestay allow tourists to experience the features of scenic
spots that they have not experienced for free, so as to fully
display the cultural features of the scenic spots and attract
tourists and increase the income of scenic spots.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of tourism itself is to relax the body and
mind, but in addition, if it can also enable tourists to learn
some new knowledge and gain some new experiences,
then, tourism can become more meaningful. The develop-
ment strategy of cultural and tourism integration based on
wireless communication technology and VR technology
will adopt new technologies to strengthen the historical
and cultural influence on tourists. Using wireless commu-
nication technology to integrate the historical and cultural
resources contained in each scenic spot, leading tourists to
visit the historical and cultural background of the scenic
spot and the current scenic spot through VR eyes, under-
stand the whole ins and outs of the scenic spot and feel
the culture precipitated by the scenic spot in the historical
development. In turn, tourists are driven to have a deeper
understanding of the scenic spot from the ideological
point of view, also have a real experience of the cultural
life of the scenic spot, increase the income of scenic spots,
and achieve a win-win situation for tourists and scenic
spots.

Data Availability

Data sharing not applicable to this article as no datasets were
generated or analysed during the current study.
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The vigorous development of communication technology, especially the development of wireless network communication
technology, has accelerated its informatization process in more and more industrial applications. In the field of monitoring and
detection applications, the many advantages of wireless network transmission technology provide an important reference for
high-quality compaction monitoring. Engineering practice shows that the construction technology of asphalt pavement is the
ultimate guarantee of engineering quality. It is important to recognize that pavement performance is greatly influenced by
interface bonding condition and interface failure can reduce the serviceability of pavements rather than their overall structural
lifetime. This paper presents a laboratory test to investigate the bonding tensile performance between asphalt layers by tensile
testing. The test methods and devices for determining the bond regarding tensile testing are summarized as follows. Different
interface conditions have been analyzed herein: 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 kg/m2 with corresponding emulsified asphalt (MA) and SBS-
modified MA. It is found that the stress-strain relationship of tensile testing for interface bonding is similar with low-carbon
steels and it can be categorized into four zones. The results of tensile strength and damage displacement are discussed which are
key parameters in describing the interface bonding condition and evaluating pavement performance.

1. Introduction

The interface bonding condition between asphalt layers is
one of the most important factors that affect the perfor-
mance of the pavement structure and have attracted more
and more attention to study the bonding testing during
recent years. This leads to the development of different test
devices and corresponding parameters to characterize the
bonding properties in numerous papers and scientific con-
tribution, such as layer parallel direct shear test, wedge split-
ting test, torque test, and pull-off test [1–4]. In China,
extensive technical specifications and rules of tack coat for
asphalt layers have been set up but the standard test method
for evaluating the quality of layer bonding does not exist. In
general, in order to investigate the interfacial strength of

layer bonding, two different laboratory tests are widely con-
sidered, namely, shear testing and tensile testing. Samples
can be made in the laboratory or cored sampling on the
pavement. Although shear-type tests are popular to being
applied, there are some limitations to assess the interface
bonding condition [5–8]. It is well recognized that shear
stress is not the unique factor to result in poor bonding or
loss of bonding and tensile stress is also a major factor con-
tributing to the distresses of interface bonding [9].

The aim of this paper is the investigation of the bonding
properties for asphalt layers and to assess interface tensile
characteristics between layers of asphalt concrete. In this
paper, the results of an improved direct tensile testing are
presented and compared with the different materials for
interface bonding by laboratory-prepared specimens.
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2. Experimental Details

During the tensile testing of the interlayer bonding condi-
tion of asphalt, we followed the operating instruction for
the materials and test methods of the “Study on the mechan-
ical properties of tack coat between asphalt layers by inter-
laminar shear tests,” Applied Mechanics and Materials,
https://www.scientific.net/AMM.361-363.1490 [10–13].
Beyond that, interlaminar shear test and tensile test were
all experienced by this manuscript’s author. There are two
kinds of experiments for raw materials and gradation of
the same two asphalt mixtures. Specific materials and
methods will be introduced and explained below. Relative
data along with the manuscript of the “Study on the
mechanical properties of tack coat between asphalt layers
by interlaminar shear tests” are offered in information file.

The asphalt used in this test was AH-50 Asphalt pro-
duced by the Esso Asphalt Company. Limestone from
Jiangxi province, China, was selected as aggregate according
to relevant design standards. Two typical hot mix asphalt
mixtures (AC-25 and ATB-25) were prepared to study the
bonding performance between layers of asphalt concrete.
The asphalt binder performance is given in Table 1.

According to the Marshall test, the optimal asphalt con-
tent of AC-25 is 3.9% and the optimal asphalt content of
ATB-25 is 3.5%. The distribution of the graded aggregate is
shown in Figure 1.

The asphalt mixture used in the test are divided into
three parts: AC-25 HMA, cemented layer material and
ATB-25 HMA from top to bottom. Firstly, the ATB-25

Table 1: The asphalt binder performance.

Test AH-50

Penetration (25°C, 100 g, 5 s) (0.1mm) 53

Ductility (15°C, 5 cm/min) (cm) >100
Softening point (°C) 50.5

Density (15°C) (g/cm3) 1.040

Thin film oven test (TFOT) (163°C, 5 h)

Mass loss (%) 1

Penetration (%) 64.2

Ductility 10°C (cm) 4.3
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Figure 1: The graded curve of AC-25 (a) and ATB-25 (b) [9].

Table 2: The emulsified asphalt performance [9].

Test Ordinary MA SBS-modified MA

Demulsification rate Quick Quick

Charge Positive Positive

Engler viscosity 7.0 7.5

Sieve residue (%) 0.02 0.02

Storage stability (%) 0.7 0.5

Residue

Distillation residue (%) 60.7 61.2

Penetration at 25°C (0.1mm) 55 63

Ductility at 25°C (cm) >100 >100

2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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and AC-25 samples with diameter of 101.5mm and height
of 50mm were made by Marshall principle. After cooling
for two hours, apply the cementing layer material on the
upper surface of ATB-25 sample and bond with the lower

surface of AC-25 sample. The asphalt binders used are ordi-
nary MA and SBS modified MA with three different asphalt
dosages (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 kg/m2). The related performance
indicators are shown in Table 2.

AC-25

ATB-25

Tensile force

Tensile force

Tact coat

(a) Schematic of tensile testing (b) Original specimen

(c) Broken specimen

Figure 2: Schematic of direct tensile testing and the specimen.
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Figure 3: Typical curve for tensile stress vs. displacement.
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Figure 2 is the configuration diagram of the direct tensile
test in this study. A 50 kN Universal Servo-Hydraulic Test-
ing Machine and a linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) are used to apply tensile force to the specimen
under static or cyclic load conditions. The Universal Servo-
Hydraulic Universal Testing Machine stretches the test sam-
ple at a constant rate of 5mm/min, which makes the bound-
ary between the two layers of the specimen produce tension
and destroy. The test temperature of 25°C was selected. The
corresponding tensile stress and displacement are recorded
by the software of the equipment until the specimen failure.
The load-extension relationship and the stress-strain rela-
tionship are shown in Figure 3.

3. Results and Discussion

During the tensile test programme, 28 specimens were tested
using the tensile test equipment as mentioned above.
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between tensile stress
and displacement. It is found that the stress-strain relation-
ship of interface bonding is similar with low-carbon steels.
Four stages can be used to represent this figure: (i) elastic
stage, (ii) yield stage, (iii) hardening stage, and (iv) damage
stage. At the beginning of the test, the tensile stress increases
linearly and then reaches the yield strength.

(1) The linear growth of tensile stress in the elastic stage
satisfies Hooke’s law and has an initial slope
expressed as elastic modulus which is important
and applied in the engineering

(2) If the loading continues to be applied after the elastic
stage, the material will enter the yield stage and pro-
duce irreversible deformation. When the yield
strength reaches and the specimen continues to
extend, the stress fluctuates near the yield strength
and strain increase

(3) Beyond the yield stage, stress increases continuously
in the hardening stage due to the continuous load-
ing. The material has the ability to resist further
deformation. The specimen shows strain hardening,
and the degree of hardening is related to the perfor-
mance and content of the interface binder

(4) When the load is continued, the stress of the tensile
curve reaches the maximum value, that is, the ulti-

mate tensile strength, and the material loses its resis-
tance to deformation and begins to get destroyed

Table 3 lists all the cemented layer materials used in the
tensile test and the test results. The minimum tensile
strength is 0.08MPa and the maximum tensile strength is
0.18MPa and the damage displacement range from 0.62 to
1.49mm. It can be also found that the larger damage dis-
placement generally indicates a higher level of interface
bonding. The results show that the optimal amount of the
binder is 0.4 kg/m2; SBS-modified MA can significantly
improve the interfacial bonding strength of asphalt concrete.
When cement is added to the interface material, the tensile
strength is also improved, showing good tensile ductility.

4. Conclusion

Based on the laboratory test, the following conclusions can
be drawn from the analysis of the interface bonding condi-
tions between layers of asphalt concrete.

(1) The stress-strain relationship of tensile testing for
interface bonding is similar with low-carbon steels
and four stages can be used to represent: (i) elastic
stage, (ii) yield stage, (iii) hardening stage, and (iv)
damage stage

(2) The optimal amount of the binder for tensile
strength is 0.4 kg/m2; SBS-modified MA can signifi-
cantly improve the interfacial bonding strength of
asphalt concrete. When cement is added to the inter-
face material, the tensile strength is also improved,
showing good tensile ductility
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Table 3: Laboratory tensile test results.

Test Bond content (kg/m2) Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) Damage displacement (mm)

MA

0.2 0.11 0.98

0.4 0.15 1.49

0.6 0.13 1.07

SBS modified MA
0.2 0.18 1.48

0.4 0.08 0.62

3% cement + SBS −modified MA 0.4 0.14 1.23

5% cement + SBS −modified MA 0.4 0.11 0.98
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In order to improve the video image processing technology, this paper presents a moving object detection and tracking algorithm
based on computer vision technology. Firstly, the detection performance of the interframe difference method and the background
difference model method is compared comprehensively from both theoretical and experimental aspects, and then the Robert edge
detection operator is selected to carry out edge detection of the vehicle. The research results show that the algorithm proposed in
this paper has the longest running time per frame when tracking a moving target, which is about 2.3 times that of the single frame
running time of the CamShift algorithm. The algorithm has high running efficiency and can meet the requirements of real-time
tracking of a foreground target. The algorithm has the highest tracking accuracy, the time consumption is reduced, and the error
of the tracking frame deviating from the real position of the target is the least.

1. Introduction

Before computers and the appearance of modern science
and technology, people tend to rely mainly on vision when
accessing outside information. However, in our country,
under the background of computer technology development
promotion, the emergence of computer vision technology
has made developments to further extend the human eye
vision, especially under the help of all kinds of sensor tech-
nology. In this way, people can track moving targets in real
time so as to accurately grasp the specific morphological
attributes of the target [1]. Under the background of the
continuous enhancement of China’s economic strength, the
process of socialist modernization is also gradually advanc-
ing, and computer information technology has made great
progress, which makes a lot of reform and innovation in
the related image engineering and artificial intelligence tech-
nology. The detection of moving targets in video images has
always been an important problem in the field of computers.
Its application to urban management is of vital significance
in combating illegal crimes, maintaining people’s safety,
and promoting social stability and harmony [2]. To solve

many practical problems in real life, people need to be able
to accurately capture the moving information. Therefore, it
is very urgent to study the way and algorithm of moving tar-
get detection at present. Detecting moving targets is the
most important content in video sequence images; to
observe the whole scene image and find out the moving
object involves many contents, such as computer image
analysis, image processing, and artificial intelligence. To
detect a moving target is too late for target tracking, and to
understand behavior and the important basis of classifica-
tion belongs to the bottom of the video monitoring system.
To a large extent, it affects the function of the video surveil-
lance system [3].

Object tracking is an important branch in the field of
computer vision, and in order for computers to better
understand the real world and carry out efficient human-
computer interaction, research on the related technology of
object tracking is the top priority. The main task of target
tracking is to extract the target of interest from the video
image and obtain its characteristic information such as posi-
tion, size, moving speed, and angle in space continuously. At
present, few algorithms can accurately track any scene in
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real life, especially when the target is occluded and
deformed, and the color features change; the tracking frame
will more or less shift the real target position, or even
completely lose track of the target. At present, visual target
tracking-related technology has been integrated more closely
with modern people’s life, so that computers can assist or
completely replace humans to efficiently complete many
types tedious and dangerous work. For example, monitoring
equipment in a complex traffic area, video monitoring in
coal mine safety operations, and visual navigation technol-
ogy in the military neighborhood are all typical applications
of target tracking technology in real life. Sergio et al. [4].
investigated how visual context affects motion’s glasses,
whether consistent or independent of natural gravity. To
do this, 28 subjects followed a computer-simulated trajec-
tory that was disturbed in the descent section, its gravita-
tional effect (0 g/2 g) or fixed natural motion (1 g). Shortly
after the disturbance (550ms), the target disappears for
450 or 650ms and becomes visible again until landing. Tar-
get movements occur in quasirealistic graphical cues such as
balance sequences or unified backgrounds. We analyzed the
saccade and pursuit motions after 0G and 2G target-motion
perturbations, and we also analyzed the corresponding
intervals for undisturbed 1G trajectories after the corre-
sponding occlusion. Furthermore, we consider the target
to reappear at eye distance to the target. Tracking parame-
ters differ significantly between scenes: through a neutral
background, eye movements do not correspond to target
movements, while under a patterned background, they
show a significant dependency, indicating better tracking
of accelerated targets. These results indicate that the motor
control is adjusted to the realistic attributes of the visual
scene [5]. Sudha et al. [6] proposed an advanced deep
learning method called “enhanced,” a V3 and improved
visual background extractor algorithm for detecting multi-
ple types and multiple vehicles in the input video. More
precisely, tracking is done using a combination of the Kal-
man filter algorithm and particle filter technology to find
the trajectory of the incoming vehicle. In order to improve
the tracking results, the technology named the multicarrier
tracking algorithm is further proposed and tested with dif-
ferent weather conditions, such as sunshine, rain, night,
and fog, with input video at 30 frames per second. Major
research issues found in its department’s recent literature
are closely related to real-time traffic environment issues
such as occlusion, camera oscillations, background changes,
sensors, clutter, camouflage, and different lighting varia-
tions during the day—sunny and night vision. The experi-
mental results were tested with ten different input videos
and two benchmark datasets, KITTI and DETRAC. Up to
eight advanced features have been considered for automatic
feature extraction and annotation. The attributes are length,
width, height, number of mirrors, and wheels as well as
windshield shielding glass to detect the target area (vehicle)
on the road. In addition, further experiments were carried
out using a high-definition multi-input video with a mon-
ocular camera, with an average accuracy of 98.6%. The time
complexity of the algorithm was 0, and the tracking result
reached 96.6% [7].

Based on this, this paper proposes an algorithm for
detecting and tracking moving objects in images based on
computer vision technology. Firstly, the detection perfor-
mance of the interframe difference method and that of the
background difference model method are compared com-
prehensively from both theoretical and experimental aspects,
and then the Robert edge detection operator is selected to
carry out the edge detection of the vehicle. In the problem
of vehicle target segmentation, the algorithm can clearly dis-
tinguish the interference between each target and accurately
describe the moving face target, so as to track the moving
target better. Combined with the edge detection of the gray
vehicle image, the maximum interclass variance can be
obtained, and the accuracy and real-time performance of
segmentation can be improved. It is proven that the modi-
fied algorithm has a better tracking effect [8].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Theoretical Framework of Visual Computing. The theo-
retical framework of computer vision affects the develop-
ment of computer vision and is a guiding ideology in the
field of computer vision. Marr’s vision theory is a view of
information processing that combines physics, neurophysi-
ology, and image processing. Under this theoretical frame-
work, the generation of visual images can be divided into
three stages:

(1) Two-dimensional schematic diagram: the initial
schematic diagram uses edge segments, lines, spots,
and endpoints to describe the brightness changes in
the image, and then it uses virtual lines to completely
and explicitly represent the geometric relationship.
Finally, the initial schematic diagram whose descrip-
tion level can cover a certain scale range is obtained

(2) 2.5-dimensional diagram: by performing a series of
manipulations on the initial diagram, a representa-
tion of the geometrical features of the visible surface
is derived, including surface orientation, observer
distance, discontinuity between orientation and dis-
tance, surface reflection, and some rough description
of the predominant illumination

(3) 3D model: realize the representation of the three-
dimensional structure of the observed object in the
object-centered coordinate system and some
description of the surface properties of the object,
so as to obtain the spatial structure of the image

There are two main approaches to the visual tracking
problem. One is a bottom-up approach, and the other is a
top-down approach. The method in this paper can be
divided into three stages by using the bottom-up method
and combining with the visual computing theory of the
Marr visual process: layer vision, middle-layer vision, and
high-level vision. From the low-level vision to the middle-
level vision is the image feature description, from the
middle-level vision to the high-level vision is the 2.5D
description, and from the high-level vision is the 3D
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description. The bottom-up tracking process is obviously
able to get the position, speed, and acceleration of the scene.
Therefore, we first need to detect the moving target and then
determine whether the target is a tracking target. Finally, the
target position, trajectory, and other information are
obtained. We are now going to track a moving vehicle, and
with the help of Marr’s theory, the visual tracking frame-
work is easy to implement. There are mainly the following
three stages: vehicle detection is in an early stage; target
extraction and recognition to determine whether there is
tracking is in the middle stage; obtaining the target position
and trajectory information is in the later stage [9].

2.2. Video Image Moving Target Detection Method

2.2.1. Interframe Difference Method. As one of the most
commonly used methods for moving object detection, the
interframe difference method can effectively detect dynami-
cally changing images, and more than between adjacent
frames or between three frames. Therefore, it is called the
frame difference method, which is mainly based on the prin-
ciple of strong correlation between adjacent frames of a
sequence of images and can realize the change detection of
moving targets. Under the effect of filtering, the range and
area of the moving target are determined, and the calcula-
tion formula can be described as follows: dkðx, yÞ = j f kðx, y
Þ − f k−1ðx, yÞj. Among them, f kðx, yÞ and f k−1ðx, yÞ repre-
sent two successive frames of moving images and dkðx, yÞ
represents the absolute difference image; this calculation for-
mula only includes subtraction calculation of pixel intensity,
and the whole calculation process is relatively simple, feasi-
ble, and easy to implement. This detection method also has
some defects. It is easily affected by noise interference. When
the occluded background appears under the influence of
motion, the new background will be misdetected as a mov-
ing object; in order to effectively avoid the influence of a
“ghost” on moving targets, a new improvement was made
to the frame search method. By verifying the difference
intersection of multiple frames of images, moving targets
were detected, and symmetric difference detection was com-
monly used, as shown in Figure 1 [10].

2.2.2. Background Difference Method. The so-called back-
ground difference method mainly refers to subtracting the
current frame image presented in the video sequence from
the prestored background image to detect and extract the
target. The specific process is shown in Figure 2. The back-
ground difference method can be described as follows: dkðx
, yÞ = j f kðx, yÞ − Bðx, yÞj. Among them, the difference image
is represented bydkðx, yÞ, the background is represented by
Bðx, yÞ, and the current frame image is f kðx, yÞ. When
detecting the target, the K-frame image is subtracted from
the background image, and then the difference image is
extracted, and then the threshold is selected, The obtained
difference image is transformed into a binary difference
image, in which the pixel of 0 is determined as the back-
ground region, and the pixel of 1 is determined as the mov-
ing target region. As a very important part of the
background difference method, preprocessing refers to the

simple filtering of video images to avoid camera noise and
instantaneous noise of external links. If the camera shakes,
then, before background modeling, the acquired continuous
video frames must be integrated into image processing [11].

2.3. Algorithm Analysis of Moving Objects in Video Images

2.3.1. Multiframe Image Average Method. The so-called mul-
tiframe image average method mainly implies that when
detecting and analyzing the moving target, it is taken as
the noise source, and the accumulated average method is
adopted to gradually eliminate the noise, and the sequence
image of the running target is taken as the key analysis
object. The background image can be expressed as follows:

B x, yð Þ = 1
N
〠
N

i=1
f k x, yð Þ: ð1Þ

Using this algorithm, the corresponding background
image can be obtained, and the image is affected by the aver-
age frame number. The larger the average frame number is,
the better the noise elimination effect will be.

2.3.2. Continuous Frame Difference Method. The so-called
continuous frame difference method mainly refers to the cal-
culation of the difference between the current frame image
and the previous frame image in the process of extracting
and calculating the moving object of the video image, and
determines the moving region based on it; it can keep the
background in the moving region unchanged, while for the
background in the nonmoving region, the current frame
can be used to realize dynamic update. Under the action of
iteration, the background can be extracted. First, the original
image B0 can be represented by the first frame image I0;
then, we set the iteration parameter as I = 1and obtain the
difference of the binary image between the current frame
and the previous frame, namely, BW1. The specific calcula-
tion method is as follows:

BWi

1ads Ik − Ii−1ð Þ ≥ T ,
0ads Ik − Ii−1ð Þ < T ,

(
ð2Þ

where the images of the current frame and the previous
frame are represented byIiandIi−1, respectively, the differ-
ence between frames is adsðIi − Ii−1Þ, the grayscale histo-
gram of interframe difference images is represented by T ,
that is, the gray value corresponding to 1/10 of the right side
of the maximum peak value. Then, the background is
updated through a binary image, and the specific calculation
method is as follows:

Bi x, yð Þ
Bi−1 x, yð ÞBWi x, yð Þ = 1
aIi + I − að ÞBi−1 x, yð ÞBWi x, yð Þ = 0

(
, ð3Þ

whereBiðx, yÞandBWiðx, yÞrepresent the positions of the two
images in the coordinates, and the updating speed coefficient
is set as 0.1. Set the condition I = I + 1, and then substitute it
withBWi for iterative calculation; when a certain number is
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reached, the iteration ends and AA is set to extract the
background.

2.3.3. Maximum Threshold Segmentation. Usually, high-
quality moving images are often needed in practical work.
In order to meet the needs of high-quality moving objects
in various fields, the threshold can be determined to segment
the image, so that the binary image can accurately reflect the
moving objects of the image. In general, the histogram of the
image is in a bimodal state, and the optimal threshold is the
valley of the bimodal histogram. But for multipeak histo-
grams, the threshold true rule is faced with difficulties. After
research, the probability distribution method can be used to
represent the information. Generally, when the threshold is
different, the amount of information in the target area and
the background area is obviously different, so the total
amount of information threshold T is the optimal segmenta-
tion value, that is, the optimal threshold.

2.4. Performance Analysis of Moving Target Segmentation
Algorithm. Image segmentation is an important method in
computer moving object tracking. To solve the vehicle-
tracking problem, the Robert edge detection operator is used
to detect the edge of the target vehicle, which greatly
improves the segmentation accuracy. In addition, we also
propose a vehicle target segmentation strategy with maxi-
mum interclass variance, and the experimental results show
that the algorithm has good segmentation effect. The OTSU
method is a threshold segmentation method, which is based
on the principle of discriminant analysis and least square
method. In this method, the pixel threshold is divided into
two parts, target C0 and background C1, and then the inter-
class variance is obtained:

Assume that the image gray value in a certain range is
f0, 1,⋯, l − 1g, the gray level I of pixel is expressed asni,

and the whole pixel is expressed as N =∑1−1
i=0 ni. The occur-

rence probability of gray level I is shown in formula (4).
Select the threshold T to distinguish between the target

and the background area, C0 = f0, 1,⋯,tg; C1 = ft + 1, t + 2,
⋯1 − 1g. The probability of the possible occurrence of
targetC0and backgroundC1is shown in formula (5).

The mean is shown in formula (6).
The average gray level of the image is shown in

formula (7).
According to equation (5), equation (6), and equation

(7), the interclass variance is calculated and shown in
formula (8).

Next, we define the in-class variance as shown in
formula (9).

The total variance is defined as shown in formula (10).
For second order statistics 02WðtÞ and 02r independent

of t, we made a simple judgment as shown in formula (11).
Under such a criterion, both types of t values belong to

the optimal threshold, so ηðtÞ is the maximum criterion, as
shown in formula (12).

2.5. Performance Analysis of Target Tracking Algorithm. In
many visual tracking algorithms, there are basically two
categories: one is based on motion, and the other is based
on a specific model. It is mainly based on the model track-
ing method, through mutual matching to achieve tracking.
Template matching can be divided into two types based
on target and target region. The target-based method
matches by angle, color, etc. In a complex environment,
its matching effect is better than the boundary matching
method. In fact, due to the movement of the target itself,
for the fixed target model that cannot be stable for a long
time, it is necessary to update the target features in real
time to adapt to the change of the target. If the target
model of the current frame cannot accurately describe
the current target, it will lead to wrong model update.
To solve this problem, we proposed an image matching
and tracking algorithm based on multiassociated tem-
plates. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 3:

In the target tracking problem, the target tracking
information is determined by the matching of the image
relative to the original image. In fact, there is a certain
degree of difference between the template involved in
the image matching and the potential matching factors.
Therefore, detecting a matching object on an unknown
image is a complex task. The relationship between
template T and the potential match object P is shown
in formula (13).

Differential image 1

Differential image 2

Binaryzation

Binaryzation

Spoats goals

F(i-1)

F(i)

F(i+1)

Be mixedmixed

Figure 1: Symmetric difference method. By verifying the difference intersection of multiple frames of images, moving targets were detected,
and symmetric difference detection was commonly used.

Video frames

Pretreatment

Foreground detection

Target area

Background modeling

Reprocessing

Figure 2: Detection flow. The so-called background difference
method mainly refers to subtracting the current frame image
presented in the video sequence from the prestored background
image to detect and extract the target.
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Among them,ðx, yÞ ∈ T ,ðx′, y′Þ ∈ p, andβijαiare con-
stants. By combining the similarity criterion, mean absolute
difference method, and mean square error method, the sim-
ilarity measure of the mean absolute error is obtained as
shown in formula (14).

Here, the size of the reference image f1ðx, yÞ ism × n, the
size of the real-time imagef2ðx, yÞis alsom × n, and the mean
square error similarity measure can be expressed as shown
in formula (15).

In equation (14) and equation (15), the offset ðx0, y0Þ
that satisfies Dðx0, y0Þ is called the matching point, but when
the target is heavily affected by illumination, the tracking
effect will not be very ideal. The linear change of the image
can be tracked by the normalization algorithm. The similar-
ity measure of the normalized algorithm can be expressed as
shown in formula (16).

Here, �f 1 and �f 2, respectively, correspond to the grayscale
value of the template and the sample image [12].

3. Results and Discussion

In order to verify the accuracy of the algorithm, the experi-
ment selected a PC configured with Intel core i5 and 2GB

memory, and carried out experiments under two videos,
respectively. The tracking results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 6 is the tracking performance analysis of the
above algorithm during the whole tracking period. As can
be seen from the above table, the algorithm proposed in this
paper has the longest running time of a single frame when
tracking moving targets, which is about 2.3 times that of
the CamShift algorithm. The algorithm has high running
efficiency and can meet the requirements of real-time track-
ing of foreground targets. In terms of the tracking accuracy
of the target, the algorithm in this paper has the highest
tracking accuracy, reduced time consumption, and mini-
mized error of the tracking box deviating from the real posi-
tion of the target.

3.1. Advice on Equations.

pi =
ni
N
,

pi ≥ 0,

〠
1−1

i=0
pi = 1,

ð4Þ

Video sequence input

Template initialization

Create the corresponding template

Template matching

Template update

Target-point prediction

Match the result output

Figure 3: Tracking algorithm flow chart. To solve this problem, we proposed an image matching and tracking algorithm based on
multiassociated templates.

Figure 4: Tracking experiment results: tracking effect of black cars. In order to verify the accuracy of the algorithm, the experiment selected
a PC configured with Intel core i5 2GB memory.
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P0 tð Þ = 〠
t

i=1
pi,

P1 tð Þ = 〠
1−1

i=t+1
Pi,

ð5Þ

μ0 tð Þ = 〠
t

i=1

ipi
P0 tð Þ ,

μ1 tð Þ = 〠
i=1

i=t+1

ipi
P1 tð Þ ,

ð6Þ

μT = 〠
1−1

1=0
ipi, ð7Þ

02B tð Þ = P0 tð Þ μ0 tð Þ − μT½ �2 + P1 tð Þ μ1 tð Þ − μT½ �2, ð8Þ

02w tð Þ = P0 tð Þ〠
t

i=0
i −U0ð Þ2 ∗ Pi

P0 tð Þ
� �

+ P1 tð Þ 〠
1−1

i=t+1
i −U1ð Þ2 ∗ Pi

P1 tð Þ
� �

,
ð9Þ

02r = 02B + 02w, ð10Þ

η tð Þ = σ2
B

σ2T
, ð11Þ

max
0<t<1−1

η tð Þ =max η t∗ð Þ, ð12Þ

x′

y′

" #
≈

β11 β12

β21 β22

" #
x

y

" #
+

α1

α2

" #
, ð13Þ

D x0, y0ð Þ = 1
mn

〠
m−1

x=0
〠
n−1

y=0
f1 x, yð Þ − f2 x + x0, y + y0ð Þj j, ð14Þ

ID x0, y0ð Þ = 1
mn

〠
m−1

x=0
〠
n−1

y=0
f1 x, yð Þ − f2 x + x0, y + y0ð Þj j2,

ð15Þ

R x0, y0ð Þ = ∑m−1
x=0 ∑

n−1
y=0 f1 x, yð Þ − �f 1

Â Ã
f2 x + x0, y + y0ð Þ − �f 2

Â Ã
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑m−1

x=0 ∑
n−1
y=0 f1 x, yð Þ − �f 1

Â Ã2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑m−1

x=0 ∑
n−1
y=0 f2 x + x0, y + y0ð Þ − �f 2

Â Ã2qr :

ð16Þ
3.2. Advice on Figures. Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are
provided.

4. Conclusions

In recent years, the way to detect moving objects and the
specific detection algorithm are two of the hot issues in the
field of computers. It is an important practice of video image
processing technology, and its application prospect is very
broad. The detection and tracking algorithm of moving
objects in images based on computer vision technology is
studied. This algorithm improves the image processing

Figure 5: Tracking experiment results: tracking effect of white cars. In order to verify the accuracy of the algorithm, the experiment selected
a PC configured with Intel core i5 2GB memory.
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Figure 6: Dynamic changes of tracking box size under the complex
background of two algorithms. The tracking performance analysis
of the above algorithm during the whole tracking period is shown.
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The application of artificial intelligence and deep learning in the fields of wireless communication, image and speech recognition,
and 3D reconstruction has successfully solved some difficult modeling problems. This paper focuses on the high-precision 3D
reconstruction of the motion-blurred cooperative markers, including the Chinese character coded targets (CCTs) and the
noncoded circular markers. A simulation-based motion-blurred image generation model is constructed to provide sufficient
samples for training the convolutional neural network to identify and match the motion-blurred CCTs on the moving object.
The blurred noncoded marker matching is performed through homography. The 3D reconstruction of the markers is realized
via the optimization of the spatial moving path within the exposure period. The midpoint of the moving path of the markers is
taken as the final reconstruction result. The experimental results show that the 3D reconstruction accuracy of the markers with
a certain motion blur effect is about 0.08mm.

1. Introduction

Machine vision has been widely used in object positioning,
pose detection, motion tracking, and 3D shape reconstruc-
tion [1–5]. However, the imaging blur effect of moving
targets makes these tasks difficult.

There are two potential ways to the 3D reconstruction
of motion-blurred targets: one is the reconstruction after
deblurring, and the other is the reconstruction directly
from the blurred images. Image deblurring is a typical
inverse problem. The classic nonblind deconvolution algo-
rithms alleviate the motion blur effect with given blur ker-
nels such as point spread function [6] and Richardson and
Lucy [7, 8]. For blind deconvolution with unknown blur
kernel, Ref. [9] first used Radon transformation to esti-
mate the blur parameters based on the spectrum informa-
tion. The nonblind deconvolution is then used to recover
the clear image. In [10], the gradient information of the
motion-blurred image was used to determine the length
and angle of the blur path. In [11], the unsaturated region

was selected to estimate the blur kernel by using prior
knowledge. The regularization equation was established,
and the variation Bayesian was used to solve the optimal
problem. In [12], the sharp boundary template was extracted
from the downsampled image of the blurred image, and then,
the blurred and the predicted value images were used to
calculate the blur kernel. Although the above-mentioned
methods can restore the motion-blurred images to some
extent, the algorithms still need to make assumptions about
the motion of the target or the camera. These assumptions
implied the uniformity of the blur, which is usually not the
case in practice.

For reducing spatially varying motion blur, Tai et al. [13]
used a hybrid camera system that simultaneously captures
high-resolution video at a low-frame rate together with
low-resolution video at a high-frame rate. Extra information
available in the hybrid camera is utilized to reformulate the
correction process to achieve better deblurring effect. The
optical flow method proposed in [14] calculated the spatial
change. The pose data output by the gyroscope attached to
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the camera was used by [15, 16] to determine the path of
camera shaking and calculate the blur kernel caused by the
shake. Tai et al. [17] used the coded exposure method to col-
lect motion-blurred images, where the user estimated the
homography matrix of the intermittent motion through
multiple interventions.

The different depths of the image points lead to the
different motion blur kernel functions, which reveal that
the blurring effect is inherently related to the 3D geometry
of the scene. In [18], Xu and Jia used the depth information
generated by the binocular stereo image to deblur the image
in any form of motion. However, this was essentially a qua-
siuniform blur model with obvious ring artifacts. In [19], Lee
and Lee developed a depth reconstruction method based on
blur perception. Although the deblurring effect was good,
the premise of the reconstruction was to know the motion
path of the camera, which made it unsuitable for the 3D
reconstruction of an object with unknown motion path.
Hong et al. [20] achieved better motion blur removal effect
in multiview images. However, they did not provide 3D
reconstruction result.

Several researchers have tried to extract useful informa-
tion directly from the blurred images without deblurring.
In [21], a segmentation-based symmetrical stereo vision
matching method was proposed to address the high match-
ing error rates of the images with motion blur. Although this
method effectively reduced the false matching rates, it was
only suitable for images with slight local blurring. In [22],
a motion model based on the affine transformation principle
was established. This method estimated the motion blur
parameters of each subregion, but it was only suitable for
problems tolerating relative low accuracy. In [23], the circu-
lar coded target under the effect of motion blur was 3D
reconstructed. However, the circular coded targets have a
simple structure and relatively low distinguishability; there-
fore, they are difficult to be correctly recognized under
motion blur effect. Ref. [24] proposed a set of cooperative
markers which used Chinese characters as the feature target
and achieved better recognition performance under motion
blur effect.

For the 3D reconstruction of a high-speed moving
target, the movement of the target within the exposure
time cannot be ignored. The trajectory of the target during
the exposure period will result in superimposed imaging,
forming a certain degree of motion blur effect. Taking
multiview images with motion blur effect as input, we
propose an approach to 3D reconstruction of corporative
markers, including both coded and noncoded ones. The
remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the structure and the segmentation algorithm
of the marker points and establishes a simulation model
for the motion-blurred marker targets. Section 3 uses con-
volutional neural network (CNN) to match the Chinese
character coded targets (CCTs) with motion blur effect.
Section 4 establishes the objective function of the marker
targets and provides the initial values of the parameters.
Section 5 designs an experimental procedure to reconstruct
the marked targets in motion. Finally, Section 6 summa-
rizes the article.

2. The Marker Targets

The cooperative markers in this paper include the CCTs
[24] and noncoded circular markers. Each of the CCTs
has a unique identity and is relatively easy for establishing
correspondences among the multiview images. However,
the CCTs are too large to be employed for all interest points
on the object. Therefore, the relative small noncoded circular
markers are also utilized. The correspondences between the
noncoded markers are established based on the correspon-
dences of the CCTs.

2.1. Structure of the Markers. The structure of each Chinese
character is unique. Even if a motion blur occurs, they still
possess certain characteristic information. The CCTs pro-
posed in [24] are shown in Figure 1(a), which are composed
of three concentric black/white/black circles (the center of
the circles is also the center of the CCTs) and a combination
of different Chinese characters. The diameter of the three
circles and the size of the Chinese characters are in the ratio
of 1 : 2 : 3 : 6. We choose 100 Chinese characters as the target
to be coded and use numbers 0-99 as the encoding value of
the corresponding CCTs. The Chinese characters in the
coded targets are different. Thus, they can be used as the
target point of the unique identity characterization. The
noncoded target, shown in Figure 1(b), is a square, where
the positioning area is composed of a white auxiliary circle
concentric with a black positioning circle. The diameter of
the two circles and the square is in the ratio of 1 : 2 : 3. In
different applications, the size of the markers, including the
CCTs and the noncoded markers, can be scaled to fit in
the range of the scene. In our experiment, the size of the
marker point is set to x = 4mm.

2.2. Simulation of the Motion-Blurred CCTs. We generate a
large number of CCT images via soft program to provide
sufficient samples for training the recognition network.

2.2.1. The Virtual Camera Method. Figure 2 illustrates a
schematic diagram that defines the blur degree (intensity)
σ, which can be expressed as

σ = Oe
obj −Os

obj

��� ���/ D2′ −D1′
�� ��, ð1Þ

where Os
obj and Oe

obj are the starting and ending points of the

marker’s center on the imaging plane, respectively, and D1′
and D2′ are the two intersection points.

Figure 3 shows the simulation steps of motion blur
imaging. uvo2 andxyo1, respectively, represent the pixel
coordinate system and the image coordinate system. The
camera coordinate system OcXcYcZc and the marker coordi-
nate system OobjXobjYobjZobj are described by the rotation
matrix R1

oc and the translation vector t1oc. The point Oobj is

translated to the point O′obj, where the spatial displacement

is Δtoc. The new camera coordinate system O′objX′objY ′obj
Z′obj and the translated coordinate system of the marker
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targets are described by the rotation matrix Re
oc and the

translation vector teoc, which satisfy

Re
oc = R1

oc,

teoc = t1oc + Δtoc:

(
ð2Þ

The displacement of the marker targets is evenly discre-
tized into N points. The rotation matrix Roc and the trans-
lation vector toc between the camera and the marker targets’
coordinate systems with the ith point used as the origin can
be expressed as

Roc = R1
oc,

toc = t1oc +
i − 1
N − 1

Δtoc:

8<
: ð3Þ

The process of generating the dynamic simulation seg-
mentation image Ib from the original image Iobj of the
marker point can be expressed as

Ib Dd′
� �

=
1
N〠

N

i=1
f AC, kC1, kC2, pC1, pC2, R1

oc, t1oc
À*

+
i − 1
N − 1

Δtoc,Dobj, Iobj Dobj
À Á��

,

ð4Þ

where IbðDd′Þ is the gray value at Dd′ in Ib, and hi refers to
the smallest bounding box of the simulated images.

The rotation matrix Rocis not intuitive enough. In this
paper, the rotation vector roc = ½rx, ry , rz�T is used to repre-
sent the spatial orientation of the markers, where rx, ry ,
and rz represent the angles of the marker coordinate system
rotating around the axes OobjXobj, OobjYobj, and OobjZobj in
turn. In the actual measurements, the range of roc is set as

roc = rx, ry, rz
Â ÃT ∣ rx , ry ∈ −

π

3
,
π

3

h i
, rz ∈ −π, π½ �

n o
: ð5Þ

2.2.2. The Perturbation Model. The real images are affected
by noise, light distribution, and light intensity. The perturba-
tion model adds noise η, gray contrast φ, and gray increment
β to simulate these imaging factors. Hence, we assume the
relationship between IobjðDobjÞ and the gray value ΙimgðDd′Þ
at the corresponding point Dd′ on the simulated image Ιimg
satisfying

Iimg Dd′
� �

= φIobj Dobj
À Á

+ β ∣ φ ∈ 0:3, 1½ �, β ∈ 0, 25½ �È É
: ð6Þ

By combining with the perturbation model (6), the vir-
tual camera method (4) is modified to generate the CCT
simulation segmentation image as

Ib D′d
� �

=
1
N
〠
N

i=1
f AC, kC1, kC2, pC1, pC2, R1

oc, t1oc
À*

+
i − 1
N − 1

Δtoc,Dobj, Iobj Dobj
À Á

, φ, β
��

+ η,

ð7Þ

where η refers to the noise. Then, the parameters of the
simulation model are determined to generate various
motion-blurred CCTs. Figure 4 shows the simulated
motion-blurred image examples with various spatial posi-
tions, directions, motion paths, blur levels, and noise levels.

3. Recognition of the Motion-Blurred CCTs

The CNN utilized for motion-blurred CCT recognition is
composed of five layers: the input layer, convolutional layer
(C), pooling layer (P), fully connected layer (F), and the out-
put layer.

6x3x2xx

(a)
3x2xx

(b)

Figure 1: Marker structure diagram.

D1′ D2
′

Figure 2: The schematic diagram defining the degree of blur.
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Figure 5 shows the CNN structure diagrams of the
Chinese character coded target “典.” The CNN adopts a
convolutional layer and a pooling layer to alternately set
four convolutional layers and three pooling layers. To be
specific, 12 × 5 × 5ð1Þ@64 × 64 means that the layer has
12 convolution kernels with the window size of 5 × 5, the
sliding step length of which on its input feature surface
is 1, and the output feature surface size is 64 × 64. The
output layer uses SoftMax [25] as the regression model,
where the category with the highest probability is used
as the output category. Finally, the crossentropy loss func-
tion is used as the objective function of the optimization
problem.

4. The 3D Reconstruction Based on Image
Difference Minimization

In [23], Zhou et al. proposed a method to reconstruct the
spatial motion path of the circular coded targets within the
camera exposure time. In this paper, we investigate the 3D
reconstruction of both motion-blurred CCTs and noncoded
targets, including the preliminary reconstruction process
and the fine-tune optimization.

4.1. The Preliminary 3D Reconstruction of Motion-Blurred
Markers. The preliminary 3D reconstruction of the
motion-blurred markers refers to the 3D reconstruction of
the midpoint of the path within the exposure period to
obtain the initial 3D coordinates of the markers.

4.1.1. The Preliminary 3D Reconstruction of the CCTs.
Figure 6 shows the recognition result of the CCTs, where
the rectangular boxes enclose the CCTs, and the numbers
on top of them represent the code values of the CCTs. The
CCTs with the same code values are regarded as the images
of the same coded target in the left and right cameras. The

pixel coordinates, namely, Dcinitl′ and Dcinitr′ , of the center of
each bounding rectangle are used to obtain the initial 3D
coordinates Dcinitr′ of the underlying CCT.

4.1.2. The Preliminary 3D Reconstruction of the Noncoded
Targets. The preliminary 3D reconstruction of the noncoded
targets is performed after the 3D reconstruction and optimi-
zation of the CCTs. Since we mark the optimized result of
Dcinit as Dcopt, the pixel coordinates Dcoptl′ and Dcoptr′ of
Dcopt on the left and right images can be expressed as

Dcoptl′ = project ACl, kC1l, kC2l, pC1l, pC2l, Rl, tl,Dcopt
À Á

,

Dcoptr′ = project ACr, kC1r, kC2r, pC1r, pC2r, R−1
rl Rl, R−1

rl tl − trlð Þ,Dcopt
À Á

:

8<
:

ð8Þ

The homography matrixH is obtained by the correspon-
dence between the imaging plane of the left and the right
camera, respectively. Divide an area on the scene shot by
the binocular stereo vision system. The divided area requires
a small curvature and contains at least 5 CCTs. Thus, the
homography relationship can be established as

Dr′=HrH−1
l Dl′=HlrDl′, ð9Þ

where Dl′ and are the pixel coordinates of the imaging point
in the left and right corresponding images, Hl and Hr are the
homography relationship with Dl′ and Dr′, and Hlr is the
homography between Dl′ and Dr′. The corresponding rela-
tionship between Dcoptl′ and Dcoptr′ can be obtained from (8)
and (9) as

Dcoptr′ =HlrDcoptl′ : ð10Þ

Use at least five sets of corresponding pixel coordinates
Dcoptl′ and Dcoptr′ in the left and right corresponding
images. According to formula (10), the homography rela-
tionship Hlr between the left and right corresponding
images is optimized. After the solution of Hlr is com-
pleted, the center coordinates of the bounding box of the
noncoded targets are obtained. The center coordinates of
the noncoded markers are shown in the left imageDuinitl′
and the corresponding coordinateDlHr′ =HlrDuinitl′ in the

Oc

Yc

O2

u

v

y

x
,

,

,

,

Xc
Zobj

Zc

Yobj
Xobj

Zobj
Oobj

Oobj

Yobj Xobj

O1

Figure 3: Virtual camera method to simulate motion blur imaging.

Figure 4: The motion-blurred CCTs “典” generated by
simulations.
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right image. We then calculate the pixel distance between
DlHr′ and the center coordinates of the bounding box of
all noncoded targets in the right picture. Finally, we take
Duinitr′ , which is nearest to DlHr′ , as the matching point of
Duinitl′ .

Figure 7 shows the matching results of the noncoded tar-
gets, in which the box is the division rectangle, and the same
number represents the corresponding noncoded targets after
matching. When the noncoded target matching is com-
pleted, D′uinitl and D′uinitr are taken as the initial values of
the pixel coordinate of the noncoded targets’ positioning

center, and hence, the initial 3D coordinates of the position-
ing center Duinit is obtained.

4.2. Establishment of the Objective Function. In the motion-
blurred images, the markers are imaged along a 3D moving
path instead of at a certain spatial point during the exposure
period. Therefore, the optimization parameters in our
method concern the spatial moving path of the markers.

4.2.1. Binocular System Virtual Camera Method. The virtual
camera method of the binocular system is used to simulate
the motion-blurred images of the CCTs on the camera-

12 × 5 × 5(1)

12 × 2 × 2(2)

22 × 2 × 2(2)
16 × 2 × 2(2)

@64 × 64

68 × 68

@28 × 28

@32 × 32
@14 × 14

@6 × 6

@12 × 12 @4 × 4
C1 C3

P2

P4
P6

C5 C7

F8
O9

5

16 × 5 × 5(1) 22 × 3 × 3(1) 50 × 3 × 3(1)

Dropout

Feature extraction

classification
Dropout

Figure 5: The CNN’s structure diagrams of the CCT “典.”

Figure 6: Recognition result of the CCTs.

Figure 7: The matching results of the noncoded targets.
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imaging plane under high-speed motion. The process of
generating the dynamic simulation segmentation images Ibl
and Ibr of the original image Iobj of the CCT in the left and
right cameras can be expressed as

Ibl D′d
� �

=
1
N
〠
N

i=1
f ACl, kC1l, kC2l, pC1l, pC2l, R1

oc, t1oc
À*

+
i − 1
N − 1

Δtoc,Dobj, Iobj Dobj
À Á

, φ, β
��

,

ð11Þ

Ibr D′d
� �

= 1
N
〠
N

i=1
f ACr, kC1r, kC2r, pC1r, pC2r, R−1

rl R1
oc, R−1

rl t1oc − trl
À ÁÀ*

+
i − 1
N − 1

Δtoc,Dobj, Iobj Dobj
À Á

, φ, β
��

,

ð12Þ
where the noise is removed as it is not a suitable optimiza-
tion parameter.

4.2.2. Optimization Goal Based on Differential Images. As in
[23], we also minimize the difference between the dynamic
analog segmented images and the real-shot segmented
images of the markers in the left and right cameras, namely,
IΔl and IΔr, to fine tune the 3D reconstruction. The process is
as follows:

IΔl = Irl − Iblj j,
IΔr = Irr − Ibrj j,

(
ð13Þ

where j•j ensures that the gray values of all pixels in differen-
tial images are nonnegative numbers. Here, firstly, the sizes
of Ibl, Ibr, Irl, and Irr have been unified to U ×V . Next, the
optimized function FΔ that minimizes the average gray value
of the difference image is set as the optimization goal, which
can be expressed as

FΔ =
∑U−1

u=0 ∑
V−1
v=0 IΔl u, vð Þð Þ +∑U−1

u=0 ∑
V−1
v=0 IΔr u, vð Þð Þ

� �
2UV

, ð14Þ

where IΔlððu, vÞÞ and IΔrððu, vÞÞ represent the gray value
at ðu, vÞ of the differential image. The optimization func-
tion FΔ can be expressed in terms of R1

oc, t1oc, Δtoc, φ, and
β as

FΔ = opt R1
oc, t1oc, Δtoc, φ, β

À Á
: ð15Þ

4.3. Estimation of the Initial Values of the Parameters.
This subsection describes how the initial values of the
optimized parameters are obtained for both CCTs and
the noncoded targets. The initial values of the CCTs are
obtained by improving the method in [23]. An effective
method for determining the initial value of the noncoded
targets is independently proposed.

4.3.1. Initial Values of the CCTs

(1) Determination of the Initial Values t1oc and Δtoc of the
Space Position. Figure 8 shows the motion relationship
diagram of the CCTs, while the relationship between the
camera exposure time Δt and ΔT is shown in Figure 9. Three
sets of images with motion blur effect are shot under high-
speed motion at equal time intervals of ΔT , where -1, 0,
and 1 represent the previous frame, current frame, and the
next frame in the shooting process, respectively.

For a CCT, the initial values of the 3D coordinates of the
midpoint of the path within the previous, current, and the
next frames are D−1

cinit, D0
cinit, and D1

cinit, which are shown
by the points D−1

cinit, D
0
cinit, and D1

cinit in Figure 8. Take points
Ds

cinit and De
cinit and the midpoint D0

cinit on the fitted curve. If
the arc length Ds

cinitD
e
cinit is used to represent the intraframe

path of the current frame, the relationship can be given as

ls
LS

=
Δt
2ΔT

, ð16Þ

where LS represents the arc length of the curve and ls repre-
sents the arc length of Ds

cinitD
e
cinit. After calculating ls, the

spatial coordinates Ds
cinit and De

cinitof the points Ds
cinit and

De
cinit can be solved. The relationships between Ds

cinit and
De

cinit and t1oc and Δtoc are as follows:

t1oc =Ds
cinit,

Δtoc =De
cinit −Ds

cinit:

(
ð17Þ

(2) Determination of the Initial Gray Image Values φ and β.
To improve the initial value setting of β provided in [23],
we distinguish the black background of the dynamic real-

Zcl

Ocl

Ycl
Xcl

Dcinit
−1

Dcinit
s

Dcinit
0 Dcinit

e

Dcinit
1

Figure 8: The diagram showing the motion relationships of the
CCTs.

n1 n2

D–1
cinit D0

cinit D1
cinitDs

cinit De
cinit

–1 0 1

𝛥T
𝛥t

Figure 9: The relationship between Δt and ΔT .
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shot segmented image and take its gray average value as β
to generate the dynamic analog-segmented image. Hence,
the initial value of φ can be calculated as

φ =
∑U−1

u=0 ∑
V−1
v=0 Ir u, vð Þð Þ − βð Þ

∑U−1
u=0 ∑

V−1
v=0 Iobj u, vð Þð Þ

, ð18Þ

where Ir represents the dynamic real shot segmented
image and Iobjððu, vÞÞ and Irððu, vÞÞ represent the gray
value of Iobj and Ir at the pixel coordinate ðu, vÞ.

(3) Determination of the Initial Space Attitude R1
oc. We first

divided rx and ry in roc into 10 equal parts and rz into 50
equal parts; hence, a total of 10 × 10 × 50 = 5000 combina-
tions were obtained. We then calculated the initial value of
roc using rx, ry, and rz when FΔ is the smallest and hence
determined the initial value of R1

oc.

4.3.2. Initial Values of the Noncoded Targets

(1) Determination of the Initial Values of t1oc and Δtoc. For a
rigid body moving in the 3D space, its relative pose between
the beginning and the end of the motion can be described by
a rotation and a translation transformation. If the rotation
matrix Robj represents its rotation transformation and the
translation vector tobj represents its translation transforma-

tion, the coordinate transformation of any point on the rigid
body can be expressed as

P′obj = RobjPobj + tobj, ð19Þ

where Pobj and P′obj are the 3D coordinates of the point on
the rigid body before and after the movement. If the mid-
point and the endpoint of the intraframe path after the opti-
mization of the CCTs are marked as Dm

copt and De
copt, their

relation can be given as

De
copt = RobjDm

copt + tobj, ð20Þ

where Robj and tobj, respectively, represent the rotation
matrix and the translation vector of the movement of the
marker targets from the midpoint of the camera exposure
time to the end of the camera exposure. In this paper, Robj
and tobj are obtained by parameter fitting through the intra-
frame path relations of more than five CCTs. Regarding the
center of the reconstructed noncoded targets, the midpoint
and endpoint of the nonoptimized intraframe path are
denoted as Dm

uinit and De
uinit, respectively. Their relation can

be expressed as

De
uinit = RobjDm

uinit + tobj: ð21Þ

The starting point Ds
uinit of the noncoded intraframe

path without optimization is Ds
uinit = 2Dm

uinit −De
uinit. Here,

t1oc and Δtoc between the marker point coordinate system
of the noncoded targets and the left camera coordinate sys-
tem can be expressed as

t1oc =Ds
uinit,

Δtoc =De
uinit −Ds

uinit:

(
ð22Þ

Observation value

View
 1

View
 2

Estimated value

Number of iterations
0 80 660

Residual value

Figure 10: The difference image at different stages of the optimization process.

Table 1: The mean time-consuming of different types of markers.

Time-consuming steps
The initial search of the

spatial attitude
Minimization

CCTs 647.4 s 523.9 s

Noncoded targets 12.6 s 494.5 s
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method for determining the initial values of φ and β of the
noncoded targets is the same as that of the CCTs.

(3) Determination of the Initial Value R1
oc. When deter-

mining R1
oc of the noncoded targets, rx and ry of roc need

to be sampled at equal intervals within their value range. The
parameter rz is set to zero for the circular symmetry property
of the noncoded targets. Hence, roc of the noncoded targets
has only 10 × 10 = 100 combinations.

4.4. Optimization Method and Results. We used Powell opti-
mization to minimize FΔ. Figure 10 shows the difference
image during the optimization process for various iterations
of the CCT “典.” The first row and the fourth row in
Figure 10, respectively, represent the enlarged results of the
red rectangular boxes in the second and the third rows.
When the optimization is over, the difference image is nearly
black, which indicates that the simulated segmented image is
very close to the real segmented image. In other words, the
optimization achieves good convergence.

In the final error calculation, the space coordinates of
the static marker targets reconstructed by a commercial
structured-light device ATOS® are assumed as the true
values. Accordingly, the midpoints of the 3D moving
paths of the markers are taken as the final 3D reconstruc-
tion result for the error evaluation. So far, the whole 3D
reconstruction procedure of the two types of the coopera-
tive markers with motion blur effect is completed.

5. Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of the 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm, the multiview images of the motion target under dif-
ferent exposure times are captured, and the intraframe
motion paths of the motion blur markers are reconstructed.

5.1. Experimental Setup. We select the rotating ceiling fan
blades as the experimental object. A synchronous controller
is used to control the left and right cameras to obtain the
multiview images of the moving blade at 19Hz frequency.
The image resolution is 1392 × 1040, obtained by a Basler
A102f camera.

When the fan blades are in a static state, the camera
exposure time is set to 1ms, and the binocular stereo vision
system is used to obtain clear images. When the fan blade
rotates at a fixed speed, the camera exposure time is set to
0.6ms, 0.8ms, 1.0ms, 1.2ms, 1.4ms, 1.6ms, and 1.8ms,
respectively. Then, we shoot three sets of images with

motion blur effect under high-speed motion at each expo-
sure time.

5.2. Reconstruction Results. We perform 3D reconstruction
and optimization on the markers in all the images and
acquired the 3D coordinates of the marker points before
and after the optimization. The time-consuming steps in
the optimization process mainly include the initial value
search of the marker space attitude and the minimization.
The average time-consuming statistics are provided in
Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the average times of the
two types of markers are very close for the minimization
optimization. In the process of searching for the initial value
of the spatial pose, the time of noncoded targets to be
searched is about 1/50 of the time of the CCTs to be
searched. Therefore, using the noncoded targets as the 3D
reconstruction target can greatly improve the optimization
efficiency.

We take the 3D coordinates of the markers reconstructed
by the commercial ATOS system as the true values to mea-
sure the reconstruction accuracy. Due to the inconsistent
coordinate systems between the two results, it is necessary
to align the 3D points in a unique coordinate system through
the best fitting function. Then, the errors of the reconstructed
3D coordinates of the markers are calculated. To validate
the optimization algorithm based on the image difference
minimization, the errors before and after the optimization
are calculated. The results are shown in Table 2.

6. Conclusions

The 3D reconstruction error after the optimization is at least
one order of magnitude lower than that of before optimiza-
tion. This indicates that the optimization algorithm based on
the differential image has an obvious effect on improving the
accuracy of the reconstructed 3D spatial coordinates of the
cooperative markers.

In the experiments, the rotating fan blade is not a rigid
body due to the air perturbation, resulting in small changes
in the relative position between the markers. Therefore, the
actual errors of the reconstructed 3D coordinates of the
markers might be smaller than the results provided in
Table 2.

Data Availability

The authors declared no underlying data of this article.

Table 2: The 3D coordinate reconstruction error of the markers.

Fan blade state Static Rotate at a fixed speed

Exposure time (ms) 1.0 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Before optimization (mm) 0.195 0.914 1.225 1.251 1.451 1.492 1.598 1.655

After optimization (mm) 0.036 0.075 0.088 0.086 0.088 0.091 0.095 0.136
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In the deformation monitoring based on satellite positioning, the extraction of the effective deformation signal which needs plenty of
computing resources is very important. Mobile-edge computing can provide low latency and near-edge computing agility for the
deformation monitoring process. In this paper, we propose an edge computing network architecture to reduce the satellite
observation time while maintaining a certain positioning accuracy. In such architecture, the state transition equation is established
for monitoring, and the Kalman filter is used to reduce the error caused by the reduction of the observation time. At the same
time, the method of determining the initial filter value and the filtering process are given. Through the actual monitoring of a
certain section of railway track, the feasibility of the proposed method is proved.

1. Introduction

Deformation is a common phenomenon in nature. The
deformation body’s shape, size, and location are changed
in space and time domain by a variety of loads. The so-
called deformation monitoring is the monitoring to the
deformation phenomena of the deformation body by the
use of special instruments and methods of measurement
and deformation monitoring. Its task is to determine space
state and time feature of the deformation body’s shape, size,
and location changes in the effects of various loads and
external force [1]. As we all know, engineering buildings
during construction and operation, due to the influence of
a variety of subjective and objective factors, will cause defor-
mation. If the deformation exceeds the prescribed limit, it
will endanger the safety of the building and bring huge losses
to the society and people. Therefore, the study of collecting
accurate deformation data of objects has important engi-
neering application value.

Currently, the primary techniques for monitoring con-
vergence deformation are automatic tracking total-station
technique, automatic close-range photogrammetry, and con-
vergence gauge [2]. They have been widely used in engineer-
ing, such as References [3–5]. However, these monitoring
technologies cannot be used on a large scale area because
of their high cost. Meanwhile, due to the limitation of the
precision of equipment, these technologies cannot be applied
to the harsh environment for a long time. In addition to
GPS, the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) includes
Russia’s GLONASS, China’s Beidou satellite navigation sys-
tem, and the European Union’s Galileo system, which are
under formation. Conventional GNSS positioning technol-
ogy usually requires a long time of synchronous observation
to ensure the accuracy and reliability of positioning results.
With the establishment of global positioning system and
the rapid popularization of GPS positioning technology, its
application has been more and more wide, such as geodetic
survey, engineering survey, and deformation monitoring.
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However, the long-term positioning technique is not suitable
for these new applications (because the positioning time is
too long, there are other options). Therefore, in recent years,
researchers have been looking for fast GNSS positioning
techniques that can obtain the required accuracy only by
short observation time, in order to greatly improve the
operation efficiency. Thus, it can make GNSS positioning
technology more competitive in these applications. With
technological developments, the global positioning system
has been widely used for the real-time deformation monitor-
ing of natural hazards and structures such as landslides and
bridges. It helps us better understand the tendency of defor-
mations and prevent disasters [6]. In [7], a large-section
shallow buried tunnel deformation monitoring method
based on GNSS technology was proposed. The GNSS auto-
mation equipment and its technology are combined to real-
ize the real-time acquisition of monitoring data, and the
displacement trend diagram of monitoring points is dis-
played. By designing high-precision GNSS data processing
strategy, the authors facilitate the extraction and analysis of
vertical deformation of suspension bridge pylon and explain
its deformation mechanism [8]. In the South-to-North
Water Transfer Project in China, GNSS is used to monitor
the deformation of dams [9].

Moving edge computing is an effective method to deal
with massive data [10, 11]. With the increase of the number
of observations and the number of monitoring stations, the
number of signals (navigation messages, etc.) received by
the monitoring stations from satellites will become very
large. The requirement of the processor for solving in the
monitoring station will increase accordingly. The data pro-
cessing power of the system can be significantly improved
by moving the data to the adjacent MEC server [12]. In
[12], it investigates the system of unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) daily routine inspection in a wind farm, where
UAV performs detection and sensory data processing with
the aid of edge server and satellite. In [13], it proposed a col-
laborative UAV-enabled edge computing network for the
power Internet of Things (IoT) system. In [14], the compu-
tation efficiency is studied for the UAV-enabled MEC net-
work by jointly optimizing the offloading times, the
trajectory of the UAV, etc. The UAV-enabled MEC network
in which the UAV servers are powered by microwave power
station is introduced in [15]. However, when GNSS is used
for positioning, a relatively accurate coordinate value needs
to be solved through a certain observation duration. In the
case of shortening observation time, some multipath errors
cannot be eliminated due to the reduction of observation
data, so that the positioning accuracy cannot be guaranteed.

In this paper, we propose an edge computing network
architecture to reduce the satellite observation time while
maintaining a certain positioning accuracy. That is, the Kal-
man filter model is used to establish the state space of the
monitoring points, and the optimal estimated state of the
observation points is obtained by combining GNSS observa-
tion values. In this way, the problem of accuracy decline
caused by the decrease of observation time can be reduced
to a certain extent. The feasibility of this method is proved
in the real monitoring of high-speed railway tracks.

2. Deformation Monitoring Based on
GNSS System

2.1. Preliminary. The GNSS monitoring system can be used
to measure the monitoring area in all-weather, continuous,
and full coverage. And the three-dimensional space position
of the monitoring point can be obtained by it in real time. It
is mainly composed of three parts: data acquisition subsys-
tem, data transmission subsystem, and data processing and
analysis subsystem. In order to improve the accuracy and
reliability of the monitoring data, we use reference stations
and monitoring stations as the reference basis for the data
acquisition subsystem. The reference station is the frame of
reference for the whole subsystem to collect displacement
data. This monitoring system was installed with a stable
monitoring reference station, and it can meet the observa-
tion conditions of GNSS satellites. The monitoring station
is the main basis for the subsystem to collect surface dis-
placement. Representative points are selected for monitoring
stations which can reflect the deformation state of the rail in
real time and also can meet the conditions of GNSS satellite
observation. With long-term continuous tracking and obser-
vation of satellite signals, each monitoring point combined
with the observation data and the original coordinates of
base station to obtain the real-time three-dimensional coor-
dinates of the monitoring point in the center of the control
system. The GNSS displacement data collected by the mon-
itoring point relies on the data transmission subsystem to
transmit it to the disk through the Internet communication
technology and computer system integration technology.
Finally, the server of data processing and analysis subsystem
control center processes, analyzes, stores, and manages mon-
itoring data which come from monitoring point.

2.2. GNSS Monitoring System for Guangshan Railway. Aiming
at the wide distribution, large number, and huge satellite obser-
vation data of Guangshan Railway track monitoring points,
this paper combines mobile-edge computing with traditional
GNSS automated online monitoring systems to provide low
latency and near-edge computing agility for the deformation
monitoring process. Its overall structure is similar to the tradi-
tional monitoring system, as shown in Figure 1.

But at the reference stations, the processor is replaced
with edge devices with more powerful computing capabili-
ties. It is different from the traditional positioning monitor-
ing station solution, and the solution task of the system is
carried out on the edge device, as shown in Figure 2.

By installing a GNSS antenna and a GNSS receiver on
the edge device, it not only serves as a computing node but
also has the function of a reference station. Therefore, the
monitoring station only needs to perform simple data for-
warding work. It sends satellite signals such as navigation
messages received from satellites to edge devices. On the
edge device, the satellite signal from the monitoring station
and the satellite signal from the reference station are differ-
entially calculated to eliminate the error caused by the signal
propagation in space, and finally, the three-dimensional
coordinates of the monitoring station are obtained. There-
fore, it reduces the hardware performance requirements of
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the monitoring station. The traditional positioning method
forwards the satellite signal received by the reference station
to the monitoring station and performs differential calcula-
tions in the monitoring station. From the perspective of
the overall structure of the system, the flow of data has chan-
ged from the base station to the monitoring station to from
the monitoring station to the base station, but the process of
data transmission has not become complicated, and it is still
a one-way single transmission. Therefore, the data process-
ing capabilities of edge computing can provide low latency
and near-edge computing agility for the deformation moni-

toring process. The general positioning process is shown in
Figure 3.

This system realizes the centralization of computing
tasks, enabling monitoring stations to be manufactured with
lower-performance and inexpensive processors. However,
the demand for computing power of edge devices will
increase, but it can provide solution services for multiple
monitoring stations at the same time, and the overall cost
will be lower than that of traditional monitoring systems.
At the same time, the power environment of the edge device
is better than the power environment of the monitoring
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Figure 1: Traditional system architecture.
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station, which can give full play to the system hardware per-
formance, and can greatly improve the endurance of the
monitoring station. To a certain extent, the expansion cost
of the traditional positioning network is reduced, which is
conducive to its further popularization in the field of defor-
mation monitoring.

2.3. Monitoring and Reference Point Placement. The selec-
tion of deformation monitoring reference station and mon-
itoring station position is very important to the monitoring
results, and the accuracy and reliability of monitoring are
directly affected by it. Therefore, when we select monitoring
stations and reference stations, it is necessary to avoid radar
stations, substations, tall buildings, and large water areas
around the observation point to ensure that the observation
point is empty and free of obstructions and eliminate all
interference from external factors. At the same time, the
position of the reference point should be set to meet the con-
venience of observation and not be affected by factors such
as construction. And the reference station should be closely
integrated with the bedrock to ensure that the base point
does not produce displacement. With consideration of the
convenience of measurement and the safety of monitoring
personnel, the monitoring point is set in a representative,
deformation-sensitive, and relatively stable place to reflect
the true deformation of the rail. After analyzing the actual
geographical conditions of the Guangshan Railway and the
deformation requirements of the rails, the monitoring point
has mainly been placed in a location which is prone to defor-
mation of the Guangshan Railway. The monitoring point is
mainly set at the tortuous part of the Guangshan Railway,
because it is under greater pressure and has a higher proba-

bility of deformation. In this paper, the GNSS real-time
online monitoring system has successively established a ref-
erence point and 6 monitoring points and the measuring sta-
tions are mainly distributed on two monitoring baselines.
The distribution of monitoring points is shown in Figure 4.

The Guangshan Railway focuses on stability control to
achieve the purpose of early warning. It is necessary to ensure
a certain monitoring density to be able to continuously
observe the dynamic displacement of the railway. The moni-
toring period is 12 months, and the monitoring frequency is
once a day. However, in order to further grasp the dynamic
displacement of this section of the Guangzhou-Shantou Rail-
way, it needs to reduce the duration of satellite observation,
that is, to increase the frequency of monitoring—from once
a day to once every 30 minutes. Due to the reduction of obser-
vation time, some short-termmultipath errors cannot be elim-
inated, thus resulting in lower positioning accuracy. In order
to solve this problem, this paper proposes a strategy of using
the Kalman algorithm to solve the decrease of the positioning
accuracy caused by the decrease of the observation time to
ensure the positioning accuracy.

3. Fast Deformation Monitoring of Guangshan
Railway with Kalman Filtering

3.1. Kalman Filtering Model. For the railway deformation
monitoring system in this article, for the monitoring points,
its deformation process is gradual, it takes time, and it is also
irreversible (except for extreme conditions such as earth-
quakes). Therefore, the recursive Kalman filter technology
is used to establish its state transition equation for the mon-
itoring point and combined with the GNSS observations to
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Figure 3: Positioning process.
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obtain the optimal estimation value of the current state of
the monitoring point. At the same time, it occupies a small
amount of memory (except for the previous state, there is
no need to keep other historical data), and the calculation
speed is fast. Therefore, it is more suitable to be applied to
this system. So Kalman filtering can solve the problem of
reduced positioning accuracy due to the reduction of GNSS
observation time to a certain extent.

The mathematical model of the Kalman filtering algo-
rithm includes two parts: state equation (also known as
dynamic equation) and observation equation, and its discre-
tization form is as follows:

Xt = FXt−1 +Q,
Zt =HXt + R:

ð1Þ

Xt is the state vector of the system at time t; Zt is the
observation vector of the system at time t; F is the system
state transition matrix from t − 1 to t; H is the observation
matrix; Q and R are dynamic noise and observation noise,
respectively.

Assuming that both the dynamic noise and the observed
noise meet the Gaussian distribution, the recursive formula
of Kalman filtering can be obtained as follows:

State prediction equation:

X−
t = FXt−1: ð2Þ

State covariance matrix prediction:

P−
t = FPt−1F

T : ð3Þ

State estimation:

Xt = X−
t + Kt Zt −HX−

tð Þ: ð4Þ

State covariance matrix estimation:

Pt = I − KtHð ÞP−1
t : ð5Þ

In this, K is the filtering gain matrix, whose specific form
is as follows:

Kt = P−
t H

T HP−
t H

T + R
À Á−1

: ð6Þ

It can be seen from the above formula that when the sys-
tem is observed Zt at time t, the observed value can be used
to modify the forecast value and obtain the optimal state
estimate Xt of the system at time t. In this way, the recursive
prediction and filtering are repeated to solve the problem
that the positioning accuracy of GNSS is reduced due to
the reduction of observation time. The specific process is
shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Determination of State Equation and Observation Equation.
In this paper, GNSS is used as the tool of the automatic system
of three-dimensional track deformation monitoring. When
GNSS is used to monitor the track deformation, the position
of the monitoring point is the coordinate ðx, y, zÞ in the inde-
pendent coordinate system of the project itself. The position
of the monitoring point X = ðx, y, zÞ, the deformation rate _X
= ð _x, _y, _zÞT , and the acceleration €X = ð€x, €y, €zÞT of the monitor-
ing point are selected as the state vectors. The change rate of the
acceleration of the monitoring point is regarded as random
interference, and the state equation can be established as
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=
I ΔtI
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2Δt

2I

0 I ΔtI

0 0 I
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k−1

+Q: ð7Þ

In this formula, 0 and I are third-order zero matrices and

Figure 4: Distribution of monitoring stations.
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third-order identity matrices, respectively. Δt = tk − tk−1 is the
difference between adjacent observation moments.

Since the measurement result of GNSS is the three-
dimensional coordinate of the monitoring point, the three-
dimensional coordinate result is taken as the observation
measurement, and the observation equation is established
as follows:

x

y

z

2

664

3

775

k

= I 0 0½ �
X

_X

€X

2

664

3

775

k−1

+ R: ð8Þ

3.3. Determination of Initial Filtering Value. It can be seen
from the Kalman filter equation that to determine the state
of the system at the time of t, the initial state of the system
must be known first. That is, the initial value of the system
should be understood. In general, the initial state of the sys-
tem before filtering is difficult to be determined accurately.
However, if the selection of the initial value does not meet
certain requirements, it may cause a large error in the filter-
ing result, and the deformation of the GNSS point according
to the filtering result will be distorted. Therebefore, when the
observation time is reduced, a correct and appropriate initial

value is one of the prerequisites for obtaining correct results.
The initial value of system filtering includes initial state
vector X0, process covariance matrix P0, the dynamic noise
covariance matrix Q, and the observation noise covariance
matrix R.

When the position, speed, and acceleration of the moni-
toring point are used as the state vectors, it can be obtained
according to the previous two periods of monitoring data.
Their initial values are selected as follows:

X0 =
XI + XII

2 ,

_X0 =
XI + XII

Δt
,

€X0 =
XI + XII

Δt2
:

ð9Þ

In this, the variance R of the observed noise can be directly
determined by the observation data processing method. That
is, the positioning accuracy after reducing the observation
time is directly used as the variance of the observation noise.
At the same time, it is also used as the initial position variance
in the initial variance matrix P of the position state vector
parameter. The initial velocity variance and the initial

ForecastX0 X1
– –X2 X2 X0Updata Forecast Updata

Observed value y1
Observed value y2

Figure 5: Recursive process.
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acceleration variance can be obtained by the law of covariance
propagation. In the dynamic noise covariance matrix, the
position variance is R, the corresponding instantaneous rate
variance is 4Δt−4R, and the instantaneous acceleration rate
variance can be a smaller number.

After determining the state equation, observation equation,
and filtering, the entire Kalman filtering process is as follows:

(1) Determining the system state transition matrix F,
the dynamic noise matrix Q, and the observation
matrix H from the mathematical model relations of
the deformed system

(2) Using the first set of data in the m sets of observation
data to determine the initial value of the filter

(3) Reading m groups of observation data and imple-
ment Kalman filtering

(4) Storing the state vector estimate X and the corre-
sponding covariance matrix P of the last group in
the filtering result

(5) Waiting for the data of the current observation period

(6) Remove the first set of observation data from the
above m sets of observation data, put the current
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new set of observation data at its rearmost position,
reconstitute the m sets of observation data, go back
to the first step, and perform Kalman filtering again

4. Evaluation Results

The data in this paper is taken from the monitoring data of
Guangshan Railway Monitoring Station M005. The observa-
tion time is May 30, 2018 (it can be considered that the point
is still and there is no deformation on that day). After reduc-
ing the observation time from 6 hours per solution to 15
minutes per solution, there are 92 sets of valid data. The data
result contains the three-dimensional position information
of the monitoring point: radial direction ðxÞ, tangential
direction ðyÞ, and vertical direction ðzÞ. The recursive Kal-
man filtering method is used to process it, and the optimal
estimation value of the state vector X = ðx, y, zÞ of the data
sequence can be obtained. We show the comparison between
the observation data and the Kalman filtering result of the
monitoring points on the x, y, and h directions in
Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively.

It can be seen from the above figure that the Kalman
filter model established is reasonable and reliable. Accord-
ing to the calculation, the variance of the original observa-
tion sequence in x, y, z three directions is 1.782mm,
1.708mm, and 3.486mm. The values are reduced to
0.625mm, 0.829mm, and 1.320mm after Kalman filtering.
Meanwhile, the fluctuation range of the filtered curve is
obviously smaller than that of the original observation
series curve. It is shown that the Kalman filter can effec-
tively reduce the multipath error and better reflect the real
state of the track. Therefore, it can be clearly seen from the
above three pictures that the accuracy of the filtering value
is higher than the original observation value. Therefore,
Kalman filtering technology can effectively solve the prob-
lem of positioning accuracy decline due to the shortening
of observation time.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a deformation monitoring scheme
driven by mobile-edge computing. It applied mobile-edge
computing technology to the traditional GNSS automated
online monitoring system, providing low latency and near-
edge computing agility for the deformation monitoring
process. And it is suitable for general dam deformation
monitoring, roadbed settlement, bridge deformation, and
other open-air and open-view occasions. At the same time,
Kalman filter technology was applied on this basis. It solved
the problem of positioning accuracy caused by the reduction
of observation time. With the combination of the state tran-
sition equation of the monitoring point and the GNSS obser-
vation value, it gave the optimal estimation of the state of the
monitoring point and eliminates the influence of part of the
periodic error to improve the positioning accuracy. The
feasibility of this method was verified by analyzing the mea-
sured data of Guangshan Railway.
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The mobile robot is moved by receiving instructions through wireless communication, and the particle filter is used to
simultaneous localization and mapping. Aiming at the problem of the degradation of particle filter weights and loss of particle
diversity, which leads to the decrease of filter accuracy, this paper uses the plant cell swarm algorithm to optimize the particle
filter. First of all, combining the characteristics of plant cells that affect the growth rate of cells when the auxin content changes
due to light stimulation realizes the optimization of the particles after importance sampling, so that they are concentrated in
the high-likelihood area, and the problem of particle weight degradation is solved. Secondly, in the process of optimizing
particle distribution, the auxin content of each particle is different, which makes the optimization effect on each particle
different, so it effectively solves the problem of particle diversity loss. Finally, a simulation experiment is carried out. During
the experiment, the robot moves by receiving control commands through wireless communication. The experimental results
show that the algorithm effectively solves the problem of particle weight degradation and particle diversity loss and improves
the filtering accuracy. The improved algorithm is verified in the simultaneous localization and mapping of the robot, which
effectively improves the robot’s performance at the same time positioning accuracy. Compared with the classic algorithm, the
robot positioning accuracy is increased by 49.2%. Moreover, the operational stability of the algorithm has also been improved
after the improvement.

1. Introduction

The particle filter (PF) algorithm is a filtering method based
on Monte Carlo and Bayesian estimation. The basic idea is
to use a set of weighted samples randomly drawn from the
probability density to approximate the posterior probability
density. Since the proposed particle filter algorithm, it has
been widely used in the field of nonlinear system parameter
estimation, such as target tracking [1], system state detection
[2], and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) of
robots [3].

Although the classical particle filter algorithm has
achieved good filtering effect in practical application, it uses
the prior probability density function as the important den-
sity function, which will lead to the increase of important
weight variance with the increase of time. The phenomenon
that the weights are concentrated on a few particles occurs,

that is, the degradation of particle weights. In order to solve
the problem of particle weight degradation, the resampling
strategy is introduced in the classical particle filter algorithm,
and the corresponding algorithm is called Rao-Blackwellized
particle filters (RBPF); Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is
applied to robotic SLAM and is named FastSLAM1.0 algo-
rithm [4]. The FastSLAM2.0 algorithm [5] fuses the noise
of the sensor on the sampling function of the predicted pose
to improve the positioning accuracy caused by the reduction
of particle diversity.

Frequent resampling steps lead to gradual dissipation of
particles; the current popular solution is to solve the prob-
lem of particle weight degradation and particle diversity loss
through the efficient combination of one or several meta-
heuristic algorithms [6] and particle filtering. Shiming and
others [7] use the rules of planet formation in the universe
to take the particles sampled from the importance function
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as the dust in the universe and the global optimal value as
the central dust. Through, the attraction and repulsion of
the central dust, the particle set is distributed near the
high-likelihood region, which alleviated the weight degrada-
tion and improved the diversity of particles [8]. This
improved algorithm has also been successfully applied to
SLAM and achieved a good positioning effect. However,
due to the strong optimization ability of the gravitational
field algorithm, there is a risk of premature maturity in the
iterative process of the algorithm. The literature [9–11] opti-
mizes the original particle filter improvement algorithm and
improves the particle weight degradation and diversity loss
jointly through the efficient combination of several algo-
rithms, so as to improve the filtering performance of the
algorithm. Although the above algorithm improves the per-
formance of particle filtering, a large number of particles are
needed to realize state estimation in the scene with complex
environment and strong noise. The fusion of multiple algo-
rithms will inevitably cause the problems of long running
time and low operating efficiency.

In this paper, an improved plant cell swarm algorithm
(PCSA) improves PF by optimizing the particle distribution
after importance sampling and omit the resampling process
in particle filter algorithm, by initializing the plant cell
swarm, determining the position of the strongest light, calcu-
lating the growth rate, and updating the plant cell swarm, and
the PCSA-PF method is obtained, The PCSA-PF is applied
to FastSLAM 2.0 framework, which can be called PCSA-
FastSLAM. Experimental results show that the improved
algorithm can effectively improve the particle degradation
and particle diversity loss in FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm
and improve the accuracy of robot positioning mapping.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1
introduces briefly the PF and FastSLAM. Section 2 intro-
duces the principle of plant cell swarm algorithm. Section
3 discusses the proposed PCSA-PF and PCSA-FastSLAM
in detail. Section 4 gives the simulation results and analyzes
the performance of the PCSA-PF and PCSA-FastSLAM in
detail. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives some
orientations for future work.

2. Particle Filter Algorithm and Its
Application in Robot Autonomous
Mobile Mapping

2.1. Particle Filter Algorithm. Particle filtering is a method to
realize recursive Bayesian filtering through Monte Carlo
thought [12], which uses Monte Carlo method to solve the
integral problem in Bayesian estimation.

The main steps of the classical PF algorithm are as fol-
lows: initialization particle set, importance sampling, impor-
tance weight calculation, resampling, and state estimation.

Initialization: at k = 0, sample N particles are from the
prior distribution pðx0Þ, the set weight of each particle is 1/
N , and the sampled particle set is fxi0, 1/NgNi=1.

Importance sampling: at k ≥ 1, the particles are sampled
from the importance density function. The importance den-
sity function is

q xik x
i
k−1, zk

��À Á
= p xik x

i
k−1

��À Á
: ð1Þ

Calculation of importance weight: calculate the weight of
each particle for the sampled particles. The weight calcula-
tion formula is

~wi
t = ~wi

t−1
p zt/~xit
À Á

p ~xit/~xit−1
À Á

q ~xit/xit−1
À Á : ð2Þ

Weight normalization: normalize weights for particles
with different weights:

wi
t =

~wi
t

∑N
i=1 ~w

i
t

: ð3Þ

Resampling: in order to solve the problem of particle
weight degradation, the resampling strategy is introduced.
For the evaluation of the degree of particle weight degrada-
tion, the effective particle number is adopted as the criteria:

~Neff =
1

∑N
i=1 ~wi

t

À Á2 , ð4Þ

by comparing the effective particle number ~Neff with the set
threshold N thres. If ~Neff ≤N thres, the resampling strategy is
carried out: that is, the particles with heavier weight are cop-
ied multiple times, and the particles with lower weight are
copied to reduce the number of times or even without copy-
ing. The number of particles after resampling is equal to the
original particles, and the weight is the same as 1/N . If not,
continue to perform the state estimation operation.

State estimation:

~xt = 〠
N

i=1
wi

tx
i
t: ð5Þ

2.2. FastSLAM2.0 Algorithm. PF algorithm is applied to
SLAM of robots. The core idea is to decompose the system
state estimation through the Rao-Blackwellized decomposi-
tion method and decompose it into path estimation and
environment map estimation. The decomposition formula is

p x1:k,m z1:k, u0:k−1jð Þ

= p x1:k z1:k, u0:k−1jð Þ
YM
i=1

p mi x1:k, z1:k, u0:k−1jð Þ:
ð6Þ

In the above formula, pðx1:k,mjz1:k, u0:k−1Þ represents the
mathematical formula expression of the SLAM problem, pð
x1:kjz1:k, u0:k−1Þ represents the robot path estimation, andQM

i=1pðmijx1:k, z1:k, u0:k−1Þ represents the robot environment
map estimation.

Due to the different selection methods of the proposed
distribution function, the FastSLAM algorithm can be
divided into the FastSLAM1.0 algorithm and the Fas-
tSLAM2.0 algorithm. Compared with the FastSLAM1.0
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algorithm that uses the prior distribution pðxk+1jxik, ukÞ as
the proposal distribution function, the proposal distribution
function of the FastSLAM2.0 algorithm is updated by EKF
from pðxk+1jxik, ukÞ. This improvement makes the proposal
distribution function contain historical information and
observation information at the current moment. Therefore,
it will effectively alleviate the problem of algorithm degrada-
tion and improve the filtering accuracy of the algorithm [13].

In order to solve the problem of particle weight degrada-
tion, the FastSLAM2.0 algorithm adopts a resampling strat-
egy, which will cause the loss of particle diversity and reduce
robot positioning accuracy. Therefore, the key to improving
the accuracy of robot positioning and mapping is to effec-
tively solve the particle weight degradation and loss of parti-
cle diversity [14].

3. Plant Cell Swarm Algorithm

On the basis of studying the process of plant positive growth,
plant positive cell swarm algorithm is proposed, hereinafter
referred to as plant cell swarm algorithm (PCSA) [15].

3.1. Growth Mechanism of Positive Plants. Positivity is the
result of long-term evolution of plants, which helps them
absorb more light energy. Under the stimulation of light,
the distribution of auxin in the plant changes. The auxin is
transported from the strong light side to the backlight side.
The auxin concentration on the backlight side is higher than
the strong light side, so the growth rate of plant cells on the
backlight side is faster than the strong light side and makes
the plant body bend toward the sun, so the plant grows
toward the sun.

Auxin plays a crucial role in plant growth, which is man-
ifested in duality: auxin can not only promote cell growth
but also inhibit cell growth. The effect of auxin on plant cells
is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Plant Cell Swarm Algorithm. The plant cell swarm algo-
rithm simulates the growth behavior of sunny plants, takes
the location of plant cells with the highest light intensity
and the distance from other cells as the standard of auxin
concentration distribution, determines the growth rate of
different plant cells based on auxin concentration, and finds
the maximum location of light intensity through multiple
iterations.

The plant cell swarm algorithm is mainly divided into
the following five steps: initializing the plant cell swarm,
determining the position of the strongest light, allocating
auxin, calculating the growth rate, and updating the plant
cell swarm.

Step 1. Initialize the plant cell swarm.
Randomly generate a plant cell swarm with a population

of N . In the process of generating, keep the cell swarm cov-
ering all feasible solutions. Assuming the search in the D
-dimensional search space, the k-dimensional coordinate is
xk, the position of the mth cell is Xm = ðxm1, xm2,⋯xmk,⋯,
xmdÞ, and there are

xmk = xk min + rand xk max − xk minð Þ: ð7Þ

In formula (1), xk min is the minimum value of the k-
dimension coordinate in the domain of definition, xk max is
the maximum value of the k-dimension coordinate, and
rand is a random number in the interval [0,1].

Step 2. Determine the location of the strongest light..
Assuming the function is Pi = f ðXiÞði = 1, 2,⋯,dÞ, pi rep-

resents the total amount of sunlight that each plant cell is
exposed to in the D-dimensional space, and f represents
the mapping of the plant cell in the D-dimensional space
and the total amount of light intensity. By calculating the
total amount of light exposed to each cell in the plant cell
swarm and comparing it, the maximum light intensity in a
cell is recorded as sun; the position of the plant cell with
the maximum light intensity is Xsun; that is, the formula is
expressed as

sun =max f X1ð Þ, f X2ð Þ⋯ f XDð Þf g: ð8Þ

Step 3. Allocate auxin.
First, calculate the distance between the position of each

cell in the plant cell swarm and the maximum light intensity
of Xsun. The distance was calculated using the European for-
mula, and the calculation formula is

L Xi, Xsunð Þ = 〠
d

k=1
Xi − Xsunð Þ2

" #1/2

: ð9Þ

In the above formula, Xi represents the position of the
IIII cell, d represents the dimension of the plant cell, and L
ðXi, XsunÞ represents the distance between the i cell and
maximum light intensity.

The distance value calculated by the above formula is
used to calculate the auxin content of each cell location.
The calculation formula is

Qi = 1 + L xi, Xsunð Þ
1 + Pið Þ : ð10Þ

Step 4. Calculate the growth rate.
From the above biological mechanism of the effect of

auxin on the growth of plant cells, it can be seen that for pos-
itive organisms, auxin will move when it receives light stim-
ulation. The farther the plant cell is from the maximum light
intensity, the higher the auxin content is. In addition, the
different content of auxin has different promoting effects
on plant cell growth. The mechanism of action is as follows:

(1) 0 <Qi ≤ α, with the increase of auxin, the growth
promotion effect on plant cells gradually increases

(2) α <Qi ≤ β, with the increase of auxin, the growth
promotion effect on plant cells gradually weakens

(3) β <Qi ≤ γ, with the increase of auxin, it has an inhib-
itory effect on the growth of plant cells
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(4) γ <Qi, auxin kills cells

In summary, auxin with different contents has different
effects on the growth of plant cells. When the plant receives
light stimulation and completes auxin distribution, the cal-
culation formula for the growth rate of each plant cell Vi is

Vi =

aQi

b
L Xi, Xsunð Þ, Qi ≤ α,

−aQi + 2aα
c

L Xi, Xsunð Þ, α <Qi ≤ γ,

0, Qi > γ:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð11Þ

In the above formula, the a > 0, b > 0, c > 0 value is large
enough to make Vi < LðXi, XsunÞ; that is, the growth distance
of plant cells under the action of auxin is less than the dis-
tance between plant cells and the maximum light intensity
before they move.

The direction of Vi is the vector direction from the posi-
tion of the i cell to the position of the strongest light.

Step 5. Update the plant cell swarm.
Calculate the position X∗

i of each cell in the plant cell
group after growth; the calculation formula is

X∗
i = Xi + Vi: ð12Þ

Calculate the total amount of sunlight P∗
i received by the

i cell after its position update in the d space:

P∗
i = f x∗i1, x∗i2,⋯x∗ik,⋯,x∗idð Þ: ð13Þ

If P∗
i > Pi, then P∗

i = Pi, and Xi = X∗
i ; otherwise, the

growth is considered invalid.
When the auxin concentration of the i cell is greater than

γ, the cell does not grow. At this point, a new cell is gener-
ated according to formula (1), and let P∗

i = Pi andXi = X∗
i .

When all cells are updated, calculate the amount of sun-
light at the location of each cell to find the maximum light
value sun∗, sun∗ > sun, and Xsun = Xsun∗ .

4. Optimized Particle Filter Based on Plant Cell
Swarm Algorithm (PCSA-PF)

The detailed process of plant cell swarm algorithm is intro-
duced above. Regarding the process of iteration to find the
optimal solution among all feasible solutions in PCSA, it is
based on the research of the sunny plant growth process.
When the sunny plants receive light stimulation, the auxin
moves from the backlight side to the strong light side. The
auxin concentration on the backlight side is higher than
the strong light side, so the plants bend to the strong light
side. In this process, the plant cells move toward the
maximum light intensity; that is, the feasible solution of
the algorithm gradually approaches the optimal solution in
the iterative process. Therefore, particle distribution after
importance sampling is optimized by PCSA. PCSA opti-
mizes the particle distribution after importance sampling
and uses the PCSA's strong optimization ability to distribute
the particle set in the high likelihood region, thus alleviating
the particle degradation problem. At the same time, the dis-
tribution of plant cells is determined by the concentration of
auxin. Different concentrations of auxin have different
effects on the growth of plant cells, which will enhance the
diversity of particles.

In summary, it can be considered to apply the PCSA to
the improvement of PF algorithm.

4.1. Particle Weight Is Used as the Light Intensity Value in the
PCSA. It can be seen from the above that after initializing the
plant cell swarm, the PCSA evaluates the light intensity of
the location of each plant cell through the correlation func-
tion. In the PF algorithm, the particle weight after impor-
tance sampling is used as the standard to evaluate the
performance of each particle filter. Therefore, in this paper,
the particle weight is taken as the light intensity value in

Promote
growth

Inhibit
growth

Kill
cells

Auxin
concentration

𝛼 𝛽 𝛾

Figure 1: The effect of auxin concentration on plant cells.
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the PCSA. This step not only completes the PF performance
evaluation but also establishes the relationship between the
PCSA and the PF. This process is the basis for improving
the particle filter of the PCSA.

4.2. Choose the Appropriate Growth Rate Formula. In the
PCSA, the growth rate depends on the concentration of
auxin. Under different auxin concentrations, the growth rate
of plant cells is different, which is manifested as follows: as
the auxin increases, the growth rate of plant cells is acceler-
ated, the growth rate of plant cells is inhibited, or plant cells
are killed. The PF is improved by the PCSA. For the impor-
tant sampled particles, the particle set should move to the
high-likelihood region under the optimization of the PCSA.
Therefore, this article selects the Qi ≤ α section; that is, with
the increase of auxin, the growth promotion effect on plant
cells gradually increases. Since the particles sampled from
the importance function are not distributed near the global
optimal value. Improving by this method, the farther the
particles are, the more effective the optimization is. In this
paper, the plant cell growth formula used in the process of
optimizing particle filtering is

Vi = a
Qi

b
L Xi, Xsunð Þ: ð14Þ

The PCSA-PF process is as follows.

Step 1. At k = 0, N particles were sampled from the prior dis-
tribution, and the weight of each particle was set as 1/N , the

particle set after sampling was set as fxi0, 1/NgNi=1, and the
number of population in the PCSA was set as N .

Step 2. When k ≥ 1, particles are sampled from the impor-
tance density function, the weight of each particle is calcu-
lated, and the weight is normalized.

Step 3. PCSA optimized particle distribution:

(1) The weight of the sampled particles was taken as the
light intensity of the plant cell population algorithm
to determine the maximum point of the current light
intensity, that is, the position of the global optimal
value

(2) The auxin content of each particle was calculated

(3) Cell growth

(4) Update the plant cell population to determine
whether the iteration is over. If the iteration is over,
go to Step 4; otherwise, recalculate the weight of each
particle after optimization and return to (1).

Step 4. Particle weights are normalized.

Step 5. The state estimation is realized by formula (5).

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

The hardware environment of the experiment is a desktop
computer (IntelCorei5 processor, 4GB memory), and the
experiment environment is MATLAB 2016b.

5.1. Analysis of Particle Filter Simulation Experiment. The
improved algorithm is compared and analyzed by experi-
ments to verify its filtering performance and whether the
improved algorithm can effectively alleviate the problem of
particle weight reduction and diversity loss. This experiment
is based on a univariate dynamic change filter model. When
the particle number is 100, the classical PF algorithm, the
gravitational field-based optimization PF algorithm (GFA-
PF) [8], and the improved algorithm proposed in this paper
(PCSA-PF) are compared.

The system equations and state equations used in PF
simulation are

x tð Þ = 0:5x t − 1ð Þ + 2:5x t − 1ð Þ
1 + x t − 1ð Þ2 + 8 cos 1:2x t − 1ð Þ½ � +w t − 1ð Þ,

z tð Þ = x tð Þ2
20 + v tð Þ:

ð15Þ

This model is a typical nonlinear non-Gaussian system
model; wðtÞ, vðtÞ is a zero mean Gaussian noise.

The performance of the filtering algorithm is expressed
by the root mean square error (RMSE), and the formula is

RMSE = 1
T
〠
T

i=1
xk − ~xkð Þ2

" #1/2

, ð16Þ

where k is the number of iterations, ~xk is the state true value,
and xk is the filtering estimate.

K is the filtering estimate.

5.1.1. Algorithm Convergence Analysis. The PCSA-PF is
improved on the classic PF algorithm. So the improved algo-
rithm theoretically has similar convergence properties to the
classic algorithm. Therefore, the RMSE comparison is per-
formed under the condition of different numbers of parti-
cles. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows that as the number of particles gradually
increases, the RMSE of both the PCSA-PF and classic PF
algorithm gradually decreases, and when the number of par-
ticles reaches 200, the RMSE value tends to stabilize. It indi-
cates that the PCSA-PF and PF algorithm has the same
convergence characteristics; that is, as the number of parti-
cles continues to increase, and the filtering accuracy of the
algorithm gradually stabilizes while improving the algorithm
convergence.

5.1.2. Comparison of Filtering Accuracy. In order to verify
the filtering accuracy of the PCSA-PF, the sampling points
were set to 100 and the sampling period was T = 100. Then,
the GFA-PF-related parameters are set by reference [8], the
iteration number of the PCSA-PF is 8, and the ratio between

5Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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a and b in the above equation (11) was set to 0.002. Set the
noise variance of the system state equation as 10 and the
noise variance of the system observation equation as 1.
Then, compare among the PF, GFA-PF, and PCSA-PF algo-
rithm. The experimental results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

From Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the PCSA-PF
proposed in this paper and the GFA-PF proposed in [8] have
better filtering accuracy than the classical PF algorithm, and
the PCSA-PF has better filtering accuracy than the GFA-PF.
This is because after the unique optimization mechanism of
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Figure 2: Algorithm convergence comparison.
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Figure 3: System state estimation.
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PCSA-PF is combined with PF; the particle set will move to
the high likelihood area under the effect of the global opti-
mal value, which makes the filtering accuracy improve; and
the PCSA has a more obvious promotion effect on particles
farther from the global optimal value, which is also the rea-
son for the improved filtering accuracy.

From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that under the same
number of particles, the filtering accuracy of GPA-PF and
PCSA-PF is higher, and the PCSA-PF has higher filtering
accuracy when there is less number of particles N = 50. It
is proved that the PCSA and PF algorithm are efficiently
combined. The PCSA plays a vital role in optimizing the
particles after the importance sampling and effectively opti-
mizes the distribution of the particles to make them concen-
trated in the high likelihood region. The PCSA-PF achieves
higher filtering accuracy through a smaller number of parti-
cles in a strong noisy environment. In addition, compared
with the GFA-PF algorithm, the PCSA-PF algorithm effi-
ciency is high; the reason for this phenomenon is that the
proposed algorithm’s time complexity is OðNÞ, namely,
complete particle through a loop optimization, the GFA-PF
algorithm firstly by the global optimal value to attract the
operations of particles, and then throw, partly to increase
the time complexity of the algorithm.

5.1.3. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Particle Samples.
For the evaluation of the degradation degree of particle
weights, adopt effective particle number on the measure-
ment. The experiment set the particle number is 100. In
order to avoid contingency, 10 experiments were compared.

According to the Table 3, we can find that the PCSA-PF has
greatly improved the degradation degree of particle weights
compared with the classic PF. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the PCSA-PF effectively solves the problem of particle
weight degradation.

In order to verify the impact of PCSA-PF on the diver-
sity of particles, when the number of particles is 80, take
t = 10, t = 40, and t = 75, that is, compare the results of
three experiments in the initial, middle, and final stages
of the algorithm. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 5.

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the particles are con-
centrated in the high likelihood area at the end of the PF
algorithm, which loses the diversity of particles to a certain
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Figure 4: Absolute value of estimated error.

Table 2: Comparison of running time of three algorithms.

Algorithm N = 30 N = 50 N = 80 N = 100
PF time/s 0.002856 0.003664 0.004355 0.004355

GFA-PF time/s 0.006497 0.009463 0.014663 0.016842

PCSA-PF time/s 0.007014 0.009079 0.011923 0.014418

Table 1: Comparison of mean square error of three algorithms.

Algorithm N = 30 N = 50 N = 80 N = 100
PF 6.565690 5.201521 4.724141 4.442274

GFA-PF 5.069986 4.389173 4.183473 4.005711

PCSA-PF 4.820985 4.116689 4.062849 3.838158
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later stage of the PCSA-PF, while most of the particles are
concentrated in the high-likelihood area, some particles are
distributed around the true value of the particles. This shows
that PCSA-PF has improved the diversity of particles to a
certain extent which is also the reason of PCSA-PF precision
promotion.

5.2. Experiment of Robot Localization and Mapping. Experi-
ments are performed in order to verify the effectiveness of
the algorithm proposed in this paper, thus, comparing the
classic FastSLAM2.0, GFA-FastSlAM2.0, and the PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0.

Firstly, establish the mobile robot simulation model. The
model is a mobile robot motion model:

xvk

yvk

Φv
k

2
664

3
775 =

xvk−1 + ΔT ⋅ cos Φv
k−1 + αkð Þ

yvk−1 + ΔT ⋅ sin Φv
k−1 + αkð Þ

Φv
k−1 +

ΔT ⋅ vk ⋅ sin αkð Þð Þ
D

2
6664

3
7775 +

vx

vy

vΦ

2
664

3
775: ð17Þ

In the formula, ðxvk, yvkÞ represents the position posture
state of the robot in the two-dimensional environment at
the k moment; Φv

k represents the heading angle, and the
value range is ½‐180∘, 180∘�; vk represents the movement
speed of the robot; αk represents its steering angle; αk is
the robot odometer sampling time; vx, vy, vΦ is the noise
during the robot movement; and D is the distance between
the drive shafts. The mobile robot observation model is

rk

θk

" #
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi − xvkð Þ2 + yi − yvkð Þ2

q

arctan yi − yvk
xi − xvk

−Φv
k

2
664

3
775 + ωk: ð18Þ

In the formula, rk, θk, respectively, represents the dis-
tance between the detected environmental feature and the
mobile robot, and the angle of movement direction; ωk is
the observation noise.

First, simulate the robot localization and mapping; estab-
lish the working environment and mobile robot motion
parameters and noise parameters, as shown in Figure 6
and in Table 4; set the 17 heading points and 35 road mark-
ing points; and the mobile robot movement range is 100
m×80m. The mobile robot starts from the coordinate origin
(red point in Figure 6) and moves counterclockwise by the
movement command obtained through wireless communi-
cation, the green ∗ represents the road marking point, red∘
represents the heading point, and cyan line represents the
prescribed robot path.

Figures 7–9, respectively, show the robot localization
mapping effects of the three algorithms. The robot is set to
move for two circles and compare the predicted trajectory
with the actual trajectory during the second circle. Com-
pared to the classic FastSLAM2.0 algorithm, the predicted
trajectory of GFA-FastSLAM2.0 and PCSA-FastSLAM2.0
overlaps with the real trajectory in many parts, and the
PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 has the most overlapped part; that is,
the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 algorithm has the good prediction
effect. The reason is that compared to the particle adjust-
ment way of GFA-FastSLAM2.0 after importance sampling,
the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 has the higher degree of attraction
for particles far from the global optimal value; thus, the
PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 for the robot localization accuracy has
been significantly improved. And it is through the prediction
of road signs in Figures 8–10 (the red dot represents the pre-
dicted location of the road signs). In Figure 8, the predicted
road sign accuracy of FastSLAM2.0 gradually decreases as
the running time increases. This is due to the degradation
of particle weights and loss of particle diversity, resulting
in a decrease in localization accuracy, which in turn affects
the estimation of road signs. As illustrated in the PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0 shown in Figure 10, it can be seen that the pre-
dicted value of the road sign and the actual value have a
higher degree of coincidence, which indicates that the
PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 improves the degradation of particle
weight, loss of particle diversity, and other problems and
further illustrates the superiority of the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0.

In order to further verify the optimization effect of the
PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 on robot localization and mapping, at
8000 sampling moments, respectively, compare the Euclid-
ean distance between the predicted value and the estimated
value of the three algorithms, namely, the localization error.
The formula i:

ρ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1 − x2ð Þ2 + y1 − y2ð Þ2

q
: ð19Þ

In the formula, ðx1, y1Þ, ðx2, y2Þ represents the coordi-
nates of the predicted position and actual position.

The comparison of the robot localization accuracy errors
of the three algorithms is shown in Figure 10.

From the above Figure 10, it can be seen the PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0 has the highest localization accuracy and is
relatively stable compared to FastSLAM2.0 and GFA-
FastSLAM2.0. While the localization accuracy of the classic
FastSLAM2.0 increases, the running time gradually
increases, and the localization accuracy error also gradually
increases. This is because in the later iterations of the algo-
rithm, the particles are severely degraded and the diversity
is lost, resulting in lower localization accuracy. The PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0 solves this problem effectively and increases

Table 3: Comparison of effective particle number.

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PF 51.44 51.69 51.19 51.76 51.78 51.07 51.56 51.81 51.38 51.64

PCSA-PF 71.05 71.13 70.74 70.73 70.63 70.40 70.23 70.30 70.95 70.30
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Particle diversity experiment.
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Figure 6: Simulation environment.

Table 4: Mobile robot motion parameters and noise parameters.

Motion parameters Value Noise parameters Value

Speed 3m/s
Motion noise

0.3m/s

Maximum steering angle 10° 1.5°

Maximum steering angle speed 15°/s
Observation noise

0.1m/s

Wheel spacing 4m 1°

Sampling interval 0.025 s
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the localization accuracy. For the GFA-FastSLAM2.0, its
positioning accuracy is lower than the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0,
but better than the classic FastSLAM2.0. This is because the
GFA has a certain degree of optimization effect on impor-
tance sampled particles, and GFA-PF has improved the
diversity of particles to a certain extent. Therefore, the

GFA-FastSLAM2.0 has a certain degree of improvement on
the robot localization accuracy. But compared with the idea
of PCSA-FastSLAM2.0, the PCSA has a strong degree of opti-
mization for particles far from the global optimal value; thus,
the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 is better than GFA-FastSLAM2.0 in
the robot localization accuracy improvement.
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Figure 7: FastSLAM2.0 simulation result.
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Figure 8: GFA-FastSLAM2.0 simulation result.
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In order to verify the improvement effect of the improved
algorithm on the robot localization accuracy, compare the
mean error and variance of the localization accuracy of the
three algorithms, as shown in Table 5.

In the above table, the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 has the low-
est mean error value and the smallest variance of positioning
accuracy, which indicates that the PCSA-FastSLAM2.0
improves the localization accuracy, also improving the
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Figure 9: PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 simulation result.
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stability at the same time, while in the strategy of adjusting
the sampled particles in GFA-FastSLAM2.0, it makes the
sampled particles centrally distributed near the global opti-
mal value, because of the unique strategy of simulating the
gravitational field; that is, the central dust attracts and repels
the surrounding dust and adjusts the particle distribution.
This is the reason why the accuracy of the GFA-
FastSLAM2.0 is improved. At the same time, the stability
of the algorithm decreases due to the unique optimization
mechanism.

In order to verify the degree of improvement in the
accuracy of robot localization and mapping, respectively,
compare the RMSE of the x-axis, y-axis, and road signs, as
shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, it can be seen that the PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0 is better than FastSLAM2.0 and GFA-
FastSLAM2.0 algorithms in the x-axis, y-axis, and road sign
estimation. This is because the improved algorithm effi-
ciently optimizes the particles after importance sampling
and produces the best effect, and this also shows that the
optimization of particles in PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 is better
than GFA-FastSLAM2.0. The main reason is that the unique
particle optimization method in PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 simu-
lates the stimulation of auxin on plant cells, and the more
distant the particle is from the global optimal value, the
more obvious the optimization effect is. Therefore, PCSA-
FastSLAM2.0 has the highest prediction accuracy.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes an improved particle filter algorithm
based on the plant cell swarm algorithm (PCSA-PF) and
applies it to the robot autonomous mobile mapping. By
improving the particle distribution after importance sam-
pling, this algorithm guides the particle set to be distributed
in the high-likelihood area, and the farther the particle is
from the global optimal value, the stronger the optimization
effect of the algorithm. In the experimental verification of
particle filtering, the improved algorithm effectively allevi-

ates the problem of particle weight degradation and
improves the particle diversity, so as to improve the filtering
accuracy and achieve a higher filtering accuracy through a
small number of particles in the strong noise scene. In the
experiment of SLAM, the robot receives the wireless com-
munication command and moves; the localization accuracy
and the stability greatly are improved. However, in the sim-
ulator used in this paper, the environment of the robot is a
static environment, which is different from the actual work-
ing environment of the robot. In the future, the feasibility of
the algorithm proposed in this paper will be further verified
through robot experiments.
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Table 5: Comparison of mean error and variance of localization accuracy of three algorithms.

Algorithm
Mean localization
accuracy error (m)

Variance of localization
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FastSLAM2.0 2.5479 1.0754

GFA-FastSLAM2.0 1.6728 1.3949 35% -29%

PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 1.2309 0.2101 62% 81%

Table 6: Comparison of x-axis, y-axis and road sign RMSE
estimation of three algorithms.

Algorithm
RMSE of
x-axis (m)

RMSE of
y-axis (m)

RMSE of
road sign

estimation (m)

FastSLAM2.0 1.9634 2.2563 2.8910

GFA-FastSLAM2.0 1.3695 0.9363 1.6485

PCSA-FastSLAM2.0 0.8036 0.7235 1.0415
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With the replacement of the times, the electronic information technology of all countries in the world has developed rapidly, and
4G mobile communication technology has also obtained the opportunity of development, which has improved the transmission
speed of 5G mobile communication technology, which has been widely used in intelligent information management of
construction engineering. Under this background, this paper selects the research methods of theory guiding practice and
practice updating theory to guide the application of information technology. Based on the actual engineering cases, this paper
discusses the scientific process of information management construction of construction projects from the perspective of BIM
Technology by taking the specific construction details as the starting point. Firstly, this paper systematically introduces the key
technologies of BIM and the related concepts and basic contents of construction project management informatization,
expounds and analyzes the three construction modes that should be followed by construction project collaborative
management informatization, and puts forward the key and main contents of standardization construction. Then, taking New
York freedom building as an engineering case, this paper analyzes the application of building information modeling (BIM) in
the architectural design of New York freedom building. Relevant research can provide theoretical and practical references for
realizing and ensuring the combination of project management and information technology.

1. Background

In recent years, in order to accelerate the process of informa-
tization management of construction projects, my country
has successively issued the “Twelfth Five-Year Development
Plan for the Construction Industry” and the “2011-2015
Outline for the Development of the Construction Industry
Informatization,” both of which clearly pointed out the fol-
lowing: emerging intelligent management tools, such as
BIM Technology, Internet of Things technology, 5G mobile
communication technology, and 4D smart vision have
greatly strengthened the intelligent control and management
of engineering construction [1], so it is very necessary to fur-
ther develop and construct information intelligent manage-
ment tools. In mid-2016, the Party Central Committee
issued the “2016-2020 Construction Industry Information
Development Outline,” further planning the overall develop-

ment of the construction industry, which emphasized the
importance of information technology such as building
information modeling and construction management infor-
mation systems [2]. In addition, the document also pointed
out that the current society’s construction information man-
agement technology is far from reaching the expected goal,
and the entire construction industry alone has generated
huge technical needs for it, especially construction engineer-
ing information management and modern emerging mobile
communications. The integration of technology will greatly
promote the efficiency of construction engineering informa-
tion management.

“Internet+” brings new opportunities to the develop-
ment of the times and leads all fields into the era of informa-
tion management. As a leader in the field of construction
engineering, project management must adapt to the changes
in the new era. In addition, with the rapid development of
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science and technology, mobile communication technology
has also made a qualitative leap [3, 4]. As a result, 5G wire-
less communication technology, which not only covers a
wide range but also has high-speed transmission speed, is
on the stage, which brings good development opportunities
for the development of construction project management
information [5]. The analysis of hot topics in domestic and
foreign research shows that the life cycle management of
construction projects is currently a hot topic in the construc-
tion industry. The key to achieving this goal is to establish an
information model, which is now called BIM (building
information modeling) technology.

The monitoring and control of construction progress is a
long-term and dynamic development process, which
requires the continuous update of on-site data and the gen-
eration of a large amount of information. With the continu-
ous development of the construction progress of the project,
the progress information of the project will continue to
increase dynamically. And some information in the con-
struction process can be used in the later stages of the build-
ing, such as the operation and maintenance stage, thereby
contributing to the life cycle of the building [6, 7].

The information generated in the process of building
construction monitoring and control is dynamic and real-
time development, so it is necessary to keep, share, and man-
age the information generated in the construction process,
so as to facilitate all parties involved in the construction pro-
ject to obtain the information in a time when the construc-
tion project information changes and avoid unnecessary
rework due to information errors in the later stage. As a
comprehensive and coordinated information database, BIM
has incomparable speed and portability in obtaining the
required information and realizing information sharing
[8]. Based on this advantage, the application of BIM Tech-
nology in practical engineering projects has become the
common expectation of all participants and also promotes
all parties to make better use of information for their own
adjustment, so as to promote the better realization of con-
struction projects.

BIM Technology can be applied to the storage and query
of information in the whole life cycle of construction pro-
jects. It can effectively sort out and track the transmission
and change of construction information from one stage to
another, avoiding “information interruption” and informa-
tion loss. Another function of BIM Technology is to reduce
information fuzziness and unconformity. The research on
BIM by many scholars at home and abroad also fully reflects
the feasibility and value of the application measures taken by
BIM Technology in the design and implementation of con-
struction projects. Therefore, BIM Technology is widely
applied to the dynamic real-time construction monitoring
and management system of the construction industry, which
can effectively provide excellent solutions for the fields of
dynamic monitoring data information integration and anal-
ysis of the construction industry and resource sharing.

For the practical application value of BIM Technology,
this paper will select an engineering example to show the
working path of project management. At the same time, in
order to promote the technology to comply with the require-

ments of the development of the times and meet the devel-
opment needs of modern architecture, it is also necessary
to point out the limitations and defects of existing models
in the process of practical case application, promote the
technology to keep pace with the times, and give full play
to the characteristics and advantages of BIM Technology in
the practical application of the construction industry. By
analyzing the improvement and upgrading of traditional
project management by BIM Technology, this paper obtains
the advantages of project management based on BIM Tech-
nology compared with traditional project management.

2. BIM Key Technology and Construction
Project Information Construction

2.1. BIM Key Technology. Based on the realization of the 3D
building model, BIM Technology realizes the sharing of
information generated by the 3D building model among
all participating departments of the building. By connect-
ing all stages of the whole construction life cycle of the
construction project with each department one by one, it
truly realizes the unified application and management of
information. For each stage, each department forms a com-
plete, comprehensive interpretation of guidance. All depart-
ments of the construction project have access to the same
3D building model, and all the building information is added
to the model to facilitate the extraction of the necessary infor-
mation. Through such analysis, we can know that BIM Tech-
nology has the advantages of integrating, managing, and
sharing all information in the whole life cycle of buildings.
It can not only achieve certain coordination and consistency
in the transmission and use of drawings, data, and other
information in the profession. More importantly, it can also
easily realize the information sharing, extraction, and use of
timeliness and accuracy of information in different majors.

In order to perfectly realize the functional benefits
brought by BIM Technology, it is also necessary to create
an information application platform, which can uniformly
manage the project construction information of all partici-
pants in the project and, based on the information applica-
tion platform, create an open information model that can
exchange and communicate, namely, IFC; thus, a 3D build-
ing information exchange application model is established.

Tracing the development process of BIM Technology, it
can be seen that it originated in the United States, but it has
developed rapidly. In just a few years, it has been applied and
promoted by many countries, such as Britain, Switzerland
and other European countries, Japan, Singapore, and other
developed countries. The application of BIM Technology
in China started late, and it began to talk about BIM Tech-
nology after 2002 at the earliest. He Guanpei, a famous
research scholar in China, proposed that since the BIM
model is the basis for supporting the whole BIM process,
the core of the BIM software also lies in the BIM modeling
software (see Figure 1).

2.2. Application Value of BIM Technology. Through practical
application, it can be seen that BIM Technology is more or
less applied in different stages of the whole life cycle of
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construction projects. The following is mainly explained
from two aspects: engineering design and project
management.

2.2.1. Intelligent Engineering Design. When the collaborative
management application of construction projects is realized
in the actual project, the designers of the company can make
full use of the 3D rendering function of BIM Technology to
carry out relevant operations on the mode of construction
projects, simulate the actual scene of buildings, and render
the documents and images of buildings and scenes through
the change of data and mode. When there are changes
related to the 3D model, the corresponding files and draw-
ings can be automatically updated. After that, construction
management such as joint design can be carried out.

2.2.2. Information-Based Project Management. In the previ-
ous construction project information collaborative manage-
ment, paper is often used. This paper method is greatly
affected by human subjective factors. If there is improper
storage or loss in the process of mutual transmission, all
kinds of data and information on this paper will be distorted
and produce wrong information, which will affect the infor-
mation of construction projects and the management quality
of a large number of data. Therefore, in the information
management of construction projects, the use of BIM Tech-
nology effectively overcomes the defects existing in the
information management of existing construction projects
and avoids the problems of confusion or lack of information.
On this basis, participants can also use the information
query service function provided by the information manage-
ment system and database to quickly obtain the necessary
construction project data, so as to more efficiently optimize
the work efficiency and quality of project data management.

2.3. Application Outline of Civil Engineering Information
Management Technology. First, construction enterprises
should pay attention to the comprehensive application of
information technology. There are a lot of manual opera-
tions in the management process, which has a certain nega-

tive impact on the reliability, integrity, and quality of
construction enterprise information.

Second, construction engineering enterprises need to
constantly absorb experts with professional information
management talents and strengthen their own talent man-
agement team. At present, the level of hardware equipment
of many construction companies has been greatly improved,
but the informatization of enterprise internal management is
still at a low level. Some new procurement information man-
agement software has not been fully developed, so it is nec-
essary to further improve the informatization management
level.

Third, construction engineering enterprises must pay
attention to the phased development process of information
management and replan the construction of enterprise
information management in the heyday of strategic develop-
ment. At the same time, we should also pay attention to the
system planning process and put forward practical informa-
tion management solutions according to the current finan-
cial situation, personnel, equipment, technical situation,
and market situation of the enterprise, so as to reduce the
resistance of information management in the application
process.

3. Construction Enterprise Project
Management Information Construction

In the whole process of the implementation of construction
project management, in order to realize the informatization
of construction, we must not only need mature software sys-
tem products and stable hardware operating environment
but also establish a set of the corresponding management sys-
tem, management framework, and good cultural atmosphere.
These are the necessary conditions for the construction indus-
try to implement project management informatization. As
shown in Figure 2, the basic preparation for project manage-
ment informatization in the construction industry is mainly
carried out in four steps.

For the buzzsaw platform, project participants provide
leasing services through the approved project management
platform, and all participants save project shared informa-
tion through the central database of the network. The com-
parison of the characteristics of the three methods is shown
in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that among the three infor-
matization management methods, each has its own advan-
tages. Therefore, the author establishes the project
management informatization standard system according to
its advantages, and the overall block diagram is shown in
Figure 4.

The overall block diagram is composed of standard con-
tent, standard level, and professional categories. The stan-
dard system table is shown in Tables 1 and 2.

4. Application of BIM Key Technology in
Construction Project Management

The freedom building in New York is the first building built
on the former site of the world trade building. The freedom

BIM core
modeling

Visual
design

Structural
analysis

and design

Geometric
structure

design

BIM
scheme
design

Figure 1: BIM software category summary.
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building is equipped with world-class restaurants, viewing
platforms, and the most advanced news broadcasting facili-
ties. In addition, other interior design places of the building
adopt the highest level of design technology to achieve the
purpose of building safety, sustainability, and quality. The
project is of great significance to the United States. Its com-
pletion will mark the development of a new generation of
buildings. SOM and other companies have established coop-
eration with Autodesk consulting company to realize the
Autodesk Revit architectural information modeling plat-
form, so as to successfully complete this innovative architec-
tural design.

The freedom building project in the United States is a
complex building with a height of about 450 meters and a
rotation of 40 degrees. The building is designed to reduce
the wind power of the Hudson River and realize the purpose
of dispersing wind power. In other words, the layout of each

floor of the building is different. In addition, the broadcast
antenna on the top of the freedom building is a steel cable,
which plays a role as a wind turbine to generate building
power. The design style of the freedom building corresponds
to the design style of the Brooklyn Bridge.

Any complex design needs to rely on advanced com-
puter technology, because as long as there is a small error,
it may cause high cost and construction delay during the
construction period. After screening various industry soft-
ware, SOM selects Autodesk Revit as the priority architec-
ture design tool of the project to realize the seamless
integration of the other two components of the building
information modeling platform and generate the proposed
structural solution in real time. In the design process, when
the model data is updated, all project participants in other
fields can display the latest and complete information of
the whole project in real time. In addition, the software also

Cooperation and win-win engineering project culture
and coordinated organizational atmosphere

The active participation of all staff and the leading
role of the owner

Establish a unified database platform

Scientific management under advanced concept

Figure 2: Project information construction preparation.
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facilitates extensive design cooperation. In the original
design process, when the designer changes the very complex
part, it is often discussed around the design drawing. With
the help of the Revit platform, the architect only needs to
open the model on the screen and change the area to be
adjusted.

Taking freedom tower as an example, Autodesk Revit
structure software can help architects effectively improve
the integrity and coordination of the project in the field of
engineering construction. This is because the building infor-
mation modeling can adjust its own model according to
needs, so it can greatly save design time and design change
time. Instead of marking the problem in red, the project
leader waited a week to obtain the image of the building col-
umn in real time. Using Autodesk consulting software, SOM
divides the project into five parts: foundation, core structure,

around the foundation, around the main tower, and spire. It
can be seen that the Revit platform is a technological revolu-
tion, which has made outstanding contributions to the con-
struction of freedom building.

5. Countermeasures for Information
Technology to Improve the Effect of
Collaborative Management of
Construction Projects

5.1. Make Full Use of Big Data Technology to Strengthen the
Information Management Awareness of Senior Managers. In
order to improve the effectiveness of collaborative manage-
ment of construction projects, construction enterprises must
make maximum use of big data technology. After nearly 10
years of development, China’s construction industry con-
tinues to expand, and construction technology and equip-
ment are constantly updated. The application of big data
technology to the construction of information in the

Standard
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dimension

Standard hierarchical dimension

Perceptual hierarchical dimension

Important hierarchical dimension

Standard
content

dimension

Professional
category

dimension

D
ata layer

M
anagem

ent layer

Business layer

Manage
Technology
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Figure 4: Project management informatization standard system.

Table 1: Basic standard system.

System coding Standard name

1.1 Terminology standard

1.1.1
Standard for basic terms of engineering

management informatization

1.2 Text graphic symbol standard

1.2.1
Standard for text and graphic symbols of

engineering management information system

1.2.2
Unified standard for electronic documents of

engineering management

1.3 Information classification and coding standard

1.3.1
Classification and coding standard of engineering

management information

1.3.2
Application data classification and coding

standard in the field of engineering management
informatization

Table 2: Special standard system.

System coding Standard name

2 Application system specific standards

2.1
Technical specification for collaborative

construction information system

2.2
Technical specification for supervision

behavior system

2.3
Technical specification for on-site

real-time monitoring

2.4
Technical specification for construction

quality management system

2.5 Site safety and health management standards
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construction industry can significantly improve the practical
application level of project collaborative management.

5.2. Make Efficient Use of Cloud Technology to Build a
Comprehensive Information Management Platform. Facing
the development of modern technology, China’s construction
industry needs to make maximum use of cloud computing
technology, build an information collaborative management
platform, and promote the all-round promotion of the infor-
mation management mode. Construction engineering compa-
nies can make full use of this good market environment to
build their own companies, promote the development of the
company, improve the level of construction technology, and
improve the efficiency of management.

5.3. Improve the Informatization Management Level of
Project Managers. The engineering company can implement
special technical training for information technology imple-
menters, actual operators, and persons in charge of later
maintenance. Finally, the construction engineering company
forms standardized measurement standards by holding lec-
tures and training, checks the learning achievements of
employees, and regularly checks the status of employees
using information technology to guide their work.

5.4. Make Efficient Use of Mobile Communication
Technology to Speed Up the Project Informatization Audit.
The engineering construction company should not only fur-
ther improve the quality level of project information con-
struction and improve the scientific effectiveness of project
quality supervision and management but also make full use
of wireless communication technology to speed up the audit
of project information construction. Because the project
management of a construction enterprise often has obvious
timeliness and periodicity, in the progress and development
of modern construction enterprises, wireless communication
technology can establish an effective wireless communica-
tion conveyor belt for the financial management, design
department, construction management, human resources,
and management of the whole construction enterprise.
With this frequent communication from the construction
site and project management process, effective communi-
cation with the project manager can be effectively improved.
The wide application of mobile communication technology
will greatly change the specific operation and management
mode of construction engineering enterprises. Through the
research and development of wireless communication tech-
nology, architectural designers can transfer the special condi-
tions of the construction site under certain conditions to the
actual application design drawings of construction engineer-
ing construction in real time. In addition to the above means,
construction engineering enterprises can also use the devel-
opment of remote control technology and remote supervi-
sion technology to strengthen the effective supervision and
management of construction sites.

To sum up, the use of information management technol-
ogy can reduce the waste of resources in construction project
management and improve the integrity of management.
From the analysis of this paper, it can be seen that the

research on the application of informatization in construc-
tion engineering management will help construction engi-
neering enterprises to see the shortcomings in the current
enterprise engineering management process from the per-
spective of problems and upgrade the management scheme
pertinently. Therefore, construction enterprises should pay
more attention to information technology and explore coun-
termeasures to improve the effectiveness of management in
management practice.

6. Conclusion

Modern construction projects are gradually driven in the
direction of complexity and large scale. The complex build-
ing structure has brought unprecedented challenges to the
engineering construction management industry. The tradi-
tional project management model can no longer meet
today’s complex project management needs. Therefore,
BIM Technology appears in people’s vision without solving
the problems. BIM Technology uses the latest information
collection, processing, analysis, and sharing technology to
integrate a large number of complex engineering informa-
tion into a unified work platform according to the unified
IFC standard. All relevant personnel related to the project
can retrieve and query data and information related to the
project. Therefore, BIM Technology provides a rapid and
convenient communication method for all participants in
engineering construction. At the same time, it ensures the
real-time update of project information and the synchroni-
zation of information of all relevant personnel after informa-
tion change.
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This paper is mainly based on the college formula race car, through the application of CAN bus communication interface settings,
the layout and adjustment of the car sensors, and then carry out the data collection and analysis of the car. CAN bus is the local area
network of controller and is one of the field bus which is put forward by German Bosch company and applied most widely in the
world. The development of the data analysis system is mainly based on theMoTeC i2 data analysis software. MoTeC i2 data analysis
software has been developed for many years under the continuous research of professional teams all over the world. According to
the data analysis requirement of FSAE undergraduate Formula 1 teams, this paper introduces a series of data analysis methods
closely related to FSAE, mainly including data channel research. This paper expounds the reliability, suspension, tire
temperature, steering, and braking data analysis, respectively. Based on the data analysis template created by Motec i2, this
paper conducts analysis and basic application according to the data of the real car, so as to meet the requirements of verifying
design made by simulation model and tuning the real car scientifically. By means of wheel speed sensor, acceleration sensor,
displacement sensor, multichannel temperature sensor, and so on, we conduct a series of tests on 2020 season car, including
endurance test, linear acceleration experiment, steady rotation, etc., evaluate the data collected, and then carry on a reasonable
set-up of racing, ultimately improving lap speed.

1. Introduction

Formula SAE (FSAE) was first proposed by an American fac-
tory in 1978. This race is held for college students to collect
small formula cars with creative design and scientific ideas.
These cars are stable and durable in all aspects of perfor-
mance. Compared with foreign countries, our domestic col-
lege student formula racing started late. The first Formula
Student China (FSC) competition was held at the Shanghai
International Circuit in 2010. Formula Student of China
(“China FSC”) is a car design and manufacturing competi-
tion organized by students majoring in automotive engineer-
ing or automotive related in universities. Each participating
team in accordance with the rules of the race and racing car
manufacturing standards, in one year’s time to design and
manufacture a small single-seat recreational racing car in
the acceleration, braking, handling, and other aspects of

excellent performance, can successfully complete all or part
of the race links. China FSC is committed to building a pub-
lic platform for the training and selection of outstanding
domestic automotive talents, and through general assess-
ments to improve students’ comprehensive capabilities in
five aspects, including design, manufacturing, cost control,
commercial marketing, communication, and coordination.
In order to improve the comprehensive quality of automo-
tive students, make long-term talent accumulation for the
development of China’s automotive industry, and promote
the strategic direction of China’s automotive industry from
a “manufacturing country” to an “industrial power” [1].
Gspeed Electric Racing Team of Jilin University has partici-
pated in the FSC series for 5 consecutive years. In 2019, it
went to Japan to participate in the Formula Student Japan
and won the second prize of design project many times. In
2018, it won the first prize of the FSC. GspeedE-2019 and
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GspeedE-2020 race cars are shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively. When we design a racing car, we often fail to
make a reasonable design for some parameters of each sys-
tem, and the rough design fails to support and prove the
completed design with data. Therefore, we installed a data
acquisition system on our race car, that is, the sensors we
need and the wiring harnesses which connect them to a
low-voltage electrical system and panel. Then, we used
MoTec i2 to deal with the data we collected. Due to the large
proportion of engineering design events and dynamic events
in Formula Student [2], data analysis of race cars, which plays
an important role in verifying design, guiding tuning, and fur-
ther contributing to future design, do show its important
value. Therefore, we do research on analysis methods of race
cars and put it into practice by using MoTec i2 templates
and math channels, which quickly analyze the large amount
of data generated by each test. In this way, we obtain the direc-
tion of tuning and improve the performance of our car.

At the same time, the data acquisition and analysis sys-
tem of the whole car is a feedback system for driver training
and making suggestions for tuning [3]. Through scientific
road test and data analysis, the whole process can form a
closed-loop design. In addition, the driving habits and styles
of different drivers can be summed up by recording and ana-
lyzing the same project they conduct. In this way, different
car set-up methods can be matched for different drivers.
Figure 3 shows the flow chart of data collection and analysis
of the race car.

The sensor interface setup and connection of the vehicle
are based on CAN bus communication protocol, among
which, the car has three CAN communication networks:

(1) Motor control network, connecting the vehicle con-
troller with the motor controller, to realize the func-
tion of sending the torque instruction of the drive
system and obtaining the working state of the motor
of the drive system

(2) The conventional information communication net-
work realizes the information transmission between
the vehicle controller and the battery management sys-
tem, instrument panel, sensors, and other equipment

(3) In order to charge the communication network, the
experimental information transmission between the
battery management system and the charger

Using the MoTeC C125 racing digital instrument, ECU
uses CAN-B to collect and record training data for improved
vehicle performance.

Figure 4 shows the CAN bus network of the whole vehicle.

2. Reliability Data Analysis

As we know, one of the most important functions of the data
acquisition system is to find the potential faults of race car by
monitoring the reliability data, which determines whether
the car can run normally or not. So we should make obtain-
ing and checking reliability data a top priority. Once any-
thing abnormal is found, stop the car immediately and

troubleshoot the fault. For Formula E racing, the important
reliability data consist of high voltage battery voltage, high
voltage battery temperature, motor output power, low volt-
age battery voltage, etc. Second, there are some reliability
indicators, such as tire pressure, and brake pressure.
Figure 5 is the reliability data template.

To check the reliability data, the first step is to observe the
maximum and average values of each channel, and the sec-
ond step is to examine its changing trend. The observation
of maximum value can determine whether the data is within
safe range, while the observation of variation trend can deter-
mine whether the car is running normally during the whole
process and can predict the state of the car when running
continuously. Especially in endurance test, the data of battery
temperature and power usually change linearly.

In order to know the condition of reliability parameters
during each run, we set up an alarm mechanism on the car
instrument panel. In the endurance race, it is one of the key
factors to detect abnormal reliability parameters in advance
and make a right decision.

Similarly, an alarm mechanism can be set in the data
analysis software to find out the problematic channel data
in the first time.

If the voltage provided by the power battery is found to be
too low, it is considered that the power supply system of the
battery box body has poor contact and the battery module
bolts have loosened. At this time, the battery box should be
inspected and the battery management system (BMS) should
be used for fault detection.

Figure 1: GspeedE-2019 racecar.

Figure 2: GspeedE-2020 racecar.
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3. Suspension System Data Analysis

The suspension system of this season’s Gspeed formula E
racing car is an independent suspension of unequal length,
with a third spring system and a T-shaped anti-roll bar.

This part includes the calculation of roll gradient and roll
stiffness, load transfer, and the analysis of shock absorber.

The purpose of suspension data analysis is to verify the
design and guide the adjustment through the compilation
and processing of the data. Detailed tuning projects consist
of tire pressure, shock absorber gear, antiroll bar stiffness,
load distribution of front and rear tires, adjusting four-
wheel positioning parameters, and carrying out the corre-
sponding fault troubleshooting.

Wheel
dynamic

vertical load

Damper
speed and

force

Tire tempareture

Verify
stiffness
design

objective

Attitude angular velocity

Roll 
gradient

Roll
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Figure 3: Flow chart of data collection and analysis for racing car.
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Figure 4: Vehicle CAN network.
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3.1. Roll Gradient (RG) Analysis. In vehicle dynamics, roll
gradient refers to the roll angle of a vehicle per unit lateral
acceleration.

Equation (1) is the definition formula of roll gradient RG.

RG =
αroll
Glat

: ð1Þ

In the above formula, αroll is roll angle (deg); Glat is lateral
acceleration (g).

Therefore, in order to calculate the roll gradient, the first
parameter we need to get is the roll angle. The following is the
mathematical channel formula of the front and rear suspen-
sion roll angle αF andαR and the total suspension roll angle α.
In order to get the roll angle of the vehicle, the left and right
suspension displacements should be calculated, and the trig-
onometric function formula should be used to solve the
problem. Table 1 shows the vehicle parameters required by
formulas (2)–(4).

αF = ArcTan
xSuspLF − xSuspRF
À Á

MRF

TF

" #
·
180
π

, ð2Þ

αR = ArcTan
xSuspLR − xSuspRR
À Á

MRR

TR

" #
·
180
π

, ð3Þ

α = ArcTan
xSuspLF − xSuspRF
À Á

MRF + xSuspLR − xSuspRR
À Á

MRR

TF + TR

" #
·
180
π

:

ð4Þ
Among these parameters, suspension displacement is

what we should detect. It can be obtained by measuring the

displacement of the shock absorber with the traditional linear
displacement sensor. And when the suspension arrangement
style is not suitable for using displacement sensor (for
instance, a decoupling suspension with single spring
mounted between two rockarms), we can use angular dis-
placement sensor to get suspension displacement indirectly
by measuring rockarm rotation angle. The angle and the sus-
pension displacement usually have high linearity, whose lin-
ear coefficient can be fitted by means of parallel wheel jump
simulation in Adams-Car [2]. After this work, what we need
to do is to set up math channel in MoTec i2. Figure 6 shows
the template of suspension system roll angle data.

It should be noted that the roll angle calculated from the
suspension displacement is only the roll angle caused by the
lateral transfer of sprung mass, that is, the suspension roll
angle. Therefore, the following calculation is also the roll gra-
dient of the suspension system using the roll angle of the
suspension.

Then, we create a scatter graph with the vertical axis as
roll angle and the horizontal axis as lateral acceleration and
obtain the trend line equation, whose slope is the roll gradi-
ent of the suspension system. Figure 7 is the roll gradient dia-
gram of GspeedE-2019 in a test. From the equations in the
lower left corner of each template in the figure, it can be seen
that the roll gradients of front suspension, rear suspension,
and total suspension are 0.552°/G, 0.557°/G, and 0.555°/G,
respectively.

3.2. Roll Stiffness. The roll stiffness of suspension refers to the
total elastic recovery couple moment given by the suspension
system to the carriage under the unit carriage rotation angle
when the vehicle rolls (the wheels remain on the ground).
The roll stiffness of the suspension will affect the lateral load
transfer of the car during steering and then affect the wheel
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Figure 5: Reliability data template.
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load of the inside and outside wheels as well as the front and
rear wheels. The difference of wheel load will lead to the dif-
ference of the slip angle of the tires and then affect the steer-
ing characteristics [4]. According to the above roll gradient
analyzed by MoTec i2 software and the vehicle parameters
provided in Table 2, the roll stiffness of the suspension sys-
tem and its components can be further calculated. Among
them, the collection and analysis result of the roll gradient
is RGF = 0:552°/GRGR = 0:557°/G RG = 0:555°/G .

We can obtain the following parameters by taking the
torque on the ground:

Height of sprung mass center hS:

hS =
WTh −WUFRF −WURRR

WS
: ð5Þ

Roll moment lever arm hRM:

hRM ≅ hS − ZF + ZR − ZFð Þ 1 − aSð Þ½ � = 0:252m: ð6Þ

Roll moment per lateral acceleration Mϕ:

Mϕ =WShRM: ð7Þ

Then, the total suspension roll stiffness Kϕ is

Kϕ =
Mϕ

RG
= 1161:379N · m/∘: ð8Þ

According to the distribution of front and rear roll stiff-
ness, the front and rear suspension roll stiffnessKϕF and
KϕR can be calculated as follows:

KϕF = Kϕ ·
RGR

RGF + RGR
= 583:308N ⋅m/∘, ð9Þ

KϕR = Kϕ − KϕF = 578:072N ⋅m/∘: ð10Þ
Because in many cases, the roll stiffness provided by the

spring cannot meet the requirement, so the antiroll bar
mechanism is added. Therefore, suspension roll stiffness is
the sum of the roll stiffness provided by spring and antiroll
bar. Table 3 shows the vehicle parameters required by formu-
las (11) and (12).

KϕF = KSpringF + KARBF, ð11Þ

KϕR = KSpringR + KARBR: ð12Þ
In the above formula, KSpringF (N · m/∘) is the roll rate of

the front spring; KSpringR (N · m/∘) is the roll rate of the rear
spring; KARBF (N · m/∘) is the roll rate of the front antiroll
bar; KARBR(N · m/∘) is the roll rate of the rear antiroll bar.

After calculating the roll stiffness of the spring through
the known number of spring pounds, the roll stiffness of
the antiroll bar can be further calculated [5].

By comparing the roll gradient and roll stiffness with
the design objective, the gap between the actual race car
and the simulation design can be obtained. If there is a
large error, it is necessary to examine the specific cause
of the error (for example, processing or assembly problem
of parts) and solve it in time. In the test and tuning of real
vehicle, after the ideal tuning strategy is obtained, the cor-
responding roll gradient can be used as the reference aim
of the next season.

3.3. Dynamic Vertical Load of Tires. The vertical load
directly affects the grip performance of the tire, while the
load distribution between front and rear affects the steer-
ing characteristics of the car. In addition, the amount of
tire load transfer can also affect the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the car. Therefore, knowing the tire dynamic
vertical load is beneficial to evaluating the balance of a
racing car, as well as the choice of tire pressure and anal-
ysis of tire surface temperature. By optimizing the four-
wheel positioning parameters and other tuning methods,
the tire load transfer of the racing car can be reduced

Table 1: Parameters in formulas (2)–(4).

Parameter Description

xSuspLF Left front suspension displacement

xSuspRF Right front suspension displacement

xSuspLR Left rear suspension displacement

xSuspRR Right rear suspension displacement

MRF Front suspension motion ratio

MRR Rear suspension motion ratio

TF Front track width

TR Rear track width

5:50 7:30
–1

–1

–1

1

0

1

0

1

0

Front suspension roll angle (°)

Total suspension roll angle (°)

Rear suspension roll angle (°)

Figure 6: Template of suspension system roll angle data.
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and balanced as far as possible, and the ultimate perfor-
mance of race car can be further improved.

In order to calculate the dynamic vertical load of each
wheel, it is necessary to understand the various parameters
and influencing factors involved. And Figure 8 shows each
component of wheel load.

The vertical load on each wheel is the sum of the compo-
nents listed above. The detailed analysis and calculation are
as follows.

–1.0
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Figure 7: Roll gradient data template.

Table 2: Basic parameters of racing car.

Parameter Description Value : front Rear Total

WT Total mass (kg) 134.2 170.8 305

WU Unsprung mass (kg) 21 23 44

WS Sprung mass (kg) 113.2 147.8 261

h Height of mass center (m) 0.28

Z Height of roll center (m) 0.03 0.04

R Tire load radius (m) 0.235 0.235

T Track width (m) 1.266 1.241

L Wheel base (m) 1.575

aS Sprung mass distribution on the front suspension (%) 45

Table 3: Parameters in formulas (11) and (12).

Parameter Description

KSpringF Roll rate of the front spring

KSpringR Roll rate of the rear spring

KARBF Roll rate of the front antiroll bar

KARBR Roll rate of the rear antiroll bar
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3.3.1. Static Wheel Load. We can measure the static load of
each wheel when the car is in the ready state (that is, the
car with fully equipped driver). Figure 9 shows static wheel
load measured by loadometer.

3.3.2. Lateral Load Transfer.We can measure the force of the
suspension push rod through the pull pressure sensor, and
then we can get the curve of tire load change with time. After
that, by using the mechanical formula to calculate the other
force elements of the suspension system, we can get the value
of the downward pressure produced by the aerodynamic
package on the race car, which is conducive to the design of
the aerodynamic package on the racing car. Figure 10 shows
the data collected by the pressure sensor.

(i) Lateral load transfer of the unsprung mass ΔWu

ΔWuF =
WuF ·Glat · RF

TF
, ð13Þ

ΔWuR =
WuR ·Glat · RR

TR
: ð14Þ

It should be noted that in the early design, we used the
tire load radius as an approximate value of unsprung mass
center height. After the design work is completed, the height
of wheel carrier mass center can be calculated in the 3D
modeling software, which can be used as a more accurate
value of unsprung mass center height.

(ii) Lateral geometric load transfer ΔWg

ΔWgF =
WsF · Glat · ZF · S/Lð Þ

TF
, ð15Þ

ΔWgR =
WsR · Glat · ZR · 1 − S/Lð Þ

TR
: ð16Þ

In the above formula, S is the distance (m) from the geo-
metric center of rear axle to the sprung mass center in the
side view. The calculation formula is as follows:

S = L ·
WSF
WS

: ð17Þ

It should be noted that the unsprung mass and the geo-
metric load transfer cannot be measured by pull pressure
sensor and displacement sensor. Except lateral acceleration,
other parameters are in Table 1, considered as theoretical
value.

(iii) Lateral load transfer of the sprung mass ΔWs

ΔWsF =
Ws · Glat · hRM

TF
· q, ð18Þ

ΔWsR =
Ws · Glat · hRM

TR
· 1 − qð Þ: ð19Þ

Wheel vertical load

Statical wheel load

Lateral load transfer

Longitudinal load transfer

Influence of track
inclination and slope

Aerodynamic effects

Lateral weight transfer of
the sprung mass

Lateral weight transfer of
the unsprung mass

Lateral geometric weight
transfer

Figure 8: Each component of wheel load.

Figure 9: Static wheel load measurement.
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The definition of q is

q =
K∅F

K∅F + K∅R
=

RGR

RGF + RGR
: ð20Þ

From the above equations, we can see the importance of
calculating roll gradient. The roll gradient can not only be
used to further calculate the roll stiffness, verify whether the
real car reaches the preliminary design expectation, and
guide the adjustment of spring pounds and antiroll bar stiff-
ness but also reflect the proportion of the lateral sprung mass

transfer on front and rear suspension compared with total
amount and then calculate respective values.

3.3.3. Total Longitudinal Load Transfer ΔWLong.

ΔWLong =
W ·GLong · h

L
: ð21Þ

To sum up, we can find that a large part of the calculation
of load transfer is to calculate the value of mechanical con-
cepts such as the mass center height, the roll center height,
and the roll moment lever arm, while the lateral and
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Figure 10: Data acquisition by pressure sensor.
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Figure 11: Tire dynamic load template.
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longitudinal accelerations are obtained by the digital acquisi-
tion equipment.

3.3.4. Influence of Track Slope. Since FSAE racing venues are
usually well paved, this effect is ignored here. For example,
the 2020 season was held at the Da’an Automotive Testing

Center in Xiangyang, Hubei Province, which is authorized
by the National Automobile Testing Ground. As a result,
road conditions can be guaranteed.

3.3.5. Aerodynamic Effect. The aerodynamic effect on car can
be measured with relevant sensors. When all components are

Spring motion ratio Spring oreload Anti-rollbar motion ratio

Shok/spring travel
potentiometer

Shock force versus shock
speed 

Spring force at
wheel

Shock force at
 wheel

Anti-rollbar force at
wheelAnti-rollbar torsion

Total
wheelloads

Unsprung lateral
and longitudinal
weight transfer

Geometric lateral
and longitudinal
weight transfer

Aerodynamics
forces

Figure 12: Tire load collection and calculation process.
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Figure 13: Displacement and velocity data acquisition diagram of shock absorber.
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known, the total vertical load on each wheel can be calcu-
lated. Figure 11 is the dynamic load data of the tire in a skid-
pad track event (the skidpad track consists of two pairs of
concentric circles in a figure of eight pattern) [3].

According to the average value in the upper right corner
of the tire load graph above, the load transfer in the skidpad
test is distributed as the front 48% and the rear 52%. Theoret-
ically, neutral steering occurs when the distribution of load
transfer is equal to the distribution of axle load [1]. Since
the axle load distribution of the real car is the front 45%
and the rear 55%, it can be concluded that the steering char-
acteristics of the car are very close to the neutral steering.

According to the tire dynamic load, we can also choose
more appropriate tire pressure according to the tire file pro-
vided by manufacturer. In FSAE, the straight line accelera-
tion, skidpad event, and autocross event are performed in
cold tire conditions [3], so in these events, the tire pressure
can be directly selected according to the tire load that
required lateral and longitudinal acceleration determine,
without extra consideration of the tire temperature influence.
The collection and calculation processes of tire load are
shown in Figure 12.

3.4. Damper Analysis Study. For the data acquisition and
analysis system, the analysis of the shock absorber is mainly
to analyze its velocity through the displacement sensor.
Equation (22) is the relation between the damper force and
its velocity.

Fdam = C · vdam: ð22Þ

In the above formula, Fdam is the force generated by
shock absorber, C is the damper coefficient, and vdam is the
velocity of the shock absorber.

To get the velocity, we can take derivative of the shock
absorber displacement signal.

vdam =
d
dt

sdam: ð23Þ

And Figure 13 shows the displacement and velocity data
acquisition diagram of shock absorber.

In part 2.1 we have discussed, the shock absorber can be
measured by linear displacement sensor directly or calculated
through rockarm rotation angle.

The velocity interval of the shock absorber is mainly
divided into three parts:

(i) The First Interval (<5mm/s). The velocity in this
area is mainly caused by friction in the suspension
system

Percent
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Figure 14: Damping velocity histogram data acquisition graph.

Figure 15: Position of tire temperature sensor.
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(ii) The Second Interval (5-25mm/s) (Low-Speed Damp-
ing Interval). This area is the main area where the
shock absorber responds to chassis motion of the
car and is also an important area for driver to per-
ceive the car

(iii) The Third Interval (25-200mm/s) (High Speed
Damping Interval). The velocity of shock absorber
in this area is mainly caused by road excitation.
The impact of road shoulder usually allows the
velocity to exceed 200mm/s

In order to make the time ratio of shock absorber velocity
in each interval more intuitive, damping velocity histogram,
an important tool for damper analysis and adjustment, is
presented here. The damping velocity histogram is a graph
that describes the time proportion of damping in each veloc-
ity interval [6]. By observing the shape of the histogram, we
can roughly analyze the “soft” and “hard” of the suspension.
The establishment method of this histogram template is as
follows: create a new workbench in MoTec i2, select the his-
togram template, and choose the time and proportion in hor-
izontal and vertical coordinates, respectively. Finally, add the
digital channel of the linear displacement sensor of the shock

absorber, import the data, and then generate the template [7].
Figure 14 shows the damping velocity histogram of the car
after an endurance test.

In order to improve the tire grip performance and main-
tain a certain contact between tire and ground, the damping
adjustment should make the histogram conform to the nor-
mal distribution as far as possible, and the histogram shape
of the four wheels should be consistent with each other, as
well as the difference between peak values should be as small
as possible [2].

4. Tire Temperature Analysis

As we know, tire surface temperature is an external indica-
tion of how well the tire works during testing. By analyzing
the tire surface temperature and considering various factors
of suspension kinematics and dynamics, the ideal working
temperature range of the tire can be obtained, and the adjust-
ment trend of tire camber can be deduced, as well as the real-
time state of tire pressure in the test. By adding a tire temper-
ature sensor, real-time tire temperature distribution and tem-
perature rise data during running can be obtained
conveniently, and the relationship between tire temperature
and damping ratio can be established to guide the racing
car set-up [8].

4.1. Evaluate Wheel Camber from Tire Temperature. As the
car runs, the camber of wheels determines the position in
which the tires are in contact with the ground, and the sur-
face temperature of tires provides the desired position. When
the car corners, for the outside wheels, by observing the color
contrast diagram of tire temperature distribution, we can
conclude that if the temperature distribution is uniform, then
the camber angle is appropriate [9]. If the outer temperature
of the outside wheel is significantly higher than that of the
inner, it means that the camber angle is too small, otherwise,
the camber angle is too large. For the inside wheel, if the tem-
perature in the inner or middle of the wheel rises too fast, it
means that the camber angle is too large; otherwise, it is too
small. Since the outside wheels provide most of the lateral
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Figure 16: Tire temperature data acquisition graph.
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force when cornering, the camber of the outside wheels is of
more concern. We can characterize the camber state by the
temperature difference between the inside and outside of
the tire [10]. Equation (24) is the calculation formula of tem-
perature difference between inside and outside tire surface:

ΔT ti = T ti inð Þ − T ti outð Þ: ð24Þ

In the above formula, i is LF (left front wheel), RF (right
front wheel), LR (left rear wheel), RR (right rear wheel), T ti
ðinÞ is the temperature of the inside of the tire (°C), and T ti
ðoutÞ is the temperature of the outside of the tire (°C).

However, it is not in line with scientific principles to
make a final judgment on the data of a few specific corners,
so it is necessary to evaluate the data of the whole lap com-
prehensively [11]. By equipping multichannel tire tempera-
ture sensors, we can obtain real-time tire temperature
distribution and temperature rise data during running con-
veniently. Therefore, the proper camber angle can be deter-
mined by observing the average tire surface temperature
difference throughout the lap [12]. Figure 15 shows the lay-
out of tire temperature sensor on our car.

4.2. Examine Tire Pressure from Temperature Analysis.
Except evaluating whether the camber angle is appropriate,
we also use the tire temperature to analyze the tire pressure
when the car is running [13]. Comparing the temperature
of the inner and outer part of the tire with the middle, we
can find that when the tire pressure is too low, the inner

and outer tire temperature will be higher than that of the
middle part, while when the tire pressure is too high, the sit-
uation will be opposite. Therefore, the tire pressure can be
evaluated by the difference between the middle and the aver-
age inner and outer tire temperature [14]. This difference is
denoted as ΔTpi.

ΔTpi = Tti
midð Þ − T ti inð Þ + T ti outð Þ

2
: ð25Þ

In the above formula, Tti
ðmidÞ is the tire middle temper-

ature (° C), T tiðinÞ is the tire inside temperature (° C), and
T tiðoutÞ is the tire outside temperature (°C). When the result
ΔTpi is positive, it indicates that the tire pressure is too high,
vice versa. The following figure shows the tire temperature
data collected in the first 20 seconds of a linear acceleration
event. Through observation, it can be seen that the tempera-
ture in the middle part of the tire is higher and the tempera-
ture on both sides is lower. It can be preliminarily concluded
that the tire pressure is too high and should be lowered.
Figure 16 shows the tire temperature data acquisition graph.

5. Steering System Data Analysis

The design of the steering system is based on Ackerman
steering geometry and takes the slip angle of tire into
account. In the analysis of steering data, the steering charac-
teristic of the race car is mainly studied. In addition, the
steering design of Formula One should not only reduce tire
wear and prolong the service life of tires but also have good
steering stability [7]. The racing car mostly uses the broken
steering trapezoid, the steering torque on the steering wheel
from the transmission mechanism to the gear of the steering
machine, and then driven by the gear and rack movement.
Both ends of the steering rod are, respectively, connected
with the steering rack and the steering knuckle arm. Under
the action of the pull rod thrust and tension, the steering
knuckle arm drives the tire to rotate, so as to achieve steering.
A reasonable steering trapezoid structure should make the
four steering wheels roll as far as possible without
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Figure 18: Data acquisition of steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration data scatter diagram.

Table 4: Parameters in formulas (26)–(28).

Parameter Description

θsw Actual steering angle

i Steering ratio

L Lateral acceleration

Gla Roll rate of the rear antiroll bar

V Vehicle speed
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sideslipping, that is, the instant center of the four steering
wheels’ speed intersects at the same point. When the rear
wheels of the race car do not steer, the steering center of
the race car should be on the rear wheel axle line. This steer-
ing relationship is the ideal Ackermann turning angle rela-
tionship, as shown in Figure 17. For this reason, the
concepts of understeer angle and attitude angular velocity

are presented in this section to evaluate the steering charac-
teristic of race cars [4]. Figure 18 shows the data acquisition
of steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration data scatter
diagram [15].

5.1. Understeering Angle.According to the definition of steer-
ing characteristic in Race Car Vehicle Dynamics [5], when
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Figure 19: Actual steering angle data acquisition chart.
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Figure 20: Yaw rate data acquisition graph.
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the actual wheel steering angle is equal to Ackerman steering
angle, the vehicle will have neutral steering. When the steer-
ing angle is larger than Ackerman steering angle, the vehicle
understeers. Oversteer on the other hand. Therefore, the dif-
ference between the absolute value of the actual wheel steer-
ing angle θ and Ackerman steering angle θAck can be defined
as the understeering angle θu. The formula is as follows

θu = θj j‐ θAckj j, ð26Þ

θ =
θsw
i
, ð27Þ
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Figure 21: Braking force data collection in race car running test.
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Figure 23: Race car running test.
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θAck =
L ·Gla

V2 : ð28Þ

Table 4 shows the vehicle parameters required by formu-
las (26)–(28).

According to formula (26), the following conclusions can
be drawn:

θu

<0, oversteer,

= 0, neutral steer,

>0, understeer:

8>><
>>:

ð29Þ

By calculating the understeering angle, we can under-
stand the steering characteristics at various stages of the cor-
ner. In order to study the overall steering characteristics of
the car, the average understeering angle of the car can be
obtained through the steady-state rotation test, and the over-
all steering characteristic of the car can be evaluated [13].
Figure 19 shows the actual steering angles of the car collected
by MoTec i2 analysis.

5.2. Attitude Velocity Analysis. In addition to the understeer-
ing angle, the vehicle steering characteristics can be charac-
terized by the difference between the absolute value of the
actual yaw rate and the theoretical yaw rate, that is, the atti-
tude angular velocity [16]. The following is the definition for-
mula of attitude angular velocity ωa.

ωa = ωyaw
�� �� − ωtj j, ð30Þ

ω =
Glat
V

: ð31Þ

In the above formula, ωyaw is the actual yaw rate of the
vehicle (°/s), and ωt is the theoretical yaw rate of the vehicle
(°/s). Figure 20 shows the yaw rate data collected.

Through the analysis, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

ωa

<0, oversteer,

= 0, neutral steer,

>0, understeer:

8>><
>>:

ð32Þ

6. Braking System Data Analysis

In race car competition, we know that if you spend less time
slowing down, you spend more time accelerating and you can
improve your lap speed. As for the braking system, the
important analysis data include vehicle speed, wheel speed,
longitudinal acceleration, front and rear brake pressure, and
front brake ratio.

6.1. Braking Force. The real braking force data can be col-
lected through the brake oil pressure sensor, and the maxi-
mum longitudinal deceleration obtained in the running test
corresponds to the maximum braking force of the car. The
maximum braking force is one of the evaluation parameters
of car braking performance, and usually, the maximum lon-
gitudinal deceleration of the car should be about 95% of the
maximum lateral acceleration [5]. Figure 21 shows the brak-
ing force data collected in a race car running test, and
Figure 22 shows the actual braking force distribution
obtained from data collection. We performed a dynamic test
on the car. Figure 23 shows the picture taken during the
test [17].
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Figure 24: Brake data analysis template.
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Figure 26: ABS simulation result.
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6.2. Braking Lock. The braking lock can be directly observed
through the curve of wheel speed data. When decelerating,
the wheel speed will drop in a straight line, when the tire is
locked, the wheel speed will drop rapidly; when the driver
senses that the tire is locked, he releases the brake slightly,
and the wheel speed returns to its original straight line, form-
ing a small trough, as shown in the wheel speed curve in
Figure 24. The braking lock will cause the tire to lose grip per-
formance, which should be avoided as far as possible.

6.3. Braking Pressure Distribution. Braking pressure distribu-
tion is the ratio of the front braking pressure to the total brak-
ing pressure, and equation (30) is the math channel formula
of it:

BF =
BrakePF

BrakePF + BrakePR
· 100%: ð33Þ

In the equation, BrakePF is the front brake pressure
(MPa), BrakePR is the rear brake pressure (MPa). Figure 25
shows the wheel speed data.

Braking pressure distribution affects the maximum brak-
ing force in the pure braking condition and the steering char-
acteristics in the cornering condition with braking. Too
much distribution of brake pressure on one axle will result
in the corresponding tire lock. In the corner with braking,
too much braking pressure to the front axle will lead to
understeer, and too much to the rear axle will lead to over-
steer. Therefore, according to the track characteristics and
driver’s feedback, and combined with data collection, we
can improve the performance of our car by tuning braking
pressure distribution properly.

6.4. Set the ABS. We analyze information obtained by data
acquisition, concluding that in the process of race, the brak-
ing intensity is usually small and medium-sized. In the tradi-
tional brake system design, in order to make the front wheel
lock first and achieve stable condition, the traditional design
always matches a large synchronous adhesion coefficient to
achieve this goal, so that will make the rear wheels have larger
attachment loss. The inability to provide greater longitudinal
adhesion of rear wheels results in the lack of lateral adhesion
of the front wheels, which is very detrimental in the process
of cornering and cannot guarantee the speed and stability
of the car. Therefore, the ABS system is set to ensure that
the front and rear wheels do not lock, lose steering ability,

or slip, and at the same time, the braking force distribution
of the rear wheels is improved then the speed of cornering
is improved. At the beginning of design, we use Simulink
and Carsim cosimulation to establish the corresponding
model, to judge its feasibility, and whether it can reduce the
braking distance. Figure 26 shows the ABS/EBD simulation
result, and Figure 27 shows the comparison of simulation
under open road conditions [18].

7. Conclusion

This paper introduces the important mathematical channels
for FSAE racecar data collection of the five types: reliability,
suspension, tire, steering, and braking, as well as the corre-
sponding calculation formula and the analysis template used
in data analysis. Based on the MoTec i2 data processing plat-
form, the paper carries out data analysis and post-processing
for formula student. In addition, we use CAN bus communi-
cation to layout and design the vehicle sensor and wiring har-
ness system.

In the sensor fault diagnosis, for CAN bus signal, we use
interrupt counter counting method to diagnose the loss of
signal frame or signal line disconnection and other faults.

As for reliability data, we analyze the safety and reliability
of race cars by collecting battery voltage, battery temperature
and motor power, so as to troubleshoot potential faults.

As for suspension system, we mainly analyzed the data
collected by linear displacement sensor and studied the roll
gradient, roll stiffness, tire load transfer, and shock absorber,
so as to verify our design and tune the suspension to an
appropriate state.

As for tires, we studied whether the corresponding four-
wheel positioning parameters and tire pressure were appro-
priate and whether the utmost performance of tires could
be exerted through the data collected from the multichannel
tire temperature sensor.

As for the steering system, we obtained steering angle and
lateral acceleration scatter diagram and change rate of steer-
ing angle and yaw velocity, to judge the steering characteris-
tics of race car and make corresponding adjustments.

As for the braking system, we analyzed maximum brak-
ing force, braking pressure distribution, and checked wheel
speed data to deal with brake lock. Furthermore, we do some
research on the ABS/EBD system.

Due to our limited knowledge, the data analysis we have
done is relatively basic, but for FSAE teams, it has been an
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Figure 27: Comparison of simulation under open road conditions (the figure on the left does not include ABS braking, and the figure on the
right includes ABS braking).
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With the rapid development of deep learning and wireless communication technology, emotion recognition has received more and
more attention from researchers. Computers can only be truly intelligent when they have human emotions, and emotion
recognition is its primary consideration. This paper proposes a multimodal emotion recognition model based on a
multiobjective optimization algorithm. The model combines voice information and facial information and can optimize the
accuracy and uniformity of recognition at the same time. The speech modal is based on an improved deep convolutional neural
network (DCNN); the video image modal is based on an improved deep separation convolution network (DSCNN). After single
mode recognition, a multiobjective optimization algorithm is used to fuse the two modalities at the decision level. The
experimental results show that the proposed model has a large improvement in each evaluation index, and the accuracy of
emotion recognition is 2.88% higher than that of the ISMS_ALA model. The results show that the multiobjective optimization
algorithm can effectively improve the performance of the multimodal emotion recognition model.

1. Introduction

The concept of “emotional computing” was first proposed by
professor Picard of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in the book Affective Computing published in 1997. She
defined “affective computing” as the calculation of factors
related to human emotion, triggered by human emotion or
able to affect emotion [1]. The research of affective computing
is aimed at achieving harmonious and efficient human-
computer interaction, so that computers have higher and
more comprehensive intelligence [2, 3].

The external expression of human emotion mainly
includes voice, facial expression, posture, and so on. Human
speech contains not only linguistic information but also non-
linguistic information such as people’s emotional state. For
example, the same sentence often feels different to the listener
because of the different emotional states of the speaker. Human
speech can express emotion because it contains parameters that
can reflect the characteristics of emotion. Facial expression is
also an important external form of emotion, which contains
certain emotional information. The research of facial expres-

sion recognition can effectively promote the development of
emotion recognition research and the research of automatic
understanding of computer images [4–6].

Since the performance of speech emotion recognition is
easily disturbed by the noise of the surrounding environ-
ment, facial expressions are also easily affected by problems
such as dark lighting, different angles, and blocked areas.
Therefore, single-modal emotion recognition has some
limitations. In order to improve the overall recognition
performance and learn from each other in different emo-
tional features, researchers propose a multimodal emotion
recognition method based on the fusion of speech and facial
expression, which has important research significance in the
practical application of emotion recognition. According to
the processing of different modal signals in different stages, it
can be divided into signal-level fusion, feature-level fusion,
decision-level fusion, and hybrid fusion. In this paper, the
decision-level fusion method is used to independently inspect
and classify the features of each modal and merge the results
into a decision vector. The schematic diagram of multimodal
emotion recognition is shown in Figure 1.
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Inmany optimization fields, such as production scheduling,
artificial intelligence, combinatorial optimization, large-scale
data processing, and data mining, we often encounter many
complex optimization problems closer to real life [7–11]. In
the real world, the optimization problem is usually multiattri-
bute, which is usually the simultaneous optimization ofmultiple
objectives. In order to achieve the optimization of the overall
goal, it is usually necessary to consider the conflicting subgoals
comprehensively. Therefore, a multiobjective optimization
(MOO) algorithm is proposed. This article uses two evaluation
indicators, accuracy and emotion recognition uniformity, to
evaluate the performance of emotion recognition models. In
order to improve the two evaluation indexes at the same time,
the multiobjective optimization algorithm is used to optimize
the emotion recognition model.

(1) The first time, the multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm is combined with multimodal emotion recog-
nition, and the performance of multimodal emotion
recognition is effectively improved by optimizing
the accuracy and uniformity of the model at the same
time in the decision level

(2) In this paper, a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN) and a deep separable convolutional neural
network (DSCNN) are proposed for speech recogni-
tion and face recognition, respectively, and good
experimental results are obtained

(3) The proposed multimodal emotion recognition
model based on multiobjective optimization has a
better recognition effect, and the accuracy of emotion
recognition is 2.88% higher than that of the ISMS_
ALA model

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related research work of the multiobjective opti-
mization algorithm and multimodal emotion recognition.

In Section 3, we introduce the framework and model of two
basic techniques used in multimodal emotion recognition.
In Section 4, we test the proposed model. Finally, the conclu-
sion of this paper is given in Section 5.

2. Related Work

At present, the research on multimodal emotion recognition
is a hot topic in the interdisciplinary research of cognitive sci-
ence, physiology, psychology, linguistics, computer science,
and so on. Multimodal emotion recognition has attracted
more and more attention from scientific research institutions
and researchers domestically and internationally.

In 1997, Duc et al. [12] proposed “multimodality” for the
first time, using facial expression and speech fusion to recog-
nize human identity and behavior. Professor Chen et al. of
the Beckman College of the University of Illinois jointly [13]
proposed the research of multimodal emotion recognition,
which mainly involves the emotion recognition of speech and
facial expression information. The experimental results show
that the recognition rate of a single mode is lower than that
of a multimodal one. For the feature contribution of emotion
recognition, there is a big difference between speech and
expression. Normally, the feature of expression makes a greater
contribution to emotion recognition. Busso and Narayanan
[14] of the Viterbi School of Engineering at the University of
Southern California are working together on emotion recogni-
tion. Wang and Guan [15] proposed a vision-based emotion
recognition method, which extracts visual features from Gabor
wavelet key frames and then uses a feature-level data fusion
scheme to combine audio features with visual features; Ding
et al. [16] combined convolutional neural network (CNN)
and Directional Gradient Histogram (HOG) methods to
extract more expression features and achieved 90% recognition
accuracy in happy emotion categories; Lan and Zhang [17]
proposed a joint strategy (FRN+BN) to recognize facial expres-
sions and improve the recognition accuracy of 5.6% on the CK
+ dataset.

When the accuracy of emotion recognition based on single-
modal speech or facial expressions is not optimistic, it is jointly
proposed to integrate speech and facial expression information
for emotion recognition. With the deepening of fusion algo-
rithm research, multimodal emotion recognition has achieved
rapid development. Multimodal fusion can improve the recog-
nition rate and has better robustness [18]. At present, the com-
mon multimodal emotion detection methods mainly include
physiological signal+emotional behavior combination and the
combination between different emotional modalities. Multi-
modal fusion methods include feature-level fusion (early stage),
decision-level fusion (late stage), and hybrid fusion. The typical
early fusion model is EF-LSTM [19], which stitches the feature
representations of the three modalities of text, speech, and
image to obtain a multimodal representation, which is then
input into LSTM for encoding. Late fusion [20] occurs after
decoding; it is a fusion at the decision level, which can extract
interactive information within modalities but cannot extract
interactive information between modalities. Hybrid fusion
combines the first two fusion methods.

Audio mode

Visual mode

Speech recognition: neutral Facial emotion: happy

Decision level
fusion

The final recognition
result is happy

Figure 1: Speech emotion recognition based on a deep convolution
neural network.
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Because the two modalities of facial expression and voice
can be directly extracted in the video, they have the advantages
of convenient data collection, obvious features, and high pre-
cision. They are the most widely used emotion recognition
methods in practical applications. Lu and Zhang [21] pro-
posed a neural network-based audio and video emotion recog-
nition model. The model uses data from three aspects: frontal
facial expressions, side facial expressions, and audio. It belongs
to a model layer fusion method and has achieved good classi-
fication results; Sahoo and Routray [22] proposed a multi-
modal emotion recognition method using facial image and
voice data, which uses a rule-based decision-level fusion
method. The M-BERT model proposed by Rahman et al.
[23] applies the pretraining model to multimodal emotion
recognition tasks. M-BERT adds a modal fusion layer between
the input layer and the coding layer to achieve the fusion of
three modalities.

In this study, the Mel Frequency Bank (MFB) method is
used to extract the emotional features of speech signals, and
the hidden Markov model (HMM) method is used to train
these features. At the same time, these speech emotional fea-
tures are optimized appropriately. For expression images, the
method of dividing regions is used in the research, and different
weights are assigned to each region to extract features. Then,
the speech and facial expression features are fused, and the
speech features of each expression in each region of the face
are used to classify. The experimental results show that after
using the feature fusion of speech and expression, the effect is
obviously better than that of only speech or expression.

Many scientific and engineering problems in industry,
agriculture, national defense, transportation, information,
economy, and management can be transformed into optimiza-
tion problems. A multiobjective optimization problem (MOP)
is a kind of challenging and complex optimization problem.
Because the optimization goals conflict with each other, it is
extremely difficult to obtain a single global optimal solution,
so it is a set of compromise Pareto optimal solutions [24, 25].
In recent decades, many similar optimization algorithms have
appeared, such as PEAS [26], SPEA2 [27], NSGAII [28],
MOEA [29], MOEA/D [30], IBEA [31], and HypE [32]. These
algorithms have achieved better optimization results. However,
affected by the background of various algorithms, there is no
algorithm that can obtain the optimal solution set when solving
all multiobjective optimization problems.

In this paper, we propose a new multimodal emotion
recognition technology, which uses a multioptimization algo-
rithm to perform fusion operation at the decision level. The
final decision is obtained by the linear weighted sum of all
single-modal classification results. In this way, different modal-
ities can be identified cooperatively, so as to give full play to
their respective advantages.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Speech Emotion Recognition Based on DCNN. Audio also
contains emotional information about people. Generally
speaking, multimodal emotion recognition is more reliable
than single-modal recognition. Raditional speech emotion
recognition algorithms use LLDs or HSFs for feature extrac-

tion and then use statistical classification models such as
HMM for emotion classification, but the performance of
these algorithms is not particularly satisfactory. With the
continuous development of deep learning, people use deep
neural networks for speech emotion recognition, and many
speech emotion recognition algorithms based on deep neural
networks have been proposed.

The process of speech emotion recognition is divided into
three parts: signal processing, feature extraction, and classifi-
cation. Signal processing applies acoustic filters to the origi-
nal audio signal and divides it into meaningful units. In this
study, we first use the OpenSmile toolbox to extract frame-
level acoustic features from speech signals. The extracted fea-
tures are eighty-eight feature sets of eGeMAPS. After feature
extraction, a 256-dimensional feature vector can be obtained
for each frame. In order to further prepare a fixed-length
feature map suitable for model input, it is necessary to perform
a length normalization operation on the obtained feature
sequence of variable length. Because only a few of the speech
in IEMOCAP dataset are longer than one thousand frames,
the algorithm abandons the features of those speech that are
longer than one thousand frames. For the voice whose length
is less than one thousand frames, zero filling operation is carried
out to make its length reach one thousand frames. After feature
extraction, the feature vector sequence with a length of one
thousand and a dimension of 256 can be obtained. In the speech
emotion classification stage, the speech emotion recognition
algorithm based on the deep convolutional neural network
proposed in this paper is used to predict. The speech emotion
recognition model based on DCNN is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the voice emotion recognition model
based on CNN. The input of the model is a 256 ∗ 1000 fea-
ture map. The model uses four convolution layers to extract
features, and the number of convolution kernels in the
convolution layer is 4, 8, 16, and 32 in turn. The convolution
kernel of the first convolution layer has a step size of one, a
width of one, and a length of five, using the same convolution
method. Therefore, the size of the feature map obtained
through the first layer of convolution is 238 ∗ 1000 ∗ 4. Then,
global k-Max Pooling (GKMP) is used, and the k value of the
first pooling layer is 512. Therefore, a feature map with a size
of 238 ∗ 512 ∗ 4 is obtained. The step size and width of the
convolution kernel of the second convolution layer are 1,
and the length is 3, and the same convolution in the same
mode is used. The k value of this layer is 256. The feature
map is obtained by the second convolution. The size is 238
∗ 256 ∗ 8. The next two layers use the same step size and
convolution kernel size as the second layer of convolution.
The k value is 128 and 1, respectively. Then, after 4 layers
of full connection, the number of hidden layer neurons is
512, 256, 128, and 4, respectively. Finally, a feature vector
of length of 4 can be obtained, and then, through the softmax
layer, the prediction of the model can be obtained.

3.2. Facial Expression Recognition Based on DSCNN. Facial
expression is the main form of emotional expression, and
the emotional information conveyed by facial expression is
common in different countries, nationalities, and cultures.
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This paper constructs a deep learning algorithm based on
deep separation convolution for facial expression.

Szegedy et al. [33] proposed the Inception structure. The
main idea is to first use a 1 ∗ 1 convolution kernel to map
each channel of the feature map to a new space. In this
process, the correlation between channels can be learned,
and then, convolution can be carried out through the con-
ventional 3 ∗ 3 or 5 ∗ 5 convolution kernel. At the same time,
the spatial correlation and the correlation between channels
can be learned. Chollet [34] proposed “extremely” this idea,
using a two-dimensional depthwise separable convolution
(Separableconv2D) method and the channel correlation and
spatial correlation to achieve a complete separation effect.
This operation increases the width of the network and plays
a great role in improving the accuracy of classification.

Deep separation convolution [35, 36] consists of two
processes: layer-by-layer convolution and pixel-by-pixel con-
volution. This paper constructs an algorithm model based on
deep separation convolution, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Multiobjective Optimization. For the mathematical
description of the multiobjective problem, we take the mini-
mum value problem as an example:

Minimize f xð Þ = f1 xð Þ, f2 xð Þ,⋯, f l xð Þ
gi xð Þ ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯,m

Subject to : hi xð Þ = 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, p
Li ≤ xi ≤Ui, i = 1, 2,⋯, n,

ð1Þ

where n, l, m, and p are the number of variables, objective
functions, inequality constraints, and equality constraints,
respectively. gi and hi represent the i-th inequality and equal-
ity constraint, respectively, and ½Oi,Ui� is the boundary of the
i-th variable.

Obviously, solutions to the multiobjective problem cannot
be compared by using the above relational operators. There-

fore, for the multiobjective problem, the relational operator
must be extended. Four key definitions inMOO are as follows.

(1) Pareto dominance

Assume two vectors such as x = ðx1, x2,⋯,xkÞ and y =
ðy1, y2,⋯,ykÞ. Vector x is said to dominate vector y
(denoted as x ≺ y) if and only if

∀i ∈ 1, 2,⋯,kf g: f xið Þ ≤ f yið Þ: ð2Þ

(2) Pareto optimality

A solution x ∈ X is called Pareto-optimal if and only if

∃y ∈ X∣f yð Þ < f xð Þ: ð3Þ

(3) Pareto-optimal set

The set of all Pareto-optimal solutions is called the Pareto
set as follows:

Ps = x, y ∈X∣∃f yð Þ ≻ f xð Þf g: ð4Þ

(4) Pareto-optimal front

A set containing the value of objective functions for the
Pareto solution set is

Pf = f xð Þ ∣ x ∈ Psf g: ð5Þ

For solving a MOP, we have to find the Pareto-optimal
set, which is the set of solutions representing the best trade-
offs between different objectives.
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Figure 2: Speech emotion recognition based on a deep convolution neural network.
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3.4. Decision-Level Fusion Based on a Multiobjective
Optimization Algorithm. The same dataset often produces dif-
ferent prediction results in speech and face recognition. In
order to improve the recognition accuracy and balance of dif-
ferent expressions after fusion, themultiobjective optimization
algorithm is used to fuse the two modalities, so that the recog-
nition results of their different modalities can make up for
each other.

In this article, we use two coefficients to linearly combine
two basic emotion recognition technologies (based on deep
separation convolutional facial emotion recognition and
deep convolutional neural network-based voice emotion rec-
ognition). And use a multiobjective optimization algorithm
to simultaneously optimize accuracy (precision) and the
evaluation model of emotion recognition uniformity, as
shown in

R =w1 × R1 +w2 × R2, ð6Þ

where R1 and R2 are the final prediction results of speech
emotion recognition based on a deep convolution neural
network and deep separation convolution facial emotion rec-
ognition, respectively. In addition, w1 and w2 are coefficients
that need to be optimized. According to the actual meaning
of the model, the constraints of the two coefficients are as
follows:

w1 +w2 = 1: ð7Þ

The function of the multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm is to optimize the two coefficients, so that the two rec-
ognition techniques can be effectively combined. The
accuracy of the optimization coefficient will directly affect
the final recognition result of the model and then affect the
accuracy of facial expression recognition.

After obtaining the facial and voice results, the decision-
level fusion method is adopted to fuse the two to obtain the
final recognition result. For the first time in this article, a
multiobjective optimization algorithm is used to optimize
the emotion recognition model to achieve the best results.
Its framework is shown in Figure 4.

R1 and R2 show the emotion recognition results using the
two recognition techniques, respectively, in Figure 4. At the
same time, w1 andw2 represent the coefficients of combining
the two recognition techniques.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup. In order to prove the effectiveness of
the multiobjective optimization algorithm for improving the
effect of multimodal emotion recognition, this article com-
pares the effect of emotion recognition using the multiobjec-
tive optimization algorithm with the model effect without
using the multiobjective optimization algorithm. This paper
uses the IEMOCAP multimodal emotion database. In addi-
tion to the comparison test with the single-modal model pro-
posed in this paper, the comparison experiment is also
compared with the multimodal emotion recognition ISMS_
ALA [37] model that has not been optimized by the multiob-
jective optimization algorithm.

4.2. Evaluation Method. The multiobjective optimization
algorithm is used to optimize the accuracy of model recogni-
tion and the uniformity of emotion recognition at the same
time. The confusion matrix of seven categories of emotion
recognition is shown in Table 1.

In the first evaluation, the standard accuracy is defined as
the ratio of the number of correctly predicted classified emo-
tions to the total number of all data. The accuracy formula is
as follows:
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Figure 3: Facial expression recognition based on deep separation convolution.
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Accuracy = T
T + F

, ð8Þ

where T represents the number of samples that predict the
correct sentiment and F represents the number of samples
that predict the wrong sentiment.

Because of this research, emotion recognition belongs to
seven categories. Different emotions have corresponding
prediction accuracy results. In the traditional research of
multimodal emotion recognition, the accuracy of different
emotion recognition often differs greatly. Therefore, in order
to balance and improve the recognition accuracy of different
emotions, the evaluation index of emotion recognition uni-
formity is proposed.

In order to define the second evaluation index, the
uniformity of emotion recognition, we first introduce the
concept of recall rate. The recall rate refers to the number
of correct predictions of each different emotion in the

Feature
extraction

Average weighted fusion

Accuracy Uniformity

Decision level
fusion 

Softmax Softmax

Emotion recognition results

Softmax Softmax

Face feature

W
2

W
1

Multi-objective optimization
algoritham

Audio feature

DSCNN
DCNN

Feature
extraction

Audio datasetFace dataset

Figure 4: The framework of the multimodal emotion recognition model with many objectives.

Table 1: Confusion matrix of the evaluation indicators.

Predicted result
1 2 3 4

Actual result

1 TP11 FP21 FP31 FP41

2 FP12 TP22 FP32 FP42

3 FP13 FP23 TP33 FP43

4 FP14 FP24 FP34 TP44
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prediction results and the total number of corresponding
emotions in all data.

Recalli =
Tii

∑N
j=1,j≠k F ji + Tii

: ð9Þ

Recalli represents the recall rate predicted by the current i
class emotion algorithm. In order to balance and improve the
recognition accuracy of different emotions, the evaluation
index of emotion recognition uniformity is proposed.

U = ∑N
i=1 Recalli − Recallaverj j

N
: ð10Þ

Recallaver represents the average recall rate of seven emo-
tion categories.

4.3. Experimental Result. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the
single-modal emotion recognition accuracy of the facial
emotion recognition model based on the deep separation
convolution and speech emotion recognition model based
on the deep convolution neural network are, respectively,
shown.

According to the analysis of the above table, the accuracy
of facial emotion recognition is higher than that of speech
emotion recognition. The calculation shows that the average
recognition accuracy of facial emotion recognition using
deep separation convolution is 71.2%. The average accuracy
of speech emotion recognition based on deep convolutional
neural networks is 69.1%. At the same time, through observa-
tion, we also found that there is a big gap in the uniformity of
different emotion recognition of facial and voice emotion
recognition. Among them, the recognition accuracy of facial
and voice neutral emotions are only 64.1% and 61.3%,
respectively. However, the recognition accuracy of happy
emotion reached 81.3% and 76.7%, respectively. Therefore,
we use the multiobjective optimization algorithm to optimize
the accuracy and uniformity of emotion recognition at the
same time.

In the model training stage, NSGA-III [38], MOEA/DD
[39], HypE [32], and PEAS [26] were used to optimize coef-
ficientsw1 andw2, respectively. Each time the algorithm runs
once, pop size individuals will be generated. Different indi-
vidual experiences are fused into different recognition results.
Common parameter settings in MOEA are shown in Table 4.

As shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), the results of the four
algorithms optimized multimodal emotion recognition model
in the two evaluation indicators which are drawn into a box
plot. In these figures, each box represents all individuals except
discrete individuals in the group (discrete individuals are repre-
sented by small circles). Each line represents the performance
of a basic monomodal emotion recognition technology on the
evaluation index. The green dotted line represents the perfor-
mance of the ISMS_ALA model on the IEMOCAP test set.

From the analysis in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), we can con-
clude that compared with the other three algorithms, the
model optimized by the PEAS algorithm has the shortest
box line graph length on three different optimization objec-

tives, and there is no discrete individual. This shows that
PEAS has better convergence than other algorithms when
solving this model. At the same time, it can be seen that the
model optimized based on the NSGA-III, HypE, and
MOEA/DD algorithm has a small number of scattered indi-
viduals and the length of the box plot is too long, indicating
that the convergence of the population is insufficient. At
the same time, we can see that the optimal model optimized
by the multiobjective optimization algorithm is better than
the technology only using single modal for emotion recogni-
tion and ISMS_ALA model without the multiobjective opti-
mization algorithm. Next, compare the performance of the
four algorithms in solving the model, and the results are
shown in Table 5.

From the analysis of Table 5, it can be concluded that the
results of the PEAS optimization model are the best in accu-
racy and uniformity. The highest accuracy is 75.38%. The
accuracy of the model is improved by 2.88% compared with
that of the ISMS_ALA model, and the uniformity evaluation
index is reduced by 0.0211. In terms of the worst value and
average value of the evaluation index, PEAS is also better
than the other three optimization algorithms. At the same
time, compared to the single-modal emotion recognition
model that uses multiobjective optimization algorithms, the

Table 2: Speech emotion recognition results based on a deep
convolution neural network.

Predicted result
Anger Happy Neutral Sad

Actual result

Anger 70.6% 5.6% 11.3% 12.5%

Happy 4.5% 81.3% 6.7% 7.5%

Neutral 8.7% 9.3% 64.1% 17.9%

Sad 12.7% 5.8% 12.3% 69.2%

Table 3: Facial expression recognition results based on deep
separation convolution.

Predicted result
Anger Happy Neutral Sad

Actual result

Anger 72.2% 7.8% 5.1% 14.9%

Happy 13.4% 76.7% 5.8% 4.1%

Neutral 9.2% 8.2% 61.3% 21.3%

Sad 7.7% 8.9% 17.2% 66.2%

Table 4: The setting of common parameters.

Parameter Meaning Value

Iter Number of iterations 500

popsize The population size 100

D Dimensions of decision variables 2

M The number of optimization objectives 2

Pm The mutation probability 0.2

Pc The crossover probability 1
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accuracy and uniformity indicators are greatly improved.
Experiments show that the multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm effectively improves the performance of the multi-
modal emotion recognition model.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a multimodal emotion recognition model
based on the multiobjective optimization algorithm. The
model can optimize the accuracy and uniformity of
recognition results at the same time. Through the model opti-
mization experiments of four multiobjective optimization
algorithms, it is found that the model optimized by the algo-

rithm has a great improvement compared with the single-
modal emotion recognition model. At the same time, com-
pared with the traditional multimodal emotion recognition
ISMS_ALA model, the accuracy is improved by 2.88%, and
the uniformity is also significantly improved. To sum up, the
proposed multiobjective optimization algorithm effectively
improves the performance of the multimodal emotion recog-
nition model.

Data Availability

For the data used to support the results of this study, please
contact the corresponding author.
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Figure 5: Four multiobjective optimization algorithms for multimodal emotion recognition.

Table 5: Algorithm performance comparison.

Algorithm Accuracy HMER

Single modal emotion recognition technology

DCNN 0.712 0.05

DSCNN 0.691 0.0535

ISMS_ALA 0.725 0.0245

Best value

NSGA-III 0.7405 0.0085

HypE 0.7321 0.0107

PEAS 0.7538 0.0034

MOEA/DD 0.7416 0.0098

Worst value

NSGA-III 0.6795 0.0489

HypE 0.6615 0.0662

PEAS 0.6972 0.0261

MOEA/DD 0.6726 0.0427

Mean value

NSGA-III 0.7169 0.0261

HypE 0.7143 0.0328

PEAS 0.7268 0.0178

MOEA/DD 0.7178 0.0247
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Objective. To explore the research and application of multifeature gesture recognition in virtual reality human-computer
interaction and to explore the gesture recognition technology scheme to achieve better human-computer interaction
experience. Methods. Through the study of the technical difficulties of gesture recognition, comparative static gesture feature
recognition and feature fusion algorithms are applied, in the process of research on gesture partition, and adjust the contrast of
characteristic parameters, combined with the feature of space-time dynamic gesture tracking trajectory and dynamic gesture
recognition and gesture recognition effect under different scheme. Results. The central region was divided into 0 regions, and
the central region was divided into 1-4 regions in counterclockwise direction. Compared with the traditional gesture changes,
the overlapping problem in the four partition modes was reduced, the gesture was better displayed, and the operation and use
of gesture processing were realized more efficiently. Conclusion. Gesture recognition requires the combination of static gesture
feature information recognition, gesture feature fusion, spatiotemporal trajectory feature, and dynamic gesture trajectory
feature to achieve a better human-computer interaction experience.

1. Introduction

With the wide use of computer and Internet in people’s daily
life, it is generally believed that the human-computer interac-
tion technology, which is widely used at present with the
mouse, keyboard, or touch screen as the interactive means,
will become the bottleneck for the further effective utilization
of information flow. With the continuous popularization of
intelligent concepts and the rapid development of related
technologies, people begin to explore more natural, more
friendly, and more effective human-computer interaction
methods [1, 2]. As a result, a variety of new human-
computer interaction technologies continue to emerge, such
as speech recognition, facial recognition, gesture recognition,
and human movement recognition. Among these numerous
technologies, gesture interaction technology has a wide range
of application fields and broad application prospects because
of its natural, intuitive, and easy to learn characteristics.

Multifeature gesture recognition is carried out by using
the virtual reality human-computer interaction software.
Line of sight selection directly affects the final gesture recog-
nition function [3]. Only by selecting the correct sight ges-
ture recognition can it proceed smoothly, so as to meet the
recognition and tracking requirements in the virtual reality
human-computer interaction system [4]. Gesture recogni-
tion belongs to the dynamic information capture, tracking
accuracy in information and update on time to achieve
defined standards; implementation choice first needs to
determine the control points, which is the line of sight in
the process of exchange center, determined by the center
for visual direction judgment, users in the process of watch-
ing interaction point, to achieve the transformation on the
vision. And the multifeature gesture is recognized into the
computer software [5]. In the tracking algorithm of multi-
feature gesture recognition, line of sight selection can also
be understood as the control of gesture capture points. The
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basic anchor points of each gesture are captured to more
accurately integrate multifeature dynamic gesture recogni-
tion into the human-computer interaction system.

Virtual reality (VR for short) refers to the use of
computer-related technology to simulate the real scene and
experience, trying to create an immersive feeling. Among
them, the word “virtual” means that it does not exist in the
actual physical space but exists in the virtual/cyberspace of
the image made by the computer. Virtual reality technology
is an upgrade of display technology and a combination of
highly developed computer technology in various fields. Vir-
tual reality technology was mainly applied to the desktop in
the early stage. Due to the large size and high price of
immersive virtual reality display helmet, exists only in some
research institutions and laboratories, but with the develop-
ment of smart hardware technology, such as gyroscopes,
small high-definition screens, and lightweight processors, it
reduces the development cost of virtual reality equipment
and improves related performance, which makes the Oculus
Rift prototype appear in 2012 and immersive virtual reality
technology enter the consumer level. Thus, virtual reality
begins to transform from desktop to immersive [6].

At present, the characteristics of virtual reality technol-
ogy can be summarized into three points: immersion, inter-
action, and imagination, referred to as 3I characteristics [7].
In recent years, the development of virtual reality technology
is mainly to solve the first attribute, namely, immersion. By
improving the performance of related hardware, it tries to
make users in the virtual environment reach the degree that
it is difficult to distinguish the real from the fake. However, it
should be noted that interaction is also a very important
attribute, which is the core link for virtual reality to provide
users with experience and move towards application.

Real-time dynamic gesture recognition technology is
based on computer vision, and using OpenTV computer
vision library on the platform to design an application is
based on this technology in multimedia teaching control.
The main content is divided into four parts: gesture detec-
tion, gesture tracking, gesture recognition, and the final
application implementation. In the part of gesture detection,
first of all, the method is used to collect real-time video
images, and then, the motion detection method combining
background difference and color histogram information is
used to complete gesture detection. In the experiment, the
brightness values of the pixels in the moving skin region
were specially adjusted to eliminate interference from the
stationary face region.

At present, gesture interaction generally uses computer
vision algorithm to capture the user’s hand movement and
convert it into human-computer interaction commands.
Compared with traditional interaction methods, gesture
interaction based on vision can enable the user to get rid
of the constraints of input devices. It has the advantages of
low attachment, weak invasion, and more natural interac-
tion experience [8]. However, due to the excessive flexibility
of gestures and the accuracy of the sensor itself, the existing
gesture interaction accuracy still needs to be improved. In
order to solve the above problems, there is an urgent need
to develop new theories and methods of gesture interaction,

so as to improve users’ interactive experience in the immer-
sive virtual reality environment.

2. Research Methods

Gesture recognition research mainly includes two aspects:
static gesture recognition and dynamic gesture recognition.
The essence of static gesture recognition is to classify differ-
ent static gestures, that is, to extract the features of the
acquired gestures first, and then to use the classification
algorithm to determine. Static gesture recognition is the
foundation of dynamic gesture recognition, which is more
complicated.

2.1. Static Gesture Recognition. The basic steps of static ges-
ture recognition mainly include the acquisition of gesture
image, gesture detection and segmentation, gesture feature
analysis and feature extraction, gesture classification and
recognition, and feedback of the final result. The basic steps
of static gesture recognition are shown in Figure 1.

Gesture model construction is the key of gesture feature
analysis. The essence of gesture model construction is to
propose a practical and effective discriminator for gesture
recognition through in-depth analysis of all valid features
of gestures in practical application situations. The specific
process includes two main steps: first, for the extracted ges-
ture image, analysis and extraction of its main features. Sec-
ond, the feature pattern library of different gestures is
constructed according to the extracted gesture features [9].
Among them, the first step is the foundation, and the quality
of the pattern library constructed in the second step will
directly affect the recognition result. At present, static ges-
ture modeling is divided into two categories: epigenument-
based gesture modeling and 3D-based gesture modeling.
The main difference lies in the perspective from which the
model is modeled, 2D and 3D, respectively. In different

Gesture image acquisition Characteristics analysis

Gesture detection and segmentation

Gesture feature extraction

Gesture classification and recognition

Feedback identification result

Pretreatment

Binarization

The feature vectors

System transformatione

Determine
eigenvector

Figure 1: Basic steps for static gesture recognition.
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application scenarios, different gesture modeling methods
should be selected according to the conditions.

Gesture modeling based on appearance analyzes and
extracts the gesture feature information from the two-
dimensional plane image of the gesture, and the commonly
used information includes color information, contour infor-
mation, and texture information. The color information of
gesture is modeled by building skin color model. Gesture
contour information is extracted after edge detection, which
belongs to the whole geometric feature of gesture. Gesture
texture information is the texture feature that describes the
details of gesture image. In comparison, gesture modeling
based on 3D model pays more attention to 3D characteriza-
tion of the whole gesture, and the gesture information
described is more accurate, and the model contains a lot of
parameters. The construction of 3D model requires multiple
cameras to collect gesture images from different perspec-
tives, and the amount of data acquired is usually large, and
the processing is complex. At the same time, in the real
application environment, a single ordinary camera is rela-
tively common. It can only obtain the user’s gesture image
from a two-dimensional plane, extract the color, contour
and texture information of the gesture, and construct the
appearance model of the gesture [10].

2.2. Dynamic Gesture Tracking. Compared with static ges-
ture recognition, the process of dynamic gesture recognition
is more complicated and has more problems. Because
dynamic gesture is composed of a series of continuous static
gesture sequences, it not only contains all the characteristic
information of a single static gesture, but also contains the
shape change and position change of the gesture in space.
Therefore, according to different recognition scenarios, dif-
ferent feature information should be selected to describe
dynamic gestures.

Gesture tracking is a key step in the process of visual
dynamic gesture recognition. Gesture tracking refers to the
real-time positioning and tracking of moving gestures in
video sequence images by using certain characteristics of
gestures, which is used to establish a time-domain model
of dynamic gestures. The efficiency of gesture tracking will
seriously affect the real-time performance of the whole inter-
active system, and the accuracy of tracking will directly affect
the accuracy of subsequent gesture recognition results [11].
It is of great significance to build a robust gesture recogni-
tion interactive system through in-depth study of gesture
tracking. Because gestures are nonrigid and highly flexible,
and dynamic gestures may have random deformation, illu-
mination intensity change, complex environment interfer-
ence in real time (such as the interference of skin color
objects), object blocking, and other situations during the
movement, it is very challenging to solve these problems.

In a complex environment, it is still a big challenge to be
able to efficiently and accurately implement a realistic visual-
based gesture tracking algorithm. Researchers often sacrifice
the real-time requirement of the system by integrating the
accuracy and robustness of multifeature reality tracking.
There are various factors in the real environment, such as
gesture deformation, motion speed, gesture scale, light

intensity, and target occlusion, which affect the accuracy
and real-time performance of visual gesture tracking.

2.3. Research and Application of Multifeature
Gesture Recognition

2.3.1. Gesture Recognition Feature Extraction. HOG feature
extraction. In this feature extraction algorithm, image
description is used to construct the scene. In the face of
multifeature gestures, the first step in the extraction pro-
cess is to determine the appearance, extract the features
of the external contour, depict the virtual scene consistent
with the gesture, and continue to enhance the accuracy of
multifeature gestures through the construction of this vir-
tual scene. This feature extraction algorithm is often used
in security identification. The multifeature gesture changes
a lot, and the final control efficiency will be significantly

Figure 2: Area map of gesture. After applying the HOG feature
region method, there is also a breakthrough innovation in the
partitioning processing of gesture changes.

Figure 3: Area map of gesture. After applying the HOG feature
region method, there is also a breakthrough innovation in the
partitioning processing of gesture changes.

Figure 4: Area map of gesture. After applying the HOG feature
region method, there is also a breakthrough innovation in the
partitioning processing of gesture changes.
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Using the HOG extraction method in multifeature gesture
tracking, the gesture image will be subdivided into multi-
ple units, and each unit has different features, so as to
describe the edge image in the change of gesture [12].
And these subdivided cells are uniformly divided into the
same area, so that the extracted gradient edge map is also
connected together.

Dynamic gesture image partition processing. After apply-
ing the HOG feature region method, there is also a break-
through innovation in the partitioning processing of
gesture changes. According to the gesture changes under dif-
ferent circumstances, it is divided into 5 regions, as shown in
Figures 2–4.

The central region of the palm was divided into 0
regions, and along the central region, 1-4 regions were
divided in a counterclockwise direction. Compared with
the traditional gesture change, this kind of gesture change
reduces the overlapping problem in the four partition modes
and presents the gesture better. In capturing gestures in dif-
ferent regions, error control should be kept consistent. After
the overlap problem is solved, the details of gesture actions
are also displayed, and the captured actions can be reflected
in real time in the virtual reality human-computer interac-
tion system, so as to realize more efficient operation and
use of gesture processing. After the task of gesture capture,
it can enter the following algorithm fusion. The field control
is carried out through the cooperation between algorithms,
and the specific changes of gestures are shown through the
transformation between algorithms.

HOG feature extraction and tracking algorithm. The
Gaussian function calculation method was used to construct
the field calculation and smooth processing of the grayscale
image captured by the gesture edge. The calculation formula
is as follows:

δf
δx

= f x + 1ð Þ − f xð Þ, ð1Þ

where it represents the position of captured dynamic points
in coordinates, establishes a subset of captured dynamic rec-
ognition points of multifeature gestures, and improves the
final capture effect in its own interactive processing. The gra-
dient value of the edge part is also affected by the pixels in
the process of gesture dynamic capture, and the influence
of edge jitter is more serious in the process of gesture
dynamic capture. In this case, the range of coordinate value
subset can be designed in the process of pixel capture con-
trol. The system makes automatic error compensation
according to the parameter results in the operation process.

After adjusting the data, the captured edge of the gesture is
more rounded.

2.3.2. HOG Gesture Feature Fusion. Gesture feature fusion
needs to be based on the weighted matrix, and interactive
processing can be carried out through the default feature
fusion within the system [13]. The mark points in the
changes of different gestures are tracked and captured. In
the process of feature fusion, it is only carried out for the
changes of gesture movements. Therefore, in the primary
processing stage, the grayscale processing is carried out on
the image to avoid the influence of image color on feature
fusion. The feature fusion adopts the mutual fusion between
vector and matrix. The feature vector set of gesture image is
FHOG=[FH1OG FH2OG... FHNOG], and the global feature
is represented by the vector FHU=[FH1 FH2 FH3... FH8
FH9]. The influence degree of different features varies
greatly. If the influence degree is directly applied to feature
fusion, the interaction between different influences will
result in the final gesture recognition error. Before feature
fusion, one of the vectors will be normalized to determine
that the subset can maintain the influence of the same vector
in the mutual influence mode, so as to help improve the final
extraction of virtual reality human-computer interaction
algorithm and determine the required data subset range
through this method.

2.3.3. Dynamic Gesture Characteristics of Spatial-Temporal
Trajectory. Gesture feature extraction based on spatiotempo-
ral trajectory should first determine its position, observe the
position of the gesture in the spatiotemporal trajectory, and
then magnify the key part to facilitate the capture and recog-
nition of the changes of the gesture. The description of posi-
tion trajectory also needs to be carried out with the help of
vector to determine the angle in the process of gesture
change. Establish the following formula: θ = arctan ½ðyt + 1
− ytÞ/ðxt + 1 − xtÞ�. Different angle coordinates in the pro-
cess of gesture change can be brought into it, and more
detailed results and values can be obtained through calcula-
tion, so as to capture dynamic gesture features under the
spatiotemporal trajectory. At the same time, there may be
interference factors in the picture entered into the virtual
reality human-computer interaction mode. The purpose of
determining the position through angle calculation is to
screen out such interference data and realize more accurate
multifeature gesture recognition and tracking.

2.3.4. HMM Dynamic Gesture Track Recognition. Trajectory
recognition is an important basis of gesture authentication.
When the gesture to be recognized is in the dynamic mode,
the trajectory of the whole movement process needs to be
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Figure 5: Composition of the HMM trajectory identification system. During recognition, relevant sequences will be established, and the
edge area of gesture action will be formed through random generation inside the system to achieve the best simulation effect.
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Mobile sensor network is applied in information collection in emergencies. As the mobile sensor network in real environment is
widely deployed with different height and the redundancy of the sensor node needs to be as low as possible, therefore, it is
necessary to effectively deploy mobile sensor nodes in the 3D space to have reasonable layout and optimized density. To this
end, we established the optimization model of mobile sensor network deployment and solved the model with chemical reaction
optimization (CRO). The experimental results have shown that compared with traditional particle swarm optimization (PSO),
CRO algorithm can achieve reasonable deployment more rapidly and enhance the network performance evaluation value
effectively. The reasonable deployment of mobile sensor network node is very significant to information collecting, postperiod
decision-making, and rapid rescuing work in emergencies.

1. Introduction

In recent years, advances in technology have made it possi-
ble to achieve compact and low-cost mobile sensors, and
more and more people are beginning to focus on mobile
sensor networks. In this chapter, we study a wireless sensor
network in which each mobile node has some maneuvering
capabilities of traditional static nodes; besides, it is com-
posed of all the enhanced nodes with controllable mobility.
For some traditional, wireless sensor network deployment
methods will be very difficult or even invalid if they are used
in hazardous areas and dynamic environmental objects such
as disaster sites and emergency rescue. With the mobile
sensor network composed of mobile sensor nodes, the prob-
lem can be solved. Related sensor’s mobile node can be auto-
matically deployed on site, according to predetermined
procedure to obtain an appropriate node distribution
density and then network coverage timely return real-time
monitoring data. The issue of wireless sensor network node
distribution and density optimization is one of focuses of

the wireless sensor network study [1], mainly concerning
deployment environment, node sense model and deploy-
ment algorithm [2], etc.; full coverage of sensor network
can be achieved after comprehensive consideration of many
factors. Compared with the deployment of conventional 2D
plane environment, it is more complex to achieve the
deployment of 3D plane environment, which is much closer
to practical application environment; therefore, the research
work is more of practical meaning.

Due to the limited energy of sensor node and inaccessibil-
ity of its application area, in order to improve the surveillance
quality and network reliability of the wireless sensor network,
generally, the sensor nodes are deployed in the target area of
interest extensively and densely, causing the coverage area of
large amounts of nodes in the network to overlap with each
other. This coverage redundancy directly leads to redun-
dancy of collecting and transmitting data, thus resulting in
unnecessary energy consumption. To address the coverage
redundancy of the sensor network node, we study the density
optimization of node distribution in the 3D space of mobile
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sensor network in this paper. The model is built in 3D space,
considering the coverage and connectivity of wireless sensor
network and forming a composite evaluation function. In
order to reduce the difficulty of solving this function, we
use geometric weighting method to transform the multiob-
jective constraint optimization function into an equivalent
single constraint optimization function and use a relatively
new chemical reaction optimization (CRO) algorithm to
solve this function.

In the study of mobile sensor network, the deployment of
mobile node is an important research branch, which
concerns how to put limited node into the surveillance area
reasonably to achieve maximum network surveillance perfor-
mance. Many scholars discussed the self-organizing of
mobile sensor network node; literature [3] proposed a 3D
self-deployment (3DSD) algorithm, which maintains the
connectivity of the network by adopting the negotiation
strategy and used the density control method to balance the
distribution of nodes.

The algorithm can achieve more rapid and more uniform
node automatic deployment in a 3D space with obstacles.
Literature [4] holds that although the full coverage is very
important to the surveillance and control of wireless sensor
network, however, as it is inevitable to cover voids for various
reasons, the paper applies hollow circle attribute evaluation
method to identify the covered voids that occurred. Based
on the node density, literature [5] applies distributive cover-
age blind area repair algorithm to solve the deployment issue
caused by node death in the directed sensor network. Litera-
ture [6] proposed the node deployment reinforced algorithm
based on constraint artificial fish swarm in the directed sen-
sor network; in this algorithm, we set up 2D plane node
model, introduced “perceptual centroid” as artificial fish,
and simulated consistent foraging of fish swarm to find the
optimal solution in the solution space. In literature [7],
genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm are
used to improve the coverage algorithm, and a deployment
enhancement algorithm for multimedia directed sensor
network is proposed, which can improve the coverage and
reduce the number of iteration calculation.

This paper focuses on the study of mobile sensor net-
work node deployment and density optimization used for
information collection in emergencies. In the detailed appli-
cation above, in general cases, in order to guarantee the
surveillance quality of the network, the sensor nodes need
to be randomly deployed with high density in the target
surveillance area. The network model used in this paper is
based on the following assumption:

(1) The sensor network consists of one base station and
large amounts of sensor nodes in the 3D space; each
of the nodes has unique identification

(2) All sensor nodes stay still after optimal deployment

(3) The energy of sensor node is limited, while the energy
of base station is infinite

(4) By means of satellite positioning technology, all sen-
sor nodes can obtain their own position information

(5) Time synchronization technology can be applied to
achieve synchronization of sensor node and base
station

The sensor node monitors the target periodically; in
every monitoring period, all nodes can directly communicate
with one another, sending the collected data information to
the node of base station.

2. Problem Description

In building up the wireless sensor network, the network cov-
erage is one of standard issues of the wireless sensor network,
which is how to deploy sensor network node. Under the con-
dition of ensuring certain service quality (QOS), the network
node should be used as few as possible to achieve maximum
network coverage scope. In the optimization of network cov-
erage [8–12] for mobile sensor networks, we need to consider
both node coverage and regional coverage.

Suppose the monitoring 3D region A is digitally discre-
tized into m × n × h pixels, and the number of mobile sensor
nodes with the same parameters is n, the coordinates of each
node are known, and the sensing radius is r, and the commu-
nication radius is R. The equation Si = ðxi, yi, zi, rÞ represents
the sensor node i, whose coordinate is fxi, yi, zig, and its
monitoring radius is r. Suppose the coordinates of the target
pixel are ðx, y, zÞ, then the distance between the target pixel
and the sensor node is

d si, pð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi − xð Þ2 + yi − yð Þ2 + zi − zð Þ2

q
: ð1Þ

The node coverage can be defined as the event that the
target pixel is covered by the mobile sensor node i is defined
as ri; then, the probability Pcovðx, y, z, siÞ of the event is the
probability that the coordinate point ðx, y, zÞ is covered by
the sensor node si. The sensor node coverage model presents
a probability distribution of certain characteristics in practi-
cal application, that is

Pcov x, y, z, sið Þ =
1 d si, pð Þ ≤ r

0 otherwise

(
: ð2Þ

The average probability of all points on the road being
detected is taken to represent the coverage performance of
the sensor network. As long as there is one node coverage
point ðx, y, zÞ, the coordinate ðx, y, zÞ is regarded to be
covered by node set. The coverage of the node set can be
calculated with the formula (3):

PcovS = 1 −
YN
i=1

1 − Pcov x, y, z, sið Þð Þ: ð3Þ

There are m × n × h pixels in the monitoring area A and
whether each pixel is covered can be represented by the joint
measurement probability Pcov(S). Area coverage RareaðSÞ can
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be defined as the ratio of the coverage area AareaðSÞ of node
set S to the total area As of monitoring area A, as shown in
formula (4) below:

Rarea Sð Þ = Aarea Sð Þ
AS

=
∑Pcov Sð Þ
m × n × h

: ð4Þ

In order to analyze network performance, the probability
model is used as the communication model of wireless sensor
node Si, reflecting the communication quality of internode in
practical network environment.

T si, sj
À Á

=
1 0 ≤ d si, sj

À Á
0 d si, sj

À Á
> R

(
: ð5Þ

In the formula, Tðsi, sjÞ is the communication strength of
sensor node si and sj. R is effective communication scope,
supposing R = 50m.

The communication intensity of the network is used to
indicate the communication performance of the network. This
value can be obtained by calculating the average communica-
tion intensity of all mobile sensor nodes. According to the
node communication model formula in formula (5), we can
conclude that the network communication intensity is

Trans =
∑N

i=1T Si, Sj
À Á
2N

: ð6Þ

3. Methodology

3.1. Optimization Model of Mobile Sensor Network
Deployment. By optimizing the position of each mobile
sensor node, the coverage and connectivity of the network
are optimized. In order to achieve the optimal coverage and
connectivity at the same time, it is necessary to solve the
multiobjective constraint optimization problem. We trans-
form the multiobjective optimization problem into an equiv-
alent single constraint optimization problem by geometric
weighting method.

The nonconstraint optimization issue equivalent to the
constraint optimization issue above is

f =min max
1 −
QN

i=1 1 − Pcov x, y, zsið Þð Þ
m × n × h

 !
ω1 × max

∑N
i=1T si, sj

À Á
N

 !
ω2

" #
:

ð7Þ

ω1 and ω2 represent the weights of their respective func-
tions in the overall function.

The constraint conditions are

s:t:Rarea Sð Þ ≥ 0:95: ð8Þ

Firstly, according to the usual coverage standard, the net-
work coverage RareaðsÞ needs to be greater than or equal to
95% to ensure that the entire network is effectively covered
by the sensor node set.

gi Xð Þ ≤ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, n,

hj Xð Þ ≤ 0, j = 1, 2,⋯,m:
ð9Þ

In the formula, giðXÞ and hjðXÞ represent the connectiv-
ity of the network and the constraint conditions determined
by the need of network coverage and connection.

Secondly, in the connectivity requirement, the following
conditions should be met: the number of adjacent nodes of
any mobile sensor node is not 0, and the network island is
not formed.

Due to the complexity of the problem model, we adopted
a relatively new intelligent optimization algorithm—chem-
ical reaction optimization algorithm (CRO) [13–15] to solve
it. This algorithm is a swarm intelligence algorithm based on
the collision and energy conversion of molecules in the pro-
cess of chemical reaction. It is searched by the collision of
molecules and the chemical reaction after the collision to lead
the molecules to the lowest possible energy state.

3.2. Chemical Reaction Optimization Algorithm. The CRO
algorithm simulates the change and migration of molecules
in a chemical reaction system. In the chemical reaction, each
molecule has kinetic energy KE and potential energy PE.
After the invalid collision of single molecule, a newmolecular
structure ω′ is obtained, which satisfies the inequality:

PEω + KEω ≥ PEω,

KEω′ = PEω − PEω′ + KEω

� �
× α:

ð10Þ

α represents the kinetic energy KE loss rate. The kinetic
energy KEω′ is stored in the central energy buffer to support
the Decomposition and Synthesis of molecules, which is also
a feature of the CRO, while the other part of the kinetic
energy ðPEω − PEω′ + KEωÞ × ð1 − αÞ is consumed in the
reaction system.

Basic chemical reactions can be broken down into four
categories: On-wall Ineffective Collision, Decomposition,
Intermolecular Ineffective Collision, and Synthesis. The spe-
cific principle of each basic chemical reaction is as follows:

(1) Intermolecular Ineffective Collision. The Intermolecu-
lar Ineffective Collision can be regarded as the colli-
sion reaction of two molecules, because the energy
conversion involved in the exchange reaction is
small; the two molecules exchanged a small amount
of energy during the collision, and the energy loss
can be ignored. So ω1 and ω2 are the two molecules
that are involved in the collision, and you can get
two new molecules by the collision reaction, and the
molecular structure is ω1′ and ω2′

(2) On-Wall Ineffective Collision. In the process, the
properties of the molecule change, the structure of
the molecule changes, and a new molecule are cre-
ated. Because the impact force is not large, the struc-
ture of the new molecule is similar to the structure of
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the original molecule. The original molecular struc-
ture is ω, and the new molecular structure is ω′

(3) Synthesis. When two molecules collide with each
other, the two molecules combine into one molecule
due to the fierce and powerful impact, and the energy
is transferred. So the twomolecules before the collision
areω1 andω2, and the newmolecules after the collision
areω′. In the synthesis reaction,molecules collide with
each other with great strength and energy conversion,
resulting in two molecules combining into one mole-
cule. This new molecular structure ω′ is greatly differ-
ent from that of the two original molecules

(4) Decomposition. The collision force in the decomposi-
tion reaction is very large; one molecule ω is decom-
posed into two new molecules ω1′ and ω2′; the new
molecules are greatly different from the original
molecule. This mechanism enables CRO algorithm
to jump out of local minimum value

The flow diagram of CRO algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
The main steps of the algorithm are:

Step 1. In the initialization phase, we initialized the molecular
set; the target function is set to be PE of molecule. Initialized
KE of every molecule is set to be InitialKE value.

Step 2. In every iteration, different molecular combination
types are chosen based on whether it is uni-molecular reac-
tion or intermolecular reaction. When it is uni-molecular,
we choose On-wall Ineffective Collision or Decomposition.
When it is an intermolecular reaction, we choose the Inter-
molecular Ineffective Collisions or Synthesis.

Step 3. Calculate the value of target function and test whether
it is new minimum value.

Step 4. When the termination condition is met, the iteration
process is stopped. We output the present optimal solution.

Condition of termination. The program will be stopped when
the iteration number reaches the predetermined maximum
iteration number.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Environment and Parameter Setting. In
order to verify the effect of the algorithm designed in this
paper on the sensor network deployment optimization prob-
lem, the experimental platform is Win10/MATLAB (R
2012a); the computer hardware is Inter(R) Core (TM) i5-
3230m CPU, 8GB RAM. The CRO algorithm is designed,
and the simulation results are compared with those of parti-
cle swarm optimization (PSO) [16, 17] intelligent algorithm.

In order to simulate the three-dimensional deployment
environment, the sensor node is randomly deployed in the
500m × 500m × 500m space, as shown in Figure 2. The
main test criterion is the adaptive value of the optimization

function. In this space, the number of sensor nodes is 200.
After repeated experiments, the control parameters are set
to be the communication distance of node is R1 = 50m, the
sensing radius of node is r = 50m, the weight value of net-
work coverage is ω1 = 0:5, and the weight value of network
communication intensity is ω2 = 0:3.

4.2. Network Connectivity and Deployment Testing. Figure 3
is the neighbor relation diagram between nodes, which is
mainly used to test the connectivity of the network to see
whether there is a network island. In the figure, the red circle
is the sensor node, and the blue line is the analog communi-
cation connection between nodes. If two nodes can commu-
nicate with each other, a blue line is established between
them and their neighbors. As can be seen from the following
figure, all nodes can interconnect with each other and com-
municate with each other, so there are no isolated nodes
and information islands.

Figure 4 shows the regional deployment coverage
diagram of the node. We should try our best to make each
node strengthen the coverage, but no information island
can appear. In the figure below, the red asterisk is the sensor
node, the blue sphere is the monitoring coverage of the node,
and the area inside the blue sphere is the area that the node
can perceive and detect. We will use the CRO algorithm to
enable the node to be better deployed to cover the vast major-
ity of the area without having an information island.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of CRO algorithm. The
energy change process of chemical reaction can be reflected
from the change of potential energy. It is inspired by the
interaction between molecules in chemical reactions to find
the lowest potential energy phenomena in the potential
energy surface. The four primary reactions are Intermolecu-
lar Ineffective Collision, Decomposition, On-wall Ineffective
Collision, and Synthesis. The result of a chemical reaction is
the product of a chemical reaction. The change of the chem-
ical reaction product is expressed by the system potential
energy. The whole reaction process is a process in which
the reaction potential energy gradually decreases. At the
end of the reaction process, the system potential energy
reaches the minimum, and the state tends to be stable. It
can be seen that CRO algorithm is an optimization process
to seek the minimum system potential energy.

4.3. Comparison between CRO Algorithm and PSO
Algorithm. Figure 6 is the relation schema of iteration
number-perception radius; in the simulation experiment,
we applied CRO algorithm and PSO algorithm to make com-
parison. The perception radius of node is from 8m to 10m;
the step length is 0.05m; when the constraint conditions of
formula (8) are met, record the number of iterations taken.
The program will continue to run until the preset conditions
are met or the number of iterations reaches the preset num-
ber. To prevent the program from running invalid for a long
time, we set the maximum number of iterations to 700.
Through Figure 5, we can discover that CRO algorithm can
reach the constraint condition of the system with different
perception radius and small number of iteration, which
means that the regional coverage is higher than 95%, and
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communication can be made between any two nodes, and no
island occurred. From this, we know that CRO algorithm is
more effective than PSO algorithm.

Table 1 is the comparison table of the optimal value of fit-
ness function. CRO algorithm and PSO algorithm are used to
solve the function model, and the final value of the fitness
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Figure 2: The distribution diagram of sensor nodes.
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function obtained in 5 simulation experiments is recorded.
According to the following table, the average value of the
function obtained by CRO algorithm is 11.24, while the aver-
age value of the function obtained by PSO algorithm is 9.864.
Through comparison, it is found that the average value of the

function obtained by CRO algorithm is 1.376 higher than
that obtained by PSO algorithm. The reason for this
phenomenon is that CRO algorithm is a comprehensive algo-
rithm, which has a variety of operators such as Decomposi-
tion and Synthesis, which can help the program to change
the position of node coordinates greatly, so as to better and
faster jump out of the local optimal solution and find the
global optimal value.

5. Conclusion

To address the reasonable deployment of mobile sensor, the
mobile sensor network deployment optimization model is
established for information collecting of emergencies and
solved with CRO algorithm. The experimental results have
shown that CRO algorithm is more suitable for solving the
mobile sensor network deployment optimization of informa-
tion collecting in emergencies than PSO algorithm, which
can effectively optimize network layout, enabling the com-
prehensive evaluation value of network performance to
improve by 13.95%; CRO algorithm can obtain better mobile
sensor network deployment by improving the disadvantage
of PSO algorithm easily engaged in optimal local value.
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Table 1: Comparison table of optimal value of fitness function.

Experiment no. PSO CRO

Experiment 1 9.94 11.19

Experiment 2 9.85 11.26

Experiment 3 10.01 11.17

Experiment 4 9.77 11.27

Experiment 5 9.75 11.31
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At present, with the development of wireless communication and microcomputer control system, the design and construction
level of long-span bridges in China are also improving. How to improve the durability of bridge structure has become a major
scientific and technological problem in bridge design and construction. This paper studies a microcomputer control system of
bridge dehumidification based on energy consumption optimization and wireless communication. It compares three kinds of
dehumidification and anticorrosion methods of bridge engineering, namely, freezing dehumidification system, rotary
dehumidification system, and hybrid dehumidification system. In the hardware design of microcomputer control system of
dehumidification system, ATmega128 bit main control chip and aluminum designer are used to draw the power circuit. Then,
the MCU program of the air dehumidifier is written, and the power of the air dehumidifier is controlled by the PWM signal
generated by the timer 0 of the MCU. The air dehumidifier is divided into three tap positions corresponding to three duty
cycles, and the power of the air dehumidifier is changed according to the input tap position.

1. Introduction

In the long history of development, all kinds of bridges have
emerged, such as arch bridge, beam bridge, and suspension
bridge [1]. In the early days, people used bamboo strips,
vines, and other natural materials to build simple suspension
bridges. This kind of small pedestrian suspension bridge is
considered to be the prototype of modern suspension bridge.
The main cable of the suspension bridge mainly bears the
tension from the action of load and at the same time pro-
duces the transverse and longitudinal forces at the anchorage
so that the tensile performance of the steel material can be
best exerted, which is also the reason why the suspension
bridge can have a large span. The general environment of
suspension bridges is very harsh. It not only has to withstand
wind load, vehicle load, and dynamic load but also be affected
by corrosive media such as temperature and humidity. The
main cable of suspension bridge is the main load-bearing sys-

tem. The suspension system is based on current technology.
The main cable system is a one-time system that can only
be repaired but cannot be replaced. The main cable corrosion
seriously affects the safety of the bridge. Examples of acci-
dents occurring due to the corrosion of the cable system in
the use of bridges abound [2, 3]. Corrosion of the bridge
main cable is a common engineering phenomenon and a
worldwide problem. Because the main cable is wrapped, it
is difficult to detect this phenomenon, which brings serious
hidden danger to the bridge safety and high maintenance
costs [4].

The purpose of main cable protection is to prevent water
from entering the main cable and keep the main cable in a
relatively closed, dry environment. However, due to the exis-
tence of a series of problems mentioned above, it is difficult
to achieve this goal. This paper explains and discusses the
case from the main cable and cable-stayed bridge as well as
points out the way of water intake and the reasons for the
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two structures. On this basis, Jensen et al. discuss the disad-
vantages of different wire rope concepts and then make the
different mitigation measures [5].

This paper mainly studies the microcomputer control sys-
tem of the dehumidification system, selects the appropriate
type of single-chip microcomputer as the control core, designs
the corresponding control circuit, and produces a device that
can detect the relative humidity of the air according to a set
of expected humidity and humidity values. The controller is
able to communicate with the single-chip microcomputer
connected to the Internet.

2. Bridge Main Cable Dehumidification System

2.1. Overview of Dehumidification Systems

2.1.1. Refrigeration and Dehumidification System. The prin-
ciple of the refrigeration and dehumidification system is to
filter the outside air through a set of filtering device. Firstly,
the impurities contained in the gas itself are removed. The
filtered gas enters the refrigerator to cool the air and remove
moisture. Then, it is heated to a similar temperature and low
humidity by a heater. At last, dry gas is delivered to the
bridge cable [6].

2.1.2. Wheel Dehumidification System. The working princi-
ple of the rotary dehumidifier: the outside air is filtered
through the filter, and the fresh air passes through the desic-
cant wheel to remove part of the moisture and gas and then
passes through the filter again to remove the desiccant residue
in the air, and the filter is filtered again to cool air. Then, cool
to a similar temperature and low humidity environment to
bridge the cables. On the other side of the dehumidification
wheel, the air passes through the filter and then is heated by
the heater. The heated gas will dry the residual moisture of
the dehumidification wheel during the dehumidification pro-
cess to ensure that the dehumidification wheel is in a relatively
dry state when it enters the working area [7]. In this way, the
drying and dehumidification process and the regeneration
process are performed at the same time, and the continuous
drying process of moisture is realized.

2.1.3. Mixed Dehumidification System. The working princi-
ple of the hybrid dehumidification system is that the outside
air is first filtered through a filter. The filtered air enters a
refrigerator to cool the air to remove the moisture. The
cooled low-temperature and high-humidity air passes
through the dehumidification wheel to remove part of the
moisture. The outgoing air is filtered through a filter and
then frozen to remove the desiccant residue in the air. The
filtered air is heated to a low humidity and similar tempera-
ture to the environment through a heater and then sent to
the bridge cable [8]. On the other side of the dehumidifica-
tion wheel, the air is heated by a heater, and the heated gas
blows off the residual moisture in the dehumidification
wheel to ensure that the dehumidification wheel is relatively
dry when it enters the working area.

2.2. Hardware Design of the Dehumidification System. The
whole dehumidification system uses ATmega128 as the con-

trol core. A series of low-voltage pulses are generated by
controlling the output of the signal, which is used as the
source circuit of the dehumidifier. In addition, the micro-
controller will output another PWM signal to control the
dehumidification power. The temperature and humidity
sensor will measure the temperature and humidity of the
bridge cable and collect the data and transmit it to the
MCU control unit through the network. The display unit,
which is mainly based on touch screen, is connected with
MCU to display the temperature and humidity of bridge
cable and various parameters representing the operation sta-
tus of dehumidification system. Wi-Fi module is the bridge
between MCU control unit and Internet, which plays an
important role in the remote control process of the dehu-
midification system.

ATmega128 MCU is an AVR MCU produced by
ATMEL company. ATmega128 MCU has rich I/O pin
resources, including two 8-bit timers/counters, two 16-bit
extended timers/counters, one real-time clock counter,
two 8-bit PWM channels, six 2–16-bit PWM channels,
and programmable continuous serial port UART 2, which
fully meet the needs of each function of the dehumidifica-
tion system [9, 10].

The 17V DC output from the bridge rectifier is con-
nected with a set of three terminal voltage-stabilizing inte-
grated circuit lm7812 and an NPN triode. lm7812 stabilizes
the unstable 17V voltage to 12V and uses three grounding
capacitors for filtering.

3. Energy Consumption Analysis of the
Dehumidification System

The dehumidification process of the main cable of a suspen-
sion bridge is to pass cold and dry air through the main
cable. The cold and dry air takes away the hot and humid
air in the main cable and then exits from the exhaust point
[10, 11]. During the dehumidification process, the air in
the main cable is not circulating, that is, the main cable
dehumidification system is an open design; dry air enters
through the air inlet and flows along the main cable, gradu-
ally leaking into the atmosphere along the way. Condensa-
tion along the main cable is avoided by relying on dry air
from inside the main cable. Therefore, the return air does
not need to be considered in the calculation of enthalpy
and humidity relationship of the system. According to the
construction drawing in the design stage, it can be known
that the design parameters of the dehumidification of the
main cable of the bridge are dry bulb temperature Tn = 20∘
C, relative humidity ϕn = 10%, ambient dry bulb tempera-
ture Tw = 20∘C, and relative humidity ϕn = 70%. If the air
supply temperature difference is 5∘C and the moisture con-
tent of the air remains unchanged, then the temperature of
the air supply point is Tn = 15∘C,ϕn = 54:86%, and the
enthalpy value of the corresponding air supply point is
29:8 kj/kg. By referring to the construction drawings at the
design stage, one 1100CMH process air volume dehumidi-
fier is selected for the main cable dehumidification of one
suspension bridge in the Pearl River Delta of China, with a
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power of 11.1 kW. The air supply to the main cable dehu-
midification system is G = 2500m3/h. The following is a
detailed calculation and design for the three systems.

4. Energy Consumption Results of Different
Dehumidification Systems and Computer
Control Program Design

4.1. Energy Consumption Results of the
Dehumidification System

4.1.1. Refrigeration Dehumidification System. Figure 1 shows
the dehumidification process of freezing dehumidification.
The external air state point W is processed by the freezer
to reach the state point O and then heated by the heater to
reach the state point N , which is then fed into the main cable
of the suspension bridge. Through the enthalpy humidity
chart, the enthalpy humidity of each state point of the dehu-
midification system can be calculated as follows: dry bulb
temperature of O point to = 6:01∘C, humidity content do =
5:8 g/kg, enthalpy value io = 20:63 kj/kg, this point is the
dew point temperature of N point, relative humidity φo =
100%, and this point is the same as the humidity content
of N point. The dry bulb temperature at W point tw = 30∘
C, moisture content dw = 18:79 g/kg, and enthalpy iw =
78:34 kj/kg.

The calculation formula of energy consumption of
refrigerating dehumidification system is shown in

Q = 1:2 ⋅G ⋅ Δi
3600 , ð1Þ

where Q is the cooling load at each state point; G is air sup-
ply volume, unit m3/h; and 1.2 is the density of the treated
gas in kg/m3.

The cooling load of the refrigerating dehumidification
system can be calculated as shown in

Qcold =
1:2 ⋅ 2500 ⋅ 78:343 − 20:63ð Þ

3600 = 48:09 kW: ð2Þ

The heat load of the refrigerating dehumidification sys-
tem is shown in

Qhot =
1:2 ⋅ 2500 ⋅ 29:807 − 20:63ð Þ

3600 = 7:65 kW: ð3Þ

It can be obtained that the total energy consumption of
the refrigerating dehumidification system is shown in

Qtotal =Qcold +Qhot = 56:74 kW: ð4Þ

Feasibility analysis of freezing dehumidification system:
in order to meet the dehumidification requirements, the
dew point temperature of the air supply outlet can be
obtained by calculation as 6°C, and the moisture content of
the air outlet is 5.8 g/kg. When the air moisture content of
the freezer dehumidifier is lower than 6.5 g/kg, the surface
of the evaporator of the freezer is prone to frosting, which

affects the dehumidification efficiency of the dehumidifier.
Therefore, for the feasibility of the dehumidification system,
freezing dehumidification is difficult to meet the demand.

Therefore, for the dehumidification system, the effect of
freezing dehumidification is not very ideal or cannot fully
meet the design requirements. In this case, it is unreasonable
to select freezing dehumidification alone.

4.1.2. Wheel Dehumidification System. As shown in Figure 2,
the external air state point is dehumidified by the runner W
to reach the state point O, and then by surface cooling, the
hot and dry gas reaches the point N and finally is sent into
the main cable of the suspension bridge. Through the
enthalpy humidity chart, the enthalpy humidity of each state
point of the dehumidification system can be calculated as
follows: dry bulb temperature of O point to = 62:55∘C, mois-
ture content to = 5:8 g/kg, enthalpy io = 78:343 g/kg, and rel-
ative humidityφo = 4:17%.

Similarly, according to Equation (1), the cooling load of
the refrigerating dehumidification system can be calculated
as shown in

Qcold =
1:2 ⋅ 2500 ⋅ 78:343 − 29:807ð Þ

3600 = 40:45 kW: ð5Þ

iN

iW
N

O

Figure 1: Refrigeration dehumidification system.

iN

iW

N

W

O

Figure 2: Wheel dehumidification system.
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For the same moisture content method (runner dehu-
midifier), directly take the runner dehumidifier rated power
11.1 kW, as shown in

Qcold = 40:45 + 11:1 = 51:55 kW: ð6Þ

Runner dehumidification system feasibility analysis:
according to the requirements of dehumidification, if the
runner is used alone to dehumidify, the temperature of the
runner treatment will reach more than 60°C, which will
undoubtedly damage the drying wheel of the runner dehu-
midification system and will greatly reduce the life of the
runner dehumidifier.

4.1.3. Mixed Dehumidification System. As shown in Figure 3,
the external air state point W is cooled and dehumidified by
the freezer to reach state point O, and then, the dry and cold
air reached point N through the runner and finally sent into
the main cable of the suspension bridge. Through the
enthalpy humidity chart, the enthalpy humidity of each state
point of the dehumidification system can be calculated as
follows: dry bulb temperature of O point to = 10:207∘C,
moisture content do = 7:738 g/kg, enthalpy io = 29:807 kj/kg,
and relative humidity φo = 100%.

Feasibility analysis of the wheel dehumidification system:
for the mixed dehumidification system, the cooler will pre-
process the hot and humid air, and the dry air will be dehu-
midified by the wheel, which can both take into account the
dehumidification advantage of the freezing dehumidification
on the hot and humid air and the dehumidification advan-
tage of the wheel on the low-temperature air. According to
the calculation results of the moisture content of the outlet
air, the evaporator of the refrigerator will not frost, and
according to the calculation results of the temperature, the
dehumidifier will not overheat, so it is the best choice in
terms of the feasibility of the scheme.

4.2. MCU Subroutine Design. The two fans of dehumidifier
are parallel with the semiconductor refrigeration plate.
Changing the duty cycle of PWM signal can change the
fan speed and cooling power of the cooling plate at the same
time, thus changing the dehumidification rate. According to
PWM signal duty score, the dehumidifier is three working
gears, and the corresponding working voltage is 100%,
60%, and 30% of the maximum working voltage, respec-
tively. The gear can be determined according to the differ-
ence between the expected air humidity and the actual

measured value and the size of dehumidification space.
The gear is set by the touch screen.

The timer T0 of ATmega128 microcontroller is used to
generate the PWM control signal of the air dehumidifier.
The timer T0 is 8-bit. TCNT0 counts from 0 to 255, and
then, 1 is added to return 0, as shown in

k =
kαβ

m × 255 = 1961Hz, ð7Þ

where n = 8 (8 frequency divider), the size of the output
comparison register OCr0 determines the duty cycle and
changes the duty cycle by changing the value of OCr0. The
corresponding relations of working gear, maximum working
voltage percentage, PWM duty cycle, and OCr0 are shown
in Table 1.

5. Conclusions

This paper first introduces the working principles of refrigera-
tion dehumidification system, rotary dehumidification system,
and hybrid dehumidification system, then analyzes the feasi-
bility, and points out the advantages and disadvantages of
these three dehumidification systems. The analysis shows that
the hybrid dehumidification system can effectively dehumidify
both the cold air and the hot and humid air and is the best
choice in the feasibility. In addition, this paper focuses on
the design of single-chip microcomputer program of dehu-
midification system. MCU program mainly includes pulse
generation subroutine, which generates two PWM signals by
timer. Dehumidifier subroutine uses PWM signal produced
by timer T0 to drive the semiconductor chip. Because the dif-
ference between the actual humidity measured by dht1 tem-
perature and humidity sensor and the expected humidity is
different, the air dehumidifier is divided into three tap levels,
corresponding to the three values of OCr0. Using ADC sub-
routine of single-chip microcomputer to measure the Outv
in current sampling circuit, the analog quantity is converted
into digital quantity, and the current of MPS multipulse elec-
tro osmotic dehumidification circuit is obtained. Through this
set of intelligent microcomputer control system, the dehumid-
ification efficiency of the bridge can be greatly enhanced, the
cost can be saved, and the temperature can be accurately con-
trolled according to different climate environments, which has
important promotion and practical significance. However, this
system also has some shortcomings, such as high dependence
on the network environment, requiring professional technical
personnel to operate, and not being practical in some extreme
environments. However, with the popularization of 5G net-
works, I believe this system will be widely promoted and used.

iN

iW

W

O

N

Figure 3: Hybrid dehumidification system.

Table 1: The parameters of the three working gears of the
dehumidifier.

Work gear Umax percentage PWM duty cycle OCr0

1 45% 55% 164

2 75% 25% 82

3 100% 0 0
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With the rapid development of mobile communication procurement platform, it is faced with many risks, such as national policy
differences, regional market differentiation, trade control, and technical barriers. Among them, the risk of supply and demand
interruption will lead to the disconnection between upstream and downstream enterprises and consumers in the crossborder
supply chain, making it difficult for them to achieve the profit target of the supply chain and meet the market demand. In order to
reduce the risk of supply and demand disruption in mobile communication procurement platform and improve the ability to
prevent and deal with disruption emergencies, a two-level supply chain composed of crossborder suppliers, overseas suppliers, and
overseas retailers is established, and the procurement decision optimization of crossborder supply chain under the condition of
single channel procurement and dual channel procurement before and after investment is studied. The research show that when
overseas retailers invest in crossborder suppliers and choose a dual-source ordering strategy, it is more conducive to overseas
retailers to reduce the risk of crossborder supply chain interruption and obtain higher expected profits.

1. Introduction

Under the background of economic globalization, informa-
tion technology, and international division of labor, the
international supply network is more and more closely
linked. At the same time, the traditional decentralized pro-
curement mode is gradually replaced by the new platform
procurement mode. Through the intensive platform, the
smooth and efficient operation of the procurement process
can be realized. For mobile communication procurement
platforms, scholars have combined with the transformation
of procurement organizations to study how to organize the
design of platform procurement; improve VCG payment
rules and propose a new platform-based logistic procure-
ment two-way bidding transaction model, and build a
duopoly competition enterprise and government-led the
bilateral Nash bargaining game model between centralized
procurement platforms promotes the collaboration between
enterprises and centralized procurement platforms [1–3].

However, there is little research on the supply chain disrup-
tion problem of the procurement platform. The mobile com-
munication procurement platform will select multiple
suppliers from all over the world, when a certain supplier
cannot satisfy the retailer due to complex procedures,
machine failures, insufficient human resources, etc. Procure-
ment requirements are prone to supply disruption risks,
which will result in the stagnation of production and logistic
transportation for companies that place orders on the pro-
curement platform for a long period of time, and the liquidity
cannot be returned to the circulation. Supply interruption
will stimulate market demand, and the demand will increase
rapidly but it is difficult to meet, forming a vicious circle,
endangering the stability of supply chain system, and bring-
ing disaster damage to upstream and downstream enterprises
and the whole supply chain. Based on the above problems,
this article reduces the uncertainty risk of the crossborder
supply chain, stabilizes the market demand share, and real-
izes the overall profit increase of the supply chain of the
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crossborder communication procurement platform by
means of dual-source procurement and retailer’s financial
support to suppliers.

From the perspective of supply disruption, we can
improve the risk response capability of the supply chain by
selecting suitable suppliers, determining the number of sup-
pliers, and formulating procurement and inventory strate-
gies [4]. Ivanov et al. tried to integrate digital technology
into risk management from the perspective of digitalization
and Industry 4.0 and studied the control strategy of supply
chain reaction and interruption risk [5]. Li et al. combined
with the real option theory, focused on the analysis of two
emergency ordering modes of purchasing from backup sup-
pliers in the case of supply interruption [6]. Kong et al.
established a multivariable coupling control model and pro-
posed that when supply disruptions occur, deep learning
algorithms can effectively improve the resilience of OEM
supply chains [7]. From the perspective of demand disrup-
tion, different from the more mature supply system of
autoparts manufacturing industry, retailers represented by
fresh and cold chain are faced with social responsibilities
such as emission reduction; so, the market risk is increasing
[8, 9]. Zhang et al. introduced the system dynamic model to
model and simulate the two-level supply chain composed of
raw material suppliers, manufacturers, and product subcon-
tracting emergency suppliers and obtained the optimal
emergency strategy of the production inventory system
when the demand drops [10]. Based on the background of
demand interruption, Shi et al. compare the coordination
mechanism under the situation of no demand interruption
and no overconfidence and construct the mobilization chain
model of government emergency materials by using the
quantitative elastic contract [11].

From the perspective of dual-source procurement, it refers
to the design of coordination mechanisms that can reduce the
risk of supply chain disruptions by selecting multiple backup
suppliers or emergency suppliers in the absence of significant
differences in raw materials, products, and services. Xin and
Goldberg used the TBS strategy to try to solve the inventory
optimality problem for purchasing from two suppliers and
proved its applicability to be asymptotically optimal [12].
Lucker et al. conducted a joint analysis of inventory risk inven-
tory (RMI), dual-source sourcing, and agility capabilities in
pharmaceutical supply chains to introduce metric parameters
modeling to quantify supply chain resilience and reduce sup-
ply and inventory risk [13]. Hu et al. discussed the impact of
disaster event probability, government reserves, and spot mar-
ket price on the government enterprise dual-source joint
emergency material procurement mode based on the scenario
of rapid growth of emergency material demand after disaster
[14]. Chen constructed a gamemodel between a manufacturer
and two suppliers under two scenarios of random supplier
output and supply disruption and found that the manufac-
turer’s profit level can be increased by reducing the probabil-
ity of disruption through dual-source purchasing decisions
[15]. Liu et al., based on passengers’ personality, route, and
waiting time, used the historical data of the bus to simulate
and customize the price for passengers [16]. Han et al. stud-
ied the dual-source procurement strategy based on the

update of demand forecasts under the background of two-
period demand under the double uncertain information. In
this case, the retailer made the most profit [17].

Through the literature review of supply disruption,
demand disruption, and dual-source procurement, it is
found that dual-source procurement, option contract, and
other methods can reduce the risk of supply disruption
and effectively deal with the uncertainty of market demand,
especially in the process of crossborder e-commerce supply
chain operation. However, dual-source procurement mostly
focuses on the optimal profit of manufacturers or retailers
and transfers risk cost to suppliers through zero inventory
or buy back strategy, which is not conducive to the coordi-
nated development of the whole supply chain. Therefore,
we can choose to invest in suppliers from the perspective
of retailer investment, which can not only strengthen supply
chain communication and cooperation but also expand
capacity advantage, reduce purchase price, and improve
order fulfillment rate [18]. Liu et al. compare the different
cooperation strategies among supply chain members in the
context of carbon tax constraints and select the optimal
decision-making method to reduce carbon emissions and
ensure the benefits of enterprises [19]. Krause et al. showed
that improvements in sourcing product quality, speed of
delivery, and flexibility relied more on direct investments
in suppliers [20]. Yang et al. discuss the problem of which
investment strategy to adopt when the competitive intensity
of two retailers increases, obtain a financing evolution model
for the equilibrium scenario, and perform a sensitivity anal-
ysis of the capital structure and competitive intensity of the
retailers [21]. Niu et al. combined product quality with
investment output spillover effect and considered that the
manufacturer’s optimal strategy was to invest in supplier’s
quality [22]. Liu et al. found that retailers investing in man-
ufacturers can help the supply chain reduce carbon emis-
sions [23]. In view of the actual operation of crossborder
procurement platform supply chain and the research basis
of previous scholars, it is of theoretical and practical signifi-
cance to incorporate retailer investment into crossborder
supply chain procurement model [24–26]. Therefore, in
the case of supply and demand disruption risk, this paper
considers the optimal procurement decision under single
source procurement, dual-source procurement, and overseas
retailer investment; clarifies the relationship between cross-
border supply chain disruption probability, overseas retailer
procurement volume, and overseas retailer expected profit
under different procurement situations; selects the optimal
procurement mode; improves overseas retailer expected
profit; and ensures supply the stability of the chain.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Assumptions. This paper takes the crossborder
e-commerce supply chain as the research object and con-
structs a two-level supply chain composed of cross-border
suppliers, overseas suppliers, and overseas retailers, as shown
in Figure 1. This paper studies the optimal purchasing deci-
sions of the supply chain under four conditions: retailers pur-
chase only from crossborder suppliers, only from overseas
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pliers, and purchase from both crossborder and overseas sup-
pliers after retailers invest [27, 28]. This paper mainly solves
the following problems:

(1) Establish a supply chain newsboy model under
single-source procurement, dual-source procure-
ment, and dual-source procurement after retailer
investment and compare the optimal procurement
decisions in each situation to select the optimal pro-
curement method and procurement volume

(2) Looking for approach to improve the competitive-
ness of the crossborder e-commerce supply chain,
the lower the probability of supply and demand dis-
ruption and the higher the stability of the supply
chain, the more able it is to stand out among many
crossborder retail platforms and win the trust of
consumers

(3) One of the purposes of optimizing the procurement
decision of crossborder e-commerce supply chain is
to improve the overall profit of the supply chain
and to select the most suitable supply chain optimi-
zation method by comparing the profit of retailers
under different procurement decisions

2.2. Model Description. Overseas retailers purchase products
from crossborder suppliers or overseas suppliers with the
same quality and sell them to overseas consumers to meet
market demand [29, 30]. Assuming D is the entire market
demand D =m · λ, m is the deterministic demand (related
to product prices, etc.), and λ is the uncertain market
demand. Suppose λ is a random variable defined on ða, bÞ,
the probability density function and probability distribution
function are f ðλÞ and FðλÞ, respectively, and FðaÞ = 0, FðbÞ
= 1. Assume that all participants in the supply chain are
completely rational, they all have a risk-neutral attitude. As
the main supplier, crossborder suppliers are affected by fac-
tors such as distance and policies. They have low stability
and high possibility of supply interruption, but they have
price advantages, and the purchase price provided by cross-
border suppliers is wa. The products of overseas suppliers
are provided by crossborder suppliers and then sold to over-
seas retailers. Therefore, they have high stability and no risk
of interruption, but the prices are higher. The purchase price
provided by overseas suppliers is wb. The overseas retailer
sells the product to the consumer at a price p, and wa <wb
< p. Assume that the probability of disruption of the main
supplier is r, and that the product cannot be supplied after
the disruption, the deterministic demand of the consumer
increases from m to m + Δm after the supply disruption of

the main supplier. If the retailer invests in the main supplier
and the amount of investment is I, the probability of inter-
ruption risk of the main supplier is reduced to r∗ = r − αI
ðr∗ > 0Þ, and the supply price of the crossborder supplier is
reduced to wa

∗ =wa − βIðwa
∗ > 0Þ, α, and β and ðα < βÞ

are the influence coefficients of investment on the risk and
supply price, respectively [31–33]. The parameters used in
the article are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Crossborder Suppliers as the Sole Source of Procurement.
When an overseas retailer only purchases from a crossbor-
der supplier, if the crossborder supplier does not experience
supply interruption, then the profit function πkn

s of the
overseas retailer can be obtained at this time [34, 35].

πkn
s = p min Qk

s,Dð Þ −waQk
s − c D −Qk

s½ �+ + u Qk
s −D½ �+:

ð1Þ

In which, the expected profit function Eðπkn
sÞ of over-

seas retailers can be obtained:

E πkn
sð Þ = p

ðQk
s

A
Df Dð ÞdD +

ðB
Qk

s
Qk

s f Dð ÞdD
" #

− c
ðB
Qk

s
D −Qk

sð ÞDf Dð ÞdD −waQk
s

+ u
ðQk

s

A
Qk

s −Dð Þf Dð ÞdD:

ð2Þ

Using the partial integration method to further simplify,
we can get

E πkn
sð Þ = p + c −wað ÞQk

s − p + c − uð Þm
ðQk

s

m

A
F λð Þdλ − cmμ, μ

=
ðB
A
λf λð Þdλ:

ð3Þ

According to the derivation of the expected profit func-
tion based on the newsboy model, the optimal purchase vol-
ume and optimal expected profit of overseas retailers can be
obtained under the condition that crossborder suppliers are
not interrupted [36, 37]:

Qk
s =mF−1 p + c −wa

p + c − u

� �
, ð4Þ

E πkn
sð Þ = p + c −wað ÞmF−1 p + c −wa

p + c − u

� �

− p + c − uð Þm
ðF−1 p+c−wa

p+c−uð Þ
A

F λð Þdλ − cmμ:

ð5Þ

When the overseas retailer only purchases from the
crossborder supplier, if the crossborder supplier has supply
interruption, then the crossborder supplier cannot provide
products to the overseas retailer at all, and the purchase

Overseas
suppliers

Overseas
consumers

Overseas
retailers

Purchase price of
standby channel W

b

Purchase price of main channels W
a

Cross
border

supplier Offline retail
price p

Figure 1: Mobile communication procurement platform supply
chain procurement flow chart.
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quantity is 0, and then the expected profit function of the
overseas retailer is Eðπky

sÞ [38–40].

E πky
sÀ Á
= −c m + Δmð Þμ, μ =

ðB
A
λf λð Þdλ: ð6Þ

Combining equations (5) and (6), we can obtain that
with crossborder suppliers as the sole source of procure-
ment, the expected profit of overseas retailers is

E πk
sð Þ = rE πky

sÀ Á
+ 1 − rð ÞE πkn

sð Þ

= 1 − rð Þ p + c −wað ÞmF−1 p + c −wa

p + c − u

� ��

− p + c − uð Þm
ðF−1 p+c−wa

p+c−uð Þ
A

F λð Þdλ
�
− cμ m + rΔmð Þ:

ð7Þ

2.4. Overseas Suppliers as the Sole Source of Procurement.
When overseas retailers only purchase from overseas sup-
pliers, since overseas suppliers do not have the risk of supply
interruption, the profit function πh

s of overseas retailers at
this time can be obtained [41, 42].

πh
s = p min Qh

s,Dð Þ −wbQh
s − c D −Qh

s½ �+ + u Qh
s −D½ �+:

ð8Þ

Lemma 1. When overseas suppliers are the sole source of
retail purchases, the optimal purchase volume and optimal
expected profit of overseas retailers are Qh

s and Eðπh
sÞ,

respectively.

Proof. First of all, the expected profit function of overseas
retailers can be obtained by calculation as Eðπh

sÞ = p½ÐQh
s

A D

f ðDÞdD +
Ð B
Qh

sQh
s f ðDÞdD� − c

Ð B
Qh

sðD −Qh
sÞDf ðDÞdD −wb

Qh
s + u

ÐQh
s

A ðQh
s −DÞf ðDÞdD:. ☐

Further simplification with the method of integration
by parts

E πh
sð Þ = p + c −wbð ÞQh

s − p + c − uð Þm
ðQh

s

m

A
F λð Þdλ − cmμ, μ

=
ðB
A
λf λð Þdλ:

ð9Þ

By deriving the expected profit function from the
newsboy model, the optimal purchase quantity and the
optimal expected profit of the overseas retailer can be
obtained under the condition that the supply of the over-
seas supplier is not interrupted [43, 44].

Table 1: Parameter description and explanation.

Parameter Definition

wa Unit purchase price provided by crossborder suppliers

wb Unit purchase price provided by overseas suppliers

p Retail price of crossborder e-commerce products

D Random market demand of crossborder e-commerce products

m The deterministic part of stochastic market demand for cross border e-commerce products

λ The uncertain part of the random market demand for crossborder e-commerce products, the mean is μ

Δm Increased demand due to supply disruption

r Probability of supply disruption for cross-border suppliers

c Unit shortage cost of overseas retailers

u Residual value of unsold products of overseas retailers

Qk
s The optimal purchase quantity of overseas retailers under the condition that crossborder suppliers are the only

source of purchase without interruption

Qh
s The optimal purchasing quantity of overseas retailers with overseas suppliers as the sole purchasing source

Qk
d The purchase quantity of overseas retailers ordering from crossborder suppliers under dual-source procurement

Qh
d The purchase quantity of overseas retailers ordering from overseas suppliers under dual-source procurement

Qk
d∗ After the retailer invests, the purchase quantity of overseas retailers ordering from crossborder suppliers under

dual-source purchasing

Qh
d∗ After the retailer invests, the purchase quantity of overseas retailers ordering from overseas suppliers under

dual-source procurement

I Investment amount of overseas retailers in crossborder suppliers

r∗ Probability of supply disruption for crossborder suppliers after investment

wa
∗ Supply price of crossborder suppliers after investment

π Profits of overseas retailers
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Qh
s =mF−1 p + c −wb

p + c − u

� �
,

E πh
sð Þ = p + c −wbð ÞmF−1 p + c −wb

p + c − u

� �

− p + c − uð Þm
ðF−1 p+c−wb

p+c−uð Þ
A

F λð Þdλ − cmμ:

ð10Þ

2.5. Both Crossborder and Overseas Suppliers Are Used as
Procurement Sources. When overseas retailers purchase
products from crossborder suppliers and overseas suppliers
at the same time, the final purchase volume is the sum of
the purchase volume of the two channels, and then the
profit function of the overseas retailer at this time is

πd = 1 − rð Þ p min Qk
d +Qh

d ,D
� �

−waQk
d −wbQh

d
n

− c D −Qk
d −Qh

d
h i+

+ u Qk
d +Qh

d −D
h i+o

+ r p min Qh
d ,D∗

� �
−wbQh

d − c D∗ −Qh
d

h i+n
+ u Qh

d −D∗
h i+o

,D∗ = m + Δmð Þλ:
ð11Þ

Lemma 2. When the overseas supplier makes dual-source
procurement and the probability of supply interruption of
the overseas supplier is r ≥wb −wa/p + c −wa, the purchase
volume of the overseas retailer from the crossborder supplier
and the overseas supplier is Qk

d and Qh
d , respectively, and

Qk
d +Qh

d =Qk
s [45, 46].

Proof. First of all, the expected profit function of overseas
retailers can be obtained by calculation

E πd
� �

= 1 − rð Þ p
ðQk

d+Qh
d

A
Df Dð ÞdD

"(

+
ðB
Qk

d+Qh
d
Qk

d +Qh
d

� �
f Dð ÞdD

#
−waQk

d −wbQh
d

− c
ðB
Qk

d+Qh
d
D − Qk

d +Qh
d

� �h i
Df Dð ÞdD

+ u
ðQk

d+Qh
d

A
Qk

d +Qh
d −D

� �
f Dð ÞdD

)

+ r p
ðQh

d

A
D∗ f D∗ð ÞdD∗ +

ðB
Qh

d
Qh

d f D∗ð ÞdD∗

" #(

− c
ðB
Qh

d
D∗ −Qh

d
� �

D∗ f D∗ð ÞdD∗ −wbQh
d

+ u
ðQh

d

A
Qh

d −D∗
� �

f D∗ð ÞdD∗

)
:

ð12Þ

Simplify the above equation using the method of integra-
tion by parts

E πd
� �

= 1 − rð Þ p + c −wað ÞQk
d + p + c −wbð ÞQh

d

"

−m p − u + cð Þ
ðQk

d+Qhd
m

A
F λð Þdλ − cmμ

#

+ r p + c −wbð ÞQh
d − m + Δmð Þ p − u + cð Þ

ð Qh
d

m+Δm

A
F λð Þdλ

2
4

− c m + Δmð Þμ
#
:

ð13Þ

Finding the first derivative of EðπdÞ with respect to Qk
d

and Qh
d , respectively, we can get

∂E πd
À Á

∂Qk
d

= 1 − rð Þ p + c −wað Þ − p − u + cð ÞF½ Qk
d +Qh

d

m

 !
,

ð14Þ

∂E πd
À Á

∂Qh
d

= 1 − rð Þ p + c −wbð Þ − p − u + cð ÞF Qk
d +Qh

d

m

 !" #

+ r p + c −wbð Þ − p − u + cð ÞF Qh
d

m + Δm

 !" #
:

ð15Þ
Assign the value of 0 to formulae (14) and (15) and solve

the system of equations to obtain

Qk
d =mF−1 p + c −wa

p + c − u

� �
− m + Δmð ÞF−1 1 − rð Þwa −wb + r p + cð Þ

r p + c − uð Þ
� �

:

ð16Þ

Qh
d = m + Δmð ÞF−1 1 − rð Þwa −wb + r p + cð Þ

r p + c − uð Þ
� �

: ð17Þ

According to the solution result, it can be found that in
F−1½ð1 − rÞwa −wb + rðp + cÞ/rðp + c − uÞ�, only when ð1 − r
Þwa −wb + rðp + cÞ ≥ 0, Qh

d will be greater than 0, overseas
retailers will purchase from overseas suppliers, and the phe-
nomenon of dual-source procurement will appear; so, r ≥
wb −wa/p + c −wa. Then, Qk

d +Qh
d =mF−1ðp + c −wa/p +

c − uÞ =Qk
s is obtained by adding the quantity of crossbor-

der suppliers and overseas suppliers under dual-source pro-
curement, and the proof is complete [47]. ☐

Lemma 3. Under dual-source procurement, with the increase
of the interruption probability of crossborder suppliers, the
quantity of products purchased by overseas retailers from
crossborder suppliers will decrease, while the quantity of
products purchased from overseas suppliers will increase.
And when the crossborder supplier interruption probability
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r > ðwb −waÞQh
d/ðp + c −waÞQh

d − ðm + ΔmÞðp − u + cÞÐQh
d /m+Δm

A FðλÞdλ, the dual-source procurement decision of
overseas retailers will be better than the decision of using
crossborder suppliers as the sole source of procurement.

Proof. ∂Qk
d/∂r = −ððm + ΔmÞðwb −waÞ/r2ðp + c − uÞÞf −1½ð1

− rÞwa −wb + rðp + cÞ/rðp + c − uÞ� < 0, and ∂Qh
d/∂r = ððm

+ ΔmÞðwb −waÞ/r2ðp + c − uÞÞf −1½ð1 − rÞwa −wb + rðp + cÞ/
rðp + c − uÞ� > 0, Therefore, the higher the probability of sup-
ply interruption of crossborder suppliers, the less the quantity
of products purchased from crossborder suppliers, so as to
reduce the loss caused by interruption risk to overseas
retailers. If the expected profit of the dual-source purchasing
decision is better than the expected profit of the crossborder
supplier as the only source, overseas retailers will tend to
choose dual-source purchasing, and at this point, there is
inequality EðπdÞ > Eðπk

sÞ. According equation Qk
d +Qh

d =
Qk

s derived from Lemma 2, the expected profit of overseas
retailers’ dual-source procurement is transformed into

E πd
� �

= 1 − rð Þ p + cð ÞQk
s −waQk

d −wbQh
d

"

−m p − u + cð Þ
ðQk

s

m

A
F λð Þdλ − cmμ

#

+ r p + c −wbð ÞQh
d − m + Δmð Þ p − u + cð Þ

ð Qh
d

m+Δm

A
F λð Þdλ

2
4

− c m + Δmð Þμ
#
:

ð18Þ

Due to EðπdÞ − Eðπk
sÞ = ð1 − rÞðwa −wbÞQh

d + r½ðp + c

−wbÞQh
d − ðm + ΔmÞðp − u + cÞÐQh

d/m+Δm
A FðλÞdλ�, the solu-

tion is available r > ðwb −waÞQh
d/ðp + c −waÞQh

d − ðm + Δ

mÞðp − u + cÞÐQh
d /m+Δm

A FðλÞdλ. ☐

If an overseas retailer cooperates with a crossborder sup-
plier, and the overseas retailer invests in the crossborder
supplier, the amount is I, and the crossborder supplier will
provide products to the overseas retailer at a lower supply
price wa

∗. After the investment, affected by factors such as
the speed of logistics and the quality of transportation equip-
ment, the risk of supply interruption is reduced to r∗. At this
time, the profit function πd

∗ for overseas retailers’ dual-
source procurement is

πd∗ = 1 − r∗ð Þ p min Qk
d∗ +Qh

d∗,D
� �

−wa
∗Qk

d∗ −wbQh
d∗

n
− c D −Qk

d∗ −Qh
d∗

h i+
+ u Qk

d∗ +Qh
d∗ −D

h i+o
+ r∗ p min Qh

d∗,D∗
� �

−wbQh
d∗ − c D∗ −Qh

d∗
h i+n

+ u Qh
d∗ −D∗

h i+o
− I,D∗ = m + Δmð Þλ:

ð19Þ

Lemma 4. After the overseas retailers’ investment, when the
supply interruption risk and investment amount meet the
conditions r ≥ αI + ðwb −wa + βI/p + c −wa + βIÞ, the pur-
chasing volumes of overseas retailers from crossborder sup-
pliers and overseas suppliers are Qk

d∗ and Qh
d∗, respectively.

Proof. After the investment behavior, the expected profit

function of the overseas retailer is Eðπd∗Þ = ½1 − ðr − αIÞ�fp ½ÐQk
d∗+Qh

d∗

A Df ðDÞdD + Ð BQk
d∗+Qh

d∗ðQk
d∗ +Qh

d∗Þf ðDÞdD� − ðwa

− βIÞQk
d∗ − c

Ð B
Qk

d∗+Qh
d∗ ½D − ðQk

d∗ +Qh
d∗Þ�Df ðDÞdD + uÐQk

d∗+Qh
d∗

A ðQk
d∗ +Qh

d∗ −DÞf ðDÞdD −wbQh
d∗g + ðr − αIÞfp

½ÐQh
d∗

A D∗ f ðD∗ÞdD∗ +
Ð B
Qh

d∗Qh
d∗ f ðD∗ÞdD∗� − c

Ð B
Qh

d∗ðD∗ −

Qh
d∗ÞD∗ f ðD∗ÞdD∗ −wbQh + u

ÐQh
d∗

A ðQh
d∗ −D∗Þf ðD∗ÞdD∗g

− I:. ☐

Simplify by using the method of integration by parts

E πd∗
� �

= 1 − r − αIð Þ½ p + c −wa + βIð ÞQk
d∗ + p + c −wbð ÞQh

d∗

"

−m p − u + cð Þ
ðQk

d∗+Qhd∗
m

A
F λð Þdλ − cmμ

#
+ r − αIð Þ

Á p + c −wbð ÞQh
d∗ − m + Δmð Þ p − u + cð Þ

ð Qh
d∗

m+Δm

A
F λð Þdλ

2
4

− c m + Δmð Þμ
#
− I:

ð20Þ

By finding the derivatives of Eðπd∗Þ with respect to Qk
d∗

and Qh
d∗, we can obtain

∂E πd∗À Á
∂Qk

d∗ = 1 − r + αIð Þ p + c −wa + βIð Þ − p − u + cð ÞF½ Qk
d∗ +Qh

d∗

m

 !
,

ð21Þ

∂E πd∗À Á
∂Qh

d∗ = 1 − r + αIð Þ p + c −wbð Þ − p − u + cð ÞF Qk
d∗ +Qh

d∗

m

 !" #

+ r − αIð Þ p + c −wbð Þ − p − u + cð ÞF Qh
d∗

m + Δm

 !" #
:

ð22Þ
Assigning formulae (21) and (22) to 0, solving the sys-

tem of equations can be obtained

Qk
d∗ =mF−1 p + c −wa + βI

p + c − u

� �
− m + Δmð ÞF−1

Á 1 − r + αIð Þ wa − βIð Þ −wb + r − αIð Þ p + cð Þ
r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ

� �
:

ð23Þ
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Qh
d∗ = m + Δmð ÞF−1 1 − r + αIð Þ wa − βIð Þ −wb + r − αIð Þ p + cð Þ

r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ
� �

:

ð24Þ
To make a meaningful solution of equations that must

satisfy the condition ð1 − r + αIÞðwa − βIÞ −wb + ðr − αIÞðp
+ cÞ ≥ 0, in this time, there will exist Qh

d∗ > 0, which is the
case of dual-source procurement. So, r ≥ αI + ðwb −wa + βI
/p + c −wa + βIÞ and complete the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5. After overseas retailers have invested, under the
dual-source procurement situation, overseas retailers have
increased their purchases of products supplied by crossborder
suppliers and have reduced their purchases of products sup-
plied by overseas suppliers. The overall purchase volume has
increased.

Proof. According to equations (17) and (24), we can get the
purchase quantity of overseas retailers from overseas sup-
pliers before and after investment; so,

Qh
d −Qh

d∗ = m + Δmð Þ F−1 1 − rð Þwa −wb + r p + cð Þ
r p + c − uð Þ

� �
− F−1

�

Á 1 − r + αIð Þ wa − βIð Þ −wb + r − αIð Þ p + cð Þ
r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ

� ��
:

ð25Þ

F−1ðxÞ is the inverse function of FðxÞ, which has the
same monotonicity, while as a continuous probability distri-
bution function, function FðxÞ is monotonous increasing
with the increase of x, due to

1 − rð Þwa −wb + r p + cð Þ
r p + c − uð Þ

−
1 − r + αIð Þ wa − βIð Þ −wb + r − αIð Þ p + cð Þ

r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ

= I βr 1 − rð Þ + α wb −wað Þ + Iαβr½ �
r r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ

> 0F−1 1 − rð Þwa −wb + r p + cð Þ
r p + c − uð Þ

� �

> F−1 1 − r + αIð Þ wa − βIð Þ −wb + r − αIð Þ p + cð Þ
r − αIð Þ p + c − uð Þ

� �
:

ð26Þ

So, Qh
d >Qh

d∗, and the purchase volume of this chan-
nel from overseas suppliers has decreased. It is the same
because of

Qk
d +Qh

d =mF−1ðp + c −wa/p + c − uÞ,Qk
d∗ +Qh

d∗ =
mF−1ðp + c −wa + βI/p + c − uÞ, whilep + c −wa/p + c − u ≤
p + c −wa + βI/p + c − u; so, we can get, F−1ðp + c −wa/p +
c − uÞ ≤ F−1ðp + c −wa + βI/p + c − uÞ, Qk

d +Qh
d ≤Qk

d∗ +
Qh

d∗, and the overall purchase volume of retailers has
increased. Through the overall procurement volume and

the procurement volume from overseas suppliers, it can be
found that the volume of products purchased by overseas
retailers from crossborder suppliers has increased, and the
increase is more than the reduction from overseas suppliers.
This is because after the investment, the prices of crossbor-
der suppliers have advantages, the instability is reduced,
and overseas retailers can obtain more profits. ☐

3. Results and Discussion

In order to verify the rationality of the model and reveal the
changes in the expected profit and purchase volume of over-
seas retailers under different purchasing methods, this sec-
tion verifies the conclusions reached above. In the two-tier
supply chain composed of crossborder suppliers, overseas
suppliers, overseas retailers, and consumers, according to
the parameter range set above, select parameter values, ran-
dom market demand λ ∈ ð100, 200Þ is evenly distributed,
crossborder suppliers and overseas suppliers supply prices
that are wa = 6 and wb = 10, respectively, overseas retailers
sell products at retail prices of p = 15, market demand deter-
mination part is m = 18, if supply interruption, demand
increase is Δm = 2, out-of-stock cost is c = 4, the residual
value of the product is u = 1, and the impact factors of
investment on supply disruptions and crossborder supplier
supply prices were α = 0:005 and β = 0:1, respectively.

3.1. The Impact of Supply Disruption Probability on Purchase
Volume. In the case of single source procurement and dual-
source procurement, if the disruption probability of cross-
border suppliers changes, the purchase volume of overseas
retailers in each channel will also change. According to
Lemma 4, when r ≥wb −wa/p + c −wa, that is r ≥ 0:3077,
there will cause double source procurement. Assuming that
r rises from 0.4 to 0.7, we will get the change of procurement
quantity in two cases, as shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that if the crossborder sup-
pliers do not experience disruption under single-source pro-
curement, then the purchase volume of overseas retailers
from crossborder suppliers is equal to the total purchase vol-
ume under dual-source procurement. If overseas retailers
choose to purchase from single source, the purchase volume
of overseas retailers from crossborder suppliers is more than
that from overseas suppliers. If overseas retailers choose
dual-source procurement, with the increase of supply inter-
ruption probability of crossborder suppliers, overseas
retailers will reduce the procurement of goods provided by
crossborder suppliers and increase the procurement of
goods provided by overseas suppliers, so as to avoid risks
and reduce losses.

3.2. The Impact of Supply Disruption Probability on Expected
Profit. In the case of single-source procurement and dual-
source procurement, if the disruption probability of cross-
border suppliers changes, the expected profits of overseas
retailers in various channels will also change. Suppose r goes
up from 0.1 to 0.6, the change of expected profit under these
two conditions is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.
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It can be seen from Figure 3 that the expected profit of
overseas retailers is not affected by the disruption probability
when they only purchase from overseas suppliers. With the
increase of interruption probability of crossborder suppliers,
the expected profit will decrease rapidly and face huge losses
if only purchasing from crossborder suppliers. When over-
seas retailers choose dual-source procurement, it will not
only achieve the maximum expected profit within a certain

risk but also effectively curb the decline of expected profit.
When the disruption risk is greater than 0.1761, the
expected profit from crossborder suppliers is lower than that
from dual-source suppliers, and the decision of dual-source
suppliers is better than that of single source suppliers.

In combination with Figures 3 and 4, it can be found that
under dual-source procurement, overseas retailers will not
be too passively affected by the probability of disruption of
crossborder supplier supply and will be able to ensure to
some extent the expected profits of overseas retailers.

3.3. The Impact of Supply Disruption Probability and
Investment Amount on Expected Profit. When the overseas
retailer invests in the crossborder supplier, the expected
profit of the overseas retailer will be affected by both the
supply interruption probability of the crossborder supplier
and the investment amount of the overseas retailer. Accord-
ing to Lemma 4, when the supply interruption probability
of the crossborder supplier r and the investment amount
of the overseas retailer I meet r ≥ αI + ðwb −wa + βI/p + c
−wa + βIÞ, the situation of dual-source procurement will
appear. Thus, suppose r rises from 0.4 to 0.7 and corre-
sponding I rises from 40 to 70. The change of purchasing
volume and expected profit after investment of overseas
retailers under dual-source procurement is shown in
Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that after overseas retailers
invest, if the probability of crossborder supplier interruption
is low, and at the same time they have made large
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Figure 2: The relationship between retailer procurement volume and crossborder supplier supply disruption probability under single-source
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investments in crossborder suppliers, then overseas retailers
will purchase a large number of crossborder suppliers’ prod-
ucts and greatly reduce the products of overseas suppliers,
and the expected profits of overseas retailers will also be very
high. In addition, when the risk of supply interruption of
crossborder suppliers is large, the higher investment number
of overseas retailers, the higher expected profit of dual-
source procurement will be received, and the investment
behavior of overseas retailers can effectively restrain the risk
of crossborder supplier disruption. Therefore, the risk stabil-
ity of dual-source procurement can be further strengthened
through investment by overseas retailers, and the expected
profits of retailers can be improved.

4. Conclusion

This paper takes the mobile communication procurement
platform supply chain as the research object and constructs
a two-level supply chain composed of crossborder suppliers,
overseas suppliers, and overseas retailers. Study the optimal
purchasing decision problem of the supply chain in four sit-
uations: only purchasing from crossborder suppliers, pur-
chasing only from overseas suppliers, purchasing from
crossborder and overseas suppliers at the same time, and
purchasing from crossborder and overseas suppliers at the
same time after retailer investment. The analysis found that
compared with single-source procurement, dual-source pro-
curement can make overseas retailers not passively affected
by the probability of supply disruption by crossborder sup-
pliers and can also ensure the expected profits of overseas

retailers to a certain extent. At the same time, the investment
behavior of overseas retailers in crossborder suppliers can
effectively curb the possible negative impact of crossborder
supplier disruption risk under dual-source procurement.
As a result, overseas retailers may consider investing in
crossborder suppliers and opting for a two-channel
approach to procurement to achieve higher expected profits
with stable risk. Of course, the above model has certain lim-
itations. For example, it only considers the risk neutral con-
ditions of each enterprise and does not consider issues such
as the risk preference of decision makers and retailer price
decisions. In the future, research on supply chain coordina-
tion can be carried out from the perspective of supplier risk
preference.
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Objective. To explore the construction of immersive learning system based on virtual reality (VR) and test its learning effect.
Methods. 20 qualified subjects were divided into two groups, each tending to agree, each with 5 boys and 5 girls. Experimental
group 1 is in the real operating environment, and experimental group 2 is in the VR virtual disassembly experimental
environment. The task process errors, knowledge questionnaire scores and user subjective satisfaction were analyzed statistically.
Results. The significance probability P of knowledge questionnaire in the Levene test was 0.777, greater than 0.05, and the
variance homogeneous, so the final P of independent sample t-test was subject to “assumed variance equal”; the significance
probability was 0.613, greater than 0.05; the questionnaire scores of two groups showed no significant difference, so VR virtual
environment can achieve the learning effect of the real environment. The number of errors in a VR virtual situation is
significantly lower than the number of errors in the real environment, the VR virtual environment can achieve the learning
effect of the real environment, and the VR virtual environment can achieve more interaction, with good interaction. Conclusion.
The immersive learning system based on VR detection technology can realize the cognition of three-dimensional model
structure and has a certain learning effect.

1. Introduction

At present, in the field of education, more and more scholars
have seen the importance of VR technology in classroom
learning environment. For example, one of the characteristics
of intelligent learning environment proposed by Professor
Huang Ronghuai is that intelligent learning environment
should realize the integration of physical environment and
virtual environment; in the intelligent environment, the per-
ception, monitoring, and adjustment functions of the physi-
cal environment are further enhanced; and the application
of augmented reality technology makes the virtual environ-
ment and the physical environment seamlessly integrated
[1]. VR virtual learning environment provides a large num-
ber of construction tool systems and performance areas,
which can improve the subjective initiative of learners, which
is consistent with Piaget’s conception and practice of “mov-

ing the laboratory into the classroom” and his constructivist
view of “learning is the experience of a real situation” [2].

The biggest difference between “VR-based virtual testing
technology” and the virtual instrument-based virtual testing
technology that has been widely used at present lies in the
introduction of VR technology into the testing field and the
realization of the simulation of the testing process and visu-
alization of the test results by the virtual testing system
including operators [3]. Virtual testing technology based on
VR has the following characteristics.

Nakayama et al. [4] proposed a simulated environment
learning support system, based on Kinect sensor, systematic
animation, and student action synchronous display on
ancient biological animals and its habitat, soaking learners
in real life, through record. The real-time measurement of
the learner’s movement is evaluated system and controls
the animation based on the sensor output, followed by an
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interview to assess their immersion. The learner feels immer-
sive and experiences an enhanced interest.

Fang [5] Focusing on the design of the teaching quality
evaluation model based on machine learning theory, an in-
depth study is conducted on the pretreatment and support
vector machine teaching quality assessment model of assess-
ment indicators. In addition, the study uses improved main
component analysis to reduce the dimension of evaluation
indicators, thereby avoiding the impact of too complex net-
work model on prediction effects.

This paper mainly studied the immersive learning system
based on VR virtual testing technology. We conducted exper-
imental research on the construction of VR immersive learn-
ing system and concluded that the questionnaire scores of the
two groups of experimenters generally did not differ signifi-
cantly, which shows that the VR virtual environment can
achieve the learning effect of the real environment. The num-
ber of errors in a VR virtual situation is significantly lower
than the number of errors in the real environment, the VR
virtual environment can achieve the learning effect of real
environment, and the VR virtual environment can achieve
more interaction, with good interaction. Therefore, the
immersive learning system based on VR virtual detection
technology can realize the cognition of 3D model structure
and has a certain learning effect.

2. Method of Constructing Immersive Learning
System for VR

Virtual reality technology combines multimedia and network
technology, so multimedia design principle design virtual
reality also has a great reference value; we should not only
pay attention to the external form of teaching media but also
pay attention to the value of education. Only according to the
correct design principles the multimedia teaching software
can fundamentally promote the students’ meaningful learn-
ing [6, 7].

Virtual test is conducted through 3D human-computer
interaction, realistic image generation, 3D sound positioning
technology, and simulation information acquisition. The
development path of virtual testing technology based on
VR is shown in Figure 1.

3. Research Methods

3.1. Experimental Arrangement. A total of 20 qualified
subjects were selected and divided into two groups. The ratio
of males to females in each group tended to be the same, with
5 males and 5 females in each group. The experimental group
1 was in the real operating environment, and the experimen-
tal group 2 was in the VR virtual disassembly and assembly
environment. The experimental task was to complete the
disassembly and assembly tasks of the reducer assembly
model with the help of the data and tools given by the team
and to complete the knowledge investigation and test after
the experiment according to the knowledge acquired in the
disassembly and assembly learning process [8, 9]. In addition
to different operating environments, the other conditions
between the two experimental groups are consistent, as

shown in Table 1; that is, there is an equal corresponding
relationship between experimental operating objects, experi-
mental equipment, and experimental text data. For example,
the solid model of the gearbox corresponds to the virtual
model in the three-dimensional environment, actual model
disassembly video animation corresponds to 3Dmodel disas-
sembly animation display in VR environment, and actual 2D
text data corresponds to interface UI display in VR
environment.

The specific description of the behavioral data to be
recorded during the experiment and the mapping meaning
of the results of the behavioral data are as follows:

Error times E1: the error times in the disassembly process
whether the parts are placed correctly or not and the error
times in the assembly process whether the parts are matched
successfully or not. The error times are too high, indicating
that the recognition of the parts at the disassembly position
is insufficient [10, 11].

Knowledge questionnaire score: knowledge questionnaire
mainly involves the structure cognition and working princi-
ple of the model and is used to judge whether learners under-
stand the structure of the model in the process of model
disassembly and assembly. The lower the score of the ques-
tion test, the less helpful the learning system is to learners,
and the lower the evaluation in the effectiveness index.

Subjective satisfaction score: obtains users’ subjective
evaluation of the design of the two operational learning
environments.

3.2. Statistical Analysis. This experiment is a set of compara-
tive experiments of learning styles, consisting of two groups,
namely, physical disassembly environment (group 1) and VR
virtual disassembly environment (group 2). Independent
sample t-test is adopted to analyze all data, which is com-
pleted in SPSS software. If the P value of significance proba-
bility (i.e., Sig. in the table) is greater than 0.05 in Levene’s
test of the equation’s variance, it indicates homogeneity of
variance, and the final P value of independent sample t-test
is subject to “assuming equal variance.” On the contrary,
we should deal with the P value when the strain variance is
different. When the P value of t-test (i.e., Sig. (double tail)
in the table) is less than the significance level of 0.05, it is
considered that there is a significant difference between the
two groups of data; otherwise, it is considered that there is
no significant difference between the two groups of data.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Error Times in Task Process. In the process of experimen-
tal tasks, task errors are mainly defined as the following three
situations: one error and one record. Specifically, in the disas-
sembly process, the parts should be placed in the specified
parts tray, and the placement error is recorded as a task error.
In the assembly process, the wrong parts are grabbed for
assembly, which is recorded as a task error. The assembly
position and direction of the parts are wrong, which is
recorded as a task error. As shown in Table 2, in the process
of task completion, the number of errors in the VR virtual
situation was significantly lower than that in the real
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environment. In the process of physical assembly, especially
in the assembly process of shafting part group 1 and shafting
part group 2, it is easy to make mistakes, and the most com-
monmistake is the wrong assembly position of parts. In a VR
virtual operation environment, the main reason for user
operation error is that there are more than one bearing and
adjustment ring in a shafting part group, but the matching

of the designed parts of the system is one to one; that is, the
bearing located on the left side of the shaft must be assembled
on the left side before the system can identify the assembly as
successful. Due to the visual feedback of color highlighting
after the successful matching of the system design, most users
did not see visual feedback during the assembly process and
would try repeatedly. The feedback information from the
experimenters can provide guidance for the subsequent
design and optimization of the learning system.

4.2. Score of Knowledge Questionnaire. As shown in Table 3,
the average score of knowledge questionnaire in the VR vir-
tual environment (M = 84) was slightly lower than that in
the real operating environment (M = 85:5). The two sets of
questionnaire score data are independent sample t-test, as

3D human-computer 
interaction technology

Reailty sense of image
generation technology

3D Sound positioning
technology

Emulation technique 

Simulation algorithm 

Simulation so�ware

Signal acquisition

Signal processing

Signal aspect and
indication

integration

VR technology 

Information
technology 

Measuring and testing
technique

Virtual testing
technology

based on VR

Figure 1: Development path of virtual testing technology based on VR. Virtual test is conducted through 3D human-computer interaction,
realistic image generation, 3D sound positioning technology, and simulation information acquisition.

Table 1: Corresponding relation of each factor in the two groups of experiments.

Physical disassembly group VR disassembling group

Experimental
environment

Real work drawing model laboratory operating environment
VR virtual disassembly and assembly

experiment ring

The experiment task Model disassembly and test Model disassembly and test

Laboratory equipment
Wrenches and other commonly used tools, desks, part placement

plates, etc.
VR headsets, leap motion, etc.

The subjects Physical model 3D virtual model

Experimental data
Two-dimensional pictures, teaching materials Virtual UI interaction, interface display

Video animation of model disassembly
3D model disassembly animation

demonstration

Table 2: Number of errors in the task process.

Experimenter code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 The average

1_real environment 5 3 5 5 8 6 2 3 4 7 4.8

2_vr environment 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 4 3 2.2
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shown in Table 4; the analysis results show that two kinds of
learning environment knowledge questionnaire score data in
Levene’s test in significant probability P value are 0.777,
which is greater than the significance level of 0.05, homoge-
neous variance, so in the independent sample t-test, the final
P values will be subject to “assume equal variance.” The P
value of significance probability of the t-test is 0.613, which
is greater than 0.05. There is no significant difference in the
overall scores of the two groups of experimenter, indicating
that the VR virtual environment can achieve the learning
effect of real environment. Knowledge questionnaire topic
fills up the following topic: multiple choice, find the wrong
topic, question of these four questions, fills up the topic
focuses on the user of cognition, the basic structure of
reducer model essay question inspects the knowledge for
the user to the reducer between various parts of the assembly
position and role of understanding, true or false user’s under-
standing of the relation of the part assembly, and examine the
user’s learning degree of the assembly drawing of the reducer
by finding the wrong questions. As for the drawing method
of part assembly drawing, in VR headset, due to the influence
of the resolution of the headset equipment, the presentation
of VR virtual visual effect is not as clear as the two-
dimensional paper data in the real world, leading to a large
difference in the score of error finding in assembly drawing
between the two groups. As VR virtual environment presents
diversified and multisensory information, the learning effect
of users on the working principle of gearbox model is better
than that of the real environment. Users can quickly under-
stand and enhance the cognition of this knowledge point in
the three-dimensional dynamic environment. Therefore,
the average score of students in group 2 in the question part
is higher than that of students in group 1.

4.3. User Subjective Satisfaction. After sorting out and analyz-
ing the scoring data of the user subjective satisfaction scale of
the two groups of experiments, the mean value of the score is
shown in Figure 2. The independent sample t-test is con-
ducted on the subjective satisfaction score data of users,
and the specific data description is shown in Table 5.

It can be seen from Table 5 that there are significant dif-
ferences between the two operating environments in the eval-
uation indicators of user satisfaction such as Q1, Q3, Q6, Q8,
Q9, Q10, and Q12. Among them, the user satisfaction score
of the VR virtual learning environment is significantly higher

than that of the real operating environment in Q1 immer-
sion, Q3 fun, Q9 information guidance (reducing mistakes
by providing feedback), Q10 help from visual feedback, and
Q12 diversification of resource information presentation. In
the two evaluations of Q6 realism and Q8 operating comfort,
the user satisfaction of the VR virtual learning environment
is significantly lower than that of the real operating
environment.

Through interviews with experimental users, the specific
reasons were obtained, which can be summarized as follows:

Q1 immersion: virtual environment can provide a closed
learning environment for the operator to avoid external
interference from other factors. The real environment is eas-
ily disturbed by other factors. Therefore, the immersive expe-
rience of the experimenters in the VR virtual learning
environment is more obvious.

Q3 interesting: scenes in the virtual environment are of a
relatively simple cartoon element style. Comfortable back-
ground music alleviates learning pressure. Interesting ways

Table 3: Knowledge questionnaire scores.

Experimenter code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 The average

1_ real environment 80 75 95 85 90 85 85 80 95 85 85.5

2 _vr environment 85 90 75 80 80 90 75 85 85 95 84

Table 4: Independent sample t-test of questionnaire scores.

Levene’s test of
equation variance

t-test of mean value equation

F Sig. T value Df (degrees of freedom) Sig. (double tail)

Assumed equivariance 0.083 0.777 0.515 18 0.163

Physical group 1
VR group 2

Q1
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

Figure 2: Average score graph. The scoring data of the user
subjective satisfaction scale of the two groups of experimenters
were sorted out and analyzed, and the mean map of the score was
obtained.
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of interaction, especially gesture interaction, enhance
learners’ interest in learning and spirit of exploration. The
real disassembly and assembly environment has a low evalu-
ation of fun. Like the traditional learning method, there is not
too much interactive operation, and the learners have no
freshness.

Q6 sense of reality: users have a low score on the sense of
reality of the VR virtual learning environment, in which there
are only feedback and perception of visual and auditory
channels. In the process of physical disassembly and assem-
bly, there is not only the feedback of the two channels but
also the multichannel information such as touch, which can
truly grasp and move the model, which is very real.

Q8 operational comfort: user feedback that the VR envi-
ronment is not suitable for long-term learning. Due to screen
delay in HTC helmets, some users may experience discom-
fort such as visual motion sickness during learning, resulting
in a low evaluation of the comfort level of the virtual learning
system.

Q9 information guidance, by providing feedback to reduce
mistakes: in the VR virtual environment, clear visual feed-
back is provided during the assembly process of the model,
and the matching color of the parts becomes highlighted,
effectively reducing mistakes.

Q10 visual feedback help: users believe that visual feed-
back information is more abundant in the virtual environ-
ment, which not only displays the structure of parts but
also realizes the interaction that cannot be realized in the real
environment, such as the prompts of virtual UI.

Q12 diversification of resource information presentation:
the resource information in the virtual context is relatively
rich, which can effectively help users to have a deeper under-
standing of the model structure. In addition to the physical
model, the resource information of the real operating environ-
ment is mostly two-dimensional drawing data and video data.
There is a lot of information, but the display way is single.

In addition, in terms of Q7 ease of use, although there
was no significant difference in the score data between the

two groups, there was a significant difference in the mean
value. The reason is that in the learning process of VR virtual
situation, since users need to use gesture recognition devices
for interactive operation, they need to learn the gestures and
relevant operation instructions of the system in advance. In
the physical disassembly environment, the user does not
need additional operation training and can quickly grasp
the basic operation methods of the operating environment.
The definition of gesture in the VR environment needs to
be familiar with in advance, and the experimenter who is
familiar with gesture quickly has a higher evaluation on the
usability of virtual environment.

Q2 3D cognition, Q4 interactivity, Q5 integrity, Q11 audi-
tory feedback, and Q13 overall satisfaction: there is no signif-
icant difference between the two groups in these evaluations,
indicating that the virtual learning environment can achieve
the same learning effect as the real model learning under
these several indicators. That is, under the virtual learning
system, users can intuitively learn the three-dimensional
structure of the body and observe the details of the model
from multiple angles.

5. Conclusions

In general, the immersive learning system based on VR vir-
tual detection technology can realize the cognition of the
three-dimensional model structure and has a certain learning
effect. Compared with traditional disassembly learning of
physical model, VR disassembly learning is not as good as
physical model learning in terms of realistic sense and assem-
bly drawing learning, but VR virtual learning system has
obvious advantages in terms of immersion, fun, and visual
feedback, which can better stimulate learners’ interest in
learning.With the development of modern information tech-
nology, the display of large-scale data information has
demand for virtual reality technology, and the development
of virtual reality equipment provides a broad space and
industrial background. The immersive learning system based

Table 5: User satisfaction score in the VR environment.

Qid
Group 1 Group 2

Levene’s test of
equation variance

The t-test for the mean
value equation

The average M1 The average M2 F value Sig. t Sig. (double tail)

Q1 Immersive 3.700 4.500 0.336 0.569 -2.954 0.008

Q2 3D cognitive 4.000 3.900 2.903 0.106 0.361 0.722

Q3 Interesting 3.500 4.400 1.301 0.269 -3.250 0.004

Q4 Interactive 4.200 4.600 0.000 1.000 -1.549 0.139

Q5 Integrity 4.200 4.300 2.396 0.139 -2.777 0.785

Q6 Sense of reality 4.600 4.000 0.231 0.637 2.250 0.037

Q7 Ease of use 4.100 3.700 1.011 0.328 1.052 0.307

Q8 Comfort 4.400 3.800 0.000 1.000 2.324 0.032

Q9 Information to guide 3.500 4.200 5.063 0.037 -3.280 0.004

Q10 Visual feedback 3.500 4.200 0.590 0.452 -2.333 0.031

Q11 Auditory feedback 3.600 4.100 0.945 0.344 -1.301 0.210

Q12 Diversification of information 3.500 4.300 1.714 0.207 -3.539 0.002

Q13 Overall satisfaction 4.400 4.300 0.543 0.471 0.372 0.714
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The demand of embedded artificial intelligence system for powerful computing power and diversified application scenarios will
inevitably bring some new problems. This paper builds the system dynamics model of embedded system based on artificial
intelligence (AI). By analyzing the causal relationship between the elements of the system dynamics model, the state equation is
established, and the parameters are estimated and tested. At the same time, the influence of the model simulation experiment on
the relevant factors is evaluated. The simulation results show that the proposed model is effective and efficient.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of big data and deep neural net-
work technology, artificial intelligence has made great break-
throughs in voice analysis, computer vision, and natural
language processing and has been applied to smart city, smart
home, and industrial manufacturing, which is gradually
changing the operation mode of society and people’s way of
life. The demand of embedded artificial intelligence system
for powerful computing power and diversified application sce-
narios will inevitably bring some new problems. From the per-
spective of the current urban development trend, urban
development and expansion have sped up, and internal space
resources have been maximized basically [1, 2]. Worse still,
personalized transportation develops quickly, making the traf-
fic conditions more and more complicated and traffic conges-
tion more and more serious. In this context, the concept of
intelligent transportation system (ITS) comes into being. In
this age, artificial intelligence presents an application-driven
trend of stepped-up breakthrough, and it is now deeply affect-
ing the transportation management mode throughout the
world [3]. As mainly reflected in its level of intelligence, the
perception intelligence is becoming increasingly mature, and
the cognitive intelligence continues to make breakthrough.
The combination of big data and deep learning is the main-

stream intelligent computing paradigm, and it has played a
big role in the field of transportation. As a whole, the develop-
ment of urban traffic control has basically gone through tim-
ing control, inductive control, adaptive control, and
intelligent control [4]. As detection technology, communica-
tion technology, automatic control technology, and AI-
related technology develop rapidly, urban traffic signal control
system is also becoming more and more intelligent. With the
new techniques such as AI, big data, and cloud computing
being promoted and applied, ITS will become an effective
mean to relieve and even resolve traffic congestion [5]. ITS
can also be considered applying advanced science and technol-
ogy into traffic-related fields and strengthening the correlation
among vehicles, roads, and users so as to constitute a compre-
hensive traffic management system. With the help of big data
and AI, we canmanage and control the existing transportation
networks in an effective, intelligent, and coordinated manner,
and by integrating advanced AI with practical issues in city
traffic, we can better solve the control and optimization prob-
lems in city transport [6, 7].

The special contributions of this paper include the
following:

(i) This paper has introduced the principles and theo-
ries involved in ITS optimization scheme and made
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in-depth analysis and research of the development of
traffic governance model from every viewpoint

(ii) This paper has summarized and concluded the gen-
eralized pattern of urban traffic governance and its
evolution rule with a view to ITS and explored the
congestion management mode and its evolution
direction under ITS

(iii) This paper has used system dynamics model and
made analysis from such aspects as traffic supply,
traffic demand, and information technology.
Besides, it has also analyzed the user behaviors of
traffic participants in the microlevel with big data,
made in-depth analysis of travel intensity, trip pur-
pose, spatial and temporal distribution of travel, trip
distance, and evolution of traffic structure, and iden-
tified the key influence factors in traffic, laying a
foundation for the concrete analysis of traffic gover-
nance pattern

(iv) This paper has proposed an optimization scheme
from planning and construction, innovation, and
information technology. It has found the role AI
technology plays in promoting the balance between
traffic supply and traffic demand

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses related works, and demand characteristics of
ITS and its evolution are outlined in Section 3. ITS influence
factors based on system dynamics model are presented in
Section 4.1, Section 4.2 shows the experimental simulation
results and analysis, and Section 5 concludes the paper with
a summary and proposed directions for future research.

2. Related Work

Nowadays, urban modernization has encountered severe chal-
lenges from aggravated energy consumption, environmental
pollution, traffic congestion, and public safety caused by con-
tinuously increased urban population, expandedly developed
automobile industry, and unceasingly increased car ownership
[8]. AI is to achieve in the computer such intelligent behaviors
that surpass human perception, cognition, decision-making,
and action; in short, AI means that a machine can do the things
to be done by human intelligence. A smart city contains ITS,
which is merely a part of smart city system, but ITS plays an
indispensable part in the economic development of the city
[9]. On the other hand, the construction level of the smart city
which is closely related to the development level of ITS has in
return boosted the development of ITS [10]. The rapid urban-
ization has been inevitably restricted by such problems as
shortage of land and energy resources, and traffic problem is
one of the most important problems which need to be solved
by urban management. Urban traffic congestion has already
become a major bottleneck that restricts the urban develop-
ment and affects the quality of everyday life in today’s society
[11]. In the realistic plight that the number of automobiles
has exceeded the carrying capacity of urban road networks,
the common traffic jam generated in urbanization cannot be

eradicated; instead, to relieve or alleviate the current traffic con-
gestion, importance can be attached to effectively handling the
traffic jam caused by emergencies [12]. ITS is a hotspot of the
cross-disciplinary research involving computer, automatic con-
trol, and traffic engineering, and it has effectively combined
advanced AI technology, automatic control technology, com-
puting technology, information and communication technol-
ogy, and electronic sensor technology together and then
applied it into the entire ground traffic management system
so as to build a real-time, accurate, and highly efficient compre-
hensive transportation management system which can be
brought into play in a large scope and in an all-round manner
[13, 14].

In ITS, man-machine fusion has become an important
direction, and AI is now developing towards more fusion
and interaction with conventional transportation; as a result,
a new form of ITS rises [15]. In the 1950s and 1960s, AI tech-
nology had made preliminary development. Its expert sys-
tem, artificial neural network, fuzzy logic, genetic
algorithm, and other advanced technology have been applied
in traffic engineering successively, greatly promoting ITS
development [16]. Ever since the 1980s, the road traffic con-
trol technology of every country was developing from con-
ventional control to information and intelligent control
with the great help of information technology [17]. Then,
ITS emerged. In the 1990s, Europe and America had come
up with the concept of ITS. US Department of Transporta-
tion and ITS America had put forward the “10-year Develop-
ment Plan for Intelligent Transportation Systems in the
United States,” and in this Plan, it is pointed out that the
ITS in the US shall be a system to be planned and constructed
as a whole, not by every region independently [18]. At pres-
ent, US ITS includes 6 modules: traffic management, e-
payment operation, public transport management and oper-
ation, emergency treatment, vehicle control and manage-
ment, and safety management system [19]. Early this
century, Japan has set up many monitors and radars on roads
so that it can monitor road conditions and collect informa-
tion at any time; meanwhile, it has also actively promoted
ETC (electronic toll collection) on highways, which
improved the utilization of toll roads. By virtue of these tech-
niques, the Japanese government wants to build a world-
leading ITS [20]. Europe has studied ITS a long time ago,
especially in vehicle safety and environmental protection.
Germany mainly conducts intelligent management over its
spacious road networks, strengthens the construction of traf-
fic information collection and release facilities, and widely
applies GPS (global position system) and intelligent trans-
portation guidance technology [21]. Australia has studied
and promoted the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic Sys-
tem (SCATS), in which plenty of sensors and video surveil-
lance devices are put on highway pavement and traffic
thoroughfares, with an aim to collect the traffic flow informa-
tion and road operation status, use the data processing tech-
nology systematically, and get adapted to traffic changes [22].
With the popularization and application of big data, 5 g com-
munication technology, Internet of Things, cloud comput-
ing, artificial intelligence, and other new technologies in
various countries, intelligent traffic management system will
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become an effective mean to alleviate or even solve traffic
congestion, which can be called “new fuel to promote urban
mobility.”

3. Demand Characteristics of ITS and
Its Evolution

3.1. Supply and Distribution of ITS. The core of urban road
supply is to enhance the traffic capacity of traffic networks,
which is usually done by expanding the existing roads or
building new roads. Before taking this method, a thorough
understanding of traffic demands within the city must be
obtained in order to satisfy the travel demands of urban res-
idents and maximize urban traffic networks. In the relation-
ship between the density of urban road networks and the
traffic flows, when the density exceeds the critical value, the
steady state is the complete impedance of zero flow. Without
a thorough grasp of traffic demands in advance, traffic con-
gestion may aggravate only by expanding the existing roads
or building new roads to strengthen the capacity of traffic
networks [23].

In traffic network GðN , LÞ, it is defined thatN is the set of
network nodes, and L is the set of road sections. Assume that
there are nW elements in setW of O/D pairs. Mark the set of
all paths connecting O/D as P and the set of paths connecting
O/D to w as Pw. Define ca as the travel time on section a, Cp

as the travel time on path p, f a as the traffic flow on section a,
xp as the traffic flow on path p, and dw as the traffic demand
from O/D to w.

Assume that the impedance of road section a is related
not only to the flow of this section but also to that of other
sections. To facilitate the calculation, other sections only
include the sections that are adjacent to a and on the same
path as a and they are marked as

ca = ca f a, f1, f2,⋯,f Λð Þ, ∀a ∈ L, ð1Þ

where f1, 2,⋯,Λg is the set of sections which are adjacent to
a and on the same path as a. The relationship between the
path and the flow of the section is as follows:

f a = 〠
p∈P

xpδap, ∀a ∈ L: ð2Þ

If section a is on path p, δap = 1; if not, δap = 0. The path
impedance calculated by Equation (1) and Equation (2) is as
follows:

Cp = 〠
a∈K

ca x1, x2,⋯,xΓð Þδap, ∀p ∈ P: ð3Þ

Conservation of traffic flow:

dw = 〠
p∈Pw

xp, ∀w ∈W: ð4Þ

Nonnegative constraints:

xa ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ L: ð5Þ

Figure 1 is the four-section network. For a four-section
network which includes one starting point o and one ending
point r, Q is the constant of traffic demand.

The time of the section is related to the flows of all adja-
cent sections. At this point, the time of section can be pre-
sented as follows:

top = β1 γf op + f pr
� �

, tqr = β1 γf qr + f oq
� �

,

toq = α1 + β2 γf oq + f qr
� �

, tpr = α1 + β2 γf pr + f op
� �

,
ð6Þ

in which, tij represents the travel time between section ij, α is
the time of free flow, β is the delay parameter, f is the traffic
flow, and γ is the measurement factor to distinguish the
impact of flows at different sections. So, the travel time of
two paths from the starting point o to the ending point r
can be shown as follows:

t1 = top + tpr , t2 = toq + tqr: ð7Þ

The path flow meets:

f op = f pr = f1, f oq = f qr = f2,
Q = f1 + f2:

ð8Þ

As the network has symmetry, the travel time t1 of paths
in the networks and the total impedance of T4 the network
under UE state are as follows:

p

r

q

o

Figure 1: Four-section network.

p

r

q

o

Figure 2: Five-section network.
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t1 = t2 =
γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð ÞQ

2 + α1,

T4 = γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð ÞQ2

2 + α1Q:

ð9Þ

Figure 2 is the five-section network. When a four-section
network becomes a five-section network, the function of sec-
tion impedance has become

top = β1 γf op + f pr + f pq
� �

,

tqr = β1 γf qr + f oq + f pq
� �

,

toq = α1 + β2 γf oq + f pr
� �

,

tpr = α1 + β2 γf pr + f op
� �

,

tpq = α2 + β2 γf pq + f op + f pr
� �

: ð10Þ

The impedance of the new section and the relationship of
the current traffic flows are as follows:

t3 = top + tpq + tqr ,
f op = f1 + f3, f pr = f1, f oq = f2,

f qr = f2 + f3, f pq = f3,Q = f1 + f2 + f3: ð11Þ

Make t1 = t2 = t3 and show the flows of the paths in the
five-section network under UE state:

f1 = f2 =
γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð ÞQ − α1 − α2ð Þ

γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 3γ + 1ð Þβ2
,

f3 =Q − 2f1 =
− γ + 1ð Þβ1 + γ − 1ð Þβ2ð ÞQ + α1 − α2ð Þ

γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 3γ + 1ð Þβ2
:

ð12Þ

The path time is represented as follows:

When path 1 and path 2 have no traffic flow, f1 = f2 = 0,
f3 =Q and Q ≤ ððα1 − α2Þ/ððγ + 1Þðβ1 + β2ÞÞÞ. When the
third path also has no traffic flow, namely, f3 = 0, Q ≥ ðð2ðα1
− α2ÞÞ/ððγ + 1Þβ1 − ðγ − 1Þβ2ÞÞ, and both f1 and f2 are Q/2.
So, in order to make these three paths have traffic flows, the
traffic demand Q need to be within the scope of ðððα1 − α2Þ/
ððγ + 1Þðβ1 + β2ÞÞÞ, ðð2ðα1 − α2ÞÞ/ððγ + 1Þβ1 − ðγ − 1Þβ2ÞÞÞ.

Represent the total impedance of the five-section network with
T5 and T5 = f1t1 + f2t2 + f3t3.

T5 = 2γβ1 + 2β1 + 2β2 + γβ2ð ÞQ2 + α2Q,

 if Q ≤
α1 − α2

γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð Þ ,

Table 1: Description of model-related parameters.

Parameter or initial value Value Unit

Urban road mileage 5000.00 km

Urban road mileage growth rate 0.50 dmnl

High-speed road lanes traffic capacity 3000.00 Pcu/h

High-speed road lanes number 6.00 Lane(s)

Main road lanes traffic capacity 2800.00 Pcu/h

Main road lanes number 5.00 Lane(s)

Secondary road lanes traffic capacity 2600.00 Pcu/h

Secondary road lanes number 4.00 Lane(s)

Branch road lanes traffic capacity 2400.00 Pcu/h

Branch road lanes number 3.00 Lane(s)

Travel per capita 5.00 Times/day

Length of rail transit line 300.00 km

GDP growth rate 0.067 dmnl

Private car ownership 6210 thousand Vehicle

Logistics volume 12,190 million Ton

Table 2: Analysis results of stock flow chart.

Parameter Simulation value True value Error

Permanent 2000.00 2153.60 0.0713

GDP 33577.05 35371.30 0.0507

Urban road mileage 7553.92 8000.00 0.0558

Logistics volume 4747.15 5000.00 0.0506

t1 = t2 = t3 =
γ γ + 3ð Þβ2

2 + 3γ γ + 1ð Þβ1β2
À Á

Q + γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 1 − γð Þβ2ð Þ α1 − α2ð Þ
γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 3γ + 1ð Þβ2

+ α1: ð13Þ
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T5 =Q
γ γ + 3ð Þβ2

2 + 3γ γ + 1ð Þβ1β2
À Á

Q + γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 1 − γð Þβ2ð Þ α1 − α2ð Þ
γ + 1ð Þβ1 + 3γ + 1ð Þβ2

+ α1

" #
,

if α1 − α2
γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð Þ <Q < 2 α1 − α2ð Þ

γ + 1ð Þβ1 − γ − 1ð Þβ2
,

T5 = γ + 1ð Þ β1 + β2ð ÞQ2

2 + α1Q,

 if Q ≥
2 α1 − α2ð Þ

γ + 1ð Þβ1 − γ − 1ð Þβ2
: ð14Þ

Make T5 > T4, and

Q ∈
2 α1 − α2ð Þ

3 γ + 1ð Þβ1 + γ + 3ð Þβ2
, 2 α1 − α2ð Þ
γ + 1ð Þβ1 − γ − 1ð Þβ2

� �
: ð15Þ

In other words, when the traffic demand Q is within the
above range, to increase traffic supply will aggravate traffic
jam [24, 25].

3.2. Evolution of Demand Characteristics. The supply of
urban roads mentioned above belongs to government deci-
sion, and urban traffic demand is personal decision. Users
play the role of pursuing the best personal interest in urban
transportation (UE distribution). From a standpoint of game
theory, many users will affect the capacity of traffic networks
while pursuing the best personal interest, so the government
needs to participate in the allocation of traffic resources and
make decisions to optimize road resources in the macrolevel.

In UE distribution, the aim of every traveler is to mini-
mize their travel time. Cpðx ∗Þ represents the path imped-
ance under UE state, the minimum path impedance is λw,
and x ∗ is the traffic flow of the path. Then,

Cp x∗ð Þ = λw, if x∗p > 0,
Cp x∗ð Þ = λw, if x∗p = 0:

ð16Þ

SO distribution is aimed at minimizing the total imped-
ance of the system. Ĉpð⋅Þis the path impedance under SO
state; μw is the path impedance of the minimal border, and
SO distribution can be shown as

Ĉp x∗ð Þ = μw, if x∗p > 0,

Ĉp x∗ð Þ = μw, if x∗p = 0:
ð17Þ

If traffic informationization is still in its infancy, traffic
participants cannot share real-time information due to the
fundamental attributes of transportation and neither can
traffic users know about the travel demands of others; so,
there exists a dynamic game of incomplete information
between traffic actors, and they can only choose their travel
modals and paths based on experience [26]. With the con-
struction of smart city, ITS has developed unceasingly: traffic
users can know the relevant travel information before they
travel, and the dynamic game of incomplete information
has been converted into the dynamic game of complete infor-
mation, which will greatly reduce the travel cost and improve
the traffic efficiency. Under this circumstance, the gover-
nance of traffic congestion has been developed from Traffic
Demand Modal (TDM) to ITS.

4. Key Influence Factors of ITS and Analysis of
Simulation Experiment

4.1. ITS Influence Factors Based on System Dynamics Model.
Given the complexity and nonlinearity of urban transporta-
tion, this paper has studied the urban traffic congestion and
its influence factors with system dynamics and with three
parts: internal traffic factors, external traffic factors, and fac-
tors of traffic subject taking into consideration; it has built the
system dynamic model for ITS. In this study, it will integrate
many important elements including urban development,
economic development, urban road supply, urban road
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Figure 5: Crowding degree in different logistics volumes.
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demand, urban traffic operation elements, and environment
elements; analyze the relationship between these elements;
and study the impact different elements play on the whole
system and the mutual impact between the elements by con-
structing the state equation and variable equation among dif-
ferent elements. Figure 3 is the cause-and-effect circuit
diagram of megacity ITS. In Figure 3, the plus means the pos-
itive causal link, and the minus means the negative causal
link. Figure 4 is the stock flow chart. Table 1 is the description
of model-related parameters. Table 2 shows the analysis
results of stock flow chart.

4.2. Simulation Experimental Results and Analysis. Integrat-
ing materials and data, the model in this paper has deter-
mined the relevant factors that affect urban traffic capacity.
The first is the urban traffic state, including ground travel
volume, transit travel volume, truck travel volume, and pri-
vate car travel volume, and such factors as number restriction
policy, traffic restriction policy, road bearing capacity, and

scale will have certain impact on traffic intensity. Next is traf-
fic demand, including the traffic mode split rate of ground
bus, private car, and rail traffic. These factors will directly
affect the vehicle travel volume. Traffic supply, including
the bearing capacity and traffic capacity of different types of
roads, directly affects the maximum bearing capacity of dif-
ferent levels of roads and plays an important role on urban
traffic capacity. Figure 5 shows the crowding degree in differ-
ent logistics volumes.

As shown in Figure 5, with the rapid development of life
and the continuous living needs of people, trunk travel vol-
ume has taken up a bigger and bigger ratio among the urban
traffic participants. Through model simulation, it can be seen
that as the total cargo volume increases continuously, the
urban crowding degree will also increase; so, to carry out
the corresponding truck restriction measures will effectively
improve urban traffic conditions.

In order to reduce the increasing number of private cars
and buses, the number of vehicles will be reduced in
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Figure 6: Crowding degree in different restriction policy.
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proportion after the implementation of the traffic restriction
policy, so as to alleviate the total amount of urban traffic and
reduce the degree of urban traffic congestion to a certain
extent. It is clearly evident from Figure 6 that the proposed
model simulation in the short term after the vehicle restric-
tion policy is carried out, the number of vehicles decreases
slightly, and in the long term, the vehicle volume increases
compared with the decrease degree before restriction, and
the crowding degree will gradually decrease over the increase
of time. Therefore, the implementation of the number limit
policy can significantly alleviate the urban traffic situation,
and the effect will improve with the passage of time.
Figure 7 shows the private car trips under different traffic
restriction policies.

As shown in Figure 7, with regard to the traffic conges-
tion caused by private car travel which takes up the largest
part in urban traffic, the impact of restriction policy on pri-

vate car travel can be seen with the model. Through model
simulation, it is obvious that after the restriction measures
are taken, the private car travel drops greatly and the fall
gradually increases over the time when the policy is imple-
mented. Figure 8 shows the congestion degree of rail transit
lines with different lengths.

As shown in Figure 8, the development of urban mass
transit can effectively improve urban traffic capacity. From
the model simulation, it can be seen that rail transit in Wulan
city plays an important role in easing traffic congestion. With
the increase of rail transit mileage, the traffic structure
changes greatly. The sharing rate is improved, and the cover-
age is expanded. More passengers choose rail transit, which
significantly improves the congestion. Figure 9 shows the
congestion degree under different road capacities.

The road volume, mileage, and traffic capacity will
directly affect the road traffic capacity. The simulation results
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Figure 8: Congestion degree of rail transit lines with different lengths.
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show that with the improvement of road carrying capacity,
traffic congestion can be alleviated quickly in a short time
and maintain this degree in a long time. Therefore, improv-
ing road capacity is the most fundamental and important
way to improve urban traffic.

Through the above experimental results, it can be observed
that the blind increase of traffic supply cannot solve traffic con-
gestion fundamentally. In ITS construction, informationization
technology can be utilized to collect real-time road traffic vol-
ume, road traffic load, travel demand generators, and other
traffic data, to forecast the potential congestion points and
guide the vehicle flow and give alarm, to achieve the traffic con-
gestion governance pattern of emergency response, and to help
the government to implement more rational and effective traf-
fic control policies. The government needs to optimize public
transport services. As the speed of urban expansion is far faster
than the development of urban public transport, the develop-
ment of public transport is mostly focused on the development
of rail transit [27]. Rail transit construction takes a long time,
and the line is fixed, which cannot meet the diversified travel
needs of urban residents in the context of multicenter. Besides,
conventional buses are not very appealing to residents due to
the many stops, high crowding degree, and fixed lines. There-
fore, to promote the development of public transportation shall
be based on smart city.

With urban development, many new roads are built, and
many traffic forks are set which is one of the biggest traffic
congestion generators. To solve this problem, real-time traf-
fic conditions of several adjacent forks shall be shown in each
fork under the construction of smart cities so as to guide res-
idents to avoid the roads with high traffic load, alleviate con-
gestion pressure, and improve the utilization of other roads.
On the other hand, adaptive control traffic light can be used
to control the traffic flow in the fork. The relevant research
of the impact of the traffic light played on road flow is very
mature, and automatic control system can monitor road
flows, calculate various vehicle-related data, and give
autoalarm.

5. Conclusion

As science and technology develop consistently, such infor-
mation technology as mobile Internet, the Internet of Things,
big data analysis, and cloud computing are also becoming
increasingly mature, and the information management solu-
tion which is applied in human society and life is improving
constantly. In the future, these high-tech information tech-
nologies will be used to solve road traffic problems, which
is also the future direction of smart city and its development.
ITS has inherited the strengths of green and sustainable
transport, and it has also made some innovations. Compara-
tively speaking, to greatly develop ITS can rapidly and effec-
tively alleviate urban transportation problems with the
minimum economic input. This paper, through the study of
the internal and external factors of urban traffic, has summa-
rized the key influence factors, made study from the urban
development, urban economic level, external and internal
urban resources, and traffic supply-and-demand level, con-
structed the model with system dynamics, and analyzed the

relationship between urban traffic factors, so as to provide
the theoretical bases and implementation path to ITS devel-
opment and provide a relatively complete ITS implementa-
tion and optimization scheme.
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With the increase in communication requirements, new communication technologies and implementation methods have
developed rapidly. The rise of emerging markets such as the Internet of Things, smart homes, smart cities, and wearables has
promoted the development of wireless communication integrated circuits in the direction of monolithic, low energy
consumption, and high energy efficiency. This paper proposes a new dual branch charge pump based on CTS charge pump with
enhanced current drive capability and undesired charge transfer completely eliminated. Clock matched technology is proposed
to completely eliminate undesired charge transfer caused by delay turn on and off of the auxiliary transistors in the traditional
CTS charge pump. The current drive capability is enhanced by employing NMOS transistors with 2Vdd gate drive voltage,
while traditional dual branch CTS charge pumps are based on PMOS with 1Vdd gate drive voltage. The output voltage ripple is
also reduced resulting from a dual branch structure. Simulation results of output voltage gain and power efficiency for the
proposed charge pump and other traditional charge pumps are provided. Comparisons are made to show the improvement of
the proposed charge pump compared with other traditional charge pumps.

1. Introduction

With Soc (system on chip) having been widely employed in
electronic equipment in the recent decade, the blocks built
in Soc are also significantly increased contributing to various
power supply demands. A charge pump, a circuit consisting
of switches and capacitors, becomes a preference in the appli-
cation of nonvolatile memory [1], defect monitoring [2],
energy harvesting [3], and so on resulting from its relatively
high efficiency and integration simplicity compared with
other step-up power converters such as the boost converter.

The most basic charge pump circuit was proposed by
Dickson [4]. However, the traditional Dickson charge pump
suffers from severe voltage drop caused by diode-connected
transistors in each stage. The voltage drop caused by diode-
connected transistors can be significantly reduced by
employing a charge transfer switch [5]. The first charge
pump without voltage drop loss was proposed in [6] based
on [5]. However, undesired charge transfer occurs in [5, 6]

caused by the delay turn on and turn off of the auxiliary
transistor with a nonideal clock signal, which reduces the
power efficiency and output voltage gain. Some researchers
designed dual branch charge pumps [7] based on [6] to
reduce undesired charge transfer in traditional charge trans-
fer switch charge pumps. However, undesired charge transfer
still exists in [7], and conduction loss in [7] is increased
caused by lower gate drive voltage contributing to lower
power efficiency and output voltage gain.

This paper proposes a new dual branch charge pump
based on [5, 7] with no undesired charge transfer and
increased gate drive voltage, contributing to higher power
efficiency and voltage gain. The conduction loss is signifi-
cantly decreased by employing NMOS with 2Vdd gate drive
voltage compared with PMOS and 1Vdd gate drive voltage
in [7]. Undesired charge transfer is eliminated by employing
a nonoverlapping clock [8] and accurate time delay circuit
[9]. Section 2 discusses the undesired charge transfer in tradi-
tional charge pumps including [6, 7]. Section 3 introduces the
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proposed charge pump. An optimized gate drive strategy for
auxiliary transistors to completely eliminate undesired
charge transfer is proposed in Section 4. The simulation
result of the performance for the above charge pumps based
on 0.18μm technology is listed in Section 5. Section 6 is the
conclusion of this paper.

2. Conventional Charge Pumps and Drawbacks

The Dickson charge pump proposed in [4] consists of diode-
connected transistors and flying capacitors driving by clock
signals. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of N stage Dickson
charge, while Figure 1(b) shows the clock signal for this N
stage Dickson charge pump. The voltage drop loss in each
stage approximately equals to the threshold voltage of the
diode-connected transistor. The clock signal pumps the
bottom plane of the flying capacitor and helps increase the
voltage of the top plane to charge the next stage. The output
voltage expression is given in [10]:

Vout = N + 1ð Þ VDD −VTð Þ − NIL
C · f , ð1Þ

whereVout is the output voltage,N is the number of pumping
stages, VT is the threshold voltage of the diode connect tran-
sistor, f is the clock frequency, C is the capacitor, and IL is the
output current. According to the expression, there is a volt-
age drop in each pumping stage which significantly reduces
the output voltage gain.

The schematic of the PMOS CTS charge pump proposed
in [6] is shown in Figure 2(a). With the help of auxiliary of
PN pair, there is no voltage drop in each pumping stage.
However, charge transfer from high voltage node to low
voltage node reduces the voltage gain and power efficiency.
The following is the analysis of how undesired charge trans-
fer occurs in the CTS charge pump. Let us take stage three as
an example. Assume ϕ1 is low and ϕ2 is high, the voltage of
node 1 is 1Vdd, and the voltage of node 2 and node 3 is
3Vdd. By this way, MN3 is on and MP3 is off, and M3 is
on. Charge transfers from node 2 to node 3 occur in this
period of time. When ϕ2 transfer from 1Vdd to zero, the
voltage of node 2 transfers from 3Vdd to 2Vdd. MP3 will
turn on since the voltage of node 2 reaches 3Vdd −V thp while
MN3 will not turn off until the voltage of node 1 reached 2
Vdd − V thn. Undesired charge transfer from node 3 to node
1 occurs in this period of time. Meanwhile, if ϕ2 is low and
ϕ1 is high, when ϕ1 transfer from 1Vdd to zero, MN3 starts
to turn on since voltage of node 1 reached 2Vdd −V thn. This
also contributes to undesired charge transfer from node 3 to
node 1. What is more, the simultaneous turn on of MP3 and
MP3 also causes M3 turning on, resulting in reverse current
from node 3 to node 2.

The charge pump proposed in [7] is aimed at reducing
the undesired charge transfer. Figure 3(a) shows the CP2
charge pump proposed in [7]. We use stage 3 to analyze the
charge transfer again. When ϕ2 is high and ϕ1 is low, the
voltage of node B4 and node B3 is about 4Vdd; then,
MPA3 turns off. The voltage of node A2 is 3Vdd while the

node of B2 is 2Vdd; then, MNA3 turns on. In the clock trans-
fer period, MPA3 turns on since VB4 −VB3 > ∣V thp ∣ , while
MNA3 will not turn off until VA2 −VB2 < ∣V thn ∣ . The only
condition that CP2 charge pump eliminates undesired charge
transfer is that V thn +V thp = Vdd. Otherwise, undesired
charge transfer happens in both node A3 to node A2 and
node B4 to node B2. Another problem of the CP2 charge
pump is that when MA3 turns on, the gate voltage is
provided by node B2. By this way, the gate drive voltage is
only 1Vdd, resulting in higher conduction loss and reducing
voltage gain and current drive capability.

3. Proposed Charge Pump Circuit

The following dual branch charge pump is proposed based
on traditional CTS charge pump [5] and CP2 charge pump
[7]. The charge pump is composed of two branches with a
complementary clock signal. The work principle is as follows.

3.1. First Stage. The first stage is the same as the CP2 charge
pump proposed in [7], which is composed of a single NMOS
transistor for each branch. When ϕ1 is high and ϕ2 is low, the
voltage of node A1 is 1Vdd and the voltage of node B is zero.
By this way, MA1 turns off and MB1 turns on, charging node
B1 to 1Vdd. When the clock flips, the voltage of node B1
pumps to 2Vdd and MA1 turns on charging node A1 to
1Vdd. By this way, MA1 and MB1 can turn on and off effec-
tively by the voltage from the complementary branch and do
not need start up transistor.

3.2. Middle Stage. Since the work principle is the same for
middle stages, we choose stage three to explain the mecha-
nism. The clock signal of auxiliary NMOS transistor ϕ1′ is
considered to be the same as ϕ1 in this section. The NMOS
transistor Ak3 is used to start up the circuit. When ϕ2 is high
and ϕ1 is low, the voltage of node A4 is 5Vdd and node B4 is
4Vdd. MAP3 turns on, MAN3 turns off, and MA3 turns on.
When the clock flips, the voltage of node A4 is 4Vdd and the
voltage of node B4 is 5Vdd. By this way, MAP3 turns off and
MAN3 turns on, resulting in the turning off of MA3. When
MA3 turns on, the gate drive voltage is 2Vdd, which is much
larger than that in the CP2 charge pump in [7], contributing
to much smaller conduction loss.

3.3. Output Stage. The output stage for each branch is
composed of a diode-connected NMOS and a PMOS. The
diode-connected NMOS is aimed at providing a control sig-
nal to the previous stage, while the PMOS controlled by the
complementary branch is aimed at controlling the output
branch. It is shown in Figure 4.

When the voltage of Bn is low and the voltage of An is
high, MAout turns on and the output voltage is provided
by branch A. When the clock flips, MBout turns on and the
output voltage is provided by branch B. This mechanism
eliminates the voltage drop in [5] and reduces the output
voltage ripple effective. This mechanism also provides better
current drive capability.
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4. Undesired Charge Transfer
Eliminating Method

Before proposing the method of eliminating undesired
charge transfer, we should first analyze the mechanism of
undesired charge transfer in the proposed charge pump.
Since the work principles are the same in the middle stage,
stage 3 is used to explain. Firstly, we analyze the condition

that ϕ1′ equals to ϕ1. Assume at the beginning, ϕ2 is high
and ϕ1 is low. The voltage of node A4 is 5Vdd and node B4
is 4Vdd. MAP3 turns on, MAN3 turns off, and MA3 turns
on. When ϕ2 transfer to low and ϕ1 transfer to high, MN2
will not turn on until ϕ1 reaches V thn, while MP2 will turn
off since VA4 −VB4 <V thp. If we use the original clock ϕ1
and ϕ2 to control the auxiliary NMOS in the PN switch pair,
undesired charge transfer will happen as shown in

Vdd

C1 C2 Cn Cour

Vour

Rload

𝜙1 𝜙1𝜙2

(a)

Vdd𝜙1 o

Vdd𝜙2 o

(b)

Figure 1: (a) N stage Dickson charge pump; (b) clock signal for Dickson charge pump.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of traditional CTS charge pump; (b) undesired charge transfer in traditional CTS charge pump.
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Figure 3: (a) Schematic of CP2 proposed in [7]; (b) undesired charge transfer in CP2 charge pump proposed in [7].
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Figure 4: Schematic of proposed charge pump.
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Figure 5(a) unless V thn + 1/2V thp = 1/2Vdd. But the unde-
sired charge transfer is significantly reduced compared
with charge pumps proposed in [5, 6]. However, if we give
a delay to the clock signal of the auxiliary NMOS transis-
tor MAN3 to match the turn on and turn off time of
MAN3 and MPN3, undesired charge transfer can be elim-
inated in this clock transfer period. The time delay
element proposed in [9] can provide a time delay of
0.82 ps per resolution with very low power consumption.
Figure 5(b) shows the elimination of undesired charge
transfer by giving a delay to clock ϕ1. However, another
problem occurs if we simply give a delay to ϕ1 to elimi-

nate the undesired charge transfer in this clock transfer
period; undesired charge transfer will become more severe
in the complementary clock phase shown in Figure 5(c).
The method to figure out this problem is to use nonover-
lapping clock [8] shown in Figure 5(d). By employing a
nonoverlapping clock and delay block, MAP3 will turn
off simultaneously when MAN3 turns on. In the comple-
mentary clock transfer period, MAN3 will turn off before
MAP3 turns on. A new clock signal ϕ1′ is formed by this
way. Undesired charge transfer is completely eliminated
by employing the new clock signal ϕ1′, and we call it clock
matched technology.

5Vdd
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4Vdd

MAN3 onMAN3 off
Vdd

MA3 offMA3 on

Undesired
charge transfer 

(a)
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(c)
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clock with delay

MA3 offMA3 is on MA3 on

(d)

Figure 5: (a) Undesired charge transfer in original clock; (b) eliminating undesired charge transfer using delay block; (c) more severe
undesired charge transfer in original clock with delay; (d) completely eliminating undesired charge transfer by using delay element and
nonoverlapping clock.
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Figure 6: (a) Voltage gain with different power stages with 100μA load current for the proposed charge pump; (b) power efficiency with
different power stages with 100μA load current for the proposed charge pump.
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Figure 7: (a) Comparison of different charge pump voltage gains with 1.5V power supply at 200μA load current; (b) comparison of different
charge pump power efficiencies with 1.5V power supply at 200μA load current.
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5. Simulation Results

Simulation results are provided in this section to make a
comparison between the proposed charge pump and tradi-
tional charge pumps. All simulation results are performed
in 0.18μm CMOS technology with the Cadence Spectre
Circuit Simulator. All charge pumps are simulated in the
same branch conditions with 1MHz clock and 1.5 nF
flying capacitors.

All transistors are designed with the same dimension
except for auxiliary transistors with much smaller size. A
triple well structure is used to eliminate the body effect in
all the charge pumps.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the voltage gain and power
efficiency for the proposed charge pump at a fixed load
current of 100μA with supply voltage varying from 0.9V to
1.5V. According to the figure, the output voltage shows lin-
ear growth as the stage increases, while the power efficiency
decreases with stage increasing. The proposed charge pump
with higher supply voltage also has a better performance in
power efficiency simulation.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the comparison of the voltage
gain and power efficiency of the proposed charge pump, CP2
charge pump in [7], and traditional CTS charge pump in [6]
with different power stages with 1.5V supply voltage at a
fixed load current of 200μA:

As shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the proposed charge
pump achieves the highest voltage gain and power efficiency
among the three charge pumps. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show

the comparison of voltage gain and power efficiency for 4
stage charge pumps with different load current and fixed
1.5V supply voltage.

As shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), the proposed
charge pump has the highest output voltage gain and
power efficiency when the load current varies from 25μA
to 200μA resulting from the elimination of undesired
charge transfer and lower conduction loss. The employ-
ment of NMOS also helps the proposed charge pump to
increase current drive ability. By this way, the advantage
on voltage gain of the proposed charge becomes significant
as the load current increases. The power efficiency for the
proposed charge pump at low load current condition has
not got obvious superiority resulting from extra auxiliary
NMOS transistors used to start up the circuit, while it
performs much better in high load current condition con-
tributed by the lower conduction loss and the elimination
of undesired charge transfer.

Figure 9(a) shows the output voltage waveform for the
proposed charge pump, [6], and CP2 in [8] with 1.5V supply
voltage and 200μA load current. As shown in the figure, the
proposed charge pump has the fastest startup time among
the three charge pumps. Figure 9(b) shows the output voltage
ripple in the same simulation condition. Details of output
voltage gain performance for the three charge pumps are
shown in Table 1.

According to the details shown in Table 1, the proposed
charge pump achieves the highest voltage gain with the
lowest voltage ripple and fastest startup time.
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Figure 8: (a) The voltage gain for different charge pumps with different load current; (b) the power efficiency for different charge pumps with
different load current.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Comparison of output voltage waveform for different charge pumps with 1.5 V power supply and 200 μA load current; (b)
comparison of output voltage ripple for different charge pumps with 1.5V supply voltage and 200μA load current.

Table 1: Comparison of output voltage gain performance of the proposed charge pump, [6], and [7] with 1.5V supply voltage and 200μA
load current.

Proposed charge pump CP2 charge pump Traditional CTS charge pump

Output voltage (V) 7.066 6.956 6.437

Voltage gain (V/V) 4.71 4.63 4.29

Response time (μA) 88.5 119.5 306.4

Output voltage ripple (mV) 6.4 6.8 79

Output voltage percentage (V/V%) 0.0905 0.0978 1.2273
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Nowadays, when various information technologies are constantly being updated, preschool children will inevitably need to use new
technologies for knowledge learning. At present, preschool education informatization has begun to deploy new technologies in
various colleges and universities, but there are still deficiencies. This article analyzes the significance of the combination of
wireless communication and VR technology applied to preschool education for children and explores the status quo of
children’s participation in the use of information technology in kindergarten classrooms. Based on the problems existing in the
status quo, try to use wireless communication and VR technology to improve preschool education in our country.
Informatization of education proposes innovative strategies and analyzes the advantages and challenges of applying wireless
communication and VR technology to the informatization of preschool education.

1. Introduction

Preschool education informatization mainly represents the
preparation of various teaching aids through the use of new
computer knowledge and technology in order to promote
the learning effect of children and at the same time makes
it easier for teachers to cultivate children’s information tech-
nology sensitivity and enable them to obtain comprehensive
integration ability [1].

In the context of the continuous emergence of various
new information technology technologies, preschool chil-
dren at home and abroad have been exposed to various elec-
tronic devices. Most children use electronic devices to
perform some basic operations, such as playing games, learn-
ing small knowledge, and watching videos, but there are also
many information technology devices that are not accessible
to preschool children, including devices such as tape
recorders and computers. When preschool children receive
knowledge in domestic kindergartens, in most cases, the
teacher operates the computer to play PPT to explain the
knowledge to the children, and the children themselves can-
not touch the computer. In developed countries abroad,

many kindergarten schools have arranged smart interactive
tablets and other devices for children. Even in Florida, the
tablet computer is an indispensable tool for almost every stu-
dent in learning, and kindergarten teachers also like to try
new technologies to teach knowledge to young children. It
can be seen that the informatization of preschool education
in China still needs improvement [2].

Since the beginning of this century, wireless communica-
tion and VR technology have developed rapidly. Wireless
communication technology has developed the latest commu-
nication technologies and protocols other than Bluetooth
and WIFI. VR technology equipment has been able to imple-
ment mobile phones, personal computers, all-in-one models,
independent devices, etc. The existence and use of various
forms, VR, and wireless communication technology itself
are interrelated. The two technologies, as technologies gener-
ated by the progress of the new era, can help young children
simplify complex knowledge and see through simulation
screens that they have never seen it before or have already
seen it [3]. The teaching method combining VR and wireless
communication technology can bring many possibilities to
preschool education, thus forming good learning habits at
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the beginning of the preschool semester, cultivating great
interest in learning, becoming an active learner as soon as
possible, and knowing how to use it [4]. From a long-term
perspective, wireless communication and virtual reality tech-
nology, as key applications for future development, require
enlightenment from preschool education. The use of infor-
mation technology by young children from an early age will
lead to the formation of awareness of using new technology
in the adult stage earlier, which also proves the significance
of wireless communication and VR technology education in
the early childhood stage [5].

2. Problems in the Development of Preschool
Education Informatization

Although policies have repeatedly emphasized the impor-
tance of education informatization, the actual implementa-
tion is still not enough. Teachers also use videos or PPT
graphics to explain the detailed analysis of difficult questions.
They have not applied the latest technology in education;
although, preschool education Informatization is constantly
advancing, but there are still some key issues that need to
be resolved [6].

2.1. No Customized Education for Preschool Children. Pre-
school education needs to focus on children’s learning status
and physical and mental health in the education process.
Many children have not yet acquired an excellent learning
habit at the preschool stage. However, many parents and kin-
dergartens want to allow children to master more at the
beginning stage. When children cannot accept more knowl-
edge, they sacrifice their rest time to supplement knowledge,
and it has become more and more intense. There are even
many institutions that carry out elementary education in
the pre-school stage [7].

In fact, the kindergarten or family in the current pre-
school education carrier needs a unified analysis platform
for individual students’ learning needs. It also needs to com-
bine new technologies to analyze the learning situation of
children and customize the learning content. There should
be no blind education competitions. Otherwise, the complete
informationization of preschool education will not improve
the learning effect of children.

2.2. Preschool Education Information Resources Are Scarce.
At present, there are still many remote areas in China that
do not have information-based teaching equipment, and
even computers are luxury teaching supplies. Even if they
have computer equipment, they will not be used in schools.
The probability of applying them to preschool education
and teaching is even closer to zero. Statistics from related
institutions found that the statistical comparison of informa-
tization equipment among preschool teachers in remote vil-
lages and developed cities is shown in Table 1, and the
specific visual display is shown in Figure 1.

Through the analysis of institutional statistics, it is found
that the surveyed kindergarten classes are equipped with cor-
responding information equipment, and the types of infor-
mation equipment are also relatively rich. The average ratio

of various corresponding characteristic devices has reached
0.6. Among them, the deployment rate of smart boards in
preschool education places in remote areas is lower than only
0.05. The urban preschool education places are fully
equipped, and all the equipment related to informatization
teaching is available. It can be seen that preschool education
in remote areas still lacks informatization equipment, and
they need to solve the problem of lack of equipment through
new information technology equipment [8].

2.3. Lack of Practical Ability Training for Preschool Education
Information. Preschool education children are in the early
stages of brain development and need to use hands to pro-
mote brain development. The current information-based
teaching allows children to sit and listen without the oppor-
tunity to actually operate. This form of education is useful
for cultivating children’s hands-on ability not enough. After
distributing the questionnaire survey, the author found that
children in China have almost no opportunity to operate
the equipment in person. Most of them are observing kinder-
garten teachers to operate the equipment. When the propor-
tion reaches 0.916 and the proportion is 0.068, children can
use technology products by themselves. The specific situation
is shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. At present, the kindergar-
tens where various preschool education institutions are
located have different amounts of teaching materials (com-
puters, cameras) and different teaching methods, so that chil-
dren’s participation in preschool education is different, and
the final acceptance of children’s knowledge is also different.
It can be seen that the cultivation of children’s hands-on abil-
ity is also related to the teaching path of kindergarten
teachers and the equipment resources contained in it. In
the end, the information teaching in kindergartens should
be able to increase children’s hands-on ability [9].

3. The Informatization Innovation Strategy of
Preschool Education under the
Background of Wireless Communication and
Virtual Reality Technology

The current young children are growing up at a stage of rapid
leap in information technology. The preschool education for
young children cannot be the same as the traditional educa-
tion in the past. It is the future education development trend
to consider the introduction of new technologies in the pre-
school education. The introduction of digital technologies
such as information technology will also have a positive
impact on the development of children throughout their
lives. Related scientific investigations have found that the lat-
est information technology equipment in preschool educa-
tion will bring beneficial factors to children’s brain
development and at the same time promote the cultivation
of children’s hands-on ability, logical thinking, and creative
thinking. This section provides some strategies to solve the
current problems in preschool education informatization
and at the same time provide suggestions for the rational
use of wireless communication and VR technology in pre-
school education informatization.
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3.1. Build a Child Learning Analysis Platform Based on VR
and Wireless Communication Technology. Aiming at the
problem that preschool children fail to achieve customized
education, wireless communication and VR technology can
be introduced, and then the big data technology in the appli-
cation of wireless communication technology can be added
to the problem-solving system, through wireless communica-
tion, VR, and big data technology. Data and other technolo-
gies are combined to build a children’s learning data analysis
platform. The platform can use big data to crawl informatio-
nized teaching materials from the Internet and provide
teachers with more teaching suggestions through the best
materials crawled to achieve the improvement of teachers’
ability. In addition, after children use VR and wireless com-
munication technology products, they can understand the
development level of children in various aspects more accu-

rately according to the platform background data statistics.
Through the learning data analysis of children operating
VR devices, they can summarize the problems that children
have in learning; so as to later, it can be customized to supple-
ment the knowledge of the child.

3.2. Introduce VR and Wireless Communication Equipment.
In fact, just a VR all-in-one machine can make up for all
the shortcomings of scarcity of preschool education. You
can see different realistic pictures during the class and learn
different knowledge. You do not need to see actual objects
or use other expensive equipment to simulate. This effectively
solves the resource problem. Currently, companies such as
Baidu have launched VR all-in-one machine, and its prod-
ucts have been used in a variety of scenarios and industries,
such as VR industrial parks, training, party building, labora-
tories, and K12 classrooms. Through these cases, it can be
found that the equipment has been applied to the preschool
education industry. The price of the device is also more suit-
able for school introduction. A VR all-in-one machine can
solve all resource problems. With the continuous develop-
ment of technology, one all-in-one device can also be cus-
tomized and developed to connect multiple VR head-
mounted simulated eyes. It solves the problem of insufficient
coverage.

Table 1: Comparison of preschool education informatization equipment in remote villages and cities.

Device name Unit ratio Computer Broadcasting Smart board Touch screen Projector voice Recorder Television

Remote area
Amount 4 126 6 105 111 112 129

Percentage 3% 95% 5% 79% 85% 86% 97%

City
Amount 12 20 20 20 20 20 20

Percentage 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Figure 1: Comparison and visualization of preschool education informatization equipment in remote villages and developed cities.

Table 2: The use of technical equipment in preschool classrooms.

Organization Unit ratio
Children
operate by
themselves

Children
operate

occasionally

Children
only see
teachers

Kindergarten Times 0 9 121

Kindergarten Percentage 0 6.83% 91.66%
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3.3. Enhance Children’s Hands-On Ability through VR
Technology. VR and wireless communication technology
can drive children to perform hands-on operations through
immersion. Through the simulation of hands-on screens,
children can climb mountains, swim, and pile wood in vari-
ous sports and hands-on operations created by VR. In order
for students to fully experience the real scene, it is necessary
to integrate preschool education courses with VR technology,
so that children can fully participate in activities and improve
children’s hands-on ability.

In addition, research has shown the shorter the time for
young children to operate and use information technology.
After children have been interacting with each other for a
period of time using VR devices or electronic screens, encour-
age them to do another nontechnical activity. Therefore,
teachers need to be able to control the various resources and
learning modes provided by teachers. And it is necessary for
teachers to limit the time, type, and form of children’s techni-
cal use, as far as possible to prevent the occurrence of learning
tasks that cannot be completed or even out of control and at
the same time ensure healthy learning time for children.

4. Analysis of the Advantages and Challenges of
the Integration of Wireless Communication
+VR Technology and Preschool Education

At present, more than a thousand schools have been equipped
with VR classrooms and laboratories. In the future, there will
be more schools using wireless communication and VR tech-
nology. Compared with traditional information-based teach-
ing, it has advantages and also brings many challenges.

4.1. Advantage

4.1.1. Improve Children’s Comprehension Ability. Some
scholars have found that if only pictures or texts of relevant

courses are provided, the effect of preschool education chil-
dren’s acceptance of knowledge can only reach 10%, and
under the combination of video and PPT, the acceptance rate
of children reaches 30%. When using VR and wireless in the
teaching mode under the combination of communication
technology, the acceptance rate of children is 70%, and we
can infer from the data that it can improves children’s com-
prehension [10].

4.1.2. Relieve the Confinement of Space and Time. For some
historical scenes or demonstration teaching of extinct ani-
mals, conventional video playback effects are not realistic
enough, and the impression of children in preschool educa-
tion is not deep enough. Using VR and wireless communica-
tion technology cannot only simulate extinct animals such as
dinosaurs but also detect dead animals. Go back to the histor-
ical scene. And many dangerous scenes can also be directly
simulated, such as deep-sea exploration, experience the vast-
ness of the sea next to sharks and whales, so as to realize the
restoration of real scenes that cannot be achieved by tradi-
tional teaching methods, so that children can learn without
specific restrictions on space and time, and also allow pre-
school education Children in middle school have a deeper
understanding of the corresponding species and cultivate
interest in subjects [11].

4.1.3. Reduce the Cost of Preschool Education. Through VR
and wireless communication technology combined with pre-
school children’s experimental teaching, VR methods can be
used to replace traditional real object experiments. For exam-
ple, chemical reaction experiments often waste materials
after completing one time, while under VR and wireless com-
munication technology, children can play repeatedly VR
images continue to experiment to solve irreversible situations
and reduce costs, which solves the irreversible situation that
the material cost.
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Figure 2: Proportion of operation technology equipment for preschool children.
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4.1.4. Improve Children’s Interest and Motivation. Preschool
children’s brains are still in the early stages of development,
and their ability to reason and understand things is not
enough, but after a period of teaching by parents and rela-
tives, they have the ability to independently carry out learn-
ing activities and then use wireless communication. The
immersive experience of VR technology can further enhance
the hands-on ability of children in preschool education and
effectively enhance children’s learning interest through visual
and auditory stimulation [12].

4.2. Challenge. For preschool informatization education.. VR
and wireless communication technology can bring a lot of
beneficial factors, and it could also have an adverse effect
on the growth of young children. Through analysis, the
author found that children may have the following educa-
tional challenges under the application of wireless communi-
cation and VR technology [13]. At present, VR and wireless
communication technology is mainly used in preschool edu-
cation with the following challenges.

First, there are many ways to apply VR and wireless com-
munication technology. If there is no fixed teaching standard
guidance, teachers will not be able to teach effectively.

Second, the environment is more likely to cause certain
adverse effects on young children. Excessive exposure to VR
and wireless communication technologies may develop some
negative effects, causing young children to mix reality with
virtual.

Again, if young children are accustomed to the vivid
experience and convenient knowledge brought by VR and
wireless communication technology, they will no longer seri-
ously think about the meaning behind the scenes they see.
For example, after seeing dinosaurs, they feel accustomed to
them and do not think about the development history of
dinosaurs. This may affect children’s own creative thinking
and eventually lead to children’s loss of creativity. This is a
scenario that preschool education does not want to see.

Finally, children’s single participation in VR and wireless
communication technology may have a certain adverse effect
on the child’s body. Specifically, it may be manifested in obe-
sity due to obesity, due to indulging in playing VR games and
sedentary sitting, and vision loss due to long-term focus on
the screen.

5. Conclusion

It is not only kindergarten teachers, family education, social
education, and self-education that all affect the development
of children. It is the general trend for children to participate
in the use of information technology and kindergarten infor-
mation technology education, and the informatization of the
preschool education industry is also imperative, the applica-
tion of wireless communication and virtual reality technol-
ogy to the informationization of preschool education will
realize a complete change in the way of preschool education
and finally cultivate children who are qualified in moral,
intellectual, physical, and artistic.

The application of wireless communication and VR tech-
nology has a significant positive impact on children’s under-

standing of the world, raising interest in class, cultivating
knowledge, and knowledge of various subjects. Applying
wireless communication and VR technology to children’s
informatization teaching can enable children to have a dee-
per understanding of things and the laws of development of
things and also enable them to understand the world in many
aspects, angles, and directions. This article mainly regards the
use of wireless communication and virtual reality technology
in preschool education informatization as the theme, based
on specific conceptual definitions, preschool education infor-
matization status quo, and problem exploration, and the spe-
cific use of wireless communication and virtual reality
technology in the preschool education informatization envi-
ronment carries out comprehensive analysis and research to
prepare a good theoretical analysis and practical research
foundation for the use of wireless communication and VR
technology in preschool education.
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With the continuous changes in ideological and political education methods in universities, the previous ideological and
political teaching mode of blackboard plus PPT dictation is gradually facing the risk of being eliminated. Wireless
communication and VR technology are the key points of the reform. The sense of situation, immersion, and participation
that they bring is exactly what traditional ideological and political teaching lacks. This article will take college students’
ideological and political teaching as the key object, analyze the possible application of VR technology and wireless
communication technology in the process of college students’ ideological and political teaching, use VR technology and
wireless communication technology to simplify the process of college students’ ideological and political teaching and the
current wireless communication and the advantages and difficulties of VR technology in the application of college students’
ideological and political teaching, explore how to scientifically and efficiently use wireless communication and VR
technology to solve the difficulties encountered in the traditional teaching mode in the process of ideological and political
teaching of college students, and provide direction for college students’ ideological and political education reform.

1. Introduction

The current new round of education reform has put forward
new requirements for the development of ideological and polit-
ical education for college students. Ideological and political dis-
ciplines have ushered in the challenge of change under the
framework of the key requirements of the new curriculum
reform. In the traditional teaching process, there are many dif-
ficulties for students to realize the core quality education of
ideological and political education. However, educational
informatization has achieved corresponding results under the
continuous promotion of departments at all levels. The devel-
opment of this kind of informatization technology also places
higher requirements on ideological and political teachers in
colleges and universities, especially wireless communication
and VR technology. In the case of social applications in various
industries, the application of wireless communication and vir-
tual reality technology in college ideological and political edu-
cation has become an important trend [1].

In foreign countries, the first school to introduce virtual
reality technology into the teaching experiment process was
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the United
States. Professors of the university established a virtual labo-
ratory. As early as the 1980s, students of the university could
pass this virtual laboratory. The laboratory conducts experi-
mental design, circuit model modification, etc. and can also
use remote test equipment to verify the success of its own
experimental design. All of these only need to use their own
computers, without the use of experimental equipment. In
2010, it was realized that only through mobile phones can
complete the experiment [2]. In addition, virtual reality tech-
nology is also widely used in Italy, Singapore, Spain, and
other countries. It can be seen that the development of virtual
reality technology abroad is very rapid [3].

The domestic development of virtual reality technology is
relatively slow compared to foreign development, but many
domestic colleges and universities have virtual laboratories
dedicated to their own students and teachers. Students and
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teachers can conduct a large number of effective virtual
experiments. Peking University has independently developed
a virtual experimental system that can be used for large-scale
calculations, and almost two experimental systems have been
implemented, namely, cache and pipeline [4]. Similarly, my
country’s Tsinghua University, based on the State Key Labo-
ratory of Power Systems, has established an automobile
engine detection system using virtual instruments, which
can be used to detect the overall performance of automobile
engines [5]. In addition to Peking University and Tsinghua
University, Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics also has virtual laboratories. Based on virtual reality tech-
nology, many laboratories on virtual realization technology
have been designed and constructed [6]. However, the Uni-
versity of Science and Technology of China is the first
national-level virtual teaching simulation experiment center
approved by the Ministry of Education for ideological and
political education and possessing a set of virtual experiment
teaching software. It can be seen that the development speed
of virtual reality technology in domestic colleges and univer-
sities is very fast [7]. However, domestic research shows that
the actual application of virtual reality technology in some
ordinary colleges and universities is almost zero, and basi-
cally, there is no equipment to support virtual simulation
experiments; so, virtual simulation experiments are still very
large in the teaching of various subjects in China. Therefore,
wireless communication and virtual reality technology still
need to be further popularized and applied in the teaching
of various disciplines [8].

As a continuously developing technology, the attempts of
virtual reality technology in the field of education have never
stopped. In order to fully understand the development status
of domestic virtual reality technology, the author searched
the CNKI database for related topics and analyzed its devel-
opment status based on the line graph of the number of jour-
nal articles published. Among them, wireless communication
and VR technology are the keywords. It can be seen from the
broken line chart 1 that the number of papers has been on the
rise from 1911 to 2020, and from 2015 to 2021, the upward
trend is very obvious. It can be seen that the development
of wireless communication and VR technology is the current
hot spot as shown in Figure 1.

I used “wireless communication and VR technology +
education,” “wireless communication and VR technology +
ideological and political teaching,” and “wireless communi-
cation and VR technology + ideological and political experi-
ment teaching” as keywords to search for the number of
papers and make a line chart. Through the comprehensive
analysis of the above four line graphs, it is found. Although
wireless communication and VR technology are currently
hotspots of development, the number of papers that combine
wireless communication with VR technology and ideological
education accounts for only 10% and the number of papers
that combine wireless communication with VR technology
and ideological and political teaching. There are only 55 arti-
cles in total, 35 of which are related to wireless communica-
tion and VR technology and ideological and political
experimental teaching. From the above data, it can be seen
that the application research of wireless communication

and VR technology in the ideological and political teaching
of college students is still in the initial stage. The specific sit-
uation is shown in Figure 2.

Examples of applying wireless communication and VR
technology to classroom teaching are mainly the way of cre-
ating VR classrooms. Through the combination of VR glasses
and smart phones, an immersive virtual environment is cre-
ated for students, combined with the explanation of univer-
sity teachers and the creation of VR virtual environment, so
that students can learn knowledge through observation in
the classroom intuitively and vividly. In the future, wireless
communication and virtual reality technology will be more
closely integrated with university ideological and political
education [9].

2. Actual Investigation and Analysis

This article mainly adopts literature research method,
questionnaire survey method, and analogy analysis
method. First, through reading the relevant literature,
understand the current research situation at home and
abroad and then determine your own research questions
based on the actual survey situation. Design a question-
naire based on the needs of the research question and dis-
tribute the questionnaire to collect data. Combining the
feedback results of the questionnaire survey, comparing
traditional university ideological and political teaching,
and analyzing the theoretical advantages and challenges
of wireless communication and VR technology in univer-
sity ideological and political teaching, it also provides a
theoretical reference for the application of wireless com-
munication and VR technology in university ideological
and political teaching.

After analysis and thinking, the research questions of this
thesis mainly include the following three questions. First, it
studies the characteristics of wireless communication and
VR technology and analyzes the changes in the research
enthusiasm of the combination of wireless communication,
VR technology, and university ideological and political
teaching in recent years. Second, combine the results of the
questionnaire survey to analyze the main problems in the
process of ideological and political teaching in universities
and the methods to solve these problems by using wireless
communication and VR technology. Third, through exam-
ples, analyze the advantages and disadvantages of wireless
communication and VR technology in university ideological
and political teaching. Fourth, combine reality to find possi-
ble solutions to the shortcomings of wireless communication
and VR technology in university ideological and political
teaching.

2.1. Brief Introduction of Questionnaire Making. The author
of this thesis has read a large number of references and dis-
covered according to his own teaching experience that many
scholars and teachers have investigated the current situation
of university ideological and political teaching in most
regions, as well as somemajor difficulties faced by college stu-
dents in the process of learning university ideological and
political. There are two main points:
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(1) Ideological and political knowledge is relatively
abstract. The understanding of ideological and polit-
ical concepts and the establishment of ideological and
political models require strong spatial imagination
and understanding capabilities. Traditional language
description and two-dimensional image display can
hardly enable students to fully understand some

abstract ideological and political knowledge and
complex ideological and political scene

(2) Many schools do not pay enough attention to the
application of new technology in ideological and
political teaching, mainly because of the lack of
school laboratory equipment, less available funds,
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school tasks are tight, teachers only pay attention to
students’ observation of the teaching results, and do
not pay attention to the teaching process and other
reasons. This affects the application of new technol-
ogy in ideological and political teaching

This questionnaire survey was made based on the above
questions. The content of this questionnaire survey can be
divided into three parts as shown in Table 1.

2.2. Analysis of Survey Results. The subject of this question-
naire survey is for college students across the country. 211
valid questionnaires were recovered, and the results of the
questionnaires are now analyzed.

First, analyze the basic information of the respondents.
Among them, 110 are male students, and 101 are female stu-
dents. 133 students from key universities accounted for
63.03% of the total, and 78 students from ordinary universi-
ties accounted for 36.97% of the total. 54 students from first-
tier city universities accounted for 25.59% of the total, 64
from second-tier city schools accounted for 30.33% of the
total, 61 from other city universities accounted for 28.91%
of the total, and 32 from provincial capital universities
accounted for 15.17% of the total, On the whole, the people
participating in the questionnaire survey come from different
regions, the sample coverage is wide, and the credibility is
high.

3. Analysis of the Status Quo of College
Students’ Ideological and Political Study

The results of the questionnaire survey of these two questions
in Table 2 show that 74.14% of students think ideological and
political are very interesting, but only 20.38% of students can
learn efficiently in ideological and political classrooms, and
43.60% of students have low or complete learning efficiency.
I do not understand: the above data reflects that the current
university ideological and political learning status is relatively
poor. More than 60% of college students cannot effectively
study ideological and political courses.

4. Problems Existing in College Ideological and
Political Teaching

Ideological and political science is a science that combines
logical thinking and debate. It is necessary for college stu-
dents to conduct indepth immersive thinking while studying,
to feel the philosophical meaning behind the sentence. After
analyzing the status quo of college students’ ideological and
political learning, it is found that the deficiencies in the teach-
ing of college ideological and political courses mainly include
the following aspects.

(1) The participation of students in university ideological
and political courses is not high. Due to the large
number of students in large classes, it is impossible
for the teacher to pay attention to every student.
The participation of students in university ideological
and political classes is not high. Due to the large

number of teachers in large classes, it is impossible
for the teacher to pay attention to every student. Even
if the students are very active, they will not get feed-
back and their enthusiasm will gradually decrease

(2) Ideological and political courses involve more
abstract philosophical concepts, for example, Marx’s
theory. In the past, ideological and political teaching
in colleges used to be dictated by teachers to complete
the teaching. The level of understanding of ideologi-
cal and political courses by college teachers will
directly affect the learning effect of students. Some
philosophical concepts cannot be fully dictated by
students in a single class. Understand its connotation,
and only through other activities that are more
immersive can students thoroughly understand

(3) The current expectation of ideological and political
teaching in colleges and universities of the Ministry
of Education requires students to interact and bring
in learning. In fact, colleges and universities only
arrange PPT teaching at most, and the interaction
and the sense of bringing in pictures and videos
involved cannot really satisfy college students. Learn-
ing needs and college ideological and political topics
need a more immersive device to stimulate students’
interest in learning

5. Based on the Revolutionary Advantages of
Wireless Communication and VR
Technology in University Ideological and
Political Teaching

Wireless communication technology and VR technology are
essentially connected together, because the transmission of
VR images and the collection of user actions involve wireless
communication technology. The development of VR tech-
nology can be briefly divided into the following three types:

(1) Completely immersed. Connect to the corresponding
device through the VR eye, allowing the user to be
fully immersed

(2) Desktop VR system. Similar to watching the video
directly, the user watches a more realistic VR scene
through the computer screen, and the sense of
immersion is weaker than that of the first one

(3) Enhanced VR system. Convenient to carry, the user’s
senses are more intense, thus immersing in the vir-
tual world

After analysis, the author found that the VR technology
that is more suitable for teaching practice in the future is fully
immersed wireless communication and VR technology,
because this kind of VR technology can realize the function
of a teacher tutoring dozens of students in college ideological
and political classes, it can also observe and collect students’
learning conditions, adjust teaching strategies in time, and
correctly guide students’ learning process. In general,
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immersive VR technology can achieve a win-win situation
for teachers and students in ideological and political teaching
in colleges and universities, teachers can more easily achieve
better teaching results, and students can also grasp knowl-
edge more firmly [10].

Because wireless communication and VR technology are
still less used in college ideological and political classrooms,
there is a lack of relevant references. I refer to online mate-
rials to summarize the possible advantages of wireless com-
munication and VR technology in university ideological
and political classroom teaching.

(1) Wireless communication and VR technology can cre-
ate more realistic teaching situations. When the fully
immersive VR images are played, the students’ sense
of hearing and vision is thoroughly mobilized, and
they devote themselves to the corresponding ideolog-
ical and political teaching images. This kind of teach-
ing is like the game images that students usually
encounter and can even make students real experi-
ence the historical connotation of the picture, so as
to better grasp the ideological and political knowl-
edge [11]

(2) Wireless communication and VR technology can
optimize the ideological and political learning pro-
cess of college students, mainly to improve personal
presence and attention. In the VR teaching mode,
every student is the master of the classroom and
can easily participate in the interaction with the
teacher. This teaching mode solves the problem of
low efficiency of listening to the students in the back
row in traditional teaching, so that every student has
enough opportunities to participate, and it is easy to
get a sense of satisfaction in learning and ultimately
enhance the learning effect [12]

(3) Wireless communication and VR technology can
establish virtual models to help students understand
ideological and political concepts and establish
problem-solving ideas and methods. It can break
through the limitations of the blackboard. The 3D

model established through wireless communication,
and VR technology can enable students to have a
concise and intuitive understanding of ideological
and political models and can deepen students’ under-
standing [13]

(4) Convenient and fast. The use of wireless communica-
tion and VR technology for ideological and political
experiment teaching breaks through the limitations
of teaching venues, teaching equipment and teaching
time in traditional teaching. Students do not even
need to go to the teacher, and the teacher does not
need to prepare related equipment in advance. They
can conduct experiments in the classroom in time,
which saves teaching time and makes ideological
and political teaching more convenient

(5) Economical. The use of wireless communication and
VR teaching does not have to consider the wear and
damage of some equipment such as chalk and black-
board in the teaching. There is no need to worry
about the losses caused by operating errors. Students
can continue to try and explore during the course. In
some remote schools lacking teaching equipment,
wireless communication and VR technology can also
be used for experimental teaching, thereby reducing
the cost of each school

(6) The experimental resources are abundant, which can
meet the teaching in different scenarios, using VR
and wireless communication to teach can set the
teaching conditions according to actual needs. For
example, a certain course needs to play the VR
images of Red Boat Spirit and Jinggangshan Reunion.
These can all be adjusted by background needs.
Breaking through the limitations of the real environ-
ment can enable students to observe the historical
real situation in a more real situation

(7) High safety. The use of VR for ideological and polit-
ical teaching can enable students to conduct some
more dangerous explorations in traditional teaching,
avoid the possible harm to students in the

Table 1: Ideological, political, and wireless communication-VR technology questionnaire survey.

Survey question Question number corresponding to survey

Basic information of the respondent 1-3

Status quo of university ideological and political teaching 4-23

Students’ understanding of wireless communication and VR technology 24-26

Table 2: Current situation of college students’ ideological and political learning.

Question Options

Do you like ideological politics?
Do not like it,
feels hard

Do not like it, have
no interest

Feel ideological and political is
very interesting

It does not matter, it’s just
one subject

8.06% 9.95% 74.41% 7.28%

High efficiency in learning
ideological and political?

Very efficient Ordinary Low efficiency Do not understand

20.38% 36.02% 25.12% 18.48%
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exploration, and also reduce the environmental pol-
lution caused by harmful substances generated in
the exploration. For example, students can experi-
ence dangerous scenes such as the Long March pro-
cess that are simulated in the VR environment. VR
ideological and political teaching does not have any
pollution and danger, ensuring that every student
can explore various ideological and political knowl-
edge in a safe state

(8) Ideological and political scenarios are intuitive and
obvious and can directly analyze the results. The
use of wireless communication technology and VR
for ideological and political teaching can adjust the
speed of the occurrence of the situation, slow down
those ideological and political phenomena that reflect
relatively quickly, and can also enlarge and observe
the ideological and political phenomena that are not
obvious. At the same time, you can use the computer
to directly process the ideological and political
knowledge data and reflect it in the form of tables
and images, which is more beneficial for students to
master the ideological and political knowledge

6. Conclusion

Although wireless communication and VR technology have
great application prospects in university ideological and
political teaching, there are still many challenges in applying
wireless communication and VR technology to classrooms.
The main problems at present are as follows.

(1) High research and development costs. At present, the
main form of wireless communication and VR tech-
nology used in teaching is the virtual laboratory
developed under the desktop VR system. There is still
a long way to go to the application of immersive VR
teaching. Developing suitable software and maintain-
ing the normal operation of the system requires a lot
of consumption. But with the advancement of science
and technology, this problem will definitely be solved
reasonably

(2) Teacher requirements are difficult to meet. After
wireless communication and VR technology are
applied to actual teaching, it is a big challenge for
teachers. Teachers need to learn to develop teaching
courseware suitable for VR systems and deal with
the failures that may occur in the classroom. At pres-
ent, these requirements are for the vast majority of It
is difficult for teachers to achieve

(3) The school hardware facilities are difficult to meet the
requirements. To use wireless communication and
VR technology for classroom teaching, the school
should at least configure a distributed VR system
for each class and at the same time ensure that the
school achieves full coverage of the 4G network, or
5G network, equipped with a large number of wire-
less communication related equipment to collect

VR transfers. It is still difficult for most schools to
complete the construction of the above supporting
facilities, because it requires a lot of financial
resources.

(4) Lack of corresponding reference. VR teaching is a
new thing, there is no corresponding theory to sup-
port, and there is no reference example. All teachers
can only cross the river by feeling the stones; so, there
may be many unexpected problems in the teaching
practice

(5) May cause social controversy. Wireless communica-
tion and VR technology is a new technology, while
the education field is very traditional. In the process
of integrating new technologies into traditional
industries, many people may not be optimistic about
it, and great controversy occurs
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This paper addresses a multiobjective Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGVs) collaboration
scheduling problem in which UAVs must be recharged periodically during a persistent task, such as wireless communication
and making aerial panoramic VR video by UAV. The proposal is to introduce a UGV/UAV cooperative system in which UAVs
should be recharged by UGVs periodically, and also, the UGVs have to visit their task points expect for the recharge points. The
objective of the problem is to schedule and plan paths with the tradeoff of path length and makespan for UAVs and UGVs. The
mathematical model which can be considered a combinatorial multiobjective optimization problem is presented firstly, and the
solution of the problem is composed of presubsolution and postsubsolution. The multiobjective adaptive large neighborhood is
hybrid with the Pareto local search (MOALP) to resolve the problem. The experimental result shows that the proposed
algorithm outperforms the compared algorithms on the rendezvous planning problem for UAVs and UGVs working
collaboratively in intelligent tasks.

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been successfully
used formany applications in both civil andmilitary scenarios,
such as surveillance, precision agriculture, package delivery,
and facility inspection. Multiple sensors can be equipped to
obtain various information because UAVs are flexible; how-
ever, the endurance capability of UAV greatly limits its oper-
ation time. Recently, researches which try to enable UAVs
working in persistent tasks have been drawn much attention.

It is a great challenge for the UAV/UGV collaboration
system working in persistent tasks since UAVs have a short
endurance. Previously, two kinds of methods are widely stud-
ied to improve the operation time of the UAV/UGV collabo-
ration system in the literature; the first kind of method is to
set recharging stations for UAVs in the environment to
improve the endurance of UAVs; in this case, UAVs are
required to visit recharging stations periodically and be
replenished by battery swapping systems; for the second type
of method, UGVs are used as mobile recharging stations, and
UAVs need to be replenished by rendezvousing with a UGV
periodically.

The problem of path planning for UAV/UGV collabora-
tion systems has been widely investigated in existing litera-
tures. Sunder and Rathinam [1] deployed multiple depots
(charging stations) in the environment to refuel one UAV
working in monitoring applications, the mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model is presented, and a local search
heuristic was proposed for resolving the problem. [2] consid-
ered multi-UAVs and charging stations in the working sce-
nario, and the problem is transformed into a generalized
traveling salesman problem (GTSP) and then resolved by a
GTSP solver.

Different from [1, 2], mobile robots were utilized in some
literatures instead of using charging depots, and Maini and
Sujit [3] proposed a model named FCURP-MRS which
ensures that UAVs can be recharged by UGVs by generating
UGV paths and UAV paths, respectively. [4–6] studied the
path planning problem for mobile charging robots. In [4,
5], multiple working robots and one charging robot were
considered in the problem, and the problem is resolved by
using both dynamic programming and local search heuris-
tics. In [6], the authors studied the single charging cycle
problem and multirobot charging problem, and they
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proposed the integer linear programming method and multi-
robot Noon-Bean transformation to solve the problem,
respectively.

Multiobjective path planning for the UAV/UGV collabo-
ration system working in persistent tasks has been seldom
studied in the previous related works while there exist a lot
of researches on multiobjective path planning for robots,
such as [7–12]. In [7, 10], NSGA-II which was introduced
in [13] was used to obtain the Pareto front of the multiobjec-
tive path planning problem. Zhu et al. [8] proposed two mul-
tiobjective memetic algorithms (MOMAs) for the wheeled
robot path planning problem, and the algorithm was evalu-
ated in both simulation and real environment. In [9], the
authors developed a new multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm which is called the multiobjective firefly algorithm
(MO-FA) to resolve a path planning problem which has
three objectives. In [12], a local search heuristic was hybrid
with SPEA2 to find the efficient solutions of the presented
problem.

Researches on the combinatorial multiobjective problems
(CMOPs) have a significant contribution to the study of mul-
tiobjective path planning, especially for scheduling problems.
Heuristic algorithms have been widely studied for approxi-
mating the Pareto front of CMOPs because it is usually NP-
hard to find the exact Pareto front of a CMOP. The Pareto
local search (PLS) is one of the efficient algorithms for resolv-
ing CMOPs, and it is an extension of a single-objective local
search [14]. Lust and Teghem [15] proposed 2PPLS, and it is
a variant of PLS which consists of two phases of PLS in the
algorithm. Based on PLS, various meta-heuristics have been
proposed; in [16], the authors combined the idea of PLS
and MOEA/D, and the proposed algorithm MOMAD con-
tains three populations which represent subproblem solu-
tions, PLS solutions, and external solutions, respectively.
[17] proposed the Grid Weighted Sum Pareto Local Search
(GWS-PLS), its main contribution is using the grid Pareto
dominance instead of the Pareto dominance, and the grid
Pareto dominance method enables the algorithm to adapt
to both concave and convex problems; results show that
GWS-PLS performs well in the multiobjective traveling sales-
man problem and multiobjective knapsack problem.
Recently, [18–20] studied the multiobjective adaptive large
neighborhood search (MOALNS), which is a heuristic algo-
rithm based on the single objective of the adaptive large
neighborhood search. In [21], the authors proposed
MOALNS/D which is an improved version of MOALNS by
combining the idea of decomposition with MOALNS.

In this paper, we mainly focus on multiobjective path
planning for UAV/UGV collaboration systems working in
persistent tasks; as mentioned above, the present related
works often have the following shortcomings: firstly, path
planning for charging robots was focused on while seldom
works considered both replenishment robots and UAVs; sec-
ondly, the charging robots were only considered mobile
charging stations while these robots can also complete other
tasks; and thirdly, the single objective was considered in pre-
vious works while the decision-maker may need to tradeoff
multiobjectives when planning paths for path planning for
UAV/UGV collaboration systems.

In this paper, we firstly present a new scheduling problem
and then propose an efficient algorithm for resolving the
problem. The contributions of our work are shown as
follows:

(1) The problem is formulated as mixed integer linear
programming, and planning paths for UAVs and
UGVs simultaneously as well as UGVs have multi-
task points to visit

(2) The presented mathematical model is a biobjective
optimization problem, which is firstly considered in
this filed as far as we have known

(3) A memetic algorithm which combines PLS and
MOALNS is proposed for resolving the presented
path planning problem

(4) To resolve the problem efficiently, several heuristics
and the local search procedure are developed for the
algorithm

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we formally define the problem, and the corre-
sponding mathematic model is presented. In Section 3, we
present the framework of the proposed algorithm as well as
the initialization method, solution representation, operators
for the presubsolution, and proposed Hybrid Pareto Local
Search (HPLS). In Section 4, we give details on MOALNS
in HPLS, which contains five removal heuristics and three
insertion heuristics. In Section 5, we implement the proposed
algorithm for the presented problem and compare it with
three other algorithms. In Section 6, we provide conclusions
and avenues for future research.

2. Problem Statement

The problem we addressed in this paper is a combinational
optimization problem, and we define and formulate it as
follows.

Given a set of UAV and UGV working points, denote
them as Vu andVg, respectively; the number of UAVs and
UGVs areM and N , respectively; UAVs have a fixed velocity
of vu while the maximum velocity of UGVs is vmax, and
UAVs have the maximum endurance of Tc, which means
that all UAVs need to be replenished by UGVs periodically.
A solution of the problem consists of paths of UAVs and
UGVs, and two objectives, total length andmakespan, should
be optimized simultaneously to obtain an external set which
contains a set of efficient solutions. The UAV and UGV paths
should meet the following conditions: each UAV working
point should be visited exactly once by any UAV, and accord-
ing to the planned UAV path, all recharging points and the
corresponding time will be generated, UGVs need to visit
each UGV working point exactly, and also all recharging
points should be visited by UAV before the UAV runs out
of energy. Other notations used for the mathematical model
are given as follows:

vku: the kth UAV working point, where k ∈ f1,⋯, Kg and
Vu =

S
1<k<Kv

k
u is the set of all UAV working points
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vhg: the hth UGV working point, where h ∈ f1,⋯,Hg and
Vg =

S
1<h<Hv

h
g is the set of all UGV working points

xijm: a binary variable which equals to 1 if the mth UAV
travels from the ith UAV working point to the jth UAV
working point and 0 if otherwise

x
i′ j′n
′ : a binary variable which equals to 1 if the nth UGV

travels from the i′th UGV working point to the j′th working
point and 0 if otherwise

cij: the Euclidean distance between the ith UAV working
point and jth UAV working point

c
i′ j′
′ : the Euclidean distance between the i′th UGV work-

ing point and j′th UGV working point
pmu : themth UAV path, wherem ∈ f1,⋯,Mg is the index

of UAV
png: the nth UGV path, where n ∈ f1,⋯,Ng is the index

of UGV
tðvcÞ: the recharging time of vc
τln: the lth recharging point in the nth UGV path,

where l ∈ f1,⋯, LðnÞg, LðnÞ is the number of recharging
points in png, and Vc =

S
1≤n≤N

S
1≤l≤Lτ

l
n is the set of all rechar-

ging points
The formal definition of the problem is as follows: let

G1 = ðVu, Eu, cÞ be an undirected graph, the problem is to
find a path pu, which containsM subpaths: pmu , and each sub-
path has the same start position: v1u; meanwhile, for each ver-
tex in Vu \ v1u, it should be visited exactly once by pu. For the
M subpaths, the set of recharging vertices Vc can be obtained
by considering Tc, and let G2 = ðVg

S
Vc, c′Þ be another

undirected graph, finding a path pg which contains N sub-

paths: png, and the start vertex of each subpath is v1g; in addi-

tion, each vertex in Vg
S

Vc \ v1g should be visited by pg
exactly once, and the arrival time of each vertex in Vc should
be less than its corresponding recharging time. A solution of
the problem is composed of pu and pg. The optimization
problem is biobjective; furthermore, the minimization of
total length implies reducing the sum of the length of pu
and pg, and the minimization of makespan implies reducing
the time consumption of the UAV/UGV collaboration
system.

The subsegment in one postsubsolution can be described
as follows: for a postsubsolution pmg , its subsegments can have
two cases: (1) the path formed between two adjacent rechar-
ging points and (2) the path between the last recharging point
and the end of pmg . Figure 1 shows an example of the subseg-
ment, in which snz denotes the zth subsegment in the nth
UGV path; then, the length of subsegment snz is

lzn = 〠
snzj j−1

i=1
c sinz , s

i+1
nz

À Á
: ð1Þ

There have been two objectives in the proposed problem:
path length and makespan. For the objective function of
length cost L, it contains two components: Lu and Lg, which

represent the length of UAV paths and the length of UGV
paths, respectively, and the effect of the objective of make-
span is to minimize the maximum working time of UAVs
and UGVs. The two objectives can be, respectively, formu-
lated as the following two equations.

min 〠
M

m=1
Lmu + 〠

N

n=1
Lng

 !
, ð2Þ

min max Tm
u , T

n
g

n o
, ð3Þ

where Lmu and Lng represent the length of pmu and png,
respectively, and Tm

u and Tn
g denote the makespan of pmu and

png, respectively. L
m
u , L

n
g, T

m
u , and T

n
g can be calculated accord-

ing to

Lmu = 〠
K

i=1
〠
K

j=1
cijxijm, ð4Þ

Lmg = 〠
H

i′=1
〠
H

j′=1
c
i′ j′′ xi′ j′n, ð5Þ

Tm
u =

Lmu
vu

, ð6Þ

Tn
g = ts nð Þ

n + 〠
e∈Ep nð Þ

c eð Þ: ð7Þ

The objective functions are subjected to the following
constraints:

〠
M

m=1
〠
K

i=1
xijm = 1, ∀j ∈ 2,⋯, Kf g, ð8Þ

〠
M

m=1
〠
K

j=2
xijm = 1, ∀j ∈ 1,⋯, Kf g, ð9Þ

〠
N

n=1
〠
H+L

i′=1
x
i′ j′n′ = 1, ∀j′ ∈ 2,⋯,H + Lf g, ð10Þ

〠
N

n=1
〠
H+L

j′=2
x
i′ j′n′ = 1, ∀i′ ∈ 1,⋯,H + Lf g, ð11Þ

tsn − ts−1n ≤ Tc, ∀n ∈ 1,⋯,Nf g,∀s ∈ 1,⋯, s nð Þf g, ð12Þ
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Figure 1: An example of the subsegments in the postsubsolution.
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xijm = 1, ∀i ∈ 1,⋯, Kf g,∀j ∈ 1,⋯, Kf g,∀m ∈ 1,⋯,Mf g,
ð13Þ

xi′ j′n = 1, ∀i ∈ 1,⋯, Kf g,∀j ∈ 1,⋯, Kf g,∀n ∈ 1,⋯,Nf g:
ð14Þ

where equations (8) and (9) can guarantee that the edge
that enters each node in Vu is selected and the edge that
leaves each node in Vu is selected, respectively. Equations
(10) and (11) make sure that every node in Vg

S
Vc is

selected to be visited exactly. Equation (12) implies that the
solution should meet the constraint of recharging time win-
dows; i.e., the time interval between two adjacent recharging
points in the path shall not exceed the maximum interval Tc.
Equation (13) formulates the domain of variable xijm, which

expresses whether the mth UAV travels from viu to v
j
u or not;

similarly, equation (14) expresses whether the nth UGV

travels from vi′g to vj
′
g or not.

3. Proposed Approach

In this section, the structure of the solution is presented
firstly, and then, the framework of MOALP and operators
for the presubsolution are given.

3.1. Solution Representation. The structure of the solution is
shown in Figure 2, and it can be seen from the figure that
the solution of the problem consists of two components:
UAV path and UGV path, and v1u and v1g are the UAV start
point and UGV start point, respectively; both UAV and
UGV paths are composed of several subpaths, and every sub-
path is corresponding to a robot path; furthermore, the
length of the UAV path is fixed at M + K − 1, and the UGV
path length is not fixed since the recharging point set is deter-
mined by the UAV path.

3.2. Framework of MOALP. The proposed algorithm in this
paper integrates the multiobjective adaptive large neighbor-
hood search (MOALNS) into the PLS framework, and it is
called multiobjective ALNS hybrid with PLS (MOALP); the
detail of MOALP is shown in Algorithm 1.

Similar to MOMAD [16], MOALP maintains three
populations during the optimization process, which are as
follows:

(1) PP : the population will be undergone PLS

(2) PL: this population contains the solutions corre-
sponding to subproblems

(3) PE : the external population contains all nondomi-
nated solutions found so far

3.3. Initialization. The initialization method for the postsub-
solution is as follows: first of all, a temporary initial postsub-
solution is set by random initialization; then, a reinforcement
procedure for the postsubsolution which is shown in Figure 3
is applied in the temporary set to improve the number of fea-
sible solutions in the initial set. The solution reinforcement

proposed in this paper is based on the following two facts:
firstly, given a postsubsolution, recharging points are sequen-
tial for each UGV path, and secondly, in a UGV path, the dis-
tance of two adjacent recharging points is less than Dmax,
where Dmax = vmaxðtðτl+1n Þ − tðτlnÞÞ.

The operators which are proposed for resolving the mul-
tiple travelling salesman problem are used to generate pre-
subsolutions, and in this paper, we use the PMX crossover
operator and single-point mutation operator as the variation
operators to generate presubsolutions.

3.4. PLS Hybrids with MOALNS (HPLS). MOALNS is
hybrids with PLS to resolve the presented combinatorial mul-
tiobjective optimization problem in this paper, and it is called
Hybrid PLS (HPLS). The framework of HPLS is shown in
Algorithm 2.

In HPLS, PP refers to the population which will undergo
HPLS; different from PLS, we here use the presented
MOALNS as the local search heuristics. Once a postsubsolu-
tion pg′ was input into MOALNS, a temporary set called PT

will be produced, where PT is an efficient set for the input
postsubsolution pg′; the external set PE will be updated by
PT during every iteration. MOALNS can be regarded as the
problem-specific multiobjective local search for HPLS, while
PLS often adapts a problem-specific single-objective local
search heuristic.

4. MOALNS for the Postsubsolution

MOALNS is adopted as the solver for obtaining the postsub-
solution, and its framework is shown in Algorithm 3. It is
obvious that MOALNS is an extension of a single-objective
ALNS [21].

Similar to ALNS, several different removal and insertion
heuristics can be applied in the algorithm; in this work, we
propose the following removal and insertion heuristics for
MOALNS.

4.1. Removal Heuristics. The removal heuristics developed in
this paper can be divided into two different types: removal
heuristics for UGV working points and removal heuristics
for recharging points. UGV working points and recharging
points will be omitted to WP removal and CP removal,
respectively, in the rest of the paper.

(1) WP worst removal

Given a UGV working point uj ∈ pg \ ðVc
S

v1gÞ which is
served by the nth UGV in a postsubsolution png, we define the
cost of the vertex uj as rj, and r j can be calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:

r j = c uj−1
À Á

+ c uj, uj+1
À Á

− c uj−1, uj+1
À Á

, ð15Þ

where uj+1 ≠ v1a and r j = cðuj−1, ujÞ when uj+1 = v1a; then,
the WP which has the highest cost will be removed from
the postsubsolution according to the following equation:
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arg min
1≤j≤ pngj j

r j: ð16Þ

(2) WP random removal

The WP random removal simply selects a UGV working
point at random and removes it from the postsubsolution.

(3) WP segment removal

In this heuristic, a segment is randomly selected and
removed from the current postsubsolution pg; this heuristic
is inspired by the segment removal developed in [22], which
was used for resolving the generalized traveling salesman
problem.

(4) CP worst removal

Given a postsubsolution pg, considering the j th rechar-
ging point in the postsubsolution png, where n ∈ f1,⋯,Ng
and j ∈ f1,⋯, sðnÞg, the removal cost of uj

n is defined as the
sum of rjn and d

j
n, where r

j
n and d

j
n represent the cost of length

and time constraint penalty, respectively. For a recharging
point τjn in png, its cost of length is defined as r jn = cðτ j−1n , τjnÞ

+ cðτ jn, τj+1n Þ − cðτj−1n Þ, where j ≠ LðnÞ and rjn = cðτj−1n , τjnÞ
when j = LðnÞ.

The cost of the time constraint of vertex τjn is defined as
dj
n = pðτj−1n , τjnÞ + pðτjn, τj+1n Þ − pðτj−1n , τj−1n Þ, where j ≠ LðnÞ

and dj
n = pðτ j−1n , τjnÞ when j = LðnÞ; pðx, yÞ is a penalty func-

tion which is defined as the following equation.

p x, yð Þ =
1,

c x, yð Þ
vmax

> t xð Þ − t yð Þ,

0,
c x, yð Þ
vmax

≤ t xð Þ − t yð Þ:

8>>><
>>>:

ð17Þ

The recharging point which would be removed can be
found by calculating the following equation:

arg min
1≤n≤N

min
1≤j≤L nð Þ

βdj
n + rjn, ð18Þ

where Lng < β < +∞ is a weight parameter. The positive
effects of the calculation method of the cost for this heuristic
are twofold: firstly, the existence of βdj

n can make sure that
the adjacent recharging points meet the recharging time win-
dow constraint, so the feasibility of the postsubsolution can
be ensured during iterations. Furthermore, by considering

r jn in the removal cost, not only can the total length of

Require: an instance; number of subproblems:N ;set of reference vectors λ1,⋯, λN .
Ensure: PE
1: InitializationðN↓,PL↑,PP↑,PE↑,λ↑Þ
2: repeat
3: HPLSðPP↓,PE↕, PL↕Þ
4: for k ∈ f1,⋯,Ngdo
5: select popðk↓,PL↓,p1↑,p2↑Þ
6: PMXðp1↓,p2↓,pa↑Þ
7: generate pgðpa↓,pg↑Þ
8: MOALNS/Dðpa↓,pg↓,PT↑,PE↕Þ
9: updateðPT↓,PP↕Þ
10: updateDðPT↓,PP↕, λ↓Þ
11: end for
12: until stopping criteria was met

Algorithm 1: Framework of MOALP.
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Figure 2: Structure of the solution.
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postsubsolution be decreased but also the makespan of it can
be reduced since there will be more time redundancy for
UGVs to visit UGV working points.

(5) CP random removal

Similar to theWP random removal, one recharging point
in pg will be selected and removed randomly in the CP ran-
dom removal.

4.2. Insertion Heuristics. Two insertion heuristics for WP
insertion and one insertion heuristic for CP insertion are
proposed to insert WP or CP into the postsubsolution.

(1) WP cheapest insertion

Given a partial postsubsolution png, the vertex u ∈ Vg \ pg
which has the minimum insertion cost and insertion position
can be obtained by minimizing

Inzj uð Þ = c sjnz , u
À Á

+ c u, sj+1nz

À Á
− c sjnz , s

j+1
nz

À Á
, ð19Þ

where snz means the zth subsegment in the nth UGV path
and z ∈ f1,⋯, LðnÞ + 1g.

(2) WP nearest insertion

Given a partial postsubsolution png, we first calculate the
distance between every u ∈ Vg \ pg and each subsegment
snz according to

dist u, snzð Þ =min
v∈snz

c u, vð Þ: ð20Þ

And then, the nearest insertion can be formulated as

arg min
u∈Vg\pg

min
1≤n≤N

min
1≤h≤H nð Þ

dist u, snzð Þ: ð21Þ

When the insertion vertex u and insertion subsegment lzn
were obtained by using equation (21), the vertex would be
inserted into the selected subsegment snz by using the cheap-
est insertion.

(3) CP unified worst insertion

Given a partial postsubsolution png, the insertion cost in
this heuristic is the weighted sum of penalty for the rechar-
ging time window constraint InzjT , recharging point insertion

cost InzjH , and total length cost InzjL , where n, z, j represent the
index of UGV, subsegment, and point in the subsegment,
respectively.

The insertion cost for the recharging time window con-
straint is defined as InzjT ðuÞ = pðτz−1n , uÞ + pðu, τznÞ, where z
≠ LðnÞ + 1, ∀j ∈ 1,⋯, jsnzj, and InzjT ðuÞ = pðτz−1n , uÞ when z
= LðnÞ. The factor of the recharging point insertion cost
is InzjH ðuÞ = cðτz−1n , uÞ + cðu, τz+1n Þ − cðτz−1n , τz+1n Þ, where z ≠
LðnÞ + 1, ∀j ∈ 1,⋯, jsnzj, and InzjH ðuÞ = cðτz−1n , uÞ when z = L
ðnÞ + 1. The total length cost is InzjL ðuÞ = cðsjnz , uÞ + cðu, sj+1nz Þ
− cðsjnz , sj+1nz Þ, where j ≠ jsnzj, and InzjL ðuÞ = cðsjnz , uÞ when
j = jsnzj. The total insertion cost for a charging point in this
heuristic can be calculated by

Inzja = βInzjT uð Þ + λ1I
nzj
H uð Þ + λ2I

nzj
L uð Þ, ð22Þ

where λ1 and λ2 are the weight of CP insertion length cost
and path length cost, respectively, and the smaller λ1 is, the
more minimization of makespan is considered, and the
smaller λ2 is, the more minimization of path length is consid-
ered. In addition, Lng < β +∞, and βInzjT ðuÞ represents the
constraint of recharging time windows. The CP which is to
be inserted and the corresponding insertion position can be
obtained according to the following equation.

arg min
u∈Vc\p

min
1≤n≤N

min
1≤h≤L nð Þ

min
1≤j≤ snzj j

Inzja : ð23Þ

4.3. Local Optimization. Except for removal and insertion heu-
ristics given above, a local optimization method is also devel-
oped to improve the performance of the local solution
during every iteration, and it can be regarded as a procedure
for recharging points to be reallocated based on the current
postsubsolution. Given a postsubsolution pg, the basic idea
of local optimization is solution reconstruction which firstly
removes all recharging points from the postsubsolution png
and then inserts them into pg again bymeans of the local real-
location method.

Exchange 
recharging 

points based 
on sequential

Exchange 
recharging 

points based 
on distance

Exchange UGV 
working points 

based on 
distance

Input a post-
subsolution

Output a post-
subsolution

Figure 3: Solution reinforcement.

Require: PP , PE
Ensure: PP , PE
1: P = PP
2: whileP ≠∅do
3: Pa =∅
4: for s ∈ P do
5: MO −ALNSðpg′↓,PT↑Þ
6: updateðPE↕, PT↕Þ
7: updateðPa↕, PT↕Þ
8: end for
9: end while

Algorithm 2: HPLS.
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The insertion cost for recharging points of local optimi-
zation contains three components: recharging time window
constraint cost InzjW , path length cost InzjL , and makespan

cost InzjM , where n, z, j represent the index of UGV, subseg-
ment, and point in the subsegment, respectively. In detail,
InzjW is defined as equation (24); InzjL = cðτ j−1n , τjnÞ + cðτjn,
τj+1n Þ − cðτ j−1n Þ, where j ≠ LðnÞ and rjn = cðτj−1n , τjnÞ when
j = LðnÞ; InzjW = ðInzjL ðuÞÞ/vmax where z = LðnÞ + 1, Tn + ðInzjL

ðuÞÞ/vmax > Tmax, and otherwise InzjW = 0.

InzjW uð Þ =
∞, l

z
n + lnz jL uð Þ
vmax

> t τz−1n

À Á
− t τznð Þ,

0,
lzn + lnz jL uð Þ

vmax
≤ t τz−1n

À Á
− t τznð Þ:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð24Þ

The total insertion cost of local optimization is Inzjo =
InzjW ðuÞ + ϵInzjL ðuÞ + ð1 − ϵÞInzjM ðuÞ, where 0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1 is a coef-
ficient which is used to tradeoff the path length and make-
span by changing the value of ϵ. The total insertion cost is
minimized to select the insertion point and position as
defined in the following equation.

arg min
u∈Vc\pg

min
1≤n≤N

min
1≤h≤L nð Þ

min
1≤j≤ snzj j

Inzjo : ð25Þ

4.4. Weight-Adaptive Approach, Acceptance Criteria, and
Stopping Criteria. In MOALNS, the score of heuristics is
updated during every iteration, and in this paper, we use
the weight-adaptive approach in accordance with [23],
and particularly, five different senses are considered when
updating the score of insertion and removal heuristics,
which is shown in Table 1, and δ1 > δ2 > δ3 > δ4 > δ5 is
ensured. The standard simulated annealing is adopted as
the search framework of the proposed MOALNS, and the
acceptance criterion is as follows:

Paccept = min e
f s ′ð Þ− f sð Þ

T , 1
� �

, ð26Þ

where T is the temperature and its initial value is set to
be T init; T is updated in every iteration of the algorithm as
shown in equation (27), where c is the cooling rate.

Ti+1 = Ti − cTi: ð27Þ

The stopping criterion of MOALNS is as follows: the
temperature will be reheating if no improvement is made
to the current solution after the first R1 iterations, and
MOALNS ends if no improvement is made to the current
solution after the first R2 iterations. And no improvement
is that the new solution cannot dominate the current
solution.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Performance Metrics

(1) Set coverage (C-metric) [16]: let A and B be two
efficient sets of an MOP; CðA, BÞ is defined as the

Table 1: Relation between m and S:

Parameter Description

δ1 Tnew is a nondominated solution in the solution set

δ2
Tnew is not dominated in the solution set but is
nondominated in the current neighborhood

δ3
Tnew is not a nondominated solution, but it dominates

the current solution

δ4
Tnew is not dominated or dominates the current

solution and is accepted by the algorithm

δ5
Tnew is dominated by the current solution and is

accepted by the algorithm

Table 2: Scenario configuration.

Index
UAV scenario UGV scenario
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5

Num WPs 8 14 20 8 12 16 20 24

Require: A solution:p:
Ensure: A temporary efficient set:PT
1: x = pg
2: initializeðT↑,c↑,ω↑Þ
3: repeat
4: x′ = x
5: Randomly select a removal heuristic R, and remove several vertices from x by usingR.
6: Randomly select an insertion heuristic I, and repair x by using I.
7: local optimizationðxÞ
8: acceptance criteriaðx′↓,x↓,accept↑Þ
9: if accept == 0 then
10: PT = ½PT, x�
11: end if
12: until stop criteria was met

Algorithm 3: MOALNS for the postsubsolution.
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percentage of the solutions in B that are dominated
by at least one solution in A; that is,

C A, Bð Þ = ∣ u ∈ B∣∃v ∈ A : v dominates u ∣f g
Bj j : ð28Þ

(2) Hypervolume (HV) [16]: let r = ðr1, r2,⋯, rmÞT be a
reference point in the objective space which is
dominated by all solutions in a PF approximation S.
HV (S) indicates the volume of the region in the objec-
tive space which is dominated by S and dominates r.

HV Sð Þ = volume
[
x∈s

f1 xð Þ, r1½ � ×⋯ f m xð Þ, rm½ �
 !

:

ð29Þ

5.2. Test Instances. Since the problem presented in this paper
is a new problem in the literature and there are no established
benchmark sets yet, we developed some instances for compu-
tational studies to test our proposed algorithm. Three differ-
ent UAV working senses and five UGV working senses were
generated, and the details of the tested instances are shown in
Table 2.

15 instances were developed by combining UAV and
UGV scenarios, and based on these instances, velocity of
UAV (vu), maximum velocity of UGVs (vmax), number of
UAVs (M), and number of UGVs (N) were set, and

Table 3: Parameter configuration of MOALP and the compared algorithms.

Parameter ϵ λ1 λ2 γ1 γ2 R1 R2 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5

Value 0:1 0:3, 0:4ð Þ 0:3 0:5 0:05 2Nc 5Nc 10 7 5 3 2

Table 4: Coverage values (%) between MOALP and MOALNS,
MOMAD, and PLS on the problem.

Instance
MOALNS MOMAD PLS

C A, Bð Þ C B, Að Þ C A, Bð Þ C B, Að Þ C A, Bð Þ C B, Að Þ
1-1-2-2 76.7 20.0 65.0 33.3 77.0 16.7

1-2-2-2 72.0 28.0 20.0 56.0 68.7 0.0

1-3-3-4 60.0 16.1 65.7 17.8 51.4 4.0

1-4-2-3 49.3 27.5 51.3 33.5 75.3 14.0

1-5-2-3 67.1 15.4 63.0 4.0 90.0 0.0

2-1-2-3 63.3 13.3 80.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

2-2-2-2 26.7 30.0 50.0 16.9 90.0 6.7

2-3-3-4 24.7 20.0 69.3 0.0 93.3 0.0

2-4-3-4 71.8 10.7 76.7 0.0 96.7 0.0

2-5-2-4 73.3 25.0 90.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

3-1-2-3 56.5 26.7 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

3-2-3-4 25.0 20.7 90.0 0.0 95.0 0.0

3-3-2-4 44.0 50.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

3-4-2-3 60.0 33.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

3-5-3-5 40.0 13.6 100.0 0.0 96.7 0.0

Table 5: Hypervolume values of MOALP, MOALNS, MOMAD,
and PLS.

Instance MOALP MOALNS MOMAD PLS

1-1-2-2 1:526E + 07 1:126E + 07 1:876E + 07 1:034E + 07

1-2-2-2 2:323E + 07 0:964E + 07 1:720E + 07 1:433E + 07

1-3-3-4 3:312E + 07 3:182E + 07 3:284E + 07 2:290E + 07

1-4-2-3 2:769E + 07 2:735E + 07 1:869E + 07 1:855E + 07

1-5-2-3 2:417E + 07 2:183E + 07 1:863E + 07 0:986E + 07

2-1-2-3 0:840E + 08 1:265E + 08 0:408E + 08 0:357E + 08

2-2-2-2 1:617E + 08 0:955E + 08 0:937E + 08 0:295E + 08

2-3-3-4 2:810E + 08 2:247E + 08 0:907E + 08 1:218E + 08

2-4-3-4 1:952E + 08 1:700E + 08 0:796E + 08 0:629E + 08

2-5-2-4 2:112E + 08 1:421E + 08 0:351E + 08 0:794E + 08

3-1-2-3 4:848E + 08 6:202E + 08 0:563E + 08 0:655E + 08

3-2-3-4 8:900E + 08 5:962E + 08 1:090E + 08 1:549E + 08

3-3-2-4 4:435E + 08 3:711E + 08 0:762E + 08 0:593E + 08

3-4-2-3 7:478E + 08 5:425E + 08 0:895E + 08 1:241E + 08

3-5-3-5 4:353E + 08 4:451E + 08 1:209E + 08 0:948E + 08

Table 6: Running time (s) of MOALP, MOALNS, MOMAD, and
PLS.

Instance MOALP MOALNS MOMAD PLS

1-1-2-2 16 16 7 28

1-2-2-2 19 17 7 31

1-3-3-4 30 21 11 45

1-4-2-3 30 23 10 53

1-5-2-3 36 29 14 62

2-1-2-3 47 44 36 137

2-2-2-2 47 38 17 103

2-3-3-4 77 59 47 173

2-4-3-4 72 67 45 182

2-5-2-4 98 92 67 292

3-1-2-3 100 86 217 475

3-2-3-4 130 100 110 508

3-3-2-4 157 121 211 818

3-4-2-3 146 110 172 555

3-5-3-5 211 168 558 954
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: Nondominated solutions resolved by MOALP: (a) nondominated solution 1, (b) nondominated solution 2, (c) nondominated
solution 3, and (d) nondominated solution 4.
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particularly, vu = 2m/s and vmax = 2m/s were ensured. An
example of instance is like 1-5-2-3, which means using
UAV scenario 1 and UGV scenario 5; the number of UAVs
and UGVs is 2 and 3, respectively.

5.3. Compared Algorithms. To show the performance of
MOALP, we compare it with three other algorithms.

(1) PLS [15]: this algorithm is designed for combinatorial
MOP, and an external set and search set are main-
tained in the algorithm. In this paper, we use PMX
to generate the neighborhood of the presubsolution,
and then, local search heuristics proposed in this
paper are integrated with PLS to find the efficient
set of postsubsolutions

(2) MOMAD [16]: this algorithm is a memetic algorithm
which is based on the framework of PLS, and it uses
the idea of decomposition to improve the diversity
of the attained PF. In the simulation experiments of
this work, we implemented the framework of
MOMAD and integrated local search heuristics with
MOMAD to be adaptive to the problem presented in
this paper

(3) MOALNS [20]: multiobjective adaptive large neigh-
borhood search (MOALNS) is an extension of ALNS
in multiobjective optimization, its major components
include solution destroy, solution repair, weight
adaptive, solution acceptance. In this paper, we use
a standard Simulated Annealing (SA) as the
optimization framework, as well as the proposed
removal and insertion heuristics, and also, PMX is
implemented to generate the neighborhood of
presubsolution.

5.3.1. Parameter Setting. For MOALP, PLS, MOMAD, and
MOALNS, we set the size of PL to be 50, and the number
of working points to be removed is rand ½0:2H, 0:3H�, where
H is the total number of working points. The number of
recharging points to be removed is rand ½0:2H, 0:4H�, where
Nc is the total number of recharging points in the current
solution. Table 3 shows the parameter setting of MOALP,
where λ1 has two values: 0.3 and 0.4, which means there
exists two insertion heuristics for recharging points, while
there have been two insertion heuristics for working points;
four insertion heuristics are implemented in the algorithm
since we combine a working point insertion with a rechar-
ging point insertion heuristic as one integral insertion heuris-
tic; similarly, there have been 6 removal heuristics since three
working removal and two recharging removal heuristics are
implemented in the algorithm.

5.4. Results. Each algorithm runs independently for 5 times,
and we use the average of indicators as the compared data
resource. The C-metric values of all the comparisons on each
instance are reported in Table 4. The hypervolume values of
the efficient sets produced by these algorithms are plotted in
Table 5. The average running time consumed by these
algorithms is given in Table 6.

MOALP outperforms PLS on all test instances in the C
-metric, and on 11 out of 15 test instances, CðA, BÞ equals
to 0.0% which means that solutions in the efficient set
obtained by PLS cannot dominate that of MOALP at least
once. MOALP has the better C-metric than MOMAD except
for 1-2-2-2, and when compared with MOALNS, MOALP
performs better than MOALNS on 13 out of 15 instances;
furthermore, on 11 test instances, the C-metric of MOALP
is more than 10% higher than that of MOALNS.

On 11 out of 15 test instances, the hypervolume values of
MOALP are shown in Table 5; it can be seen that MOALP
performs better than all compared algorithms, and except
for instances 2-1-2-3, 3-1-3-2, and 3-5-3-5, MOALP outper-
forms MOALNS in the hypervolume indicator.

Regarding the running time, the average running time
consumed by MOALP is lower than that of PLS, and com-
pared with MOMAD, the running time of MOALP is shorter
on large-scale instances, and PLS runs for the longest time in
all test instances.

In Figure 4, four nondominated solutions resolved by our
proposed algorithm MOALP are presented, and it can be
seen that UAVs and UGVs can work collaboratively to
enable them work in persistent tasks.

5.5. Result Visualization. Figure 4 shows four nondominated
solutions of instance 1-4-2-3, obtained by using MOALP; we
can see that there exist two UAV paths and three UGV paths
in the solution; also, the start point of UGV is ð1000, 1500Þ;
the objectives of the four solutions are ½2:548E + 04, 4489�, ½
2:696E + 04, 4433�, ½2:798E + 04, 4264�, and ½2:969E + 04,
3505�, respectively.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a multiobjective UAV/UGV collab-
oration path planning problem, which firstly considers mul-
titasks for UGVs in persistent tasks. To resolve the presented
problem, MOALP is proposed. The core of the algorithm is
the hybridization of the Pareto local search and multiobjec-
tive large neighborhood search, and for the MOALNS in
MOALP, we develop a mechanism for removal and insertion
heuristics, which contains several removal and insertion heu-
ristics for UGV working points and recharging points;
besides, a local optimization method is also implemented
after each iteration of MOALNS to improve the performance
of the algorithm. The experiments have been conducted to
verify MOALP. The comparisons of MOALP with three
other algorithms (PLS, MOMAD, and MOALNS) show the
efficiency of MOALP in 15 instances.

An important avenue of the proposed algorithm for
future work is to extend MOALP to resolve more CMOPs,
such as mTSP and mKP, and it also can be used to resolve
more problems in applications of UAV/UGV collaborative
systems.

Data Availability

Data sharing is not applicable to this article as no datasets
were generated or analysed during the current study.
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Deep learning algorithms are facing the limitation in virtual reality application due to the cost of memory, computation, and real-
time computation problem. Models with rigorous performance might suffer from enormous parameters and large-scale structure,
and it would be hard to replant them onto embedded devices. In this paper, with the inspiration of GhostNet, we proposed an
efficient structure ShuffleGhost to make use of the redundancy in feature maps to alleviate the cost of computations, as well as
tackling some drawbacks of GhostNet. Since GhostNet suffers from high computation of convolution in Ghost module and
shortcut, the restriction of downsampling would make it more difficult to apply Ghost module and Ghost bottleneck to other
backbone. This paper proposes three new kinds of ShuffleGhost structure to tackle the drawbacks of GhostNet. The
ShuffleGhost module and ShuffleGhost bottlenecks are utilized by the shuffle layer and group convolution from ShuffleNet, and
they are designed to redistribute the feature maps concatenated from Ghost Feature Map and Primary Feature Map. Besides,
they eliminate the gap of them and extract the features. Then, SENet layer is adopted to reduce the computation cost of group
convolution, as well as evaluating the importance of the feature maps which concatenated from Ghost Feature Maps and
Primary Feature Maps and giving proper weights for the feature maps. This paper conducted some experiments and proved that
the ShuffleGhostV3 has smaller trainable parameters and FLOPs with the ensurance of accuracy. And with proper design, it
could be more efficient in both GPU and CPU side.

1. Introduction

Deep learning has achieved great performance in computer
vision and natural language processing tasks. The SOTA
often makes use of a large-scale backbone, and ResNet-50
[1] has about 25.6M parameters and requires 4.1B FLOPs
to process an image of size 224 × 224. On the one hand, mas-
sive trainable parameters enhance the performance of these
deep networks. On the other hand, the large-scale backbone
faces a risk of costing much resources of memory and com-
putation, which means it would be difficult to replant it to
mobiles or cars with efficient and acceptable performance.

Over the years, a series of methods have been proposed to
investigate compact deep neural networks such as network
pruning [2], low-bit quantization [3], and knowledge distilla-
tion [4]. Ren and Lee [5] recently proposed using deep net-
works to learn high-level visual feature representations and
synthetic images to train neural networks. Li et al. [6] used
deep neural network and hash mapping to extract remote
sensing image features with complex background. Since the
feature dimensionality of the direct output of the classification
network is high, the storage space is occupied with the effi-
ciency reducing. Long et al. [7] constructed a complete convo-
lutional network, which combines the semantic information of
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the deep coarse layer with the appearance information of the
shallow fine layer to generate an accurate and detailed seg-
mentation set. At the same time, object recognition is one of
the important contents of image recognition, and the number
of object recognition will change according to different images,
such as face recognition [8] and visual search engine [9].

Therefore, simplifying the output feature of the classifica-
tion network is the key to improving the retrieval efficiency.
However, performances of these methods are often upper
bounded by pretrained deep neural networks that have been
taken as their baselines. Besides them, efficient network
design with fewer parameters and calculations have achieved
considerable success such as MobileNet [10]. Thus, this
paper focuses on how to reduce the trainable parameters
and improve the efficiency of model training. We did a lot
of experiments and tried to combine the advantages of
several models like ShuffleNet [11], SENet, and GhostNet
and found an architecture named ShuffleGhost, which has a
better performance than the original GhostNet. Liu et al.
[12, 13] proposed that edge computing method is used to
solve the problems of supply chain network optimization,
and good performance is obtained.

2. Related Models

2.1. GhostNet. Han et al. [14] found the abundant and even
redundant information in the feature maps of well-trained
deep neural networks. They came up with a method called
Ghost module to generate the abundant information in a
cost-efficient way. It reduces the trainable parameters and
training time.

GhostNet contains two key parts: ghost convolution part
and primary convolution part. And the feature maps pro-
duced from ghost convolution part donated as Ghost Feature
Maps, as well as the feature maps produced from primary
convolution part donated as Primary Feature Maps.

In GhostNet, researchers designed a module named
Ghost module to do convolution, as shown in Figure 1. The
key idea of GhostNet is to use one-half channels of feature
maps to do convolution in primary convolution part, which
shown as the green regions. The orange region in Figure 1,
which is the ghost convolution part, adopted a ghost convo-
lution to produce Ghost Features. The Ghost Features and
the result of primary convolution are concatenated together
as the output of the Ghost module. In the implementation
of GhostNet, researcher used C/2 number of 3 × 3 kernels
to do group convolution, with the number of the group is C
/2, that is, the channel of each kernel is 1, and each kernel
corresponds to one feature map. So the computation NCC
needed of this group convolution is much less than that of
primary convolution NPC:

NCC = w − kw + 1ð Þ × h − kh + 1ð Þ × kw × kh ×
C
2 ,

NPC = w − kw + 1ð Þ × h − kh + 1ð Þ × kw × kh ×
C
2 × C

2 ,

ð1Þ

where w, h, and C are the width, height, and channel of the
feature map, respectively, and kW and kh are the width and
height of kernels, respectively. In primary convolution mod-
ule and ghost convolution module, the channels of input
feature map and output feature map are all equal to C/2. It
can be found that the ghost convolution module could pro-
duce C/2 Ghost Features with a low computation cost, which
is C/2 lower than that of primary convolution module. Since
the channels of feature maps from primary convolution and
ghost convolution are all equal to C/2, after concatenating,
the channel of Ghost module output is equal to the channel
of input feature map.

The Ghost bottleneck is designed as an architecture like
the block of ResNet, so that Ghost bottleneck could be used
to build a deeper convolution network, as shown in Figure 2.
Generally, each block in ResNet contains two or three convo-
lutions and one shortcut, while in GhostNet, each Ghost bot-
tleneck only contains two Ghost modules and one shortcut.

However, the GhostNet mainly has four drawbacks:

(i) The Ghost Features are always placed at the end of
the feature maps, which would introduce noise if
the Ghost Features are used to predict new Ghost
Features

(ii) Convolution in Ghost module and shortcut have
high computation cost

(iii) When 1 × 1 kernel of convolution and one-padding
are configured in the first convolution of Ghost
module at the same time, the one-padding field is
used to do 1 × 1 kernel of convolution and extract
features which are meaningless and would introduce
noise

(iv) It is only downsampled by the large kernel. This
drawback would make it hard to design GhostNet
into other backbone

2.2. ShuffleNet. ShuffleNet has two key parts: shuffle layer and
group convolution. These two components are used together
to do convolution. As for group convolution, it could use
sparse kernels to replace the original one, which allows it to
have a partial dense field to extract features. And for shuffle
layer, it is always placed after group convolution to shuffle
the channels of feature maps together. ShuffleNet achieves
great success in reducing the parameters and ensures the per-
formance of the model in the meantime.

2.2.1. Shuffle Layer. As mentioned in the related paper of
ShuffleNet, it was found that some state-of-the-art networks
like Xception [15] use group convolution instead of doing 1
× 1 convolutions, namely, pointwise convolutions. If group
convolution is applied, the channels would be divided into
several parts, and group convolution would be conducted
on them. However, the correlation among these feature maps
from different channels would be block. In order to tackle
this problem, ShuffleNet introduces shuffle layer to redistrib-
ute the feature maps, and it achieves a good performance.

2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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2.2.2. Group Convolution. Group convolution used sparse
kernels to do convolution, and it can reduce the parameters
and FLOPs of convolution. And Figure 3 shows the architec-
ture of group convolution. As we known, if we do origin con-
volution (stride = 1, no padding) on figure maps with shape
1 × C ×w × h with k number of kernels with shape kw, kh, C
, it would take computation NCON:

NCON = w − kw + 1ð Þ × h − kh + 1ð Þ × kw × kh × C × k: ð2Þ

And it can be found that the computation of group con-
volution reduces significantly. If g groups and k′ number of
kernels are used, it would follow this ReLU.

C = g × k′: ð3Þ

And the computation of group convolution NGC is as
follows:

NGC = w − kw + 1ð Þ × h − kh + 1ð Þ × kw × kh × k′ × g: ð4Þ

It can be found that the computation of NCON is k

times larger than that of NGC. In fact, in group convolution,
the zero field of kernels also joins the computation, and the
advantage of group convolution might be less obvious.

2.2.3. SENet. Hu et al. [16] investigated the relationship
between channels of network design and introduced a new
architectural SE block unit, which allows the network to per-
form feature recalibration and learn to use the global infor-
mation. Only a small amount of computation is needed to
improve the performance.

For traditional CNN, the core computation is convolu-
tion operator, which learns new feature maps from input
one by convolution kernel. A large part of existing works is
improving the receptive field, that is, combining more fea-
tures in space or extracting multiscale spatial information,
while the SENet is more concentrating on the relationship
between different channels and expecting that the model
can automatically learn the importance of different channel
features. To achieve this goal, SENet proposed the squeeze-
and-excitation block [17–19].

In SE block, first stage is squeeze. The squeeze operation
is performed on the feature map obtained by convolution to
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Figure 1: The structure of Ghost module in GhostNet.
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get the global information. Namely, it shrinks feature maps
through spatial dimensions. Then, in the second stage, the
excitation, it learns the relationship between channels and
gets the weight of different channels. Finally, multiply the
original feature map to get the final feature [20–22].

(1) Squeeze

Convolution is only operated in a local space, which
means it is difficult for the output feature map to obtain
enough information to extract the relationship between
channels. This problem becomes more serious in the front
layer of the network due to the relatively small receptive field.
The essence of squeeze operation is to encode the whole spa-
tial feature of a channel into a global feature, which is imple-
mented by global average pooling. The following equation
shows the computation of squeeze [23, 24].

ZC = Fsq uCð Þ = 1
h ×w

〠
h

i=1
〠
w

j=1
uC i, jð Þ, ð5Þ

where h and w are the height and width of feature maps,
respectively, and uc is the input of feature maps.

(2) Excitation

When we get the global feature, then we need another
operation to learn the relationship between channels, which
is the excitation. The excitation should meet the two criteria:
firstly, it should be flexible. And it should be able to learn
the nonlinear relationship between channels. Secondly, the
learning relationship is not mutually exclusive because it
allows multiple channel features instead of one hot form.
Based on the criteria, there is the equation [25, 26].

S = Fex z,Wð Þ = σ g z,Wð Þð Þ = σ W2δ W1zð Þð Þ, ð6Þ

where δ is the ReLU function, W1 ∈ RC2/r and W2 ∈ RC2/r are
the trainable parameters, and z is the input feature maps.

In order to reduce the complexity of the model and
improve the generalization ability, a bottleneck structure
with two FC layers is adopted. The first FC layer is used to
reduce the dimension. The final FC layer restores the original
dimension.

3. Methods

In the paper, we proposed a model named ShuffleGhost and
compared with a GhostNet-like network to discuss the per-
formance. In this section, we would first introduce the
GhostNet-like network we used as baseline to compare the
performance with the ShuffleGhost. The GhostNet-like net-
work maintained most features from GhostNet but a 1 × 1
convolution operation in Ghost module was replaced with
3 × 3 convolution, and we could have a fair discussion and
comparison among them.

3.1. GhostNet-Like Network. The method ShuffleGhost we
proposed would utilize shuffle operation and group convolu-
tion to mix the information from the Ghost Feature Maps
and Primary Feature Maps. In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of ShuffleGhost fairly, we designed a Ghost-like mod-
ule as illustrated in Figure 3. In the Ghost-like module, we
used 3 × 3 convolution to replace the 1 × 1 convolution in
primary convolution in Ghost module. This modification
would not influence the principle of GhostNet, as we remained
the primary convolution and ghost convolution. Apart from
Ghost-like module, we still adopted Ghost bottleneck with
GhostNet-like module. And we designed a GhostNet-like net-
work as baseline, as illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2. ShuffleGhost. The GhostNet employs ghost convolution
and primary convolution to design Ghost module, the com-
putation of Ghost Feature Map would be cheap since the
Ghost module adopted 3 × 3 group convolutions, and the
number of groups equal to the channels, which means that
the channel of all kernels is equal to one. In fact, they are a
series of linear transforms, and in GhostNet, these linear
transforms are assigned to 3 × 3 convolution on each intrin-
sic feature. In this paper, we tried other linear transforms. We
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Figure 3: The structure of GhostNet-like module modified from Ghost module in GhostNet.
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found the Ghost Feature Maps from ghost convolution and
the Primary Feature Maps from primary convolution are
concatenated together, and the Ghost Feature Maps are
always placed at a fixed position. In the next Ghost module,
it introduces noise if the primary convolution is replaced
with group convolution, especially if the group number is
set to two. In this situation, all the Ghost Feature Maps would
be used to produce half of the feature maps, and the real fea-
ture maps produce the other, and these two kinds of feature
maps share the equal importance.

Apart from the ghost convolution to produce Ghost Fea-
ture, traditional convolution is adopted in Ghost module and
shortcut in Ghost bottleneck, and this paper finds it possible
to optimize them.

3.2.1. ShuffleGhost Module. This module is designed base on
the GhostNet-like module. Since the computation of the first
convolution in GhostNet-like module would take high cost of
computations, ShuffleGhost replaced this first convolution
with group convolution. But as mentioned above, group con-
volution in GhostNet-like module would reduce the robust-
ness of the model due to the concatenate operation and
cascade of Ghost module.

Comparing with GhostNet-like module and ignoring the
trainable parameter reduction from the group convolution,
ghost convolution mainly makes difference. In ghost convo-
lution part, if ShuffleGhost follows the rule of GhostNet-
like module with the kernel size set to 3 × 3, then the train-
able parameters and the computation cost of ShuffleGhost
would be much higher. One possible way to solve it is replac-
ing the 3 × 3 kernels in ghost convolution part with 1 × 1 ker-
nels. Formally, the modification is to swap the places of two
kinds of kernels, but in ShuffleGhost module, the expensive
kernel, which is the 3 × 3 size one, produces the feature maps
in primary convolution, and these feature maps are also uti-
lized to produce Ghost Features. However, the feature maps
produced by expensive kernel are only used in ghost convo-
lution, as well as the Primary Feature Maps produced from
ghost kernel, which are lack of precision and are utilized to
conduct primary convolution and ghost convolution. So
ShuffleGhost module has larger capacity and more precision

than Ghost module. Figure 4 shows the structure of Shuffle-
Ghost module.

3.2.2. ShuffleGhost. In ShuffleGhost, we would introduce ver-
sions of bottlenecks, which use Ghost module or Shuffle-
Ghost module to form themselves, so that this bottleneck
could have some methods like residual block in ResNet. As
mentioned before and illustrated in Figure 1, the Ghost mod-
ule consists of two Ghost modules and one shortcut and
adopts 3 × 3 convolution operation in shortcut part which
would suffer from high computational cost. Meanwhile,
group convolution in ShuffleGhost module would introduce
noise because group would separate the information of Ghost
Feature Maps from ghost convolution and Primary Feature
Maps apart. To tackle this problem, one of direct ways is to
mix the feature maps which concatenate from Ghost Feature
Maps and Primary Feature Maps. Thus, each group of feature
maps would contain the information from Ghost Feature
Maps and Primary Feature Maps simultaneously.

(1) ShuffleGhostV1

In order to mix the channels of the primary feature maps
and ghost feature maps, the shuffle layer is placed at the top
of the ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1. Besides, 16 group convo-
lutions with 3 × 3 kernels are configured after the shuffle
layer to make combination and extract features from both
Ghost Feature Maps and Primary Feature Maps. The Shuffle-
Ghost BottleneckV1 contains two Ghost-like modules, which
have the same architecture with the baseline, Ghost-like net-
work. And in the first Ghost-like module, the padding could
be set to zero or one, which depends on whether this bottle-
neck is going to do downsampling or not. The padding of the
second Ghost-like module should be one, so that the feature
map would not lose too much information and ensure the
resolution of the feature map.

Since the bottleneck is modified, the shortcut should also
be modified to ensure the dimension of the data from the sec-
ond Ghost-like module that has the same shape as that from
shortcut. In shortcut, the padding configure in the first con-
volution should be the same as the configure of the first

Primary convolution

Ghost Feature Map

Ghost convolution

ShuffleGhost module

BN, ReLU

BN, ReLU

conv
k = 1/2C@3×3
group = group

conv
k = 1/2C@1×1
group = 1/2 C

BN, ReLU

1/2C 1/2 C

1/2 C 1/2 C

Concatenate

1/2 C

C

Primary Feature Map

C

Figure 4: The structure of ShuffleGhost module.
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Ghost-like module in ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1, but this
module also used group convolution in shortcut to lighten
the computation.

ShuffleGhostV1 used ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1 and
Ghost-like module and has the same layer configuration with
Ghost-like network which is illustrated in Figure 5. It is found
that ShuffleGhostV1 does not introduce more parameters than
Ghost-like network although it used group convolution and
shuffling in ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1. We placed the 3 × 3
group convolution in shortcut layer instead of 3 × 3 convolu-
tion, and the parameters we saved in shortcut layers are used
to form group convolution in ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1.

(2) ShuffleGhostV2

ShuffleGhostV2 still used ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1
architecture to form a network, but ShuffleGhost module is
used instead of Ghost-like module. The output of Shuffle-
Ghost module shares the same shape with Ghost-like module,
and the shortcut and bottleneck do not need modification.

(3) ShuffleGhostV3

In the bottleneck of ShuffleGhostV2, we adopted Shuffle-
Ghost module and the same bottleneck structure as Shuffle-

GhostV1. We found in bottleneck of ShuffleGhostV2, the
kernel size in group convolution after the shuffle layer is 3
× 3, and it would suffer computation cost although it could
integrate the information from shuffle layer across the chan-
nels and improve performance. In order to reduce the com-
putation of this group convolution, we utilize SENet layer
from SENet to design ShuffleGhost BottleneckV2 and build
ShuffleGhostV3.

SENet layer used two steps to extract feature maps:
squeeze and excitation. The first step is to squeeze the origin
feature maps to a small-scale feature maps, and the second
step is finding the importance of among these scale feature
maps. Finally, the feature maps from excitation multiply with
in origin feature maps. In ShuffleGhost, SENet layer could
have a better performance than group convolution. On the
one hand, SENet costs smaller computation. On the other
hand, SENet could evaluate the importance of the feature
maps which concatenated from Ghost Feature Maps and Pri-
mary Feature Maps and combine them together. The SENet
layer and the structure of ShuffleGhostV3 are illustrated in
Figure 6.

SENet layer is adopted to take the place of group convo-
lution, and Figure 6(b) shows the detailed structure of SENet
layer.

conv 3×3
outDim = InDim
padding = 1
group =group (16)

Shuffle layer

Feature map
Ghost module 1
padding = 0 or 1

Ghost module 2
padding = 1

Shortcut

ShuffleGhostV1 bottleneck

Feature map

Shortcut

conv 3×3
padding = 0 or 1
outputDim = C
group = 16

conv 1×1
padding = 0
outputDim = C′
group = 1

BN BN

If C = = C′

If C! = C′

C′C

C′C

Figure 5: The structure of ShuffleGhostV1 bottleneck.

SENet layerShuffle layer

Feature map

(a) (b)

Feature map

Multiply

Ghost module 1
padding = 0 or 1

Ghost module 2
padding = 1

Shortcut

ShuffleGhostV1 bottleneck
SENet layer

conv 1×1
padding = 0
outputDim = C
group = 1

conv 1×1
padding = 0
outputDim = C′
group = 1GAP 1×1

C′

C′ CC

C

Figure 6: The structure of ShuffleGhostV3 bottleneck.
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In summary, the three visions of ShuffleGhost have the
architectures and parameters as illustrated in Table 1. They
have the same layer configuration with Ghost-like network.

4. Experiment

In tiny ResNet experiment, we used the bottleneck in Shuffle-
Ghost or GhostNet-like network to replace the residual block
and trained without pretrained models. This experiment
focuses on comparing and discussing the appearance of
bottleneck. The second experiment is VGG16-like [27]
experiment. We used the bottleneck and the module in Shuf-
fleGhost or GhostNet-like network to replace the convolu-
tion operations in VGG16. The strategy is that if two
convolutions are cascaded, then we used one bottleneck to
replace them; otherwise, we used one module to replace the
convolution operation. We conducted the experiments on

CIFAR-10 datasets and compared the performance on train-
able parameters’ effectiveness.

4.1. Tiny ResNet Experiment. The experiment focuses on
finding the difference between the GhostNet-like network
and ShuffleGhost.

Table 2: The structure of Ghost-like network for tiny ResNet experiment.

Layers Output size Ghost-like network Parameters

Convolution 28 × 28 3 × 3 conv, stride 1 216

BatchNorm, ReLU 28 × 28 6

Ghost bottleneck 26 × 26 Ghost-like module × 2 3604

Ghost bottleneck 24 × 24 Ghost-like module × 2 13800

Ghost bottleneck 22 × 22 Ghost-like module × 2 34680

Ghost bottleneck 20 × 20 Ghost-like module × 2 61214

Ghost bottleneck 18 × 18 Ghost-like module × 2 116432

Ghost bottleneck × 3 16 × 16 Ghost-like module × 2 218960, 174880, 174880

Ghost bottleneck 14 × 14 Ghost-like module × 2 276592

Ghost bottleneck × 3 12 × 12 Ghost-like module × 2 718288, 695360, 695360

Convolution 12 × 12 1 × 1 conv, stride 1 4800

BatchNorm, ReLU 12 × 12 960

Pooling 4 × 4 Global average pooling 0

Dense 10D fully connected, softmax 76810

3266852

Ghost module

Ghost module
224 × 224 × 3

112 × 112 × 128

56 × 56 × 256
28 × 28 × 512 14 × 14 × 512

7 × 7 × 512

Convolution+ReLU

Max pooling

Fully connected+ReLU

Softmax

1 × 1 × 4096 1 × 1 × 1000

224 × 224 × 64

Ghost bottleneck

224 × 224 × 3

112 × 112 × 128

56 × 56 × 256
28 × 28 × 512

14 × 14 × 512
7 × 7 × 512

1 × 1 × 4096 1 × 1 × 1000

224 × 224 × 64

Figure 7: The structures of VGG16-like experiment.

Table 3: The comparison of trainable parameters and size of
parameters of GhostNet-like network and three versions of
ShuffleGhost.

Structure Trainable parameters Param size

GhostNet-like 3,271,594 12.48

ShuffleGhostV1 3,102,970 (-5.1%) 11.84

ShuffleGhostV2 3,087,802 (-5.6%) 11.78

ShuffleGhostV3 3,028,266 (-7.4%) 11.55
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Firstly, we build a tiny ResNet, whose structure illustrated
as Table 2, with the original GhostNet as baseline to judge the
performance of ShuffleGhost. Then, we implement Shuffle-
Ghost in 3 versions to train on CIFAR-10 and compare the
results with original GhostNet. We trained these models with
10-3 learning rate, 16 batch size, and 50 maximum epochs
and employed Adam as the optimizer.

4.2. VGG16-Like Experiment. In a brief, for Ghost module,
we use it to replace every convolution layer in VGG16. For
Ghost bottleneck, since bottleneck is made up of 2 consistent
convolution layers, we replace every 2 convolution layers by
bottleneck and replace the left single one conv layer by Ghost
module. The structure is like that of Figure 6. We use the
same strategy for ShuffleGhost, and the structures of
VGG16 experiment are shown in Figure 7.

Based on what we implemented, we have 6 structures in
total. We will train them on the CIFAR-10 datasets and set
epoch to be 50 and learning rate to be 0.01. Despite the fact
that we focus on the portable devices’ efficiency, which can
be regarded as CPU, we would also try the GPU training
too and prove we make some progress in both sides.

4.3. Result. Tables 3 and 4 described the models from 2 parts,
the trainable parameters and accuracy. As shown in the 2
tables, firstly, for the model size, we can see the baseline
GhostNet has around the size of 3.27M trainable parameters
while ShuffleGhost has smaller model size in both 3 versions.
These 3 models decrease the model size more than 5%
(-5.1%, -5.6%, and -7.4% separately), and the most outstand-
ing model is the ShuffleGhost version 3; the size drops from
3.27M to 3.02M, and the FLOP drops from 989.25M to
895.79M; the FLOP drops around 9.4%; this could lead to a
better performance of embedded devices in both efficiency
and portability. Then, for the accuracy part, which is essen-
tial, we cannot sacrifice the accuracy to have a small model.
The ShuffleGhostV2 has around 86.6% accuracy, which is
1% higher than the baseline GhostNet-like network. So, from
this experiment, we can see that in the peer comparison,
ShuffleGhost could perform better in both model size part
and accuracy part.

After comparing the GhostNet-like network and Shuffle-
Ghost, we will go deeper to see the performance of the differ-
ent modules and bottlenecks. As mentioned before, we set the
original VGG16 as the baseline model and redesigned
VGG16-like models for experiment. In Table 4, it shows the
parameters after replacing the convolution layers in VGG16

network; it is known that GhostNet-like network and all the
ShuffleGhost decrease the model size in a significant level
(at least 40%). As for both ShuffleGhost module and Shuffle-
Ghost bottleneck, they perform better than the original ones.
Combining the accuracy in Figure 8 and the training time in
Table 4, the advantages and disadvantages of applying mod-
ules and bottlenecks can be known from the data. Namely,
for the model size part, ShuffleGhost module can bring us
smaller model size than ShuffleGhost bottleneck, but the cost
is worse accuracy. As for the accuracy consideration, Shuffle-
Ghost bottleneck can guarantee a better accuracy, while the
trade-off will be size. For the efficiency part, all the Ghost
and ShuffleGhost run faster than the original one on CPU.
But on GPU, only module can perform better; bottlenecks
will be slower than the original one. In accuracy trend from
Figure9, all the models get to the best result in almost the
same epochs.

In VGG16-like experiment, Ghost module and Shuffle-
Ghost module form an abstract comparison, that is, both
modules used their module to take the place of the convolu-
tion in original VGG. And Ghost bottleneck forms the other
abstract comparison, and each of them uses its bottleneck to
replace two convolution layers in VGG.

Table 4: The trainable parameters, FLOPS, training time (CPU), and training time (GPU) from different structures.

Structure Trainable parameters FLOPs Training time (CPU) Training time (GPU)

Original VGG 14.728M 314.032M 1181 s 102.58 s

+ GhostNet-like module 7.388M (-49%) 158.401M 960 s 91.37 s

+ ShuffleGhost module 7.370M (-50%) 157.295M 931 s 90.84 s

+ Ghost bottleneck 8.337M (-43%) 193.593M 1111 s 110.32 s

+ ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1 7.795M (-46%) 168.494M 1112 s 114.82 s

+ ShuffleGhost BottleneckV2 7.670M (-48%) 166.157M 1097 s 122.05 s

82

84

86

88

90

92
90.80

89.90
89.60

90.10 89.90
90.20

Original VGG

VGG+GhostModule

VGG+ShuffleGhost module

VGG+GhostBottleneck

VGG+ShuffleGhost BottleneckV1

VGG+ShuffleGhost BottleneckV2

Figure 8: The overview accuracy from six different structures. And
the models were trained with 50 epochs and batchsize 128.
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5. Conclusion

In the tiny ResNet experiment, Tables 3 and 5 compare the
original GhostNet and ShuffleGhost, and we can see that
ShuffleGhost not only decreases the trainable parameters
and FLOP, but also has a slightly better accuracy. In the
VGG16-like experiment, Table 4 compares different modules
and bottlenecks, and we can see that for the module, Shuffle-
Ghost module has smaller trainable parameters and higher
training speed both on CPU and GPU. But the speed to get
the convergence of accuracy is a little slower. And for the bot-
tleneck, both ShuffleGhost bottlenecks V2 and V3 have
smaller trainable parameters than original Ghost. For the
CPU training speed, they are similar, but for the GPU train-
ing speed, ShuffleGhost will be slower. As for the accuracy
part in both experiments, as can be seen in Figure 8, the blue
color one is the original VGG, which has the best perfor-
mance, and all the other models have around 89.9% accuracy,
1% lower than the best. One thing needs to be noticed is that
in ShuffleGhost BottleneckV3, the brown one with 90.2%
accuracy has approximately the best accuracy result. Another
thing we can notice in Figure 9 is that all the different mod-
ules and bottlenecks take nearly the same epoch to get to
the best accuracy.

As discussed above, from the tiny ResNet experiment, we
know that ShuffleGhost has smaller trainable parameters and
a little higher accuracy compared to the original GhostNet-
like network. From VGG16-like experiment, we can clearly
see that the ShuffleGhost holds approximately the same accu-
racy result compared to the original one. But it has smaller
trainable parameters and FLOPs and can be faster than the
original one. All in all, we learn from GhostNet and design
new ShuffleGhosts, which making use of the redundancy in
feature maps properly and combined with shuffle to solve
the too consistent problem in feature map produced by orig-
inal GhostNet. Besides, we also implement different versions
to tackle the problems we found in the original Ghost, which
are already being introduced before.
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Figure 9: The accuracy of the VGG16-like experiment. (a) The accuracy of different modules. (b) The accuracy of different bottlenecks.

Table 5: The comparison of FLOPs and accuracy of GhostNet-like
network and three versions of ShuffleGhost.

Structure FLOP Accuracy

GhostNet-like 989.259M 85.20%

ShuffleGhostV1 933.156M (-5.6%) 85.33%

ShuffleGhostV2 927.815M (-6.2%) 86.61%

ShuffleGhostV3 895.796M (-9.4%) 86.28%
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In Internet of things, compared with the traditional traceability system, the existing system has difficulties in operation, data are
easily lost, data are uncoordinated, standards are not unified, and so on. In this paper, based on the characteristics of
blockchain, the traceability model of urban fruits is established to reduce the risk of counterfeit and shoddy urban fruits. The
collected data is integrated into the chain for diversified display, providing different permissions and platforms for multiple
roles. Blockchain and supporting intelligent hardware are used to realize the real record and tracking of the whole process of
fruit. Improve the transparency and efficiency of supply chain, and reduce the supply chain cost. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm model can be applied to the fruit service field and effectively improve the service level of smart city.

1. Introduction

The quality and safety of urban fruit in the Internet of things
(IoT) have always been a hot topic of research. Agricultural
product quality and safety traceability construction are an
important trend and direction of agricultural product quality
and safety supervision, as well as an important measure to
promote agricultural quality in China [1]. The application
of traceability in food has established and improved a set of
food safety traceability system, from the production, process-
ing, and sales to the consumer terminal, through the sharing
of information through dedicated hardware equipment, to
serve the final consumers [2]. Under the coverage of the
whole process of the traceability system, once a problem
occurs, the traceability system can quickly respond, obtain
the information of the whole process of the production and
circulation of the problem product, conduct troubleshooting
and positioning [3], determine the root cause of the problem,
and then solve the problem accordingly.

Previous incidents such as “tainted milk powder” and
“gutter oil” have generally raised people’s awareness of quality
and safety. “ Seeing is believing” and “seeing is seeing” are the
most assured [4]. Technological advances have made it possi-
ble to “see” food from where it is grown to where it is sold.
Traceability is a production control system that can track
products in a positive, reverse, and nondirectional manner. It
is applicable to any product. At present, traceability technol-
ogy can be divided into RFID traceability technology [5],
two-dimensional code traceability technology [6], barcode
traceability technology [7], and blockchain traceability tech-
nology [8]. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the basic pattern
of blockchain traceability.

Based on the traceability of blockchain and combined with
big data [9], the traceability and security of commodities are
greatly improved through in-depth combination of logistics
management, production and manufacturing, anticounterfeit-
ing of commodity traceability, and other fields. It provides
solutions to problems such as data fraud tracing, “island of
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information” in the tracing chain, and difficulties in multiparty
cooperation, making it possible to supervise the whole supply
chain [10]. Therefore, it is also regarded as one of the most
promising fields for the application of blockchain.

This paper makes three main contributions. (1) Propose
the traceability model architecture research and design based
on blockchain for IoT. (2) Use a distributed ledger and block-
chain to design an asymmetric encryption authorization
model. (3) Design the consensus mechanism and intelligent
contract model of blockchain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it
briefly introduces the research key and design framework. In
Section 3, it describes in detail the proposed model design
route, decentralized technology route, and consensus mecha-
nism technology route based on blockchain. In Section 4, the
traditional traceability model and the blockchain-based trace-
ability model are compared in terms of architecture and perfor-
mance. Finally, it has the conclusion of the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Works

2.1. The Traceability Model Architecture Based on Blockchain
for IoT. The data layer of the urban fruit quality traceability
model based on blockchain contains the underlying data
block, which is derived from the planting of urban fruit
producers, the transportation of urban fruit transport enter-
prises, the distribution of urban fruit by distribution enter-
prises, and the sales of urban fruit by retail enterprises. In
addition, it also includes the encryption of these data, time-
stamp, and other basic data and basic algorithms. This
ensures that every complete transaction record of the city
fruit can be verified and audited [11].

The data verification mechanism of the network layer is to
verify the identities of government departments, enterprises,
and urban fruit chain organizations; distributed networking
makes data distributed in different node databases. The data
transmission mechanism makes the data transparent and
public.

The consensus layer contains the various consensus algo-
rithms of the network nodes such as the POS algorithm—the
government’s commerce and finance departments form an
alliance [12]. Relevant government agencies and urban fruit

enterprises need to pass the review and verification of the alli-
ance before they can enter the blockchain, thus ensuring the
legitimacy and standardization of blockchain members.

At the contract level, national policies, legal provisions,
and industry standards, such as the Agricultural Product
Safety Law, the Quarantine Management Method of Entry
Fruits, and the Provisional Methods for the Safety Supervi-
sion of Local Agricultural Products, are embedded into the
blockchain in the form of smart contracts [13], which makes
part of the supervision realize automation and greatly
improves the supervision efficiency of government
departments.

The application layer provides urban fruit information
inquiry, quality tracking, and other services to consumers,
urban fruit producers, transporters, distributors, retailers,
and government departments who purchase urban fruits.

2.2. Distributed Ledger Based on Blockchain and Asymmetric
Encryption Authorization in IoT. A distributed ledger means
that transaction accounting is done by urban fruit suppliers,
urban fruit transporters, urban fruit distributors, urban fruit
retailers, and other local nodes [14]. And each node is a
complete account. Different from the traditional distributed
storage, each node of the blockchain stores the complete
account data of urban fruits according to the blockchain struc-
ture, while the traditional distributed storage is to divide the
relevant data of these urban fruits into several parts for storage
according to certain rules. The security traceability system of
urban fruits based on blockchain can ensure that no local node
can record the ledger data of traded urban fruits separately, so
as to avoid the centralization of the system and the control and
tampering of system data by a single bookkeeper. In addition,
a transaction chain is long and there are many accounting
nodes [15]. Theoretically, unless all nodes are destroyed, the
data of urban fruits will not be lost. The safety and reliability
of urban fruit data can be guaranteed.

The city fruit quality traceability system based on block-
chain highly encrypted the account identity information,
and relevant information can only be accessed if the data
owner of the city fruit is authorized, which ensures data secu-
rity and personal privacy [16].
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the basic pattern of blockchain traceability.
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2.3. The Consensus Mechanism and Smart Contract. The
consensus mechanism is an important component of block-
chain technology. It completes the verification and confirma-
tion of the transaction in a very short time through the voting
of special nodes; for a transaction, if several nodes with unre-
lated interests can reach a consensus, we can think that the
whole network can also reach a consensus. The purpose of
the consensus mechanism in this paper is to reach a consensus
among all the accounting nodes of urban fruits to determine
the validity of records, to play the role of identification and
tamperproofing [17]. There are two consensus mechanisms
of urban fruit quality traceability systems based on blockchain.
One is to compare the number of nodes of urban fruit, and the
result agreed bymore nodes is the final consensus result. It can
also compare the computing power of urban fruit nodes or
other characteristic quantities that can be compared by com-
puters. The other is that all urban fruit nodes have the right
to give priority to the consensus result. Only when the consen-
sus result is agreed by other nodes can it become the final con-
sensus result, thus avoiding the circulation of fake and inferior
urban fruit in the market [18].

Smart contract is like the traditional paper contract. It is
described by computer language and executed by computer.
It is a computer protocol designed to spread, verify, or exe-
cute the contract in an informative way. It can trigger and
execute the contract without the trust of a third party. Some
legal provisions and government rules and regulations are set
in advance in the system, such as the Agricultural Product
Safety Law, the Quarantine Management Method of Entry
Fruits, and the Interim Method of the Safety Supervision of
Local Agricultural Products [19]. In case of any illegal event,
the system can automatically identify and execute the rele-
vant handling work, to improve the handling efficiency.

3. Urban Fruit Product Traceability
System Design

The key problems of urban fruit quality traceability model
based on blockchain mainly include the design of fruit trace-
ability system architecture, the storage design of the urban
fruit product traceability system, and the contract design of
the urban fruit product traceability system.

3.1. Design of Fruit Traceability Architecture. Based on the
blockchain system hierarchy, the operation rules of the fruit
product quality and safety traceability system are superim-
posed. The system adopts service-oriented architecture
(SOA) design and divides the system into an application
layer, contract layer, consensus layer, network layer, and data
layer. SOA is a method to design, develop, deploy, and man-
age discrete logical unit (service) models in the computing
environment. It connects the different functional units of
an application program through well-defined interfaces and
contracts between these services. Interfaces are defined in a
neutral way, and it is independent of the hardware platform,
operating system, and programming language to realize the
services and can interact in a unified and common way.
Therefore, it is easier to maintain and has higher availability
and better scalability. How to divide the urban fruit traceabil-

ity system according to different functions should be based
on the production database, logistics database, storage data-
base, sales database, and after-sales service database data
layer service support, which is the key problem to be solved.
Tracing to the source of production, logistics, storage, sales,
and consumption can be realized. The traceability system
platform for urban fruits can meet the traceability needs of
regulatory authorities, platform managers, affiliated enter-
prises, and consumers.

3.2. Storage Design of the Urban Fruit Product Traceability
System. Since the current chain structure of blockchain only
supports query through trading address or block address
and the traceability data needs to interact with multiple sub-
systems, how to design the way of combining blockchain
with the database according to the data storage scheme is
the key problem to be solved. Through blockchain transac-
tions, the address is transferred to the database and the prod-
uct ID is mapped to realize the backstage logical storage
operation.

3.3. Contract Design of the Urban Fruit Product Traceability
System. The smart contract mechanism of blockchain can
convert textual contracts into computer transaction protocol
codes and entrusts them with self-executing properties, thus
minimizing the need for trusted intermediaries between trad-
ing parties and reducing the occurrence of malice and excep-
tions. How to design the protocol text such as urban fruit
control and transaction payment embedded in the traceabil-
ity system and how to automatically trigger the specified
terms under the consensus and carry out rewards and pun-
ishments once the quality and transaction risks occur are
the key problems to be solved. To achieve the purpose of
saving the coordination cost and the unbalance of interests,
it should distribute and punish the participants.

4. Fruit Quality Traceability Model Based
on Blockchain

Through the design of the architecture, database storage, and
intelligent contract of the city fruit product traceability sys-
tem, we completed the framework construction of the model
system and then introduced the specific implementation of
the technical route.

4.1. Technical Route of Tracking Model Architecture Design.
The system architecture of the food traceability system is
divided into the front end and the back end. The design of
the traceability model architecture is shown in Figure 2.
The front end is a user interface. All participants in the sup-
ply chain, such as farms or farmers, consumers, food enter-
prises, supermarkets, and regulatory departments, can log
in and access the food traceability system by scanning bar
codes, QR codes, or RFID. The front end is based on Oracle’s
open-source framework JET. JET uses REST to invoke a
smart contract deployed in the back end on a blockchain
cloud service (BCS).

The back end consists of smart contracts and blockchain
infrastructure services. The back end uses Oracle’s BCS, a
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comprehensive distributed ledger cloud platform that can be
used to preconfigure a blockchain network, join other organi-
zations, and deploy and run smart contracts to update and
query the ledger.

Blockchain basic services mainly include node manage-
ment, member services, sorting services, and ledger mainte-
nance functions.

Node management: it maintains account status and man-
ages chain code. In a Hyperledger Fabric network, peer means
that each fabric peer instance in the network is responsible for
receiving transaction requests and maintaining a consistent
ledger. These instances may run in bare-metal machines, vir-
tual machines, or even containers. The nodes communicate
with each other through gRPC messages. Functional peers
are divided into endorser, committer, ledger, chain code, and
event, and several nodes form a P2P gossip network.

Member service: the member service is the member
management service, which provides identity management,
privacy, confidentiality, and auditability services for the
entire blockchain network. Member management services
through Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or ZKP (Zero-
knowledge Proof) and a decentralized consensus mechanism
platform can restrict the ability of access nodes and clients,
making nonlicensed blockchain become licensed blockchain.

Sort service: it is a communication service run by a set of
sort nodes that provides atomic broadcast services that use
pluggable trust engines (CFT or BFT) to sort transactions.
The sort service collects a set of transactions into a preblock
and distributes them to the commit node. The GOSSIP syn-
chronization block is used between nodes. Common sorting
algorithms include SOLO, Kafka, and SBFT.

Ledger maintenance: it continuously forms blocks of
newly linked data into the ledger in chronological order
and updates other copies of the ledger in the blockchain
network.

4.2. Decentralization Technology Route. The main character-
istics of using blockchain to achieve traceability are as fol-
lows: the essence of the business level is decentralization,

while the essence of the technical level is dedatabase. To
better understand this core feature, a comparison is made
between the traditional traceability [20] approach using
database technology and the blockchain-based traceability
approach.

The database traceability scheme generally adopts a
three-tier architecture, which is the database, the business
logic layer, and the client. The application technology of the
client and business logic layer is constantly evolving, but
the underlying database has not changed much. With the
increase in concurrent access and the need to improve the
user experience, the response time is more and more
demanding, and the caching layer is added, as shown in
Figure 3. In the traditional database-based traceability
scheme, the business logic layer and various applications on
the client side all rely heavily on the underlying database.
The database becomes the central and constraint bottleneck
of this type of solution, and once it is tampered with or
destroyed, the impact is global and catastrophic.

The difference between blockchain traceability and tradi-
tional database technology traceability is that the data is
stored in a distributed ledger and read and write operation
of the ledger is carried out through smart contract. The dis-
tributed ledger is a key value blockchain plus state library.
A blockchain is a series of connected blocks, corresponding
to files, written in an appended, immutable way, to record
historical transactions that can take place at any node in
the world’s network; the status library can be constantly
updated, corresponding to the current state of the books.
The fabric of Oracle and IBM blockchain cloud services
default to level DB, which can be replaced with other key
value databases such as CouchDB. Blocks and transactions
can be generated at any network node in the world, and cryp-
tography methods such as PKI, asymmetric key encryption
algorithm, and digital certificate can be used to guarantee
the nonrepudiation and privacy protection of transactions.
This new traceability scheme is a decentralized distributed
network platform. The blockchain-based technology trace-
ability scheme is shown in Figure 3(b).
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Figure 2: Design of traceability model architecture based on blockchain.
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Participants in the food supply chain such as farms,
ranches, farmers, food enterprises, inspection and supervision
departments, and supermarkets input their responsible infor-
mation into the blockchain with their private keys to generate
account books. The blockchain network uses the consensus
mechanism to ensure the consistency of distributed account
books. With distributed ledgers, if a participant in the food sup-
ply chain is tampered with or has falsified information (transac-
tions), it is easy to identify who tampered with or falsified the
information (transactions) because copies of the ledger are not
changed at other nodes scattered across the network.

4.3. The Technical Route of the Consensus Mechanism. In
blockchain, the consensus algorithm is adopted to ensure the
consistency of the ledger. From bitcoin in 2009 to Ethereum
in 2014, the POW (Proof-Of-Work) consensus algorithm is
adopted in the public chain, while the modular/pluggable con-
sensus algorithm is adopted in the alliance chain such as the
Super Ledger Fabric from 2017. Therefore, a clearly defined
and implemented consensus algorithm is probably the most
important feature for the security, extensibility, and maturity
of each blockchain protocol. Choosing the right consensus
algorithm is crucial to support mutual trust in a distributed
business network.

The Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) algorithm is a gen-
eral term for solving the Byzantine general problem. Its char-
acteristic is that even if some nodes have shortcomings or
malicious behavior, the Byzantine fault tolerance system
can continue to operate. In essence, Byzantine fault tolerance
is that the minority is subordinate to the majority. The prac-
tical Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism will specify that
one node in the system is the primary node (leading node)
and the other nodes are the secondary node (alternate node).
When the primary node fails, all the legitimate nodes in the
system are qualified to upgrade from the secondary node to
the primary node and follow the principle of minority subor-
dinate to majority to ensure that the honest nodes can reach a
consensus. To produce agricultural and sideline products
from farms to pastures to dinner tables, the collapse of
fault-tolerant and Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algo-
rithms may be even more necessary. Since the SOLO consen-

sus model uses one node to verify all transactions, it is more
suitable for the development network with relatively limited
security requirements.

Currently, Hyperledger Fabric supports consensus-based
voting in licensed networks. The combination of voting and
licensing makes the network runtime far more efficient than
many publicly owned Byzantine fault-tolerant networks. In
our design of the food safety traceability system, because
the cattle ranches in the food supply chain, farmers, food pro-
cessing enterprises, inspection supervision department, dis-
tributors, and retailers are based on the identity of the
participants, there is no unknown role throughout the supply
chain, meaning that our food safety traceability system does
not need to trouble the consensus algorithm, using super
book Fabric providing out-of-the-box Apache Kafka and
fault tolerance; it also supports collapse, namely, when there
is a part of the network that is still functioning. Other con-
sensus algorithms such as BFT-Smart and SBFT (simplified
Byzantine fault tolerance) can also be considered to tolerate
malicious actions in the consensus.

What is the operating mechanism of the traceability
application designed and developed according to the
system architecture in Figure 2? The following is a step-
by-step description of the transaction flow diagram in
Figure 4.

Here, E0, E1, and E2 are endorsement nodes; P3 and P4
are submission nodes; O is the sort node, and some sort
nodes act as sort service; A, B, C, and D are smart contracts
(chain codes in the Super Ledger Fabric). The transaction
process is as follows:

(1) The application initiates the transaction request

The client program submits a transaction request to
smart contract (chain code) A. The smart contract must be
endorsed by nodes fE0, E1, E2g.

The endorsement strategy is that E0, E1, and E2 must be
signed; P3 and P4 do not need signature.

(2) Endorsement node to execute the transaction
proposal

Client

Business
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Database

(a) Traceability architecture using database technology
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Ledger
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(b) Traceability framework based on blockchain technology

Figure 3: Comparison of the traceability architecture based on blockchain and traditional database technology.
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E0, E1, and E2 execute transaction proposals separately,
and these executions do not update the books. Each execu-
tion produces a set of data, called RW sets, which are read
and written.

(3) The application receives the response

The RW sets are signed by each endorsement node fE0
, E1, E2g and returned to the application.

(4) Sort transactions

The application submits the response data to the sort
node as a transaction that needs to be sorted. Sorting is done
concurrently, and the execution of other applications can be
processed simultaneously.

(5) Distribute transactions

Sort nodes distribute transactions to all commit nodes f
E0, E1, E2, P3, P4g. The sort service collects a set of transac-
tions into a preblock and distributes them to the commit
nodes fE0, E1, E2, P3, P4g. Gossip is used between nodes to
synchronize each commit node in the block.

(6) Verify the transaction

Each commit node fE0, E1, E2, P3, P4g verifies the
endorsement policy to check that the RW sets are still valid
against the current state to prevent double flowers. The trans-
action is written into the ledger, and the status information of
the valid transaction is updated in the status DB.

(7) Notify the transaction result

The submission nodes fE0, E1, E2, P3, P4g notify the
transaction results to the application. The application can regis-
ter messages that need to be notified of the success of the trans-
action and the addition of a block, and then, the peer to which
the application is connected notifies other events accordingly.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

The traditional urban fruit traceability system has a central
database, which can manage the data centrally. In the pro-

cess of each producer’s participation, the data is likely to
be tampered and destroyed. After users submit access to
the system platform, they request central database access.
In the process of access, there is the risk of human oper-
ation modification, and the traceability data may be inac-
curate. Manufacturers, processors, and sellers of urban
fruit quality traceability models based on blockchain need
to enter and query data, and the government or organiza-
tion can view the data entry. Users access the blockchain
through the private key, obtain the transaction copy of
the account, and then trade with other participants. The
transaction records are encrypted and stored in the
account book copy together with the timestamp. Then,
the transaction records are propagated to the surrounding
nodes through a consensus algorithm to complete data
synchronization. Distributed data storage reduces the pos-
sibility of network attacks and human tampering. A com-
parison of the two architectures is shown in Figure 5.

The traditional urban fruit traceability system is to
establish a centralized database, while the urban fruit quality
traceability model based on blockchain is to establish a node
database account and establish a copy to distribute to each
participant. Through the analysis of Table 1, compared with
the urban fruit quality traceability model based on block-
chain, the traditional urban fruit traceability system requires
higher costs and longer initial certification time. It is difficult
for the government to supervise the internal system data of
the enterprise, and the data interaction process may lead to
inaccurate data due to human participation.

Table 2 and Figure 6, respectively, compare the traceabil-
ity efficiency and system performance of RFID traceability
technology, two-dimensional code traceability, commodity
bar traceability, and blockchain traceability.

RFID has been piloted in several industries, but there is
no unified standard. The cost of a complete SET of RFID
equipment is relatively high, and different traceability sys-
tems are not compatible, so only the electronic tags of this
system can be identified. Overall, the Xinjiang agricultural
product quality traceability system is still in the state of “frag-
mentation,” the traceability system incompatible problem is
very serious, this is not only convenient for consumers to
query trace information, and data security is low and is not
conducive to government departments to use a real-time
tracing system for food safety regulation, causing a serious
waste of resources.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the transaction process.
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Because the cost of two-dimensional code is much
cheaper than that of RFID, it is widely used in life. With high
information density and large information capacity, two-
dimensional code can be independently applied without rely-
ing on a database and communication network. Moreover, it
can encode digital information such as picture, voice, signa-
ture, and fingerprint to complete the description of items,
thus providing consumers with more comprehensive food
traceability information. However, two-dimensional code
recognition technology has disadvantages such as reproduc-
ible, easy to stain, and low data integrity and security.

Barcodes are now the main source of traceability used in
shopping malls. Since barcode is unique, it is easy to trace
and manage each workshop, different production lines, and
each production process in the whole production process.
At the same time, managers can carry out statistics, analysis,
and feedback on all the information, to realize the traceability
management of the whole production process. The bar code
error proofing system collects raw data, which ensures the
timeliness and accuracy of production information and
makes the production process knowable and controllable.
By mastering all information of the production process, the
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Figure 5: Comparison of traditional and blockchain database architecture.
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production technology can be adjusted in a planned way
without worrying about the authenticity of the information.
However, in the process of production and sales, there are
still instances of obtaining improper benefits by forging bar
codes, and the data security is low.

These technologies mitigate the harm caused by fake and
inferior products to some extent, but in fact, they cannot funda-
mentally solve the problem of counterfeiting by copying and
transferring anticounterfeit labels and cannot avoid centralized
human operation. Recent scandals have further undermined its

credibility. Compared with the traditional technology, the
blockchain with the characteristics of decentralization and
nontampering can fundamentally trace the anticounterfeiting
source of commodities and effectively strengthen people’s trust
in the market.

Figure 7 compares the traceability degree of the traditional
fruit traceability system and the traceability model based on
blockchain. A batch of fruit is marked and put on the market
to ensure randomness of fruit circulation and eliminate
human intervention as much as possible. Subsequently, the

Table 1: Comparison of the traditional system architecture with the blockchain system architecture.

System name Traditional centralized system [20] City fruit quality traceability model

Certification time 1.5~2.0 months Expected within 1 month

Certification cost 13,000~18,000 yuan Estimated within 10,000 yuan

Data integrity Only a small amount of data owned by participants Cover all data on the chain

Data tampering Data can be tampered with at any time
The data is automatically synchronized and updated and cannot be

tampered with

Government
regulation

It is difficult for government regulators to monitor
the data of enterprise systems

The government supervision department acts as a blockchain node
and monitors traceable data at all times

Table 2: Performance comparison of the four traceability technologies.

RFID traceability
technology [5]

Two-dimensional code traceability
technology [6]

Commodity barcode traceability
technology [7]

Ours

Performance √ √ √ √
Traceability √ √ √ √
Data integrity √ √ √ √
Data security × × × √
Supervisory
capability

√ × × √

Traceability
efficiency

√ √ √ √

0
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Complexity Cost Stability Data security

RFID traceability technology

Two-dimensional code traceability technology

Commodity barcode traceability technology
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of the four traceability systems.
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two models were used to track the whole region. Due to the
short time and low fruit fluidity at the beginning, the loss
degree of bothmodels remained high. As time goes by, the loss
rate of the traditional traceability model containing natural
losses will eventually stabilize at about 40%, while the loss rate
of the traceability model based on the blockchain will eventu-
ally stabilize at about 13%. The loss rate of the traceability
model based on the blockchain will be lower, and the traceabil-
ity performance will be better.

6. Conclusion

In the Internet of things, according to the characteristics of
the blockchain, the traceability model of urban fruits is
created, and the architecture design based on the traceability
model of blockchain is proposed. Based on studying the
architecture design of the traceability model of blockchain,
the traceability model of urban fruit quality based on block-
chain was established. The traceability model is connected
to each participant through the blockchain network. Each
participant will establish a node, and each node will be a peer.
At the same time, each participant will be displayed as the cli-
ent and server and has the right to view and modify the node
data. The asymmetric encryption algorithm adopted by
blockchain ensures the security of users’ personal informa-
tion. Farmers, farms and pastures, food enterprises, and reg-
ulatory agencies access the node through the decoding of the
private key of the blockchain. The decentralized point-to-
point network of blockchain solves the trust problem in the
transaction process through distributed node management
and automatic management of nodes by using a super ledger
structure network. A blockchain network provides Internet
of things account services. Each node has a copy of the ledger
that is exactly consistent with the ledger data. The data infor-
mation of participants’ transactions is encrypted by an
encryption algorithm, and the corresponding timestamp is

generated for each transaction to ensure that the changed
data can be tracked and prevent forgery. The data informa-
tion of each node is owned, managed, and supervised by all
participants. Each transaction is a transaction, and the trans-
action is automatically executed by the smart contract code
without the intervention of a legal person. The blockchain
network also keeps the identity privacy of its members’ secret
to ensure the information security of its participants. Differ-
ent from the traditional clustering method, the distributed
technology of blockchain is used to reconstruct, and the
point-to-point dispersion of blockchain is used to make the
transaction of participants more fair, just, and open and
reduce the risk of urban fruit counterfeiting or low quality.
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Accurate and real-time network traffic flow forecast holds an important role for network management. Especially at present, virtual
reality (VR), artificial intelligence (AI), vehicle-to-everything (V2X), and other technologies are closely combined through the
mobile network, which greatly increases the human-computer interaction activities. At the same time, it requires high-
throughput, low delay, and high reliable service guarantee. In order to achieve ondemand real-time high-quality network
service, we must accurately grasp the dynamic changes of network traffic. However, due to the increase of client mobility and
application behavior diversity, the complexity and dynamics of network traffic in the temporal domain and the spatial domain
increase sharply. To accurate capture the spatiotemporal features, we propose the spatial-temporal graph convolution gated
recurrent unit (GC-GRU) model, which integrates the graph convolutional network (GCN) and the gated recurrent unit (GRU)
together. In this model, the GCN structure could handle the spatial features of traffic flow with network topology, and the GRU
is used to further process spatiotemporal features. Experiments show that the GC-GRU model has better prediction
performance than other baseline models and can obtain spatial-temporal correlation in traffic lows better.

1. Introduction

Accurate network traffic prediction is the basis of network
performance optimization and network integrated manage-
ment [1]. The prediction results can be used for traffic
engineering, anomaly detection, and energy consumption
management [2, 3]. Especially in the last decade, the complex-
ity and the diversity of the network and the communication
scenario increase dramatically, which promote researchers
proposed many technologies such as ultra-dense deployment
of cellular cells, device-to-device (D2D) network technology
mobile virtual reality (MVR), and mobile edge computing
to improve network capacity and service quality [4–6].
The successful application of these technologies is tightly
related to the accurate cognition of network traffic features

and future trends. In the context of these scenarios, network
resource optimization is accomplished by two key elements,
traffic model and optimization algorithm. If we can more
accurately and timely understand the dynamic trend of future
traffic, high reliability and low delay communication could be
achieved by dynamic content caching or service processing in
vicinity [7–9].

However, the traditional network traffic prediction
model gradually presents many deficiencies in processing of
increasingly complex network traffic. In the context of the
liner network traffic forecasting model such as autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) model [10], support
vector regression model (SVR) [11], and Bayesian model
[12, 13], mainly through the linear correlation of traffic in
temporal to achieve traffic modeling and prediction, with
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the emergence of new network technology and new scenar-
ios, new factors that could greatly affect network traffic fea-
tures should be considered:

(1) The trend of network traffic is constrained by net-
work topology, every end-to-end traffic flow travels
the network through a path composed of links, and
a link converges flows from different paths. The
performance change of any node on the transmission
link will spread to the adjacent nodes. The booming
5G, the Internet of Things (IoT), MVR, and V2X
bring more and more mobility to the network, which
also bring great uncertainty in the spatial distribution
of network traffic

(2) The statistical value of network traffic flow shows the
characteristics of proximity, periodicity, and trend in
time. The closer the time interval, the higher the
correlation between the two statistical values. In the
scenarios such as MVR, IoT, or V2X, the terminal
behaviors and traffic demands are more dynamic,
that make the temporal patterns of the traffic too
complicated to be captured [14–16].

To better handle the problem of spatial feature process-
ing caused by terminal mobility and spatial dependence of
applications, many studies use neural networks to network
traffic modeling and prediction based on the big data of
the network traffic [17]. The convolutional neural network
(CNN) and RNN are the most representative in the proposals
[17–19]. However, the method based on CNN also has some
shortcomings. Different from Euclidean data such as image
and grid, the communication network usually uses graph
representation which is not suitable for CNN [17]. Unlike
the Euclidean data, the structure of graph is irregular. It is
difficult for CNN to hold a stable kernel size to realize param-
eter sharing. This kind of model cannot describe the spatial
correlation of network in essence; consequently, the prediction
accuracy of the trained model and the applicability of different
topologies are limited. To solve these problems, we propose
GC-GRU, a novel network model could which could accu-
rately forecast network traffic matrix by comprehensively
understand the complex relation on traffic flow, node topol-
ogy, and time. Our main contribution has three aspects:

(1) This model firstly uses GCN to process network
topology relationship, node input traffic, and net-
work topology that are combined as input of the
model to achieve spatial features capturing. Then,
hidden states are input to a recursive network based
on GRU to find the temporal dynamics. Through
the parameter sharing method of spatial and tempo-
ral features, traffic prediction has a better universal
correlation model for the future network. Our model
is able to generalize over arbitrary topologies, routing
schemes, and variable traffic intensity

(2) We evaluated our model on real topology and traffic
matrices of real traffic dataset. The result shows that
our model can handle the time-varying information

of graph structure well and has higher accuracy than
all baseline methods, which proves the superiority of
the model in network traffic prediction. In addition,
through experimental comparison, we find that our
GC-GRU model can maintain stable prediction per-
formance under different forecast time granularity,
and it shows that it has better robustness

2. Related

Network traffic prediction methods include analytic model
method and data-driven method. The representative
methods of the first kind include queuing theory model, cell
transmission model, and random geometry model [20–23].
Through the model method, a clear relationship between
network traffic and other network parameters could be
established, so as to complete the network planning and
scheduling. For example, Krishnan et al. [23] introduce an
analysis framework of random geometry that describes the
spatial-temporal interference of adjacent locations and calcu-
lates the joint coverage probability of them; in this contest,
the Poisson process is used to model the mobile behavior of
the UE under the station. Kamath et al. [24] proposed a
framework to handle the QoS of heterogeneous services in
the network, in which a multiclass queuing model is used to
analyze the heterogeneous services performance demands
and combined with SDN technology to complete service
classification and network slicing. Such models are either
based on some idealized assumptions or based on realistic
simplification. However, in reality, it is difficult to model
UE arrival process as Poisson process, and the diversity of
applications also makes the link service feature dynamic.
These theoretical models are difficult to model these mobil-
ity, time-varying, and spatial dependence elements compre-
hensively; consequently, it is hard to accurately predict the
current complex network traffic in reality [10, 18]. In addi-
tion, the model-driven approach relies on specific idealized
scenarios; as a result, it lacks the ability of generalization
and migration [25–27].

The data-driven methods are based on the statistical
characteristics of network traffic history data, by using its
self-similarity, long-term relevance, and periodicity to fore-
cast the trend in time domain [1, 28]. This kind of methods
does not specifically analyze the specific dynamics and
behaviors of network elements and has high flexibility. These
methods are mainly including parametric prediction and
nonparametric prediction [10, 29]. The parameter model is
based on the regression function, through the analysis in
mathematical statistics of the history data to determine the
quantitative relationship of interdependence between two
or more parameters, so as to forecast next step traffic volume
according to the regression function.

More representative methods include autoregressive
integral moving average model (ARIMA) and its improved
variants [10, 30, 31]. For example, Paxson and Sally [32] used
the autoregressive integral moving average model (ARIMA)
to predict Ethernet traffic in 1994. Subsequently, in order to
improve the prediction accuracy of the model, many
researchers proposed different kinds of improvements based
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on it, such as seasonal-ARIMA (SARIMA), Kohonen-
ARIMA, and subset ARIMA [10, 33]. Maciej and Anna
[33] found that the latter SARIMA has better prediction
accuracy than the ARIMA model through experimental.
Furthermore, Chen et al. [34] used SARIMA to predict the
short-term flow of the IEEE 802.11 network for the first time
and achieved well prediction results on single traffic flow.
Their advantages are that the mathematical foundations are
relatively mature, and the system performance evaluation is
easy to express mathematically. However, these methods
are not robust. They assume that statistics and parameters’
relationship of the traffic model hold steady which are not
conform to the reality of network traffic nowadays. In addi-
tion, the nonparametric model has its advantages in this
respect. The representative methods such as Bayesian net-
work model [12, 13], support vector regression model
(SVR) [35, 36], K-Nearest Neighbor model [37], and neural
network model [38] use just historical traffic information to
automatically learn statistics.

Recently, the deep learning model has been effectively
devoted to promote complex pattern recognition and analy-
sis in big data systems [28, 39–41]. Meanwhile, with the
improvement of network big data collection ability, network
traffic prediction methods based on the deep learning have
attracted much attention because of its ability on capturing
the nonlinear features of network traffic [1, 41]. For example,
Azzouni and Pujolle [18] use recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) to predict the traffic matrix (TM) and uses the
prediction results to dynamically and actively allocate optical
network resources to save network available capacity and
alleviate the impact of peak traffic. To achieve traffic forecast-
ing in data center, Laisen et al. [13] combined deep structure
and deep trust networks to achieve traffic demand prediction
through temporal dynamic features capturing. Tang et al.
[42] proposed a prediction method of communication key
indicators based on deep learning and combined software-
defined network (SDN) to achieve intelligent dynamic chan-
nel allocation, which improves the channel utilization of
wireless Internet of Things and avoids potential congestion.
These methods mainly take the temporal correlation of
network traffic sequence as prediction basis and the advan-
tages recurrent neural network (RNN) structure to learn
the characteristics in time to achieve adaptive traffic flow or
traffic matrix prediction.

As mentioned before, the factors that affect network
traffic are not only time but also in spatial. Without spatial
relations such as network topology, dynamic content
dependence, and client mobility, accurate forecasting and
estimating could not be achieve. In order to explore the
potential of spatial features on network traffic prediction,
many studies had been proposed. For example, Zhao et al.
[43] proposed a model that combined the multiscale wavelet
analysis with the deep learning approach with; firstly, discrete
wavelet decomposition was used to decompose the original
TM sequence into multilevel time-frequency TM subse-
quences of different time scales; then, a CNNwas used to find
the spatial distribution pattern between network streams
and finally, the LSTM in charge of exploring temporal
dynamics in the TM sequences. In order to estimate the

future location and resource usage of UEs, Siracusano and
La Corte [44] proposed a deep regression (DR) model based
on a tightly connected convolutional neural network (CNN)
to simulate its complex spatiotemporal dynamics to capture
the multiscale of mobile data. LA-ResNet [41] is a model
which combined the residual network and RNN to capture
spatiotemporal correlations of wireless traffic, and the exper-
imental results showed that it had higher accuracy than RNN
models.

Although the CNN method has made great progress in
network traffic prediction, its data operation process makes
it more suitable for processing Euclidean date rather than
graph topology. The complex topological structures of com-
munication network limited its application in this field.
Based on this background, we propose a novel network
GC-GRU, which unifies the network nodes, links, and traffic
input in space, and analyzes the inherent spatiotemporal cor-
relation characteristics combined with the dynamics in time,
so as to complete the accurate network traffic prediction.

3. Method

3.1. Problem Definition. The task of network traffic prediction
is to estimate the future network traffic status as accurately as
possible according to the network historical traffic data. The
traffic information includes traffic volume, time delay, and
packets loss. In this paper, we take traffic volume as main
example in experiment.

Definition 1. In our model, unweighted graph G = ðV , EÞ was
used to denote the network topology, where V = fv1, v2,⋯,
vNg denotes N nodes (they could be switches or routers) in
the network, and E represents the set of communication links
between nodes. The adjacency matrix A describes the detail
relationship among network nodes, where A ∈ RN×N . Its ele-
ment aij = 1 if node vi is connected to vj, aij = 0 otherwise.

Definition 2. We use XN×P to represent the traffic feature
matrix in the network, where N represents nodes counts as
mentioned above, and P denotes the length of historical sam-
pling sequence of traffic. Xt ∈ RN×i means the traffic on node
connection at time i.

In this way, our spatiotemporal network traffic prediction
problem model is represented as equation (1):

xt+1,⋯, xt+T½ � = f xt−n,⋯, xt−1, xt½ � ;Gð Þ, ð1Þ

where f denotes the mapping function from G and histor-
icalX, to the next T step traffic information.

3.2. Model

3.2.1. Framework Overview. In this part, we will introduce
our solution model GC-GRU, in which the temporal and
spatial features are considered comprehensively. As shown
in Figure 1, GC-GRU includes input layer, spatial feature
processing, temporal feature processing, and a fully con-
nected layer. Firstly, it takes n time series data between
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nodes in the network as the input and use graph convolution
combined with the spatial topological relationship of com-
munication network to obtain the spatial features of traffic;
secondly, we use the processed time series with spatial
features as the input of gated recursive unitary model and
obtain the features in time domain through the information
transmission between cells; finally, we use all connected
network as the input. The prediction results are obtained
through the layer.

As in Figure 1 shows, our model contains two main part:
network topology GCN for spatial feature extraction and
GRU for hidden spatial-temporal features capturing. Firstly,
the GCN is used to lean the spatial features of the network
topology, it takes the traffic feature matrix and network
topology data both as input, in detail, Xt denotes the traffic
on all node connections at time i, and the topology data is
represented by adjacency matrix A introduced in Definition
1. Then, the output of the GCN model is fed into the second
part which is constructed by gated recurrent units, to find out
the traffic dynamics, so as to lean the temporal features. At
last, a fully connected layer network is used to convert
features mapping to original space; then, we get the predicted
results.

3.2.2. Spatial Relation Feature Extraction Model. Accurately
capturing the spatial dependence between nodes in the
network is a key problem in this paper. As mentioned
before, the CNN is suitable for Euclidean space data rather
than non-Euclidean data like network topology [45]. In the
graph representation of the network, each vertex has different
numbers of adjacent vertices, and it is difficult to hold a con-
volution kernel with a same size. In recent years, the graph
convolutional network (GCN) has been widely concerned,
which can realize convolution operation on non-Euclidean
structure, effectively learn the spatial characteristic informa-
tion of nodes, and has been applied in action recognition,
traffic network flow prediction, and so on [46–48].

From the perspective of graph signal processing (GSP),
it applies discrete signal processing (DSP) to the field of
graph signal. Through the transfer of basic concepts of sig-
nal processing such as Fourier transform and filtering, it
studies the basic tasks of signal processing such as compres-
sion, transformation, and reconstruction of graph signal
[49, 50]. In detail, given a graph G = ðV , EÞ, graph signal is
a kind of mapping from node field to real number field

[50], which is expressed as vector in the form of X =
½x1, x2,⋯, xn�T , and xi represents signal strength on vertex
vi strength. The Fourier transform of X is represented as
FðXÞ =UTX, where U = ½u0, u1,⋯, un−1� ∈ Rn×n represented
the eigenvector. Its inverse Fourier transform is F−1ðX̂Þ =
UX̂, where X̂ represents the frequency domain signal
obtained from the graph Fourier transform [46]. The graph
convolution operation of two groups of graph signals can
be transformed into the corresponding graph filtering opera-
tion. From this point of view, the graph convolution is equiv-
alent to the graph filtering. We take X as signal on vertexes
and g ∈ RN as the filter, and the graph convolution could be
expressed as equation (2):

x∗Gg =F−1 F xð Þ ⊙F gð Þð Þ =U UTx ⊙UTg
À Á

, ð2Þ

where ⊙ represents the Hadamard product [46]. If we
denote a filter as gθ = diag ðUTgÞ, equation (2) could be
simplified as

∗Ggθ =UgθU
TX: ð3Þ

This method was first proposed by [51], but it has many
limitations in practical application. Firstly, the computation
depends on the eigen decomposition of Laplacian matrix,
which has high complexity. Secondly, when u is used for
signal transformation, because u is dense, the complexity is
very high, and the method is not localized. Therefore, the
method has not attracted widespread attention.

In order to reduce the computational complexity, Cheby-
shev Spectral CNN (ChebNet) [45] used Chebyshev polyno-
mials of the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues to approximate
the filter gθ. gθ is a diagonal matrix composed of the para-
meter θ, and its polynomial expression is represented as
equation (4):

gθ
~L
À Á

= θ0I + θ1~L + θ2~L
2+⋯+θk~L

k, ð4Þ

where ~L = In −D−1/2AD−1/2,D denotes the degree matrix of A
(Dii =∑jAi,j), and In denotes identity matrix. As the normal-
ized Laplacian matrix has the property of real symmetric-
positive semidefinite [51], ~L can be decomposed into ~L =U
ΛUT , where Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues [50]

GCN GCN GCN GCN

GRU GRU GRU GRU

Xt+m

XtXt-1Xt-n+1Xt-n

Forecasting

Temproal feature

Spatial feature

Inputs feature

. . .

. . .

Figure 1: Framework overview of the GC-GRU model.
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DðΛii = λiÞ. Then, gθ could expressed as a function of eigen-

value Λ:

gθ = gθ Λð Þ = 〠
K−1

k=0
θkΛ

k, ð5Þ

and then convolution of gθ and graph signals could
expressed as

X∗Ggθ =Ugθ Λð ÞUTx = 〠
k−1

k=0
θkL

kx: ð6Þ

In this way, the number of calculation parameters is
reduced from n to k, and there is no need to explicitly cal-
culate the feature matrix U in the calculation process; so,
the computational complexity is greatly reduced. In addi-
tion, k-localized has local connectivity, because it is a k
-order polynomial in Laplacian. As Figure 2 shows, each
point represents a network node (router or switch), and the
line represents link between nodes; for node R1, the GCN
could get the spatial information directly linked to R1 and
their links to other surrounding nodes and encode the net-
work topology and the traffic attributes in nodes, so as to
obtain the spatial correlation.

On the basis above, the first order approximation of
chebNet is introduced into the graph convolution network
to semplice the calculation process [45]. Moreover, in
order to reduce parameters, Kipf [52] further assumes that
θ = θ0 = −θ1, the definition of graph convolution given as
formula (7):

∗Ggθ = θ In +D−1
2AD−1

2

� �
x: ð7Þ

Then, a high availability graph convolution network
without too much matrix multiplication operation is estab-
lished. It can be expressed as

H l+1ð Þ = σ ~D
−1
2Â~D

−1
2H lð Þθ lð Þ

� �
, ð8Þ

where σ denotes the sigmoid function, ~A = A + In, ~D(~D =
∑j

~Aij) represents degree matrix, HðlÞ is the output of layer

l, and θðlÞ denotes the parameters corresponding.
As shown in Figure 3, our spatial feature analysis model

uses a two-layer graph convolution [52] structure. The first
layer is Hð1Þ = σðÂXθ0Þ, θ0 ∈Rn1×p, where n1 is the number
of hidden layer cells, and p is the length of input traffic

matrices. θ0 ∈R
n1×p represents the feature matrix from

the hidden layer to the output layer. The second layer is
Hð2Þ = σðÂHð1Þθ1Þ, θ1 ∈RN×T , where N represents the node
number, and T represents the length of the sequence to be
predicted. The whole graph feature extraction process is
expressed as follows:

f X, Að Þ = σ Âσ ÂXθ0
À Á

θ1
À Á

: ð9Þ

3.2.3. Temporal Dependence Modeling. This section intro-
duces the method to obtain temporal correlation in net-
work traffic prediction. At present, RNN is the most used
model for time sequence data processing. In order to calcu-
late the gradient, the time reverse propagation algorithm is
used in the training RNN network. However, it has the
defects of gradient disappearance and gradient explosion
[53]. For network traffic prediction, it may lose the ability
of weighted long-term dependence, which makes it having
limitations in long-term prediction. Two famous architec-
tures proposed to solve this problem are LSTM and
GRU,and they are improved variants of RNN, which have
been proved to solve the above problems [18, 28, 54]. Here,
we take the GRU model to find the temporal correlation of
network traffic data which is relatively simple, because of
less parameters and faster training speed.

As Figure 4 shows, xt represents the input at time t; ht−1
represents the hidden state at time t − 1. The candidate acti-
vation ~ht contains the previous information ht−1 and input xt;
ht denotes output state at time t which is a liner combination
of the activation on the ht−1 and the candidate activation ~ht ;
rt is the reset gate, which is in charge of controlling whether
the previous state should be forgotten or not (e.g., if rt ≈ 0,
ht−1 will not be passed to ht); zt is the update gate, and it
decides the extent to which the unit updates its activation
(e.g., if zt ≈ 1, ht−1 almost directly copied ht . Instead, if zt ≈
0, ~ht will be passed directly to ht)

3.2.4. Spatiotemporal Correlation Process. To better predict
the impression of complex spatial dependence and dynamic
time dependence on the distribution of network traffic, we
devote a network traffic spatiotemporal correlation model.
In this model, the gate structure and hidden state of GRU
are reserved, but we use the convolution feature of graph as
input to find the hidden spatiotemporal features.

In the model, the traffic matrix dynamics on network
are associated with the network topology information
through the graph product to find the spatial correlation
of network traffic. Then, the GRU unit is used to further han-
dle the dynamics in temporal, so as to get spatiotemporal

R1 R1
K=1

(a)

R1R1
K=2

(b)

Figure 2: Graph convolutional networks. (a) k = 1. (b) k = 2.
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correlation, and finally realizes the traffic prediction task. As
Figure 5 shows, ht−1 denotes the output before time t, and ht
denotes the output at time t. Xt′ is the spatial feature matrix
after graph convolution, and GC represents the graph convo-
lution process. zt is the update gate, and rt is the reset gate.
The detail process is shown below:

rt = σ Wr Xt′, ht−1
h i

+ br
� �

,

zt = σ Wz Xt′, ht−1
h i

+ bz
� �

,

~ht = tan h W Xt′, rt ⊙ ht−1
h i

+ b
� �

,

ht = zt ⊙ ht−1 + 1 − ztð Þ ⊙ ~ht:

ð10Þ

W represents the weights, and b represents biases, which
needs to be trained. ⊙ represents the point-wise multiplica-
tion. The loss function is defined as

Loss = Xt − X̂t
  + λLreg, ð11Þ

where Xt and X̂t represent the ground truth volume and the
forecasted volume. λ is a hyperparameter, and λLreg denotes
the L2 regularization term to prevent overfitting.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data Description and Experimental Settings. We evalu-
ate our prediction model by dataset from the Europe
Research and Education Network (GÉANT) [55] . GÉANT

Inputs Layer 1 Layer 2

Outputs

𝜃0 𝜃1

𝜎 𝜎

N1 filters

P features
T steps

N

nodes

Figure 3: Spatial modeling in 2-layer graph convolutional networks (GCN).
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Figure 5: The process of spatial-temporal prediction.
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network contains 23 router nodes and 74 undirected links (as
of 2005); in addition, 11460 traffic matrices were recorded in
every 15 minutes. In the experiment, we build a sliding win-
dow on each data sequence for continuous input and learn-
ing. 70% of the data is used at the training phase, and the
rest 30% is used at test phase.

All experiments adopt Pytorch deep learning architec-
ture. The workstation used for experiment is configured with
64 core Intel Xeon 2.40GHz CPU, tow 8G NVIDIA GTX-
2080 graphics, and 192G RAM. The workstation uses the
windows server operating system.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics. In the experiment, 5 metrics are used
to evaluate the performance of GC-GRU model:

(1) Root mean squared error (RMSE):

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
M

1
N
〠
M

j=0
〠
N

i=0
yji − y∧j

i

� �2

vuut : ð12Þ

(2) Mean absolute error (MAE):

MAE =
1
N

1
M

〠
M

j=0
〠
N

i=0
yji − ŷji
���

���, ð13Þ
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Figure 6: (a) Accuracy, R2, and var in training set under different hidden units. (b) MAE and RMSE in the training set under different
hidden units. (c) Accuracy, var, and R2 in test set under different hidden units. (d) MAE and RMSE in the test set under different
hidden units.

Table 1: Instructions of baseline models used for comparison.

No. Model name Brief intrude

1 ARIMA [10] A well-known series data prediction model which the parameter model is consistent with the observation data.

2 SVR [11] A version of support vector machine (SVM) for regression, it is mainly used in nonlinear regression estimation.

3 GCN As mentioned in section 3.2.2

4 LSTM [38] Long-short term memory (LSTM). Here, we set up two LSTM layers and a fully connected layer.
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where ŷ ji denotes the forecasted traffic value of traffic

flow i at time j, and yji denotes ground truth value,
respectively. N is the index of traffic flows, and M
represents the index of time slot

(3) Accuracy:

Accuracy = 1 −
Y − Ŷ

 
F

Yk kF
: ð14Þ

Y and Ŷ represent the set of real values and predicted
values, respectively

(4) Coefficient of determination (R2):

R2 = 1 −
∑M

j=1∑
N
i=1 yji − y∧j

i

� �2

∑M
j=1∑

N
i=1 yji − �Y
� �2 : ð15Þ

�Y is the average of Y .

(5) Explained variance score (var):

var = 1 −
Var Y − Ŷ

È É
Var Yf g : ð16Þ

R2 and var are the measures to represent fitting
degree of the predicted value to observation value of
the traffic.

4.3. Model Parameter Settings. In the experiment, the batch
size is set to 32, and the training epoch is 200; the learning

rate is set to 0.001. We set 8, 16, 32, 64, 100, and 128 as the
number of hidden units and record and analyze the experi-
mental results under each configuration. As shown in
Figure 6(a), experiments show that the best prediction accu-
racy and correlation are obtained when the size of hidden
units is 100. Specifically, with the increase of the number of
hidden cells, the prediction accuracy,R2, and var increase,
but with the increase of hidden cells, the increase range of
prediction accuracy and correlation declines, and when the
number of hidden cells reaches 128, the prediction accuracy
and R2 drop. At the same time, Figure 6(b) shows the MAE
and RMSE values under different units’ numbers in the train-
ing stage. It can be seen that contrary to the accuracy and R2,
MAE and RMSE decrease with the increase of the number of
hidden units, which indicates that the error between the
predicted value and the observed value can be reduced by
appropriately increasing the number of hidden units. Simi-
larly, when the number of hidden units is 100, the error is
the smallest. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the experimental
results on the test set, which are basically consistent with
the training phase. At the same time, when the number of
hidden units is set to 100, several indicators perform best.
In conclusion, the appropriate number of hidden units can
improve the performance of the model, but not the higher
the better, and too many hidden units may cause over fitting
problem and led to higher computing overhead which would
decrease prediction performance.

4.4. Results. We compared our GC-GRU model with other
reprehensive baselines model, as Table 1 shows.

Based on the GÉANT dataset, we make traffic prediction
at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. As shown in Table 2, it is clearly
observed that our GC-GRU model obtained the best

Table 2: The prediction results of the GC-GRU model and other baselines on GÉANT dataset.

Time Metric ARIMA SVR LSTM GCN GC-GRU

15min

MAE 0.00742 0.00378 0.00317 0.00376 0.00279

RMSE 0.0112 0.00898 0.00796 0.00833 0.00692

Accuracy 0.4935 0.8337 0.8991 0.7635 0.9137

R2 ∗ 0.8138 0.8536 0.7537 0.8811

30min

MAE 0.00693 0.00366 0.00312 0.00384 0.00272

RMSE 0.0098 0.00866 0.00762 0.0088 0.00708

Accuracy 0.5375 0.8523 0.8903 0.7181 0.9113

R2 ∗ 0.7835 0.8027 0.6957 0.8738

45min

MAE 0.00726 0.00397 0.00299 0.00415 0.00259

RMSE 0.01045 0.00857 0.00768 0.00855 0.00715

Accuracy 0.5874 0.8497 0.8701 0.8499 0.8257

R2 ∗ 0.7273 0.7745 0.6625 0.9023

60min

MAE 0.00711 0.00341 0.00296 0.00409 0.00261

RMSE 0.0976 0.00927 0.00748 0.00856 0.00712

Accuracy 0.4973 0.8447 0.6894 0.5693 0.8932

R2 ∗ 0.6438 0.6948 0.6204 0.8032

∗ means the value is very small to be ignored which indicates the model’s prediction effect is poor.
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performance under all evaluation metrics and different pre-
diction time granularity. In general, the prediction perfor-
mance of deep learning methods (LSTM, GC-GRU) is
significantly better than other model baselines (ARIMA,
SVR) under each prediction horizon. For example, compared
with the ARIMA model, the prediction accuracy of the GC-
GRU model and LSTM model is about 46% and 45% higher,

and RMSE error is reduced by 38% and 29%, respectively.
Also, compared with the SVR model, these metrics of the
GC-GRU model and LSTM model are 22% and 11% lower,
respectively, and the prediction accuracy is improved by
15% and 9%. Although the performance of the SVR model
is better than ARIMA, it is also significantly lower than the
LSTM and GC-GRUmethod. This may be caused by the lack
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SE

9075604530150
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0.008
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GC-GRU
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(b)

Figure 7: Spatiotemporal prediction capability of the GC-GRU model. (a) Comparison of the RMSE of GC-GRU model with the LSTM
model. (b) Comparison of the RMSE of the GC-GRU model with the GCN model.
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of the ability of these methods to process complex nonsta-
tionary time series data. In essence, LSTM and GRU could
capture the temporal features of traffic matric sequences than
the time series model, because their cell states increase with
time. Similarly, we can also clearly notice that the prediction
effect of the GCN model is not good, which shows that it is
not enough to only consider the spatial features of network
traffic by ignoring the time-domain characteristics of net-
work traffic.

4.4.1. Spatiotemporal Prediction Ability. In order to verify
whether the GC-GRU model on the ability of handle spa-
tiotemporal features from the dataset, we further analyzed
the experimental results of the GC-GRU model, LSTM
model, and GCN model. In detail, Figure 7(a) shows the
RMSE of GC-GRU compared with the LSTM model which
only considers the time domain features, the RMSE error of
the GC-GRU model for 15-minute and 60-minute network
traffic prediction is reduced by about 13% and 5%, respec-
tively, and the prediction error is basically controlled at a
low level, which indicates that the GC-GRU model can cap-
ture the time correlation well. In Figure 7(b), the multistep
forecast result of GC-GRU is obviously better than the
GCN model, and the RMSE of GC-GRU model is 16.9%
lower than that of GCN model. For the 60-minute traffic
volume forecast, the RMSE of GC-GRU model is reduced
by 16.8%, which indicates that the GC-GRU model can cap-
ture the spatial correlation. It can be seen that GC-GRU has
better prediction accuracy than the method based on spatial
and temporal factors. Because GCN only considers the spa-
tial feature of the network, the dramatic change of time
domain may cause prediction error. LSTM can make a better
one-step prediction because of its structure memory, but in
the process of training, there is the possibility of modeling
noise into the model, which leads to overfitting. In the GC-
GRU model, we construct a local filter in the Fourier domain
when dealing with the neighborhood node relationship and
constantly move the filter to capture the spatial features, so
that the local parameters can be shared. This process plays
a role in noise suppression, which may reduce the possibility
of overfitting issue.

4.4.2. Prediction Ability for Different Prediction Horizons.
Figure 8 shows the difference of input sliding window
lengths (L) for traffic prediction. Generally speaking, a longer
input window length can improve the accuracy of long-term
prediction because it contains more time-domain features.
For the LSTM model, because of the memory of the hidden
state, when the hidden state is updated for a long time, they
will remember more information; so, the prediction accuracy
is more affected by the history window. In contrast, the GCN
model does not have explicit temporal modeling; conse-
quently, it gets little responded to window size change. The
MAE of our model for different perdition horizons under
different history sliding windows holds small and stable,
which means that the method has strong adaptability to both
prediction horizon and input history horizon. In conclusion,
we know that the GC-GRU model has strong adaptability in
both long-term and short-term forecasting.

5. Conclusion

In view of the new characteristics of network traffic brought
by the dynamic change of spatiotemporal correlation in the
new application scenarios of mobile network, this paper pro-
poses a novel network traffic prediction method based on
traffic spatiotemporal features. It combines GCN and GRU,
in which GCN is in charge of obtaining spatial correlation
of the traffics on each node, and GRU is used to handle the
spatiotemporal features hidden in spatial dynamic series, so
as to achieve spatiotemporal network traffic prediction.
Experimental results on real network traffic datasets show
that the GC-GRU model has better prediction performance
than other baseline models under different prediction hori-
zons. It is not only more suitable for nonlinear network traffic
prediction than ARIMA and SVR but also more suitable for
nonlinear network traffic prediction than spatiotemporal
model. The research results show that the model can capture
the spatiotemporal correlation characteristics of network
traffic, provide accurate network traffic distribution predic-
tion for mobile network interactive applications, and provide
more fine-grained and more accurate scheduling decision-
making basis for wireless access management, content opti-
mization cache, and computing resource scheduling tasks
in these application scenarios [56].

In addition, we will further study the traffic characteris-
tics of mobile networks. In reality, it is not only the traffic size
but also the link delay, jitter, and other factors that reflect the
network characteristics. In the future, we will explore the net-
work demand forecasting method under multiparameter
constraints.
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With the rapid increase in the number of wireless terminals and the openness of wireless networks, the security of wireless
communication is facing serious challenges. The safety and security of computer communication have always been a research
hotspot, especially the wireless communication that still has a more complex architecture which leads to more safety problems
in the communication system development. In recent years, more and more wireless communication systems are applied in the
safety-critical field which tends to need high safety guarantees. A compiler is an important tool for system development, and its
safety and reliability have an important impact on the development of safety-critical software. As the strictest method, formal
verification methods have been widely paid attention to in compiler verification, but the current formal verification methods
have some problems, such as high proof complexity, weak verification ability, and low algorithm efficiency. In this paper, a
compiler formal verification method based on safety C subsets is proposed. By abstracting the concept of C grammar units from
safety C subsets, the formal verification of the compiler is transformed into the verification of limited C grammar units. In this
paper, an axiom system of first-order logic and special axioms are introduced. On this axiom system, the semantic consistency
verification of C grammar unit and target code pattern is completed by means of theorem proving, and the formal verification
of the compiler is completed.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of wireless communication tech-
nology, a wireless communication system has been widely used
in various fields of national economy and national defense
construction. An important part of all kinds of safety-critical
systems and software have more and more complex internal
structures and open application environments. These factors
make people pay more attention to its safety and reliability.
Therefore, it is very important to analyze, design, and verify
the safety-critical software, especially the onboard software of
large passenger aircraft.

At present, the certification standard mainly adopted in
the aviation field is DO-178B [1], “Software Requirements
in the Certification of Airborne Systems and Equipment”,
issued by the American Aeronautical Radio Commission

(RTCA) in December 1992. DO-178B defines the design
and development process for airborne software and describes
the target traceability process. According to the impact on
aircraft failure state, airborne software is classified into five
software grades: A (catastrophic), B (serious), C (heavy), D
(light), and E (no impact). The DO-178C was released by
RTCA in 2012 [2]. DO-178C complements DO-178B in four
aspects: software tool verification, model-based development
and verification, object-oriented programming, and formal
methods. With the rapid development of new software tech-
nologies, these additions and revisions are well adapted to the
current process of safety-related software development.

Compiler, as an important tool in software development
process, is the bridge between software design and hardware
operation. How to ensure the correctness of compiler compi-
lation process is an important problem in software
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development. The traditional method to detect compilation
errors is to conduct a lot of tests, but the tests can only prove
that the software is wrong but cannot prove that the software
is error-free. In recent years, formal verification methods
have received continuous attention in compiler verification.
The formal verification method is based on strict mathemat-
ical theory, and the software system and properties are regu-
lated by logical methods. Through the formal system
composed of axioms and inference rules, the software system
is proved in the same way as the theorem proved in mathe-
matics. At present, there are two mainstream methods for
formal verification of compilers. One is model detection
[3], whose main bottleneck is state explosion, so it is only
suitable for analysis of systems with limited and small state
space. The other is theorem proving technology [4]. At pres-
ent, a better way of proving is to use the unified framework of
programming and proving, such as PVS, Coq, and Isabelle.
Its limitation lies in that it requires tool users to have a high
theoretical foundation and technical background, which
limits the learning and application of most programmers.

This paper proposes a compiler formal verificationmethod
based on secure C subset. By introducing MISRA-C [5], the
automotive manufacturing embedded C coding standard, the
C language used in safety-critical systems is restricted. The C
language defined by this specification is considered to be read-
able, reliable, portable, and easy to maintain. Combined with
the characteristics of MISRA-C and aerospace software, a
series of programming criteria of C language software are
redefined, and a C safety subset is formed. The C safety subset
strictly requires the maturity and stability of the compiler. The
compiler must truly reflect the structure and semantics of the
source code for comparison and tracking before and after com-
pilation. From the C safety subset, a finite C grammar unit can
be obtained, and the source program can be identified by the
push-down automata corresponding to the grammar unit. A
correct source programmust conform to the rules of the gram-
mar unit. Therefore, the proof of the correctness of the compi-
lation process of the source program can be transformed into
the proof of the equivalence of the semantics of the grammar
unit. This method greatly simplifies the problems of the tradi-
tional formal verificationmethods, such as the high complexity
and long time of the proof.

2. Related Works

The study of theorem proving for programs began in the
1960s with the papers published by Hoare and Floyd [6]. In
his paper, Hoare proposed a formal system called Hoare logic.
In Hoare logic, there is a set of proof rules called Hoare rules.
Hoare logic can be used for machine proof because Hoare rule
can be used for formal proof of some correctness assertions.

Separation logic is an extension of Hoare logic, which
eliminates the possibility of sharing by providing logical con-
nectives to express separation and corresponding deduction
rules, and can describe the properties and related operations
of memory in a natural way in the process of calculation, thus
simplifying the verification of pointer programs. Separate logic
has been proven to be more verifiable, which is a big step for-
ward in program verification and inference technology.

In recent years, the representative one is the work of the
COMPCERT project team led by Leroy X [7, 8]. For the first
time, they have completed the formal verification of the
correctness of a complete and practical compilation process.
The whole verification process is completely formalized and
automatically generated by the machine. To support auto-
matic formal verification, CompCert uses the Coq Assistant,
an auxiliary theorem proving tool, to restructure the compi-
lation process. The entire process consists of conversions
between eight different intermediate languages, and then,
the Coq Assistant is used to prove the correctness of the
entire compilation process, i.e., semantic retention. At pres-
ent, the CompCert compiler can only realize compilation
verification for a subset of C language, and it cannot fully
cover all C language elements. Moreover, the back-end opti-
mization degree is relatively low, and the project is still under
further study [9].

In 2011, Yang et al. [10] tested mainstream C compilers
in their research work on CSmith, an automatic test case
generation tool, and reported 325 previously unknown bugs
to compiler developers, including famous Intel CC, GCC,
and LLVM compilers. CompCert performed exceptionally
well in all 11 C compilers it compared, not finding any
wrong-code errors in its supported C subsets.

The most influential work in recent years is that Comp-
Cert puts forward a safe subset Clight in the compiler
researched and developed. By adding ultralong types,
variable-length parameters, and other features, and adding
a safe subset in the front end of the compiler to analyze and
trim unnecessary language features in the front end, the com-
piler complexity of the language is reduced. The range
between the standard C (C90), Clight, and MISRA-C safety
subsets is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the C90 covers the latter two, being
the first standard C specification to add a true standard
library, new preprocessing commands and features, function
prototypes that allow for function declarations, and new
keywords for specifying parameter types. There is a large
intersection between Clight and MISRA-C, but some of them
are not covered by each other. This has the very important
instructive significance to the future work. Part 1 represents
the C language features included in the declaration defini-
tion, layout writing, branch control, pointer use, jump
control, operational processing, and other parts that are not
supported by MISRA-C. Part 2: the intersection of the C
language subset supported by Clight and MISRA-C, includ-
ing C language basic types, syntax, statements, and library
functions. Part 3: restricted multiple label declaration, null
switch language use, parameter pointer use, pointer nesting,
and so on stipulated by MISRA-C are included in it. Part 4:
this region is the point not covered by the two subsets, and
it is the C language features such as extralong data type, trip-
let sequence, special type of structure, general representation
of floating-point type, special definition of precursor volume,
and special arithmetic library function, which are clearly
defined in C90 standard.

After the investigation of related researches, it is found
that the research content of safety C compilation mainly
includes two aspects: the correctness of the design and
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compiled object and the correctness of the compilation pro-
cess itself, and thus guarantees the compilation security to a
certain extent obviously; the security of the compiled object
is the premise, and the security of the compiler itself is the
ultimate goal. Both of them are purposes and motivations
of each other, and together constitute the research contents
of safety-critical compilation. The conclusions of the objects
studied in this paper are shown in Table 1.

3. Formal Verification Method of Complication

3.1. Safety C Grammar Unit and Semantics. Abstract Syntax
Tree Code (ASTC) is a tree representation of the abstract
syntax structure of the source code, with each node on the
tree representing a syntax structure in the source code. The
source program and its corresponding abstract syntax tree
are essentially equivalent, and the abstract syntax tree con-
tains all the semantic information of the source program, so
the verification of the source program can be transformed
into the verification of the abstract syntax tree. From the def-
inition of the tree, we can know that each tree is recursively
defined by its subtree, so we can verify the whole grammar
tree by verifying the subtree of the grammar separately

Under the constraints of the C safety subset, the unsafe
syntax specifications in C language, such as Pointers, are
removed. Abstract and induction of the abstract syntax tree,
we can get some common subsyntax tree structure, these
subsyntax tree structures were extracted and restored to the
form of C language, and we get the C grammar unit. Compi-
lation verification of the source program is equivalent to ver-
ification of each C grammar unit, which can be achieved by
verifying whether the semantics of each C grammar unit
and the corresponding target code pattern are consistent
before and after compilation.

In order to obtain the semantics of each C grammar unit,
this paper introduces the concept of context, which can define
the semantics of grammar unit according to context. Context
represents the environment and context of each proof item
in the sequence to be proved, including function local vari-
ables, global variables, and context. Table 2 shows some of
the C grammar units and their corresponding semantics.

In the table, the sigma symbol σ represents the process of
taking a value, and σ(<LOG-EXP>) represents the value of a
logical expression that, according to the C safety subset
specification, can only be 0 and 1. <STA-LIST> represents
a statement block, which can include expression statement
and conditional selection statement, and is generally handed
over to the push-down automaton that identifies the state-

ment block for recursive processing. <ASS-EXP> represents
an assignment statement that returns the value of the expres-
sion. “{..} ∗∗ n” represents the statement inside the braces of
the loop execution, which defines the semantics of the loop
statement. SKIP means to jump directly to the next statement
for execution. Under the 32-bit Power PC instruction set,
define SKIP equals σðPC = PC + 4Þ, where PC represents
the program counter.

3.2. The Denotational Semantics of Target Language. The deno-
tational semantics is the science of annotating the semantics of
a definite formal language with corresponding mathematical
objects (such as set and function) using the formal system
method. The denotational semantics can also be explained as
follows: there are two domains, one is the linguistic domain,
in the grammatical domain defines a formal language system.
The other is the mathematical domain (or formal system with
known semantics). Within the scope of a 32-bit Power PC
instruction set, this paper models assembly instruction and
obtains corresponding the denotational semantics according
to the operational semantics of each instruction given in the
official Power PC document. Table 3 gives the denotational
semantics of some Power PC assembly instructions.

In the table, the GPR (general-purpose register) repre-
sents the Power PC’s general-purpose register, mainly used
as a stack pointer, the first argument to a function, the return
value, etc. CR (Conditional Register) is a condition register,
which can reflect the results of some operations (such as
CMP instruction) and assist in testing and execution of
branch instructions. MEM is a memory space that stores
the values of local, global, and other variables. @target repre-
sents the relative address, which is generally used in the jump
instruction. PC = PC +@target means to jump from the
address currently pointed by PC to the address identified by
the target. PC = PC + 4 means to directly execute the next
instruction.

3.3. Target Code Patterns and Propositions. Target code pat-
tern is a generalized representation of target code sequence
obtained by compiling C grammar units in a certain context
with GCC compiler and eliminating the influence of context
on the target code sequence. Formal verification of compiler
should be converted into semantic consistency verification of
C grammar unit and target code pattern. Table 4 shows the
target code patterns corresponding to some C grammar units
under the 32-bit Power PC instruction set.

Formal proof of a program requires a specific system of
axioms as the basis. The axiomatic system is to axiomatize
a scientific theory and study it with axiomatic methods. Every
scientific theory is a system composed of a series of concepts
and propositions. Based on the referential semantics of
Power PC assembly instruction in 2.2, the proposition map-
ping algorithm in 3.1 can be used to obtain the proposition of
each target code pattern. The propositions of target code
patterns about the condition statement (<if-statement>)
and loop statement (<while-statement>) are given in Table 5.

3.4. Verification and Proof. The formal verification method
proposed in this paper is based on the axiom system of
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Figure 1: The scope of Clight, MISRA-C, and C90.
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first-order logic. Starting from the axioms given in the axiom
system in advance (such as the target code pattern proposi-
tion), a series of new propositions are deduced according to
the inference rules and are added as the premise in the subse-
quent proof process. Since every item in the proof sequence is
a premise, an axiom, or a theorem, and because the axiom
system of first-order logic is reliable, every item in the proof
sequence must be correct, so that the final inference proves
the sequence must be correct.

The MP (Modus Ponens) rule, which is called detached
argument or detached rule, is the most basic reasoning rule
in the axiom system of first-order logic. The MP rule can be
expressed as follows:

p⟶ q, p⊢q: ð1Þ

The implication is as follows: if p is true, then q is true,
and then p is true, therefore q is true. The separation rule
consists of three statements (or propositions, or statements):
the first statement is a conditional statement, i.e., p implicates
q; the second statement is p, the premise of the conditional
statement is true. The q follows from the first two statements
that the conclusion of the conditional statement must also be
true logically.

The CI (Conjunction Introduction) rule is called the
Conjunction Introduction or combination rule. CI rule can
be expressed as follows:

Table 1: Comparisons of related works.

Works and method Advantages Deficiency

Correctness
of design

C safety
subset

A safe subset is proposed, which can reduce the
complexity of compilation by adding extralong types,
variable-length parameters, and other features in the

front end without changing the C semantics.

The coverage range is smaller than that of C90 standard,
andMISRA-C standard is not covered, and the accuracy

of detection and analysis is not complete.

Correctness
of function

From C
to ASM

It supports automatic formal proof and reconstructs the
compilation process in Coq and completes the

compilation from a structured functional language
Clight to assembly code PowerPC. Finally, it proves the
correctness of the whole compilation process by using

Coq.

In the process, it has experienced compilation between
eight different intermediate languages, and the language
changes are complex. The project is still in progress.

Formal
verification

Model
checking

High degree of automation, error detection can be given
after the counterexample.

State space explosion problem.

Theorem
proving

Using rigorous mathematical reasoning to prove clear
attribute requirements and clear correctness standards,

high credibility.

The degree of automation is low, the degree of
formalization requirements is high, and the proof

process is difficult.

Table 2: Safety C grammar unit and semantics.

Statement Grammar unit Grammar unit semantics

<if-statement>

if (<LOG-EXP>)
{

<STA-LIST_1>
}

else
{

<STA-LIST_2>
}

σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> σ(<STA-LIST_1>)
~σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> σ(<STA-LIST_2>)

<while-statement>

while (<LOG-EXP>)
{

<STA-LIST>
}

{σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> σ(<STA-LIST>)} ∗∗ n
~σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> skip

<do-while-statement>

do
{

<STA-LIST>
} while (<LOG-EXP>);

σ(<STA-LIST>)
{σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> σ(<STA-LIST>)} ∗∗ n

~σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> skip

<for-statement>

for(<ASS-EXP_1>;
<LOG-EXP>;
<ASS-EXP_2>)

{
<STA-LIST>

}

σ(<ASS-EXP_1>)
{σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> σ(<STA-LIST>);

σ(<ASS-EXP_1>)} ∗∗ n
~σ(<LOG-EXP>) -> skip
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p, q⊢p ∧ q: ð2Þ

Its meaning is as follows: if p, q is true, then p ∧ q is true.
The rule of conjunction is mainly used to convert multiple
true propositions into a single one.

In the actual verification process, for the target code
mode propositions such as expression grammar unit and
conditional choice grammar unit, because they do not con-
tain cyclic structure, it is convenient to complete the reason-
ing proof of propositions by using MP rule and axiom set and
theorem set in the axiom system of first-order logic. How-
ever, for cyclic structure, such as <While-Statement> target
code pattern proposition, after direct reasoning, the seman-
tics of the target code pattern obtained is quite different from
the semantics of the C grammar unit, so it is impossible to
directly prove that the semantics of the two are consistent.
Therefore, this paper introduces the limited mathematical
induction method to prove the target code pattern proposi-
tion of cyclic structure.

The logical basis of limited mathematical induction is the
axiom of natural numbers, also known as Peano’s axiom.
General mathematical induction logic expressions for the P
ð0Þ⋀ð∀nÞ ðPðnÞ⟶ PðsðnÞÞ⟶ ð∀nÞPðnÞ, limited mathe-
matical induction is on the basis of general mathematical
induction, limit n is poor, the program for loop structure,
the loop is terminated, and termination conditions are given
by the people. Table 6 and Algorithm 1 will give the proofs of
the target code pattern propositions of <if-statement> and
<while-statement>, respectively.

In Table 6, the final inference of the proof sequence is
S12, and the semantics of the target code pattern obtained
by the value (σ) operation on S12 are as follows:

σ <LOG‐EXP >ð Þ− > σ <STA‐LIST1 >ð Þ
~ σ <LOG‐EXP >ð Þ⟶ σ <STA‐LIST2 >ð Þk :

ð3Þ

Combined with the semantics of <if-statement> in Algo-
rithm 1, it can be seen that the semantics of the two are
consistent, which is verified.

The inference of <while-statement> proof sequence is the
same as that of <if-statement>, the proof sequence is directly
derived here, and the proof sequence is proved by finite
mathematical induction combining with the semantics of
the grammar unit.

4. Formal Verification Algorithm

4.1. Proposition Mapping Algorithm. The function of the
propositional mapping algorithm is to transform the object
code pattern into the form of propositions, so as to facilitate
subsequent reasoning proof. The algorithm needs to take the
referential semantics corresponding to each instruction in
the Power PC instruction set as the special axiom input, tra-
verse the input object code pattern one by one, transform
each object code into the corresponding form of referential
semantics, and finally express the referential semantics of
the object code pattern into the form of proposition set

Table 3: The denotational semantics.

Instruction category Instruction Denotational semantics

li li rD,SIMM GPR rD½ � = SIMM

lwz lwz rD, D(rA) GPR rD½ � =MEM D½ �
stw stw rS,D(rA) MEM D½ � = GPR rS½ �
b b target PC = PC +@target

beq beq crfD,target
CR crfD½ � == b100‐>PC = PC + 4
CR crfD½ � == b010‐>PC = PC + 4

CR crfD½ � == b001‐>PC = PC +@target

bne bne crfD,target
CR crfD½ � == b100‐>PC = PC +@target
CR crfD½ � == b010‐>PC = PC +@target

CR crfD½ � == b001‐>PC = PC + 4

cmp cmp crfD,L,rA,rB
GPR 0½ � < 0‐>CR 7½ � = b100
GPR 0½ � > 0‐>CR 7½ � = b010
GPR 0½ � == 0‐>CR 7½ � = b001

cmpi cmpi crfD,L,rA,SIMM
GPR rA½ � < SIMM‐>CR crfD½ � = b100
GPR rA½ � > SIMM‐>CR crfD½ � = b010
GPR rA½ � == SIMM‐>CR crfD½ � = b001

add add rD,rA,rB GPR rD½ � = GPR rA½ � + GPR rB½ �
addic addic GPR rD½ � = GPR rA½ � + SIMM

subf subf rD,rA,rB GPR rD½ � = ‐GPR rA½ � + GPR rB½ �
mullw mullw rD,rA,rB GPR rD½ � = GPR rA½ � ∗GPR rB½ �
divw divw rD,rA,rB GPR rD½ � = GPR rA½ �/GPR rB½ �
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Table 4: Grammar unit and patterns of target code.

Statement C grammar unit Target code pattern

<if-statement>

if (<LOG-EXP>)
{

<STA-LIST_1>
}

else
{

<STA-LIST_2>
}

<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
beq 7,.L1

<STA-LIST_1>
b .L2
.L1:

<STA-LIST_2>
.L2:

<while-statement>

while (<LOG-EXP>)
{

<STA-LIST>
}

b .L2
.L1:

<STA-LIST>
.L2:

<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
bne 7,.L1

<do-while-statement>

do
{

<STA-LIST>
} while (<LOG-EXP>);

.L1:
<STA-LIST>
<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
bne 7,.L1

<for-statement>

for(<ASS-EXP_1>;
<LOG-EXP>;
<ASS-EXP_2>)

{
<STA-LIST>

}

<ASS-EXP_1>
b .L2
.L1:

<STA-LIST>
<ASS-EXP_2>

.L2:
<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
bne 7,.L1

Table 5: The propositions of target code patterns.

Statement
Target code
pattern

Proposition

<if-
statement>

<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
beq 7,.L1

<STA-LIST_
1>
b .L2
.L1:

<STA-LIST_
2>
.L2:

P1: GPR 0½ � = <LOG‐EXP >
P2: GPR 0½ � < 0‐>CR 7½ � = b100ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � > 0‐>CR 7½ � = b010ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � == 0‐>CR 7½ � = b001ð Þ

P3: CR 7½ � == b100‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ CR 7½ � == b010‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ CR 7½ � == b001‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ
P4 = <STA‐LIST 1 >
P5: PC = PC +@:L2

P6: .L1:
P7: <STA-LIST_2>

P8: .L2:

<while-
statement>

b .L2
.L1:

<STA-LIST>
.L2:

<LOG-EXP>
cmpi 7,0,0,0
bne 7,.L1

P1: PC = PC +@:L2
P2: .L1:

P3: <STA-LIST>
P4: .L2:

P5: GPR 0½ � = <LOG‐EXP >
P6: GPR 0½ � < 0‐>CR 7½ � = b100ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � > 0‐>CR 7½ � = b010ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � == 0‐>CR 7½ � = b001ð Þ

P7: CR 7½ � == b100‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ ‖ CR 7½ � == b010‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ ‖
CR 7½ � == b001‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ
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Table 6: The proof of <if-statement>.

Proof Inference

S1 = GPR 0½ � = <LOG‐EXP > P1

S2 = GPR 0½ � < 0‐>CR 7½ � = b100ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � > 0‐>CR 7½ � = b010ð Þ ‖ GPR 0½ � == 0‐>CR 7½ � = b001ð Þ P2

S3 = <LOG‐EXP><0‐>CR 7½ � = b100ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP>>0‐>CR 7½ � = b010ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP> == 0‐>CR 7½ � = b001ð Þ S1, S2, MP

S4 = CR 7½ � == b100‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ CR 7½ � == b010‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ CR 7½ � == b001‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ P3

S5 = <LOG‐EXP><0‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP>>0‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP> == 0‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ S3, S4, MP

S6 = <STA‐LIST 1 > P4

S7 = PC = PC +@:L2 P5

S8= .L1: P6

S9 = <STA‐LIST 2 > P7

S10= .L2: P8

S11 = f
<LOG‐EXP><0‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP>>0‐>PC = PC + 4ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP> == 0‐>PC = PC +@:L1ð Þ ∧
<STA‐LIST 1 > ∧
PC = PC +@:L2 ∧
.L1: ∧
<STA‐LIST 2 > ∧
.L2:
}

S5, S6, S7, S8, S9,
S10, CI

S12 = f
<LOG‐EXP><0‐><STA‐LIST 1 >ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP>>0‐><STA‐LIST 1 >ð Þ ‖ <LOG‐EXP> == 0−><STA‐LIST 2 >ð Þ
}

S11

Proposition:fσð<LOG − EXP > Þ−>σð<STA − LIST > Þg ∗∗nk~ σð<LOG − EXP > Þ−> skip
Lemma:PC = PC +@:L2 ∧

.L1: ∧
<STA-LIST> ∧
.L2: ∧
ð<LOG − EXP><0−>PC = PC +@:L1Þkð<LOG − EXP>>0−>PC = PC +@:L1Þkð<LOG − EXP> == 0−>PC = PC + 4Þ

Proof:
(1) when n = 1, substitution propositions are: σð<LOG − EXP > Þ − >σð<STA − LIST > Þk~ σð<LOG − EXP > Þ−>skip.
To lemma, when n is 1, said only cycle time, use CI rules: ð<LOG − EXP><0−><STA − LIST > Þkð<LOG − EXP>>0−><

STA − LIST > Þkð<LOG − EXP> == 0−>PC = PC + 4Þ,
Values, available lemma semantics: ð<LOG − EXP><0−><STA − LIST > Þkð<LOG − EXP>>0−><STA − LIST > Þkð<LOG −

EXP> == 0−>PC = PC + 4Þ,
It can be obtained that the semantics of the two are consistent, so it is true when k = 1.
(2) Assume n = n, get the proposition fσð<LOG − EXP > Þ−>σð<STA − LIST > Þg ∗∗Nk~ σð<LOG − EXP > Þ−>skip was

established.
When n = n + 1, on the basis of n = n, a cycle is performed.
If <LOG − EXP > == 0, then PC = PC + 4, the whole loop is finished, and the semantics obtained after value operation are:
~ σð<LOG − EXP > Þ − > skip.
If <LOG − EXP > ! = 0, then PC jumps to the starting position of <STA-LIST>, continues to execute the statement sequence,

and the semantics obtained after value operation are:
σð<LOG − EXP > Þ − >σð<STA − LIST > Þ,
Apply the semantic and (2) the above assumptions, CI rules, have fσð<LOG − EXP > Þ−>σð<STA − LIST > Þg ∗∗ðN + 1Þk~

σð<LOG − EXP > Þ−> skip was established.
From (1), (2) and (3), it can be seen that the propositions to be verified are valid and have been verified.

Algorithm 1: The proof of <while-statement>.

7Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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output. The pseudocode of the propositional mapping algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

4.2. Automatic Inference Algorithm. The automatic inference
algorithm is the core of the formal verification method pro-
posed in this paper. The algorithm takes the proposition set
outputted by the proposition mapping algorithm in 3.1 and
the axiom set of first-order logic as the premise, deduces a
series of new propositions according to the inference rules,
adds these new propositions to the premise for subsequent
proof, and finally constructs the proof sequence and draws
the conclusion. For the object code pattern propositions
without cycles, we can directly value (σ) the sequence of the
proof, so as to obtain the semantics of the object code pattern
propositions. Compared with the semantics of C grammar

units, we can directly judge whether the semantics of the
two are consistent. For the object code pattern proposition
set containing cycles, the semantic consistency verification
process cannot be completed by directly valuing the derived
proof sequence, and the loop interactive proof algorithm in
3.3 can be introduced to complete the whole process. The
pseudocode of the automatic reasoning algorithm for propo-
sitions is shown in Algorithm 3.

4.3. Loop Interaction Proof Algorithm. The theoretical basis of
the loop interactive proof algorithm is limited mathematical
induction. The algorithm first guide the user to enter n to 1
C unit of semantics, grammar, and then according to the loop
condition is true or false, respectively, construct new propo-
sition to join proposition 3.1 mapping algorithm output a

Input: TargetCodePatternSet
Output: PropositionSet
1: axiomSet = loadAxiom(denotationalSemanticsFileName)
2: for each line in TargetCodePatternSet do
3: lines = line.split(regex)
4: lines = filterOtherCharacter(lines)
5: if lines.length ==0 then
6: continue
7: else if lines.length == 1 then
8: add new Proposition(lines) to PropositionSet
9: else
10: paras = generateParas(lines)
11: seman = generateSemantic (lines, paras, axiomSet)
12: add new Proposition (lines, paras, seman) to PropositionSet
13: end if
14: end for

Algorithm 2: Proposition mapping algorithm.

Input:PropositionSet
Output: SemantemeSet
1:for each p in PropositionSet do
2: for each q in PropositionSet do
3: if p == q then
4: continue
5: end if
6: newProposition = applyInferenceRuleToTwoPropositions (p, q)
7: if newProposition != null then
8: add newProposition to PropositionSet
9: end if
10: if q’s content is empty then
11: remove q from PropositionSet
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: for each p in PropositionSet do
16: s = obtainSemantemeFromProposition (p)
17: add s to SemantemeSet
18: end for

Algorithm 3: Automatic inference algorithm.
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copy of the thesis set, call the automated reasoning algorithm
to copy proposition 3.2 set reasoning, so as to get the target
pattern proposition of semantics.

Contrast the semantics of object code pattern proposi-
tions with the semantics of user input. If the semantics of
the two are inconsistent, it will give a direct reminder of the
errors in the formal verification process and exit. If it is con-
sistent, the user is reminded to input the semantics of the C
grammar unit when n is N , and on this basis, the source
semantic set is reasoned again. Through CI rules, the inferred
semantic results are added to the semantics of the C grammar
unit when n isN , and the semantics of the target code pattern
when n isN + 1 are obtained. When the user input n isN , the
semantics of the C grammar unit is replaced by N + 1, and
the target code pattern semantics inferred by the program
is compared with the semantics of the user input C grammar
unit when n is N + 1, and the judgment result is returned.
The pseudocode of the loop interaction proof algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 4.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In the safety C to the target code compilation process, different
scenarios in the field of safety critical need to support more
kinds of assembly instruction set, considering the method of
this paper can be generalized to a variety of platforms, and
the next step works consideration to expand to the academic
and industry mainstream assembly instruction set, in order
to better support security system application in key areas. This
part of the work has been carried out in the laboratory where
this paper is located. Up to now, it can support MIPS, x86,
SPARC, etc. And RISC-V, the fifth generation of open source
condensed instruction set, is also under research.

Also, optimization is a common method to improve the
compilation efficiency, but the introduction of optimization
will cause some details missing in the compilation process,
making it difficult to verify the traceability of source code
and object code. How to guarantee both compilation systems
meet the demand of traceability in the field of security key,
and the optimization technique in safety-critical software
compilation; this paper is preliminary thought to compile
step for progressive refinement, the architecture, develop-
ment, and validation of refinement to enhance the analysis
of particle size; it will be the issues worthy of challenges in
the future research.

This paper proposes a safety subset of the C compiler
form verification method towards wireless communication
systems which are applied in the safety-critical field; this
method is within the scope of C safety subset constraints C
grammar unit which is introduced, the traditional directly
to the source code of the overall transformation of formal
verification in order to limit C verification of grammatical
unit, by showing that C grammar unit and the target pattern
of semantic equivalence completed form verification process.
This method greatly reduces the complexity and time of for-
mal verification and saves the development cost. At the same
time, the verification tool developed based on the formal ver-
ification algorithm proposed in this paper can guide the user
to complete the proof of the cyclic structure through very few
interactions, and the whole proof process conforms to the
principle of restricted mathematical induction.

The future work will focus on further refinement of C
grammar unit and object code pattern, and further research
on cyclic interaction proof algorithm will be needed, so that
the algorithm can complete the reasoning process with less
or even no artificial interaction.

Input: PropositionSet
Output: Flag
1: Flag = true
2: for i from 1 to 2 do
3: userSemantemeSet = ReadUserInputSemanteme ()
4: copy PropositionSet to cpyPropositionSet
5: add true loop condition Propositionto cpyPropositionSet
6: trueSemantemeSet = AutomaticInferenceAlgorithm(cpyPropositionSet)
7: copy PropositionSet to cpyPropositionSet
8: add false loop condition Propositionto to cpyPropositionSet
9: falseSemantemeSet = AutomaticInferenceAlgorithm(cpyPropositionSet)
10: semantemeSet = trueSemantemeSet || falseSemantemeSet
11: if i == 2 then
12: semantemeSet=CI (semantemeSet, userSemantemeSet)
13: update n from N to (N + 1) in userSemantemeSet
14: end if
15: if semantemeSet unequal to userSemantemeSet then
16: Flag = false
17: return Flag
18: end if
19: end for

Algorithm 4: Loop interaction proof algorithm.

9Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
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Virtual reality satellites give people an immersive experience of exploring space. The intelligent attitude control method using
reinforcement learning to achieve multiaxis synchronous control is one of the important tasks of virtual reality satellites.
In real-world systems, methods based on reinforcement learning face safety issues during exploration, unknown actuator
delays, and noise in the raw sensor data. To improve the sample efficiency and avoid safety issues during exploration, this
paper proposes a new offline reinforcement learning method to make full use of samples. This method learns a policy set
with imitation learning and a policy selector using a generative adversarial network (GAN). The performance of the
proposed method was verified in a real-world system (reaction-wheel-based inverted pendulum). The results showed that
the agent trained with our method reached and maintained a stable goal state in 10,000 steps, whereas the behavior
cloning method only remained stable for 500 steps.

1. Introduction

Virtual reality satellites enable people to explore space using
any mobile, desktop, or virtual reality device. Traditional atti-
tude control methods require single-axis alternate control. In
order to track all kinds of observed celestial bodies in real
time, efficient attitude control methods need to be studied.
The attitude control method based on reinforcement learn-
ing gives a feasible path to achieve efficient three-axis syn-
chronous control.

Reaction momentum wheels are widely used in modern
satellites as executive mechanisms that can redistribute
momentum between the satellite body and the momentum
wheel. Studies on the attitude control algorithms for this kind
of actuator have focused on how to control the attitude of the
satellite body by adjusting the momentum. Methods based
on classical control theory, such as proportional–integral–
derivative (PID), linear–quadratic regulator (LQR), and iter-

ative linear–quadratic regulator (LQR), are widely used in
this field, and these methods rely on an analytical model of
the satellite’s rigid body dynamics. The design stage requires
sufficient system knowledge, manual parameter adjustment,
and multiple experiments. The control algorithm in an
experiment may fail due to unreasonable parameter selection
(such as P, I, and D parameters). The reinforcement learning
paradigm provides a powerful framework for problem solv-
ing and has proven to be a promising and nonintuitive
problem-solving technology in many challenging environ-
ments, such as MuZero [1], Atari games [2], Go [3], and
GYM [4]. However, the application of reinforcement learn-
ing in real-world systems has just started, mainly for the fol-
lowing reasons:

(1) In a real-world environment, sample acquisition
costs are high, and the incentive function cannot be
accurately described since the function is typically a
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multiobjective function and the objectives are related
to each other

(2) The system sensor contains noise

(3) The actuator control frequency has a limiting value

(4) Due to security issues, the system cannot be explored
at will

(5) It is impossible to effectively reset the system to the
initial state at the end of each training session

Additional issues can arise in real-world systems. Apply-
ing reinforcement learning to satellite attitude control faces
the challenges described above. In this study, we construct a
physical system to introduce the characteristics of the real-
world system.

Based on whether historical data is used to establish
the environmental model transfer function explicitly, rein-
forcement learning methods can be divided into two broad
categories: model-free and model-based methods. Model-
free methods require continuous interactions with the
environment during the learning process. To improve the
performance of the policy during the training iterations,
model-free methods often require a large number of sam-
ples to learn and are prone to problems of high collection
times and costs caused by the low sampling efficiency.
However, once a method converges, it can often obtain a
policy with a better performance.

Depending on whether the policy for interacting with the
environment is consistent with the policy that is required to
improve performance and whether the collected samples
can be reused, model-free methods can further be divided
into two categories: on-policy and off-policy methods. On-
policy methods use the same policy to interact with the envi-
ronment. After the policy is updated, the data sampled by the
current policy needs to be used to estimate the Q-value func-
tion or A-value function to ensure the correctness of the esti-
mate. The samples collected in each iteration need to be
discarded. Representatives of these methods include state–
action–reward–state–action (SARSA) [5], policy gradient,
trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [6], and proximal
policy optimization (PPO) [7]. Off-policy methods allow
the use of policies different from those that need to be
updated to interact with the environment. Samples collected
during each interaction can be collected and used in the next
policy update. These methods are represented by Q-learning
[8], deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [9], twin
delayed DDPG (TD3) [10], and soft actor–critic (SAC) [11].

Applying on-policy methods directly to a real system
will amplify the many problems caused by the low utiliza-
tion rate of the samples. Therefore, the application of this
type of method is mainly in simulation environments.
Elkins et al. [12, 13] trained a satellite attitude stabilization
controller in a simulation environment. In comparison, off-
policy methods alleviate the problem of sample utilization.
In recent years, they have been applied in real-world sys-
tems. For example, Haarnoja et al. [14] used the improved
SAC algorithm to directly train Minitaur quadruped robots,
achieving gait control for a variety of sports.

Model-based reinforcement learning methods use histor-
ical data to explicitly learn environmental dynamics models
and return functions, to learn policies, to evaluate actions,
and to formulate plans using the learned models. This type
of method is mainly concerned with two factors: the accuracy
of the learning dynamics model and how to use the model
effectively. In improving the accuracy of the environmental
dynamics model predictions, challenges such as randomness
and uncertainty must be addressed. For low-dimensional
problems, Bayesian parameter-free models such as Gaussian
processes have become an effective choice. Parameter-based
neural networks have become a popular research topic in
recent years, and a probabilistic ensemble (PE) dynamic
model has been proposed and achieved state-of-the-art results.

In terms of how to effectively use the model, the first type
of method does not consider the cumulative error. It only
selects one action, such as random shot, model predictive
control (MPC), or cross entropy method (CEM), and selects
the current optimal action by simulating multiple paths in
the learned environment. This type of method often requires
powerful computing resources. The second type of method
begins from the perspective of learning policies in the environ-
ment, makes the most efficient use of the dynamic models,
represented by model-based policy planning (POPLIN) [15],
stochastic lower bound optimization (SLBO) [16], and
model-based policy optimization (MBPO) [17], and draws
upon theories to determine how to correctly make choices in
the interaction between the real environment and the model.

The above methods can be effectively applied to real-
world systems, and they are mainly bridged in two ways.
One is to build a simulation environment close to the real-
world system and deploy the policies obtained after training
in the simulation environment to the real system. The second
is to learn the environmental model based on historical data
and use mixed training in the environmental dynamics
model and the real system to obtain the final deployment pol-
icy. In the scenario considered in this study, the following
facts make it difficult to use existing methods directly: (1) it
is impossible to accurately construct a scenario similar to
the real world (such as an on-orbit environment in outer
space), (2) it is impossible to interact with the real-world sys-
tem during the training phase, and (3) real-time simulations
are not supported.

Our method trains the policy set at different stages
through the historical state-action trajectory data and takes
the global data to train the discriminator. In the actual oper-
ation, the method relies on the discriminator to determine
the action proposed by the policy set to select the optimal
action and to reduce the upper bound of error that is propor-
tional to the square of the number of steps with behavior
cloning. The innovations of this paper are as follows. (1) This
paper proposes a new imitation learning method to solve the
continuous control problem. (2) Through training, a low-
level control policy for a real system with a reverse momen-
tum wheel as the actuator was obtained. (3) By only using
the onboard original sensor information to achieve the end-
to-end control of the multimotor pulse width modulation
(PWM) signals, the control task of balancing on a corner
was completed.
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2. Methodology

Figure 1 shows the overall idea of the method in this paper.
The method uses historical data to train the policy set and
policy selector in the training stage. In the actual utilization
stage, it applies the policy set to calculate the candidate action
set based on the current state. Based on the current state and
candidate action set, it then relies on the policy selector to
calculate the final action submitted to the actual system for
execution. As shown in the left part of Figure 1, each policy
in the policy set uses part of the data for training, which is
called local training, where the data used is marked in differ-
ent colors. The selector uses global data. Training is called
global training, and only one selector is marked with a unique
color. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the details of the policy set
training and policy selector design, respectively.

2.1. Policy Set Training. Behavior cloning transforms the
learning problem into a supervised learning problem of fit-
ting expert demonstration behavior. That is, given expert
state-action pair trajectory data, the deterministic policy
function receives a state as an input and then outputs an
action that should be close to the expert’s action in the histor-
ical data. For a random policy function, it outputs the distri-
bution of actions in the current state. Under this distribution,
the expert’s actions in the current state should have a high
probability value. When using a neural network to character-
ize a policy function, π, the policy function is typically deter-
mined by the neural network architecture and parameters θ,
so it can be written as πθ. The policy network training task is
to adjust θ and find θ∗ to minimize the loss function. The task
and the loss function are expressed as follows:

θ∗ = argminθ L θð Þð Þ,

L θð Þ = E s,ah i~D
1
2

πθ ∙∣sð Þ − að Þ2
� �

,
ð1Þ

where E denote the expectation and hs, ai ~D denote the
state, action pair sampled from the data D to estimate the
expectation.

Ross et al. presented the following conclusion. The policy
(s) is obtained by supervising training with a labeled training
set. When the action at given in the state s and the optimal
action a ∗ are evaluated with a 0-1 loss, LðπÞ = Eτ~π½∑t=H

0
1ðat ≠ a∗Þ� (τ is the trajectory collected by policy π) will
be within the upper bound given as follows.

L πð Þ ≤ C +H2ϵ, ð2Þ

where ϵ is the generalization error in the distribution s ~
dπðsÞ and C is constant. This means that when the time
length is H, the deviation of the error will grow as the
square of H, which will cause to deviate significantly from
the expert policy. Thus, the state distribution dπðsÞ obtained
by executing the policy π is far away from the state distribution
dEðsÞ obtained by using the expert policy.

To address this issue, the collected expert trajectories are
segmented, and policies of different stages are trained for dif-
ferent state sets. This allows the policy selector to control the
length of time used by each policy and to reduce the overall
accumulated error, as shown in Figure 2. Rectangles of one
color represent the training data used in one policy. The
overlapping area is set in the segmented data of the interval.
Given the training set τ1, τ2,⋯, τN , the trajectory length is
H, and the policy set is π1, π2,⋯, πK , the width of the data
used to train each policy is W, and the width of the overlap-
ping area is S. The following relationship W ∗ K − S ∗ ðK −
1Þ =H must be satisfied. For the i-th policy in the policy set
πθi

during training, minimize the following loss function:

L θið Þ = Eτ~π 〠
t=W∗i−S∗ i−1ð Þ

W∗ i−1ð Þ−S∗ i−1ð Þ

1
2

πθi ∙∣stð Þ − atð Þ2
" #

: ð3Þ
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Figure 1: The overall idea of the method.
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2.2. Design of Policy Selector Based on Generative Adversarial
Network. The generative adversarial network (GAN) was first
proposed by Goodfellow [18]. It is a generative model that
uses deep neural networks. The generative adversarial net-
work consists of two components: a generative model and a
discriminator model. The generative model is used to gener-
ate new samples, and the discriminator model distinguishes
the generated samples from the real samples. In the training,
the training goal of the generative model is to make the gen-
erated samples for the discriminator to recognize its real
samples, and the training goal of the discriminator is to cor-
rectly distinguish between true and false samples. The two
models improve performance in adversarial mode so that
the generative model can converge to generate data that is
similar to the distribution represented by the real sample
data. Meanwhile, the discriminator model has a high accu-
racy rate that can distinguish between true and false samples.

As shown in Figure 3, a policy selector architecture is
proposed based on a GAN. A discriminator is trained to dis-
tinguish whether a given state-action pair is an expert dem-
onstration. The fake data used for training consists of two
parts. The first is the state-action pair (<s, a > ) formed by
inputting random noise Z (sampled from a normal distribu-
tion) and state S (sampled from real historical data) to the
generator GðS, ZÞ to obtain the current action a. The second
is the data obtained by the action of both the selector and the
policy set (trained by the method described in Section 2.1). A
state S (sampled from real historical data), it corresponds to
the policy set π1, π2,⋯, πK , which is used to form the output
action vector A = a1, a2,⋯, aK , where aiði = 1, 2,⋯, KÞ cor-
responds to the action proposal given by the i-th policy, and
the policy selector takes ðs, a1Þ, ðs, a2Þ,⋯, ðs, aKÞ as inputs
to obtain the scoring vector to judge whether each action pair
is an expert behaviorV =Dðs, a1Þ,Dðs, a2Þ,⋯,Dðs, aKÞ. The
final action can be calculated as follows:

action = A ·
V

∑K
i=1e

D s,aið Þ : ð4Þ

The resulting action pair <s, a > is used as a sample of the
fake dataset. The real data comes from the demonstration of
expert data.

The training objective of the discriminator is the maximi-
zation of equation (5), the training objective of the generator
is the maximization of equation (6), and the parameter
update process is marked by the dotted line in Figure 3.

L Dð Þ = E s,ah i~FakeData log 1 −D s, að Þð Þ½ � + E s,ah i~Real Data log D s, að Þð½ �,
ð5Þ

L Gð Þ = Es~history states set D s,G s, zð Þð Þ½ �: ð6Þ

2.3. Summary of Algorithm. According to the description
above, the algorithm is summarized as shown in Algorithm 1.
After the training, the algorithm outputs the discriminator
Dw∗ and the policy set fπ∗

1 , π∗
2 ,⋯, π∗

Kg. In actual use, at every
moment t, the state s is obtained from the real system, and
the action candidate set A = fa∗1 , a∗2 ,⋯, a∗Kg is obtained after
the policy set is processed. The discriminator Dw∗ is used as a
selector to obtain the score vector, V = fDw∗ðs, a∗1 Þ,Dw∗ðs,
a∗2 Þ,⋯,Dw∗ðs, a∗KÞg, and output action, action = A · eV /ð∑K

i=1
eDw∗ ðs,a∗i ÞÞ. These are submitted to the real system for execu-
tion, and closed-loop control is formed over and over again.
The process is shown in Figure 1.

3. Experiments and Results

Cubli is a 15 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm cube. Momentum wheels
are arranged on the three planes of the cube. It is a typical
nonlinear, unstable, and multidegree-of-freedom control sys-
tem. The rotation of the motor drives the flywheel to produce
momentum changes. Momentum is transferred between the
flywheel and the body to control the posture. Cubli is shown
in Figure 4.

Inverted pendulum has been used to verify control theory
for a long time [19, 20]. Chaturvedi et al. [21] pointed out
that the three-dimensional inverted pendulum can be used
as a simplified aircraft version to study control theory. As a
reaction-wheel-based inverted pendulum, Cubli has the sim-
ilar structure as a satellite and be used to verify the method
proposed in the study.

Cubli is mainly composed of three brushless motors with
encoders, three sets of brake devices, an MPU6050 digital
motion processor, a main control chip STM32F103RCT6,
and Raspberry Pi 4B. The STM32 and the Raspberry Pi were
connected through a serial port. The onboard data was col-
lected by STM32 through MPU6050 and submitted to the
Raspberry Pi for processing through the serial port. The com-
munication protocol sent by Cubli to the Raspberry Pi was
floating-point data of the Euler angles (roll, yaw, and pitch),
angular velocities (rotation rates around the x, y, and z axes),
motor speeds (one for each of the three motors), and motor
PWM values (one for each of the three motors). The first
two data entries were read from the MPU6050 DMP register.
As the calculation unit and control unit, the Raspberry Pi cal-
culated the current actions (the PWM target values of the
three motors) to be performed after obtaining the current

Initial states

Goal states

Steps

State-action
pairs

Policy learned and
train data (limited steps)

Figure 2: An example of policy set training.
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Cubli status information, which was sent to the Cubli main
control chip and was executed by the motor after it was writ-
ten into the register. The on-board data sampling interval
time was 5ms. The time to calculate the action through the
Raspberry Pi was about 3ms, and the time from acquiring

the status to executing the action was about 8ms, that is,
the control frequency was 125Hz.

The environment constructed in this paper was mainly
used to achieve point balance on a corner, as shown in
Figure 5. After turning Cubli to the side balancing state, the

Generator

Z

S
Fake data

<S, A>

Real data

Discriminator

State sample from
history data 

A

S

V

Score vector

Softmax Selected
action 

Discriminator Real or
fake

<S, A>
A = G(S,Z)

Noise sample from
normal distribution

State smple from
history data

Policy sets

<a1,a2....a7>…

Figure 3: The architecture of policy selector based on GAN.

Input: expert state-action trajectories fτ1, τ2,⋯, τNg, and the ith trajectory τi = ðsi0, ai0, si1, ai1,⋯, siH , aiHÞ’s length is H.
Initialize policy set fπ1, π2,⋯, πKg which size is K , and the ith policy’s parameter is θi.
Training set’s width is W, and the overlap size between two adjacent training sets is S.
Initialize generator’s parameter ϕ and discriminator parameter w

Output: trained discriminator Dw∗ and policy set fπ∗
1 , π∗

2 ,⋯, π∗
Kg

1: for i = 1 to K do
2: Initialize training set Di
3: for j = 1 to N do

4: Collect state-action pairs from trajectory τj = ðsjW∗ði−1Þ−D∗ði−1Þ, a
j
W∗ði−1Þ−D∗ði−1Þ,⋯, sjW∗i−D∗ði−1Þ, a

j
W∗i−D∗ði−1ÞÞ, and save into

training set Di.
5: end for
6: Train policy πi with gradient descent to minimize the loss LðθiÞ = −Eðs,aÞ∼Di

½log ðπθi
ðajsÞÞ�

7: end for
8: for k = 1 to MAX do
9: for i = 1 to M do
10: Sample state-action pairs ðsi, aiÞ from expert state-action data, and save into real data set R
11: Sample states si from expert data, input the state into policy set, and get action vector A = fai1, ai2,⋯, aiKg
12: Calculate the score vector V = fDwi

ðsi, ai1Þ,Dwi
ðsi, ai2Þ,⋯,Dwi

ðsi, aiKÞg
13: Calculate the action with afake = A ⋅ eV /∑K

i=1ðeViÞ
14: Save ðsi, afakeÞ into fake data set F
15: Save the action agenerated generated from generator ðsi, ageneratedÞ into fake data set F
16: end for
17: Update the discriminator parameters with gradient ascent to maximize the function Eðs,aÞ∼R½log ðDwi

ðs, aÞÞ� + Eðs,aÞ∼F ½log ð1 −
Dwi

ðs, aÞÞ�’s value
18: Update the generator parameters with gradient ascent to maximize the function LðϕÞ = Es∼τ½log ðDwi

ðs,Gϕðs, zÞÞÞ�
19: end for

Algorithm 1: GAN-based offline reinforcement learning method.
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momentum exchange between the body and the flywheel was
implemented by controlling the rotation of the three flywheels
to achieve the attitudemovement. In the vicinity of the balance
point, the angular momentum of the body was again reduced
to close to 0 to implement the point balance control.

The current state of Cubli is represented as st = ½ϕ, θ, φ,
_x, _y, _z, Encoder A, Encoder B, Encoder C�T , where ϕ, θ, and
φ represent roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively; _x, _y, and _z
represent the angular velocities around the x, y, and z axes,
respectively; and Encoder_A, Encoder_B, and Encoder_C
represent the speed data of the devices on the three plane
flywheels. The action is expressed as at = ½a1, a2, a3�, where
a1, a2, and a3 correspond to the PWM values of the three

motor voltage signals that control the rotation of the
motor.

The Euler angles and triaxial angular velocities in each
state were directly measured by the onboard MPU6050 six-
axis inertial measurement unit. Encoder_A, Encoder_B,
and Encoder_C were written into the main control chip by
the encoder of the motor. The state was standardized, and
the cosine and sine function values were used instead of the
Euler angles. For the shaft angular velocity and motor speed,
the measured data was obtained from the board and divided
by the maximum value for normalization so that each state
component was limited to the value range of ½−1, 1�. There-
fore, the actual state of use is expressed as follows:

A fully connected neural network was used to represent
the policy model. The neural network had three hidden
layers, each with 128 neurons, initialized with random values
for each parameter. A three-layer, fully connected neural net-
work was used to represent the generative model and dis-
crimination model in the policy selector. The specific
neural network architecture, initialization parameters, learn-

ing method, sample batch number, and learning rate are
shown in Table 1.

At the beginning of the experiment, the expert policy was
deployed on Cubli and used to collect data for simulating to
get control data on orbit, and 200 expert state-action pair tra-
jectory data were collected, with 2000 steps per trajectory.
This dataset was used to train the policy through behavior

Figure 4: Cubli and its structure.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of spot balance task.
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cloning, and the same dataset was used to train the policy set
and policy selector of the method proposed in this paper. The
behavioral cloning method used 400,000 entries of the sam-
ple data of the entire training set for training a single policy,
and the number of sample batches for each training process
was 256. The training was performed in 1,562,500 times with
the 400,000 samples. A policy set with a set number of seven
was used, the 2000-step data of each trajectory was divided

into seven training sets, and the number of steps in each
training set was 290 steps. The number of overlapping steps
in the training set used by the interval policy was five.

After the training, πBC and πOUR METHOD were deployed
in the same real system to verify the effects of the two policies.
Figure 6 shows that the policy trained using the behavioral
cloning method could adjust Cubli to the equilibrium point
at the beginning of the experiment so that the Cubli Euler

Table 1: Parameter settings of policy, policy set, and policy selector.

Behavioral cloning Policy set
Policy selector
(discriminator)

Generator

Number of input layer units 12 12 15 12

Number of output layer units 3 3 1 3

Means of parameter initialization
Censored normal

distribution
randomly generated

Censored normal
distribution

randomly generated

Censored normal
distribution

randomly generated

Censored normal
distribution

randomly generated

Number of hidden layer units 128 128 256 256

Hidden layers 3 3 3 3

Optimization algorithm
and learning rate

Adam/0.003 Adam/0.003 Adam/0.003 Adam/0.003

Number of batch samples 256 64 256 64
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Figure 6: Experiment results: BC method was used. (a) Euler angles, (b) gyro value, (c) PWM value, and (d) encoder value.
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angle was close to 0. The three-axis angular velocities were
nearly 0, which means a balance was maintained in the
experiment of nearly 500 steps. However, after 500 steps, it
gradually deviated from the balance point, which caused
errors to accumulate and eventually resulted in the loss of
balance.

The experimental results verify Ross’s conclusion that the
accumulation of errors is proportional to the square of the
number of steps. The test results using the method in this
paper are shown in Figure 7. To better display the data, the
entire record is not presented; only the first 10,000 steps in
the trajectory are shown. This is sufficient to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed method. The data of
10,000 steps shows the system adjusted from the initial state
to the equilibrium point (the Euler angle error and angular
velocity were close to 0), and the system remained near the
equilibrium point. The PWM and flywheel speed values
showed that Cubli was always relatively stable during opera-
tion, and the adjustment was maintained within a small
range, achieving better performance.

Analysis of the results showed that the reason the pro-
posed method achieved a better performance was that by
dividing the expert trajectories, each policy in the policy set
was trained for a different initial state set. Moreover, in actual

use, the policy that is suitable for the current state is selected
through the policy selector. Consequently, the probability of
the same policy being used continuously is significantly
reduced compared to the behavioral cloning method with
only one policy, thereby reducing the cumulative error
caused by using only one policy.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a data-driven offline reinforcement learning
method is proposed that can learn effective control policies
in an attitude control system that uses momentum exchange
as the actuator. The method learns a single policy from differ-
ent stages by dividing the trajectories of experts, making it
possible to select policies with fewer accumulated errors from
the policy set based on the state. The method also adopts
global data to train the policy selector. When deployed in
the actual system, an effective policy is selected through the
evaluation of the policy selector based on the current state.
This yields a good performance for control over long time
periods. Unlike previous works that verified algorithms in a
simulation environment, the physical system constructed in
this study was closer to a satellite attitude control system with
momentum wheels as the actuators. The method also avoids
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Figure 7: Experiment results: our method. (a) Euler angles, (b) gyro value, (c) PWM value, and (d) encoder value.
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The communication capacity control of the computer wireless network is the basis for realizing the efficient communication of
massive data. In order to study the communication capacity control technology of the computer wireless network, improve the
control effect of a large amount of data communication, and calculate the capacity of the wireless network in real time, this
paper uses the fuzzy wavelet neural network to predict the wireless network channel. After the interference-free channel is
obtained, the load balancing strategy of the ant colony optimization algorithm is used to filter the channel, and the channel
allocation sequence with the most balanced load distribution is obtained, and a priority selection list is generated. After
discretizing the channels in the largest discretization selection list, the channel sequence is allocated to the pair of nodes with
communication requests according to the greedy coloring algorithm, so as to realize the communication capacity control of the
computer wireless network. The test results show that the technology can guarantee good communication performance in both
static and dynamic networks and can effectively complete network communication of massive data, and the communication
capacity control effect is good.

1. Introduction

Wireless network communication capacity refers to the max-
imum amount of information that can be transmitted in a
unit time, which is the embodiment of the advantages and
disadvantages of wireless network communication ability,
and it is greatly related to communication lines, work effi-
ciency, and information passing time. At present, the Inter-
net has covered people’s daily life. With the continuous
integration of wireless communication technology and com-
puter network technology, computer network technology has
also developed rapidly. It has developed from simple data
transmission in the past to multimedia data transmission
such as voice, image, and video [1]. With the rapid develop-
ment of computer technology, network technology, and
communication technology, wireless network communica-
tion performs the functions of traditional network communi-
cation, such as file transmission, peripheral sharing, Web
browsing, e-mail, and database access. Its main characteris-
tics are high data transmission rate, relatively low price, and

fast network construction speed [2]. Because the wireless
communication link has the characteristics of high burst
error rate, signal attenuation and background noise, interfer-
ence conflict, and so on and because of the distributed ran-
dom access characteristics of DCF, it will be greatly affected
by network congestion, resulting in communication bottle-
necks and other problems [3]. Because the communication
line is the main reason that affects the wireless network com-
munication, the communication line is also called the chan-
nel, and the capacity of the channel determines the capacity
of the network communication [4]. Channel capacity is a
parameter of the channel, which can reflect the maximum
amount of information that can be transmitted by the chan-
nel. At present, the single-channel protocol is the main pro-
tocol in the practical application of wireless network, which
simplifies the implementation of the protocol, reduces the
difficulty of mutual discovery between nodes, and makes
the networking more rapid and convenient [5]. However,
when the amount of data is very large, many nodes will apply
for communication on this channel at the same time,
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resulting in increased communication competition. There-
fore, it is studied in this paper, and the communication
capacity control technology of computer wireless network is
proposed, which is used to solve the problem of communica-
tion capacity control and ensure the efficient transmission of
data communication [6].

The key contributions of this work are as follows:

(1) This paper uses fuzzy wavelet neural network to pre-
dict wireless network channels

(2) This paper uses the load balancing strategy of the ant
colony optimization algorithm to filter the channels,
obtain the channel allocation sequence with the most
balanced load distribution, and generate a priority
selection list

(3) The channel sequence is allocated to the pair of nodes
with communication requests according to the
greedy coloring algorithm to realize the communica-
tion capacity control of the computer wireless
network

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses communication capacity control technology of
computer wireless network, followed by the experimental test
which is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper
with summary and future research directions.

2. Communication Capacity Control
Technology of Computer Wireless Network

In this paper, a multichannel MAC protocol is used, which
can make many nodes in wireless sensor network and use
multiple channels for parallel communication, so as to
greatly improve the utilization of network bandwidth
resources, reduce communication competition, and improve
the network communication capacity [7].

The communication capacity control of computer wire-
less network is divided into three steps: channel prediction,
screening, and allocation. In the communication process of
computer wireless network, the prediction model of fuzzy
wavelet neural network is used to get the channel without
interference in the next stage [8]. Then, the load balancing
strategy based on ant colony algorithm is applied to filter
the channels, and the channel sequences without interference
and with low load are recorded in the priority choice lists
(PCL). Then, the maximum discretization algorithm is
applied to select the channel from the PCL for channel dis-
cretization [9]. After the maximum discretization of the
channel is completed, the channel sequence is assigned to
the node pair with communication request to realize the
communication capacity control of computer wireless net-
work [10].

2.1. Channel Prediction Based on Fuzzy Wavelet Neural
Network. Fuzzy wavelet neural network is composed of fuzzy
neural network and wavelet network. The first half realizes a
TSK fuzzy model, and the second half is wavelet network.

The outputs of the two network models are the outputs of
the model [11]. The network structure is shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the neural network has a
three-layer structure including an input layer, a calculation
layer, and an output layer. There is a close connection
between each level. In the structure of fuzzy wavelet neural
network, the number of nodes in fuzzy rules is the same as
the number of input signals [12]. In the second layer, each
node has its corresponding language rules [13]. The member-
ship value of each input signal to the network belongs to a
part of the fuzzy system set. The membership function is
expressed by Gauss function as

μj xið Þ = exp −
xi − ξij
� �2

τ2ij

" #
, i = 1, 2,⋯, k, j = 1, 2,⋯,m,

ð1Þ

in which the input signal variables of the fuzzy wavelet neural
network, the number of nodes of the second layer network,
and the center and width of the membership function of
the jth term of the ith input are represented by x1, x2,⋯, xk
; n; ξij; and τij, respectively [14].

The output of the third layer of the fuzzy network can be
expressed as follows:

μθ xð Þ =Π
j
μj xið Þθ = 1, 2,⋯, n, j = 1, 2,⋯,m, ð2Þ

in which the output of the fuzzy network is μθðxÞ, which is
also the input signal of the final network. Therefore, the com-
mon output of the wavelet network and fuzzy network can be
expressed as

u = ∑n
θ=1μθ xð Þyθ
∑n

θ=1μθ xð Þ , ð3Þ

in which the output of the upper wavelet network and the
final output of the network are μθðxÞ; y1, y2,⋯, yn; and U ,
respectively [15].

When using the fuzzy wavelet neural network to predict a
channel, the spectrum state β of binary sequence with length
T in the channel is decomposed into vector βt

t−τ+1 = ½βt ,
βt−1,⋯, βt−τ+2, βt−τ+1� with length τ as an input vector of
the fuzzy wavelet network, the output is Y ∘, and its equation
is

βt =

βt ⋯ βt ⋯ βT−1

βt−1 ⋮ βt−1 ⋮ βT−2

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

β2 ⋮ βt−τ+2 ⋮ βT−τ+1

β1 ⋯ βt−τ+1 ⋯ βT−t

2
666666664

3
777777775
,

Y ∘ = βτ+1, βt+1,⋯, βT½ �:

ð4Þ

Each column of βt is sent to the input layer neuron as the
input sequence of the fuzzy wavelet neural network. Because
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the determination of the fuzzy rules of the sample set
affects the network structure and the initial parameters
of the network, it can reduce the complexity and improve
the generalization performance [16]. Therefore, we first
extract the rules from the sample set and use the fuzzy
C-means clustering algorithm to complete the rule extrac-
tion; that is, for N samples fðxj, yjÞg, j = 1, 2,⋯N , the
number of clusters c is set; then, the problem is trans-
formed into an optimization problem that meets the con-
straint conditions [17].

min
μkl ,yj

J = 〠
N

j=1
〠
c

k=1
μkj

� �m
d2kj: ð5Þ

The constraint conditions are as follows:

〠
c

k=1
μkj = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤N ,

μkj ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤N , 1 ≤ k ≤ c,

8>><
>>: ð6Þ

in which the fuzzy index of clustering is expressed by m,
and m > 1; the membership degree of sample xj belonging
to cluster k is expressed by μkj; the Euclidean distance and
diagonal matrix between the sample point and cluster cen-
ter are d2kj = AjðxÞ = ðxi − vkÞTðFkÞ−1ðxj − vkÞ and Fk,
respectively [18].

Let the partition matrix and center matrix of clustering be
U = ½μkj�, K = 1, 2,⋯, C, J = 1, 2,⋯,N , and V = ½v1, v2,⋯,
vc�, and the number of cycles and the ending error be l = 1
and ε > 0, respectively. The process of fuzzy clustering is as
follows:

(1) Calculate the fuzzy clustering model:

v lð Þ
k =

∑N
j=1 μ

l−1ð Þ
ki

� �m
Zj

∑N
j=1 μ

l−1ð Þ
ki

� �m , k = 1, 2,⋯, c, ð7Þ

in which Zj is sample set

(2) Calculate the covariance matrix:

Fk =
∑N

j=1 μ
l−1ð Þ
ki

� �m
Zj − v lð Þ

k

� �
Zj − v lð Þ

k

� �T
∑N

j=1 μ
l−1ð Þ
ki

� �m ð8Þ

(3) Calculate the distance to the cluster:

d2kj = Zj − v lð Þ
k

� �T
Dk Zj − v lð Þ

k

� �
, 1 ≤ I ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ c ð9Þ

(4) Update partition matrix:

v lð Þ
k,j =

1

∑c
i=1 D2

k,j z j, vk
� �

/D2
i,j z j, vi
� �� �1/ m−1ð Þ ð10Þ

(5) Using orthogonal least square method, according
to the principle of maximum error change rate,
Ms important clusters are found and saved [19].
M =Ms; UðlÞ = ½ui�, i = 1,⋯,Ms; and U is
regularized
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Figure 1: Structure of fuzzy wavelet neural network.
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(6) If kUðlÞ −U ðl−1Þk < ε ends, otherwise l = l + 1, return
(1) to continue running

For the generated fuzzy rule, if x1 is A
j
1 and xn is A

j
n, then

i y_j = Y
_

WNN, where Rj is the jth fuzzy rule and y_j is the out-

put corresponding to the jth fuzzy rule Rj. A
j
i Gaussian mem-

bership function μij is

μij βið Þ = exp −
βi − ξij
� �2

τ2ij

 !
: ð11Þ

In this case, the output rule μj can be expressed as

μJ = Π
n

i=1
exp −

βi − ξj,i
� �

τ2j,i

 !2 !
: ð12Þ

The output Y
_

WNN of the wavelet network is calculated as
follows:

Y
_

WNN j
= 〠

M

a=1
〠
a

b=0
ωa,b,j ⋅ φa,b 〠

n

i=1
Ci
a,b ⋅ Xi

 !
, ð13Þ

in which the scale factor and displacement factor are a and b,
respectively.

The prediction output of the whole network is Y
_
:

Y
_
=
∑M

j=1 μj ⋅ Y
_

WNN j

� �
∑M

j=1μ j

: ð14Þ

Ci
a,b and ωa,b use the least square difference of gradient

descent.

E = 1
2i〠

n

i=1
Y
_
− y ið Þ

� �2
, ð15Þ

in which E is the error and y is the expected output.
The gradient descent method is used to adjust the param-

eters ξ, τ, C, and weight ω in equations (10) and (14). The
first two parameters depend on the fuzzy membership func-
tion, the last two parameters come from the wavelet network

model, and α is the learning rate [20].

τ q + 1ð Þ = τ qð Þ − α ⋅
∂E
∂τ q = τ qð Þ − α ⋅

1
i
⋅ Y

_
− Yi

� �
⋅
∂Y
_

∂τ

�����
�����
q

,

ξ q + 1ð Þ = ξ qð Þ − α ⋅
∂E
∂ξ q = ξ qð Þ − α ⋅

1
i
⋅ Y

_
− Yi

� �
⋅
∂Y
_

∂ξ

�����
�����
q

,

ω q + 1ð Þ = ω qð Þ − α ⋅ Y
_
− y ið Þ

� �
⋅
1
i
⋅
1
a
⋅ zj ⋅

∂Y
_

WNN
∂ω q

�� ,
c q + 1ð Þ = c qð Þ − α ⋅ Y

_
− y ið Þ

� �
⋅
1
i
⋅
1
a
⋅ zj ⋅

∂Y
_

WNN
∂c q

�� :
ð16Þ

If node j is connected to rule node l, then

∂μl β j

� �
∂ξji

= μl βj

� � 2 βj − ξji
� �

τ2ji
,
∂μl βj

� �
∂τji

= μl βj

� � 2 βj − ξji
� �2

τ2ji
:

ð17Þ

2.2. Load Balancing Based on Ant Colony Algorithm. Load
balancing problem for wireless sensor network channel allo-
cation is to make the data traffic balanced allocation to each
channel. Load balancing is very important for the perfor-
mance of communication capacity and average delay of wire-
less sensor networks [21]. The reason is that if the network
load cannot be evenly distributed, the channel with large load
will lead to the backlog of data services, while the channel
with small load will produce the phenomenon that the chan-
nel is idle after the transmission of data services, thus affect-
ing the communication capacity of wireless sensor networks
[22]. In this paper, low overhead MAC protocol and ant col-
ony optimization algorithm are used to integrate and
exchange information between data links and networks,
establish certain connections, work cooperatively, remove
redundant operations, and allocate network resources more
effectively [23].

In the algorithm, pheromone updating is divided into
iterative optimal updating and local pheromone updating.
The search path selection methods of searching solution
space include two kinds: according to the prior law and
according to the probability [24]. The purpose of this algo-
rithm is as follows: at a certain time, when the data traffic
set in the network comes, the ant colony algorithm is used
to find a channel allocation sequence which makes the load
most balanced distribution. Whether the channel load distri-
bution is balanced or not can be expressed by the standard
deviation of the channel load distribution [25].

B =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
〠
n

j=1
xi − qð Þ2

vuut , q = 1
n
〠
n

j=1
xj, ð18Þ

in which j is the total number of available channels, xj is the
load ratio of channel j, q is the average load ratio of channel,
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and B is the standard deviation of the load ratio of channel.
The smaller the value of B is, the smaller the fluctuation of
channel load is and the more balanced the load distribution
is. The algorithm first updates the channel load ratio for the
channel with low load [26]. With the increase of the overall
load, the update mechanism gradually releases the restriction
of the load ratio update, allowing more channels with rela-
tively high load to join the algorithm scheduling; when the
system load drops, the scheduling of individual channels with
relatively high load will be closed in the global update [27], so
as to achieve the purpose of overall load balancing.

(1) Iterate and update equation

τ r, sð Þ = 1 − ρð Þ × τ r, sð Þ + ρΔτ r, sð Þ,

Δτ r, sð Þ = Kστ r, sð Þ−1,  r, sð Þ ∈ IOP,
0, otherwise,

( ð19Þ

in which iðr, sÞ is the pheromone content of the channel rs,
that is, the ratio of the load of the channel rs to the total load;
Δiðr, sÞ is the increment of the ratio of the load on the chan-
nel to the total load; ρ is the volatile factor of the iterative
optimal update load ratio; and ð1 − ρÞ is the residual factor
of the new load ratio. By changing the values of ρ and K ,
the growth rate of channel load is adjusted [28]. στðr, sÞ is
the standard deviation of the optimal channel sequence load
generated in each iteration, and the channel sequence with
no interference and low load is recorded in the priority
choice lists (PCL); IOP is the iterative optimal path [29, 30].

(2) Local update equation

τ r, sð Þ = 1 − ϑð Þτ r, sð Þ + ϑτ 0ð Þ, ð20Þ

in which ϑ is the volatility coefficient of the local update load
ratio, τð0Þ is the initial value of the load ratio, and the intro-
duction of ϑ can reduce the load ratio on the selected channel,
which is conducive to the discovery of new paths [31].

(3) Path transfer rule equation

S =
arg max τ r, uð Þ½ �α ⋅ φ r, uð Þ½ �β

n o
, q ≤ q0,

Pk
ij, q > q0,

8<
: ð21Þ

in which q0ðo < q0 < 1Þ is a parameter of the algorithm, and
q0 is a random number between 0 and 1. α is the heuristic fac-
tor, which is the adjustment parameter of load ratio; β is the
expected heuristic factor, which is the adjustment parameter
of visibility. φðr, uÞ is heuristic information. When q > q0, the
channel is searched according to the probability; when q ≤ q0,
the channel is selected according to the prior law [32].

(4) Calculation equation of transition probability

Pk
ij tð Þ =

ταij tð Þ ∗ φ
β
ij tð Þ

∑scallowedkτ
α
is tð Þ ∗ φβ

ij tð Þ
, j = allpwedk,

0, otherwise,

8>><
>>: ð22Þ

in which Pk
ijðtÞ is the probability that the kth ant selects chan-

nel ij at time t, and allpwedk represents the set of nodes con-
nected with the edge of node i, that is, the set of nodes that
can be selected by the kth ant at node i. If the node is in the
set, its probability is calculated according to the concentra-
tion of load ratio; otherwise, the probability is 0. The transfer
probability equation indicates that the kth ant of an iteration
is calculated according to the proportion of the channel load
to the total load. If the load of the channel accounts for the
greater proportion of the total load, the probability of trans-
fer is also greater [33].

The algorithm description of multichannel load balan-
cing scheduling algorithm based on ant colony algorithm is
as follows:

Step 1. Parameters are set to initialize the load ratio of the
channel.

Step 2. The ants in the ant colony choose a channel according
to the selection probability.

Step 3. If the load ratio of each channel after scheduling is less
than the set threshold.

Step 4. The data service is allocated to the channel.

Step 5. The channel load ratio is updated according to the
channel searched by ants in ant colony.

Step 6. If there is a channel after scheduling, the load ratio is
greater than the set threshold.

Step 7. Return to Step 2, and reselect a channel.

The maximum discretization is used to process the chan-
nel in the PCL list. The equation is as follows:

G ið Þ = i +OH, i + 1H, i + kH½ �, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 3, ð23Þ

in which k is the maximum value satisfying the inequality i
+ kH ≤ 16. Each group includes at least n channels, and the
equation is as follows:

n = floor c
H

� �
: ð24Þ

In order to ensure the maximum discretization and the
maximum separation of each group of channels, the channel
expression equation of group j is as follows:

Group jð Þ = G jð Þ ;G j + nð Þ ;G j + tnð Þ½ �: ð25Þ

Channel maximum discretization is completed. When
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there is a node pair to transmit data, the channel is selected
from the channel list after the maximum discretization
according to the greedy coloring algorithm to assign the
channel to the node pair, so as to control the communication
capacity of the computer wireless network.

3. Experimental Test

In order to test the communication capacity control effect of
the wireless network, NS2 simulation platform is used to
complete the simulation experiment. During the experiment,
the details of wireless network node parameters are shown in
Table 1.

The performance of the multichannel MAC protocol has
a great impact on the result of communication capacity con-
trol. Throughput average packet delay and average hand-
shake time are used to measure the performance of the
multichannel MAC protocol. One of the main goals of mul-
tichannel MAC protocol design is to increase the throughput
of the network. The parameter can directly reflect the perfor-
mance of the protocol. Packet delay refers to the time from
the sending node to the receiving node, which is composed
of queue delay, sending delay, and backoff delay. The average
packet delay is an important index to measure the quality of a
MAC protocol. The calculation equations are as follows:

Cumulative throughput

= Group size × number of packets sent successfully
Simulation time ,

Average packet delay

= ∑Packet delay of successfully received packets
Number of packets received successfully :

ð26Þ

The transmission performance of the proposed technology in
static network and dynamic network is tested, and the perfor-
mance of the multichannel MAC protocol and typical single
transceiver multichannel protocol (MMAC protocol) is com-
pared under different packet arrival rates. Comparison
results of the two protocols in static network and dynamic
network are shown in Table 2. Packet average delay results
in static and dynamic networks are shown in Table 3.

According to the test results in Table 2, in the static net-
work and dynamic network, when the packet arrival rate is
lower than 40Kbps, the throughput difference between the
multichannel MAC protocol and the typical single trans-
ceiver multichannel protocol (MMAC protocol) is small; this
phenomenon is because the network load is small, the multi-
channel can meet the transmission needs of the network, and
there will be no more serious data conflict; when the packet
arrival rate is lower than 40Kbps, the throughput difference
between the multichannel MAC protocol and the typical sin-
gle transceiver multichannel protocol (MMAC protocol) is
small; when the packet rate is higher than 60Kbps, the

Table 1: Details of wireless network node parameters.

Parameter The values Meaning

Chan Channe/wirelessChanne The channel type is a wireless channel

Prop Propagation/FreeSpace The transport model is free space

Mac Mac/Mmac Protocol used

ifqlen 50 Size of the interface queue

X 500 Topological range length

Y 500 Width of topology range

Stop 100 Set model time

nn 200 Number of wireless nodes

N 10 The total number of channels

Table 2: Comparison results of the two protocols in static network
and dynamic network (bit).

Network
type

Arrival
rate

(Kbps)

This paper presents a
multichannel MAC

protocol

Single transceiver
multichannel

MMAC protocol

Static
network

0 0 0

20 0.30 0.30

40 0.38 0.38

60 0.79 0.61

80 0.82 1.22

100 0.98 1.62

120 1.04 1.71

140 1.18 1.78

160 1.21 1.82

180 1.2 1.78

200 1.21 1.84

Dynamic
network

0 0 0

20 0.28 0.30

40 0.31 0.41

60 0.42 0.68

80 0.79 1.12

100 0.88 1.29

120 1.22 1.71

140 1.22 1.54

160 1.21 1.61

180 1.2 1.77

200 1.21 1.78
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throughput of the multichannel MAC protocol is signifi-
cantly higher than that of the typical single transceiver mul-
tichannel protocol (MMAC protocol), and with the gradual
increase of the packet arrival rate, the difference between
the throughput of the two protocols becomes larger and
larger. This is because the multichannel MAC protocol is
based on the maximum discrete channel allocation, which
can effectively avoid the mutual interference between adja-
cent channels and alternate channels and greatly improve
the utilization of wireless network channel resources, so it
can effectively increase the throughput of wireless network
communication. Packet average delay results in static and
dynamic networks are shown in Table 3.

According to the test results in Table 3, in a static net-
work, when the packet arrival rate is lower than 80Kbps,
the average delay of the multichannel MAC protocol and
the typical single transceiver multichannel protocol (MMAC
protocol) is equal; with the increase of the packet arrival rate,
the load of the wireless network also increases; at this time,
the average delay of the multichannel MAC protocol begins
to be lower than the typical single transceiver multichannel
protocol (MMAC protocol), and the average delay of the net-
work is reduced greatly. In the dynamic network, the average
delay of the two protocols increases slowly when the packet
arrival rate is 20Kbps, but the average delay of the multi-
channel MAC protocol is lower than that of the typical single

transceiver multichannel protocol (MMAC protocol). It
shows that the transmission performance of the proposed
technology is better.

In order to test the communication capacity control effect
of the proposed method, the wireless network communica-
tion capacity before and after the control is counted. Wireless
network communication capacity before control is shown in
Figure 2. Wireless network communication capacity after
control is shown in Figure 3.

According to the test results of Figures 3 and 4, before the
control, there is a large amount of spare capacity in the

Table 3: Packet average delay results in static and dynamic
networks (sec).

Network
type

Arrival
rate

(Kbps)

This paper presents a
multichannel MAC

protocol

Single transceiver
multichannel

MMAC protocol

Static
network

0 0.01 0.01

20 0.02 0.02

40 0.03 0.03

60 0.03 0.03

80 0.03 0.03

100 0.04 0.08

120 0.05 0.12

140 0.05 0.18

160 0.07 0.27

180 0.12 0.28

200 0.18 0.33

Dynamic
network

0 0 0

20 0.04 0.05

40 0.06 0.09

60 0.08 0.13

80 0.10 0.17

100 0.12 0.27

120 0.27 0.34

140 0.31 0.39

160 0.32 0.41

180 0.36 0.55

200 0.43 0.61
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Figure 2:Wireless network communication capacity before control.
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Figure 3: Wireless network communication capacity after control.
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network, which does not make full use of the channel to com-
plete the effective allocation of capacity; after using the tech-
nology in this paper, the use and allocation of spare capacity
can be completed by using the channel reasonably. It shows
that this technology has good control effect on the communi-

cation capacity of computer wireless network and can make
full use of the channel to achieve capacity allocation.

In the case of different numbers of channels, the time
required for data transmission of different sizes before and
after control is tested. Data transmission time before control

2 gb of data

200

180

160

140

120

100
Ti

m
e (

m
s)

80

60

40

20

10 20 30 40
Channel number/article

50 60
0

5 gb of data

�e data of 10 gb

Figure 4: Data transmission time before control.
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Figure 5: Data transmission time after control.
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is shown in Figure 4. Data transmission time after control is
shown in Figure 5.

According to the test results of Figures 4 and 5, when the
data volume is 2GB, 5GB, and 10GB, the larger the data vol-
ume is before the communication capacity control, the more
time-consuming the transmission is, because the larger the
data volume is, many nodes will send communication appli-
cations to the channel at the same time, resulting in commu-
nication competition, and there will be interference between
nodes, resulting in the increase of transmission time-
consuming; after the communication capacity control, it
can realize multi-channel parallel communication, and
improve the utilization of network broadband and transmis-
sion efficiency.

4. Conclusion

The communication capacity control of computer wireless
network is the main means to meet the current communica-
tion needs of computer wireless network, so this paper stud-
ies the communication capacity control technology of
wireless network based on fuzzy wavelet neural network
and ant colony algorithm. In order to ensure good network
connectivity as the premise, according to the channel load
to carry out channel allocation, the reasonable use of the
channel can be realized, to reduce the cost of nodes, so as
to ensure the effective control of communication transmis-
sion capacity. The test results show that the technology is
effective for the communication capacity control of computer
wireless network, and the network communication perfor-
mance is good. In the future research, how to calculate the
capacity of wireless network communication in real time
has become a main research direction. This link should be
added to the research of this article.
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With the increase of library collections, it is difficult for readers to quickly find the books they want when choosing books. Book
recommendation system is becoming more and more important. Based on the previous research, this paper proposes a book
recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering and interest. Take the interest of the book itself as an important
measurement index, including the number of searches, borrowing time, borrowing times, borrowing interval, and renewal times.
Through the analysis of MAE and RMSE experiments, the results show that the method proposed in this paper converges faster
than the traditional method.

1. Introduction

With the continuous deepening of the informatization
process, all walks of life are carrying out informatization
reforms. In this context, the process of digitalization of
library management information is gradually improving
[1]. Digital libraries are deeply loved by readers for their
convenient and quick document retrieval methods, person-
alized recommendations, and other characteristic services
[2]. It is difficult for readers to find books of interest in
a short period of time in the face of various bibliographies.
Therefore, the user experience of the traditional library
borrowing method is poor. At present, many scholars have
proposed book recommendation methods, including
content-based recommendation algorithms, which recom-
mend products similar to the products he liked in the past
according to the products that the user liked in the past
[3]. A recommendation algorithm based on association
rules [4], the same user borrows different books can be
considered as having an association relationship [5].
Searching for the collection of books with the highest
degree of association from the borrowing information

can be used as an important reference for book recom-
mendation [6]. A combination recommendation model
based on tagging and association rule mining and user-
based collaborative filtering has nothing to do with items
[7]. Find the most similar neighboring users of the current
user, and recommend the books borrowed by neighboring
users to the current user [8]. A collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation algorithm is based on the popularity of the
item scoring system combined with average preference
weights [9]. A book recommendation algorithm is based
on social networks and so on [10].

This paper proposes a book recommendation algorithm
based on collaborative filtering and interest degree. Collabo-
rative filtering uses cosine similarity to calculate; interest
degree includes search times, borrowing time, borrowing
times, borrowing interval, and renewing times according to
book attributes. Finally, the average deviation and the root
mean square error are used to measure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
analyzes the factors that affect book recommendation from
the two aspects of interest and similarity. The book recom-
mendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering and
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interest degree is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows the
experimental analysis, and Section 5 concludes the paper
with summary and future research directions.

2. Analysis of the Factors Affecting
Book Recommendation

Recommending books to users can be analyzed in terms of
interest and similarity, as shown in Figure 1.

In interest degree, interest is the characteristic of the
book itself, and it is recommended from the perspective
of attractiveness to the target user [11]. It includes the
interest of the book itself and the interest of the user.
Book interest refers to the attributes of the book itself,
including search times, borrowing time, borrowing inter-
val, borrowing times, and renewing times [12]. User inter-
est refers to books that users like, books that have already
been borrowed, and so on.

In similarity, the similarity is to recommend the target
user from the perspective of relevance to the user. There
are two situations for being associated with users [13].
Either they have common attributes, including major,
grade, and gender, or they have a common borrowing
group with the books borrowed by the user, and the books
borrowed by these people can also be recommended to the
user [14].

After comprehensively analyzing the interest and similar-
ity, the relevant model is used to make predictions, and a rec-
ommendation list is generated [15]. Finally, comprehensive
evaluation is carried out through evaluation indicators, and
the prediction results are analyzed.

3. Book Recommendation Algorithm Based on
Collaborative Filtering and Interest

3.1. Book Interest Model. Attributes related to books include
search times, borrowing time, borrowing times, borrowing
interval, and renewing times.

The proportion of search times of a certain book is the
proportion of search times to the search times of all books.
For normalization, the proportion is divided into five levels;
the formula is as follows:

A = M
N

=

5 0 − 20%
4 21 − 40%
3 41 − 60%
2 61 − 80%
1 81 − 100%

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

: ð1Þ

In which, A is the grade score of the search proportion,M
is the number of searches, and N is the total number of
searches for all books. The higher the ranking means the
higher the score.

The length of the borrowing time can basically reflect the
popularity of a book [16]. Of course, the borrowing time may
be too long because you forget to return the book, or you can-
not return the book because of the holiday. This special case

is not considered here for the time being, and the formula is
as follows:

B =
∑K

1 t ′ ið Þ − t ið Þ
� �

/t
� �

K
=

5 0 − 20%
4 21 − 40%
3 41 − 60%
2 61 − 80%
1 81 − 100%

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

: ð2Þ

In which, B is the grade score of the borrowing time, K is
the number of borrowers of the book, t is the longest borrow-
ing time of the book, t ′ðiÞ is the book return time, and tðiÞ is
the book borrowing time. The higher the ranking means the
higher the score.

The number of borrowings can accurately reflect the pop-
ularity of the book [17]. The more borrowing times, the
higher the popularity. The formula is as follows:

C = Q

Q′ =

5 0 − 20%
4 21 − 40%
3 41 − 60%
2 61 − 80%
1 81 − 100%

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

: ð3Þ

In which, C is the rating value of the number of borrow-
ings, Q is the number of borrowings of the book, and Q′ is
the total number of borrowings of all books. Divide the num-
ber of borrowings into five levels, and rank according to the
number of borrowings. The ranking is within 20%, the high-
est level. The ranking is 81%-100%, the level is the lowest,
and the score is the lowest.

The borrowing interval refers to the time interval for a
book to be borrowed after being returned [18]. If the time
is shorter, the demand for the book is greater, or the popular-
ity of the book is greater. On the contrary, if it is returned and
is no longer borrowed, it means that the popularity of the
book is very low. The formula is as follows:

D =
∑K

1 t i + 1ð Þ − t ′ ið Þ
� �

/t
� �

K
=

5 0 − 20%
4 21 − 40%
3 41 − 60%
2 61 − 80%
1 81 − 100%

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

:

ð4Þ

In which, D is the grade score of the borrowing interval,
K is the number of borrowers of the book, t is the longest
borrowing time of the book, t ′ðiÞ is the return time, and tði
+ 1Þ is the next person’s borrowing time. ∑ is the sum. The
higher the ranking means the higher the score.
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The number of renewals of a book can also reflect the
popularity of the book to a certain extent. The formula is as
follows:

E = P

P′
=

5 0 − 20%
4 21 − 40%
3 41 − 60%
2 61 − 80%
1 81 − 100%

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

: ð5Þ

In which, E is the grade score of the proportion of the
number of renewals, P is the number of renewals of the book,
and P′ is the total number of renewals of all books. The
higher the ranking means the higher the score.

Finally, the average of the five indicators is used as a com-
prehensive indicator of book interest; the formula is as fol-
lows:

X = A + B + C +D + E
5 : ð6Þ

3.2. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Model. The
basic idea of the collaborative filtering algorithm is to find
similar users of the current user and predict the current user’s
score based on the similar user’s score information to make
recommendations. A recommendation system based on col-
laborative filtering does not analyze information from data
but establishes an effective evaluation feedback mechanism
to allow users to form a good feedback [19]. In other words,
the recommendation users get may not be mined from the
data at all but contributed by other users. There are three
main steps: collecting scoring data, finding neighbors, and
generating a recommendation list.

The scoring data is shown in Table 1.
The user-based collaborative filtering algorithm is to find

neighbor users with high similarity for the current user and

then recommend items that the neighbor users have rated,
and the current user has not rated to the current user. The
steps include calculating the similarity between the current
user and other users, sorting according to the similarity from
the highest to the bottom and the user with the highest rank-
ing as the current user’s neighbor, filtering the current user’s
rating items from the neighboring user’s rating list, predict-
ing the current user’s rating of unrated item scoring, selecting
the one with the highest score, and recommending it to the
current user.

Cosine similarity can describe the linear correlation
between two sets of data, and its value range is between -1
and 1. The cosine similarity is calculated based on the set of
items jointly evaluated by two users [20]. When using this
method to calculate, it is necessary to remove the average
value of all commodities evaluated by the user. Generally,
the following calculation formula is used to calculate the sim-
ilarity.

Sim u, vð Þ = ∑i∈Iuv Rui × Rvið Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑i∈IuR

2
ui

q
×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑i∈IvR

2
vi

q : ð7Þ

In which, Iu is the set evaluated by user u, Iv is the set
evaluated by user v, Rui is the rating of user u on item i,
and Rvi is the rating of user v on item i.

In this paper, the interest degree and collaborative filter-
ing are averaged for a comprehensive analysis.

Target users

Interest
Similarity

Book interest User interest
Common attributes

with users
Users who borrow

books together

Number Time Interval Times Renew Profession

Predictive

Evaluation

Grade Gender

Figure 1: Recommended elements for target users.

Table 1: The scoring data.

Profession Grade Gender Same borrower

User 1 D11 D12 D13 D14

User 2 D21 D22 D23 D24

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

User m Dm1 Dm2 Dm3 Dm4
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3.3. Evaluation Model.Mean deviation and root mean square
error are usually two standards to measure the accuracy of
the recommended system.

Divide the attributes into five levels and rank them
according to the data. The ranking is within 20%, the highest
level; the ranking is 81%-100%, the lowest level, and the score
is the lowest.

The formula for mean deviation is as follows:

MAE = ∑n
i=1 pi − qij j

n
: ð8Þ

In which, pi is the predicted user rating, and qi is the
user’s actual rating. The smaller the deviation of the average
value, the closer the predicted score of the recommendation
algorithm is to the actual score.

The formula for the root mean square error is as follows:

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ u,ið ÞϵT rui − rui′

� �2

Tj j :

vuut ð9Þ

In which, T represents the test data, ∣T ∣ represents the
size of the test data set, u represents the user, i represents
the book, rui represents the user’s actual score for the book,
and rui′ represents the user’s predicted score for the book.

Table 2: 2020 classified borrowing statistics.

Class name Class number Jan. Feb. ⋯ Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Marxist A 2 0 ⋯ 0 4 0 3 14 5 5

Philosophy B 30 0 ⋯ 9 7 0 18 92 126 55

Social science C 26 0 ⋯ 6 3 0 6 24 49 44

Politics D 0 0 ⋯ 1 13 0 5 9 32 34

Military E 0 0 ⋯ 0 0 0 0 4 5 4

Economic F 18 0 ⋯ 17 10 0 34 51 145 102

Culture G 17 0 ⋯ 13 0 0 31 42 27 43

Language H 65 0 ⋯ 35 9 0 88 370 480 330

Literature I 127 0 ⋯ 131 43 0 115 788 1528 765

Art J 24 0 ⋯ 22 0 0 23 98 102 59

History K 23 0 ⋯ 11 14 0 23 78 110 61

Natural N 0 0 ⋯ 12 0 0 2 1 8 1

Mathematical O 9 0 ⋯ 4 0 0 7 41 47 73

Astronomical P 0 0 ⋯ 1 0 0 0 2 6 1

Biological Q 1 0 ⋯ 2 0 0 0 2 8 1

Medicine R 2 0 ⋯ 10 0 0 13 8 18 15

Agriculture S 1 0 ⋯ 0 0 0 1 0 2 1

Industry T 98 0 ⋯ 36 27 3 92 147 296 233

Traffic U 0 0 ⋯ 1 0 0 0 3 1 3

Aviation V 0 0 ⋯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Surroundings X 1 0 ⋯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Comprehensive Z 9 0 ⋯ 18 1 0 16 20 21 17

Table 3: Part of MAE data.

Number MAE Number MAE Number MAE

1 0.89 160 0.6 320 0.58

10 0.88 170 0.6 330 0.57

20 0.83 180 0.61 340 0.57

30 0.74 190 0.6 350 0.56

40 0.64 200 0.59 360 0.56

50 0.64 210 0.59 370 0.56

60 0.64 220 0.59 380 0.56

70 0.64 230 0.59 390 0.55

80 0.62 240 0.59 400 0.55

90 0.62 250 0.57 410 0.56

100 0.62 260 0.57 420 0.54

110 0.62 270 0.58 430 0.54

120 0.62 280 0.57 440 0.54

130 0.61 290 0.57 450 0.54

140 0.61 300 0.57 460 0.54

150 0.61 310 0.57 470 0.54
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4. Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental data selected the borrowing data and user
data of Wuxi Vocational College of Science and Technology
from 2014 to 2020, and the data was copied and expanded
to three times the original data volume. The borrowing data
for 2020 is shown in Table 2. In the experiment, the data
set is divided into training set and test set in an 8 : 2 manner.

The MAE is calculated according to formula (8), and the
partial comprehensive data obtained is shown in Table 3, and
the MAE of the first 150 neighbors is shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that in the comparison of the
first 150 neighbor users, it gradually decreased at the begin-

ning, and the maximum value was 0.89. When it reaches
about 40 neighbor users, it basically tends to be stable, and
the stable value is around 0.6. The data is divided into litera-
ture and history and science and engineering for analysis.
Figure 3 is the MAE value of science and engineering, and
Figure 4 is the MAE value of literature and history. It can
be seen that the literature and history category basically tends
to be stable when it reaches about 40 neighboring users, sim-
ilar to Figure 2. The science and engineering category also
tends to be stable among 40 neighbor users, but there are
some fluctuations. This shows that the data of literature
and history accounts for a higher proportion of the whole
data, and the frequency of borrowing is also higher.

10
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Figure 2: MAE comparison chart.
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Figure 3: MAE comparison chart of science and engineering.
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Figure 4: MAE comparison chart of literature and history.
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The RMSE is calculated according to formula (9), and the
partial comprehensive data obtained is shown in Table 4, and
the RMSE of the first 150 neighbors is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the literature and history
category also tends to be stable with 40 neighbor users. The
science and engineering category tends to be stable with 60
users. This is the same as the previous article, indicating that

the data of literature and history account for a higher propor-
tion of the entire data, and the frequency of borrowing is also
higher.

This article analyzes from two perspectives of collabora-
tive filtering and interest and compares it with the traditional
single cosine similarity collaborative filtering, as shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen that the method proposed in this

Table 4: Part of RMSE data.

Number Literature and history Science and engineering Number Literature and history Science and engineering

10 0.97 1.02 160 0.61 0.64

20 0.96 1 170 0.61 0.63

30 0.84 0.9 180 0.62 0.63

40 0.67 0.83 190 0.6 0.63

50 0.64 0.77 200 0.6 0.61

60 0.63 0.65 210 0.59 0.61

70 0.63 0.65 220 0.59 0.62

80 0.64 0.69 230 0.6 0.6

90 0.62 0.66 240 0.58 0.6

100 0.63 0.65 250 0.58 0.59

110 0.62 0.64 260 0.58 0.59

120 0.62 0.67 270 0.58 0.6

130 0.63 0.63 280 0.57 0.59

140 0.62 0.65 290 0.57 0.59

150 0.62 0.64 300 0.57 0.59
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Figure 5: RMSE comparison chart of literature and science.
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Figure 6: Comparison chart with traditional method RMSE.
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Observing the universe with virtual reality satellite is an amazing experience. An intelligent method of attitude control is the core
object of research to achieve this goal. Attitude control is essentially one of the goal-state reaching tasks under constraints. Using
reinforcement learning methods in real-world systems faces many challenges, such as insufficient samples, exploration safety issues,
unknown actuator delays, and noise in the raw sensor data. In this work, a mixed model with different input sizes was proposed to
represent the environmental dynamics model. The predication accuracy of the environmental dynamics model and the
performance of the policy trained in this paper were gradually improved. Our method reduces the impact of noisy data on the
model’s accuracy and improves the sampling efficiency. The experiments showed that the agent trained with our method
completed a goal-state reaching task in a real-world system under wireless circumstances whose actuators were reaction wheels,
whereas the soft actor-critic method failed in the same training process. The method’s effectiveness is ensured theoretically
under given conditions.

1. Introduction

SpaceVR’s Overview 1 virtual reality satellites enable us to
experience space firsthand using any mobile, desktop, or vir-
tual reality device. Observing the universe with virtual reality
is an exciting application of satellites. As one of the core sub-
systems in satellite, the attitude control system needs be
developed to meet the requirement for space virtual reality
applications. An intelligent method of attitude control plays
a role part in the subsystem. Reinforcement learning gives a
remarkable achievement to prove potentiality to realize intel-
ligent control.

In recent years, a significant progress has been made in
the research of reinforcement learning (RL) [1]. Researchers
have proposed many RLmethods, such as the deep determin-
istic policy gradient (DDPG), trust region policy optimiza-
tion (TRPO), proximal policy optimization (PPO), soft
actor-critic (SAC), and twin-delayed deep deterministic pol-
icy gradient (TD3) methods [2–6]. These methods have been
applied for playing Atari games [7] completing control tasks

in OpenAI Gym [8] and defeating human players in Go [9].
However, compared with simulation environments, success-
ful cases in real-world systems are relatively rare. Application
of RL methods directly in real-world systems faces a series of
problems, such as sample limitations, exploration of the state
space leading to system damage, unspecified reward func-
tions, unknown delays in the system actuators, and unstable
measurements from sensors [10].

In a real-world system, goal-state reaching is a task in
which the control actuators adjust the system to reach a spec-
ified goal state. For example, attitude control of a satellite,
including attitude maneuvering and attitude stabilization,
can be defined as a task to reach a goal attitude state. The
control tasks, such as balancing a car or an inverted pendu-
lum, are also goal-state reaching problems in which the bal-
ancing point is specified as the goal state.

Approaches to tackle the challenges of real-world sys-
tems without expert knowledge can be roughly divided
into two categories: “simulation to real” and “real experience
data to model to real.” “Simulation to real” methods build a
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simulation environment based on the real-world system and
use RL methods for training. After training, the policies
obtained from the simulation environment are applied in
the real-world system. A number of previous studies have
examined this type of method to learn robotic skills in real-
world systems, including locomotion [11], robotic control
[12], and vision-based autonomous flight [13].

“Real experience data to model to real”methods learn the
model of the environment dynamics based on experience
data from real-world systems and interact with a learned
dynamics model using RL methods, and then, they apply
the learned policy in a real-world system. Nagabandi et al.
[14] built an environment dynamics model with neural net-
works, used a model predictive controller to simulate the
transition trajectory in the learned environment model, and
selected the best actions for the real-world system, thus real-
izing four-legged robot motion along a specified path. Lam-
bert et al. [15] built an environment model with real-world
system data, simulated the transition trajectory in the envi-
ronment model running on multiple computing nodes,
obtained the best action, and realized the attitude stability
of a four-wing aircraft with low-level control, where the input
was sensor data and the output was a pulse-width modula-
tion signal.

The “simulation to real” methods depend on knowledge
of the real-world system, the accuracy of the simulator, and
the effectiveness of shifting the experience distribution
between the simulator and the real-world system. The exist-
ing “real experience data to model to real” methods face
two major challenges. First, sufficient experience data must
be collected initially to model the environment dynamics.
Second, the state space visited by the untrained policy with-
out expert knowledge is insufficient for modelling the envi-
ronment dynamics. In this paper, we present a method that
overcomes the shortcomings of both classes of methods.
Our method iterates in the loop of “collecting data using
the latest policy-learning environment dynamics model-
learning policy.” By using the latest policy to collect data
from the real environment, it can gradually improve the
model’s accuracy regarding the dynamics and policy’s perfor-
mance without building a simulator. Although SAC was used
for learning the latest policy, the difference from the original
SACmethod is that when exploring the unknown state space,
we use the verified policy in the learned dynamics model,
thus making the exploration more effective and safer.

Compared with the “simulation to real” methods, our
method does not require knowledge of the real-world sys-
tem. Existing “real experience data to model to real” method
collects training samples at one time. The policy used to col-
lect data should cover all the state space to support model-
ling the environment dynamics precise. But it is impossible.
The difference between our method and existing “real expe-
rience data to model to real” is that the data used to train
the model in our method is collected gradually, which
reduces the dependence on the initial random data and thus
reduces the probability of falling into a state space that will
lead to disasters of the system. At the same time, it can
cover a wider state space, which makes the dynamics model
more precise.

The proposed method was tested using Cubli, a reaction-
wheel-based inverted pendulum system. Cubli [16] is a cube
whose height, width, and depth are 15 cm. It is equipped with
three reaction wheels in three different planes. It is a typical
nonlinear, unstable, and multidegree of freedom control sys-
tem. The three reaction wheels are driven by motor rotation
to generate torque to achieve attitude adjustment. Research
on Cubli’s control is mainly based on classical methods of
control, such as proportional–integral–derivative (PID), lin-
ear–quadratic regulator (LQR), and nonlinear control theory
[16–19]. These controllers operate based on analytical
models for Cubli’s dynamics, manual parameter tuning,
and long design times. In our paper, we address the challenge
of generating controllers without system knowledge in an
end-to-end learning method.

The main work of this paper includes the following: (1) A
learning system for Cubli is constructed in Section 2.1. The
policy learned with our method achieves motor control from
raw sensor data on board to drive the Cubli reaction wheels.
The required torque produced by changing the spinning
speeds of the reaction wheels leads the system to reach the
goal state. (2) To solve the problems of an unknown delay
of the actuator and inaccurate state information from the
sensor data, a mixed environment dynamics model whose
input window size varies is proposed (Section 2.3). (3) A
method that can be used to learn the environment dynamics
and policy based on the SAC method is presented. The con-
vergence of the method was ensured theoretically (Section
2.5), and the effectiveness of the method was verified by
experiments (Section 3).

2. Methodology

2.1. Learning System Construction. The state is generally
composed of Euler angle and angular velocity around axis
in a real-world system. Especially, in a goal-reaching system,
the state is given by a measurement unit on board. The policy
to learn outputs the control signal to the execution unit
which is regarded as an action in a given state.

This section mainly describes how the learning system
was built. As shown in Figure 1, the learning system was
composed of four parts. (1) A real-world system called Cubli
was used to collect state-action pair trajectory data. (2) The
execution node executed the latest policy and interacted with
Cubli via Bluetooth. (3) Real trajectory data was used to train
an environmental dynamics model represented by a neural
network. (4) In the environment modelled by the trained
neural network, SAC method was used to train agents to
obtain the latest policy. The latest policy was verified at the
execution node.

At any time step t, Cubli obtained the state from an
onboard sensor and submitted the state st to the execution
node. The execution node used the latest policy neural net-
work for inference and obtained the current action at . After
Cubli executed the action, the execution node collected the
next state data st+1, judged whether the current trajectory
had ended through the feedback state data, and saved the tra-
jectory into the trajectory buffer. The trajectory buffer was
used to train the dynamics model Pðst+1 ∣ st , atÞ.
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The training process is described in detail in Section 2.4.
The training of the agent was carried out through the interac-
tion with the environment represented by the trained model.
At time step t, st and at are submitted to generate st+1 by the
model of the environment dynamics, and the reward signal
is given based on st+1. In this study, the agent was trained by
the SAC method, and the gradient of the value network and
the policy network parameters estimated with batch samples
were used to update the parameters. The execution node, the
training of the agent, and the model of the environment
dynamics were run on the upper machine. The entire learning
process could operate automatically and independently,
except that manual intervention was required in cases of Cubli
power exhaustion or abnormalities. Although the new trajec-
tory stored in the buffer was paused, the training of the agent
did not stop. The tasks of training can be distributed between
multiple machines. At the same time, the learning system can
be connected with multiple systems to provide more trajecto-
ries and allow the dynamics model, the agent’s value network,
and policy network’s parameters to converge faster.

2.2. Definition of Goal-State Reaching under Reinforcement
Learning Paradigm. Reinforcement learning is a machine
learning paradigm that maximizes expected cumulative
return. The problem to be solved is defined as a Markov pro-
cess. A Markov process is defined by the five-tuple<S,A, r,
P, γ > , where S is the state space, A is the action space, and
r is the reward function. In the problem of goal-state reach-
ing, the reward function is often related to the current state
st and the goal state sgoal. It can be written as rðst , sgoalÞ. P is
the state transition probability function. P : S × A⟶ S is a
function that maps the state-action pair space to the state
space, which we also call it in this paper the environmental
dynamics model as Pðst+1 ∣ st , atÞ. γ is the discount factor

used to calculate the discount cumulative return. The policy
function is represented byπ : S⟶ A, which is a function
that maps the state space to the action space. The agent uses
the policy function to obtain the current action according to
the current state at = πðstÞ and interacts with the environ-
ment to get the next state st+1. This process continuously
loops to form a state-action trajectory τ = <s1, a1,⋯, sT > .
When using a neural network to represent the policy func-
tion, π is determined by the neural network architecture
and the parameter θ, so it can be written as πθ, and the policy
network training is to adjust the parameter θ. The process
can be formalized as

argmax
θ

Eτ~πθ
〠
t

γt · r st , sgoal
À Á" #

where r st , sgoal
À Á

= − st − sgoal
 :

ð1Þ

The SAC is an RL method based on maximum entropy,
which emphasizes the policy’s randomness when exploring
an unknown state space. While maximizing the cumulative
discount return, SAC prevents the parameters of the policy
network from converging to the local optimum. The follow-
ing equations describe the loss functions that need to be
optimized:

JQ ϕið Þ = E s,a,r,s′ð Þ~D
�
Qϕi

s, að Þ − r + γð
�
min
j=1,2

Qtarget,j s′, a′
� �

− α log πθ a′ ∣ s′
� ���

,

ð2Þ

ST

aT

𝜏 = < S0, a0, S1, a1, ... , ST >

Execution node

State, Reward

Training
agent based

on SAC

The latest policy

Running on upper
computer

Model-based environment
dynamic set

Action

Agent
The size of input window is 3

The size of input window is 2

Trajectory
buffer

... The model of environment dynamic.
The size of input window is 1

𝜏 = < S0, a0, S1, a1,... , ST >↵

𝜏 = < S0, a0, S1, a1,... , ST >↵

Figure 1: The overall structure of the learning system.
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Jπ θð Þ = Es~D,a~π α log πθ a ∣ sð Þ −min
i=1,2

Qϕi
s, að Þ

� �
, ð3Þ

J αð Þ = Es~D,a~π −α log πθ a ∣ sð Þ − αH½ �,
whereH = −Dimensions of action space:

ð4Þ

SAC concurrently learns a policy πθ and two Q
-functionsQϕ1

,Qϕ2
. Q-function Qπðs, aÞ describes the cumu-

lative reward following policy π after executing action a
from current state s. Equation (2) is the loss function of
the Q-function, which is also known as the mean squared
bellman error (MSBE), Equation (3) is the loss function of
the policy function that can be optimized for improving
the policy’s Q value, and Equation (4) is the loss function
of the temperature parameter α, which defines the explore-
exploit tradeoff, with a higher α corresponding to more
exploration, and a lower α corresponding to more exploita-
tion. The SAC takes the minimum value of two sets of inde-
pendent Q-function parameters to solve the problem of
overestimating the Q-function, and it uses the target Q value
network parameter to solve the training instability problem
caused by using the same set of Q value network parameters
to bootstrap. These techniques were first proposed by van
Hasselt et al. [20]. The optimization of the temperature
parameter α is used to control the trade-off between the
exploration and the utilization and to ensure the stability
of the policy in the later stage of training.

2.3. Learning the Environmental Dynamics Model. Because of
the noise in the onboard sensor data, only using the state-
action pair at one timestep as the input of the model will
affect the accuracy of the environmental dynamics model.
We propose a model that predicts the next state by combin-
ing state-action pairs of different sizes as the input. As shown
in Figure 2, for a state-action pair trajectory, the state at a cer-

tain moment is assumed to be St+3, which is marked by blue
boxes with solid lines. The environmental dynamics model
needs to predict the state at this moment with the historical
state-action pairs. The red boxes with dashed lines in the fig-
ure represent the input, and we define the number of state-
action pairs as the size of the input window. The sizes of
the input windows in the first, second, and third parts in
Figure 2 are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A single model is repre-
sented by a fully connected neural network. Each model uses
data with different sizes of the input windows as inputs to
predict the state change value △st−1 for the next state, and
the output of the K models are averaged as the actual pre-
dicted state change value. The parameters of the ith model
are defined as φi, and a single-environment dynamic model
is expressed as

Pφi
st ∣ st−i, at−i,⋯, st−1, at−1ð Þ + st−1: ð5Þ

When the size of the input window is K , a state-action
pair trajectory of length N can construct N − K + 1
“prediction-truth” pairs represented by <St ′, St > where St ′
= ð1/KÞ∑K

i=1Pφi
ð·∣st−i, at−i,⋯, st−1, at−1Þ + St−1. The training

of the model is minimizing the mean square error between
the prediction and the truth. The process is formalized as

argmin
φi

E<st−i ,at−i ,⋯,st−1,at−1,st>~D

Á 1
K
〠
K

i=1
Pφi

·∣st−i, at−i,⋯, st−1, at−1ð Þ + st−1 − st



2

:

ð6Þ

2.4. Training Environment Construction. In this section, we
describe the construction of the learning environment. The
state consisted of Euler angles (roll, yaw, and pitch) and the

St At St+1 St+2 St+3At+2At+1 At+3... ...

St At St+1 St+2 St+3At+2At+1 At+3... ...

St At St+1 St+2 St+3At+2At+1 At+3... ...

Trajectory of state-action pair

Input window size of 1

Input window size of 2

Input window size of 3

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of models with different input window sizes.
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three-axis angular velocities. The state was directly measured
by the MPU-6050 inertial measurement unit. Action outputs
the pulse-width modulation to control the rotation of the
motor.

A state st = ½ϕ, θ, φ, _x, _y, _z�T is a six-dimensional vector,
where ϕ, θ, andφ represent roll, yaw, and pitch, and _x, _y, and
_z represent the angular velocity of the rotations around the
x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. An action at = ½a1, a2, a3�T is
a three-dimensional vector, where a1, a2, and a3 represent
the values of the pulse-width modulation (PWM) to control
the rotational speeds of the motors.

To standardize the state value, we replaced the Euler
angles with their cosine and sine values. For the axis angular
velocity, the measured data was obtained from the IMU
and divided by the maximum value of each measurement,
and each state component was limited to the value range of
½−1, 1�. Therefore, the actual state is expressed as follows:

st =
�
cos φð Þ, sin φð Þ, cos θð Þ, sin θð Þ, cos ϕð Þ,

sin ϕð Þ _, x
MAX X

, _y
MAX Y

, _z
MAX Z

�T
:

ð7Þ

The control task of balancing Cubli on an edge is
defined as follows. When the Cubli flips, the error from
the balance point is ϵ, and only the IMU measurement data
and PWM signal of the control motor are used to maintain
balance on the edge. Based on the position of the momen-
tum wheel, three edges that can achieve the balance task
are determined. Euler angles (roll, yaw, and pitch) can be
used to describe the distance from the balance point. As
described above, the reward function of the balance task is
given as follows:

2.5. Theoretical Analysis. Theory 1: when the reward function
satisfies rðs, sgoalÞ = −ks − sgoalk, the value function Vπk+1,P∗

of

the policy πk+1 acts on the real environment model P∗ will
be greater than or equal to the value function Vπk ,P∗

while
the policy πk+1is obtained from πk+1, Pk+1 = argmaxπ,PðVπ,P

−DTV ,πkðP, P∗ÞÞðCondition 1Þ in the k + 1th iteration, where

Vπk+1,P∗
≥Vπk ,P∗ : ð9Þ

P∗ is the dynamics model in real environment, Pk is the
dynamics model learned in the kth iteration, and DTV ,πkðP,
P∗Þ is the absolute value of the maximum state difference
between the experience trajectory collected in the real envi-
ronment P∗ and the learned environment dynamics model
P following the policy πk. From the definition, DTV ,πkðP∗,
P∗Þ is zero. Vπk+1,Pk+1 is the value function of πk+1 acting on
the dynamics model Pk+1 learned in the k + 1 iteration, and
Vπk+1,P∗

is the value function of πk+1 acting on the real envi-
ronment P∗. ρπ,Pt is the probability density function of the
state distribution at time t when the policy π is used to inter-
act with the dynamics model P. bst is the state at step t when
acting on the learned dynamics, and s∗ is the goal state.

Proof.

Vπk+1,P∗ − Vπk+1,Pk+1

= E
st~ρπ

k+1,P∗
t ,bst ~ρπk+1,Pk+1t

−〠
∞

t=0
γt st − s∗k k − bst − s∗k kð Þ

" #

≥ E
st~ρπ

k+1,P∗
t ,bst ~ρπk+1,Pk+1t

−〠
∞

t=0
γt st − bstk kð Þ

" #

≥ −E
st~ρπ

k+1,P∗
t ,bst ~ρπk+1,Pk+1t

〠
∞

t=0
γt max

t
st − bstk kð Þ

" #
= −DTV ,πk+1 P∗, Pk+1

� �
≥ −DTV ,πk P∗, Pk+1

� �
inequality 1ð Þ:

ð10Þ

From inequality 1,

Vπk+1,P∗ ≥Vπk+1,Pk+1
−DTV ,πk P∗, Pk+1

� �
≥Vπk ,P∗

−DTV ,πk P∗, P∗ð Þ According to condition1ð Þ
≥Vπk ,P∗ becauseDTV ,πk P∗, P∗ð Þ = 0ð Þ:

ð11Þ

☐

r st , sgoal
À Á

=

− ϕð Þ2 + 0:1 ∗ _x
MAX X

� �2
 !1/2

balance aroundX axis,

− θð Þ2 + 0:1 ∗ _y
MAX Y

� �2
 !1/2

balance aroundY axis,

− φð Þ2 + 0:1 ∗ _z
MAX Z

� �2
 !1/2

balance aroundZ axis:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð8Þ
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Therefore, according to the steps described in Theory 1,
the policy sequence π0, π1,⋯, πk with a monotonically
increasing value function will be generated such that Vπk ,P∗

≥⋯≥Vπ1,P∗ ≥Vπ0,P∗
.

The procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. The environ-
ment dynamics model represented by mixedmodels with dif-
ferent sizes of the input window is trained to convergence
using trajectory data from the real environment. The agent
is trained by the SAC. The update rule of the parameters in
the policy function’s network is given by Equation (3), and
the value function is given by Equation (2). During the appli-
cation of the algorithm, Condition 1, which considers all the
policy and environment dynamics models, is not satisfied. In
our algorithm, we assume that the model represented by the
neural network architecture includes the real environment

dynamics model and that the error between the learned
model trained with more real data and the real environment
model is decreasing.

3. Results and Discussion

A Cubli is shown as Figure 3. The yellow area marks the
brake components, the blue area marks the control unit
and the onboard measurement unit, and the green area
marks 3 sets of motors. It is mainly composed of three brush-
less motors with encoders, three sets of brake devices, an
MPU6050 digital motion processor, and a main control chip
STM32F103RCT6. The communication with the host com-
puter depends on the Bluetooth module. The communica-
tion protocol between Cubli and the upper computer

Input: initialize three input length environment dynamic model parameters φ1, φ2, φ3:
Initialize policy parameters θ, Q-function parameters: ∅1,∅2
Empty replay buffer D, empty trajectory buffer T .
Set target Q-function parameters: ∅target,1 ⟵∅1,∅target,2 ⟵∅2

1: repeat
2: Collect state-action trajectory τ = ðs0, a0, s1,a1,⋯, sTÞ, store trajectory into replay buffer T .
3: Randomly sample a batch B1 of trajectory from replay buffer T , construct jB1j∗ðN − 2Þ (prediction, truth) pair training samples.
4: Update dynamic model by gradient decent using

∇φið1/jB1j ∗ ðN − 2ÞÞ∑st−3,at−3,⋯,st−1,st∈B1
k1/3∑3

i=1Pφið∙jst−i,at−i, ⋯ , st−i,at−1Þ + st−1 − stk
2

5: until convergence
6: repeat
7: for i in range(three dynamic models) do
8: Based on current state st−1 and sample action at−1 ~ πθð∙jsÞ
9: calculate next state s′ with executing action in dynamic models Pφi with previous state-action pair
10: end for
11: Record latest action a, observe latest two state s, s′, reward r, and done signal d
12: Store ðs, a, s′, dÞ into replay buffer D
13: if done signal d is True then
14: Reset environment state.
15: end if
16: for j in range(update times) do
17: Randomly sample a batch B2 transitions from replay buffer D
18: Update Q-functions by gradient decent using

∇∅ið1/kB2kÞ∑ðs,a,r,s′Þ∈DðQ∅iðs, aÞ − ðr + λðminj=1,2Qtarget, jðs′, a′Þ − α log πθða′js′ÞÞÞ
19: Update policy network by gradient decent using

∇θð1/kB2kÞ∑s∈Bðα log πθðajsÞ −mini=1,2Q∅iðs, aÞÞ
20: Update target Q-function networks with

Qtarget,j ⟵ ρ∅target,j + ð1 − ρÞ∅j, for j = 1, 2
21: end for
22: if it is time to test in real system then
23: Run latest policy in real system, collect state-action trajectory, collect state-action trajectory τ = ðs0, a0,s1,a1,⋯, sTÞ, store

trajectory into replay buffer T .
24: Observe the result running in real system
25: if task is completed then
26: completed⟵ true
27: else
28: Update dynamic model as step 4.
29: end if
30: end if
31: until completed

Algorithm 1: Learning algorithm with hybrid window’s length dynamic model.
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consisted of seven floating-point numerical data (roll; pitch;
yaw; angular velocities of rotation around the x-, y-, and z
-axes; current motor speed code value; and current motor
PWM value). The data were read from the DMP register in
the MPU6050. The upper computer sent the target PWM
value of the motor to the STM32F103RCT6 on Cubli, and
the instruction was executed by the motor after it was written
into the register. The frequency of setting the PWM value
was 62.5Hz, and the frequency of obtaining the onboard data
was also 62.5Hz, i.e., the period of the PWM value and
obtaining onboard data were both 16ms. The control loop
is shown as Figure 4.

A single model of the environmental dynamics was rep-
resented by a fully connected neural network. The neural net-
work had two hidden layers, each with 256 neurons, and it
used random values to initialize each parameter. In the
experiment, we used input windows with different sizes to
test the actual effect. The neural network architecture, initial-
ization parameters, learning method, batch size, and learning
rate were fixed, and it was ensured that the experimental
training conditions were as constant as possible. Table 1
shows the specific conditions. At the beginning of the exper-
iment, a random policy was used to collect 200 state-action
pair trajectories at the execution node by interacting with
the real environment, corresponding to about 40,000 state-
action-state transition sample data. These data were used to
train the three models. As shown in Figure 5, the collection
of these training data began from the initialization state.

As shown in Figure 6, using these 40,000 samples to train
the environment dynamics model, we randomly initialized
the parameters of each model and trained each model multi-
ple times to evaluate the loss. After 50 times training with
batch size of 256, all three models converged.

Theoretically, the larger the input window length, the
more mixed models, and the higher the prediction accuracy
of the final environmental dynamics model. However, as

the size of the input window and the number of mixed
models increase, the number of final model parameters will
increase, and the training and inference time will be
extended.

There was a trade-off between the size of the input win-
dow and the training time, and we found through experi-
ments that the accuracy of the model and the requirements
of the task could be satisfied when the size of input window
was 3.

Algorithm 1 was used to train the agent, where the SAC
was used as the controller training method to interact with
the model of the environment dynamics. The agent’s policy
and value functions were represented by a fully connected
neural network, and it had two hidden layers, each with
256 neurons. To compare the model of the environment
dynamics and verify the effectiveness of the method pro-
posed in this paper, for each model, the same method was
used to train the agent with the same setting for 100,000
steps, and the trained controller was used for verification in
the real-world system. Each controller interacted with the
environment for 100 epochs, and the results are shown in
Figure 7. The controller trained using the model when the
size of the input window was 1 was unable to complete the
task in the real environment. The controller trained with
the environment dynamics model with a window length of
2 could complete the task in some initial states of the real
environment, but it still encountered initial states for which
it could not complete the task. According to the method pro-
posed in this paper, the controller trained using the model of
the environment dynamics with an input window length of 3
could complete the task in the random initial state and
quickly stabilize at the target point.

In addition, the method described in this paper was com-
pared with the SAC. After 140,000 training steps, the control-
lers trained with our method and the SAC were used in a real
environment. The PWM value output by the two controllers

Figure 3: Cubli and its structure.
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Table 1: Parameters used in training the environmental dynamics model.

The environmental dynamics model with different sizes of the input window
Size of input window: 1 Size of input window: 2 Size of input window: 3

Size of input layer unit 12 12 + 24 12 + 24 + 36
Size of output layer unit 9 9 9

Initialization of parameters
Randomly generated

from truncated
normal distribution

Randomly generated
from truncated

normal distribution

Randomly generated
from truncated

normal distribution

Size of hidden unit 256 256 256

Size of hidden layers 2 <2, 2 > <2, 2, 2 >
Learning method/learning rate Adam/0.003 Adam/0.003 Adam/0.003

Batch size 256 256 256

Target statePolicy

Host
computer

STM32F103RCT6
MPU6050

Gyroscope Accelerometer

Euler angle
Digital motion processor (DMP)

Motor
encoder

Register

Execution unit

Cubli

Scheduler

PackagingData buffer

Sending
policy

Data buffer

Unpackaging

Motor for 
driving

fly wheel

Encoder value
Three-axis angular

velocity information

Voltage
signal

Processing policy

PWM

State

Attitude
quaternion

PWM

Figure 4: The control loop of Cubli.
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is shown in Figure 8. The controller trained by our method
completed the task and kept the PWM value around 600 in
15 steps, but the controller trained by the SAC failed, and
the motor remained in a saturated state with a PWM value
of 7200.

4. Conclusion

As a promising method, reinforcement learning could be
used to realize intelligent attitude control for virtual reality
satellites in which the method of attitude control needs to
have sufficient adaptability for meeting the various creative
virtual reality satellite applications. To cope with the chal-
lenges of a high sample data acquisition cost and noise of
the raw sensor data when using RL methods in real-world
systems, a new method to learn the model of the environ-
ment dynamics and train the controller was developed in this

study. Compared with the two main current methods, our
method does not require knowledge of the system and has
high coverage of the state space. Our method was verified
to learn to reach the goal-state in a real-world system, Cubli,
without prior knowledge. In our work, we found that the
mixed model describing the environment model with differ-
ent sizes of the input was effective for reducing the impact of
noisy data on the model’s prediction accuracy. In our exper-
iments, the models representing the environment dynamics
with different architectures were trained to converge with
the same samples, and the controllers were trained in envi-
ronments with different models. Based on the results, the
effectiveness of the model was verified. We found that our
method of training based on the environmental dynamics
and the policy gradually achieved better performance than
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Figure 8: (a) Pulse-width modulation (PWM) value output by trained controllers; (b) roll value when running trained controllers; and (c)
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The intelligent code search with natural language queries has become an important researching area in software engineering. In this
paper, we propose a novel deep learning framework At-CodeSM for source code search. The powerful code encoder in At-CodeSM,
which is implemented with an abstract syntax tree parsing algorithm (Tree-LSTM) and token-level encoders, maintains both the
lexical and structural features of source code in the process of code vectorizing. Both the representative and discriminative
models are implemented with deep neural networks. Our experiments on the CodeSearchNet dataset show that At-CodeSM
yields better performance in the task of intelligent code searching than previous approaches.

1. Introduction

In the modern world, the application of computer software
has already penetrated every aspect of our lives. The necessi-
ties of life, such as medical care, resources, transportation,
and public security, depend on the running of high-quality
software. For code quality and efficiency, programmers
repeatedly involve successful code snippets developed by
other authors. It has been a key task in the field of software
engineering to locate target code snippets, which are returned
by natural language queries, in code repositories such as
GitHub and SourceForge.

The traditional code search algorithms are mostly imple-
mented with information retrieval methods, which are
widely used in the field of natural language processing.
These approaches usually treat the source code as a plain
text or a sequence of tokens, and then return the related code
snippets by computing the similarity of queries and code
documents. The token-based code search toolkits have been
already used in industry, e.g., Sourcerer and Krugle. They
treat both the query words and code snippets in codebase
as plain text and return the target codes by key word-
matching or template-matching technology. In the academic
area, McMillan et al. propose a searching model Portfolio
[1], which returns a chain of functions through keyword
matching and the PageRank algorithm. Lv et al. developed
a famous code-searching engine CodeHow [2], which com-

bines text similarity and API matching through an extended
Boolean model.

Source code search algorithms based on text retrieval
strategy often fail in practice. Different from plain text, code
snippets usually contain both the structural and semantic
information. The source code snippets made by program-
mers and queries written in natural languages are essentially
heterogeneous. They may not share common lexical tokens,
synonyms, or language structures. Sometimes programmers
are extremely unsatisfied with searching results from tradi-
tional information retrieval algorithms. To improve code
search according to natural language queries, researchers tend
to use various code representations. They construct different
code encoders with machine learning methods, which map
source code and query words to the same vector space. The
most related code vectors are returned as searching results
according to the distance [3] between adjacent vectors.

In recent years, with the rapid development of deep
learning technology, researchers in the field of software engi-
neering begin to analyze the structural and semantic features
of source code with deep learning approaches. Based on the
common neural networks such as the convolutional neural
network, the recursive neural network, and the recurrent
neural network, scholars exploit various deep encoders to
represent source code in different vector spaces [4–6]. Com-
pared to traditional approaches, deep neural networks can
extract the structural and semantic information hidden in
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the source code snippets during code embedding, which
might improve the representation ability of code vectors.

In this paper, we propose a novel source code search
model using deep learning algorithms. The model maps both
the code snippets in the codebase and natural language
queries to the same high-dimensional vector space and then
return the most related code snippets by computing the
cosine similarity between code vectors and query vectors.
Different from previous research, At-CodeSM vectorizes the
source code with three independent encoders, e.g., the
method name encoder, the lexical encoder, and the structural
encoder. The lexical encoder extracts the tokens from the
source code and encodes them with an attention-based
LSTM network. The core tokens are strengthened with heavy
attention scores. The structural encoder firstly transforms the
source code into an AST, and then encodes the whole tree
using a tree-LSTM network in a recursive way. The combina-
tion of three encoders in At-CodeSM retains both the lexical
and syntactics of code in the process of representation, which
improves the searching performance.

In practice, At-CodeSM firstly updates the parameters of
the source code encoder and query encoder by offline learn-
ing on the training set. It then conducts an offline embedding
on all the code snippets in the search base. Finally, At-
CodeSM uses an online matching algorithm to compare the
cosine similarity between the query vector and code vectors
from the search base. The code snippets with higher similar-
ity scores are returned as the searching results.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

(i) We propose a novel source code representation
model based on the deep neural network. The model
implements the encoding of method name, method
body, and method grammar tree, respectively, with
three independent encoders. Compared with other
models, the representation process in At-CodeSM
effectively retains both the lexical and semantic char-
acteristics of the code snippets

(ii) To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce a
self-attention mechanism, which was developed in
NLP, into the area of intelligent code search. With
the self-attention mechanism, key words in the
source code are strengthened, which finally improve
the searching performance

(iii) The big achievements are made when we apply our
representation model in the intelligent code search
area. We improve the model parameters with
supervised learning on a large-scale dataset Code-
SearchNet, which is made by Microsoft. The exper-
iments show that our model is superior to the
state-of-art approaches

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes related work in the code search area.
Section 3 presents background materials of various LSTM
structures and the self-attention mechanism. Section 4 elabo-
rates on the details of At-CodeSM. Section 5 gives the exper-
iment and evaluation. In Section 6, we discuss the crucial

factors which may affect the searching performance. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Related Work

2.1. Traditional Approaches. Using common NLP methods,
most traditional code search approaches treat source code
as plain text or a set of tokens, ignoring its structure and
semantics. Such models often extract code features manually
or with NLP methods, and then return related code snippets
via a text similarity algorithm [7, 8]. Mostly applied in the
early stage, these models completed simple search tasks with
keyword matching. Due to the low complexity and cross-
platform features, these approaches have been widely used
in industry. For instance, Lucene is a successful code search
platform implemented with traditional approaches.

In 1993, Chang and Eastman [9] proposed a famous code
search tool SMART, which was based on keyword searching.
SMART identified the code snippets as token sequences and
then returned the target code according to a common
keyword-matching algorithm. The early SMART model
implemented an exact matching algorithm on keywords.
Inspired by SMART, software companies such as Google
and GitHub improved matching strategies in their code
search tools with fuzzy search algorithms.

People began to study different matching algorithms for
code search performance. LV et al. [2] proposed CodeHow,
which transformed the queries into corresponding APIs.
The target code was returned by API matching in codebase.
Reiss et al. [10] presented a semantic search engine, which
improved the searching performance by filtering unrelated
code snippets. The structural semantic indexing model
proposed by Bajracharya et al. [11] could establish the
connection between natural language queries and source
code keywords.

Marcus et al. [12] attempted to introduce Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) into the field of code search.
Their model made a good achievement by semantic code
analysis. Inspired by a previous study, Jiang et al. [13] pro-
posed ROSF, which combined IR and supervised learning
technology during code embedding. It performed well in
the task of code search when applying multiple structural
extraction approaches.

2.2. Deep Learning Approaches. With the development of
deep learning theory, people tend to solve problems in every
field with deep learning approaches [14–18]. In recent years,
researchers in the field of software engineering have
introduced deep neural networks [19–22] such as multilayer
perceptron network, recurrent neural network and convolu-
tional neural network to solve the problems. The researchers
carefully update their models with supervised or unsuper-
vised learning on large-scale datasets. The neural network
model through supervised or unsupervised training. Com-
pared with previous coding encoding algorithms, deep neural
encoders can automatically extract the structural and seman-
tic features hidden in the source code.

Iyer et al. [23] presented LSTM networks with attention
to produce summaries that describe C# code snippets and
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SQL queries. Their model codeNN is built on a classical
encoder-decoder framework, which takes the source code as
plain text and models the conditional distribution of the
summary. Allamanis et al. [24] applied a neural convolu-
tional attentional model to vectorize the source code snip-
pets. These learning-based approaches mainly learn the
latent features from source code with neural networks.

Gu et al. [25] proposed a code search model called
codeNN with complicated neural networks. Inspired by joint
embedding in the image processing field, codeNN treats the
code snippet as a combination of function names, API calls,
and a sequence of tokens. The code encoder is implemented
with bi-LSTM and MLP networks. They build their own
dataset by collecting Java source code snippets from GitHub.
The first sentence of the code comment is identified as the
data label. The typical questions posted on StackOverflow
are accumulated as the queries in the test set, and corre-
sponding code snippets for each query are also collected with
other code search engines. The matching scores between
snippets and queries are judged by experts. The construction
of datasets and evaluation methods have been used by
scholars for contrast experiments. codeNN makes full use
of the structural characteristics of source code in the process
of code encoding. It outperforms the classical code search
engines Lucene and CodeHow. Although inaccurate results
might be returned, or partial-related items are ahead of exact
matching ones in the result list, it is still the most effective
code search method right now. Cambronero et al. [19] recon-
firmed this ranking in their latest review in 2019, but they
declared the complex network structure also resulted in low
embedding efficiency.

The searching models with unsupervised learning has
attracted the attention of researchers for lack of labeled data,
although their performance might not match one with super-
vised learning models. Sachdev et al. [3] trained their search
model on large-scale corpus with unsupervised learning. The
model encodes all the snippets in a codebase with common
document embedding and TD-IDF techniques, and then
returns related code vectors according to a specific vector
similarity algorithm.

The famous pretrained model BERT [26], which was
proposed in 2018, has played an important role in word-
embedding techniques in the area of NLP. Researchers
Kanade et al. [27] were the first to introduce BERT into the
field of code retrieval. The contrast experiments show that
their model with BERT embedding outperforms searching
models based on LSTM networks with word2vec embedding.
They declare that their pretrained model also outperforms
the Transformer [28], which is trained from scratch.

Recent scholars manage to improve the models’ search-
ing ability by intensifying the expressiveness of queries
[29–31]. Programmers often apply code search with few
words for simplicity so that queries lack semantic informa-
tion, which fails to meet the requirements of developers. In
2019, Liu et al. [32] proposed a NQE model which is capable
of enlarging query words. The query enhancer in the model
inputs a small number of query keywords and outputs an
extended query statement with new words. The searching
models are trained on a specific corpus with supervised

learning. Experiments show that the searching performance
is obviously improved by the query enhancer in NQE.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly give some well-accepted definitions
in the area of source code search and deep learning.

3.1. Abstract Syntax Tree. Abstract syntax tree is a kind of
syntax tree representing the abstract syntactic structure of
the source code. It has been widely used by programming
compliers and software engineering tools due to the powerful
representation ability. Different from concrete syntax trees
(CTS), abstract syntax trees do not contain all the details of
source code such as the punctuation and delimiters. They only
include the syntax structure of the source code at an abstract
level. AST contains both the lexical and syntax information
of the source code, which is often employed in the industry
as an intermediate tool to extract the hidden information

Figure 1 is the structure of an AST. Nodes of the AST
correspond to the constructs or symbols of the source code.
We conclude from the graph that the AST fully retains the
structural information of the source code.

3.2. Attention. The attention mechanism is the internal pro-
cess for machines to imitate the human observation of things
in the world. When processing images, our vision quickly
obtains the target area by a global scan, i.e., the focus of atten-
tion. Then, the brain pays more attention to the focus area for
details, while suppressing irrelevant information.

Bahdanau et al. [33] firstly applied the attention mecha-
nism in the field of machine translation, i.e., sequence to
sequence learning. He successfully solved the problem of
long-term dependency inmachine translation, i.e., the transla-
tion models based on fixed vector representations often lost
history information of long sentences in the decoding process.
After that, people began to study deep encoders with attention
layers, which achieved amazing effects in all areas of NLP.

Mathematically, the attention is essentially a mapping
function composed of Query, Key, and Value. The calcula-
tion of attention values is divided into three steps:

Step 1.Query is combined with each Key to calculate the atten-
tion weight. The similarity function f ðQ, KÞ can be defined in
multiple ways. The simplest calculation is shown as follows:

f Q, Kð Þ = KTQ: ð1Þ

Step 2.The softmax function is used to normalize the attention
weight obtained in Step 1, as shown in equation (2). Some-
times, we have to scale the attention scores later as the original
ones are too large to calculate:

ai = softmax f Q, Kð Þð Þ: ð2Þ

Step 3. The final attention is the weighted sum of normal-
ized weights ai and corresponding values, which is shown
as follows:
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Attention Q, K , Vð Þ =〠aiV : ð3Þ

The attention mechanism is widely used in RNN-based
encoder-decoder models. The input of the decoder’s current
state is determined by theweighted average of all hidden layers’
output values in the encoder. The attention algorithm is trans-
formed to the self-attention algorithm when Q = K =V in the
encoder [28]. Our lexical encoder in At-CodeSM is imple-
mented with a specific self-attention LSTM layer.

3.3. LSTM Networks. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) can
process input sequences of arbitrary length via the recurrent
structure with shared weights. Unfortunately, a common
problem with the traditional RNN is that components of
the gradient vector can grow or decay exponentially over
long sequences during training. Therefore, the LSTM archi-
tecture [34], which was invented by Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber in 1997, addresses this problem of learning long-term
dependency by introducing a memory cell that is able to pre-
serve states over long periods of time. The core part of the
LSTM is a cell memory Ct , including an input gate it , an out-
put gate ot , and a forget gate f t . Figure 2 describes the basic
structure of LSTM. Different from the original RNN, the
LSTM solves the problem of long-term dependency effectively
with the special structure memory cell, discarding the trivial
information in the history to avoid the gradient vanishing.

The cell memory of LSTM is composed of three gate
controllers. The forget gate f t controls the extent to which
the previous memory cell is forgotten, which is essential a
sigmoid function. The entry of f t is a weighted combina-
tion of the previous output value and the current input
value. The input gate it controls how much each unit is
updated, and the output gate ot controls the exposure of
the internal memory state. The LSTM transition equations
are the following:

f t = σ Wf ∙ ht−1, xt½ � + bf
À Á

,

it = σ Wi∙ ht−1, xt½ � + bið Þ,
Ct = f t × Ct−1 + it × tan h Wf ∙ ht−1, xt½ � + bc

À Á
,

ot = σ Wo∙ ht−1, xt½ � + boð Þ,
ht=ot∙tan h Ctð Þ,

ð4Þ

where Wi, Wf , Wo are the weighted matrices, and bi, bf , bo
are the biases of LSTM to be learned during training,
parameterizing the transformations of the input, forget,
and output gates, respectively. σ and tan h are the activa-
tion functions, and ∙ denotes the element-wise multiplica-
tion. xt is the input of the LSTM cell unit, and ht is the
output of the hidden layer at the current time step.

In order to deal with structural data, Tai et al. [35]
invented tree-based LSTM networks (Tree-LSTM) from the
standard LSTM networks. Figure 3 shows the difference
between standard LSTM and tree-LSTM networks.
Figure 3(a) is the common LSTM network designed for
sequential data, while Figure 3(b) is the tree-LSTM network
used for structural data. Unlike traditional LSTM networks,
tree-LSTM contains an output and n inputs at time step t,
for which it is convenient to handle data stored in trees. Nor-
mally, it is used for binary trees when n = 2. The updating
equations of tree-LSTM are detailed in Section 4.2.3.

4. Our Proposed Approach

4.1. General Framework. In this section, we detail the workflow
of At-CodeSM, which is summarized in Figure 4. It contains a
source code encoder Ec and a query encoder Eq. Ec maps the
source code into representation vectors with a neural net-
work, while Eq maps the queries written in natural languages
into vectors with another neural network. Both encoders are
trained with supervised learning on large corpora.

IfStatement

InfixExpression
>

SimpleName:
a

SimpleName:
b

Expression
statement

Expression
statement

If-body Else-body

Assignment Assignment

SimpleName:
result

SimpleName:
a

SimpleName:
result

SimpleName:
b

Abstract syntax tree

Figure 1: Abstract syntax tree.
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The code search usually contains an offline data prepro-
cessing and an online search. In the process of offline data
preprocessing, At-CodeSM updates Ec and Eq on the training
corpus, and then apply an offline embedding on the search
corpus with Ec. All the snippets in the search base are trans-
formed to code vectors. In the process of online search, Eq

firstly encodes the users’ query, and then matches the query
vector with each code vector on the search corpus. The top
k snippets are returned as search lists according to the cosine
similarity between vectors. All the encoders of At-CodeSM
are detailed in the following subsections.

4.2. Source Code Encoder. As the core component of our
model, Ec applies lexical embedding and structural embed-
ding, respectively, during encoding process, so that the out-
put vector maintains both the structural and semantic
characteristics of the source code.

Figure 5 shows the structure of the source code encoder.
It is a combined model, which includes a method name
encoder, a lexical encoder, and a structural encoder. The
method name encoder inputs the full name of the function
and output a representation vector Vname. The lexical
encoder inputs the body of the function and outputs a repre-
sentation vector V token. The structural encoder outputs a
representation vector Vast by embedding the corresponding
AST with a specific traversal algorithm. Finally, Vname,
V token, and Vast are fused into a unified vector vc through a
fully connected layer in At-CodeSM.

We present all the encoders in the following sections.

4.2.1. Lexical Embedding. The body of source code methods
contains many core words which describes the functionality.
During lexical embedding, At-CodeSM extracts core tokens
from the method body, and then embeds them with com-
mon word-embedding technology in NLP by treating the
source code snippets as plain texts. Finally, the output vector
is generated with an attentional LSTM network. We use an
independent attention layer at the back of lexical encoder,
as the contribution of each token varies in implementing
the functionality.

The process of lexical embedding is divided into
three steps:

(1) Data preprocessing: in order to collect tokens from a
Java method, we tokenize the method body and split
each token according to a camel case, e.g., change-
ToPDF and parseXML. All the duplicated tokens,
stop words, and Java keywords are removed as they
frequently occur in source code and are not
discriminative

(2) Token embedding: let T = ftoken1, token2, token3,
⋯g denote the sequence of tokens from source code
after step (1). The lexical encoder includes a transfor-
mation f , which makes f ðtoken1, token2, token3,⋯Þ
= vtoken1, vtoken2, vtoken3,⋯. By contrast, we imple-
ment the transformation f with Word2vec [36].

(3) Source code vector generation: the sequence of token
vectors vtoken1, vtoken2, vtoken3, … are loaded into a
standard bi-LSTM. Equation (5) shows the calcula-

tion of LSTM, where ht
!

and ht denote the forward
and backward hidden status at step t, and ht is the

concatenation of ht
!

and ht

ht
!

=LSTM���!
vtokentð Þt ∈ 1, n½ �,

ht = LSTM vtokentð Þt ∈ n, 1½ �,
ht = ht

!
, ht

h i
t ∈ 1, n½ �:

ð5Þ

However, the effect of each token is different in high-level
programming languages, e.g., the token XML is more impor-
tant than other tokens in a method dealing with the data stor-
age in XML files. In this paper, we attempt to introduce the
self-attention algorithm in the process of lexical embedding.
To our knowledge, it is the first time to use attention mecha-
nism in the field of code search. Since our model only
includes the encoder, we decide to use the self-attention algo-
rithm. The attention scores can be calculated in many ways as
there are various definitions of similarity function. In our
paper, equation (6) and equation (7) are used to calculate
the attention scores, which are defined in [37]:

αi =
exp hTi K

� �
∑iexp hTi K

� � , i ∈ 1, n½ �, ð6Þ

vtoken =〠
i

αihi, ð7Þ

where hi denotes the hidden states of the bidirectional LSTM,
K denotes a context vector which is initialized randomly. Hu
et al. [38] indicates that the inner product of hi and K denotes
the contribution of hi to the source code vector. The value of
K is updated continuously with other parameters via super-
vised learning. αi denotes the ith attention score, correspond-
ing with the hidden state hi. vtoken is the representation vector
of the given code fragment, which is generated by the
weighted sum of all the hidden states. Figure 6 shows the
encoding process with the self-attention layer.
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Figure 2: Structure of standard LSTM.
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4.2.2. Method Name Embedding. The method name is a
description of the method functionality, which is composed
of a small amount of keywords. Early code search algorithms
apply a simple keyword matching between queries and
method names. At-CodeSM uses an independent encoder
for the embedding of method names, which is simpler than
lexical embedding. Let T = fname1, name2, name3,⋯g
denote the sequence of small names extracted from the
method name; after that, the encoder applies a transforma-
tion f , which makes f ðname1, name2, name3,⋯Þ = vname1,
vname2, vname3,⋯ with Word2vec technology. Finally, At-
CodeSM outputs the representation vector for the method
name with a bi-LSTM network, which is shown as follows:

vname = hmt = hmt
�!

, hmt

h i
, ð8Þ

where hmt
�!

and hmt are the forward and backward hidden
states of the bi-LSTM, vname is the final semantic vector of

the method name, generated from the concatenation of hmt
�!

and hmt . We tried to implement self-attention in the embed-
ding layer, which had no performance improvement by
experiments. Experimental results with various self-
attention layers are discussed later.

4.2.3. Structural Embedding.We employ javalang to generate
an abstract syntax tree (AST) from the source code snippet.
The structural encoder then transforms the AST into a
high-dimensional vector Vast according to a specific AST tra-
versal algorithm. Recent researchers have proposed several
AST embedding algorithms, e.g., RvNN embedding algo-
rithm [6], structure-based algorithm (SBT) [38], tree-LSTM
embedding algorithm [35], and tree-CNN embedding algo-
rithms [39]. We implement the structural encoder in At-
CodeSM with a special tree-LSTM embedding algorithm,
which is used by Hu et al. in their code clone detector CDLH.

Tai et al. proposed the tree-based LSTM networks, which
is used for the embedding of ASTs in CDLH. Different from
standard LSTM networks, neural cells in tree-LSTM contain
several forget gates, each of which corresponds with an input.
The transition equations for tree-LSTM are the following:

i = σ Wix + 〠
L

i=1
Uilrl

+ bi

 !
,

f l = σ Wf x +U f lrl
+ bf

À Á
, l = 1, 2,⋯, L,

o = σ Wox + 〠
L

i=1
Uolrl

+ bo

 !
,

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

(a)

O5

y5

O4

y4

O3

y3
O1

y1

O2

y2

(b)

Figure 3: Comparison between standard LSTM and tree-LSTM.
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u = tan h Wux + 〠
L

i=1
Uulrl + bu

 !
,

c = i ⊙ u + 〠
L

i=1
f l ⊙ cl,

r = o ⊙ tan h cð Þ, ð9Þ

where x is the embedding of the corresponding token, L
denotes the number of children, f l are L forget gates for the
children of the AST node, l is the index number for its chil-
dren, r is a control variable for the output, Wi, Wf , Wo,
Wu, Uil, Uf l, Uol , and Uul are weight matrices, and bi, bf ,
bo, bu are bias vectors. ⊙ denotes the element-wise multipli-
cation, and σ is the sigmoid function.

The original ASTs generated from source code might
have multiple branches. The classical tree-LSTM networks
can be used for the embedding of ASTs with multiple
branches. The number of children L varies for different
AST nodes, which might cause problems in the parameter-
sharing of weight matrices. We transform the original ASTs
into binary trees, whose nodes contain 0 or 2 children.

The transform algorithm for binary trees is divided into
two steps:

(1) We split nodes with more than 2 children and gener-
ate a new right child together with the old left child as
its children, and then put all children except the left-
most as the children of this new node. Repeat the
operation in an up-down way until only nodes with
0, 1, and 2 children are left

(2) The nodes with 1 child are merged with its child

After transformation, the AST is transformed into a
full binary tree, nodes of which contain 0 or 2 children.
Figure 7 describes the transformation of a subtree. The
binary tree on the right part of the figure is transformed
from the left one, and node 6 and node 7 are generated
after two splits.

For implementation, we input the embeddings of the two
children into the Tree-LSTM networks, and the hidden state
for each internal node is computed recursively in a bottom-
up way. The final output from the AST root Vast is the repre-
sentation for the code snippet.

Code
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Code
snippets
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Figure 4: The workflow of At-CodeSM.
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4.3. Query Embedding. In practice, programmers input
queries in the repositories for code search. In the training
process, the query encoder is updated with target descrip-
tions. Both queries and descriptions are a sequence of natural
language words. The lower part of Figure 5 describes the
structure of the query encoder equation. The process of query
embedding is similar to the embedding of method names in
source code. The query encoder transforms a sequence of
tokens to a sequence of vectors vquery1, vquery2, and vquery3 with

word-embedding technology. Finally, the embedding net-
work embeds this sequence of vectors into a query vector
using bi-LSTM, which is shown as follows:

vquery = hqt = hqt
�!

, hqt
h i

, ð10Þ

where hqt
�!

and hqt are the forward and backward hidden

Source code encoder Ec

Query encoder Eq

snippet
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Token split
token1, token2,
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A
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Method name encoder
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Figure 5: The structure of source code encoder and query encoder.
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states produced by the final layer of LSTM in the query
encoder, and vquery is the output vector of the query sentence.
We tried to add a self-attention layer in the query encoder,
which had no performance improvement by experiments.

4.4. Loss Function. In this section, we present the loss func-
tion used in At-CodeSM. With carefully trained encoders,
and At-CodeSM maps both the source code and queries to
different vectors in a unified vector space. The goal of train-
ing is as follows: if a code snippet and a description have
similar semantics, their embedded vectors should be close
to each other. In other words, given an arbitrary code snippet
C and an arbitrary description D, we want it to predict a
distance with high similarity if D is an exact description of
C, and a little similarity otherwise.

We build each training instance as a triple hC,D+,D − i
for supervised training. For each code snippet C, there is a
positive description D + (correct description) and a negative

description D − (false description) randomly chosen from
the collection of otherD + . In the training process, the search
model predicts the cosine similarities of both hC,D + i and
hC,D − i pairs and minimizes the ranking loss [40], which
is defined as follows:

L θð Þ = 〠
C,D+,D−h i∈P

max 0, ϵ − cos c, d+ð Þð + cos c, d−ð Þ, ð11Þ

where θ indicates the model parameters, P indicates the
training corpus, ϵ is a constant margin. c, d+, and d− are
the embedded vectors of C, D + , and D‐, respectively. The
lost function LðθÞ encourages the similarity between a code
snippet and its correct description to increase, and the
similarity between a code snippet and its false description
to decrease.
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4.5. Evaluation Metrics. The objective of code search models
is to locate suitable code snippets in code repositories. They
often return many results based on similarity algorithms
due to the big capacity of codebase. In most cases, developers
only focus on the snippets ahead in the result list. In our
experiment, we select MRR and NDCG as evaluation metrics
which are often used in the field of information retrieval [2,
25, 41, 42], to compare the performances of At-CodeSM
and other baselines.

5. Experiments

All the experiments are conducted on a server, having a CPU
of 16 cores with GPU acceleration. The framework is built on
python 3.6 and CUDA 9.0. All the tokens are embedded
using word2vec with the Skip-gram algorithm, and we set
the embedding size to be 128.

The standard LSTM and tree-LSTM networks are used to
build the encoders, respectively, where the hidden dimen-
sions are set to be 128. We use SGD to train the model and
set Batch_size to 64. We employ the optimizer Adam with
a learning rate of 0.005 to train the model.

5.1. Dataset Preparation. There are very few public datasets
for source code search as it is very difficult to collect exact
descriptions for code snippets in the code repositories with
massive code data. Especially, the similarity scores between
code snippets and queries should be judged by experts, which
might cause human bias. Researchers usually construct three
datasets for contrast experiments in code search area.

(1) Training corpus: it refers to a dataset of paired code
and the natural language description. A common
example for the natural language description could
be the code snippet’s corresponding docstring. A train-
ing corpus is used to update the searchingmodels with
supervised labeling. Unsupervised learningmodels use
only code snippets from the training corpus

(2) Search corpus: it refers to a dataset of unique code
entries after data preprocessing. Entries are unique
to avoid repetition in search results. Code search
engines take effort to apply an offline embedding on
each code snippet in the search corpus with their
code encoders before an online search. Data in the
search corpus are not necessarily like the ones in
training corpus. Sometimes, code snippets in the
search corpus might not be paired with descriptions

(3) Testing corpus (benchmark queries): it refers to a set
of evaluation queries and corresponding code snippets
used to gauge the performance of trained models. It is
defined as fhqueryi, Cii ∣ i ∈N , jCij ≥ 1g. Depending
on the size of Ci, testing sets generally fall into two
categories in code search:

(a) Each test case includes a query and a correspond-
ing code snippet, i.e., ∀queryi, jCij = 1. These test
cases can be automatically collected and evalu-
ated. However, due to the complexity of the code
structure, it is possible for search engines in prac-

tice to return heterogeneous code snippets with
the same functionality, e.g., type 4 clone pairs.
These correct cases are probably identified as
“false.” The evaluation for code snippets with
similar functionality, which are returned by
search engines, will lose effectiveness

(b) Each test case includes a query and several corre-
sponding code snippets, i.e., ∃queryi, jCij > 1.
Test cases of this kind successfully solve the prob-
lem of code snippets with similar functionality
but different shapes. Based on these test cases,
we can evaluate the search engine’s performance
with traditional methods in the IR field. How-
ever, it is difficult to find all the target snippets
related to the same query and judge the related-
ness between them. Recent scholars manage to
collect similar code snippets according to the
same query by various search models, and the
relatedness scores are often obtained manually.
Hence, the testing corpus does not have a large
capacity. We believe that the problem of collect-
ing test cases will be solved with the development
of deep learning methods in the field of source
code clone detection

5.2. Dataset Description. Previous researchers [3, 43] build
their own datasets by collecting source code from code repos-
itories, due to the lack of public datasets for code search and
summarization. In order to solve the problem, Microsoft
Cambridge Research Center and GitHub company released
a large-scale dataset CodeSearchNet [44] for machine learn-
ing in 2020. The dataset contains more than 6 million code
snippets extracted from GitHub, an open-source code repos-
itory with massive code data, among which more than 2
million snippets are commented methods. The code extrac-
tion is applied according to “popularity” as indicated by the
number of stars and forks in GitHub. The dataset authors
generate the label for each code snippet by extracting the first
sentence from its comment. Table 1 shows the data in Code-
SearchNet, which are grouped by programming language.
These labeled data on the second column of Table 1 can be
used for code search and code summarization tasks. We
conduct contrast experiments on the Java subset.

The dataset for java in CodeSearchNet is split in 80-10-10
train/valid/test proportions after data preprocessing. We use
the labeled java dataset as the search corpus, the original
training set as our training corpus. Figure 8 shows the parti-
tion of Java dataset in our experiments.

At-CodeSM and other baseline models are evaluated with
two different testing sets, which are described in Section 5.1:

(1) Test A: we apply an automatic testing on the Java
testing set from CodeSearchNet. Table 1 shows that
the Java testing set contains 26909 method-
description pairs. The experimental results are unbi-
ased due to the exclusive partition of training and
testing sets [45]. We calculate the MRR values of all
the searching models in Test A
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(2) Test B: expert scoring are employed in the evaluation
of ranking models in order to cope with heteroge-
neous code snippets with similar functionality.
Experts score each item in the result list by the relat-
edness between the snippet and query. Traditional
IR-based methods such as NDCG are then applied
for evaluation depending on the matching scores.
Test B is rarely used by researchers due to the luxury
manual work. Hence, the authors of CodeSearchNet
construct a new dataset called CodeSearchNet Chal-
lenge for code evaluation. It is defined as fDi, hCin,
Rini ∣ i = 1, 2,⋯, 99 ; n = 1, 2,⋯, 100g, where Di
denotes the description or query, Cin is a correspond-
ing code snippet according to Di, Rin is a matching
score between Cin and Di given by experts

CodeSearchNet Challenge contains 99 natural languages
queries paired with likely results for each of six programming
languages. All the queries are obtained from the famous
search engine Bing with high click-through rates, each of
which contains around 10 corresponding code snippets,
returned by baseline code search models. Every query-result
pair is labeled by a human expert, indicating the relevance
of the result for the query. Table 2 shows some examples in
CodeSearchNet Challenge. Table 3 shows the criterion of
relevance followed by experts.

5.3. Contrast Experiments. We compare At-CodeSM with
three baseline models in the field of source code search by
different experiments on CodeSearchNet dataset:

(1) NBoW model (Neural Bag of Words) [45]: as a clas-
sical code search model, NBoW has already been
implemented in CodeSearchNet. It applies code
embedding with common NLP methods by treating
source code as the plain text. The tokens extracted
from the code snippet are embedded with a transfor-
mation matrix, which is updated by training. The
representation vector for the code snippet is gener-
ated by a max-pooling function over all the token
vectors. NBoW implements the query embedding
with the same embedding algorithm. Finally, NBoW
returns the most related code snippets in the vector
space as search results with a similarity algorithm
between vectors

(2) NCS model (Neural Code Search) [3]: built in Face-
book, NCS generates the representation vector of

the code with a combination of token-level embed-
ding with fastText [45], which is similar to
Word2vec, and conventional IR techniques, such
as TF-IDF. The encoders of NCS are not imple-
mented with conventional deep neural networks
nor supervised training

(3) CODEnn model [25]: all the encoders in CODEnn
are implemented with complicated neutral networks,
compared to former baselines. CODEnn includes
three encoders for method names, APIs, and method
body, respectively. The encoders for method names
and APIs are implemented with a standard LSTM,
while the lexical encoder uses a simple MLP for the
embedding of method body. Finally, CODEnn out-
puts a unified vector by merging three subvectors
through a MLP layer. For query embedding, a bi-
LSTM network is employed to process the sequence
of token vectors extracted from the query sentence.
CODEnn returns the result list according to the
cosine similarity algorithm. Unlike NCS, authors of
CODEnn update their model with supervised learn-
ing. The labeled data are collected from code reposi-
tories by themselves. The authors provide the
framework of CODEnn in GitHub, which we use
for our contrast experiments on CodeSearchNet

Figure 9 shows the experimental results of At-CodeSM
and baseline models on the test corpus of CodeSearchNet.
The figures above the bars are the MRR values of search
models, which are the rank of the first hit results. We
see that the search performance of CODEnn and At-
CodeSM, which is evaluated by MRR, is much higher than
the former models.

Table 1: Data statistics in CodeSearchNet.

Language
Labeled data

(functions with descriptions)
All

Go 347789 726768

Java 542991 1569889

Javascript 157988 1857835

PHP 717313 977821

Python 503502 1156085

Ruby 57393 164048

454451

26909 15328
Java dataset

Training set
Testing set

Validation set

Figure 8: Java dataset.
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Figure 10 shows the experimental results of At-CodeSM
and baseline models on CodeSearchNet Challenge. We see
that At-biLSTM and CODEnn once again take the lead in
the search performance evaluated by NDCG.

6. Discussion

In this chapter, we take a detailed discussion about the per-
formance of At-CodeSM and other code search models based
on ablation tests. We try to find the key components which
affect searching accuracy by further experiments.

6.1. Comparing with Baseline Models. Compared to other
baseline models, we conclude from the contrast experiments
that At-CodeSM model outperforms the other models in
both MRR values, which are generated from automated test-
ing, and NDCG values which are generated with manual
evaluation. NCS model encodes the source code with com-
mon NLPmethods. The unsupervised learning has a negative
influence on the searching performance, although unlabeled
data are easily collected. Figures 9 and 10 show the poor
performance of NCS, of which the searching accuracy and
ranking in the result list are lower than codeNN and At-
CodeSM. The performance of NBoW is not ideal, because
its code encoder ignores both the sequential information of
tokens and structural information in source code.

CodeNN is a successful code search model trained with
supervised learning. It introduces deep learning technology
into the field of code search. It makes great achievement in
source code search by using a combination of method names,
tokens, and APIs during code embedding. Inspired by
codeNN, we propose the At-CodeSM model. The perfor-
mance of our model is slightly better than codeNN. We guess
it is the introduction of self-attention and tree-LSTM net-
works that improve the searching performance. The core
words are strengthened with a self-attention mechanism,

which highlight the behavior and logic hidden in function
bodies. The AST encoder in our model, which is imple-
mented with tree-LSTM networks, further extracts the struc-
tural features hidden in source code, compared to API
revocations in codeNN. Both models outperform NCS and
NBoW, which only extract lexical features.

6.2. AST Traversal Algorithms. A traversal algorithm for ASTs
is introduced in At-CodeSM. The corresponding AST main-
tains the structural feature hidden in the source code snippet.
We use a tree-based LSTM network in the embedding of AST.
In the field of software engineering, many AST-based traversal
algorithms are proposed, with which corresponding ASTs are
transformed to representation vectors.

In order to investigate the effects of the embedding algo-
rithms for ASTs, we conduct contrast experiments on the
same dataset, and the results are shown in Table 4. Models
in the table are the same except that the structural encoders
are implemented with three different traversal algorithms
for AST embedding. Model 1 embeds the source code with
a combination of the lexical encoder and method name
encoder, which ignores the structural embedding completely.
Model 2 implements the AST embedding with SBT, which
convert the ASTs into special formatted sequences of nodes.
A bi-LSTM network is used to generate the representation
vector according to the sequence of nodes. The authors of
SBT claim the transformation keeps the structural informa-
tion. Model 3 is an At-CodeSM model, whose structural
encoder is implemented with a Tree-based LSTM. We com-
pare both the MRR and NDCG values in Table 4.

Through the above experimental results, it can be
observed that model 1 shows the poorest performance, as it
fails to extract the structural information hidden in the
AST. The search performance of model 2 is slightly inferior
to that of model 3. We guess the one-dimensional sequence

Table 2: Examples in CodeSearchNet challenge.

Query The path of the returned code Score

Connect to sql https://github.com/druid/.../DruidPool.java#L31-L51 0

Connect to sql https://github.com/Teddy-Zhu/...jdbc/JDBCPool.java#L97-L105 1

Convert html to pdf https://github.com/Coveros/.../Reporter.java#L741-L752 2

Convert json to csv https://github.com/GCRC/nunaliit/.../ExportRecordsCSV.java#L118-L150 0

Convert string to number https://github.com/b3log/.../JSONObject.java#L2074-L2126 3

Table 3: Criterion of relevance.

Description Score Criteria

Totally
irrelevant

0 I would never want to see this for this query.

Weak match 1
That is not exactly what I was looking for, but there are some useful elements I would use (e.g., APIs and code

structure) and can form the basis of a new query or exploration towards solving my query.

Strong match 2
This is more or less what I was looking for. I would use the code in here as a backbone for my purpose, but I will not

necessarily copy-paste it or use this library.

Exact match 3
It is exactly what I was looking for. I would copy-paste the code and make minor adaptions or will use this

functionality of the library in my code.
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generated from SBT might lose the structural information of
some tree nodes.

6.3. Self-Attention Algorithms. The use of a self-attention
layer, which stresses the effect of key words in source clone
embedding, is a great innovation in our paper. In this section,
we investigate the effect of self-attention layers on the search
performance by contrast experiments. Figure 11 shows the
experimental data we collect from five code search models,
each of which is built on the basic At-CodeSM model. The
detailed structure of At-CodeSM is presented in Section 4.2,
including three encoders for method names, code tokens,

and the code structure, respectively. The structures of these
models are the same except the self-attention layers:

(1) NoAtt model: it does not include the self-attention
layer at all. The vectors generated from three inde-
pendent encoders are merged via a fusion layer

(2) MNAtt model: the self-attention layer is placed at the
back of the name encoder, which assigns weights to
the tokens extracted from method names

(3) StrAtt model: the self-attention mechanism is used
during structural embedding. Each node vector is
assigned with an attentional weight

(4) At-CodeSM model: it is proposed in Section 4. The
self-attention layer is used during lexical encoding

(5) At-CodeSM2 model: it is a variant of the original At-
CodeSM model, where the attention scores are com-
puted according to equation (12). Many formulas are
proposed to calculate the attention scores in the NLP
field. Equation (12) is a simple implementation for
the self-attention algorithm without other model
parameters. We want to investigate the effects of var-
ious attention algorithms by contrast experiments

Figure 11 shows that the self-attention layer greatly
improves the search performance of the model. The contri-
butions of different words are various in high-level program-
ming languages. The core words implementing the logical
functionality are more important than the normal ones.
The encoder with self-attention layers can strengthen the
effectiveness of core words and weaken the impact of com-
mon words such as variable declaration. Both the MRR and
NDCG values of NoAtt substantially fall behind the other
models. The performance improvement in MNAtt is not
obvious. We guess that all the words extracted from the
method name are important, the contributions of which are
similar. The performance of StrAtt is close to that of At-
CodeSM. However, it takes more time to train StrAtt due to
the complicated structure encoder with attention.
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Figure 9: The MRRs for various models on CodeSearchNet.
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Figure 10: The NDCGs for various models on CodeSearchNet.

Table 4: Search performance depending on various AST traversal
algorithms.

Descriptions MRR NDCG

Without AST (model 1) 46.45% 0.4149

SBT (model 2) 51.03% 0.4683

Tree-LSTM (model 3) 53.37% 0.4918

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

NoAtt MNAtt StrAtt At-CodeSM At-CodeSM2

MRR
NDCG

Figure 11: Search models with various self-attention layers.
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We find that the search performance of At-CodeSM
and At-CodeSM2 are slightly different. The performance
of At-CodeSM is higher when involving an independent
parameter K in equation (7). We suspect that the search per-
formance of the second model is slightly affected due to the
lack of some adjustments to the input when calculating the
attention scores.

αi =
exp hi

Thi
� �

∑iexp hi
Thi

� � : ð12Þ

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel source code-
searching model At-biLSTM based on deep learning with a
self-attention mechanism. It contains a query encoder and
three independent source code encoders, which successfully
capture both the lexical and syntactic information of the code
during embedding. The searching results are returned by
computing the cosine similarity between the query vector
and code vectors in a unified high-dimensional vector space.
Contrast experiments show that our model significantly out-
performs most of the existing code search models.

We will focus on three aspects in the future. First, the At-
CodeSM should be used in large-scale codebase. At present,
both the algorithms for clone search and data collected in
the labs cannot be applied in the real world. We will study
and improve the searching performance of our model in
industry. Second, we will focus on the code-embedding tech-
nology. In recent years, many pretrained models for embed-
ding have made great achievements in NLP applications. We
plan to rebuild our code encoders with BERT, which is the
most popular pretrained model in the world. Third, we will
make a study of query expansion technology. We plan to
add a special component for the expansion of keywords in
queries, which might improve the searching performance.

The threats to the validity stem from the datasets used in
our experiments. The models are trained on a new dataset
called CodeSearchNet which was created by Microsoft in
2020, as the labeled data for code search are difficult to accu-
mulate. The labeled data in CodeSearchNet are collected in
the same way as in other datasets. The first sentence of the
method comment is identified as the query description,
which is far away from the real query in practice. The match-
ing scores for 99 queries are all given manually. The intro-
duction of human evaluation might have a negative
influence on searching results when we evaluate the models’
NDCG values.
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In order to make the color of image display more realistic, optimize the use of energy, and improve the light efficiency of the module
through reasonable spectral distribution, this paper proposes a backlight spectral optimization algorithm based on linear
programming. With the goal of maximizing the backlight luminous efficiency, the theoretical maximum of the luminous
efficiency of the backlight spectrum can be achieved by constructing a linear programming model. The research process is to
obtain the optimal distribution of transmittance spectrum by linear programming method on the premise of ensuring the color
gamut standard of display system. The results show that the light efficiency can be increased to 335.5 lm/W, while the original
light efficiency of the system is less than 150 lm/W. With the goal of maximizing the light efficiency, light sources with narrow
bandwidths such as lasers and quantum dot materials can be used to simulate and reconstruct these characteristic wavelengths.
There will be easier to approach the ideal optimization spectrum and achieve the theoretical maximum luminous efficiency of
610.8 lm/W.

1. Introduction

In recent years, many display devices have been introduced.
In particular, the digital flat panel display technology repre-
sented by the LCD has been rapid developed [1, 2]. For
further improving the effect of the display device and
enhancing the performance of the display, the color gamut,
as an important indicator of the display quality, will become
the focus in the research area of display. At the same time, the
polarizer and color filter in the LCD panel structure have a
huge impact on the luminous efficiency, which lead to the
low light effect. At present, RGB color light source can
remove the color filter to improve the luminous efficiency,
but there are still some limitations. As the light source of
the display, the spectral components contained in the back-
light spectrum will directly affect the final color rendering
effect. The backlight spectrum is the key to color gamut
expansion as well. In this paper, a linear programming-
based algorithm is proposed for optimization of the backlight
spectrum. Through constructing a linear programming
model, the spectrum distribution of the primary colors of

any display and the calculation of the limit value of the light
efficiency can be optimized.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
studies the structure of liquid crystal display and the phe-
nomenon of metamerism; Section 3 illustrates the optimiza-
tion model of the backlight spectrum; Section 4 reports the
analysis of the backlight optimization model. Finally, Section
5 concludes the proposed algorithm and presents several
aspects of future work.

2. Structure of Liquid Crystal Device and
Phenomenon of Metamerism

Since the liquid crystal layer cannot emit the light, the tradi-
tional LCD uses a multilayer module for reconstruction of
the image bymodulating the backlight through diffusers, polar-
izers, liquid crystal layers, and filters. According to the distribu-
tion of the backlight light source, common modules can be
divided into two types: edge type and direct type [3, 4]. The
schematic diagram of these two structures is shown in Figure 1.
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As for the edge type, the backlight source is placed on the
side of the liquid crystal panel. The light guide plate is used
for color mixing and can directly couple the light to the liquid
crystal panel as the input light energy. However, in the direct
type, the light emitted from the backlight is reflected by the
reflector. After that, the light is dispersed upward through
the diffuser. Eventually, the light can be transmitted from
the front side. Taking the direct backlight structure as an
example, the basic structure of the module and the transmit-
tance level of each layer are shown in Figure 2. Compared
with the direct type, the side type has a lower overall utiliza-
tion rate of the light energy due to the energy loss of the light
guide plate [5, 6].

Because of the multilayer structure of the module, there
are only 5% of the light from the direct type module that
can be emitted by the screen for forming the final image. This
means that the utilization rate of light energy in the LCD sys-
tem is rather low. To ensure the quality of the reconstructed
image, most of the light is absorbed or uniformed by various
materials during the layer-by-layer modulation. This phe-
nomenon not only exacerbates the heating problem of the
display but also increases the power consumption of the
device. Generally, the luminous efficiency (lm/W) is used as
an index to measure the electro-optical conversion efficiency
of the light source. The luminous efficiency can be calculated
as follows:

η = k
Ð 780
380Φ λð ÞV λð ÞdλÐ 780

380Φ λð Þdλ
: ð1Þ

In which, the coefficient k represents the maximum opti-
cal efficiency, i.e., 683 lm/W, which is also the luminous effi-
ciency value when human watches the yellow-green light
(555 nm). ΦðλÞ is the radiance spectral energy distribution
of the light source. VðλÞ is the light efficiency function of
human eyes’ optical spectrum. In the LCD system, whether
it is a traditional CCFL backlight or a new LED backlight,
the luminous efficiency of the device does not exceed
150 lm/W, and the luminous efficiency of the whole system
does not exceed 10 lm/W.

The light emitted from the backlight of the flat panel dis-
play system is filtered by the module. Under the CIE-1931

XYZ color space, the color is calibrated by its color coordi-
nates ðx, yÞ. Equation (2) for calibration is given as follows:

X =
ð780
380

Φ λð Þ�x λð Þdλ,

Y =
ð780
380

Φ λð Þ�y λð Þdλ,

Z =
ð780
380

Φ λð Þ�z λð Þdλ,

x = X
X + Y + Z

,

y = Y
X + Y + Z

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

In which, X, Y , and Z represent the tristimulus values of
the red, green, and blue channels, respectively. ΦðλÞ is the
spectral distribution of the color. −x ðλÞ, −y ðλÞ, and −z ðλÞ
are the standard observations of X, Y , and Z.

Deduced from the integral calculation of the color coor-
dinates, there are infinite possibilities for the color light
spectrum distribution that meets the color coordinates. The-
oretically, if the color coordinates ðx, yÞ are the same and
have the same brightness, the human eyes cannot distinguish
them and will judge these colors as the same color. This phe-
nomenon is also elaborated by Glassman’s law [7–9]. In fact,
whether in daily life or the industrial production, most of the
colors are metameres [10, 11]. This phenomenon is much
more common, especially in the industries such as printing,
dyes, and painting. Since the actual color perception of the
human eye is directly related to the tristimulus value instead
of the spectral composition, the optimization of many light
sources and spectral analysis can be achieved by using the
metamerism. For instance, the metamerism can be used for
improving the color accuracy of the multiprimary color dis-
play systems [12]. Wyszecki et al. proposed the concept of
metamerism black to decompose the spectral reflectance of
objects [13]. Cohen et al. proposed an Rmatrix mathematical
model for spectral reconstruction calculations [14, 15]. Sim-
ilarly, metamerism also provides the possibility to optimize
the backlight of liquid crystal displays.
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Backlight

(b) Direct type

Figure 1: Schematic of the LCD module structure.
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The energy consumption of displays is used as another
important indicator. In the optimization, the light efficiency
of the display is used as a reference indicator to measure
the quality of the backlight spectrum, and the high luminous
efficiency light source is of great significance for the display.
Normally, the power consumption of the general liquid crys-
tal display (LCD) backlight accounts for most of the entire
power consumption. Backlight modulation can also be used
to improve the luminous efficiency of LCD module, such as
flicker backlight technology and scanning backlight technol-
ogy. Flicker backlight is to make the backlight glow only for a
certain period in a frame instead of continuously illuminated.
This method can reduce energy consumption but may lead to
a decrease in the overall image brightness, which makes the
brightness output of the backlight more demanding. Based
on the flickering of the backlight, scanning backlight adds
the process of controlling the phase of the backlight; that is,
lighting up and closing the backlight at the phase when the
LCD pixel are completely on and completely off. The advan-
tage of backlight scanning is that the light energy utilization
of the backlight is high and can obviously improve the phe-
nomenon of LCD image motion blur, but in order to achieve
a constant background light brightness, it is necessary to
improve the brightness of the scanned background light.
Therefore, the reduction of the power consumption caused
by the backlight source is crucial. The utilization of LCDs
with higher light efficiency in portable devices can improve
the endurance of the device under the same battery capacity
which can enhance the practicability and competitiveness
of the product.

Besides, the spectral optimization of the display backlight
source is also applicable to the field of lighting. In recent
years, with the development of cities, the fossil energy has
become increasingly tense. The prices of the conventional
energy, such as oil and coal, have continued to rise. In partic-
ular, international oil prices have reached to the peak leading
to an increasingly severe energy supply situation. The sus-
tainable development and utilization of energy has attracted
more and more attention. Lighting is one of the main areas

where humans consume energy. Therefore, it is of great sig-
nificance to achieve energy saving in the lighting field [16].
For alleviating the ever-increasing energy crisis, the “green
lighting concept” has been proposed internationally in the
early 1990s. The Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007 (EISA2007) signed by the United States specifically
requires the inclusion of the “Next Generation Lighting Ini-
tiative” (NGLI) [17]. Currently, European and American
markets generally adopt the Energy Star (ES) indicator
jointly promoted by the US Department of Energy and the
US Environmental Protection Agency [18], China, also
began to implement the promotion of “green lighting pro-
jects” in 1996 [19, 20]. An important step to realize this plan
is to develop and promote efficient and energy-saving light-
ing fixtures. Saving the electricity for lighting, reducing the
lighting pollution, and establishing a high-quality, efficient,
economical, comfortable, safe, and reliable lighting system
are beneficial to the whole system. The high-efficiency light-
ing source means that the source consumes less energy under
the same light output. It is of great significance to save energy
and reduce power costs.

Compared with the lighting, the color gamut range
should be taken into consideration in the display system
while improving the light efficiency. Otherwise, the image
quality of the display will be affected due to the decrease in
color saturation, which will be harmful to the final quality
of the display. By using the metamerism, the simulation
and optimization of the spectral distribution of the light
source can be achieved with the optimal light efficiency.

3. Optimization Model of the
Backlight Spectrum

The reconstruction of color images of LCD can be achieved
by mixing multiple primary colors. Under the premise of
ensuring the color gamut area, the light efficiency of the
display should be maximized. The optimized spectrum of
each primary color is the basis for the optimized spectrum
of the entire backlight. Based on the passive light-emitting
principle of LCD, the light of the display received by the
viewer is the backlight by passing through the liquid crystal
layer and the filter. The absorption of other optical film layers
such as polarizers can be treated as a fixed value. In order to
achieve a real simulation effect, the spectral distribution of
the backlight, ΦBLðλÞ, the transmittance line distribution of
the filter, TCFðλÞ, and the transmittance distribution of the
liquid crystal, TLCðλÞ, should be set as unknown parameters.
Since these three parameters are unknown, solving the func-
tion directly can be very difficult [21]. In order to simplify the
process, the optimization of the process can be divided into
three steps. Step one is the spectrum optimization of the pri-
mary color light. Step two is the spectral synthesis of the dis-
play optimization backlight; the final step is the spectral
distribution of the color filter transmittance. During the pro-
cess, the optimized result in each step can be the basis of the
next calculation. In the first step of optimization, the trans-
mittance spectrum of the color filter and the liquid crystal
can be set as an ideal state, i.e., 100%. Following these three
steps, the optimized spectral distribution of the backlight

Transmittance ~ 5%

Color filter: 30%

Polarizer: 45%

Optical films: 70%

Backlight

Figure 2: Structure of the LCD backlight module and the
transmittance of each layer.
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and the corresponding distribution of the filter and the trans-
mittance spectral of the liquid crystal can be obtained.

3.1. Spectral Optimization of Primary Colors. The spectrum
optimization of the primary colors is the basis of the display
backlight optimization. As for displays that comply with a
specific color gamut standard, the color coordinates of each
primary color have been determined. Each color coordinate
of the primary color is different and vary with each other.
Optimizing a certain primary color is equal to optimize the
color light spectrum distribution of any known color coordi-
nate. The calculation of color coordinates and light effects
can refer to equation (1) and equation (2). −w ðλÞ is the white
spectrum curve value. ΦðλÞ is the spectral distribution of the
color. −x ðλÞ, −y ðλÞ, and −z ðλÞ are the standard observations
of X and Y . According to the principle of metamerism, there
are countless chromatic light spectrum distribution, ΦðλÞ,
that satisfy the given color coordinate theoretically. With
the goal of maximizing the light efficiency, finding one or
more optimized distributions among countless kinds of spec-
tral distributions and improving light efficiency while satisfy-
ing the color perception are the task of optimization of
primary colors. Using the chromaticity formula, the problem
can be transformed into the following mathematical model.
Assuming that the functionΦðλÞ satisfies the following equa-
tions, we should find ΦðλÞ when η reaches to the maximum.

�w λð Þ = �x λð Þ + �y λð Þ + �z λð Þ,
ð780
380

Φ λð Þ x�w λð Þ − �x λð Þ½ �dλ = 0,
ð780
380

Φ λð Þ y�w λð Þ − �y λð Þ½ �dλ = 0,

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

η = k
Ð 780
380Φ λð Þ�y λð ÞdλÐ 780
380Φ λð Þdλ

: ð4Þ

The solution of equation (3) is in the form of a function
distribution, which is a functional problem. The tristimulus
values, xðλÞ, −yðλÞ, and −zðλÞ, are subjective experimental
statistical results. There is no recognized analytical formula
corresponding to it. In order to simplify the solution process
and reduce the difficulty of the solution, the idea of function
discretization is used to reconstruct all the function distribu-
tions into discrete functions. The integral operation is con-
verted to accumulation operation [22, 23]. Eventually, the
problem can be transmitted into a discrete function for a
nonlinear programming model. Assuming that the discrete
function ΦðλÞ satisfies the following equations, we should
find ΦðλÞ when η reaches to the maximum.

�w λð Þ = �x λð Þ + �y λð Þ + �z λð Þ,

〠
780nm

λ=380nm
Φ λð Þ x�w λð Þ − �x λð Þ½ � = 0,

〠
780nm

λ=380nm
Φ λð Þ y�w λð Þ − �y λð Þ½ � = 0,

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

η = k∑780nm
λ=380nmΦ λð Þ�y λð Þ
∑780nm

λ=380nmΦ λð Þ
: ð6Þ

The discrete functions involved in which all have the
same sampling rate. Taking into consideration of the calcula-
tion accuracy and time, the sampling interval is set as 1 nm in
this paper. In addition, due to the physical meaning of the
function, the value of each wavelength inΦðλÞ is the intensity
of the energy distribution. Therefore, the value ofΦðλÞ is non-
negative, i.e., ΦðλÞ ≥ 0, (380 nm ≤ λ ≤ 780 nm). Eventually,
the nonlinear programming problem takes equation (6) as
the objective function, which contains 401 unknown parame-
ters, 2 equality constraints, and 401 inequality constraints.

The nonlinear programming problem is solved by
substituting the corresponding constraints and objective
functions. After normalization, the solution is the optimal
relative spectral power distribution of any color light. In the
solving process, it is necessary to substitute the spectral dis-
tribution data for satisfying the color coordinates as the ini-
tial value. If the initial value is unknown, the approximate
color coordinates can be substituted into the calculation.
However, the value calculated by the first optimization may
not be the best result. The first optimization result can be
used as an initial value and then substituted into the mathe-
matical tool for the next round of calculation. The result after
two iterations will converge to the final optimal result. The
final result maximizes the light efficiency under the premise
that the color coordinate is unchanged. Figure 3 shows the
optimized results of a certain white light (color coordinates
(0.271, 0.234)). Before the optimization, the theoretical
luminous efficiency of the original spectral distribution of
the illuminator is 237.6 lm/W. After the optimization, the
theoretical luminous efficiency is increased to 321.8 lm/W.

Through the optimization, the spectral distribution of the
color light represented by any point other than the edge in
the tongue diagram of the color gamut in the CIE-1931
XYZ color space can be optimized [24, 25]. Figure 4 shows
the optimized contour distribution of the tongue diagram
with the maximum light effect. The optimizable range covers
the entire tongue-shaped chart color gamut, which provides a
basis for the spectrum optimization of the primary colors and
the backlight of the display.

3.2. Synthesis of Backlight Spectrum. As for traditional dis-
plays, the standard of the color gamut provides four sets of
color coordinates for the four primary colors, i.e., red, green,
blue, and white field. For example, in the NTSC standard
(National Television Standards Committee, American Stan-
dard Television Broadcast Transmission and Reception
Protocol), the color coordinates of red, green, blue, and white
are specified as ðxr , yrÞ = ð0:67, 0:33Þ, ðxg, ygÞ = ð0:21, 0:71Þ,
ðxb, ybÞ = ð0:14, 0:08Þ, and ðxw, ywÞ = ð0:31, 0:316Þ. Briefly,
the standard color coordinates of each primary color should
be calculated. Then, the aforementioned steps can be used to
construct an equivalent nonlinear programming problem.
After that, the constructed nonlinear programming problem
can be solved. Eventually, the optimal spectral distribution of
the light efficiency of each primary color can be obtained.
Taking the NTSC standard as an example, the optimized
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spectral distributions of the three primary colors, i.e., ΦrðλÞ,
ΦgðλÞ, and ΦbðλÞ, are shown in Figure 5. The theoretical
light effects of the three primary colors after the optimization
are 330.8 lm/W, 612.9 lm/W, and 101.9 lm/W, respectively.

Since the color coordinates of the white field are also
specified in the color gamut standard, the relative intensity
of each primary color spectrum needs to be calculated after

obtaining the optimized spectrum of each primary color.
To tackle this issue, the synthesized white should be exactly
equal to the color coordinates of the white field when the pri-
mary colors reach the maximum. Meanwhile, the light inten-
sity of each primary color should be used to maximize the
total brightness in the white field. The gain coefficients of
the three primary colors of red, green, and blue channels
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can be set as nr , ng, and nb. In order to ensure the white field
color coordinates, the intensity coefficient should satisfy the
following equations:

ygybYr xr − xwð Þ
h i

nr + yrybYg xg − xw
� �� �

ng + yrygYb xb − xwð Þ
h i

nb = 0,

ygybYr yr − ywð Þ
h i

nr + yrybYg yg − yw
� �h i

ng + yrygYb yb − ywð Þ
h i

nb = 0:

8><
>:

ð7Þ

In which, Yr , Yg, and Yb represent the luminous flux of
the three primary colors in the optimal spectral distribution
of light efficiency, respectively. The expression of these three
parameters is given as follows:

Yr = 〠
780nm

λ=380nm
Φr λð Þ�y λð ÞΔλ,

Yg = 〠
780nm

λ=380nm
Φg λð Þ�y λð ÞΔλ,

Yb = 〠
780nm

λ=380nm
Φb λð Þ�y λð ÞΔλ:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

In which, Δλ = 1 nm. The total luminous flux, Yw, of the
white field of the display is expressed as the sum of the lumi-
nous fluxes of the three primary colors:

Yw = nrYr + ngYg + nbYb: ð9Þ

On the premise that the color temperature of the white
field does not deviate and in order to maximize the bright-
ness of the white field, equation (7) can be set as the
constraint condition, and equation (9) can be set as the objec-
tive function. In order to maximum the solution of equation
(9), a linear programming problem can be proposed for solv-
ing the gain strength of each primary color. It should be

noted that each gain coefficient is nonnegative, i.e., nr ≥ 0,
ng ≥ 0, and nb ≥ 0. Besides, the final constructed linear pro-
gramming problem contains three unknown parameters,
two equality constraints, and three inequality constraints.
By using some calculation tools, nr , ng, and nb can be solved.
Taking the NTSC standard as an example, the brightness of
the white field formed by the combination should be the larg-
est when the white field color coordinates are (0.31, 0.316),
nr = 0:8875, ng = 0:5742, and nb = 1:0000.

After obtaining the spectral intensity gain coefficients of
each primary color, the optimized spectra of all primary
colors are combined into the display backlight spectrum
according to the coefficient ratio. Due to the passive light
emitting principle of liquid crystal displays, the backlight of
the display should pass through filters for selecting the spe-
cific wavelength. Therefore, the final backlight spectrum
value at a certain wavelength is the maximum value of the
optimized spectrum of all primary colors at that point. The
final optimized backlight spectrum BLðλÞ is given as follows:

BL λð Þ
380nm≤λ≤780nm

=max nrΦr λð Þ, ngΦg λð Þ, nbΦb λð Þ,� �
: ð10Þ

In which, the optimized backlight spectrum distribution
synthesized by the NTSC standard is shown in Figure 6.
The theoretical light efficiency of the optimized backlight
spectrum is 335.5 lm/W.

3.3. Spectral Optimization of the Transmittance of the Filter.
Due to the passive light emitting principle of the LCD, the
backlight of the display should be selected by passing through
filters. A large amount of backlight energy is absorbed by the
filter layer causing a low lighting efficiency. Based on the
aforementioned principle, the optimization of the transmit-
tance distribution of the filter can also be achieved by con-
structing a linear programming problem [26, 27]. Assuming
that the spectral distribution of the display backlight is BLðλÞ,
the transmittance distribution functions of the red, green,
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and blue filters are CFrðλÞ, CFgðλÞ, and CFbðλÞ, respectively.
According to the provision of the color gamut standard, the
final color coordinate calculation of the primary color light
received by the human eyes meets equation (11) as follows:

�w λð Þ = �x λð Þ + �y λð Þ + �z λð Þ, CFw λð Þ = CFr λð Þ + CFg λð Þ + CFb λð Þ,

xr =
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFr λð Þ�x λð Þ
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFr λð Þ�w λð Þ
, yr =

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFr λð Þ�y λð Þ

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFr λð Þ�w λð Þ

,

xg =
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFg λð Þ�x λð Þ
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFg λð Þ�w λð Þ
, yg =

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFg λð Þ�y λð Þ

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFg λð Þ�w λð Þ

,

xb =
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFb λð Þ�x λð Þ
∑780nm

λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFb λð Þ�w λð Þ
, yb =

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFb λð Þ�y λð Þ

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFb λð Þ�w λð Þ

,

xw = ∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFw λð Þ�x λð Þ

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFw λð Þ�w λð Þ

, yw = ∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFw λð Þ�y λð Þ

∑780nm
λ=380nmBL λð ÞCFw λð Þ�w λð Þ

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

Since the backlight is determined, the difference in the
transmittance spectrum of the filter will directly determine
the luminous efficiency of the display. Therefore, the optimi-
zation of the luminous efficiency is equal to the maximization

of the luminous flux. The luminous flux of the brightness of
the white field, i.e., Y , can be calculated as follows:

Y = 〠
780nm

λ=380nm
BL λð ÞCFw λð Þ�y λð Þ: ð12Þ

Since there are three independent spectral distributions,
each solution contains 401 unknown parameters, if the sam-
pling interval is set as 1nm. In order to simplify the problem,
the three functions can be combined into one function, and
this function can be solved by some mathematical tools. The
synthesis process is to connect the transmittance distribution
functions of the red, green, and blue filters in sequence to form
a discrete function, i.e., CFallðmÞ, containing 1203 elements.
The synthesis equation (13) is given as follows:

CFall mð Þ = CFr 380ð Þ,⋯CFr 780ð Þ, CFg 380ð Þ,⋯CFg 780ð Þ, CFb 380ð Þ,⋯CFb 780ð Þ� �
:

ð13Þ

Taking equation (13) as the function to be solved, equation
(11) and equation (12) can be transmitted into:
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Figure 6: The optimized spectral distribution of the backlight under the standard of NTSC.
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In addition, the value of the function CFallðmÞ is the
transmittance of the material, which should fall in the
interval (0, 1), i.e., 1 ≥ CFallðmÞ ≥ 0 (1 ≤m ≤ 1023). Finally,
the linear programming problem contains 1203 unknown
parameters, 8 equality constraints, and 2406 inequality
constraints. The optimized distribution of CFallðmÞ can be
solved. The first to 401th values, the 402th to 802th values,
and the 803th to 1203th values of the solution correspond to
the red filter, green filter, and blue filter, respectively. By comb-
ing these three sets of transmittance spectral distribution and
the known backlight, the color coordinates of the three pri-
mary colors of the red, green, blue, and white field are all the
same, and the light efficiency reaches the maximum.

Through the proposed method, the transmittance opti-
mization spectral distribution of any known backlight of
the three primary color filters can be solved. Taking the spec-
tral distribution shown in Figure 7(a) as an example, using
NTSC color gamut standard, the abscissa is taken as the

wavelength length, and the ordinate is taken as the relative
spectral intensity to calculate the relative intensity of RGB tri-
color at the corresponding wavelength. Finally, the transmis-
sion spectrum line of the three primary color filters is
optimized, and the results are shown in Figures 7(b)–7(d).
The final light efficiency is 197.1 lm/W.

If the backlight spectrum is the result shown in Figure 6,
the corresponding optimized transmittance distribution of
the filter can also be obtained. The result is shown in
Figures 8(a)–8(c).

Since the energy of the optimized backlight spectrum
shown in Figure 6 is concentrated in some narrow bandwidths,
the energy of the backlight can be retained to the maximum if
the transmittance of the color filter at the corresponding wave-
length is in a high-pass state. The light efficiency of the overall
module can reach to the theoretical limit value of 335.5 lm/W.
Compared with the common backlight, the loss of the light
energy caused by the filter is smaller and easier to achieve.
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Figure 7: The optimization results of transmission spectrum line of the three primary color filter.
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4. Analysis of the Backlight Optimization Model

According to the metamerism in colorimetry, the optimiza-
tion of any color light spectrum and the LCD backlight spec-
trum can be achieved by constructing linear programming
equations. However, from the simulation results, the spec-
trum with the theoretical maximum light effect has the char-
acteristic of pulsed distribution. Since the liquid crystal
displays is commonly used in the traditional LCD backlight
source, the spectrum is difficult to approach the theoretical
limit in practical applications. Then, the characteristics of
the optimal spectral distribution of monochromatic light will
be discussed. Combined with the new quantum dot backlight
technology, the optimization of the spectrum in the applica-
tion of improving the display backlight will also be discussed.

4.1. Characteristic of Optimization of Primary Colors.
According to the aforementioned algorithm, any color light
with known color coordinates can be optimized. Via the sim-
ulation of many colored lights, the distribution characteris-
tics of the optimized spectrum of monochromatic light can
be found. For a fixed color coordinate, the spectral distribu-
tion with the greatest light effect is often concentrated in
two segments or a very narrow range, showing a pulse-like
distribution. The power of the remaining wavelengths is zero.
These wavelengths of zero value mean that they are
ineffective or less effective to a given color coordinate.
Therefore, the optimized backlight spectrum should avoid
letting the power distribute at these wavelengths for reducing
the waste of the light energy. The feature of the pulsed
distribution simplifies the process of the optimized spectrum.
Therefore, the wavelength and the relative intensity of the
pulse can be used to determine an optimized spectrum
distribution. In Figures 9(a)–9(c), the pulse wavelength and

the relative intensity of the optimized spectrum of three
primary colors under the NTSC standard in Figure 5 is anno-
tated, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the optimized spectrum
for color coordinates (0.67, 0.33) (NTSC standard red) con-
tains a main peak at 611 nm. The optimized spectrum for
color coordinates (0.21, 0.71) (NTSC standard green) con-
tains a main peak at 538 nm and a secondary peak at
454 nm, where the intensity is 13.0% of the main peak. The
color coordinate (0.14, 0.08) (NTSC standard blue) opti-
mized spectrum contains a main peak at 460nm and a sec-
ondary peak at 521nm where the intensity is 30.2% of the
main peak. These wavelengths of the main peaks are close
to the optimization results obtained by Senfar Wen, accord-
ing to the color difference statistical algorithm [28, 29].

The wavelength positions and relative intensities of the
main and secondary peaks of the optimized spectra vary with
the color gamut. According to the algorithm discussed above,
for any given gamut standard, the characteristic peak posi-
tion of each primary color can be obtained. In the actual
application, the backlight spectrum should be adjusted to
the corresponding main and secondary peak positions, and
the relative intensity should be maintained to continuously
approach the theoretically optimized spectrum. Eventually,
the light efficiency of the backlight can be improved when
the color gamut is unchanged.

4.2. Optimization of the Quantum Dots. As for the optimized
spectrum characteristics of the pulsed distribution, the tradi-
tional broad spectrum light source is difficult to achieve. In
addition to lasers, new quantum dot materials offer great pos-
sibilities for approaching the ideal spectrum. As for fitting the
ideal backlight, quantum dot materials should be used to
meet the wavelength of the primary and secondary peaks in
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Figure 8: The result of filter transmittance lines for optimizing backlight spectrum.
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the optimized spectrum. The relative intensity of each pri-
mary color can be controlled by changing the concentration
of the quantum dot materials. However, even for quantum
dot materials, the spectrum is not strictly in the pulse distri-
bution. In the mathematical model, Gaussian distribution
can be used to simulate the spectrum [30, 31]. Equation
(15) is given as follows:

ΦQD λð Þ = e−ln 2 λ−λpð Þ/dð Þ2 : ð15Þ

In which, λp represents the center wavelength of the
quantum dot spectrum, and d represents the half-wave
width. In order to study the approximation degree of fitting
and optimizing backlight by using quantum dot materials,
under the NTSC green standard, the simulation results is
shown in Figure 10.

The results show that the position and relative intensity
of the main and secondary peaks are consistent with the ideal
spectrum. The half-wave width of the main peak is 3 nm, and
the secondary peak is 1 nm. The actual color coordinates of
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Figure 10: The simulation spectrum of the quantum dot backlight.
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the simulated waveform are (0.21, 0.71), and the luminous
efficiency is 610.8 lm/W. The simulated waveform almost
coincides with the ideal waveform. The luminous efficiency
is improved on the premise that the green color coordinate
remains unchanged, showing the importance of the position
of the main peak of the spectrum. However, the half-wave
width of the actual quantum dot material is wider than the
simulation one. The excessively wide spectral distribution
will not only generate unnecessary energy consumption
but also affect the reproduction of the target color.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the variation curves of the
luminous efficiency and the chromatic aberration with half-
wave width, respectively. The chromatic aberration is charac-
terized by the distance between two color coordinate points,
i.e., Δu′v′, under the CIE-1976 u′v′ color space.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that as the half-wave width
of the quantum dot material increases, the chromatic aberra-
tion of the fitted waveform continues to increase, and the
light efficiency continues to decrease. In order to correct the
error caused by the half-wave width, it is necessary to further
adjust and optimize the primary and secondary positions of
the waveform on the basis of the original waveform.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, based on the aforementioned results, using the
metamerism of the human visual system, this paper proposes
a linear programming-based algorithm for optimization of
the backlight spectrum within the range of any given display
system color gamut. On the premise of keeping the color
gamut of the display system, the maximum theoretical lumi-
nous efficiency of the backlight is calculated by the proposed
algorithm. The simulation results provide a design reference
and characteristic standard for the future low-power display.
At the same time, this paper shows that the utilization of
narrow-bandwidth light sources such as lasers and quantum
dot materials can make it easier to approach the maximum
value of theoretical light efficiency. Besides, as the bandwidth
of the nonideal backlight source increases, the positions of
the primary and secondary peaks of the original optimized
waveform may shift. Therefore, the next research can be

focused on optimization of the algorithm by using the spe-
cific material. In addition, it needs to be further considered
that the Gaussian function spectral distribution characteris-
tics should be combined in the spectral distribution optimi-
zation design. At the same time, by reasonably changing
some parameters and constraints in the metamerism equa-
tion, targeted simulation optimization is realized, and the
error is continuously reduced.
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